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Summary o f Ananiorphic Texts: Stendhal, Baudelaire. Lacan. Derrida

This thesis proposes that a textual equivalent of pictorial anamorphosis exists. Just as a 

painting or element within a painting may become suddenly visible when it is viewed at an angle, a 

written text may need to be read aslant in order to reveal a usually hidden and suppressed dimension 

of meaning.

The introduction takes pictorial anamorphosis as a point of departure for a discussion of what 

it would mean for a verbal text to be anamorphic. It concludes that the trick would take the form of 

ironic allegory , and that it would have to be intended by the author.

The four chapters of the thesis discuss, in turn, the work of Stendhal. Baudelaire. Lacan, and 

Derrida. Each of the four writers has tackled the problem of interpreting the visual and the visual arts. 

Each has also written texts which themselves pose problems for interpretation. The thesis reads these 

texts in the light of each writer’s treatment of the visual.

In the first chapter, entitled Stendhal and the Secret of Seduction', we read each of the three 

main characters of the notoriously enigmatic Le Rouge et le Noir as an enactment of one of the modes 

of resistance commonly associated with Stendhal. The first involves silence, the second dissimulation, 

and the third an extreme sincerity . These three modes are linked by this thesis to Stendhal's writing 

about art: the first is associated with Stendhal's love of opacity and naive response in art. the second 

with his lack of regard for artists and viewers who dissimulate and restrain their natural responses to 

the \ isual. and the third with his advocacy of a self-liberating practice of mimetic identification. We 

argue that Stendhal’s favoured mode of achieving happiness in life as in art is allegorized by a 

character in Le Rouge et le Noir who is not usually favoured by critics, and that the reader must 

herself adopt tliis preferred strategy if she is to perceive an angled discourse in the novel.

The second chapter. Baudelaire’s Grotesque Texts’, begins by suggesting that Baudelaire 

was influenced by Stendhal’s anainorphic practice. It goes on to discuss the importance attributed by 

the poet, in his art criticism, to the work of transfontiation. The chapter argues that Baudelaire adopts 

an oblique strategy' in a significant portion of his work, the reader being required to c;irry out a work 

of transfonnation analogous to that perfonned by the poet. We examine two poems from Les Fleur.-i du 

Dial and a selection of prose poems from Le Spleen de Paris to suggest that the strategy adopted 

therein is an anamorphic one. In each case, it would seem that the naive reader is mocked by an ironic 

turn of the text. This argument is placed in the context of Baudelaire’s theory of comedy and his 

interest in caricature. As in the first chapter, our hypothesis of textual anamorphosis borrows and 

develops aspects of e.xisting criticism related to the works in question.

In Lacan’s Strange Gaze’, we analyse the psychoanalyst’s theory of visual resistance, as set 

out in the four seminars on the gaze from Le Seminaire: Livre X I (1964): Les Ouatre Concepts 

fondamentaux de la psychanalyse. Anamorphic painting is discussed at some length in one of those 

seminars, where it is used to illustrate the operations of painting in general. We argue that Lacan's 

theory of visual resistance, as articulated in the seminars on the gaze, hinges on four principal



moments. We also argue that the sem inars in question cannot be understood in a hteral way. because 

they were designed to m im ic the very' resistance they theniatize. We then read the text from tiie 

perspective o f each of the four moments it associates with visual resistance. We propose that the te.xt 

d ram atizes the vanity' o f hum an knowledge,

Derrida and the Abyss' begins by discussing D errida 's view of the operation of art and 

w riting, as well as his fonnulation of the role o f the reader: for him. a painting or a text, as a 

stm ctural necessity, always places its au thor's  desire en-abym e'; and for him . reading is a 

transfonnative. identificatory practice which listens for the hidden abyss of the text. Such 

transform ative or deconstnictive readings usually show that an au thor's unconscious desire 

underm ines the conscious message of his text. We argue, however, that a D erridean reading could not 

fail to uncover an au thor’s conscious self-placem ent in abyss if the text in question were anam orphic. 

The deconstructive transfom iation would, in this case, be pre-em pted by the author. We discuss an 

analysis by D errida of one o f B audelaire's prose poems, showing that this does indeed seem to be the 

case. We go on to argue that D errida has. in fact, constructed an anam orphic text: M em oires 

d'aveug,le: L ’Autoportrait e t autres ruines. This work discusses graphic art. but strenuously seems to 

encourage a reading of that discussion as a mise-en-abyme of itself and the author. However, the logic 

o f the tex t's  content comes undone if it is given an abyssal reading. We argue that this outcome is. in 

the final analysis, anticipated by the content o f the text, w hich ends by seem ing allegorically to 

co in ert' the reader blinded by the tex t's  abyss into a witness of deconstn iction 's d ivine' tnith.

In the conclusion, we argue that each o f the four writers discussed is interested in the 

preserv ation o f the stnicture of the secret in discourse. It is the enigm atic qualities o f te.xts that lend 

them their ability to fascinate and. arguably, their ethical status. We conclude that the enduring 

liiscination exerted by the m ajority o f the texts studied by this thesis was calculated on the part o f their 

authors
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Hatchjavv rem arks (unconfirm ed, however, by Bassett) that throughout the whole 
ten years that went to the w riting of The Country A lbum  de Selby was obsessed with 
m irrors and had recourse to them so frequently that he claim ed to have two left 
hands and to be living in a world arbitrarily bounded by a wooden frame. As time 
w ent on he refused to countenance a direct view of anylhing and had a sm all m irror 
perm anently at a certain angle in front o f his eyes by a  wired m echanism  o f his own 
m anufacture. After he had resorted to this fantastic arrangem ent, he interviewed 
\  isitors w ith his back to them  and with his head inclined towards the ceiling; he was 
ev en credited w ith long walks backwards in crowded thoroughfares. Hatchjaw claim s 
that his statem ent is supported by the m s . of some three hundred pages of the A lbum . 
w ritten backwards, "a circum stance that made necessary the extension of the m irror 
principle to the bench of the wretched printer." (De Selby 's  Life and Times, p. 221.) 
This m anuscript cannot now be found.'

Flann O 'B rien. The Third Policeman
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INTRODUCTION

The pattern  is too in teresting no t to be deliberate.
Paul de Man, B lindness and  Insight

Although Martin Jay characterizes the shift from ancient to modern times in 

terms o f an ‘autonomization o f the visible’ or a ‘denarrativization o f the ocular’ (1993 

50-51), the modern ‘episteme’ has in common with its ancient counterpart a 

suppression o f the visible world, or at least that aspect o f it that troubles 

representation. In both epochs, the visible world is figured as an obstacle to truth while 

also serving as its model. For Plato, appearances may veil the truth, but this veiled Idea 

( ‘Eidos’) is figured as ‘a visible form blanched o f its color’ (Jay 1993 26); and 

Descartes’ figuring o f  vision as the realm o f illusion does not prevent him taking the 

visual ‘tableau’ as the ideal model o f thought. This dichotomy o f truth/falseness on the 

part o f the visible is tied to the opposition between distinct, intelligible vision and 

diflfijse, sensible vision. What is held in suspicion by Plato and Descartes alike is the 

blurring o f distinctions between discrete entities. It is painting’s participation in 

resemblance as distinct from representation, or metonymy as distinct from metaphor, 

that troubles both philosophers.' As Christopher Prendergast puts it, ‘mimesis is 

excommunicated not because it is a threat to truth, but because it is a threat to order’ 

(1986 10). Like a virus or a poison, resemblance disrespects the borders instituted by 

representation.

However, it is impossible to separate representation from resemblance in any 

absolute way. As Christine Buci-Glucksmann points out, even the extreme 

rationalization o f  vision presented by Velasquez’s Las Meninas, and analysed by 

Michel Foucault in Les Mots et les choses, cannot exclude material vision. For Buci- 

Glucksmann, Las Meninas marries a Classical aesthetic o f clear lines to a Baroque 

aesthetic o f shimmering colour: ‘Bien loin de n’etre qu’idealite connaissante, la lumiere 

de Velasquez surgirait de la somptuosite de la matiere’ (1988 28). Foucault himself 

describes resemblance as the ‘indispensable bordure’ o f representation (1966 82).

' For a summary o f this argument regarding Plato and Descartes, see Andrew Benjamin 1991
181-84; and regarding Plato alone, see Prendergast 1986 9-12.
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Resem blance is both the necessary precondition o f  rational order and that which must 

be suppressed in order for it to function (see Foucault 1966 66-70, 82-85, 135). As 

Jean-Fran^ois Lyotard points out, ‘la vision claire’ o f  linear. Euclidian perception is 

incontrovertibly divided from ‘la vision diffuse’ o f  lateral, curved perception: ‘II y a 

done quelque chose de faux jusque dans les m ouvem ents de I’ceil: il se prete a 

construire le connaissable, il refoule le veridique’ (1985 159). The subject cannot have 

the experience o f  lateral vision, according to Lyotard, unless she^ exacerbates distinct 

vision by focusing on a point for a certain length o f  time. Thus, referring to  M aurice 

M erleau-Ponty’s account o f  Cezanne’s vision o f  the M ontagne Sainte-Victoire,

Lyotard argues that ‘il fallait I’enorm e immobilite de Cezanne pour ecarter la 

rationalisation de I’espace perceptif et faire apercevoir la donation prem iere dans son 

obliquite, dans son ubiquite, dans sa transgression laterale des regies de I’optique 

geom etrique’ (1985 21). The fixation or fascination o f  the painter yields ‘I’evenem ent’, 

le dessaisissem ent’ or ‘[la] deconciliation’, that is, a moment at which the object is no 

longer recognized and must be represented anew (1985 23).^ As Claude Gandelman 

phrases it, ‘art is an absolute negation o f  reality and this negation is the very condition 

that permits us to see images o f  this reality’ (1991 52). The curved, lateral field o f 

vision is associated by both Lyotard and Buci-Glucksm ann with anam orphosis (see 

Lyotard 1985 184, 186).“*

A nam orphosis is a pictorial technique that was developed in the Baroque 

period, and that resurfaces in surrealist art. It w orks by manipulating the rules o f  

perspective so as to  produce painted images that are illegible unless viewed from a 

certain angle or with the help o f  a cylindrical mirror. The tem porary failure o f 

recognition exposes representation’s debt to resemblance: where a representation fails 

to resemble anything, it fails as a representation. The strategy o f  anam orphosis is 

designed to  produce a surprise in the viewer. This surprise hinges on the recognition o f 

the resemblance and thus o f  the representation. The w ord ‘anam orphosis’ evokes

For the sake o f economy, the feminine pronoun will be used to refer to the 
reader/\ iewer/analysand and the masculine pronoun to the writer/artist/analyst throughout this thesis, 
e.xcept in those rare instances where clarity is improved by using the opposite pronoun.
 ̂ Lyotard’s critique in Discours, Figure o f phenomenoiogists such as Merleau-Ponty is centred

on their privileging o f reconciliation rather than disjunction,
" Buci-Glucksmann cites Leibniz’s New Essays on Human Understanding, where he too makes
the link between marginal vision and anamorphosis. On vision’s dependence on shadow as theorized 
by Leibniz and others, see Buci-Glucksmann 1988 29-33.
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transformation: a return (‘ana’) towards form (‘morphe’). Trompe-l’oeil paintings 

eftect a similar surprise recognition o f the failure o f representation, but do so by taking 

resemblance to an extreme rather than by organizing its temporary deficit.^ In both 

anamorphosis and trom pe-l’oeil, therefore, resemblance works against rather than with 

representation. As Jurgis Baltrusaitis points out, ‘L’anamorphose et le trom pe-l’oeil se 

rejoignent dans un meme ordre de principes: la fausse mesure et la realite truquee’ 

(1969 100). Despite -  or because o f -  the fact that they announce the blind-spot o f the 

objectifying eye, anamorphosis and trompe-l’oeil produce a rush o f pleasure. The 

viewer’s glimpse o f the abyss gives her a sudden insight into the limits of 

consciousness and representation. For a moment, she has a sense that there is 

something that is impossible for representation.

Hans Holbein’s The Ambassadors, which dates from 1533, is probably the most 

famous anamorphic painting. Baltrusaitis describes this painting as a play in two acts 

(1969 104-105). In the first, the viewer is confronted with a highly realistic image o f 

two well-dressed men surrounded by emblems o f human achievement in science and 

the arts. The only element o f the painting that cannot be assimilated to the mimetic 

representation is the oblong object floating in its foreground, at the feet o f the men In 

the second act, the viewer moves away from the painting and, casting a glance back at 

the troubling shape, sees a death head surge into her field o f vision. Holbein’s painting 

presents an allegory o f vanitas. The Latin word ‘vanitas’ refers to that age-old tradition 

in the arts whereby a sometimes disguised memento mori acts as a reminder o f the 

transitory nature o f human life.® In The Ambassadors, the death head seems also to 

remind the viewer o f  the limits o f human knowledge. Indeed, Baltrusaitis discusses the 

painting’s debt to Corneille Agrippa’s La Declamation snr I 'incertitude, vanite et abus 

des Sciences et des Arts (1530), a discursive attack on the vanity o f knowledge (1969 

98-101).

All four writers discussed in this thesis -  Stendhal, Charles Baudelaire, Jacques 

Lacan, Jacques Derrida -  are interested in painting precisely to the extent that it 

reveals the vanity o f knowledge and representation. Baudelaire and Lacan even write

 ̂ T his does not m ean that such paintings are hyper-real’, but rather that they function by
e.xposing reality ’s lack o f  realness. It is in these tenns that Baudrillard contrasts trom pe-l’oeil and 
pornography: Le trom pe-l'ceil ote une d im ension a I’espace reel, et c ’est ce qui fait sa seduction’
(1979 47). See also Baudrillard 1979 86 -94  on the irony o f  the trompe-l'oeil.

See C heney 1992. w hich  studies the vanitas them e in the arts from ancient to recent times.
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about anamorphic art. For all four writers, ordinary ways o f looking are challenged in 

the viewing o f a painting, material vision is brought to bear upon distinct perception. 

All four'writers recognize the disruptive potential o f lateral similarities over linear 

representation. They are suspicious o f any view o f mimesis that suppresses the 

disorienting play o f resemblance in favour o f clearly delineated representation. They 

tend more towards Aristotle’s view o f mimesis, outlined in the Poetics, as a creative 

process o f  learning wherein the act o f mirroring fijnctions pleasurably to displace and 

re-constitute representation and knowledge.^ These writers value imitation to the 

extent that it is a process, and devalorize it in so far as it is a product. Both Stendhal 

and Baudelaire reject flat imitations o f reality in literature and in art, but admire works 

that trigger reflections in their reader or viewer, and that therefore, in a certain way, 

reflect and displace her. Lacanian psychoanalysis exploits the displacing potential o f 

reflection while refijsing the reifying tendency o f imitation. Derridean deconstruction 

undermines the prestige o f mimetic representation, and yet it will be shown to partake 

in an activity o f mimesis or mirroring, in the sense that the reader folds a text’s 

argument back against its own structure. All four writers reject imitation or 

resemblance in so far as it is an effect that is self-consciously applied by the subject of 

representation, and embrace it to the extent that it is a cause o f the subject’s 

destabilization. This thesis argues that the writers it focuses on go so far in their attack 

on representation and their valorization o f resemblance that they experiment with 

textual anamorphosis in their own writing,

Baltrusaitis claims to present, in his study o f anamorphosis, M’histoire des 

representations ou le reel et I’apparence se trouvent artificiellement disjoints par des 

savants et des artistes’ (1969 5). Although he refers in his introduction to comparisons 

between pictorial anamorphosis and poetry (1969 6), the only anamorphic 

presentations considered by Baltrusaitis are pictorial. This is unsurprising, as the 

technique has always been associated with the visual arts. However, verbal discourse 

too can be divided into linearity and laterality. Some commentators have described the 

conflicting dimensions o f vision using the linguistic terms o f metaphor and metonymy.

See the first chapter of Prendergast 1986 for an outline of the differences between Platonic 
and Aristotelian mimesis.



while others figure the lateral aspect o f  the verbal text in pictorial terms.** The relation 

between ideal vision and material vision can be understood, therefore, as analogous 

with the relationship between rational discourse and poetry. Poetry, like diflfiase vision, 

disturbs the fixed identities o f  discourse. It does so by playing on lateral links rather 

than foregrounding the linear development, that is, by combining resemblance and 

rhyme with representation. Friedrich Schlegel, for example, writes that ‘the beginning 

o f  all poetry [is] to abolish the course and laws o f  rationally thinking reason and again 

to displace us into the beautiflil conflision o f  fantasy, into the originary chaos o f  human 

nature’ (Kritische Ausgabe II 319, cited in Handwerk 1985 31). Lyotard associates 

discursive laterality with the unconscious and expressiveness (1985 19).

Lateral links, even in poetry, usually reinforce linear discursive logic. However, 

in the case o f  anamorphosis, a clash occurs between the two logics. In Blindness and 

Insight, Paul de Man theorizes two means o f  giving textual expression to discordance.^ 

One is allegory, and involves temporal sequence; the other, irony, takes place in the 

present moment: ‘Irony is a synchronic structure, while allegory appears as a 

successive mode capable o f  engendering duration as the illusion o f  a continuity that it 

knows to be illusory’ (1971 226).''^ De Man describes the structure o f  irony as ‘the 

reversed mirror-image’ o f  the allegorical form (1971 225). In HoXhem's Ambassadors, 

the vanitas allegory turns upon a moment o f  irony, thus complicating de Man’s

G andelm an (1991) draw s on Alois R iegl’s dichotom y between optical' and hap tical' vision, 
aligning the first w ith m etaphor and the second w ith metonymy. Conversely, see Rom an Jakobson’s 
spatial analyses o f poetry, particularly ‘Sur I’art verbal des poetes-peintres: Blake, Rousseau et K lee’ 
(1973 378-400), and D avid Scott’s ‘p ic torialist’ reading o f nineteenth-century poetry (1988 1997),
’ De M an rejected the theoretical validity of authorial intentions. To cite him  in support o f an
intentionalist argum ent is no more parado.vical. however, than the intentionalist debate that arose out 
of the discovery in 1987 of the Yale S cholar’s early pro-N azi journalism . See Prologue: The Deaths 
of Paul de M an’, in Burke 1992 1-7.

On irony as spatial and sim ultaneous, see de M an 1971 213, 225. However, de M an tends to 
define irony in tenns o f a non-sequential tem porality rather than in term s o f space, because it is 
dynam ic and vertiginous rather than static: 'irony appears as an instantaneous process that takes place 
rapidly, suddenly, in one single m om ent' (1971 225). It is the mode o f the presen t’, w hereas allegory 
e.xists entirely w ithin an  ideal tim e that is never here and now but always a past or an endless future’

(1971 226). Irony is associated by him  w ith a tem porality that is definitely not organic, in that it 
relates to its source only in term s of distance and difference and allows for no end. for no to tality’ 
(1971 222). It is w hat 'engenders’ (1971 220) and ‘d iv ides’ (1971 222) tem poral sequence. We are 
thus simplify ing De M an 's  argum ent, in linking irony to space, and allegory to time.
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distinction between allegory and irony.'' AJl anamorphic painting might be understood 

to force a confrontation between diachrony and synchrony, time and space, in the sense 

that its dramatic effect hinges on a temporal transition between two points in space. 

With Lessing’s famous distinction between visual and verbal arts in mind, if the 

anamorphic painting narrativizes irony (temporalizes space), the equivalent effect in 

discourse might hinge upon an ironization o f mimetic narrative (a spatialization o f 

time). In a first moment, the reader would not recognize the irony, but might be 

perplexed and fascinated by a resistance to her understanding. In a second moment, she 

might pursue lateral correspondences and implied analogies, and come to a recognition 

o f a seemingly motivated conflict between the two levels o f the discourse, the lateral 

level ironizing the literal one. As in the viewing o f  Holbein’s mimetic painting, the 

perception o f irony would give rise to the recognition o f  a latent allegory in the 

mimetic narrative. Significantly, de Man takes Stendhal as ‘a good example’ o f a 

novelist who has achieved what is a ‘truly perverse assignment’ (1971 226), namely the 

‘successfijl combination o f allegory and irony’ (1971 227, 228). He claims that this 

formula marks La Chartreuse de Parme out ‘as one o f the few novels o f novels, as the 

allegory o f irony’ (1971 228); the first chapter o f this thesis treats Le Rouge et le Noir 

as this novel o f  novels.'^ Interesting too, in the context o f our argument, is the fact that 

de Man describes Baudelaire’s Le Spleen de Paris as even more allegorical than his 

lyric poems (1971 161, 184), and yet also claims that these prose texts are the ‘most 

ironic w orks’ o f  this great theorist o f irony (see 1971 211-217, 225-26).

Lyotard links anamorphosis to what he calls the figural (see 1985 68-70, 183- 

85, 376-79). According to Lyotard, all discourse is inhabited by a potential obstacle to 

clear communication. He claims that this obstacle, the figural, is particularly operative 

in art and literature, where lateral connections are stronger than in ordinary discourse: 

‘du fait qu’elle [la figure] institue une intra-communication de I’oeuvre avec elle-meme, 

et la referme sur soi, elle surprend I’oeil ou I’oreille et I’esprit par une disposition des

Richard Stamelman writes, on the subject o f Baudelaire’s poetic transposition o f Ernest 
Christophe’s anamorphic statue. The Mask, that allegory, being i ’ecriture a deux tetes incompatibles, 
a deu.\ codes contradictoires'. is fondamentalement anamorphotique' (1989 257). He goes on. 
however, to claim that Baudelaire’s imagination is as ironic as it is allegorical (1989 259). No doubt it 
is this combination o f  irony and allegory that constitutes what Stamelman repeatedly describes as the 
monstruosite' o f anamorphosis.

'■ De Man also discusses, at some length, the latent tension’ (1971 156) between diachrony 
and synchrony in Baudelaire’s ‘Le Peintre de la vie m odem e’.
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parties tout a fait improbable’ (1985 250). Lyotard offers Mallarme’s Un coup de des 

as an example o f a text which he claims is anamorphic because its arrangement 

derange la communication’ (1985 69), bringing the sensible to bear upon the 

intelligible, the thing designated by the text into the text itself However, it would be 

difficult to argue that Mallarme’s text, on the model o f an anamorphic painting, 

resolves itself into coherence once it is read in a lateral rather than a linear manner

More convincing is Lyotard’s argument that, in the psychoanalytic session, the 

analysand’s discourse is anamorphic because it displays, on its surface, a message that 

contradicts its apparent meaning (see 1985 17, 379-85). In order to perceive this 

anamorphic level o f discourse, the psychoanalyst performs ‘ce travail qui est d ’artiste, 

I’attention tlottante, la negligence de principe a I’endroit de I’institue’ (1985 17-18); 

abandoning prescribed formulae, the psychoanalyst relies upon the activity o f his own 

unconscious in order to detect the traces o f the unconscious censored by the 

analysand’s conscious representations.’̂  The analyst might thus be compared to 

Cezanne, standing immobile before the mountain in anticipation o f  the event of 

defamiliarization. However, if the analysand’s discourse is anamorphic in its 

construction, it is not self-consciously so, and in this respect it departs from 

anamorphic painting.

The playful texts with which Freud compares the operations o f the dream, and 

discussed by Lyotard, are closer to pictorial anamorphosis in that they are actually 

designed not to be understood unless the reader recognizes their trick. Appearing in an 

Austrian-Bavarian newspaper, they present what seem to be Latin inscriptions, 

accompanied by an illustration. It is only when the inscription is read aloud in the 

reader’s maternal tongue that the latent message becomes clear.''* However, if the 

disjunction between two levels o f discourse is evident here, as it is not in Un coup de 

des, and if that disjunction is consciously intended here, as it is not in the analysand’s 

discourse, this kind o f text is an imperfect equivalent o f pictorial anamorphosis to the

See Freud's statement of the need for the interpreter to let his attention flotter egaleinent' 
o\ er the material presented, letting his own unconscious discern the figures of the unconscious 
presented therein (cited in Lyotard 1985 31 1).

See Lyotard 1985 262-70 for examples and an analysis o f what Freud describes as "ces 
inscriptions enigmatiques’ (1985 262). Lyotard compares these inscriptions to Saussurean 
hypogrammes’. which trick us into reading a phrase for its literal meaning rather than for the 

meaning communicated when the phonemes of those phrases are heard (1985 266-67). Lyotard also 
discusses the rebus structure (1985 295-307).
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extent that it hinges on a tension between sign systems (phonetic and alphabetic, Latin 

and German) rather than on a tension between the linear and the lateral, or diachronic 

and synchronic levels o f the same sign system.

Lyotard does not offer, therefore, any example of textual anamorphosis that 

fulfils all the criteria o f pictorial anamorphosis. Certainly, many other texts, like those 

studied by Lyotard, have been shown to adopt broadly anamorphic strategies. 

However, this thesis defines an anamorphic text as one that reveals its secret only to a 

slanted reading, arising from an exasperation with the text’s gaps, loose ends, or 

contradictions. The lateral logic (rather than the graphic or pictorial potentialities) of 

such a text would be exploited in order to hide a second level o f meaning that gives the 

lie to the first. It seems highly unlikely that no works exist that fiilfil our definition o f 

textual anamorphosis. However, what is somewhat more likely is that such texts would 

pose problems on the level o f reception that are simply not applicable to painting.

Whereas the victim o f the visual trick has concrete visual evidence o f the 

objective existence o f that deception, the victim o f verbal anamorphosis has no such 

certainty. It is here that the distinction between painting as sensible and literature as 

intelligible makes itself felt. While the evidence o f the senses has always been held, by 

Western philosophy, as inferior to the reasoning mind, reason tends nevertheless to 

ground itself in the sensible world, which acts as its guarantee.'^ If pictorial 

anamorphosis, in both its Baroque and Surrealist incarnations, has strong links with 

madness, to the extent that it makes the human being question the grounding o f her 

reason, then the experience o f discursive anamorphosis would be even more 

threatening to one’s reason, because there would be no photograph or universal 

testimony by which she could prove that her sense o f deception was at least itself 

grounded in reason. The reader’s moment o f recognition would be predicated not on 

sensible evidence, but rather on reason. Reason is usually supported by analogies and 

parallels, but where lateral logic seems to contradict the line o f reason, a gap opens up 

in understanding. It is precisely this revelation o f the gap that defines irony: ‘The 

identifying trait o f irony is that there be an incompatibility between competing 

meanings, between a proffered and an implied alternative’ (Handwerk 1985 I). Where

See Ferr\ 1990 34 on the first point, and Ferr\ 1990 112 on the second, with reference to
Kant.
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there is room for doubt, as there often is in written discourse, it is far more 

comfortable to assume that no irony is present. As Prendergast argues o f Flaubert, ‘the 

very condition o f an anti-mimetic reading is the equally valid possibility o f a strictly 

mimetic reading; each ironically shadows the other, and the text is not finally reducible 

to either’ (1986 15-16). The always lurking possibility o f a gap between what an 

author says and what he means can be suppressed precisely because there is no tangible 

evidence o f irony: ‘Irony will actually be flilly operative only to the extent that both 

speaker and hearer (not necessarily the addressee) are aware o f it and feel implicated 

by it’ (Handwerk 1985 136).

The question o f irony is inseparable from the notion o f authorial intention.

W K. Wimsatt and Monroe C. Beardsley famously warn against attempting to deduce 

an author’s intention, in view o f the fact that a w ork’s value depends not upon that 

intention but rather upon its aesthetic qualities. However, it is not so easy to 

differentiate the question o f intention from that o f artistic value in the case o f 

anamorphosis, precisely because the crux o f the anamorphic work lies in its ironic 

intention. In any case, such a text would be unacceptable for New Criticism, precisely 

because that school defines the successfijl poetic work as one from which all resistance 

has been excised: ‘what is irrelevant has been excluded, like lumps from pudding and 

“bugs” from machinery’ (Wimsatt 1954 4).

Roland Barthes also argues against the relevance o f authorial intention to 

writing, but unlike the New Critics does so precisely by valorizing the drift internal to 

language. He describes a text as ‘un espace a dimensions multiples, ou se marient et se 

contestent des ecritures variees, dont aucune n’est originelle’ (1994 493-94). Instead 

of acting as the unified cause o f a work, the writer is created in and through the 

multiple processes o f  the work: ‘il n ’y a d ’autre temps que celui de I’enonciation, et 

tout texte est ecrit eternellement id  et maintenant’ (Barthes 1994 493). To deduce 

that the author is dead as a result o f his dispersal in language is as much as to say that 

the author is alive in the very workings o f his text rather than in any extra-textual 

transcendence. However, Barthes does not say this. Rather, he says that ‘la naissance 

du lecteur doit se payer de la mort de 1’Auteur’, and defines the reader in terms o f the 

space o f the text itself ‘le lecteur est I’espace meme ou s’inscrivent, sans qu’aucune ne 

se perde, toutes les citations dont est faite une ecriture’ (1994 495). In this way.
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Barthes gives the reader a certain priority over the writer.'*’ As Lyotard puts it, in 

structurahst discourse Me discours de I’autre n ’est pas pris selon sa propre visee, mais 

selon la visee du m ien’ (1985 1 13). B arthes’ reluctance to admit that a w riter’s living 

presence might be invested in the workings o f  a text is bound up with the fact that 

New Criticism and Structuralism  are hostile to any idea o f  origins, authorial intention, 

and expression. These categories are foregrounded in Rom antic literature, however. 

Indeed, W im satt and Beardsley write that ‘the intentional fallacy is a rom antic one’ 

(1954 6).

Visual anam orphosis is m ore susceptible to recognition than is textual 

anam orphosis because a visual artist’s intention to  deceive is irrefijtable. Visual lures 

are also less threatening than verbal ones because it is far easier to  accept the fallibility 

o f  perception than it is the bad faith o f  representation. After all, the sensible world has 

always been assum ed by W estern culture to be the domain o f  i l l u s i o n . F o r  Plato, as 

for Descartes, it is a site o f  confusion and overlapping. Baltrusaitis discusses the close 

relationship betw een D escartes’s suspicion o f  the visual and the anamorphic 

experim ents o f  his contem poraries (1969 61-70). I f  pictorial anam orphosis served 

Descartes by exposing the dangers o f  visual evidence, the possibility o f  textual 

deception would have serious implications for the credibility o f  his own argum ent, in 

that it w ould suggest the limitations o f  the reasoning mind. Lyotard states that, while 

Descartes never forgot the presence o f  the figural in the text, he nevertheless excluded 

it from his discourse ‘par convention m ethodologique’ (1985 185). I f  the rules o f 

perspective can be shown to be based on an illusion simply by using the rules o f 

perspective to produce distorted images, textual anam orphosis might, by extension, 

manipulate the foundation o f  reason to show how  reason itself is founded on delusion.

It may not be reason, however, but rather what W alter Benjamin would call the 

‘aura’ o f  the au thor’s gaze that prevents readers from recognizing the anamorphic 

irony o f  a work. The reader assumes, as she would if she were facing the author in 

person, that he is speaking in good faith. As Lyotard puts it, ‘Le texte fait visage’

(1985 213). To discover suddenly that the ‘face’ she was imagining was a mask, and 

that the one behind it is m ocking her, would be a far m ore shocking experience for the

Sean Burke makes a similar point in his lucid and theoretically informed critique o f  
Barthes’s thesis. See 'The Birth of the Reader’ in Burke 1992 20-61.
' See Christin 1995 for an analysis o f the Chinese view of the sensible world.
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reader than the discovery o f visual trickery.”* In the case o f verbal anamorphosis, it 

would be no longer simply the prestige o f vision that is undermined, it would be the 

vanity o f knowledge, certainty, and the ego that would come under attack. Even 

Lyotard, who champions ‘I’opacite figurale’ and pictorial and verbal anamorphosis, 

refijses to confront the possibility that a superimposed, anamorphic discourse can exist 

within another discourse:

Un deuxieme discours est seulement une deuxieme face dans la premiere. Dieu 
serait seulement cette transcendance-la, d ’un vis-a-vis invisible, a la limite 
inaudible, mais nous saisissant par la presence de son absence. -  Nous 
n’entendons pas sortir de I’ideologie de la connaissance pour retourner a celle 
de la revelation. (1985 282)

Lyotard’s argument is paradoxical, given that pictorial anamorphosis centres on a 

transition between knowledge and revelation, or ‘adaequatio’ and ‘aletheia’, and that 

what it reveals is precisely ‘un deuxieme discours’ internal to the first: ‘La vision 

laterale nous donne cette “signification” qui echappait a la vision directe. [... ] Notre 

rotation convertit le support: par eile le monde devient livre; notre vue devient ecoute 

de la parole’ (1985 377). Despite devoting an entire book to outlining what are, 

etfectively, the conditions o f possibility o f an anamorphic text, therefore, Lyotard pre

emptively dismisses the possibility or value o f identifying such a text.

This thesis argues differently. It proposes four examples o f texts in which a 

disjunction which seems consciously intended on the part o f the author exists between 

patent and latent meanings, and in which that discordance depends upon a conflict 

between diachronic and synchronic levels o f the text. In the first two principal texts, 

Stendhal’s Le Rouge et le Noir and Baudelaire’s Le Spleen de Pahs, the reader finds 

herself in the position o f  the viewer o f Holbein’s painting; she accepts too hastily a first 

level o f representation, despite the problems it poses, and then discovers -  too late -  

that she is implicitly mocked by the author for doing so. In the case o f both, she 

identifies with the supposed author-persona in the text, a character who would be, for 

a second level o f reading, the object o f the author’s ridicule. Lacan’s seminars on the 

gaze in Le Seminaire: Livre XL Les Otiatre Concepts fondamentaux de la

See chapter XVI o f Aristotle’s Poetics  on the an.xiety produced by the possibility of 
misrecognizing persons.
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psychanalyse  and Derrida’s Memoires d ’aveugle: I 'Autoportrait et autres m ines  do 

not ridicule the credulity o f the reader, but do seem to be designed so as to operate on 

two levels, one diachronic and the other synchronic. In the case o f Lacan, a lateral 

reading helps to make sense o f the linear discourse, while in Derrida’s case, a lateral 

reading problem atizes the literal one.

This thesis has located possible examples o f textual anamorphosis in two 

authors often associated with the tradition o f Romantic i r o n y . I f  anamorphosis points 

to the limits o f  rational representation, alternates perspectives, and operates playfully 

to disorient and surprise the subject o f representation. Romantic irony does the same. 

The predilection o f the Romantic ironists for breaking the illusion o f reality can be 

associated, furthermore, with the practice o f pictorial trompe-l’oeil. What complicates 

the intentional issue further, as Rene Bourgeois points out, is the fact that the ruses o f 

the Romantic ironist are so subtle that they ‘can easily be confused with the 

unconscious proliferation o f  writing’ (1988 108). That poststructuralist discourse 

should yield the two other proposed examples o f textual anamorphosis dealt with in 

this thesis might be explained by reference to poststructuralism’s contestation o f the 

prestige o f rational representation, its adoption o f the oblique approach, and its 

notorious linguistic playfulness. Both Romantic ironists and poststructuralist theorists 

are frequently figured as laughing before the abyss.

Despite the appearances offered by this introduction, textual anamorphosis was 

not the point o f departure for this thesis.^' Rather, the four authors were chosen 

because they each write about the visual as something that is radically irreducible to 

discourse. It is not untenable to suggest that, in their fascination with the gap between 

perception and representation, vision and discourse, they each became interested in 

ways o f bringing that gap to bear upon their own writing. As regards the specific texts

S ee  for exam ple  Furst 1979 30 and Gerald G il lesp ie  in Garber 1988 3 5 2  on S tend ha l’s L e  
R ou^ e e t le  N o ir  as an exam ple  o f  Romantic irony, and B ourgeo is  1988 118-19  on Baudelaire  as a 
Romantic  ironist. D e  Man treats Baudelaire  as a great exponent and theorist o f  Rom antic  irony, and 
Stendhal as ‘T he  great and all- important ex ce p t io n ’ to the nineteenth-century n o v e l ’s see m in g  inability  
to sustain irony (1971  2 1 0 -1 1 ) .

With reference to Romantic  irony, see  for exam ple  Furst 1979 51, M ueck e  218 .  With  
reference to poststructuralism, see  for exam ple  Foucault 1966 3 5 3 -5 4  and Baudrillard’s valorization o f  
ironic play in response  to encroaching  m echanization  ( see  1979, 1994).
■' T he them e o f  anam orphosis ,  which now  connects  the four chapters, arrived in ( im )proper
anamorphic time.
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focused upon, they are quite sim ply the ones that fascinated this reader by virtue o f  

their resistance to an ordinary reading.

Each chapter will read the textual resistance in a work (or works) by one o f  the 

four authors in the light o f  that w riter’s own ideas about visual resistance. This 

‘m irroring’ or doubling approach is appropriate, given that the structure o f  reflection 

is so central to the preoccupations o f  each. Indeed, Derridean deconstruction will be 

show n to be a practice o f  reflecting a tex t’s argum ent back against itself. The structure 

o f  reflection is bound up intrinsically, after all, w ith precisely that gap between 

perception and representation that interests each o f  the w riters discussed in this thesis. 

Reflection, in its radical sense rather than as sim ple repetition, is in fact w hat institutes 

perception and representation. For Imm anuel Kant, aesthetic judgem ent depends 

upon a reflection on the part o f  the view er, a reflection which is thus constitutive 

rather than derivative o f  pre-existing knowledge and concepts. Reflection, according 

to A. Benjam in, ‘will em erge at the lim it o f  the understanding’, beyond ‘the 

determ ination in advance’ (1991 54). Gary Shapiro, citing Zarathustra’s claim  that ‘all 

vision is seeing abysses’, relates the ‘courage’ o f  the artist’s vision to the structure o f  

the 'm ise-en-abim e' (1997 71 75). The view ing o f  a w ork o f  art, like its production, 

involves a seeing o f  seeing, a reflection upon vision. A distance opens up, 

consequently, w ithin the act o f  seeing. A lthough this gap or abyss is closed over at the 

very m om ent that it is encountered, the circle has been breached nevertheless. This 

m om ent o f  reflection or breach is dram atized in painting by the sudden, surprising 

recognition involved in trom pe-l’oeil and anam orphosis, pictorial strategies by which 

vision effectively represents its own abyss, being the distance betw een resem blance 

and representation. This thesis argues that the experience o f  the abyss can also be 

dram atized in writing.

If Foucault characterizes the m odern epistem e as endlessly self-regarding and 

self-repeating,^^ Stendhal, Baudelaire, Derrida, and Lacan all prefer to reflect and 

displace rather than sim ply repeat the repetition. They enact w hat A. Benjam in would

Lyotard, for exam ple ,  writes that ‘ II n ’y  a rien a voir s ’il n ’y  a pas I’e lo ignem ent,  la separation  
du voyant et du v is ib le ,  rien a penser si je sais ce  q u ’ il y a a penser, rien a peindre si je ne m e  retire pas 
du Jeu que le m onde joue avec  lu i-m em e sur mon co rp s’ (1 9 8 5  31) .  See  also F oucault’s words on  
reflection (1 9 6 6  338) .

A ccord in g  to Foucault, ‘ la pensee  moderne est vouee ,  de fond en co m b le ,  a la grande  
preoccupation du retour, au souci  de recom m encer,  a cette etrange inquietude sur place qui la met en  
devoir de repeter la repetit ion’ ( 1 9 6 6  345) .
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describe as ‘an original repetition’ (1991 55). Because o f  this, these writers might be 

described as postm odern in L yotard’s sense.

Lateral links betw een the four authors and the different chapters devoted to 

them  are secondary, in this thesis, to  the lateral links internal to each w riter’s work.

The correspondences betw een the chapters are, in any case, too num erous to  be 

rem arked in any consistent way. All four authors share the same mistrust o f 

representation and the same faith in something that inhabits representation as its 

outside. They each treat this hypothetical outside as both a threat to and a point o f  

departure for representation. W hat binds the w orks o f  these authors together most 

strongly o f  all is the possibility that they each, by adopting a strategy o f  textual 

anam orphosis, give vision, or the ‘hors-tex te’ (which, technically, does not exist), pride 

o f  place in their writing.

Lyotard writes that le "post-” de “postmodeme” ne signifie pas un inouvement de come 
back, de flash  back, de fe e d  back, c ’est-a-dire de repetition, mais un proces en “ana- \  un proces 
d'analyse. d'anamnese, d’anagogie. at d’anamorphose, qui elabore un “oubii initial’” (1986 126).



I STENDHAL AND THE SECRET OF SEDUCTION

Nous sommes tons des coqiiins an sens de Stendhal.

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, ‘Pour la verite’, Les Temps modernes, 4 (1946)

STENDHAL, RESISTANCE IN VISION, AND RESISTANCE TO THE GAZE

Erich Auerbach names Stendhal (along with Balzac) as ‘the father o f modern 

realism’ (1953 468). However, the author was, at best, ambivalent about mimetic 

representation, which he associated with all that was most bland and oppressive about 

the nineteenth century. It is despite Stendhal’s proclaimed aversion for realist styles, 

then, that Le Rouge et le Noir ‘goes some way towards the depiction o f an ordinary, 

dull French provincial milieu’ (Wakefield 1973 30).

All may not be as it seems, however. There are various elements in Le Rouge et 

le Noir that jar with its self-presentation as a ‘chronique du dix-neuvieme siecle’. This 

chapter argues that the realism o f this fascinating novel served only as an alibi for its 

author, whose personal interest in writing ‘ce plat ouvrage’ (SC ii 205) lay elsewhere. 

We will argue that something about the novel has failed, until now, to meet our eyes.

If vision is privileged by realism, because o f its supposed objectivity and 

universality, one o f  the ways in which Stendhal problematizes the realist paradigm in 

Le Rouge et le Noir is by emphasizing the plurality o f vision.' He divided vision into 

two incompatible poles, sensation and perception (see for example 01 i 267). In Le 

Rouge et le Noir, time is often reported as passing while Julien stands immobile before 

an object o f fascination (for example the Chevalier de Beauvoisis): his vision is, at 

these times, sensual rather than abstract. Related to this is Stendhal’s insistence on the 

irreducibly partial nature o f vision. The narrative o f Le Rouge et le Noir frequently 

suggests that something escapes distinct vision, as for example when Julien, after his 

initial interview with Pirard, recognizes his own trunk after staring at it for three hours 

(R 381). The consequent deceptiveness o f vision is suggested by the epigraph to

Ann Jefferson goes so far as to write o f Stendhal’s 'principled avoidance o f the visual’, and 
to contrast it with the approach o f Balzac, the archetypal realist writer, who exerts an insistent 
hermeneutic pressure on the visible surface of the world’ (1994 193). Catherine F. Danielou has 
written about the centralit>’ o f the problem of vision to Le Rouge et le Noir (1991-92).
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chapter XXI: ‘Car tout ce que je raconte, je I’ai vxi; et si j ’ai pu me tromper en le 

voyant, bien certainement je ne vous trompe point en vous ie disant’ (R 569) Stendha! 

also insisted on the relativism o f vision, as demonstrated for example by Julien’s 

fluctuating appraisals o f Mathilde’s appearance and the narrator’s disagreement with 

Julien’s evaluation o f the entrance to the Hotel de La Mole.^ For Stendhal, ‘II y a peut- 

etre autant de fagons de sentir parmi les hommes que de fagons de voir’ (DA 33).

These three aspects o f Stendhalian vision are already evident in his writing on 

the visual arts, dating from 1811. As Jefferson notes, his art criticism emphasizes 

‘emotional response’ rather than vision (1994 193-98), the relativism o f aesthetic 

vision (1994 198-202), and the blindness integral to vision (1994 202-204). She 

maintains that, despite what she calls the ‘un-visual’ quality o f Stendhal’s novels, ‘the 

aesthetic o f  these novels derives in large part from his response to painting’ (1994 

192). Jefferson claims, in fact, that the writing o f Histoire de la peinture en Italie 

‘provided him with an education to become a novelist’ (1994 195).^ This chapter will 

thus read Le Rouge et le Noir with an eye to Stendhal’s treatment o f vision and the 

visual arts.

Stendhal perceived the kind o f vision promoted by realism and the nineteenth 

century to be reifying and homogenising. The writer was centrally concerned with the 

question o f how to remain original in a society inimical to difference. His contestation 

o f normative vision was complicit with an ethics o f freedom. Jean-Pierre Richard 

claims that Stendhal’s characters are possessed by ‘[une] obsession du regard’ (1970 

58), and that three modes o f resistance to the objectifying gaze were worked out in the 

author’s life and work: ‘la pudeur’, ‘I’hypocrisie’, and ‘la provocation’ (1970 53-56). 

These three strategies will be shown to be allegorized by the three main characters of 

Le Rouge et le Noir, a novel which, Stendhal claimed, tells the story o f the tyranny of 

the public gaze in post-revolutionary France (R 700-701). The plot o f the novel will be 

approached as a three-fold mise-en-abyme o f its own writing as well as o f the

Jonathan Culler points to Stendhal’s relativization o f point o f view in Le Rouge e t le Noir: 
While playing the role o f omniscient narrator, retailing a character’s conscious and unconscious 

thoughts, he will deliberately intervene with a judgement which limits and defines him. making the 
narrator a man with an identifiable social attitude (an Italian rather than a Frenchman, or vice versa) 
and no pretence to universality’ (1975 473).
’ David Wakefield points out that Stendhal was ‘deeply rooted [... j in the eighteenth-centur>
habit o f drawing parallels between literature and the visual arts’, even if he never forgot the 
differences between them (1973 15).
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possibilities for its reading/

'La Fudeur ’

(i) Stendhal and discretion

Stendhal was obsessively secretive. Prosper Merimee notes, in H.B., that even 

his friends knew very little about ‘quelles gens il voyait, quels livres il avait ecrits, quels 

voyages il avait faits’ (1992 113).^ Even the name ‘Stendhal’ is only one o f  over one 

hundred pseudonyms adopted by the elusive Henri Beyle. As Culler says o f  the life o f  

this ‘compulsively evasive’ author, ‘Beyle displays a mania for minor fictions, a desire 

to be himself yet a fictitious person in the otherwise purposeless alteration o f  dates, 

places, events’ (1975 470, 473). In this vein, Gerard Genette writes o f ‘son gout 

presque hysterique pour le travestissement’ (1969 186).

As regards Stendhal’s autobiographical writings, Beatrice Didier says o f  Vie de 

Henry Bnilard  that it is a work that, ‘loin de permettre une sorte de replatrage du 

portrait, fait au contraire decouvrir ses failles, ses manques’ (1983 261). The gaps and 

ambiguities in Stendhal’s autobiographical writings can be attributed, at least partially, 

to a desire for privacy and a fear o f  ridicule (see for example 01 ii 957-58). However, 

they can also be accounted for by his belief in the irreducibility o f  sensation to

This argument for mise-en-abyme effects in Stendhal’s writing has numerous precedents. 
Victor Brombert writes about how Stendhal worked out and transcended his personal predicaments in 
his fictions: ‘Caught between the desire to move and yet not to uncover what moves him, he transfers 
his sensibility to his fictional creatures, and grants himself the privilege of reliving, but also of 
transcending, his private predicament. The real action of the novel is thus indistinguishably associated 
with the veiy process of writing the novel’ (1968 75). While Prendergast is carefiil not to suggest that 
there is a conscious device of mise-en-abyme at work’ in Stendhal’s novel (1986 133), he 
nevertheless argues that ‘The stake, and the ruse, of both author and hero in Le Rouge et le Noir is 
how to retain some vestige of freedom while negotiating what threatens that freedom: how Julien 
speaks to the other characters and how Stendhal speaks to his readers are two faces of the same 
dilemma and the same game’ (1986 132). Roger Pearson refers to Stendhal’s 'fascination with the 
process of reading’ (1988 11), and suggests that instructive links exist between the modes of reading 
described in the novel and those at the reader’s disposal (see for example 1988 135). In a more 
general context, see Richard Rand’s application of the term mise-en-abyme to the processes of both 
reading and writing in ‘Greenwood’, the introduction to Signeponge/ Signsponge (Derrida 1988 ix-
\ i ) .

 ̂ Merimee also writes that '11 etait difficile de savoir ce qu’il pensait de Napoleon. Presque
toujours il etait de I'opinion contraire a celle qu'on mettait en avant’ (1992 96).
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perception, or experience to representation. Either it is impossible to remember strong 

emotion (01 ii 435, 644, 628, 868-69; DA 58) or to represent it (01 ii 658, 957), or 

representation would be detrimental to the memory of tlie emotion in question (01 ii 

958-60). For these reasons, according to Stendhal, love eludes representation.^ He thus 

preserved a certain ‘pudeur’ or reserve in relation to representation.

The seductive effects of ‘la pudeur’, or discretion, were well known to 

Stendhal.^ In chapter XXVI of De I'amour, entitled ‘De la pudeur’, he states that the 

elusiveness o f  women inspires love in men, because 'la  pudeur prete a I’amour le 

secours de 1’imagination, c ’est lui donner la vie’ (DA 86; see also DA 59). The role of 

the imagination in love is conveyed by Stendhal’s notion of ‘cristallisation’, a process 

by which a paltry real is idealized over time, just as a branch thrown into a salt mine 

gradually transforms into a shimmering rod (DA 34-35, 39). Stendhal described 

■cristallisation’ as ‘une certaine fievre d ’imagination’ (DA 61). As Julia Kristeva 

points out, Stendhal loved only those women who resisted him, because this ‘pudeur’ 

enabled imaginative embellishment (1983 324). For example, Matilde Dembowski, 

the great love of his life, deigned to see Stendhal only twice a month.^ He maintained 

that physical intimacy leads to aversion; ‘Apres I’amour vient le degout; rien de plus 

naturel’ (SC i 107). Boredom was, for Stendhal, another inevitable consequence of 

possessing the loved one in mind and body. For love to endure, the object of desire 

had to preserve a degree o f  illegibility or resistance.

Stendhal’s practice of elusiveness brought him close to feminine ‘pudeur’, 

which he associated with seduction. Jean Starobinski describes Stendhal’s 

‘pseudonymie’ in terms of a strategy of seduction:

On le cherchera au-dela de son corps, dans une profondeur en trompe-l’ceil. Le
masque, dans sa perfection, invite a imaginer un monde de derriere le masque.

A s Juliet F low er  M acCannell  puts it, for Stendhal, ‘real des ire ’, like ‘o n e ’s ow n literal, real 
death’, ‘cannot be narrated, cannot be forced into grammatical,  m erely sym bolic  form ’ (1 9 8 3  925) ,
’ Marie H elene  O ’Brien suggests  that S tendhal’s o m iss io ns  in his autobiographical writing
paradoxically  enhance  our sense  o f  his sincerity (1 9 9 2  63).  Instead o f  pretending to be capable  o f  
representing m o m en ts  or periods during which he was a subject o f  sensation rather than a subject o f  
representation, Stendhal sh o w s that language 'lacks adequate s ign ify ing  p o w er ’ ( O ’Brien 1992 166). T o  
remain vague, it seem s ,  is to c o n v in c e  others o f  o n e ’s honesty  while  s im ultaneously  avoid ing  their 
ridicule and preserving the integrity o f  o n e ’s em otions.
* On S ten d h a l’s relationship with Matilde D em b o w sk i ,  and the character o f  the latter, see
Crouzet 1965. She  will  play a central role in our argument.
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qui est un pur mirage, mais vers lequel la victime se precipite pour s’offrir au 
seducteur. (1971207)

Similarly, Jean-Jacques Hamm likens Stendhal’s ‘discours de seduction’, his ‘art de la 

derobade’, to Jean Baudrillard’s notion o f seduction as a ludic, symbolic kind o f 

mastery (Hamm 1986 97).

In Stendhal’s writing on art, too, pictorial resistance serves to seduce or invite 

imaginative supplementation. In describing a painting by Claude Lorrain and the 

reverie’ it produces, he compares its effect to that produced by the ‘silence’ o f the 

vision o f  a forest (RS 64). It seems to be the lack in the visible that triggers Stendhal’s 

thoughts, allowing him to enter a painting imaginatively rather than continue to view it 

objectively.^ An awareness o f the seductive potential o f vagueness in art seems to have 

been carried over into Stendhal’s novels. Discussing the role o f ellipsis in Stendhal’s 

writing, Genette points to the crucial influence o f the music of M ozart and Cimarosa 

and the art o f Corregio; Stendhal’s ambition in writing was to recreate ‘les qualites mal 

defmissables (legerete, grace, limpidite, allegresse, volupte, reverie tendre, magie des 

lointains)’ that he discovered in their work (Genette 1969 181-191).'“

Stendhal’s novelistic ‘pudeur’ may have been, therefore, strategically designed 

to lure the imaginative projections o f readers. As Maurice Blanchot puts it, ‘La 

secheresse meme de I’expression stendhalien n’est en realite que le chemin le plus court 

pour atteindre a une extreme richesse d ’emotion et les notations de son “algebrisme” 

sont un appel brusque et bref, destine a reveiller le plus cher souvenir' (1943 305).“ 

For Stefano Agosti, it is precisely the ‘vide de sens’ o f Stendhal’s text which is its 

‘“sens” veritable’ (1982 121). Hamm states that the quality o f ‘inachevement’ which

Music, the least representational of the arts, allowed for a similar experience: ‘Je tn’apergois 
qu'une musique est excellente lorsqu'elle me jette dans des idees de genie sur I’objet qui m’occupe 
actuellement’ (01 ii 5).

Similarly, Richard relates Stendhal’s ambiguous novel-writing style to his appreciation of 
clair-obscur’ painting (1970 23), and claims that the author privileged the freedom of the 

imagination ('un contact libre et souple’) over representation and knowledge (1970 48). Jean Prevost 
argues that Stendhal’s working out, in his art criticism, of an 'esthetique de I ’inacheve' (1951 163) 
influenced the construction of his novels.
'' Victor Del Litto suggests that it is 'sa nature si insaisissable, si complexe et si paradoxale’ 
that ensures the enduring fascination of Stendhal’s text for readers (1983a 6-7). Robert Andre 
describes the process of reading Stendhal as 'une espece de collaboration bizarre’ (1977 107).
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inhabits even Stendhal’s com pleted w orks,‘  ̂ constitutes ‘la secrete grace, I’invitation a 

la reverie par I’ouverture des signes’:

Tactique, il pourrait etre le moyen de retenir et de fasciner le lecteur par les 
jeux de I’esquisse, par I’illusion de I’exercice d ’une liberte de conclure qu ’il lui 
otfrirait. L ’inachevement est en tout cas I’un des traits fondam entaux et Tun 
des problem es les plus troublants du texte stendhalien. (1986 14)

Such is the fascination inspired by Stendhal’s elliptical text that both G enette (1969 

155) and Hamm allude to  the au thor’s ‘fetichisme’ by his critics (1986 11).

Thus, S tendhal’s text, by inspiring ‘reverie’, acts upon the reader in a concrete 

w ay .’' The author was not interested in the representation o f  ideas so much as in 

conveying an em otion to  the reader: ‘faire sentir, donner quelque nuance d ’em otion’ 

(01 ii 466). Jefferson, indeed, argues that ‘the reading o f  a text is, in Stendhal’s view, 

only possible if the experiences that it represents are re-evoked and re-constituted 

within the reader. She cannot merely be a passive spectator o f  the representation on 

the page’ (1988 130).

Another effect o f  Stendhal’s elliptical prose, however, is that its reader can 

impose her own interpretation on the text. His novels thus tend to  reflect their 

individual readers as much as the characters and society these w orks depict. That this 

effect was tactical on the au thor’s part is suggested by the fact that he recognized that 

each generation sees its ow n reflection in literary heroes o f  the past:

En lisant les chroniques et les romans du moyen age, nous, les gens sensibles du 
dix-neuvieme siecle, nous supposons ce qui a dfl etre senti par les heros, nous 
leur pretons une sensibilite aussi impossible chez eux, que naturelle chez nous.

(HPI ii413)

For a writer whose ambition it was to  be read many years after his death, imprecision 

could, by inviting the reader to  project her own images onto the text, ensure the lasting 

modernity o f  the w o rk .'”*

As Hamm points out (1986 14), many o f Stendhal’s works were left very literally unfinished: 
'Ses etudes historiques sont fragmentaires. Son H istoire de la peinture en Italie, sa Vie de Napoleon  
sont inachevees; ses M em oires d ’un touriste sont incomplets. Deux de ses cinq romans ont ete 
abandonnes en cours de route, sans parler des textes de moindre envergure. ’

As the author him self wrote, for e.xample, L’Arioste forma mon caractere’ (01 ii 619).
Paul Valery suggests that Stendhal’s te.xtual seduction of the reader was calculated (1957

569 ).
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The ‘pragmatic’ or ‘reader-oriented’ aspect o f Stendhal’s aesthetic and literary 

theory is usually associated with his metaphor o f the novel as a bow: ‘Un roman est 

comme un archet, la caisse du violon qui rend les sons c’est I’ame du lecteur’ (01 ii 

699). However, as the above passage suggests, the interpretative role o f the reader can 

also be associated with his mirror metaphor o f the novel. For Stendhal, a written work 

could never mirror reality in any direct way, because o f the inadequacy o f language to 

experience. However, another kind o f mirroring, dependent on the reader’s 

participation, was possible. In the ‘avant-propos’ to Armance (1827), for example, the 

author explains how he satirized both industrialists and aristocrats in the work. Just as 

turtledoves see the Tuileries gardens differently from those who walk in the gardens, 

the reader will understand the satire according to his or her position in society: ‘C ’est 

ainsi que la meme chose, chacun lajuge d ’apres sa position. [. . .] Chacun prete des 

ridicules au parti contraire’ (R 25). For Stendhal, therefore, the same novel can reflect 

the world differently for different readers. As Kristeva puts it, ‘Dans I’univers pourtant 

realiste de Stendhal, tout depend en effet et peut-etre plus qu’ailleurs, plus que ne le 

croit le lecteur naif, de I’interpretation: de la projection identificatoire demandee au 

lecteur’ (1983 325).

(ii) Mme de Renal and discretion

Richard associates Mme de Renal with ‘la pudeur,’ defined as ‘le premier 

attrait et le grand privilege de la femme, un mecanisme mysterieux devant la delicatesse 

duquel I’analyste le plus subtil avoue son impuissance’ (1970 54). As with Stendhal, 

her vagueness is sometimes an inevitable result o f a failure o f her power to represent, 

sometimes a tactic to ward off the gaze o f others, and sometimes an active deception.

Mme de Renal is described from the beginning o f Le Rouge et le Noir as 

oblivious to other people’s representations. She is uncomprehending o f her husband’s 

fear o f public opinion, being herself unaware and unaffected by the villagers’ criticisms 

o f her, and failing to see the physical charms o f M. Valenod, perceived by most as 

handsome. Mme de Renal possesses ‘cet instinct de bonheur naturel a tous les etres’, 

but lacks the education which would have given her ‘le naturel et la vivacite d ’esprit’

(R 250). Despite being a product o f the nineteenth century and the minimal education
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it otfered wom en (R 708), she is at odds with the representations with which that 

century ftirnishes her, such that she ends up being positioned, in a certain sense, 

outside representation: ‘M adam e de Renal s’etait trouve assez de sens pour oublier 

bientot, comm e absurde, tout ce qu ’elle avait appris au couvent; mais elle ne mit rien a 

sa place, et fmit par ne rien savoir’ (R 251).

Mme de Renal is guided by her intuitions and em otions rather than by social or 

rational laws. W e learn that her appearance o f  self-abnegation, so admired by those 

w ho surround her, is actually the result o f  a total indifference to all except those for 

whom  she feels affection: her children and Julien. It is ‘par un m ouvem ent presque 

instinctif that she hides her true opinion o f  Julien from her husband (R 246), and it is 

‘sans intention d irecte’ (R 264) that she takes a new interest in her own appearance (R 

262). M me de Renal’s experience o f  pleasure when Julien takes her hand in the garden 

at Vergy is not at first represented to herself ‘elle ne pensait a rien; elle se laissait 

v ivre’ (R 268).

The physical or emotional aspect o f  the heroine’s vision is habitually 

emphasized over what she actually sees: ‘M me de Renal le contem plait avec des yeux 

e tonnes’ (R  246); she is ‘com pletem ent trom pee par la beaute du teint, les grands yeux 

noirs de Julien et ses jolis cheveux’ (R 242); ‘Elle se sentit tranquillisee par la presence 

de Julien, en I’examinant elle oubliait d ’en avoir peur’ (R 246), ‘La vue de la campagne 

sembla nouvelle a M me de Renal; son admiration allait ju squ ’aux transports’ (R 262); 

‘Pour elle, elle ne pouvait le regarder sans rougir ju sq u ’aux yeux, et ne pouvait vivre 

un instant sans le regarder’ (R 300); ‘Son ceil avide devorait cette pente immense de 

verdure sombre et unie comme un pre, que forme le sommet des arbres’ (R 340). Her 

vision is thus sensual rather than abstract. Not being able to see causes M me de Renal 

great pain; for example, the portrait Julien asks her to rem ove from his mattress, and 

which she is prohibited from looking at, causes her ‘toutes les horreurs de la jalousie’ 

(R 272), and ‘elle ne vivait que lorsqu’elle avait sous les yeux sa femme de chambre ou 

Julien’ (R 260). For a long time, M me de Renal fails to recognize her feelings for 

Julien, despite being ruled by those feelings.
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M me de Renal’s appreciation o f  Julien’s femininity might be interpreted as 

sym ptom atic o f  her self-distancing from popular representations'

madame de Renal flit frappee de I’extreme beaute de Julien. La forme 
presque feminine de ses traits et son air d ’embarras ne semblerent point 
ridicules a une femme extremem ent timide elle-meme. L ’air male que Ton 
trouve com m unem ent necessaire a la beaute d ’un homme lui eut fait peur.

(R 243-44)

As a m easure o f  her distance from nineteenth-century mores, when M me de Renal 

eventually acknow ledges her feelings for Julien she justifies her infidelity to  M. de 

Renal by reasoning that ‘Je ne lui enleve rien pour le donner a Julien’ (R 80).

M me de Renal is not equipped with any suitable representations o f  love; she 

has not had access to those sentimental novels which would have shown her Me role a 

jo u e r’ and ‘le modele a im iter’ (R 252). Furtherm ore, the abbe Chelan had spoken to 

her o f  love in so damning a way that she feels only disgust for the w ord (R 258). Mme 

de Renal is thus astonished when she eventually realizes that her feelings for Julien 

must be described as love:

Quoi! J ’aimerais, se disait-elle, j ’aurais de I’amour! Moi, femme mariee, je 
serais amoureuse! Mais, se disait-elle, je  n ’ai jam ais eprouve pour mon mari 
cette sombre folie, qui fait que je  ne puis detacher ma pensee de Julien.

(R 2 7 8 )

The initial interjection and the repeated use o f ‘je ’ suggest M me de Renal’s sudden 

awakening from em otion into the order o f  representation. The tension betw een her 

feelings and her received representations o f  love is expressed, however, by the 

conditional tense, the self-distancing expressed by ‘Moi, femme m ariee’, and the 

sentence introduced by ‘M ais’. The poetic turn o f  the final tw o clauses suggests the

Kristeva claims, on the basis o f Mme de Renal’s initial vision o f Julien as feminine, that the 
Stendhalian lover is 'un lesbien secret’ (1983 337). However, we believe that it is more logical to 
relate Mme de Renal’s pleasure in Julien’s feminine beauty to her repugnance for nineteenth-centurv 
values: 'La grossierete, et la plus brutale insensibilite a tout ce qui n ’etait pas interet d ’argent. de 
preseance ou de croix. la haine aveugle pour tout raisonnement qui les contrariait lui parurent des 
choses naturelles a ce sexe. comme porter des bottes et un chapeau de feutre’ (R 251-52).



excess o f her feehngs over the representations available to her.

Ellen Constans characterizes Mme de Renal’s relationship with ‘les idees 

toutes faites’ as one o f ‘rupture’ (1983 68). Her love for Julien brings to the fore her 

tangential relation to representation. Even in the prison cell at the end o f the novel, 

Mme de Renal cannot reduce her feelings for Julien to any given representation: ‘En 

verite, je  ne sais pas ce que tu m ’inspires. [...] Explique-moi cela bien nettement avant 

que je  te quitte, je veux voir clair dans mon coeur.. . ’ (R 683).

Mme de Renal’s vagueness is not only a result o f her failure to find an 

adequate representation o f  her feelings. She also actively adopts a strategy o f duplicity 

or equivocation in order to defend her passion against the public gaze.'^ When her 

husband receives an anonymous letter informing him o f her affair with Julien, Mme de 

Renal undermines its credibility by sending a second letter on note paper belonging to 

M. Valenod, a rival o f M. de Renal. So inventive does the heroine become, in fact, that 

she is disappointed by Julien’s lack o f ‘esprit’ in the conduct o f their intrigue (R 340).

The other letters composed by Mme de Renal in the course o f the novel are 

rendered at least partially illegible by tears. A letter opened by Pirard seems to 

represent ‘un eternel adieu’ and speaks o f  a religious repentance, but its ending is 

‘presque absolument illisible’, the entire letter being ‘a demi effacee par les larmes’ (R 

385). The letter is self-contradictory, its stated intention to conclude relations between 

its author and Julien being undermined by the fact that an address in Dijon is supplied 

in case Julien feels the need to respond (R 385). Mme de Renal’s tears might thus be 

understood as symbolic o f her defiance o f the only representation at her disposal: that 

of repentant adulteress. As Sylvie Charron Witkin points out, ‘Ce metalangage em otif 

est beaucoup plus convaincant que les mots sur le papier, qui se trouvent d ’ailleurs 

symboliquement presque effaces. Un second message se superpose au premier et vient 

le remplacer’ (1991-92 111). Mme de Renal’s resistance to external representations 

takes the form o f a blunting o f meaning by illegibility and equivocation. Similarly, the 

letter she writes in accusation o f Julien is dictated by her confessor, but bears the signs 

o f her resistance: it is ‘a demi effacee par des larmes’ (R 644). Ideality is thus obscured 

by materiality, the smooth surfaces o f language ruptured by the desiring body. In 

Peircean terms, the symbols on the page are, in a sense, invaded by indexicality.

F e m in in e  ‘p u d e u r ’ w a s  a s so c ia te d  by  S te n d h a l  w i th  d u p l ic i ty  as well  as se d u c t io n  (D A  91).
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Mme de Renal’s resistance to an externally imposed (and patriarchal) discourse is also 

suggested by the fact that she has ‘adouci les passages les plus affreux de cette lettre’ 

(R 683),

The fact that Mme de Renal falls victim, via the shooting, to her incapacity 

properly to represent her situation, is symptomatic. Her strategy o f ‘pudeur’, in so far 

as it neglects to replace an outside representation with one o f her own devising, is 

ineffectual. Mme de Renal becomes a victim o f representation. For example, she 

blames religion for her enforced betrayal o f Julien (R 683). Her victimization by 

religious discourse and village society, between which she sees ‘aucun intervalle’ (R 

280), takes place within her as well as in her written representations. Shortly after her 

realization that she loves Julien, for example, she imagines herself to be persecuted by 

i ’aflfreuse parole: adultere’, and sees herself as others might see her, in the public 

square o f Verrieres, ‘avec un ecriteau expliquant son adultere a la populace’ (R 280). 

Accusatory self-representations slug it out with private pleasures: ‘Elle se croyait 

damnee sans remission, et cherchait a se cacher la vue de I’enfer en accablant Julien des 

plus vives caresses’ (R 298-99).

According to Jefferson, it is precisely Mme de Renal’s victimization by 

discourse that confers on her inimitability and therefore authenticity (1988 83-84). 

Similarly, Constans argues that ‘L ’itineraire de Madame de Renal est, sans nul doute, 

celui qui dessine le mieux la marche des heroines vers la liberte’ (1983 68). However, 

Mme de Renal’s solution to the problem o f the external gaze is hardly a happy one. 

Upon Julien’s departure for the seminary, Mme de Renal is alienated even from her 

own feelings: she becomes a ‘cadavre vivant’ (R 368). While her wearing o f a veil in 

public provides her with a certain defence against the gaze o f  villagers, this solution is 

intolerable for her. In the final chapters o f the novel, Mme de Renal effectively tears 

away her veil o f ‘pudeur’ and sacrifices herself to a public who will represent her as 

they see fit: ‘je suis a jamais, pour Besan9on et toute la Franche-Comte, une heroine 

d ’anecdotes’ (R 684). Furthermore, her freedom, such as it is, is won only at the price 

o f her individuality; at the end o f the novel, Julien tells her that ‘je  te parle comme je 

me parle a moi-meme’ (R 684), provoking Josiane Attuel to remark that ‘Mme de 

Renal devient la prolongation de Julien sur terre, un second “moi” ’ (1980 582). The 

heroine’s freedom from public opinion and representation is thus essentially a 

masochistic one: ‘II faut que je me perde et m’humilie moi-meme’ (R 322).
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Appropriately, she dies three days after Julien, embracing her children. Mme de Renal, 

with her fantasies o f suicide (R 683), is thus similar to ‘ces malheureuses femmes’, 

described in Stendhal’s projected article (R 700-14), ‘que I’amour a un peu 

compromises aux yeux de leurs voisines’, and who consequently commit suicide (R 

700). The heroine’s fate indicates that any reftisal o f representation entails intolerable 

suffering. As Julien declares (of his own situation) in the prison cell, ‘Vivre isole!

Quel tourment! ..’ (R 691).

(iii) Le Roii^e et le Noir and discretion

It can be argued that Mme de Renal’s story dramatizes the way in which Le 

Rouge et le Noir was composed. For example, Maryline Lukacher compares the 

heroine’s obfuscating tactic regarding the letter addressed to M. de Renal to 

Stendhal’s appropriation and disfiguration o f his sources’ (1994 49) Prendergast, 

taking Julien’s pudic attitude in the prison cell as a model o f the author’s strategy, 

argues that ‘in Le Rouge et le Noir “silence” o f a sort will be an optimal, if fragile, 

solution for both hero and narrator alike’, even if it is known by Stendhal to be 'a 

fiction’ and necessitates the hero’s early death (1986 128),

Certainly, silence and vagueness seem to infiltrate Le Rouge et le Noir at every 

level. To begin with, no consensus has been achieved as to the meaning o f the title. 

Henri Martineau offers several explanations: it might be, as Stendhal’s cousin Romain 

Colomb claimed, ‘une concession a la mode du temps’; or a reference to games of 

chance; or symbolic o f ideological conflict between the liberal Left and the Church; or, 

as the author himself seems to have claimed, o f the alternative between the military and 

the priesthood (R 198).’’ The debate over the title illustrates both the fascinating 

effects o f opacity in Stendhal’s text and the felt need to project interpretations into the

Maddalena Bertela states that this last interpretation, the most dominant, is based on le 
temoignage, tres cite, d ’Emile Forgues qui soutient tenir cette interpretation de Stendhal m em e’ (1985 
35-36). Forgues' article appeared in Le National, 1 April 1842. That the article was signed 'Old N ick’ 
and. as Pearson points out (1988 133), appeared on April foors day. does little to inspire confidence 
in this (widely accepted) interpretation.
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gap.'* To add to the enigma surrounding the title, two conflicting subtitles were given 

to the novel. One presents it as a ‘chronique de 1830’, thus raising questions regarding 

the stated date o f the novel’s writing,'*^ while the other presents it as a ‘chronique du 

dix-neuvieme siecle’.

The narrative voice in Le Rouge et le Noir is also ambiguous and plural: ‘la 

ponctualite A'ime voix, en tant que source premiere, en tant qu’“origine” du discours 

narratif, est [. . .] detruite, ngonvQus&rwtni ahymee' (Agosti 1982 124). Genette claims 

that the problematic identity o f the narrator makes it ‘souvent bien difficile, et parfois 

impossible de repondre a cette question, d ’apparence toute simple: qui parleT  (1969 

188)

The style and plot o f Stendhal’s novel are resolutely elliptical. The author 

claimed that it was his intention to ‘laisser le lecteur dans une ignorance complete sur 

la forme de la robe que portent Mme de Renal et Mile de La M ole’ (R 703). The 

question o f  Julien’s paternity is raised in the novel, but remains unanswered, while his 

mother is never directly alluded to. The most crucial area o f ambiguity in the novel is 

the denouement, which has never been satisfactorily explained. Prendergast describes 

the narrative treatment o f Julien’s crime as ‘the most spectacular instance of 

Stendhalian silence’ (1986 141) Genette argues that ‘le silence dedaigneux’ was a 

strategy chosen deliberately by Stendhal in order to confer on his novel ‘cette 

individualite sauvage qui fait I’imprevisible des grandes actions -  et des grandes 

oeuvres’ (1969 77). Genette also points out that ellipses tend to take place at the 

"temps forts’ o f the narrative (1969 181), as if an excess o f emotion overwhelms the 

ability to represent.

See Pearson’s concise summary o f the various interpretations of the title that have won 
favour over the years (1988 132-34). Our thesis adds another possibility to an already extensive list: 
toward the end of the novel. Julien imagines that a farmer’s black boot and (red) gun-fire would be 
misinterpreted by les plus philosophes parmi les fourmis’ (R 692). The same might be said o f Le 
Rouge e t le Noir, in the light of the argument o f this chapter. At any rate, we agree with Pearson s 
statement that the endlessly debatable connotations make Le Rouge e t le Noir a fitting title for a 
novel which is itself open-ended and a constant invitation to conjecture’ (1988 134).

Martineau recounts that while Stendhal’s first edition of the novel claimed that it was written 
in 1827. details in the text, including the subtitle 'Chronique de 1830’. militate against this date; 
Martineau also cites two written notes by Stendhal that it was in Marseilles in 1828 that he wrote the 
novel, and suggests that it was begun at that date and taken up again in 1830 (R 196-97).

Agosti argues that Stendhal’s strategies are even more subversive than those of Romantic 
irony in that they show the limits o f our knowledge of reality rather than the limits o f fiction. For 
Agosti. the recalcitrance o f the real to symbolic representation is suggested in the text by the 
scotomisation de la representation’ at certain moments of intense emotion (1982 117).
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The havoc wrought by passion on representation is thematized in Le Rouge et 

!e Noir, even beyond Mme de Renal’s story. When Julien attemps to write to Mathilde 

after receipt o f the fatal letter from Mme de La Mole, ‘sa main ne formait sur le papier 

que des traits illisibles’ (R 644). Moreover, in Chapter XIX o f Volume II, a line o f dots 

testifies to the passionate bedroom encounter between Julien and Mathilde, and is 

followed by the narrator’s question: ‘Qui pourra decrire I’exces de bonheur de Julien*^’ 

(R 559) All three principal characters find, at different points in the novel, that their 

intentions are overruled by the intensity o f their passion.

The laconic style o f Stendhal’s novel may be related to the discretion which 

characterized his autobiographical writing about remembered passion In his projected 

article on Le Rouge et le Noir, o f 1832, he claims that the novel is primarily a painting 

o f Mathilde de La M ole’s so-called ‘amour parisien’ (R 712).^' If this statement o f the 

centrality o f Mathilde’s love is accepted at face value rather than assumed to be ironic, 

then Stendhal may have confronted the same problems in representing it as in his 

autobiographical testimony to his past love for Angela Pietragura and others. A direct 

and precise representation o f love, if it were even possible, would make it vulnerable to 

falsification and ridicule; ‘Je n’ai jamais pu parler de ce que j ’adorais; un tel discours 

m’eut semble un blaspheme’ (01 ii 700; see also OI ii 715).

Ellipsis may also have been employed for more pragmatic reasons. Some of 

Stendhal’s omissions in Le Rouge et le Noir, for example the July Revolution o f 1830, 

may have been motivated by a prevailing climate o f  censorship. In the ‘projet d ’article’ 

o f 1832, for example, he writes: ‘En faisant le portrait de la societe de 1829 [. . .], 

I’auteur s ’exposait a deplaire aux laids visages dont il tra?ait les ressemblances, et ces 

laids visages alors tout-puissants pouvaient fort bien le traduire devant les tribunaux et 

I’envoyer pour treize mois rnxgaleres  de Poissy comme MM. Magallon et Fontan’ (R 

705). Louis Aragon, for example, reads the gaps in the novel in the light o f its political 

subversiveness.

Ambiguity plays more than a defensive role in Stendhal’s work, however. It 

also operates as an appeal for the reader’s imaginative participation, and consequently 

as a possible trap: ‘nous avons I’impression qu’on tombe dans un piege quand on cede

■' In 1834. Stendhal (alias ‘Dom inique’) made the following note in the Lucien Leuwen  
manuscript: 'For me: Tu n'es qu'un naturaliste: tu ne choisis pas les modeles, mais prends pour love 
toujours Metilde et Dominique' (01 ii 219). 'M etilde’ was Stendhal’s private name for Dembowski
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a la tentation de retrouver la pensee exacte de Stendhal’ (Bertela 1985 40). The text’s 

out-witting o f the reader is suggested by Albert Cook’s description o f Stendhal’s 

transcendental irony’ as a playful, dialectical openness devoid o f fixed reference points 

(1975 51-54).

Eager to eliminate the very vagueness which attracts them, critics o f Le Rouge 

et le Noir repeat the gesture o f the Marquis who favours Julien because o f his 

difference from the aristocratic young men who populate the Hotel de La Mole, and 

yet expresses that favour by moulding Julien in the image o f those young men (R 

484).^^ Jefferson notes that critics have always found their own reflections, ‘a set o f 

characterised personalities with coherent political or psychological axes to grind,’ in 

the author o f Le Rouge et le Noir (1988 94). Furthermore, according to Jefferson, 

commentators ‘tend to compensate for any gaps or uncertainties in characterisation by 

filling them in and fleshing them out through their own interpretative activity’ (1988 

182)^^ As Prendergast points out, ‘The paradoxical outcome o f Stendhal’s silences has 

been to spawn critical and interpretative discourse on a large scale; around those gaps 

the languages o f criticism have garrulously swarmed, usually in the mode o f  uncritical 

celebration' (1986 144).^'’ Regarding the various interpretations o f Julien’s crime, 

Pearson argues that the diversity o f ‘the notes given back by the critical violin’ tends to 

reflect the progression in reception o f Stendhal from incomprehension through 

admiration for his psychological realism to recognition o f his “modern” distrust of 

coherence and completion and his equally “modern” doubts about the ability o f words 

to describe things’ (1988 136).^^

If the gaps in Le Rouge et le Noir tend to be interpreted by twentieth-century 

critics as evidence o f the writer’s spontaneity and sincerity, they only added to his 

contemporaries’ suspicions that the novel obeyed a hidden logic. The divergence

As John T. Booker points out, the Marquis’s attempt to legitimize Julien by re-inventing him 
as the illegitimate son o f a nobleman threatens to make his plot the least transgressive, the least 
monstrous o f all narratives' (1980 350).

This compensatory activity is nevertheless close to Jefferson’s description o f the kind of 
■performative’ reading she argues Stendhal demands o f his ‘Happy Few’ (1988 126-33).

Aragon provides a good e.xample of this tendency on the part o f the critic to believe that he 
has privileged access to the author's true intentions and to exclude alternative interpretations; Aragon 
\ ehemently attacks those, such as Baudelaire, who refuse to accept the alleged political symbolism of 
the te.xt's title (1954 51).

For a brief and informative summary of the history of critical response to the narratorial 
silence surrounding Julien’s crime, see Pearson 1988 136-42.
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between the two centuries is such that Georges Blin confesses to astonishment at the 

supposed gullibility o f nineteenth-century critics: ‘On admire qu’un Delecluze, un 

Balzac, et, sans compter certains mediocres, un Sainte-Beuve ou un Gobineau s’y 

soient pris’ (1954 181-82). If the resistant aspects o f Stendhal’s text are governed by a 

concealed algebra, it may be precisely that the author predicted that they would bring 

about a situation in which readers would fall in love with a text which, by the 

mechanism o f invited projections, sends them back their own image. As Michael 

Nerlich points out, exegesis is fascinated by the novel precisely because it continues to 

elude definitive interpretation; Stendhal has been ‘tour a tour dilettante, realiste, 

romantique et precurseur de la psychanalyse’ (1992 50). That Stendhal was aware that 

this would be the effect o f the resistance o f his text to univocal meaning is suggested 

by the epigraph (attributed to Schiller) to chapter XXIV o f the second volume, in which 

fascination is evoked as the result o f non-possession (R 589).

Vagueness or ellipsis therefore plays an important strategic role for the writer. 

However, one of its more detrimental consequences is the loss o f the author and o f the 

integrity o f  the text. They become subservient to the projections o f readers, just as 

Mme de Renal sacrifices her individuality to the public gaze.

As well as enacting a certain authorial strategy o f ‘pudeur’, Mme de Renal 

might be understood to allegorize the reader or critic who chooses to remain discreet or 

undecided as to the motivations o f the text or the intentions o f the author. Such a 

choice places the critic at the mercy o f others. For example, Michel Grimaud, a 

reviewer o f G. D. Chaitin’s The Unhappy Few, claims that its author ‘gives up’ 

because he does not offer an explanation o f Julien’s crime (cited in Ragland Sullivan 

1979-80 2). Similarly, Blin offers Hippolyte Babou as an example o f the more 

‘m ediocre’ o f Stendhal’s nineteenth-century critics, citing his 1846 comment in 

relation to Le Rouge et le Noir that ‘Bien des evenements me semblent inexplicables 

dans cette puissante conception, mais je les accepte sur la foi du terrible logicien qui 

tient la plum e’ (1954 182). Modesty, it would seem, is not a realistic option for the 

literary critic.

This thesis argues that silence is not, ultimately, Stendhal’s chosen strategy of 

self-concealment for either his hero or his narrator. Contrary to Prendergast’s argument 

that no preferable solution to ‘the double-bind o f silence and the stereotype’ (1986 145) 

is found until La Chartreuse de Parme, this thesis maintains that Stendhal’s
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ideal solution is enacted within Le Rouge et le Noir. However, before dealing with that 

enactment, it is necessary to examine a second strategy o f resistance: hypocrisy

7, 'Hypocrisie ’

(i) Stendhal and hypocrisy

Stendhal associated hypocrisy with all that was most repugnant about his 

upbringing: M’hypocrisie a mes yeux, c’etait ma tante Seraphie, Mme Vignon, et leurs 

pr[etres]’ (01 ii 853). Hypocrisy tends to involve, for him, passive obedience to 

behavioural norms rather than resistance to them. Stendhal roundly condemned the 

hypocrisy o f his contemporaries who, he believed, blinded themselves to passion and 

imagination in their dogmatic belief in authority. Even their vision, according to 

Stendhal, was ruled by the ‘lieu commun’; he believed, by contrast, that ‘II vaut 

infmiment mieux ne pas voir tout ce qui est que de voir sur parole’ (HPI ii 424). 

Hypocrisy, because it suppresses the instinct for happiness, stands in sharp relief to the 

Stendhalian ideal o f ‘le naturel’ (01 ii 804-805).

Hypocrisy was related, for Stendhal, to a certain form o f literary and artistic 

practice, namely the pretence on the part o f the ‘plat romancier’ that representation is 

adequate to the real, and that gaps in memory and understanding can be done away 

with (01 ii 861; see also 01 ii 935, 936, 951). If language is governed by predictable 

constructions and syntactic order, passion is chaotic: ‘Rien d ’interessant comme la 

passion, c’est que tout y est imprevu, et que I’agent y est victime’ (DA 244).^®

Stendhal believed that the only way that the truth o f love could be arrived at was by 

way of dispassionate analysis. He thus adopts a ‘langage mathematique’ in referring to 

his past female loves in order to ‘detruire le charme, le dazling  [sic] des evenements’ 

and to ‘arriver au vrai dans un sujet sur lequel je ne puis converser avec personne’ (01 

ii 544, see also RS 57). Despite discovering that even mathematicians could

Passion is thus sim ilar to seduction, w hich the A ncients believed to fall outside the dom ain o f  
the law because o f  its unpredictabilit>' and the indivisibility o f  the agent and victim  o f  seduction. See 
Bell 1997.
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hypocritically smooth over contradictions and gaps in their understanding, his faith in 

the truth o f logic was restored by his encounter with a geometer named M. Gros (01 ii 

853-864). Stendhal’s hatred o f the hypocrisy permitted by representation thus gave 

him a passion for mathematics and logic.

As well as rejecting the kind o f hypocrisy that tlidges the gap between the real 

and its representation, Stendhal detested the sort that led writers and artists to copy 

other works rather than finding their own style: ‘La France a des poetes qui, pour 

imiter Moliere de plus pres, le copient tout simplement, et qui, par exemple, pour faire 

un defiant, prennent I’intrigue du Tartnfe. Mais ils changent les noms’ (HPI ii 204). 

Imitation, in and o f itself, is characterized by Stendhal as ‘[un] defaut a la beaute’ (HPI 

ii 190). The painters he admires, by contrast, are great ‘a force d ’etre eux-memes’

(HPI i 204, see also HPI i 158).

However, Stendhal accepted that imitation was an often necessary stage on the 

way to the discovery o f one’s own unique style. Some, like Michelangelo, could not 

help betraying their own style even while imitating that o f another: ‘Rien de plus 

impossible que I’imitation pour un genie original et bouillant: Michel-Ange devait se 

trahir de mille manieres’ (HPI ii 227). Stendhal himself himself made a practice of 

imitating the style o f other authors, particularly Rousseau (see Brombert 1988 169- 

70). This kind o f imitation was a means to a non-imitative end, however, rather than an 

end in itself It is as if  for Stendhal, personal style were a quasi-accidental product of 

imitation (see HPI i 200, 201, 205). In order to achieve a truly individual style, it was 

necessary, therefore, to bring a slight flaw into the imitation, ‘[une] legere faussete 

ajoutee a la nature’ (HPI i 161).^’ Whereas realist art and literature insisted on the 

homogeneity and universality o f vision, Stendhal insisted that ‘Chaque artiste devrait 

voir la nature a sa maniere’ (HPI i 200). This individualistic falsification or 

subjectification o f objective reality had to be involuntary rather than intentional, 

however: ‘du moment que le peintre se permet d ’exagerer, il perd a jamais la possibilite 

d ’etre sublime’ (HPI i 123-24). There seems, therefore, to have been a certain kind of 

hypocrisy that was acceptable to Stendhal: the kind that contained a built-in

■ However. Stendhal also admired those artists whom he described as (les) peintres-miroirs’:
■Reproduire e.\actement la nature, sans art. comme un miroir, c ’est le merite de beaucoup de 
Hollandais, et ce n est pas un petit merite’ (RS 64). What Stendhal rejected was the imitation of other 
works, ie s  gens qui copient au lieu d ’ouvrir les yeux et d ’imiter la nature’ (RS 110). See Jefferson 
1988 for an e.xcellent analysis o f Stendhal’s attitude toward imitation.
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obsolescence, and that could be freely dropped. This kind o f temporary hypocrisy 

liberated its practitioner, permitting un-self-conscious self-expression, rather than 

prohibiting it. We will argue that this is not the kind of hypocrisy practised by the 

nominal hero o f Le Rouge et le Noir.

(ii) Julien and hypocrisy

It might be argued that Julien Sorel, the supposed hero o f Le Rouge et le Noir, 

adopts a strategy o f hypocrisy as a proyisional means to the end o f freedom. His 

hypocrisy is born out o f a desire to escape the reifying gaze o f a father who wishes to 

lire jusqu’au fond de son ame’ (R 234). It therefore takes its impetus from a pursuit o f 

happiness. His story shows, howeyer, how hypocrisy can begin as a strategy of 

achieving freedom, and finish by imprisoning its practitioner.

Julien’s quest for happiness and freedom becomes confused with a desire to be 

■|e maitre du monde’, possibly because o f the principal model he chooses to imitate in 

his quest: Napoleon (R 239) The young man’s hypocrisy, while it begins as a means to 

achieve happiness, becomes a means to achieve mastery, thus working against his 

happiness. This is suggested by the changes which it brings about in his mode o f seeing 

or reading the world. Julien is forced to blind himself, in a certain sense, in order to 

maintain his position o f mastery. Danidou argues that Julien’s freedom is won only at 

the price o f ‘des exercices ascetiques dont I’exercice de I’expression de son regard 

n’est pas negligeable’ (1991-92 123). His ascetic suppression o f the emotional, 

instinctual aspects o f his vision accords with Rene Girard’s description o f Julien’s 

hypocrisy as ‘[une] dissimulation du desir et pour le desir’ (1961 159-61). The hero 

learns, for example, to guard against succumbing to the dangerous pleasures offered by 

Mme de Renal’s beauty (R 249). Whenever Julien allows himself to see her charms, the 

pleasure he experiences distracts him from ‘sa noire ambition’ and M’habitude de 

reflechir’ (R 307, 327). In Vergy, Julien scolds himself for yielding to those natural 

pleasures which he associates with femininity, rather than fiarthering the cause o f an
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ambition which he associates with masculinity (R 271). Such pleasures threaten to 

expose him to the ridicule and contempt o f men.̂ **

As suggested in our discussion o f Mme de Renal, Julien has a feminine side. It 

is only when he is far from the gaze o f men -  in Vergy, on the mountain, or alone in the 

prison cell -  that he can express this femininity, or pleasure-loving dimension: ‘‘je  suis 

hhre\ Au son de ce grand mot son ame s’exalta, son hypocrisie faisait qu’il n’etait pas 

libre, meme chez Fouque’ (R 285, see also R 265, 284).^^ Even on the mountain, 

however, when Julien seems most free, and allows himself to cede to the pleasure of 

writing his thoughts down, he must burn the evidence for fear o f its being seen (R 

284). Similarly, he is forced to burn his portrait o f Napoleon because the writings on 

the back o f  the portrait inscribe his ‘transports d ’amour’ (R 273); he is also obliged to 

burn his written eulogy o f the surgeon-major (R 465-66). While the fact that the 

written evidence o f his meeting with Amanda Binet exposes him to Castanede’s 

‘police’ in the seminary (R 390) proves that Julien’s caution in these episodes is not 

excessive, it is difficult to argue that his hypocrisy grants him any measure o f freedom 

from the gaze of others.^®

If Julien wishes to suppress his feminine side, it is in order to accede to 

representational mastery, wherein he locates freedom. Richard argues that Julien’s aim 

is to make the world transparent and legible (1970 30), while Peter Brooks claims that 

he aspires to dominate the world by becoming a master o f representation (1969 248). 

Julien suppresses the gaps and discontinuities in his representation o f the world For 

example, despite the fact that his estimation of Mathilde fluctuates constantly, he 

hypocritically pretends to himself that his representation o f her is stable; soon after 

Julien observes that ‘j ’y lis toujours un fond d’examen, de sang-froid et de mechancete’ 

(R 518), he disparages Mathilde’s ‘yeux riants’ (R 532). The gaps and contradictions 

in Julien’s vision, if they are not acknowledged by him, are thus conveyed indirectly It

William Roberson claims that the main conflicting impulses in Julien are between the desire 
to recreate his identity in terms set forth by the imagination and the need to give him self over to 
pleasureful sensations e.xperienced as freedom in the given real’ (1993 30).

This statement is telling: Julien's hypocrisy works against his happiness rather than in its
ser\'ice.

Interestingly, each incident involving Julien’s uninhibited writing, and the dangers in which 
it places him. is associated with femininity in some way: on the mountain, he is far from m en’s gazes; 
the portrait o f  Napoleon is inscnbed with amorous transports and is understood by Mme de Renal to 
be that of a woman: the surgeon-major is obliquely associated in the novel with his mother; and the 
link with femininity is blatant in the case of Amanda.



is the narrator, for example, who points out that when Julien first sees M athilde, he 

fails to recognize that her eyes express ‘[le] feu de la saillie’ (R 450). Later, the 

narrator points out that Julien ‘ne comprenait nullement le caractere de la personne 

singuliere que le hasard venait de rendre maitresse absolue de tou t son bonheur’ (R 

565). An indirect view o f  the hero’s blindness is also conveyed by the fact that the 

academ icien’ is astonished by the extent o f  the form er’s ignorance about M athilde (R 

504). A comical illustration o f  the hero’s blindness or castrated vision occurs when 

Julien m istakes the Chevalier de Beauvoisis for his lackey (471-73).

Julien’s insistence on his own m astery o f  representation, and on hi's status as 

the w riter d f  his own novel, seems thus to lead him to suppress weaknesses in his 

representation o f  self and world. These suppressions might be seen to  be dram atized by 

his various falls in the novel, for example upon his first meeting with the abbe Pirard, 

during which he loses his pow ers o f  vision and movem ent under the pressure o f  the 

priest’s ‘ceil terrible’ (R 377). Similarly, after his shooting o f  M me de Renal, he can no 

longer see or move, and falls to the floor. Falling seems to  have signified, for Stendhal, 

a failure o f  one’s pow ers o f  representation (see Andre 1997 133; see also 01 ii 676, 

762, n.3, 809). Program m ed vision can thus never be safeguarded fully against 

emotional insurgences. Events in the field o f  vision cannot be controlled, as for 

example when M me de Renal’s head suddenly appears before Julien in the cathedral at 

Besan^on. As Richard points out, Stendhal’s writing dem onstrates repeatedly that, 

despite the best efforts o f  analysis, M’experience vecue s’avere au contraire un lieu 

d ’obscurite et de m ystere’ (1970 30).

That the weaknesses in Julien’s pow ers o f  representation are characterized by 

him as feminine is implied by the fact that he treats his own tears as a sign both o f 

feminine ‘faiblesse’ and o f  a lapse in his masculine self-representation:

A sa grande honte, Julien se sentit les larmes aux yeux; il m ourait d ’envie de se 
je ter dans les bras de son ami: il ne put s’em pecher de lui dire, de I’air le plus 
male q u ’il put aflfecter: [.. .] (R  444)

Les reproches severes du vieillard comm encerent des qu ’ils furent sans temoin.
Julien ne put retenir ses larmes. Quelle indigne faiblesse! Se dit-il avec 

rage. (R 688)
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Julien associates femininity with all that is ‘vide de sens, niais, faible’ and opposes it to 

‘cette ferm ete courageuse et qui convient a un hom m e’ (R 271, 616).

It is, however, precisely Julien’s natural femininity which operates in his favour 

in the novel. During a lapse in Julien’s masculine vision, he receives a prem onition o f 

his future execution when, alone in the church at Verrieres tow ards the beginning o f 

his journey, he finds a notice o f  the execution o f  a man whose name is an analogy o f 

his own. However, Julien only partially detects the resemblance. As he is about to 

leave the church, he sees what appears to be blood on the floor; ashamed o f  his 

m isapprehension, he reclaims self-possession and leaves the church: ‘Aux arm es!’ (R 

240). In both instances, rational representation dom inates resemblance, just as his 

masculine ambition dom inates his natural feminine instincts.

Julien is seductive to those around him precisely because o f  his differences from 

the male norm. Just as his resemblance to a young girl attracts M me de Renal to  him, it 

is the w eaknesses and flaws in ‘la male fermete de sa physionomie habituelle’ that draw 

others tow ards him (R 619). Pirard for example, distinguishes him for ‘ce je  ne sais 

quoi d ’indefinissable, du moins pour moi, qu ’il y a dans [son] caractere’, and it is 

Julien’s quality o f ‘im prevu’ which earns him a cross in preference to N orbert (R 443, 

484) Furtherm ore, Julien’s success with women furthers his social advancement. Also, 

it is a w eakness in the continuity o f  his self-representation, when he disrupts the 

teleological progress o f  his plot by shooting M me de Renal, that ultimately makes him 

a hero for posterity. Thus, Julien’s femininity, to the extent that it ruptures his 

hypocritical semblance o f  mastery, can be aligned with that individualistic flaw in the 

imitation that Stendhal associated with the great artist.

Certainly, Julien’s social rise is due largely to his m astery o f  imitation. His 

talent for mechanically reciting lengthy texts in Latin and his ability to copy letters win 

him social standing. As Roberson argues, ‘Julien’s career is characterized [ . . . ]  by 

recurrent acts o f  imitation -  o f  Napoleon, o f  a clergyman, o f  heroes in novels’ (1993 

3 1) However, Julien’s difference from the model he imitates is betrayed by the ‘feu’ in 

his eyes. He thus unintentionally exposes him self to being ‘read ’ in ways over which he 

has no control: ‘ce qu ’il ne voyait pas, c ’etait I’expression de ses yeux, ils etaient si 

beaux et annon9aient une ame si ardente, que, semblable aux bons acteurs, ils 

donnaient quelquefois un sens charmant a ce qui n ’en avait pas’ (R 257). In the 

seminary, similarly, he attem pts to control ‘les m ouvem ents de ses yeux’, but never
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actually succeeds (R 387). As Danielou puts it, ‘Les yeux de Julien le trahissent et leur 

eclat entre en contradiction avec ses paroles’ (1991-92 120).

Julien’s tragedy lies in the fact that he can never reconcile his natural femininity 

and his instinct for happiness with his desire to be a master o f representation and, thus, 

of the world. He imitates models too rigidly, and finishes by being enslaved by them. 

The hero’s attempt to imitate those ideal male models with which his reading has 

furnished him alienates him both from his innate femininity and from the potential 

happiness o f the present moment:

Mais dans les moments les plus doux, victime d ’un orgueil bizarre, il pretendit 
encore jouer le role d ’un homme accoutume a subjuguer les femmes: il fit des 
efforts d ’attention incroyables pour gater ce qu’il avait d ’aimable. Au lieu 
d ’etre attentif aux transports qu’il faisait naitre, et aux remords qui en 
relevaient la vivacite, I’idee du devoir ne cessa jamais d ’etre presente a ses 
yeux. II craignait un remords afFreux et un ridicule eternel, s’il s’ecartait du 
modele ideal qu’il se proposait de suivre. En un mot, ce qui faisait de Julien un 
etre superieur ftit precisement ce qui I’empecha de gouter le bonheur qui se 
pla^ait sous ses pas. C ’est une jeune fille de seize ans, qui a des couleurs 
charmantes, et qui, pour aller au bal, a la folie de mettre du rouge. (R 298)

As this passage indicates, it is precisely because Julien persists in seeking to be a 

master o f representation that he becomes a slave to representation. This paradox is 

encapsulated in the phrase ‘victime d ’un orgueil bizarre’. The irony o f Julien’s attempt 

to present himself as a strong, self-identical male hero is amplified by the fact that the 

entire passage conveys Julien’s lack o f self-identity, that is, according to his own terms, 

his feminine weakness.

Julien’s mimetic mastery necessitates more than just a concealment o f the self 

it requires the domination o f the self by an external model. His hypocrisy forces him to 

act against his natural instincts, as his seduction o f Mme de Renal in Vergy graphically 

illustrates. In the chapter in which Mathilde exhorts him to climb to her bedroom under 

a flail moon, the model which he must imitate is no longer even one o f his own 

choosing, but one that is imposed on him by the young woman. Whereas prior to this, 

Julien’s hypocrisy may have threatened to kill his natural impulses, it now threatens 

him with literal death. At first Julien is afraid only o f the ridicule o f  Mathilde and her 

male friends, imagining these latter to be secretly watching him: ‘Je serai beau sur mon 

echelle!’ (R 533) He persuades himself to meet Mathilde’s challenge only by imagining
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how cowardly he will otherw ise look ‘a ses yeux’ (R  534); by noticing that a marble 

bust o f  Richelieu in his bedroom  ‘avait I’air de le regarder d ’une fafon severe’ (R 534); 

by imagining his disgrace ‘a [s]es propres yeux’ (R 538), and by taking his pistol and 

telling him self to  treat the challenge like a duel, that is, a ‘parade’ with possibly fatal 

consequences (R 535). Julien makes arrangem ents for M athilde’s letters such that, in 

the event o f  his death, his representation o f  events will dom inate any other explanation; 

like ‘un auteur dram atique,’ he plans the entire scene (R 536). It is here that what 

James T. Day calls Julien’s ‘textual transform ation o f  h im self (1981 413) is most 

evident; he is willing to  lose his own life as long as he can dictate the m anner o f  o thers’ 

reading o f  him, thus avoiding becoming ‘un m onstre dans la posterite’ (R 537). Like 

those courtiers whom M athilde despises, Julien’s fear o f  seeming ridiculous in the eyes 

o f  self and others dom inates his every conscious move. He is therefore no m ore natural 

than they, only more self-consciously hypocritical.^'

Even when the gaze o f  others is turned tow ards him in admiration, and ‘son 

roman est fmi’ (R 639), Julien is reified and circumscribed by that gaze. This is 

suggested by the implied parallel between the early image o f  him as his father’s ‘soldat 

de plom b’ (R 234) and the image o f  him as the perfectly polite and haughty "M. le 

chevalier de La V ernaye’, o f  whom the older officers say: ‘II y a tout dans ce jeune 

homme [.. ] excepte de la jeunesse’ (R 641). While Julien is under the gaze o f  others, 

even when he has finally succeeded in pre-determining the way in which he is read by 

those others, he is also determined by their gaze.

AJthough com m entators have always insisted that Julien’s crime signals a major 

change in Julien’s relation to others, and the abandonment o f  his hypocrisy, there is 

very little evidence in the text to support this claim. His insistence on the prem editation 

o f  his crime, despite the fact that he himself admits to  being baffled as to  what 

motivated him, testifies to the fact that he is still a hypocrite at the end o f  the novel, 

anxious to present a strong, self-same image o f  himself to others. His insistence on 

being executed rather than acknowledge that he was not in possession o f  him self at the 

moment o f  the shooting indicates his unwillingness to  reveal his (feminine) lack o f  self- 

mastery.

As Pearson asks o f  Julien. Is he not as much o f  an imitator as the rich young men o f  Paris?
Is it not sim ply that his m odels are different?’ (1988 74).
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Girard points out that, at the end o f the novel, ‘ Julien [ .. ] prononce des 

paroles qui contredisent nettement ses anciennes idees II desavoue sa volonte de 

puissance, il se detache du monde qui le fascinait; sa passion pour Mathilde 

I’abandonne; il vole vers Mme de Renal et il renonce a defendre sa tete’ (1961 291). 

Prevost notes that ‘meme a I’interieur du heros il ne reste, semble-t-il, plus rien’ (1951 

333, 332). Pearson, indeed, questions Julien’s appearance o f heroism, showing that 

‘there is evidence o f a certain ambivalence in the narrator’s remarks which suggests 

that the reader would be wrong to trust him entirely and indeed that certain comments 

which critics suppose to be antiphrastic may not in fact be so’ (1988 117).

Julien’s dissimulation o f his motives is more usually interpreted by critics as a 

heroic act o f resistance against an oppressive social discourse. Jefferson, for example, 

claims that the fact that Julien ‘remains deliberately vague about any motive he may 

have had’ indicates his ‘refusal to trade in the currency o f intelligibility’ (1988 88-89). 

However, what the hero is most concerned to hide from others is precisely his own 

‘vagueness’. Far from being indifferent to the way in which he is interpreted by others, 

Julien sacrifices his life in order to present a univocal, if clicheed, representation o f his 

own behaviour:

‘Messieurs les jures,
L’horreur du mepris, que je croyais pouvoir braver au moment de la 

mort, me fait prendre la parole. Messieurs, je n’ai point I’honneur d ’appartenir 
a votre classe, vous voyez en moi un paysan qui s’est revolte contre la bassesse 
de sa fortune.

[ .. ] Mon crime est atroce, et il fut premedite ' (R 674)

By repeatedly insisting on the premeditated nature o f his crime, Julien effectively 

attempts to dictate the way others ‘read’ his crime and the way in which he is 

interpreted in p o s te r i ty .B y  being executed on political grounds, in accordance with 

his courtroom speech, Julien attempts to ensure that he will be ‘read’ as a hero. Far 

from retlising the commerce o f representation, as Jefferson claims, Julien adopts the 

language o f commerce even in private acts o f self-representation: ‘j ’ai solde mon 

compte envers I’humanite’ (R 648).

On Julien's desire to be the author of his own plot, see Day 1981 413 and Brooks 1982 352.
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The ‘faiblesse’ which Julien is at pains to hide from others in the days before 

his death is related both to his fear of death as well as to a failure o f representation. The 

horrible view o f ‘la m ort’ which Chelan’s visit forces on him is directly linked, for 

example, to the dissipation o f ‘toutes les illusions de grandeur d ’ame et de generosite’ 

(R 652). The cell becomes intolerable to Julien in proportion to the disintegration o f his 

(masculine) representation o f self and world:

Le defaut d ’exercice commen?ait a alterer sa sante et a lui dormer le caractere 
exalte et faible d ’un jeune etudiant allemand. II perdait cette male hauteur qui 
repousse par un energique jurem ent certaines idees peu convenables, dont I’ame 
des malheureux est assaillie. (R 690)

If, as Roberson claims, Julien accedes to an ‘ironic space’ at the end o f the novel, 

becoming a Schillerian ‘new subject’ (1993 53-54), it is evident that the hero 

nevertheless prefers death to the continuation o f this German version o f subjectivity. 

Similarly, if Julien has become ‘un etre passionne’ as Girard claims (1961 26-27), it is 

evident that he also remains what Girard describes as ‘un vaniteux’; one who ‘n’ose 

pas regarder en face son neant’ (1961 72):

Julien se trouva tout a fait un lache. Pour la premiere fois la mort lui parut 
horrible. II pensait a I’etat de putrefaction ou serait son corps deux jours apres 
I’execution, etc., etc.

II allait se trahir par quelque signe de faiblesse ou se jeter sur le pretre et 
I’etrangler avec sa chaine. (R 686)

Julien fmds the thought both o f death and his own lack o f self-identity intolerable. If 

Richard argues that the Stendhalian hero has no character or essence (1970 41), Julien 

seems to discover this lack in the cell.

However, Julien takes pains to hide this discovery o f weakness from others: ‘Je 

suis un lache en ce moment [...] mais personne ne le saura’ (R 687). Although he 

bluffly disavows his interest in 'les autres' and their interpretations o f his death (R 

667), his last reported dialogue with Mme de Renal shows him asking her to refrain 

from giving both o f them ‘en spectacle au public’ and to hide themselves from those 

who are only too ready to ridicule them (R 697). Julien is concerned to hide his 

‘indigne faiblesse’ from his father, for fear that the latter will spread the word about his 

‘manque de courage’ (R 688). When he is visited by a confessor who gives him the



option o f  saving his life by a public religious conversion, he claims that ‘je  me ferais 

fort m alheureux, si je  me livrais a quelque lachete’ (R 696). The w ord Machete’ seems 

here to  describe Julien’s fear o f  death as well as the option o f  changing his mind, 

thereby exposing discontinuities in his self-representation. After all, as the narrator 

states elsewhere, to be thought o f  as changeable is just one step away from being 

branded a ‘mauvaise te te ’ by public opinion (R 663). Julien chooses execution in 

preference to  being judged negatively by a tyrannical public. He wants to die, he admits 

to M athilde, ‘sans trop faire rire a mes depens’ (R 680).

Only M me de Renal, with whom  Julien has no ‘petit am our-propre’, is shown 

toutes ses faiblesses’ (R 693). By insisting on the continuity o f  his love for M me de 

Renal, Julien attem pts to suppress that discontinuity in his narrative which transform ed 

him from M. le chevalier de La Vernaye back to Julien Sorel: ‘Sache que je  t ’ai 

toujours aim ee’, he tells her, ‘que je  n’ai aimee que to i’ (R 682). Despite Julien’s best 

efforts to expunge M athilde from his narrative, however, it is undeniable that he once 

loved her m ore than he had M me de Renal: ‘L ’ambition, les simples succes de vanite le 

distrayaient autrefois des sentiments que M me de Renal lui avait inspires. M athilde 

avait tout absorbe, il la trouvait partout dans I’avenir’ (R 589). As a result, Julien’s 

unified self-image is dangerously challenged in the company o f  M athilde, the woman 

about whom he had said: ‘je  I’aimerai tou te  la vie’ (R  567). As well as being forced to 

play a role in her company, his changed feelings for her confront him with the evidence 

o f  his own inauthenticity:

Quoi done! se disait-il, je  trouve aupres d ’elle des m om ents de distraction et 
meme de I’ennui. Elle se perd pour moi, et c ’est ainsi que je  Ten recom pense' 
Serais-je done un mechant*^ (R 662)

Son malaise moral, aupres de M athilde, etait d ’autant plus decide, q u ’il lui 
inspirait en ce m oment la passion la plus extraordinaire et la plus folle.

(R 662)

Julien prenait de I’hum eur de ne point se trouver touche de tou t cet heroisme.
(R 663)

II est singulier, se disait Julien, un jo u r que M athilde sortait de la prison, qu ’une 
passion si vive et dont je  suis I’objet me laisse tellem ent insensible! et je 
I’adorais il y a deux mois! J ’avais bien lu que I’approche de la m ort desinteresse 
de tout; mais il est affreux de se sentir ingrat et de ne pouvoir se changer. Je
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suis done un eaoiste'^ II se faisait a ce sujet les reproches les plus humiliants.
(R 663-64)

Julien’s request that Mathilde entaist the upbringing of his son to Mme de Renal 

testifies to his desire to suppress the evidence o f  his inconsistency/ ' His love for the 

latter serves to hide his lack of integrity from himself; it preserves the partial nature of 

his vision. As Girard observes, ‘Julien Sorel reste un mais son unite est menacee lors 

de cette aberration temporaire qu’est son amour pour Mathilde’ (1961 96). As Julien 

himself says, ‘comment, des qu’on sera trois ensemble, croire a ce grand nom: DIEU 

[ ]^’ (R691).

Julien continues to delude himself in the cell, that the character of Mathilde is 

knowable and transparent to him. He is patently mistaken:

Dans ce moment, Julien jouait sur le caractere de Mathilde avec tout le 
sang-froid d ’un pianiste habile qui touche un piano .[...]

Mathilde, ce jour-la, etait tendre sans affectation comme une pauvre 
fille habitant un cinquieme etage [ ..]. II lui rendait, sans le savoir, le tourment 
qu’elle lui avait souvent inflige. (R 678; our emphasis)

Julien is not the virtuoso o f  representation that he thinks he is. Another flaw or 

weakness in his authority occurs when, after he attempts to write the end of the novel 

that is his life by arranging for his two women to be carried away from Besan^on in a 

coach, Mathilde reverses Julien’s plans by returning to confront his severed head, and 

uses his funeral and burial site as a means o f  interpreting his life after her own 

fashion.

Julien's conviction that his child  w ill be male may be a further sy mptom o f his fear o f  his 
fem inine weakness.

As Pearson points out. Julien's story ends up conform ing more closely to M athilde's fantasy 
than to any o f  his own. Pearson treats this as an absurd’ accident: 'M athilde's desire to relive the 
"grande passion” w hich  her sixteenth-century ancestor inspired in M arguerite de Navarre | ... | seem s 
so clearly the fantasy o f  an ardent and romantic tem perament and so unlikely to be realized in the 
prosaic context o f  nineteenth-century France that it is all the more surprising that so many aspects o f  
her fantasy seem  to fit what eventually happens’ (1988 128-29). Instead o f  treating this insight as a 
key to an alternative reading o f  M athilde’s character, however, Pearson concludes that by the end o f  
the novel her fantasy is so far rem oved from the inner reality o f  Julien that it tires him  and stnkes us 
as pathetic’ (1988  130). D espite his em phasis on the importance o f  independent, subjective response 
in order to gain m em bership o f  Stendhal’s Happy F ew ’. Pearson autom atically assum es that the 
reader w ill identity w ith Julien rather than M athilde. He goes on to make the strange claim  that 
M athilde is not truly heroic because her unpredictability is too predictable (1988  130-31). John West 
Sooby miikes a sim ilarly bizarre claim  (1984  105): 'En voulant etre originale. M athilde finit par
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Julien’s story shows the pointlessness o f  opposing the dominant representation 

by attempting to become a master of that representation. While Danidou, for example, 

claims that the hero achieves freedom by adopting a strategy of self-disguise close to 

that of Stendhal himself (1991-92 121), Richard reminds us that ‘pour Stendhal Julien 

Sorel est un heros pitoyable et malheureux’ (1970 56). Hypocrisy would not seem to 

be an approprate form o f  resistance against a dominant representation which is itself 

hypocritical. As Julien himself puts it, ‘Et pourquoi etre encore hypocrite en 

rnaudissant I’hypocrisie'^’’ (R 692).

( iii I  Le Rou^e et le Noir and hypocrisy

Critics frequently propose an analogy or mise-en-abyme between the novel’s 

style and the behaviour o f  its hero.^^ Just as Julien imitates role models, the novel 

seems to imitate the style and content o f  various other texts, for example Rousseau’s 

La Nouvelle Heloise and Les Confessions^'' Suspicions o f  authorial hypocrisy attach to 

the text, Aragon, for example, claims that Le Rouge et le Noir is ‘le Tartufe de 

Stendhal’ (1954 66), while Brooks argues that the ‘elision’ of description at the 

'climactic instant of decapitation’ is ‘suspect’, particularly given that ‘it is not clear that 

Julien’s head needed to fall at all’ (1982 349). Nicholas Rand reads Julien’s 

observation that it is impossible to say ‘J ’ai ete guillotine’ as ‘le signal d ’un manque’ in 

the text, and as an indicator o f  a suppressed but reconstructible discourse therein (1989 

46).

n etre que bizarre et e.xcentrique. Paradoxaleinent. elle qui reve d ’energie et d ’autonomie n'atteint 
qu a la platitude et au conformisme. ’

Brombert claims that 'Conflict is at the heart o f Stendhal’s presentation, and it is o f course at 
the heart o f Julien's character’ (1968 71-72). Similarly. Prendergast claims that, although the 
relations of the Stendhalian narrator to the hero are complex and equivocal, the former finally joins 
forces with the latter’s transgressive energies, in a corresponding subversion of received models of 
narrative representation’ (1986 228).

On the te.xt’s affiliations with La S'ouvetle Heloise. see for example Bolster 1970 92. and 
with Les Confessions, see for example 'Stendhal. Reader of Rousseau’, in Brombert 1988 164-182. 
The possibility' that Stendhal's imitation of other novels is ironic is indirectly raised by Brombert 
(1988 169): 'In 1812 he confides to \\i?, Journal that he dislikes Les Confessions. The observation is 
rather amusing if one recalls that these same Confessions are one of the three books for which Julien 
Sorel would gladly die . .. and that Le Rouge et le Noir is rich in situations that seem to be derived 
from Rousseau's autobiography.’



The m ost glaring suggestion o f  authorial dissimulation centres on Julien’s 

shooting o f  M me de Renal. The withholding o f  any explanation, as well as the absence 

o f  ill titles and preliminary epigraphs in the closing four chapters, suggests that the 

author is wilfiilly keeping a secret. Hamm is therefore justified in his claim that 

■quelque chose dans le denouem ent de Stendhal gene’ (1986 111); fiarthermore, he 

shews that ‘une lignee de critiques de Faguet a B ardeche’ has deplored ‘la faussete et 

[ ] la m aladresse du denouem ent de Stendhal’ (1986 105).

Just as Julien conceals the w eaknesses in his representation, Stendhal seems to 

ha\e  attem pted to  dissimulate the w eakness in his plot by taking refuge in the fact that 

the end o f  the novel is based on a ‘fait divers’: ‘Une chose etonnera le lecteur. Ce 

roman n’en est pas un. Tout ce qu ’il raconte est reellement arrive’ (R 713). The 

conflict betw een reality and realist vraisemblance^^ is anticipated by the fictional 

dialogue betw een ‘ed iteur’ and ‘au teu r’ in chapter XXII. The ‘ed iteur’ demands an 

accurate m irror reflection o f  the political reality o f  1830, while the ‘au teu r’ describes 

politics as ‘un coup de pistolet au milieu d ’un concert’ (R 576).'^* The latter, S tendhal’s 

fictional alter ego, is thus presented as something o f  a hypocrite in his 

m isrepresentation and beautification o f  reality. The fact that the novel itself omits all 

reference to  the July Revolution o f  1830 suggests that Stendhal’s own realism is as 

hypocritical as that o f  the fictional ‘au teur’.

How ever, if Julien’s hypocritical self-representation can be read as a paradigm 

o f  Stendhal’s hypocrisy as a realist author, then there is also a suggestion in the text 

that the author longed for his bad faith as a realist author to  be discovered. Twice in 

the novel Julien is called a hypocrite, and tw ice he is overwhelm ed, against all reason, 

by love for the accuser. In the first case, C hdan  tells him that his ‘ardeur som bre’ 

precludes him from a priestly vocation. He is overcom e with joy to discover that 

someone loves him enough to  see beyond his pious self-representation, and, it seems, 

to discover that he is illegible to  him self ‘Qui m ’eut dit que je  trouverais du plaisir a 

repandre des larmes! que j ’aimerais celui qui me prouve que je  ne suis q u ’un so t!’(R 

259). In the second case, Julien tem pts fate by offering M me de Renal to  M. de La

Prevost remarks that i ’auteur ne s'est pas assez preoccupe sans doiite de nous rendre ce 
meiirtre vraisemblable, parce que ce m eurtre etait vrai' (1951 334). A similar point is made by 
Genette: "L'accent de verite. a mille lieues de toute espece de realisme. ne se separe pas ici du 
sentiment violent d un arbitraire pleinement assume, et qui neglige de se justifier’ (1969 77).

The same comparison is made by Stendhal him self in RS 117.
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Mole as a referee, and again discovers love for his denouncer. Despite Julien’s fear of 

being read, therefore, he seems to long for his hypocrisy tc be discovered.'^® By 

analogy, then, Stendhal may have longed for his hypocritical intention in Le Rouge et le 

Noir to have been proven.

By contrast, readers who turn a blind eye to the jarring notes in Stendhal’s 

realism, in particular the prickly question o f  Julien’s behaviour at the end o f  the novel, 

re-enact the male hero’s attempt to conceal inconsistencies in his representation o f  self 

and world. Girard points out that critics have always found adequate means o f  

explaining the crime, whether at Julien’s expense or in his favour: ‘Apres avoir fait de 

Julien une canaille, au XIXe siecle, elle en fait, de nos jours, un heros et un saint’

(1961 151 ).'*̂ ’ Whether by attributing Julien’s behaviour to his immorality or to the 

operations o f  the unconscious mind, critics have usually found a means o f  explaining it 

so as not to have to admit the failure o f  their own representational mastery. By 

claiming that Julien finally discovers the truth o f  his love for Mme de Renal and the 

falseness o f  his love for Mathilde, it may be that critics repeat Julien’s hypocrisy.^'

Even studies o f  the novel which are informed by modern theories o f  the split 

subject attempt to impose synthesis on Julien and, by extension, on the novel.

Roberson, for example, claiming that the hero’s character recreates the Fichtean 

dialectical model o f  the self, argues that his search for identity takes the form o f ' a  

movement from a Rousseauean natural innocence to a Byronic excess o f  experience’

(1993 30-3 1). However, any dualistic view o f  Julien’s character, and any interpretation 

o f  Julien as having arrived, in the prison cell, at a synthesis o f  his sentimental and 

analytical tendencies, reduces the complexity o f  the text .'*̂  As Ginsberg points out. Me

Brombert comments that ‘Julien both needs and fears the judgment of an external conscience. 
He would love nothing better, we are told, than to find someone who could prove to him that he is 
simply a fool' (1968 73).

Girard himself, however, commits the same sin when he rejects descriptions o f Stendhal’s 
writing as parado.xical and disconcerting: On rend a la pensee du roniancier des hommages ambigus 
et qui en nient. secretement. la coherence’ (1961 139).
" As Brooks claims, "remotivating the text here, to intike it a well-behaved, docile narrative, 
will always require ingenious extrapolation, classically psychological in type’; he argues instead for
the preservation of 'the scandal o f the ending' (1982 358. 357)._____________________________________

Any opposition between Julien’s Rousseauean innocence and his Napoleonic cynicism is 
probleinatized by the fact that it is Rousseau who provides the model for Julien’s hypocritical outer 
persona and by the fact that Julien's Napoleonic ambition is related to his youtliful innocence. Ellie 
Ragland Sullivan, for e.xample. defines Julien’s character in terms o f a priestly 'external, social 
image' and an 'in ternal s e lf  which is "seen as brilliant, heroic, daring, sensitive, superior to the point 
of Napoleonic grandeur of mind and heart’ (1979-80 2). Roberson him self argues that Julien’s early 
glimpse of Napoleon’s army is the initial stage in the development o f  his inner self (1993 31).



monde stendhalien n’est pas un monde d ’oppositions mais plutot de contradictions’

(1990 343) Similarly, criticism o f Le Rouge et le Noir which argues from a 

psychoanalytic viewpoint tends to deny the incoherence and illegibility o f hero and 

novel at the very moment it affirms it/'^

The male protagonist has always been placed at the centre o f the novel: if he 

lacks coherence, then the novel itself lacks coherence: ‘I’exegese n’a eu d’yeux que 

pour Julien et n’a juge le roman -  et le romancier -  que d ’apres lui’ (Del Litto 1983b 

550-5 1). That Stendhal intended the reader to identify with the hypocritical hero seems 

obvious: ‘Ce n’est qu’avec Julien que I’auteur nous suggere de sympathiser’ (Prevost 

1951 314). To identify with the hypocrite, however, may necessitate a certain 

hypocrisy. The credibility o f the novel’s hero depends intrinsically upon the reader 

turning a blind eye to his inconsistency in relation to Mathilde, just as Julien blinds 

himself to all that might be enjoyed by the ‘feminine’ aspect o f his perception.

The Marquis finds that there is ‘quelque chose de reel’ in Julien, but it is 

precisely ‘ce point reel’ which frightens this imaginative and intelligent man, because it 

is ‘difficile a saisir’ (R 637). Realism in art and literature was attacked by Stendhal for 

what he perceived as its apotheosis o f imitation and uniformity. As Julien states, 

^difference engendre haine' (R 393). To the extent that Le Rouge et le Noir succeeds 

in mirroring reality and in imitating the style and plot o f other novels, it conforms to 

Stendhal’s own description o f bad literature. According to Starobinksi, Stendhalian 

hypocrisy was a mere ‘pis-aller’ and ‘tactique provisoire’; his real aim was to ‘oser etre 

soi’ (1971 233). It is possible then that the hypocritical realism o f Le Rouge et le Noir 

is a tactical distraction from the real aim o f the novel. The third section o f this chapter 

will argue that the real interest o f the Le Rouge et le Noir lies in the place where its 

imitation o f reality seems most false. Conversely, it will argue that the novel’s 

appearance o f sincerity is an ironic front, behind which lies an entirely different story.

For example. Andre accounts for the ‘foudroyante irruption ou retour de flamme de 
I'irrationalite au sein du roman et de la conscience du personnage’ (1977 98) by reference to 
-Stendhal's and Julien's Oedipal ambivalence toward the mother (1977 49). Ragland Sullivan explains 
Julien's outburst by claiming that Mme. de Renal’s letter destroys the positive oedipal base from 
w hich he had built strength and confidence’ (1979-80 5).

Carol Mossman suggests such a twist in her reading o f Vie de H enry Brulard: Might not 
some of the gaps in this text, flaunted by Stendhal as transparent monuments to sincerity , be constnied 
rather as refusals to impart a truth: that is, as anything but sincere?’ (1993 21). Mossman gives 
several o f the stories recounted in the autobiography an indirect reading, locating their 'key' (1993
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As Prevost notes, as early as December 1804 Stendhal had recognized that Me 

conformisme des sentiments est le seul moyen de trouver un large public, mais qu’il 

taut eviter d ’etre conformiste’ (1951 91).

'La Provocation ’

(i) Stendhal and provocation

That neither o f the two previously outlined strategies o f resistance was entirely 

attractive to Stendhal is suggested by his description o^'Vhypochsie  et !e vague’ as 

mes deux betes d ’aversion’ (01 ii 636). His ideal solution to the problem o f how to be 

natural and happy, despite the pressure to conform with others, lay rather in fearless 

self-exposure to the public gaze. Such sincerity would be so extraordinary that it would 

seem inauthentic or fictional to others. In fact, for Stendhal, the sincere human being 

was one who created herself out o f quasi-fictional personae, much as the great artist 

was one who, in the course o f imitating others, found his own style.

Stendhal used over one hundred pseudonyms, thus dispersing and fictionalizing 

himself in the eyes o f others. Richard describes this strategy o f  resistance as a 

■provocation’, or ‘offensive scandaleuse’ (1970 56) rather than as a retreat into 

pudeur’ or hypocritical defences.'*^ Richard defines the writer’s ‘egotisme’ as ‘moyen 

d’a la fois se connaitre et se dissimuler, de jouir de soi et de defier les autres. La 

sincerite s’y etale, mais s’y etale un peu trop crflment pour paraitre vraiment sincere’ 

(1970 56).'**’ Stendhal expressed himself, therefore, with a sincerity so incongruous 

with the hypocrisy o f the nineteenth century that it seemed ironic. Brombert thus asks,

33) in Stendhal’s 'hostility toward his m other’ (1993 32). w hich 'dem ands articulation in distorted 
form' (1993 34).
'' Foucault, sim ilarly, describes liberty as ‘une provocation perm anente’, as opposed to an 
outright resistance to power (1994  238).

In a sim ilar vein. Genette writes that i e  parado.xe de I’egotism e est a peu pres celui-ci: parler 
de SOI. de la maniere la plus indiscrete et la plus impudique. peut etre le m eilleur m oyen de se derober. 
L egotism e est. dans tons les sens du terme. une parade’ (1969 157). Starobinski writes o f  the egotist 
that 11 va ainsi pouvoir 'occuper une place en vue”. tout en echappant parfaitement a la vue des 
autres' (1971 239).
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'Could it be that the pseudonym “Stendhal” refers to the most ironic o f texts and the 

least ironic of men'i’’ (1988 184).

In Souvenirs d'egotisme, Stendhal claims that it was the ‘malheur’ o f his 

unsatisified passion for Matilde, and his need to hide this passion from others, that led 

him, in 1827, to become a wit (01 ii 434, 495). The writer underwent a transformation 

after he left Milan in 1819, leaving behind the woman he adored: Matilde. Unable to 

talk about his love for her even to his closest friends, he contemplated suicide. 

However, he decided instead in favour o f a different way o f living. Brombert claims 

that ‘To hide his wounds as well as his enthusiasms, Stendhal learns to parade as a 

cynic and becomes, as he puts it, the buffoon o f his own soul’ (1968 8). The writer’s 

provocative egotism was therefore a means o f defying death. His constant awareness 

o f the proximity o f death is witnessed by the death notices he wrote for himself, in 

which the date o f death is left blank (01 ii 967, 981). In a sense, then, Stendhal tricked 

death by looking it in the face.'*^

The Stendhalian self was inhabited by death, in the sense that it was aware of 

its own unknowability to itself, its own lack o f identity with itself ‘Q u’ai-je done ete'^ 

Je ne le saurais’ (01 ii 532). Stendhal wrote that M’oeil ne se voit pas lui-meme’ (01 ii 

671; see also 01 ii 430, 431, 535). Any affirmation o f a ‘M oi’, according to Michel 

Crouzet, had therefore to contain a ‘nuance de cynisme’, for Stendhal (1983b 198-99). 

His awareness o f the irreducibility o f inauthenticity was exploited by him, however, 

rather than acting as a handicap. It acted as a spur to Stendhal’s autobiographical 

writing, wherein he hoped to discover himself ‘Je devrais ecrire ma vie, je saurai peut- 

etre enfm, quand cela sera fmi dans deux ou trois ans, ce que j ’ai ete’ (01 ii 533).

Unlike Julien Sorel, Stendhal was not afraid to display his lack o f self-knowledge and 

self-mastery: ‘Dans son journal il cache peu ses faiblesses’ (Prevost 1951 109). For 

him, the self was a product o f accidental events and meetings rather than something 

that could be mastered or planned in advance. For example, o f his meeting with Gros, 

Stendhal says: ‘le hasard voulut que je ne visse un grand homme et que je ne devinsse 

pas un coquin’ (01 ii 859; see also 01 ii 928, 948, and Jefferson 1988 149).

See hiibert 1991 on Stendhal’s consciousness o f  death: ‘La inort ve ille  a notre horizon. Cette 
m enace universelle est pour le beyliste la condition necessaire de la poursuite passionnee de la beaute 
et du bonheur' (1991 109).
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Stendhal’s acknowledgement o f his own inauthenticity and lack o f self-presence 

expressed itself by a kind o f theatricalization o f his existence. Instead o f becoming a 

victim o f the gaze o f others, like Mme de Renal, or a victim o f his own mastery o f the 

gaze, like Julien, Stendhal took pleasure in performing before others. According to 

Valery, ‘La conscience de Beyle est an theatre, et il y a beaucoup de I’acteur dans cet 

auteur’ (1957 558). Starobinski maintains that Stendhal ‘devient ce que d ’abord il avait 

joue’ (1971 225). His practice o f self-discovery or self-invention through self

dramatization is also evoked by Brombert’s reference to Stendhal’s ‘metaphoric visions 

of the self (1968 20).'** M ossman’s definition o f a screen as ‘a device which 

simultaneously exposes and occults’ (1993 41) seems to apply very nicely to Stendhal’s 

strategy o f self-representation.

The Vie de Henry Brulard, presents an unstable mix o f ta ith  and fiction. The 

semblance o f fiction protects the author from those who would mock him, while it also 

allows him to express himself freely, drawing on imaginative truths as well as factual 

ones. The name ‘Brulard’, for example, operates as a screen, hiding the name ‘Beyle’ 

as well as expressing a certain truth about the author’s fiery nature"* :̂

Tout le mal n’est que dans mes cinq lettres: B, R, U, L, A, R, D, qui forment 
mon nom, et qui interessent mon amour-propre. Supposez que j ’eusse ecrit 
Bernard^ ce livre ne serait plus, comme Le Vicaire de Wakefield (son emule en 
innocence), qu’un roman ecrit a la premiere personne. (01 ii 807)

As the reference to his emulation o f Goldsmith’s novel suggests, Stendhal’s 

combination o f  self-expression and self-disguise was accompanied by a union o f 

originality and imitation. He is famous for his plagiaristic habit, the most spectacular 

example o f which is his Vies de Haydn, Metastase, Mozart, largely copied from 

Carpani. As Valery puts it, ‘Etre egoiste et utiliser les oeuvres d ’autrui avec le sans- 

gene que Ton sait, c’est la une combinaison bien faite pour etonner’ (1957 564).

Frangoise Coulont-Henderson (1988-89) writes of Stendhal’s fascination, from a young age. 
with actresses and the theatrical world, and of his early ambition to be a playwright. Roberson places 
Stendhal’s approach to theatricality in the context o f the theories of the split subject promulgated by 
Kant. Schiller and Fichte.

Louis Marin describes Stendhal’s writing style as a "sideration’ (1982 103). Burning seems 
to have been associated with passion for Stendhal; he described Michelangelo at work on a sculpture 
as bnile par 1‘image du beau’ (HPI ii 367).
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Stendhal’s brand o f  imitation is not, this thesis argues, the hypocritical, self- 

dissimulating kind associated with Julien Sorel. Rather, Hamm describes Stendhal’s 

strategy o f  plagiarism as ‘une form e de la parodie de I’im itation’, and a ‘transgression 

de I’o rd re’ (1986 70). Lukacher associates Stendhal’s plagiarism with his willingness 

to reinvent himself by returning to the Oedipal scene o f  separation and identification, 

she claims that ‘Stendhal’s fiction is based on repetition within difference’ (1994 22). 

W akefield, similarly, argues that, for Stendhal, originality was ‘the way old ideas are 

combined and re-used’ (1973 9). This kind o f  imitation therefore troubles the boundary 

betw een imitation and originality, duplicity and sincerity. The paradox is well 

expressed by Valery, who argues that the effect o f  sincerity, produced by Stendhal’s 

imitations, is so powerful that it seems false (1957 570-72).

As discussed in the last section, Stendhal believed that self-discovery was 

enabled by the imitation o f  others. Similarly, a clearer kind o f  vision could be achieved 

by attem pting to see the world from the perspective o f  other times and places.

Believing the vision and reasoning o f ‘les sauvages’ to be superior to that o f  civilized 

people (HPI ii 13), Stendhal argued for the abandonment o f  culturally institutionalized 

norms o f  vision The imitation o f  the vision o f  the primitives could free one’s own 

vision o f  its unconsciously imitative dimension. For this reason, true appreciation o f  a 

painting or a piece o f  music involved, for Stendhal, a surrender o f  the self to the 

unknown, an excursion from conformism. This loss o f  self-consciousness led to self- 

discovery: ‘Un homme passionne qui se soumet a I’effet des beaux-arts trouve tout 

dans son coeur’ (HPI ii 34). This readiness to lose oneself was associated by Stendhal 

with passion. He argues that ‘un ceil qui sache voir et une ame qui puisse sentir’ (HPI ii 

278) is necessary in order truly to see what M ichelangelo achieved on the Sistine 

Chapel ceiling.

Stendhal complained that few o f  his contem poraries could appreciate the 

beauty o f  M ichelangelo’s art, because o f  the intensity o f  its passion: ‘Le spectateur, 

choque de tant d ’horreurs, baisse les yeux et s’en va. II m ’est arrive de ne pouvoir 

retenir a la Sixtine de nouveaux arrivants que j ’y avais conduits’ (HPI ii 282; see also 

HPI ii 287, 408). He claimed that M ichelangelo was the first artist to  idealize in the 

modern way, that is, to exaggerate in order to  disturb rather than to please: ‘c ’est lui 

qui, parmi les modernes, a invente I’ideal’ (HPI ii 258; see also HPI ii 286-88, 361). 

Stendhal admired ‘la maniere tou te  poetique’ o f  M ichelangelo’s active distortion o f  the
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real (HPI ii 347). Viewing one o f his works, ‘Tame est agitee par des sensations qu’elle 

n'est pas habituee a recevoir par les yeux’ (HPI ii 279; see also HPI ii 280-81).^'’

According to Stendhal, passion can be perceived in a painting only to the extent 

that the viewer allows its depicted effects to inspire passion in her: ‘On ne voit pas les 

passions, comme des incendies ou des jeux funebres, avec les yeux du corps. Leurs 

etfets seuls sont visibles’ (HPI ii 50). Likewise, the painter must experience passion in 

order to bear witness to it: ‘Comment peindre les passions, si on ne les connait pas'i’’ 

(HPI ii 51). Therefore, although intense sensations were incompatible, for Stendhal, 

with representation, sensation and representation were also mutually productive. For 

example, although love was, for Stendhal, unrepresentable, it was, precisely for this 

reason, a principal motivator o f his writing. It was his love for Dembowski that 

inspired the writing o f De V amour, and prior to that his short-lived ‘Roman de 

Metilde’ (see Crouzet 1965 15-16). In Vie de Henry Bridard Stendhal makes a direct 

link between his loves and his works (01 ii 542). The perverse relationship between 

love and the commerce o f representation is suggested by Stendhal’s aphorism:

‘L ’amour est la seule passion qui se paye d ’une monnaie qu’elle fabrique elle-meme’ 

(DA 295).

According to Stendhal, if the nineteenth century renounced its slavery to 

imitation and its ridicule o f passion, then the successor o f Michelangelo would produce 

une peinture exacte et enflammee du coeur humain’ (HPI ii 413). Stendhal’s own 

writing might be understood as an attempt to produce such a ‘peinture’, Richard, 

indeed, describes his style in terms close to those in which Stendhal describes 

Michelangelo’s art: ‘Par horreur pour la mollesse flottante du vetement qui pend et 

trompe, il fait cruellement ressortir la saillie du muscle, la ligne du nerf (1970 34), 

Stendhal’s modern ideal o f love was analogous with Michelangelo’s modern ideal of 

beauty. It was ‘convulsif and lived ‘dans les orages’ {Journal litteraire, cited in 

Kristeva 1983 324). It was an intensely pleasurable kind o f ‘folie’ (DA 39; 01 ii 958).

By analogy with the work o f Michelangelo, this love could be represented only 

by its effects, and would therefore not be perceived by those on whom these effects did

Stendhal writes: 'C om m e le Dante. M ichel-A nge ne fait pas plaisir, il intim ide. il accable 
[’im agination sous le poids du malheur. il ne reste plus de force pour avoir du courage, le malheur a 
saisi Fam e tout entiere. Apres M ichel-A nge, la vne de la cam pagne la plus com m une devient 
delicieuse; elle lire de la stupeur. La force de I’im pression est allee  jusque tout pres de la douleur; a 
mesure qu elle  s'affaiblit, e lle  devient p la isir’ (HPI ii 361).



not act as triggers. The love would not be seen, because it would, like the art o f  the 

Sistine Chapel, be too threatening for m ost viewers. Thus, it would be by freely 

expressing his own version o f  ideal love in his writing that Stendhal could best hide it;

Par tactique autant que par nature I’am our deteste done la lettre, I’explicite; il vit 

d ’allusions’ (Richard 1970 70). By the same token, this love would reverberate in the 

souls o f  the ‘Happy Few ’ envisaged by the author. They would detect ‘I’ironie 

im perceptible’ under which he hid his true feelings (01 ii 877).^' The advantages o f  

writing about love in a (necessarily) indirect way were therefore that the author could 

protect it from being spoiled by direct representation and from a public all too ready to 

ridicule sincerity (HPI ii 204-205, 409-10), could relive the em otions o f  the past (01 ii 

937) while discovering new truths about himself and his love (01 ii 785, 807, 833, 

958), and could com m unicate with an ideal readership.

It is thus reasonable to  ask if Stendhal’s love is com m unicated indirectly across 

his texts rather than represented literally therein. In order to  receive this 

communication, it might be necessary to call on Me genie du soup9on’ (01 ii 430), 

suspecting irony w herever the text seems most sincere and sincerity w herever the text 

seems most ironical. As Stendhal com m ented on the factual inaccuracies in his 

autobiography, ‘II n ’y a de surem ent vrai que les sensations; seulement pour parvenir a 

la verite il faut m ettre quatre dieses a mes expressions’ (01 ii 854; see also 01 ii 958); 

perhaps the Stendhalian text must be read as a musical score rather than as a mimetic 

representation.

' In De I 'amour, for example. Stendhal writes that i l  me serait doux de plaire beaucoup a
trcnte ou quarante personnes de Paris que je ne verrai jamais, mais que j ’aime a la folia, sans les 
connaitre. Par e.xemple. quelque jeune Mme Roland, lisant en cachette quelque volume qu’elle cache 
bien \ite  au moindre bruit' (DA 39). Similarly, in his introduction to Lucien Leuwen. which he 
dedicates to the happy few’, he writes that 'Ce conte fut ecrit en songeant a un petit nombre de 
lecteurs que je n ’ai jamais vtis et que je ne verrai point, ce dont bien me fache: j ’eusse trouve tant de 
plaisir a passer les soirees avec eux!’ (R 767). And in Vie de H enry Brulard, he refers to his ideal 
future readers as i e s  ames que j ’aime, les Mme Roland, les Melanie Guilbert, les [un blanc]’ (01 ii 
536).
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(ii) Mathilde and provocation

In Le Rouge et le Noir, the character o f Mathilde is utterly bored by her 

contemporaries’ lack o f resistance to prescribed representations. Everything in the 

Hotel de la Mole is planned in advance. At half past five, for example, the men are 

required to change into stockings (R 449). Although Auerbach (1953 456) and Brooks 

(1982 352) argue that the Hotel de La Mole is boring because o f its atmosphere of 

constraint and censorship, Mathilde is bored rather by its uniformity and predictability; 

indeed, the young woman seems to support the Marquis’s censorship o f conversational 

subject-matter, the better to enjoy breaking the ru le s .M a th ild e  laments the lack, in 

the nineteenth century, o f that danger and unpredictability which had characterized the 

sixteenth century. She relativizes her vision o f her immediate environment by seeing it 

through the lens o f a heroic past. She despises the conformity o f those around her to 

prescribed models. They are ‘etioles et tous pales copies les uns des autres’ (R 555). 

Their life, she believes, is ‘emprisonnee, comme une momie d ’Egypte, sous une 

enveloppe toujours commune a tous, toujours la meme’ (R 528). Significantly, the 

Hotel de La Mole is used by Auerbach as a metaphor o f nineteenth-century realism.

Mathilde hungers for the intrusion o f something true and real into her banal 

environment. Attuel points out that the word ‘vrai’ appears fifteen times in connection 

with her character (1980 656). The heroine seems to have an instinct for truthfulness in 

others, she can tell by looking at Julien’s eyes, for example, if he is telling the truth (R 

514). Although her love for the latter begins as role-play, it is pointed out by the 

narrator, toward the end o f the novel, that it and the suffering it causes her are real (R 

635, 687).

Similarly, it is the Restoration's repetition of the same, rather than its censorship, which 
crucially gives rise to boredom, for Stendhal. Brooks him self points to the Restoration's repetition of 
the same and e.xclusion of the possibility of change (1982 351). Richard points out that, for Stendhal, 
the 'secheresse de la connaissance' leads to ennui’ (1970 47), In De I ’amour, Stendhal associates 
repetition of the same with boredom: Don Juan me d isait..., dans un acces d'humeur noire: '11 n ’y a 
pas vingt vanetes de femmes, et une fois qu’on en a eu deux ou trois de chaque variete, la satiete 
commence’” (DA 235).

On Mathilda’s simultaneous respect for and transgression o f rules, see how she insists on 
going to Mass while also stealing Voltaire’s writings from her father's library (R 520). Her strange, 
playful attitude toward rules brings her close to the Baudrillardian idea of seduction (see for e.xample 
La Passion de la regie’, 1979 181-211). See Bell 1997, which discusses the connection between 

Baudrillardian and Stendhalian seduction (without, however, discussing M athilde’s character).
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M athilde’s love o f  role-play disconcerts Julien, just as it disturbs critics. This is 

despite the fact that he and the other inhabitants o f  the Hotel de La M ole also copy 

models. M athilde’s kind o f  copying seems therefore to mark her out from others rather 

than making her similar to them. Like Julien, she chooses to  imitate inappropriate, 

politically subversive models, such as M me Roland. The principal differences between 

M athilde’s brand o f  copying and that o f  Julien are that, firstly, her mimicry is not 

dissimulated or hypocritical, and, secondly, that she takes pleasure in imitating her 

ideals rather than being oppressed by them.

By imitating M arguerite de Navarre, M athilde brings a sixteenth-century 

heroism, combined with M arguerite’s love o f  risk and anxiety, into a nineteenth 

century she considers to lack, precisely, ‘le vrai courage’ and Me hasard’ (R 528). We 

learn that ‘Le courage etait la prem iere qualite de son caractere’ and that ‘Rien ne 

pouvait lui donner quelque agitation et la guerir d ’un fond d ’ennui sans cesse 

renaissant que I’idee qu ’elle jouait a croix ou pile son existence entiere’ (R 545). 

Through imitation, therefore, M athilde accedes to  the Stendhalian ‘naturel’: ‘Le 

naturel consent au risque, done a I’echec, done il opte au nom d ’un vrai attachem ent a 

soi, pour le consentem ent du moi a ses defauts et defaillances’ (C rouzet 1983b 196).

As Grahame C. Jones points out, M athilde’s brave insistence on taking risks marks her 

out as one o f  Stendhal’s ‘moral elite’ (1983 124). Hating all that is ‘ecrit d ’avance’ (R 

515), she teases Croisenois and her brother for their ‘peur de rencontrer I’im prevu’ (R 

5 14) and, m oreover, is herself unpredictable in her behaviour, whether by surprising 

Julien by entering the library through a secret door or by disobeying Julien’s 

prescriptions at the end o f  the novel (R 453, 500, 698). It is precisely because o f  her 

role-playing that ‘she alone will not slide into the m old’ (Abeel 1976 26). As Attuel 

points out, M athilde always returns to herself after her imitations o f  others, and 

dominates ‘I’A utre’ by insisting on her ‘m oi’ (R 605, 655). While M athilde’s imitations 

liberate her, therefore, and paradoxically allow her to be herself, Julien’s copying 

enslaves and ultimately kills him.”

See A. B enjam in’s distinction, 1991 107-29. between the ’n ih ilistic’ kind o f  repetition  
necessitated by tradition and the kind w hich characterizes resistance to (not negation of) tradition, 
e.xperimentation. and the 'affirm ation o f  heterogeneity’. The first kind involves a "forgetting’ (see  
Julien's forgetting", in the prison cell, o f  his love for M athilde), w hile the latter overcom es forgetting  
by recognizing it. such that "Self-identity w ill have becom e fractured’ (A. B enjam in 1991 122).



One o f the ways in which Mathilde takes risks is by sending love letters. 

Genette claims that she writes to Julien because ‘ I’aveu que Mathilde a a faire excede 

la parole’; his description highlights the risk and danger involved in such a 

communication; ‘elle ne peut qu’a grand-peine tenir et faire tenir ce qu’elle a ecrit, et 

qui brule: elle fait porter ses lettres, ou les jette de loin comme des grenades’ (1969 

164). While Julien, fearful o f an enemy gaze, adopts a policy o f ‘prudence 

diplom atique’ in his reply to Mathilde (R 527), she is joyfully indifferent to ‘I’effet 

horrible sur la societe, la tache ineffa9able et toute pleine de mepris’ which might be 

provoked by the fact that ‘elle outrageait sa caste’ (R 529). She receives his reply ‘avec 

une aisance parfaite et les yeux riants’ (R 532).

Mathilde resists gender definition. Although Julien finds that ‘elle ressemblait 

cruellement a sa m ere’ (R 450), she seems to have inherited from her father, with 

whom she has a close relationship, a sense o f irony and playfulness. Her language at 

times is ‘un peu colore pour la delicatesse feminine’ (R 511). Her voice is described as 

devoid o f femininity in the same chapter that describes her as the most seductive 

woman at the Retz ball (R 485). M athilde’s ‘art de seduire’, as described in this 

section, seems to rely on her simultaneous ‘coquetterie’ and ‘retenue’; she seems 

almost to parody feminine modesty (R 487). Her resistance to univocal definition as 

feminine seems both to repel and fascinate those around her. Mathilde might be 

understood to combine a masculinity associated in the text with self-mastery and a 

femininity associated therein with the pursuit o f happiness.

Mathilde is attracted by resistance to her understanding and obstacles to her 

control. For example, she is intrigued and attracted by Julien’s ‘resistance sincere et 

non jouee’ (R 511), by his 'inconnu' (R 530), and by that ‘immensite de la difficulte a 

vaincre’ and ‘noire incertitude de I’evenement’ which her love for him would entail (R 

514). It is when Julien is least responsive to her, most ‘silencieux et sombre’, that he 

appears most elevated and adorable to Mathilde (R 640): ne connais pas Julien; ce

mot la jeta dans une reverie’ (R 639). As soon as Julien becomes transparent and 

knowable to her, she loses interest in him: ‘Son mot si franc, mais si stupide, vint tout 

changer en un instant: Mathilde, sure d ’etre aimee, le meprisa parfaitement’ (R 552). 

When the hero rejects her at the end o f the novel, her love for him knows no bounds.

See 01  i 760 on S tendha l’s own fickleness in love, and tendency towards boredom.
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Stendhal considered the basic ingredient o f ‘amour-passion’ to be anxious uncertainty 

as to whether one’s feelings are reciprocated (DA 239), and describes this perversity as 

La morale, execrable aux yeux des belles’ o f Le Rouge et le Noir (R 703). Mathilde 

takes pleasure in the fact that her love for Julien is not written in advance: ‘Entre Julien 

et moi il n’y a point de signature de contrat, point de notaire; tout est heroique, tout 

sera fils du hasard’ (R 513). Mathilde’s love for Julien therefore relies on the 

unpredictable course o f that love, its independence from any binding contract. It is an 

accidental event that turns out to be decisive for Mathilde’s seduction o f Julien, namely 

her discovery that she has, without thinking, drawn his image on a page o f her album 

(R 555). Her ability to invest accidental occurrences with personal significance goes 

against the trend o f nineteenth-century rationality. Mathilde leaves her representation 

o f self and world open to disruption.

Mathilde’s mode o f speaking itself brings opacity into representation. She is a 

master o f the art o f ironizing her interlocutor while seeming to flatter him: ‘Des qu’on 

deplaisait a Mademoiselle de La Mole, elle savait punir par une plaisanterie si mesuree, 

si bien choisie, si convenable en apparence, lancee si a propos, que la blessure croissait 

a chaque instant, plus on y reflechissait’ (R 509). Mathilde’s banal words hide daggers 

which make themselves felt only when it is too late to defend against them Instead of 

opting out o f representation, like Mme de Renal, or, like Julien, attempting to master 

representation from the inside, Mathilde adopts a strategy o f obliquity

The young heroine’s clever insights always seem to come to her by accident: 

‘Ah! c ’est un bon mot que je viens de me dire!’ (R 489). Mathilde has been described 

by critics as thinking in a non-logical way. Her meditations on elements that jar seem 

somehow to lead her to accurate conclusions, as when she notes o f Altamira that ‘un 

conspirateur au bal, c ’est un joli contraste’ and ultimately concludes that this character 

values only ' I ’utilite'’ (R 491), and as when she illogically but correctly seems to 

deduce Julien’s superiority from the fact that he, as a handsome man, should defend 

the ugly Danton (R 494-95). However, Attuel insists on Mathilde’s rigorous logic, 

describing her personality as conforming to the style o f a mathematical equation: ‘sa 

philosophic, sa conception de la vie, nette, precise, sans nuance’ (1980 198). It would 

appear then that Mathilde is guided by a combination o f accident and logic: ‘La
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construction des discours de Mathilde est dialectique La dissertation se deroule, 

constante et naturelle, par ricochets successifs’ (Attuel 1980 650).^^

Another aspect o f Mathilde’s troubling o f representational norms is the fact 

that her passion disturbs subject-object divisions. She voluntarily undergoes the risk o f 

self-loss, seeing no contradiction between losing herself to the other and self- 

realization: ‘Quelles ne seront pas ses pretentions, si jamais il peut tout sur moi'^ Eh 

bien! je me dirai comme Medee: An milieu de tant de penis, il me reste MOT (R 530). 

Jefferson, in fact, compares the Stendhalian ideal o f love to the death sentence:

Neither can be bought and both involve complete renunciation o f power’ (1988 52). 

Mathilde’s passion for Julien is terrible in its extremity, and repeatedly associated with 

death: ‘A la lettre, ce sont des noces de m ort’ (Andre 1977 97). Her love is inspired by 

her premonition o f his execution, and by her desire to confront Me danger solitaire, 

singulier, imprevu, vraiment laid’ (R 528). If Juhen is distinguished among men by 

undergoing the death sentence, Mathilde is distinguished by her courage in risking her 

self-control, her reputation, and even her life for the sake o f her passion. Furthermore, 

the heroic extremes to which her love for Julien pushes her are unequalled by the 

latter’s love for Mme de Renal:

Les idees de Mathilde ne se bornaient pas au sacrifice de sa reputation; peu lui 
importait de faire connaitre son etat a toute la societe. Se jeter a genoux pour 
demander la grace de Julien, devant la voiture du roi allant au galop, attirer 
I’attention du prince, au risque de se faire mille fois ecraser, etait une des 
moindres chimeres que revait cette imagination exaltee et courageuse.

(R 663)

Fouque is disturbed by Mathilde’s terrible passion, and feels relieved when he declares 

her to be ‘changeante’, or inauthentic (R 663). Julien, similarly, is ‘irrite’ by his 

occasional recognition o f the authenticity o f Mathilde’s suffering (R 687). The heroine 

has willingly ceded her former position o f mastery over Julien in order to experience 

genuine passion, thereby achieving what Brombert describes as that ‘excellence in

In H.B., Prosper Merimee refers to Stendhal’s love of ‘la lo-gique’. but points out that il 
souffrait impatiemment que la logique des autres ne fut pas la sienne’ (1992 94).



amorous suffering and in amorous failure’ that Stendhal associated with superior 

beings (1968 44).^*’

Where Julien undergoes his execution in much the same way as aristocrats 

approach their duels (R 528), planning it rationally rather than allowing himself, except 

in moments o f ‘faiblesse’, to confront the horror o f death, Mathilde faces death down 

in all its ugliness. The text trails off in dots to suggest the ‘courage surhumain’ o f the 

pregnant Mathilde as she kisses the severed head o f her fiance (R 698). She alone 

confronts the death head and survives; like a Black Widow spider after the seduction, 

she brings death into her life.”  Roberson is perplexed by the fact that, although the 

hero’s quest ends in fijtility and failure, ‘there appears in the ennobling depiction o f 

Julien’s death and in Mathilde’s bizarre burial ritual a regeneration o f romance through 

the powerftil symbol o f Julien’s “poetic” head’ (1993 54). Roberson does not 

contemplate the possibility that the strong victory symbolism o f the novel’s ending 

might indirectly convey Mathilde’s status as the true ‘hero’ o f Le Rouge et le Noir. 

However, does she not, at the end o f the novel, win the head that she had coveted 

throughouf^^* Both Mathilde and Julien effectively lose their heads in the course o f the 

novel; only she wins hers back.^^

Mathilde is both victor and escapee at the end o f Le Rouge et le Noir. She 

alone, o f the three main characters, has asserted her resistance to the dominant 

representation and survived. Although MacCannell claims that ‘it is women like Mme 

de Renal, or Cldia who have Stendhal’s vote’, she acknowledges that certain other of 

Stendhal’s women, namely the masculine Amazons among them, are granted more 

power and ‘are left with open-ended possibilities’ (1983 928). Mathilde can be

Brombert points out that, for Stendhal, ‘the unhappy lover, though not exactly a prestigious 
figure in society, is initiated, through l\is very suffering, into the realm o f  em otional and artistic 
beauty ’ (1968  44).

Lukacher argues that Stendhal’s originality as a writer lay in his ability to return to the 
traumatic scene o f  castration, the m om ent o f  sublim e horror and o f  self-invention  (1994  22. 59). What 
Luckacher does not point out is that M athilde repeats this founding gesture o f  Stendhal's creativity, by 
confronting Julien’s remains.

Pearson points out that, throughout the novel. M athilde is obsessed by Julien’s head’ (1988  
129). He claim s, however, that the ending o f  the novel ‘presents the incom patibility o f  happiness and 
im agination as a problem without so lu tion ’ (1988 155). This interpretation holds true only as long as 
the possibility that M athilde finds a solution is suppressed. After all, she is described as enflam m fe  
d un heroism e qui n ’etait pas sans bonheur' w hile cradling Julien’s (as yet unsevered) head in the cell 
(R 664).

See D A  32 on the way in w hich, in love, la tete se perd’. See also Jefferson 1988 52, on the 
similarity in Stendhal’s writing between love and the death sentence.
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interpreted as a more powerful and heroic figure than Julien. While he stage-manages 

his first night with Mme de Renal, and while the narrator compares him to ‘an auteur 

dramatique’ (R 536) in his preparations prior to entering Mathilde’s bedroom, it is the 

latter who actually choreographs their night together. Even Julien’s execution conforms 

to her grand plan, he playing Boniface to her Marguerite. Indeed, Roberson describes 

Mathilde as carrying out the ‘final “rewriting” o f  Julien’s novel’: she imposes the form 

o f  medieval romance on his burial, thus interpreting Julien’s life ‘as a heroic re

enactment o f  her own ancestor’s ’ (1993 52).

If Mathilde’s rejoins ‘the platitudes o f  intelligibility’ at the end o f  the novel, as 

Jefferson suggests (1988 89-90), than it may be only to the extent that we have failed to 

recognize her transcendence o f  those platitudes. Furthermore, it is possible to argue 

that, to the extent that we fail to recognize Mathilde’s superiority, we betray our own 

failure to transcend conformist readings o f  the novel. We blind ourselves to the 

possibility that we are the targets o f  Stendhal’s hidden irony.^®

Unlike Mme de Renal and unlike Julien, Mathilde is not oppressed by the gaze 

o f  others: ‘On eut dit qu’elle prenait a tache de faire savoir a tout le monde la folle 

passion qu’elle avait pour Julien’ (R 561). She finds ‘une singuliere volupte’ in 

confiding in Julien, and in speaking without premeditation: ‘II voyait qu’elle peignait ce

There is further evidence o f  Stendhal’s elevation o f  Mathilde above Julien in a letter he wrote to 
his friend Adoiphe de Mareste in December 1830 (SC ii 218). Le Rouge et le Noir had been published at 
the end of  November o f  the same year. Without making any mention o f  Julien, the author writes the 
following of  its ending: ‘Cette fin me semblait bonne en I’ecrivant, j’avais devant les yeux le caractere de 
Mery [Mary de Neuville], Jolie fille qua j’adore. Demandez a Clara [Merimee] si Mery n’eut pas agi 
ainsi. Les jeunes Montmorency et leurs femelles ont si peu de fo rc e  de volonte, qu ’il est impossible de 
faire un denouement non plat avec ces etres elegants et effacees. [.. .]  Cette vue du manque de caractere 
dans les hautes classes m ’a /a / /  prendre une exception. C ’est un tort. Est-il ridicule? C ’est bien possible. 
Le comment, c ’est que j’ai pense a Mery. [.. .]  La convenance exacte, c ’est la presence continue du 
convenable, I’absence complete de I’individualite (...]. Je ne doute pas de la haine des ennemis intimes.
Je vois les figures que Ton fait chez M ammouth  [il s’agit de Sophie Duvaucel, amie proche a Stendhal], 
Mais on acquiert de nouveaux amis, comme mon aimable T .. .  d ’ici. Clara dit que j’ai un caractere 
abominable dans les debats. Dans un mois peut-etre, apres vingt demarches, Je parviendrai a lire mon 
caractere. Et alors Qa ne me fera aucun plaisir; il n ’y aura plus de piquants de nouveaut^, d'im prevu.' 
Martineau notes that Mary de Neuville partially inspired the character o f  Mathilde de la Mole (SC ii 
1 0 0 0 ).

Stendhal makes playful references to Le Rouge et le Noir in subsequent letters to de Mareste, see 
SC ii 236, 239. He makes similar references in his letters to Alberthe de Rubempre, who was another 
inspiration for the character o f  Mathilde (see his description o f  de Rubempre as ‘un etre superieure qui 
avait pris la beaute parce que ce deguisement lui convenait mieux qu ’un autre, et qui, avec ses yeux 
penetrants, lisait au fond de votre am e’ (01 i 813)). In a letter to de Rubempre o f  6 February 1831, he 
refers to Le Rouge et le Noir, which she had evidently Just finished reading: ‘II y a une autre jolie fenmie 
a Paris qui me croit I’homme le plus faux et le plus dissimulant. Et quand tous ces ridicules seraient vrais, 
n’etes-vous pas trop heureuse que j ’aie des ridicules?’ (SC ii 225-26).
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qu elle avait sous les yeux. II avait la douleur de remarquer qu’en parlant elle faisait 

des decouvertes dans son propre coeur’ (R 550).®' It is tm e that Ml fallait toujours 

I’idee d’un public et des autres a I’ame hautaine de Mathilde’, and that she feels ‘un 

besoin secret d ’etonner le public par I’exces de son amour et la sublimite de ses 

entreprises’ (R 663). However, as Julien learns from a chamber-maid, Mathilde’s 

bizarre theatricality ‘tenait au fond de son caractere’ (R 505).®^

Mathilde seems to present the mise-en-abyme o f the only strategy o f resistance 

which Stendhal considered to be viable:

La cle du personnage de Mathilde est aisee a decouvrir, c ’est une opposition 
constante, a elle-meme, aux circonstances, a autrui. Elle agit et reagit toujours 
a contre-courant; aimant la resistance, elle est la resistance. (R 668)®^

For Stendhal, Me naturel’ was an ethical matter: it offers the only access to freedom.®'^ 

.Attuel implies that Mathilde is the character closest to Stendhal’s ‘ethique de la 

singularite’ (1980 399). She describes her as Ma cornelienne Mathilde’ (1980 599); it is 

known that Stendhal associated Corneille with Me naturel’ ( 01 ii 339). Attuel even 

goes so far as to claim that Mathilde distinguishes herself from the other characters 

‘par son intelligence et son ethique’ (1980 649). How is it then that the depiction o f 

Mathilde’s superiority in the novel has eluded so many critics?

Stendhal praises the ‘nature!’ o f the Ancients or their present-day counterparts, les 
sauvages'. in similar tenns: ‘Ces gens-la ne repetent jamais un raisonnement appris par cceur: quand 
ils parlent. on sent que I’idee, avec ses plus petites circonstances, est evidente a leurs yeu.x’ (HPI ii 
13).

Stendhal seems to have believed that a certain acting ability was a necessary survival tool for 
women. For e.xample. he thought it very' important that his sister Pauline take lessons in oratory 
because otherwise she would lack la peau qui recouvre tout le corps’, would be as 'ecorchee' and as 
affreuse" as une femme d'esprit aux yeux des sots’: "II faut done necessairement (dans nos moeurs 

monarchiques et par la corrompues) qu’une femme soit hypocrite’ (SC i 178).
“  The reference to a key is interesting here, given that Arm ance, Stendhal’s first novel, was a 
roman a c le f . The title o f Armance is a decoy, as Octave is the main protagonist of this novel, and 

Armance his love interest. This trick may explain why Le Rouge et le Noir was provisionally entitled 
Julien by Stendhal.

On Stendhal’s writing as an ethical quest’, see Brombert 1968 183, and on his valorization 
of personal sty le as a strategy of liberation, see Brooks 1969 242.
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(iii') Le Rouse et !e Noir and provocation

It is possible that Le Rouge et le Noir plays a cruel trick on the reader. If the 

gaps and ambiguities in the work can be associated with Mme de Renal’s strategy of 

vagueness, and the novel’s realism with Julien’s hypocrisy, then any subtle subversion 

of the representation would have to be aligned with Mathilde, the woman whose 

insults are rarely perceived by their targets and whose passion is too intemperate to be 

recognized as authentic.

It is generally agreed that Mathilde de La Mole is closely related to Matilde 

Dembowski, described by Brombert as an Italian beauty with ‘the nobility o f a tragic 

temperament and a spiritual grace invisible to the vulgar eye’ (1968 50). It was for 

Dembowski that Stendhal wrote De I'amour in 1820, finding in it an indirect way of 

expressing his feelings for her (see Crouzet 1965 15-16). Nevertheless, critics tend not 

to consider Le Rouge et le Noir to be an indirect expression o f love. Nicolas 

Morcovescu claims, instead, that the choice o f Mile de La M ole’s name ‘signifie une 

critique implicite de I’orgueil que Beyle reprochait a Metilde [Dembowski]’ (1983 

218). Prevost assumes that ‘c’est entendu’ that although Stendhal’s love for Matilde 

served as a model for Julien’s relationship with Mathilde, there is no resemblance 

between the two women (1951 305). The implicit assumption governing these 

judgements is that Julien is the author’s alter ego, and that his attitude towards 

Mathilde at the end o f the novel reflects that o f Stendhal. However, the young heroine 

seems to this thesis to be a more likely representative o f the author-egotist.®^

In criticizing Mathilde’s inauthentic heroism, critics tend to point to her vanity. 

Certainly, she is vain; ‘mais’, Stendhal writes in the projected article, ‘elle n’est pas 

corrompue’ (R 712). Vanity was, after all, the ‘passion habituelle’ o f the women whom 

Stendhal loved (01 ii 544); he also believed it to be ‘la passion dominante pour faire 

comprendre les autres passions’ (01 i 425). Stendhal himself was an egotist who 

coveted fame (see for example 01 i 79). Valery, indeed, emphasizes his vanity, relating 

it to his desire to be ‘singulier’ (1957 561-63). Furthermore, if Stendhal considered 

Italy to be closer to an antique ideal o f beauty than France (HP ii 192, 196), the Italian

Crouzet points out (1965 13) that on the day of Dembovvski's death in 1825, Stendhal wrote 
the words Death of the author’ in the margin o f De I'amour.
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absence of vanity is treated by Stendhal as a handicap as regards the modern ideal of 

beauty and love (HPI ii 200).'’'’ Vanity, love, and beauty are not incompatible for 

Stendhal, therefore. It may be that Stendhal’s claim that his principal achievement in 

writing Le Rouge et le Noir was his portrayal o f Mathilde’s narcissistic style o f love 

should be taken seriously, after all.

As Prevost points out, Stendhal does not talk much about Julien in his 1832 

‘projet d ’article sur Le Rouge et le Noir’ (1951 341). Instead, this article places 

Mathilde’s love at the centre o f the novel:

L’auteur [...]  a ose peindre le caractere de la femme de Paris qui n’aime son 
amant qu’autant qu’elle se croit tous les matins sur le point de le perdre

(R 703)
Cette peinture de I’amour parisien est absolument neuve. (R 712)
[L’auteur] a ose peindre I’amour de Paris. (R 714)

Mathilde’s love for Julien is presented as ‘amour de te te’ It seems almost to dispense 

with Julien as a person, taking him as a thing (or a branch) which her imagination can 

embellish (or crystallize): ‘Julien ne prend forme et importance que dans un contexte 

dont il rompt la monotonie. C ’est parce qu’il est un element contrastif qu’il existe’ 

(Attuel 1980 595). However, Stendhal himself insisted on the reality o f the 

imagination. Indeed, Richard draws a link between Stendhal’s aestheticized mode of 

love and the ‘petrification de I’autre’ which takes place in Julien’s love for Mathilde 

(1970 72). The Stendhalian ideal o f love involved a figurative putting to death o f the 

loved one in order to facilitate the imagination o f the lover; this love was intensified 

after the loved one’s literal d e a th .M a th ild e ’s experience o f ‘des transports les plus 

vifs’ while cradling Julien’s head in the cell and imagining his execution (R 664) is thus 

not far removed from Stendhal’s style o f love. It may therefore be ‘le lecteur qui

For Stendhal, beauty and love were virtual synonyms. In De I 'amour, he writes that ‘La \oie 
de tout ce qui est extremement beau, dans la nature et dans les arts, rappelle le souvenir de ce qu'on 
aime. avec la rapidite de I’eclair’ (DA 58). Conversely, he writes that ‘L’amant am ve bientot a 
trouver belle sa maitresse telle qu'elle est, sans songer a la vraie heaute (DA 52).

O f Matilde Dembowski. Stendhal wrote: ’Je suis au desespoir a cause de Metilde; elle meurt; 
je I’aimais mieux morte qu’infidele' (01 ii 541). Stendhal’s ideal o f modem love is associated with 
death: its fruit often hides 'le plus mortel poison’ (HPI ii 151-52). After listing the female corpses in 
Stendhal’s life and work. Kristeva writes that i l  y a peut-etre surtout. dans ces mortes. une maniere 
specifiquement stendhalienne d ’idealiser I’aimee telle qu'elle perd ses qualites d ’etre une autre -  un 
autre se.\e -  et se confond avec la puissance desiree de I’amant’ (1983 333).



connait le grand m onde’, dismissive o fM ath iide’s ‘amour de te te ’, who is ironized in 

the ‘projet d ’article’ o f  1832 (R 713), as in the novel itself.*’*

Mathilde shares Stendhal’s predilection for opera and the literature o f  the 

sixteenth century (01 ii 911). Her unfavourable contrasting o f  the nineteenth century 

with the sixteenth mirrors Stendhal’s own. Where the author claims that ‘le grand 

danger de la civilisation, c ’est I’absence du danger’ (01 ii 4), his heroine laments the 

fact that ‘la civilisation a chasse le hasard, plus d ’imprevu’ (R 528). As Jefferson points 

out, ‘In Stendhalian terms Mathilde is right both in her criticisms o f  Parisian society 

and in the values (such as those o f  the century o f  Charles IX and Henri III) that she 

admires as an alternative’ (1988 79). Richard, however, describes the heroine’s taste 

for the sixteenth century in terms o f ‘un snobisme de I’anachronique’ (1970 78), while 

Jefferson asks how it is that, her similarity to Stendhal notwithstanding, Mathilde is ‘so 

fiandamentally w rong’ (1988 79). She claims that ‘It is in the figure o f  Mathilde that 

Stendhal profanes some o f  his dearest tru ths’ (1988 80).

Jefferson answers the question o fM ath iide ’s fundamental wrongness by 

pointing to the character’s self-congratulation over the witty maxim she invents about 

the death sentence (1988 80; R 489-90). However, the heroine’s elevated self-esteem 

can hardly be taken as p roof  that she is ‘so ftindamentally w rong’, particularly given 

the fact that, as Jefferson herself points out, Mathilde’s elitism echoes Stendhal’s own 

(1988 85). Indeed, Stendhal described true character as the ability to admire oneself in 

retrospect. Furthermore, it is precisely Mathilde’s supreme authenticity that is 

conveyed by the passage alluded to by Jefferson;

Ah! c ’est un bon mot que je  viens de me dire! quel dommage q u ’il ne soit pas 
venu de fa?on a m ’en faire honneur! Mathilde avait trop de goflt pour amener 
dans la conversation un bon mot fait d ’avance; mais elle avait trop de vanite 
pour ne pas etre enchantee d ’elle-meme. Un air de bonheur rempla^a dans ses

As Stendhal says in the projected article, after contrasting Mme de Renal’s ‘amour vrai’ with 
Mathilde’s 'amour de tete’, ‘ce contraste. piquant en France, perd beaucoup de son merite au.\ yeu.x 
des gens qui. comme nous, vivent a trois cents lieues de ces nuances si difFiciles a peindre’ (R 713). 
Stendhal, here writing under an Italian pseudonym for an Italian journal, always believed the Italians 
to be more capable o f recognizing le naturel’ than the French: I’ltalien a une sensibilite trop vraie 
pour ne pas adorer I’ideal modeme des qu'il le verra' (HPI ii 200).

Citing Rome, Naples, Florence, Crouzet writes: 'Or qu’est-ce que la force de caractere. sinon 
la "confiance en soi” qui resulte de la vision adinirative de “ce qu’on a ose faire pendant les acces de 
passion (1983b 197).
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traits I’apparence de I’ennui. (R 489-90)

This passage shows that the young heroine is too much a representative o f Stendhal’s 

le naturel’ to spoil her insight by repeating it after it has already occurred to her.

Mathilde may be most frequently criticized for her imitation o f role models. 

Richard, for example, claims that ‘La noblesse de Mathilde semble par exemple moins 

pure que celle de Julien, parce que plus soucieuse d ’imitation’ (1970 78). However, 

her form of imitation reflects that o f Stendhal: ‘Inimitable, certes Stendhal Test, 

imitateur non esclave, il Test egalement’ (Attuel 1980 60-61). Strangely, the proximity 

o f Mathilde’s imitative practice to that o f Stendhal goes largely unremarked. For 

example, after having condemned Mathilde for her copying o f models. West Sooby 

goes on to argue for the centrality o f playftil mimicry to Stendhal’s writing, and uses 

the decidedly unplayftil Julien as the main proponent o f this strategy in the novel. 

Similarly, Jefferson rejects Mathilde’s role-playing while also arguing that Stendhal’s 

originality depends upon his citational strategy.

The certainty with which most critics reject Mathilde’s character, despite her 

resemblance to Stendhal, begs examination. As Julien asks himself about Mathilde 

towards the end o f the novel, ‘Comment ne pas voir dans toute cette fa(?on d ’agir et de 

parler un sentiment noble, desinteresse, bien au-dessus de tout ce qu’aurait ose une 

ame petite et vulgaire'i’’ (R 656). It would seem that the novel is designed in such a 

way as to encourage the reader to identify with the male pseudo-hero and to reject the 

genuinely heroic figure.

It is a fact that Mathilde disturbs the symmetry o f the reunion between Mme de 

Renal and Julien at the end o f the novel. She is, as Stendhal put it with regard to his 

own position as a boy in relation to his father and his aunt Seraphie, ‘le seul tiers 

incommode' (01 ii 552). Furthermore, Mathilde’s irritating presence casts doubt on 

Julien’s good faith and authenticity. Critical blindness may owe, quite simply, to the 

fact that Mathilde makes Julien look bad. Constans has suggested that the 

independence, lucidity and rebellious energy o f Mathilde and other young Stendhalian 

heroines have been interpreted by critics as detracting from the virility o f the male 

heroes (1983 69-70).™ MacCannell associates Mathilde with the (Edipal father.

The thrust o f C onstans’s argument is that Julien is not. in fact, em asculated by Mathilde.
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claiming that she ‘symbolically castrates’ Julien by ‘rem oving his head from his body’

(1983 923-24). Helga Druxes argues that Stendhal privileged female heroines over 

male ones, ‘for their as-yet-untapped creative and regenerative potential’ (1993 4). 

Som e o f  the critical antagonism  tow ard M athilde might therefore be explained by an 

unexam ined fear o f  the virile woman. That Stendhal him self was not afraid o f  such 

w om en is evident, however. Simone De Beauvoir writes for example that Stendhal 

‘aime les femmes dans leur verite’ and ‘ne croit pas au m ystere feminin’ (1949 365).^' 

Kristeva actually criticizes Stendhal for his excessive admiration o f  powerful, phallic 

w om en (1983 337-39).

Exegetical blindness to M athilde’s qualities is also facilitated by what Brom bert 

calls Stendhal’s ‘oblique approach’ to his characters, protecting them while seeming to 

m ock them (1968 60), and by what Roberson calls his ‘art o f  am bivalence’ (1993 21- 

22) Erica Abeel describes M athilde as one o f  those Stendhalian ‘borderline figures 

whom  their creator partially likes and partially dism isses’ (1976 25). Indeed, the 

presum ption o f  irony perm its the narrator to describe the heroine as ‘brillante’ (R 460), 

‘bien seduisante’ (R 547), to state that ‘nous aimons M athilde’ (R 510), and to 

describe her eyes as ‘etincelants de genie et d ’enthousiasm e’ (R 506), w ithout making 

the reader think her any less ridiculous. His reference to M athilde’s ‘naturel parfait’ 

goes equally unnoticed (R 505), as do the references to  her as an ‘esprit superieur’ (R 

527, 566); one o f  the m ost subtle examples o f  indirect praise is contained in the 

following sentence, where the w ord ‘eleve’ can flinction either as a verb or as an 

adjective: ‘C ette ame seche sentit de la passion tout ce qui en est possible dans un etre 

eleve au milieu de cet exces de civilisation que Paris adm ire’ (R 640). M athilde is also 

indirectly praised by her own admiration, prior to  Julien’s crime, for a wom an who 

n ’aurait horreur de toucher a la tete  de son amant decapite’ (R 506). The strategy is 

clearly illustrated in the figure o f  the ‘academ icien’, who is so ridiculous, and whose 

homage to M athilde’s brilliance so extreme, that his praise seems to  indict Stendhal’s 

heroine rather than to elevate her (R 503).

Now here is Stendhal’s equivocation more evident than in his portrayal o f 

Mathilde, as exampled by the chapter entitled ‘L ’Opera bouffe’. The narrator seems to

As Crouzet points out (1965 26), this point is, in the light o f  Stendhal’s theory of  
cristalhsation’. debatable. In any case, despite de Beauvoir’s praise for Mathilde, she claims that the 

latter is not one o f Stendhal’s heroines les plus pures’, such as Mine de Renal (1949 373).
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disparage Mathilde’s love for Julien with the claim that ‘L ’amour de tete a plus d’esprit 

sans doute que I’amour vrai, mais il n’a que des instants d ’enthousiasme, il se connait 

trop, il se juge sans cesse; loin d ’egarer la pensee, il n’est bati qu’a force de pensees’

(R 556). However, i f ‘amour de te te’ seems here to be dismissed as a mental artifice, it 

is nevertheless the intensity o f Mathilde’s passion that is evoked in this chapter. As 

Roberson puts it, ‘The novel shows the passion o f Mathilde de la Mole but it is in fact 

the absence o f her passion which the novel-mirror claims to reflect’ (1993 27). The 

chapter tells the story o f Mathilde’s ‘folie’; she spends the evening after a visit to the 

opera repeating a cantilena about love on the piano, passes the next night in bed with 

Julien -  their happiness is so great that it is represented by a line o f dots in the text - ,  

and nearly destroys her looks (‘Si une aussi belle figure avait pu etre gatee par quelque 

chose’ (R 561)) by cutting off a side o f her hair as a proof o f her love. The intensity o f 

her passion, although short-lived, cannot be questioned. Mathilde’s love is both 

cerebral and deranging, without contradiction.

Indeed, Mathilde’s passion leads her judgement astray to such an extent that 

the narrator feels it necessary to intervene in order to defend himself against 

anticipated charges o f indecency from ‘les ames glacees’ (R 556). The narrator’s 

contempt for prudish readers and admiration for Mathilde’s imprudence are obvious in 

his patently ironic assurance to those readers that he would never do them the injustice 

o f accusing them of being capable o f those ‘mouvements de folie qui degradent le 

caractere de Mathilde’ (R 556). Indeed, he insists that the character is a product o f his 

imagination:

Ce personnage est tout a fait d ’imagination, et meme imagine bien en dehors
des habitudes sociales qui parmi tous les siecles assureront un rang si distingue
a la civilisation du XIXe siecle. (R 556)

The narrator goes on to make the famous claim that a novel is a mirror walking along a 

road, thereby renouncing personal responsibility wherever that mirror happens to 

reflect the mud o f the road. This passage has been held up as evidence o f Stendhal’s 

good faith as a realist writer. However, it is followed by a reiteration o f Mathilde’s 

imaginary status, thereby seeming to make a nonsense o f the novel’s realism:
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M aintenant q u ’il est bien convenu que le caractere de M athilde est impossible 
dans notre siecle, non moins prudent que vertueux, je  crains moins d ’irriter en 
continuant le recit des folies de cette aimable fille. (R  557)

Brom bert concludes that ‘En fait, I’image du miroir est litteralem ent un non-sens, 

puisque I’auteur vient de confesser que le personnage qui a provoque son intaision a 

ete imagine “en dehors” des habitudes sociales’ (1954 16).

The seeming contradiction disappears, however, as soon as it is reflected upon. 

The novel can be both a m irror and a w ork o f  the imagination if it is the au tho r’s 

imagination (or that o f  the reader) that it reflects. It would be appropriate that, in a 

chapter which them atizes the effects o f  music on M athilde’s passion, the m irror 

m etaphor o f the novel would rejoin the notion o f  the novel as a violin-bow^^:

Eh, monsieur, un roman est un m iroir qui se prom ene sur une grande route. 
Tantot il reflete a vos yeux I’azur des cieux, tantot la fange des bourbiers de la 
route. Et I’homme qui porte le m iroir dans sa hotte sera par vous accuse d ’etre 
immoral! Son m iroir m ontre la fange, et vous accusez le miroir! Accusez bien 
plutot le grand chemin oil est le bourbier, et plus encore I’inspecteur des routes 
qui laisse I’eau croupir et le bourbier se former (R 557)

The very obvious irony against the prudish reader may hide a hidden irony against the 

realist reader. The reader who assumes that the narrato r’s claim that the novel is a 

m irror is intended as an ironic defence o f  his portrait o f  M athilde necessarily assumes 

that the mud refers to the young heroine. This is despite the fact that those who 

disapprove o f  M athilde are explicitly ironized in the passage, and despite the fact that 

her character is explicitly described as imaginary. The reader therefore suppresses two 

contradictions in order to  avoid confusion, on the one hand, and the conclusion that it 

is she herself that is disparaged in the passage, on the other. I f  the reader imagines that 

the author is aligning M athilde with the mud o f  the road, it is because that reader has 

failed to recognize the heroine’s resemblance to ‘I’azur des cieux’. M athilde is, after

For Stendhal, as Jefferson points out. ‘the only authentic inirror will be one that is also a 
bow' (1988 37). Pearson too combines Stendhal’s tw'o metaphors o f the novel, claim ing that 'the 
Stendhalian novel is designed to be both passionate and  reflective, both emotional and  intellectual' 
(1988 18). The position of both writers is close to our own, in so far as it stresses the reader's role in 
completing the text. However, neither Pearson nor Jefferson develops in any sustained way the 
deceptive potential o f the mirror-bow. On the contrary. Pearson argues that there is no 'key' to 
becoming one of Stendhal's 'Happy Few’, except an 'open mind’ and independent responses (1988 
12). He argues that the sense of immediacy created by Stendhal’s narrative art encourages this kind of 
subjective response.
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all, described as an illusory figure, and her eyes are described elsewhere as large and 

blue, even ‘d ’un bleu celeste’ (R 489).^'^ As Stendhal wrote elsewhere, ‘excepte pour la 

passion du heros, un roman doit etre un miroir’ (R 761).

The Shakespearean epigraph to the ‘Opera boufFe’ chapter suggests the 

author’s game o f ‘cache-cache’:

O how this spring o f love resembleth 
The uncertain glory o f an April day;
Which now shows all the beauty o f the sun
And by and by a cloud takes all away! (R 554)

While this epigraph explicitly refers to the fickleness o f Mathilde’s love, it might also 

allude to the reader’s possible recognition o f irony. Stendhal associated the opera 

buflfa, with its conjunction o f sentimental and comic scenes, with the oscillation 

between being under an illusion and the recognition o f that illusion. The comic 

interludes, according to Stendhal, heighten the pleasure o f the opera buflFa because they 

allow the audience to recognize ‘ces instants delicieux et si rares d'illusiotiparfaite' 

(RS 9). '̂* The epigraph from Shakespeare as well as the title o f the chapter both, 

therefore, suggest that the comic scene it portrays is designed to break an illusion 

However, the purpose o f breaking the illusion in theatre or the opera buflfa, for 

Stendhal, was not to show its falseness, but rather to reveal the beauty and tm th of the 

illusion: ‘La seulement, dans I’opera bufifa, je puis etre attendri jusqu’aux larmes’ (01 ii 

912-3). Stendhal elevated imaginative truth over factual truth. If it is true, as Michael 

Fassiotto argues, that Le Rouge et le Noir was modelled on the opera buffa, then it is 

possible that the almost imperceptible double irony enacted in the ‘Opera bouflfe’

Furthermore. Stendhal's name for Alberthe de Rubempre. on whom Mathilde is partially 
modelled, was Mme Azur'. In De I ’amour. Stendhal writes o f the loved woman that plus elle aura 
I’ame sublime, plus seront celestes et degages de la fange de toutes les considerations \u lgaires les 
plaisirs que vous trouverez dans ses bras’ (DA 54). That Stendhal was, in general, concerned in his 
writing as much with imaginative ‘cristallisation’ as with realit>' is suggested by Agosti’s argument 
(1982) that his novels combine the logic o f the dream-presentation with that o f representation: they 
disrupt the principles o f causality, non-contradiction, teleogical progression, hierarchization. and 
irreversible temporality.

 ̂ Stendhal says a similar thing about the theatre: ‘Tout le plaisir que Ton trouve au spectacle 
tragique depend de la frequence de ces petits moments d ’illusion. et de I ’etat d ’em otion oii dans leurs 
in te n ’alles. ils laissent I 'dme du spectateur' (RS 10),
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chapter can be extended to the entire novel (1988-89  141)7^

Critics have often described Stendhal’s irony in Le R ouge e t le N oir  in much 

the sam e way as the narrator describes M athilde’s disguised insults. Prendergast, for 

example, com pares ‘the Stendhalian ruse’ to ‘a cosy embrace concealing a dagger’ 

(1986  119)7® This thesis argues, however, that the extent o f  the ruse has been greatly 

underestimated, and that part o f  Stendhal’s trick is to mislead the reader into believing 

that she sees through his trick. As Blin points out, ‘la tactique s ’infere toute de I’art 

d ’exploiter la vanite d ’autrui. Elle com porte deux degres, elle vise, ou bien 

negativem ent a menager I’amour-propre, ou, plus activement, a le caressef’ (1954  

249). As with M athilde’s equivocal flattery, it may be only upon reflection that 

Stendhal’s insult may be perceived.

It may be that, like Stendhal’s contemporaries who (according to him) flinched 

before the terrible beauty o f  M ichelangelo’s art, w e have averted our eyes from the 

character o f  Mathilde in order to eliminate the discom fort she might otherw ise cause 

us. If M ichelangelo’s art approaches Stendhal’s modern ideal o f  beauty, so does the 

figure o f  M a th ild e.F u rth erm ore, it would appear that Stendhal idealized the

 ̂ Fassiotto points out that, in S tendhal’s time, the opera buffa consisted of two acts with the 
action of the second, generally, a repetition w ith increasingly com plex vanations. of that o f the first' 
(1988-89 142). He draws attention to the parallels between the two books o f Le Rouge et le N o ir  both 
begin with an entrance into a wealthy household, followed by a dislike o f the supposedly cold and 
proud m istress o f the house, followed by his elaborate seduction of her w hich contributes to his rise in 
society and his tem porary adoption of the position of cavalier; both end w ith a forced retreat to 
Besangon, away from society 's pr>ing gaze, and a  com ing to term s w ith aloneness. The difference 
between the two parts, according to Fassiotto. is that each stage in the second is psychologically far 
more com plex than its corresponding stage in the first book.
® Prevost too argues that S tendhal’s sharpest barbs are often hidden in his text (1951 227). 

Likewise. Hamm claim s that S tendhalian irony is ‘bien souvent imperceptible au prem ier abord’
(1977 24). Del Litto claim s that i e  rom an stendhalien a une allure originale qui pique et rebute a la 
fois les lecteurs. C ’est que. pour etre pleinem ent coinpris. il a besoin d ’etre decrypte’ (1983 6). 
Brombert writes that 'Q uant a la lim pidite de son art. c ’est une im pression qui s ’evanouit vite a la 
prem iere lecture un peu attentive de son oeuvre’ (1954 149). Genette points out that ‘Le propre du 
discours stendhalien n ’est pas la clarte; m oins encore I’obscurite (qu’il avait en horreur. comme 
cache-sottise et com plice de I'hypocrisie). Mais quelque chose com me une transparence enigm atique. 
qui toujours. ici ou la. deconcerte quelque ressource ou habitude de I’esprit. C ’est ainsi qu ’il fait 
quelques heureux. et q u ’il offense, ou. com me il disait lui-ineme. “stendhalise” tous les autres 
(prononcer S ta/idhal)’ (1969 233).

Stendhal defines the m odern ‘beau ideal’ as follows:
1. Un esprit extrem em ent v if
2. Beaucoup de graces dans les traits.
3. L'oeil etincelant, non pas du feu sombre des passions, m ais du feu de la saillie.

L 'expression la plus vive des mouvements de I’am e est dans I’oeil, qui echappe a la
sculpture. Les yeux m odem es seraient done fort grands.

4. Beaucoup de gaiete.
5. Un fonds de sensibilite.
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character o f  Mathilde in what he called the modern way, that is, by exaggerating her 

qualities to the point that they seem parodic, particularly in the context o f  an ostensibly 

realist work/* In his projected article, Stendhal explicitly associates his innovative 

painting o f  modern love in Le Rouge et le Noir with ‘le beau ideal’ (R 704).

Direct links between the visual arts and Stendhal’s novels have often been 

posited, some writers even suggesting that the works effect transpositions o f  various 

paintings/^ If the manner o f  Mathilde’s literary presentation suggests that Stendhal 

was inspired by M ichelangelo’s painting style, it also suggests that he was influenced 

by another painter. The three numerically central chapters o f  the novel, chapters VII, 

VIII, IX o f  Volume II may effect a transposition o f  Holbein’s The Am bassadors  (see 

the introduction o f  this thesis). The painting features Georges de Selve, wearing a

6. Une taille svelte, et surtout I’air agile de la jeunesse. (HPI ii 156)
** Pearson claim s, for e.xample, that M athilde 'is  granted only a grotesque and parodic 

enactm ent’ o f her private mythology (1988 144).
See for exam ple M ansau 1992. on Les Cenci as a transposition of R aphael’s Transfiguration. 

See also W akefield 1973 28-29 on the links between C orregio’s paintings and La Chartreuse de 
Panne, and between the Bolognese painters and Le Rouge et le Noir. W akefield also pom ts out that 
the arrangem ent o f chapter IX. volume I, whose epigraph is attributed to Guerin, resembles a Guerin 
composition. In addition. Prevost claim s that S tendhal’s critical w riting about Raphael and 
M ichelangelo attem pts to convey a sense of their work (1951 154-55).

H olbein’s work was painted and brought from E ngland to France in 1533. and then sold to a 
dealer in England in 1787. finally ending up in the National Gallery in London in 1890. It was 
located in England, therefore, during S tendhal’s adulthood. The w riter paid three visits to England, in 
1817, 1821. and 1826. These trips are. unfortunately, poorly docum ented (see Keates 1994). There is 
no record, that we have been able to discover, o f Stendhal having seen Holbein’s painting. However, 
even if he did not see The Am bassadors during his trips to England, the painting was reproduced in 
the first volume of J.-B. L ebrun’s Galerie des Portraits Jlamands, hollandais, et allem ands (1791). 
Furtherm ore, that S tendhal was interested in Holbein is w itnessed by his letter from Strasbourg to 
Domenico Fiore, dated 2 July 1838. wherein he e.xpressed disappointm ent at having been prevented by 
an attack o f gout from  visiting  Basel, where he had hoped to view ‘ce qui reste de la fameuse danse 
des morts. la cathedrale. les adm irables Holbein’; he had made 'des efforts inouis’ to see these works 
(SC iii 260).

That Stendhal had the vanitas them e (dram atized in The A m bassadors) in m ind when 
w riting Le Rouge et le Noir is suggested by the resemblance between the final scene of the novel and 
Domenico F eti’s painting, M elancolie  (1614), based in the Louvre, It shows a w om an kneeling down 
before a skull, w iping her brow, and is described by M argery Vibe Skagen as ‘une fusion de I’image 
diirenenne de la m elancolie contem plative et du type de I’image de V anite’ (1996 75).

That Stendhal may have been interested in anam orphosis is suggested by the sketch of an 
inclined cylindrical m irror in Vie de H enry Brulard, and an accom panying description o f how, Avant 
ou apres [1793], j ’avais eu un gout violent pour I’optique qui me porta a lire VOptique de Smith a la 
Bibliotheque publique, Je faisais des lunettes pour voir le voisin en ayant F air de regarder devant soi. 
On pouvait encore, avec un peu d ’adresse. par ce moyen et tres facilem ent me lancer dans la science 
de I'optique et me ftiire em porter un bon niorceau de m athem atiques’ (01 ii 727). The book referred to 
is Robert S m ith’s System e com plet d ’optique. published in 1767. In 1834. Stendhal makes a note in 
his Journal o f how Si Ton regarde un portrait represente de face, de cote, sous un angle de quarante- 
cinq degres, on apergoit les defauts de profil’ (01 ii 197). Jean Theodorides (1972) discusses 
S tendhal’s interest in optics, but makes no mention of the draw ing o f the m iroir incline’ sketch or its 
possible relation to S m ith’s work. He does refer, however, to S tendhal’s Jowrwa/ entry of September
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dark wine gown over clerical black. De Selve was on a mysterious six-week diplomatic 

visit to London which he spent with Jean de Dinteville, the other figure in the painting 

(De Dinteville wears red and black). Lacan interprets the painting in much the same 

way as Stendhal describes M ichelangelo’s Sistine Chapel ceiling: the viewer turns away 

from the painting, suppressing the fascination exerted by the oblong object in its 

foreground.

The first o f  the three chapters at the logical centre o f  Le Rouge et le Noir is 

prefaced by an epigraph referring to Julien’s advancement by virtue o f  the Marquis’s 

attack o f  gout (an inflammation around the bones). It describes the ‘franchise parfaite’ 

o f  relations between Julien and the Marquis, while also mentioning what each o f  them 

suppresses in order to enable this mutually flattering relationship. The chapter is 

centrally about ways o f  seeing, vanity, signs o f  distinction, and suppressions*': all four

1835: Des lunettes depuis le le r  septeinbre 1835. Lunettes d ’yeux devenus p la ts’ (OI li 262). This 
cn tr\ m ight be read, in the light o f S tendhal’s attitude to the flatness o f the world around him. as 
containing a double meaning.

N. Rand (1989) em phasizes the word ’ V errieres’ as a key to the m eaning of the novel. He 
argues that, by its synonymy with 'lu n e ttes’, it alludes both to optics and the guillotine (the lunette ' 
being the hole for the head). This argum ent is com patible with our own: the reader who identifies 
with Julien may be m etaphorically beheaded by the novel’s ironic twist.

Regarding ways of seeing: the M arquis trouva plus d ’interet a corriger tout doucem ent les 
fausses m anieres de voir de ce jeune hom m e' (R 478). Ju lien’s m ethod o f accounting and o f m aking a 
note o f all the M arquis’ decisions 'ec lairc iren t [ . . . | au.\ yeux du m arquis ses propres affaires’ (R 479). 
Julien voyait dans chaque officier un sir Hudson Lowe’ (R 480); the M arquis tells him  that quand je 
\e rra i cette croix, vous serez le fils cadet de m en ami le due de C haulnes' (R 482).

Regarding vanity: the words ‘orgueiF (R 478, 482), ';iffectation’ (R 478), flatteuses’ (R 
479). am our-propre’ (twice) (R 479), "fier’ (R 479), ‘fatu ite’, and glo ire’ (R 481) all feature in the 
chapter. Also, we learn that ‘Ce fut en vain que Julien essaya de savo ir... ’ (R 482).

Regarding signs o f distinction: Julien ‘com prit enfin que le chirurgien etait plus fier de sa 
croix que le m arquis de son cordon b leu’ (R 479); The young Russian diplom ats whom  he meets tell 
Julien that 'vous avez naturellem ent cette mine froide et a m ille lieues de la sensation presente, que 
nous cherchons a nous donner’ (R 480); Julien is aw arded a cross by the M arquis (R 482).

As regards suppressions, Julien om its certain details in his conversations w ith the M arquis: 
■Puisqu’on lui dem andait la verite, Julien resolut de tout dire; mais en taisant deux choses: son 
adm iration fanatique pour un nom qui donnait de I’hum eur au marquis, et la parfaite incredulite qui 
n 'a lla it pas trop bien a un fiitur cu re’ (R 478). Similarly, S tendhal’s novel m ight be described as 
telling the truth while also ‘hush ing ’ M ath ilde 's nam e and his own sincerity. There is also a 
suggestion that Julien suppresses some o f the M arquis’ ironic jabs at him  (R 482), much as the viewer 
of Holbein’s pain ting  m ight suppress her intuition of an ironic offensive hidden on its surface. Julien ’s 
talent for suppression is w itnessed by his decision to keep records in order to avoid being 
com prom ised by the contradictory nature o f the M arquis’ orders. His own behaviour is also 
contradictory; however: he first accepts a monetary gift from the M arquis on condition that he write it 
down in the register, and then refuses, on principle, a second monetary gift from him. This explicit 
contradiction seems to be suppressed by both Julien and the M arquis. Also, the narrator intervenes 
after V ane’s statem ent that ‘Z, 'idee la p lu s  utile aux tyrans est celle de D ie u \  to say ‘Nous 
suppnm ons le reste du systeme com me cynique' (R 481). The M arquis suddenly changes his attitude 
toward Julien at one point, ‘coupant court aux actions de graces’ (R 482).
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themes are united in the image o f Juiien’s sudden ennoblement in the eyes o f the 

Marquis when he wears a blue habit in the latter’s presence, the ‘orgueil’ to which this 

promotion gives rise in Julien, and the sudden return to his former status every time he 

wears the black habit

The chapter recounts the barest details o f Juiien’s trip to London for two 

months: as in the case o f de Selve, the pretext is unknown. He socializes with 

ambassadors in London. While there, he meets a fictional philosopher whose name may 

be significant: Philippe Vane.

Upon Juiien’s return to Paris, he complains o f the difficulty o f talking to 

diplomats and ambassadors: ‘Si Ton s’en tient aux lieux communs des journaux, on 

passe pour un sot. Si Ton se permet quelque chose de vrai et de neuf ils sont etonnes, 

ne savent que repondre, et le lendemain, a sept heures, ils vous font dire par le premier 

secretaire d’ambassade qu’on a ete inconvenant’ (R 481). It might be argued that 

Stendhal faced a similarly bleak alternative as a writer. The Marquis, by contrast, like 

his daughter Mathilde, seems to have found a way, analogical to Stendhal’s oblique 

style, o f imperceptibly ironizing his interlocutor: ‘[Julien] se crut moins souvent offense 

et pris de mire par ces propos, susceptibles de quelque explication peu polie, et qui, 

dans une conversation animee, peuvent echapper a tout le monde’ (R 482).**^

There is a mention at the end o f the chapter o f Juiien’s oversight in appointing 

an imbecile to run the lottery olfice o f Verrieres, when the destitute geometer M. Gros 

had applied for the same position. The mention o f Gros in connection with a lottery 

office calls to mind Stendhal’s description o f Le Rouge et le Noir as a lottery ticket 

sent into the future, and his notion o f an ideal readership including the geometer 

Gros.**  ̂ Anamorphosis is a geometrical trick.

West Sooby (1984 103) highlights the originality of the Marquis: ‘le marquis de La Mole, 
dans un environnement oil le respect des bienseances est si rigide. fait preuve d ’une veritable 
origmalite face au jeu. [... j Le marquis, lui. sait innover. Donner la croix de la Legion d'honneur a un 
commensal fait partie du jeu; I’offrir au fils d ’un charpentier du Jura, voila qui est original!’

Stendhal claimed that he wrote Le Rouge et le Noir in reaction to the loquacity of 
Chateaubriand and Salvandy: Grande sottise, car dans vingt ans qui songera aux fatras hypocrites de 
ces messieurs? Et moi, je mets un billet a une loterie dont le gros lot se reduit a ceci: etre lu en 1935’ 
(01 ii 745). He also wrote: ‘J’avoue que le courage d ’ecrire me manquerait si je n’avais pas I’idee 
qu'un jour ces feuilles paraitront imprimees et seront lues par quelque ame que j ’aime, par un etre tel 
que Mme Roland ou M. Gros. le geometre’ (01 ii 429); Je regarde et j ’ai toujours regarde mes 
ouvrages comme des billets a la loterie’ (01 ii 474). In May 1804 he makes a note that he will play the 
card game i a  rouge et la noire’ each month: 'Ainsi pour 13 fr|ancs] 10 sous, j ’acquerrai le droit de 
faire des chateaux en Espagne’ (01 i 74). See the reference to ruined Spanish fortifications on the first 
page of Le Rouge et le Noir.
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The chapter in the dead centre o f  the novel is, unusually, focalized for the large 

part through M athilde’s eyes. It is entitled ‘Quelle est la decoration qui distingue'^’ and 

describes the sum ptuous ball at the H otel de Retz, a name suggestive o f  a trap (Mes 

rets’), M athilde’s insight in the chapter, ‘Je ne vois que la condamnation a mort qui 

distingue un h om m e.. c ’est la seule chose qui ne s ’achete pas’ (R  489), is assumed by 

critics to answer the question posed in the title o f  the chapter and is usually taken as a 

p roof o f  Julien’s superiority over the other characters in the novel. This is despite the 

fact that M athilde’s observation actually refers to the loathsom e Altamira, w ho has a 

death sentence on his head, and not to Julien at all, w ho is perceived by her, for the 

mom ent at least, merely as ‘pas exactem ent com m e un autre’ (R 485)^**; it is also 

despite the fact that this p roof o f  Julien’s distinction implicitly hinges on an 

unexamined assumption o f  M athilde’s superior wit and privileged relation to truth in 

the novel.

The entire chapter describes M athilde’s extraordinary difference from the other 

ball-goers. W here Julien is overaw ed by the opulence o f  the ball, her boredom  marks 

her out as one o f  Stendhal’s ‘etres superieurs’*̂ ; ‘M athilde s ’ennuyait en espoir’ (R  

489) The narrator states that ‘Elle avait le malheur d ’avoir plus d ’esprit que MM. de 

Croisenois, de Caylus, de Luz, et ses autres am is’ (R 485). It is M athilde w ho, in a 

lengthy passage, is judged by the men around her to be ‘la reine du bal’ (R 487; 492): 

her dancing, according to them, is ‘impayable’ (R  487). This suggests, to this thesis.

The nam e ' A ltam ira’ m ight also be significant in the context o f anam orphosis, in so far as it 
suggests both alterer' and ' miner’.

The m anner in w hich critics discuss M athilde and the novel testifies to a suppressed 
aw areness of her centrality in the novel. For exam ple, R ichard uses aspects o f her behaviour as 
exam ples of S tendhal's  ‘sublim e’, before stating that in fact M athilde em bodies i e  faux sublim e', and 
Julien i e  vrai sublim e’ (1970 78-9).

Critics also seem, at some level, to suspect an anam orphic ruse. Blin, for exam ple, writes that 
i l  est incontestable, en effet. que si I 'au teur se poste dans un coin du tableau, c ’est dans son regard 
que les evenem ents vont chercher leur mise en p rofil’ (1954 179). and that 'on  pourrait presque suivre 
le roman sur deux plans: dans le registre ou se suivent les evenem ents et dans la m arge ou I’auteur les 
ju g e ' (1954 206). Brom bert describes S tendhal’s w riting as playing 'u n  jeu  de cache-cache' (1954 
101) Hamm claim s that S tendhal’s w riting invites a 'decrvptage' because i ’inform e stendhalien a 
ceci de particulier [ . , . | q u 'il aim ante le regard sur lu i’ (1986 131-32).

Cook com bines both intuitions, that o f M ath ilde’s centrality and that o f S tendhal’s 
anam orphic technique, in his claim  that in 1827, w ith 'a  discovered angling o f his narrative’ and a 
discov erv of the m usical’ power o f silence, Stendhal learned how to convey his love for M etilde (1975 
49).

In a letter to Pauline, S tendhal writes that Une am e elevee se met bien au-dessus de certaines 
choses que le monde dispense [ . j. Ce qui fait les am es elevees. c ’est leur propre sensibilite, c 'est 
I'ennui interieur. . ' (SC ii 235).
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that seduction, like tlie death sentence, ‘ne s’achete pas’ (R 489) One o f  the men who 

admire her skills asks: ‘Et qui peut etre digne de la sublime Mathilde"^’ (R 487). Later 

in the chapter, Croisenois, Mathilde’s prospective fiance, is shown to worry about her 

non-conformity, a disadvantage for which he is consoled by the thought that ‘cette 

singularite de Mathilde peut passer pour du genie’ (R 490). Mathilde would thus seem 

to be the ‘genie altere’ referred to in the epigraph: firstly, she is a genius thirsty for 

stimulation ( ‘Ces yeux si beaux, ou respiraient I’ennui le plus profond et, pis encore, le 

desespoir de trouver le plaisir. .’ (R 485)); secondly, she is the disguised alter ego o f  

the novel’s author**’ ; and thirdly, she is the fictional transposition o f  the spirit (or 

■genie’) o f  Mathilde Dembowski.^^ Fourthly, the word ‘altere’ suggests an 

anamorphosis.

Genette claims that, for Stendhal, the word ‘sublime’ (explicitly attributed in 

this chapter to Mathilde (R 487)) describes moments ‘ou I’evenement parle de lui- 

meme mieux que ne pourrait le faire aucune sorte de parole’ (1969 189).^® The 

presentation o f  Mathilde’s superiority is sublime in the Stendhalian sense; it is not so 

much stated as shown In a sense, then, her presentation transcends the representation, 

in much the same way as she longs to transcend the repetitious exchange o f  platitudes 

around her Mathilde’s insight about the death sentence aligns conformity to public 

opinion with the logic o f  economic exchange and, by extension, with representational 

norms; the parallel reappears in the first and last chapters, where it is the narrator who

Prevost suggests that Stendhal’s ambition was to create 'une femme a sa ressemblance' and 
claims that in M ina de Vanghel and Le Rose et le Vert. "Stendhal ebauchait la le livre de I'ambition 
feminine, toujours unie a I’amour. de la beaute qui dedaigne bientot la facilite de plaire. Ce 
deguisement de la beaute reelle sous une apparente laideur. il lui a donne avec le Vert de Houx un 
s> nibole celebre. II reprendra ce s> mbole tout a la fin de sa vie quand il ebauchera de nouveau, avec 
Lemuel, son grand roman feminin et une heroine a son image' (1951 347).
*** Stendhal descnbed Matilde in his Journal as un fantome tendre, profondement triste’ (01 ii 
441). O f the portraits made by Stendhal o f real life characters, Prevost writes: ‘Metilde Dembowska 
[sicj lui est trop chere: elle reste dans le vague' (1951 352). Brombert claims that her memory was to 
haunt him for the rest of his life' (1968 43).

Attuel states that Mathilde’s character tends to be shown rather than explicated by the 
narrator: Une autre caracteristique de la technique narrative de Stendhal, son gout pour les petits faits 
vrais. s'illustre avec la peinture de I’intelligence raisonneuse et piquante de Mathilde: nullement 
indiquee par le moraliste. elle n’est montree qu'en action’ (1980 681). Crouzet writes about the 
Stendhalian sublime as the inarticulable 'rencontre avec I’inconnu et Fincommensurable' (1983a 143- 
44). and associates it with the openness o f Stendhal’s text (1983a 156. 168). Crouzet also equates 
Michelangelo's 'terrible' with Stendhal’s sublime’ (1983a 180).
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speakŝ *̂

There is one moment in the central chapter when Mathilde seems out o f  favour 

with the narrator. It is the moment at which she makes a display o f  her erudition in 

front o f a disapproving Julien. She is described as experiencing ‘la premiere jouissance 

de la pedanterie’, and is compared derisively to a misguided ‘academicien’ (R 488). 

However, in Racine et Shakespeare, Stendhal expresses scorn for those women who, 

out o f  fear o f  being ridiculed for resembling M oliere’s ‘femmes savantes’, hide their 

intelligence and avoid learning (RS 46-51). He praises any woman (such as Mme 

Roland) exceptional enough to rebel against this state o f  affairs. Mathilde’s 

intellectual superiority to Julien, rather than his superior authenticity, might account 

then for his cool silence in the face o f  her display o f  knowledge. As Pearson points out, 

Julien’s reading o f  Rousseau’s Confessions ironically ‘teaches him only that a private 

tutor does not eat with the servants’ (1988 144); evidently, the hero-apparent is no 

genius.

Hamm points out that the meaning o f  the ‘Danton’ epigraph ( ‘La verite, I’apre 

verite’) which introduces the novel must be sought in the chapter which thematizes 

Danton (1977 30). We agree with this statement, but for a different reason to the one

In both the first chapter and the last, confonnitv to the public gaze is described in term s of 
banking or accounting:

Une telle innovation vaucirait a I’im prudent batisseur une etem elle reputation de mauvaise 
tele, et il serait a jam ais perdu  aupres des gens sages et moderes qui distribuent la 
consideration en Franche-Com te. (222; our em phasis)

Julien s ’acquitta avec decence de tout ce qu 'on  doit a I’opinion. en province.
(693; our em phasis)

Prendergast claim s that the monetary image is as im portant for Stendhal as it is for B alzac' (1986 
128). This thesis argues that Stendhal used the m etaphor ironically, however. Crouzet com pares 
S tendhal’s view of social discourse to M allarm e’s m etaphor o f the exchange of coins (1981 22). 
Stendhal seems to have adapted Lawrence S terne’s m etaphor: Sterne avait trop raison: nous ne 
sommes que des p ieces de monnaie effacees: mais ce n ’est pas le temps qui nous a uses, c ’est la 
terreur du ridicule. V oila le vrai nom de ce que les moralistes appellent souvent 1 'exces de 
civilisation, la corruption, e tc .’ (RS 46).

Such a wom an ne trouverait que du vide dans tout ce qui fait les plaisirs des autres femm es, 
elle passerait pour singuliere. la societe qu 'elle  offenserait a son insu, pour sa m aniere particuliere de 
sentir. serait juge et partie contre elle. et la condam nerait tout d ’une voix. Je vois au bout de trois ans 
cette femme perdue de reputation, et, en meme temps, la seule digne d ’etre a im ee.’ (RS 47-48)

See Bolster 1970 81-84 on S tendhal’s passionate interest in im proving w om en 's education. 
Richard Bolster suggests that the w riter’s wishes for his sister. Pauline, as expressed in his letters to 
her. offer un presage de la superiorite intellectuelle que Stendhal se plaira a personnifier en une 
M athilde de la M ole’ (1970 82). He also argues that i e  them e de la liberte fem inine tient une place 
considerable dans la pensee stendhalienne’ (1970 84).
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proposed by Hamm, which centres on Julien This is the third chapter in the central 

triptych. It is entitled 'L e  Bal’ and continues the description o f  events at the Retz ball; 

its epigraph describes fascination with the pom p and luxury o f  a ball. Brom bert claims 

that ‘The episode, largely experienced through the eyes o f  M athilde, has at the centre 

tw o “heroic” figures; Altamira, the Italian patriot who has been condem ned to  death, 

and Julien’ (1968 78). M athilde seems again, then, to be strangely invisible to  the 

reader In this chapter too, she acts as the virtual alter ego o f  the author. Firstly, she 

seems to be writing the plot; at the moment she declares that it is too hot, ‘comm e 

pour justifier mademoiselle de La M ole, le vieux baron de Tolly se trouva mal et 

tom ba’ (R 493). In addition, the chapter centres on M athilde’s prem onition o f  the 

handsome Julien’s imminent execution as a Danton, a prem onition which the 

conclusion o f  the novel vindicates. Secondly, M athilde is accorded privileged insights 

into the characters around her; she is shown to  have been correct in her judgem ent, in 

the central chapter, that AJtamira is obsessed with ' l ’u tilite \  when Julien recollects, 

with pride, the elder m an’s compliment to him: ‘V ous n ’avez pas la legerete fran^aise, 

et com prenez le principe de Vutilite' (R 499).

The heroine’s resemblance to Holbein’s anamorphic skull is even more literal in 

this chapter than in the central one. M athilde’s beautiful eyes are described as ‘ouverts 

extraordinairem ent et fixes sur [Julien]’ and as ‘fixes sur lui avec un regard etrange’ (R 

494-95). She is fascinated by the contrast betw een Julien’s physical beauty and the 

ugliness o f  Danton, whom  he eulogizes. It is as if she is simultaneously the anamorphic 

skull and the view er o f  the Holbein painting: she allows herself to succumb to the 

fascination o f  the ugly head o f  D anton which she seems to  intuit, in all its ‘apre verite’, 

hanging over Julien. M athilde eavesdrops on the conversation betw een Julien and 

Altamira, who speak contem ptuously o f  the am bassadors and dignitaries at the ball:

M ademoiselle de La M ole, penchant la tete  avec le plus vif interet, etait si pres 
de lui, que ses beaux cheveux touchaient presque son epaule.
[ . . . ]

M adem oiselle de La M ole, oubliant tout a fait ce qu’elle se devait a elle-meme, 
s ’etait placee presque entierem ent entre AJtamira et Julien. (R  496)

Here, M athilde is again indirectly shown to  disobey the logic o f  exchange which 

governs social discourse: she forgets her duty to  herself The conversation is about
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heads being made to fall and thoughtless cruelties which leave no trace in the memory 

o f the perpetrators. Despite Mathilde’s embarrassing position between the two men 

(recalling the position o f Holbein’s skull between the two ambassadors), they remain 

strangely unaware o f her presence as they continue to flatter themselves: ‘Vous et moi, 

a ce dmer, nous serons les seuls purs de sang’ (R 497). When Mathilde finally 

intervenes to say ‘Rien de plus vrai,’ Altamira looks at her, astonished, and Julien 

ignores her: it is as if she herself is the ‘rien de plus vrai’ (or ‘la verite, I’apre verite’), 

the trace o f a superior tmth. She finally pulls away, after meeting Julien’s 

contemptuous gaze, and decides to make an effect on others by her dancing and her 

wit. She humiliates a man by showing his elegant phrases to be devoid o f ideas, and 

‘enfm se retira horriblement fatignee' (R 498; our emphasis); the same might be said 

o f Holbein’s distended skull. Furthermore, although the baron de Tolly recovers from 

his attack o f apoplexy, an allusion to the vanitas motif o f the death at the ball, or the 

danse macabre, would seem to be intended.

Julien, by contrast, is ‘au comble du bonheur, ravi a son insu par la musique, les 

fleurs, les belles femmes, I’elegance generale, et, plus que tout, par son imagination qui 

revait des distinctions pour lui et la liberte pour tous’ (R 498); like the character o f the 

chapter’s epigraph, he is outside himself He contends that nothing is lacking at this 

beautiful ball; however, Altamira counters that ‘II y manque la pensee’: ‘Je ne vois en 

France que de la vanite' (R 499; our emphasis). Altamira prides himself on being able 

to recognize greatness in men, claiming that a man’s worth is measured by his manner 

o f envisaging death. Julien subsequently spends the night reading the history o f the 

French Revolution in order to know what distinguishes a heroic man. The next 

morning, in the library: ‘ses yeux s’arreterent sur mademoiselle de La Mole, mais sans 

songer a elle, sans la saluer, sans presque la voir. Quand enfin ses grands yeux si 

ouverts s’aper9urent de sa presence, son regard s’eteignit’ (R 500). It is ‘en vain’ (R 

500) that Mathilde attempts to catch his attention; he only wakes up when his elbow 

shatters a glass. When she interrupts him a second time, she is laughing to hide her 

distress at Julien’s indifference towards her. Julien’s cruelty, like that lamented by 

himself and AJtamira the night before, is unconscious. Furthermore, he seems unaware

Vibe Skagen points out (in a Baudelairean rather than a Stendhalian context) that 'La mort 
au bal est un motif conventionnel de I’ironie du sort' (1966 88).
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of the contradiction between yesterday’s negative judgement o f Mathilde’s appearance 

and today’s positive evaluation (R 485, 500).

Various other references in the two ball chapters link Mathilde to the elongated 

skull o f the Holbein painting. Her gaze is described as ‘morne’; the Marquise charges 

her with having the ‘mauvaise grace’ o f showing her ‘humeur’ at a ball; Mathilde 

complains o f ‘mal a la tete’ (R 493). Her ‘regard singulier’ flatters those at the ball 

who have little wit, and worries the others (R 491-92). She is both in the field o f vision 

and not seen: Julien claims that her hair is so blonde that Me jour passe a travers’ (R 

486). His meeting with Mathilde’s gaze is offensive to his ‘am our-propre’ (R 488); he 

subsequently only looks at her either without seeing her or with contempt:

II ne daignait pas lever I’osil sur Mathilde. Elle, avec ses beaux yeux ouverts 
extraordinairement et fixes sur lui, avait I’air de son esclave. Enfin, comme le 
silence continuait, il la regarda ainsi qu’un valet regarde son maitre, afin de 
prendre des ordres. Quoique ses yeux rencontrassent en plein ceux de 
Mathilde, toujours fixes sur lui avec un regard etrange, il s’eloigna avec un 
empressement marque. (R 494-95)

Julien maintains his self-mastery and ‘amour-propre’ by evading the fascination of 

Mathilde’s gaze, just as the viewer of Holbein’s Amhassadors suppresses the ‘regard 

etrange’ in its foreground.

Despite the fact that Mathiide is marked out as extraordinary in the two ball 

chapters, it is Julien who is usually read as being at their centre. These chapters might 

thus be understood as a mise-en-abyme o f the entire novel. A similar suggestion o f 

anamorphosis occurs in the 1832 letter, where Stendhal claims that ‘le naturel’ and ‘le 

beau ideal’ lie in admitting one’s boredom with one’s lover to oneself, and goes on to 

make the following claim:

Le naturel dans les fa9ons, dans les discours est le beau ideal auquel M. 
de S[tendhal] revient dans toutes les scenes importantes de son roman et il y en 
a de terribles a en juger seulement par la vignette que le libraire Levavasseur, 
fidele a la mode, a placee sur la couverture enjolivee de son livre: on y voit 
rheroine. Mile de La Mole, qui tient entre ses bras la tete de son amant que 
Ton vient de couper. Mais avant d’arriver a cet etat-la, cette tete a fait bien des 
folies, et ces folies etonnent sans cesser d ’etre naturelles, Voila le merite de M. 
de S[tendhal]. (R 704)
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Here, as in the numerically central chapter, Stendhal seems to play on gender 

assumptions.^' Although the ‘cette tete’ seems at first to refer to Julien, it is actually 

more logical to relate it to Mathilde, and not only because she is described by the 

academicien’ who admires her in the novel as ‘une tete’ (R 504), nor because it is she 

who usually associated with ‘esprit’ and ‘amour de te te’. I f ‘cette te te’ refers here to 

the hero who astonishes without ceasing to be natural, and if the scene with Mathilde 

holding ‘la tete de son amant’ is offered as an example o f ‘le naturel dans les fagons, 

dans les discours’, then it is Mathilde who is logically the hero o f Le Rouge et le Noir. 

It is she who is always unpredictable; Julien’s ‘imprevxi’ is latent until the shooting o f 

Mme de Renal. It is Mathilde who, o f all the characters in the novel, never denies her 

boredom with her lovers (R 492, 512, 551, 562). As regards the reference to ‘folies’, 

despite the fact that her character appears only in the second volume o f the novel, 

Attuel counts eighteen occurrences in the novel o f the word ‘folie’ in connection with 

the character o f Mathilde and twenty-seven in connection with that o f Julien (R 55 1, 

555). Stendhal claims that his novel is ' iuteressanf rather than "plat\ because ‘Dans 

les folies des heros de roman vulgaire, il n’y a de bonne que la premiere parce qu’elle 

etonne’ (R 704). We argue that it is Mathilde’s presence in the novel that makes it 

fascinating instead o f flat, just as it is the elongated skull in Holbein’s painting that 

astonishes and captivates the viewer while also going unrecognized by him or her The 

scene offered in the above passage as an example o f ‘le naturel’ -  ‘et il y en a de 

lerrihles' (R 704; our emphasis) -  is the very one which del Litto describes as ‘une des 

plus etranges scenes du livre’, and the one which proves beyond a doubt that ‘le roman 

n est pas que realiste’ (1983 558). Mathilde’s ‘naturel’ disturbs the ‘vraisemblance’ o f 

the realist novel. Prendergast remarks that ‘in her affair with Julien, Mathilde crosses 

the threshold o f intelligibility for the nineteenth-century conservative imagination’ 

(1986 122). Her unpredictability undermines her vraisemblance.

O f the epigraph to the second volume, attributed to Charles Augustin Saint-Beuve. Hamm 
writes: Qui est ce "elle”? 11 seinblerait logique de penser qu'il s ’agit de Mathilde, mais nous avons vii 
par ailleurs que le feminin peut cacher le masculin et vice-versa’ (1977 29).

Prendergast points out that unpredictability goes against vraisemblance (1986 124).
Prendergast attributes a far more central role to Mathilde than is usually accorded her by 

critics, as befits his argument for Stendhal’s valorization o f invraisemblance. He stops short, however, 
of arguing for the presence o f a deception, and continues to prioritize Julien’s role in the novel. 
Nevertheless, he does make the following statement: through submerged patterns o f meaning. 
Stendhal secretly reneges on all the major clauses of [the mimetic) contract. But the question o f the 
more guarded meanings of the novel is not. for the moment, the immediate point at issue’ (1986 127).
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It is, indeed, the exuberant ‘invraisemblance’ ofM athilde’s character that 

invests her with emotional truth. She is true precisely because she seems aberrant in the 

realist n o v e l.E v e ry th in g  about her character brings contradiction and excess into the 

representation Mathilde is described as ‘[une] ame haute et froide’ (R 527), and yet 

she compares herself to the fiery Medea (R 530). Attuel refers to her combination o f 

i e  brillant et la folie’ as ‘I’anthhese mathildienne’: ‘Deux zones non superposables 

caracterisent fortement cette heroine’ (1980 679). The conventional opposition 

between dignity and vulgarity falls apart in her wake: her pursuit o f happiness leads her 

to abandon both ‘la dignite’ and ‘la sagesse vulgaire’ (R 527-28). The fact that she 

dares to write to Julien is explained by the fact that after two months o f  violent inner 

conflict, her orgueil’ was defeated (R 527); and yet the text states, later in the chapter, 

that it was her ‘orgueil’ that decided her to write to him (R 530). Mathilde’s 

contradictory nature brings illogicalness into the novel’s representation o f h e r . W i t h  

regard to his young heroine, the author did not allow himself to be limited by the 

conventions o f realist vraisemblance.

In the 1832 article, Stendhal writes ofM athilde’s character that: ‘elle est jeune 

et n ’a pas de . temperament -  in francese io metterai une allusion, onestate la cosa -  

Julien etait son premier am our’ (R 712). The dots before the word ‘temperament’ and 

the Italian insertion (‘En franfais, je mettrais une allusion, rendez la chose honnete’)

Prendergast writes about Stendhal’s 'love o f disguise’ (1986 119), about his intriguing claims that, 
from the point o f view o f normative understanding, his own works would be read ‘as if w ritten in a 
■foreign tongue”  (1986 122), and about 'that effort o f self-concealment manifested in Stendhal’s 
passion for foreign languages and cryptic codes, and his heroes' frequent preference for secret sign 
sy stems and indirect modes o f communication’ (1986 128).

Jules Janin wrote o f Mathilde, in the Journal des debats\ 'Cette Mathilde est folle . .. on n 'a 
Jamais imagine une fille comme cela’ (cited in Prendergast 1986 120). Similarly, Emile Faguet wrote 
that the aristocratic wom an’s affair with 'ce petit secretaire, fils d’un scieur de bois’ was dur a 
admettre’ (cited in Prendergast 1986 121). As Stendhal writes in his autobiography: ‘Je ne puis 
decrire au long que mes sentiments qui probablement sembleraient exageres ou incroyables au 
spectateur accoutume a la nature fausse des romans' (01 ii 562).

Valer> underlines Stendhal’s own contradictory nature: 'Ce sceptique croyait a I'amour.
Cette mauvaise tete est patriote’ (1957 558).
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are suggestive o f a trick .In itia lly , it would appear that by ‘temperament’, the author 

means sexual appetite, but that he is reluctant to say so for moral reasons. The absence 

o f ‘temperament’, in this sense, recalls Blin’s description o f Mathilde in terms o f ‘le 

masochisme a base de frigidite’ (1954 204). This interpretation would connect her with 

Octave, whose sexual impotence provides the key to Armance. The passage might 

alternatively refer to that absence o f character which is explicitly thematized in the 

‘Opera bouflfe’ chapter, where Mathilde is excluded from being a realistic nineteenth- 

century character precisely because o f her passionate nature. In this case, the Italian 

insertion could suggest that her character cannot be represented in a straightforward or 

honest way, and that she must remain at the level o f an ‘allusion’ .̂ ** In its equivocation 

between the two senses o f ‘temperament’, the passage indirectly draws attention to the 

complicity between morality and vraisemblance.^^

Richard claims that Stendhal was ruled by ‘ce fondamental desir d ’echapper 

aux determinations, d ’egarer les temoins et les juges’ (1970 54). He achieves this 

Stendhalian goal in his portrayal o f Mathilde de La Mole, whose role in the novel 

seems to be parasitic in Michel Serres’s sense: she is both inside and outside the 

rep resen ta tio n .M ath ild e  is shown to be extraordinary but goes strangely 

unrecognized by many readers. It is appropriate that she should end the novel as 

pregnant, given that Kristeva theorizes pregnancy as at once a guarantee and a threat 

to the fixed limits upon which the symbolic order depends: it is situated on the border 

between nature and culture (see 1977 410), and between self and other (see 1979 16)

* The points de suspension’ also appear in a prior passage in the same article, this time
referring to Julien’s seduction o f Mathilde:

Quoi qu’il en soit Mile de La Mole a peur. comme toute sa classe et. chose etrange, elle 
estime Julien parce qu’elle se figure qu’il sera un nouveau Danton. Voila encore une des 
circonstances de notre roman qui eut ete impossible avant 1789. Un jeune plebeien ne pouvait 
seduire une grande dame que par... le temperament. (R 711)

Mathilde is not interested in Julien’s ‘temperament’: she is interested in him only in so far as she 
imagines he will be un nouveau Danton.’ However. Danton is a figure associated with great 
temperament.' This passage may imply, then, that Julien’s seduction of Mathilde hinges more on her 
cristallisation’ o f him than on his actual merit.

As Stendhal wrote, ' Je ne puis pas donner la realite des faits, je n ’en puis presenter que 
Vombre' (01 ii 697).

For an analysis o f this complicity in the Stendhalian context, see Prendergast’s Stendhal: the 
ethics o f verisimilitude’, in 1986 119-47, and in a more general conte.xt, see for e.xample Prendergast 
1986 52-57.

Hamm reads Julien’s character in the light of Serres’ Parasite. Paris: Grasset. 1980 (1984. 
89-98). Serres’ description of parasitism seems, however, far more applicable to Mathilde.
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Indeed, by holding the severed head o f  the father o f  the child she is carrying in her 

womb, Mathilde positions herself on something close to what Marin describes as ‘the 

unspeakable double border’ o f  birth and death in Stendhal’s writing (1981 37).

If the text conceals its stabs at the realist reader, it may also conceal a 

seduction o f  the reader who glimpses the ruse. Hamm argues in fact that Stendhal’s 

principal intention in writing was to communicate with ideal readers who would be his 

own perfect reflection and before whom words would be replaced by ‘le fantasme du 

regard totalisant’ (1986 129). This communication could not exist independently o f  

language, but language would not be essential to it, just as the actor’s words were not 

themselves integral to the sublime communication o f  souls which Stendhal believed 

took place at the theatre. As Kristeva phrases it, the language o f  the egotist is ‘aussi 

inadequate a exprimer les profondeurs du moi qu’elle est la feinte absolue a travers 

laquelle I’acteur-diplomate essaie de les atteindre’ (1983 323).'“̂

Various commentators have suggested that Stendhal superimposes two styles 

or registers in his writing.'”̂  The author himself figured seduction as a discourse 

superimposed on another discourse. Twice in Lucien Leiiwen, the hero conveys his 

love to Mme de Chasteller while seeming to direct an entirely frivolous conversation at 

others (R 926, 1016). Genette describes the way in which the communication o f  love 

in Stendhal’s writing tends to take place ‘a travers des codes telegraphiques dont 

I’ingeniosite simule assez bien celle du desir’ (1969 165). Stendhal was fascinated by

' M ossm an claim s that ’It is difficult to im agine a psycho-construct more central to the 
Stendhalian im agination than that o f pregnancy, and yet its im portance has gone relatively unnoticed 
in S tendhaliana’ (1993 52). According to M ossman, Stendhal was fascinated by the idea o f birth, and 
associated it w ith death. M ossm an m entions only briefly M athilde’s pregnancy at the end o f Le Rouge 
et le Xoir. m the context o f a "narratological breach of closure’ (1993 57). 'Ju lien ’s "son” ’, she writes, 
never saw the light o f day’ (1993 57). To make such a statement, however, is to impose closure on 

the novel and forestall ‘reverie’.
Coulont-H enderson also relates S tendhal’s dream  of an oblique discourse to the dual register 

available to the actor: ‘Le langage se dedouble en deu.x niveaux de sens. I’un visible et I 'au tre subtil, 
enfoui dans le premier. Seul. le ton im perceptible indique a T autre" le sens cache (et c ’est la 
q u ’intervient le talent de I’acteur)’ (1988-89 132). Coulont-Henderson claim s that the author therefore 
dejoue le langage articule. rejoignant ainsi Rousseau d ’une m aniere obliquem ent stendhalienne' 

(1988-89 138).
Agosti claim s, for e.xample. that S tendhal’s prose dialectically com bines deux chaines 

syntagmatiques. regies respectivem ent par deux differentes logiques: la "logique” (integrale. 
sim ultanfe. sem antique) de I’evenem ent. et la logique (selective, progressive, syntaxique) du recit’
(1982 113). Attuel argues for a conflict between two tem poralities (1980 606). Blin argues that 
Stendhal crosses a subjective eighteenth-century narrative technique w ith the objective style of 
nineteenth-centurv realism  (1954 206-215). Harry Levin contends that Stendhal alternates between a 
M achiavellian and a Quixotic point o f view ’ (1963 104).
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cryptography; Merimee recalls him sending a coded letter to the Minister o f Foreign 

Aftairs, and enclosing the key to the code in the same envelope (1992 93). Genette 

concludes from this incident that, for Stendhal, Me plaisir du chiflfre, c ’est en meme 

temps d ’ecarter le langage, et de parler d eu x fo is ’ (1969 160). This double-talking is 

illustrated in De I'amour, where Stendhal describes a diplomat to whom tyranny ‘a 

donne une maniere originale de faire des recits, par des mots entrecoupes qui disent 

tout et rien’:

11 fait tout entendre, mais libre a qui que ce soit de repeter textuellement toutes 
ses paroles, impossible de le compromettre. Le cardinal Lante lui disait qu’il 
avait vole ce talent aux femmes, je dis meme les plus honnetes. Cette 
friponnerie est une represaille cruelle, mais juste, de la tyrannie des hommes.

(DA 93)

That Stendhal adopted a similarly ‘feminine’ strategy o f seduction in his writing is 

suggested by the fact that he likened himself to a woman (01 ii 687, 939).'°“*

However, according to Prendergast, one o f the primitive functions o f narrative 

is the maintenance o f the paternal order and the suppression o f the possibility of 

feminine transgression (1986 221-22). It is perhaps because o f its combination of 

masculine’ and ‘feminine’ orders that ‘Few works indeed lend themselves as readily to 

misreading as Le Rouge et le Noir’ (Brombert 1968 65). How can the superimposed 

discourse in the novel, if it exists, be intercepted'!’ Nerlich proposes that if, 

'contrairement a I’exegese habituelle -  Ton ne saute pas par-dessus le texte pour faire 

du roman, mais si -  pour une fois -  on prend les phrases etranges [...] au serieux’

(1992 63), the novel can be read in a radically different w a y . A c c o r d i n g  to Nerlich, 

the reader must reflect on the novel’s points o f resistance to logic, on ‘les apparentes 

incongruites, contradictions, invraisemblances et absurdites inscrites a la surface d ’un 

texte et par consequent visibles pour tout lecteur’ (1992 67).'“®

" Culler compares Stendhal to Kierkegaard’s ironic seducer: his 'compulsively evasive’ irony 
w ould not be a strategy o f contraries [ . . .] so much as an ironic evasion through which, as 
Kierkegaard says, one attempts to suck out the apparent content with a question and leave only an 
emptiness remaining' (1975 470. 473-4).

Nerlich reads the novel as a rewriting of the m \lh  of Dionysos Zagreus.
The projet d article’ o f 1832 (indirectly) suggests as much: ‘L ’orgueil de Julien se conduit si 

bien que Mile de La Mole se pique tout de bon; et ici il faut lire les details dans le livre meme. il faut y 
chercher des nuances iinperceptibles. en apparence, mais d&isives pour la vanite d ’une jeune fille de 
Paris' (R 711).
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To read the implied message o f  the novel would be thus to mimic Mathilde’s 

strange logic, which reflects on points o f  resistance, redundancy, or analogy.''’̂  In a 

description that would fit Mathilde very well, Jefferson claims that Stendhal’s ideal 

reader must be a ‘passionate ironist’, both detached and sentimental, ‘both M osca and 

Fabrice’ (1988 23 1).'“* This reader might concentrate on the novel’s more marginal 

elements, such as its epigraphs and italicizations, just as Mathilde draws conclusions 

from the seemingly peripheral details o f  her environment.

The epigraphs o f  Le Rouge et le Noir rarely repeat the actual words o f  the 

writers to whom they are attributed, and thus present excellent points o f  departure for 

a reading which would prioritize the anomalies in the text.'”̂  Scott suggests that 

Stendhal’s epigraphs can also be read as ‘an internal signpost system, indicating 

various latent or implicit connections within the text’, and as a reaching out ‘in the 

direction o f  the reader as much as towards previous authors’ (1988 5). Epigraphs 

might therefore operate as secret doors into another, more emotional, reading o f  the 

text. As Stendhal wrote, ‘L’epigraphe doit augmenter la sensation, I’emotion du 

lecteur, si emotion il peut y avoir, et non plus presenter un jugement plus ou moins

Genette claim s that plus q u ’aucune autre, sans doute. I’oeuvre de Stendhal invite a une 
lecture paradigm atique. oil la consideration des enchainem ents narratifs s'efFace devant I'evidence des 
relations d'hom ologie: lecture harm onique, done, ou verticale. lecture a deux ou plusieurs registres. 
pour qui le veritable texte com mence avec le redoublement du texte ' (1969 179-80).

Stendhal wrote in his projected article that Le Rouge e t le Noir had to satisfy two 'exigences  
opposees'. rem aining "vraisem blable’ while not losing its em otional appeal for readers; this 
opposition is figured in the article in term s of a divergent audience o f cynical dam es de P aris’ and 
sentim ental 'fem m es de cham bre' (R 703). That these two requirem ents described not two social 
groupings but rather two sim ultaneous necessities is suggested by a note in one of S tendhal’s copies of 
the novel:

Les lecteurs de ce livre doivent habiter le second etage et le sixieme.
Les habitants du prem ier sont esclaves de I’affectation et des rheteurs.
Les jeunes gens qui pensent au lieu de croire habitent le sixieme.

(01 ii 155-56)

Also interesting in this context is S tendhal’s note of 25 June 1833:

Ce que j 'a i  a apprendre. c ’est Vart.
1° Le degre de vraisem blance.
2° Le degre d ’em otion

se battent ensemble. (01 ii 184)
Hamm (1977 20) writes that "On pourrait tout au plus dire que des 73 epigraphes du roman, 

il nous est apparu que 15 d entre elles avaient ete ecrites ou prononcees par I'au teur indique par 
Stendhal. Cependant. seul le texte de 13 de ces 15 nous a paru entierem ent conform e a I’original. 
Quant aux autres. il est souvent impossible de dire quelle est la m arge de verite ou de mensonge. de 
realite ou de fiction ’
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philosophique sur la situation’ (01 ii 129).

The epigraph to chapter XL, attributed to Mme Goethe, is a case in point:

'C ’est parce q u ’alors j ’etais fou qu ’aujourd’hui je suis sage. O philosophe qui ne vois 

rien que d ’instantane, que tes vues sont courtes! Ton ceil n ’est pas fait pour suivre le 

travail souterrain des passions’ (R 666). At the end o f  the previous chapter, Julien had 

told Mathilde that ‘dans quinze ans vous regarderez comme une folie excusable, mais 

pourtant comme une folie, I’amour que vous avez eu pour m o i. . ’, and in the chapter 

which the epigraph introduces, Julien is described as ‘philosophant avec lui-meme’ (R 

667). The attribution o f  the epigraph to ‘Mme Goethe’ is suggestive o f  the folly o f  

gender assumptions, o f  the possibility that Mathilde is a feminine Faust figure, and o f  

the possibility that the Mephistophelean commentator on Julien’s private thoughts is 

more hostile to the male hero-philosopher than he realizes. ' '”

In the cell, when the narrator all but disappears from the narrative, citations 

come to Julien and are accredited to his own ‘esprit’, or to ‘le parti mephistopheles’ (R 

677, 680). Given that ‘Mephistopheles’ was one o f  Stendhal’s own pen names, they 

can also be understood as invisible authorial attacks on Julien and defences o f  

Mathilde. For example, in the midst o f  Julien’s reflections on the innate superiority o f  

his own heart, and at a point at which he seems about to denigrate the quality o f  

Mathilde’s heart, he notices her distress: ‘et il la serra dans ses bras: I’aspect d ’une 

douleur vraie lui fit oublier son syllogisme’ (R 679). Julien then goes on to speculate 

about her fliture. He imagines that she will make Croisenois ‘jouer un role’, but the 

flow o f  his thoughts is suddenly interrupted by a citation:

Du droit qu ’un esprit ferme et vaste en ses desseins
A sur I’esprit grossier des vulgaires humains. (R 679)

If these lines are read as sincere instead o f  ironic, they can be understood as a 

humiliation o f  Julien and as an assertion o f  Mathilde’s superiority.

"" Critics tend to assume that Mephistopheles represents, in this section, an aspect o f Julien (see 
for e.xample Pearson 1988 124). We argue the opposite. See M ephistopheles’ speech from Part I.
Scene 4 of Faust, which pits two models o f thought against each other: one is that o f the inaster- 
weav er'. and the other that o f the philosopher. Recalling the words Stendhal attributes to Mme 
Goethe. Mephistopheles charges the philosopher with killing all that is alive, and with missing the 
link that is "the living soul". Stendhal's claim that la science eteint I'esprit et desapprend a lire le 
blanc des lignes' (HPI ii 143) would seem to align him with Mme Gosthe or the master-weaver rather 
than with the philosopher.
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Emphasis also play an important oblique role in Stendhal’s text Prevost points 

out that Stendhal’s use o f italicization was not restricted to its conventional citational 

function, as it was also related to the English habit o f emphasizing important words. 

Even this consideration, however, does not account for all o f Stendhal’s emphases, 

such that Prevost attributes Stendhal’s ‘manie de I’italique’ to his desire to convey the 

sometimes ironic intonations o f spoken language (1951 4 9 5 ).'"  Extending this logic 

only very slightly, the italicized words in the text might be understood as authorial 

whispers across the text, guiding the reader through its labyrinth.

For example, in the first two chapters o f the novel, the Mathildian reader might 

recognize the authorial narrator’s gestures towards a reading which goes against the 

tide o f ‘R.APPORTER DU REVENU’ and swims against the ‘COURS DE LA 

FIDELITE’ (R 223-24). She might read the narrator’s contempt for the "manie de 

proprietaire’ o f M. de Renal -  who employs walls, signs and trees to remould the 

landscape in his own image -  as a warning against the imaginary ruses o f the 

conventional reading process. She might read the authorial narrator’s gestures toward 

the ‘fracas’ produced in converting iron to nail, and toward the corruption underlying 

the picturesque facades o f Verrieres, as guidance toward hidden areas o f excess in the 

mimetic representation."^ The narrator’s implicit admiration for the innovative 

'maiivaise te te \  mocked by a public opinion described as "hete\ might be read as an 

encouragement to depart from traditional, pedagogical readings o f the novel. The 

Mathildian reader might even read the epigraph (attributed to Hobbes) to the first 

chapter as an oblique warning to guard her silence about the secret discourse she 

glimpses therein: ‘Put thousands together / Less bad, /But the cage less gay’ (R 219), 

or as an allusion to the Hobbesian theory o f laughter, with which Stendhal was 

fascinated (see for example ‘Le Rire’, in RS 13-21, 01 i 68, 838-39). For Hobbes, 

laughter arises from a sense o f superiority.

Echoes between different parts o f  the text are often separated by many 

chapters. For example, when Mathilde is viewed by Fouque as a 'mauvaise tete' 

toward the end o f  the novel (R 663), it may or may not be remembered that it was

''' Sim ilarly, Scott suggests that Stendhal’s use o f  italicization, although it "usually signals 
quotation o f  ty pical sayings or turns o f  speech’, also functions as a kind o f  ‘ironic sign-posting" or 
narratonal "shorthand’, appealing to the reader for interpretation (1998 2-3).

Stendhal associates un tapage effrayant' w ith "le sublim e' in Vie de H enry B n ila rd  (01  ii
9 4 9 ).
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implied, in the first chapter, that the ‘mauvaise tete’ was an innovator and a non

conformist (R 663). It is up to the reader whether she will side with the money- 

oriented, prudent provincials, among whom Julien can ultimately be counted, or with 

the woman who throws gold to the public without thought o f return. The narrator does 

not spell the choice out; he merely insinuates its existence."^

The reader must thus remain constantly vigilant to the text’s treachery. 

Brombert claims that Stendhalian irony demands a perpetually agile reader: she must 

not allow herself to be lulled by the apparent meanings o f the text (1954 158). A good 

example o f Stendhal’s lulling tactic occurs in the chapter entitled ‘Un Com plot’ which, 

only on a close reading, reveals itself to be a (possible) conspiracy against the reader 

The narrator states that Julien’s love is based on ‘la rare beaute de Mathilde, ou plutot 

sur ses fagons de reine et sa toilette admirable’ and that ‘Ce n’etait point le caractere 

de Mathilde qui faisait rever Julien’ (R 519). However, he goes on to say that Julien’s 

love o f the young woman’s outward appearances was preceded by the appeal o f her 

character to his imagination. Similarly, the duo that is Norbert and Mathilde is 

described, after a digression, as a 'trio' (R 521). The italicization here, as well as that 

o f \faux M em oires’ and "dism voltnra\ might alert the reader to the flaws in Julien’s 

testimony and warn against an overly casual reading. The chapter’s epigraph might 

also operate on both a thematic and a metatextual level: ‘Des propos decousus, des 

rencontres par effet du hasard se transforment en preuves de la derniere evidence aux 

yeux de I’homme a imagination s’il a quelque feu dans le cceur’ (R 519).

The entire point o f Stendhal’s superimposed discourse (if it exists) seems to be 

that the reader can never know if it is really there, or if it is just a product o f  her 

imagination. Neither italicized words nor epigraphs can be used as proofs o f authorial 

intention, precisely because they situate themselves on the sublime border o f 

representation: ‘On peut tout dire avec un regard, et cependant on peut toujours nier 

un regard, car il ne peut pas etre repete textuellement’ (DA 93). Stendhal was himself

" ̂  Another example o f a lateral link between different parts o f the novel might be detected in 
the parallels between chapter V o f volume 1 and Julien’s behaviour at the end of the novel. To read his 
execution m the light o f his ascetic seif-punishment for the revelation o f weakness is retrospectively to 
restitute the novel's meaning, as the (otherwise enigmatic) epigraph to the earlier chapter (R 234) 
might be understood to advise. Similarly, chapter XV o f volume 1 might productively be compared to 
chapters XLIll and XLIV: both parts o f the novel treat of the same themes, but the first is explicitly 
ironic while the second seems ironic only to the suspicious eye. Julien’s three affirmations o f love for 
Mme de Renal at the end o f chapter XLIV might be read with a view to the otherw ise incongruous 
allusion in the earlier chapter, entitled Le Chant du coq’, to St. Peter’s denial.
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f.ascinated by whatever resists certain knowledge, treating it as a trigger for ‘reverie’ 

B rom bert’s commentary on the ‘Loge aux Bouffes’ chapter might thus be extended to 

tlhe entire novel: ‘Stendhal here achieves a poetry o f silence and o f unrealization, which 

protects and perpetuates the ability to dream’ (1968 85-86).

The elusiveness o f the novel is what is most fascinating about it, as well as that 

which most disconcerts us. Stendhal’s narrative voice is unstable and fluid: ‘elle ne 

C'Onnait pas de statut propre, elle ne connait pas le statut de propre’ (Agosti 1982 125). 

W hat Kristeva describes as the ‘inauthenticite essentielle’ o f Stendhal’s writing style 

(1983 322) is precisely what makes Mathilde its most authentic representative in Le 

Rouge et le Noir.

The treatment o f Mathilde’s character in Le Rouge et le Noir marks the 

obsolescence o f realist representation. Her love is rarely perceived by readers and 

critics as being authentic."^ If she is described as triumphing ‘dans I’art de torturer les 

amour-propres et de leur infliger des blessures cruelles’ (R 566), to meet her gaze in 

the text, as Julien does at the Retz ball, is not flattering for our ‘am our-propre’ Balzac 

may therefore have approached this reading o f Le Rouge et le Noir, in reading it as ‘un 

rire de demon’ (cited in Del Litto, 1983b 555). For T. S. Eliot, similarly, ‘Stendhal’s 

scenes, some o f them, and some o f his phrases, read like cutting one’s own throat; they 

are a terrible humiliation to read, in the understanding o f human feelings and human 

illusions o f feeling that they force upon the reader’ (1919 393).

As Prendergast writes, Mathilde transgresses ‘“proper” codes o f conduct’ and 

must therefore be ‘banished from the territory o f “proper” representation’ (1986 56). 

Like Mme Fervaques, who overlooks the tell-tale, jarring elements in Julien’s letters to 

her (R 609), we may suppress those aspects o f the text that threaten to undermine our 

sense o f propriety. We may preserve our own illusion o f self-identity by imposing unity

For e.xample. Stendhal was tormented throughout his life by the question o f whether Matilde 
Dembowski loved him. In 1835. he writes: Metilde a occupe absolument ma vie de 1818 a 1824. Et je 
ne suis pas encore gueri, ai-je ajoute. apres avoir reve a elle seule pendant un gros quart d ’heure peut- 
etre. M ’aimait-elle?’ (01 ii 532).
" An obvious e.xception to the rule is Bolster, whose reading o f the novel prioritizes the love 
between Mathilde and Julien. He only reluctantly admits that 'Le Rouge et le noir  est aussi Thistoire 
de I'amour qui I'emporte dans le coeur du heros. revenu a Mme de Renal’ (1970 96). As part o f his 
discussion o f Stendhal’s feminism. Bolster presents the various merits o f Mathilde (1970 89-96). 
However, Bolster fails to mention or pursue the problems his reading o f Mathilde might pose for the 
conv entional understanding o f the novel.
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on a plural text However, it may be that it is precisely in a recognition o f  its plurality 

that Le Roii^^e et !e N oir  can be best enjoyed.

STEN D H A L’S AN AM O RPH IC VISION

Auerbach w onders how a character as inconsistent and flawed as Stendhal 

came to be the first to represent the modern subject (1953 459). It may be that it is 

precisely because o f  the weaknesses in his own sense o f  identity that Stendhal w as so 

well suited to represent the m odern consciousness: he saw its blind-spots. The w riter’s 

ability to stand on the margins o f  modernism may have been related to  the fact that, as 

Brom bert puts it, ‘he bridges tw o periods’ (1968 181), the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, in Foucauldian term s the classical and the m odern epistemes.

In a sense, then, Stendhal may have acquired an angled or anamorphic vision o f 

his century As Jefferson points out, he attem pted in his art criticism to avoid ‘critical 

blindness’ (1994 202) by imaginatively transporting himself into the society in which a 

given artw ork was produced. As a kind o f  side-effect o f  this operation, he becam e 

conscious o f  the assum ptions informing his aesthetic judgem ents. Jefferson rem arks 

that, for Stendhal, ‘to  know  your own world you have to leave it’ (1994 205), and 

claims that this ‘com parative strategy’ was ‘the principle both o f  Stendhal’s education 

as a novelist and o f  his practice as a writer o f  novels’ (1994 206). Like M athilde, then, 

Stendhal came to  a critical, anamorphic awareness o f  the present by immersing himself 

in the past.

Jeff^erson claims that, ‘despite the apparent appropriateness o f  twentieth- 

century concepts o f  writing to  Stendhal’s nineteenth-century practice,’ there is a 

tlindamental dissimilarity’ betw een his art and the ‘mimetic pessim ism ’ o f 

post/structuralist critical theorists: ‘H ow ever elusive, and how ever vulnerable to 

banalization, the real remains the touchstone o f  Stendhal’s aesthetic theory and his 

fictional practice’ (1988 26). Our aim in the final tw o chapters o f  this thesis will be to 

show that certain poststructuralist theorists do, in fact, convey a sense o f  the real in 

their writing, and that the techniques which they employ to do so are very close to 

those found in Stendhal.
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II BAUDELAIRE’S GROTESQUE TEXTS

Se muquer de la philosophie, c 'est vraiment philosopher.

Pascal, Pemees

BAUDELAIRE AND STENDHAL

That Baudelaire’s art criticism was greatly influenced by that o f Stendhal is 

indisputable. His sometimes explicit, but usually implicit, allusions to Histoire de la 

peinture en Italie in his Salons make this clear.’ That Baudelaire’s general stance and 

outlook as a writer was influenced by the latter is also a virtual certainty.^ His 

comparisons o f Delacroix to Stendhal also testify to his admiration for the novelist (OC 

ii 757, 758).

This thesis argues that the extent o f Baudelaire’s debt to Stendhal is greater 

than has been recognized hitherto, and that certain o f his texts adopt an anamorphic 

strategy similar to that discerned in Le Rouge et le Noir.

Between 1843 and 1845, Baudelaire introduced himself to Sainte-Beuve by 

way o f a short letter accompanied by a longer poem. The young poet, at the outset o f 

his career, evidently desired recognition from an esteemed representative o f the older 

generation o f French letters. Jerome T hdot thus describes the letter as ‘[la] naissance 

d’un poete’ (1993 290). T hdot goes on, however, to discuss the strangeness o f  the 

letter. Despite the fact that it constitutes Baudelaire’s first communication with Sainte- 

Beuve, it is elliptical and enigmatic:

Monsieur,
Stendhal a dit quelque part -  ceci, ou a peu pres — : J'ecris pour une 

dizaine d'dmes que je ne verrai peut-etre Jamais, mais que j  ’adore sans les 
avoir vues.

On Baudelaire’s borrowings from Stendhal’s art criticism, see Wakefield 1973 19-20. 
Wakefield refers the reader to Margaret Gilman. Baudelaire the Critic  (New York. 1943) and Gita 
May. D iderot et Baudelaire, critiques d 'a r t (Droz. Geneva, 1957). See also Carrier 1996 43 on 
Baudelaire’s borrowing o f Stendhal’s notion of the 'beau ideal moderne’. Baudelaire’s 
contemporaries, too. noticed the influence o f Stendhal on his art criticism (see OC ii 1265).
" See for e.vample Jasenas 1981. which discusses the many thinly veiled allusions to Stendhal’s
D 'un nouveau com plot contre les industriels  in Baudelaire's 'Au.x Bourgeois’.
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Ces paroles. Monsieur, ne sont-elles pas une excellente excuse pour les 
importuns, et n ’est-il pas clair que tout ecrivain est responsable des sympathies 
qu’il eveille?

Ces vers ont ete faits pour vous -  et si naivement -  que lorsqu’ils furent 
acheves, je me suis demande s’ils ne ressemblaient pas a une impertinence, -  et 
si lapersonne louee, -  n’avait pas le droit de s’offenser de I’eloge. -  J ’attends 
que vous daigniez m’en dire votre avis. (OC i 1237)

As critics have pointed out, the invocation o f Stendhal was hardly likely to curry 

favour with the elder poet. Claude Pichois expresses puzzlement at Baudelaire’s 

apparent mistake, given that the latter knew how to be a ‘fin manoeuvrier’ (OC i 1237). 

Thelot describes the reference to Stendhal as ambiguous and misguided: ‘Meme si 

nous ne savions que Sainte-Beuve doit s’agacer de ce nom de Stendhal, qu’il n’aimait 

guere, nous pourrions deviner son etonnement devant cette invocation quelque peu 

claironnante’ (1993 291). T hdot also points to ‘I’apparente desinvolture’ (1993 292) 

o f the first line o f Baudelaire’s address, in which he does not even bother to quote 

Stendhal’s exact words; he also emphasizes the audacity o f the younger poet’s 

attempted seduction, claiming that ‘Le soulignement -  pour vous -  est une caresse’ 

and that ‘le jeu est indecent’ (1993 297).

The poem itself (OC i 206-208) seems to describe Baudelaire’s revelatory 

encounter with Sainte-Beuve’s novel Volupte after a monotonous school education. In 

a letter o f 1838 to his mother he included the book among the very few ‘ouvrages 

modernes’ which pleased him (BC i 61). However, assuming that the unnamed book 

referred to in lines 44-71 is indeed Volupte, then problems immediately arise. If 

Baudelaire was attempting to endear himself to Sainte-Beuve, would he have claimed 

to have absorbed his book’s ‘miasmes’ (1. 52), and to have derived from it ‘L ’art cruel 

qu’un Demon en naissant m’a donne’ (1. 69)?

The line o f dots in the middle o f the poem constitutes an outrage on the level of 

style Pichois expresses perplexity: ‘Ces points sont de Baudelaire. A-t-il pratique une 

coupure'^ Ou est-ce une habilete qui epargne une transition?’ (OC i 1238). Thelot too 

draws attention to the extraordinary status o f this line, but accounts for it by arguing 

that it marks the radical turning-point which Volupte signified for Baudelaire:

C ’est le seul exemple d ’un tel procede dans I’oeuvre poetique, lors meme que 
beaucoup de pieces des Fleurs du mal et du Spleen de Paris sont composees 
pareillement de deux versants; il faut done s’y arreter. Ligne de cretes, cette
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interruption est une parole inouie, au-dela des mots, attestant tout autre chose 
qua les intervalles blancs separant les sequences. (1993 306)

Quoting the note accompanying the poem, Thelot writes o f the line o f dots that ‘Cette 

desinvolture est une impertinence'{\991  307).^

The radical instability o f the meaning o f the final stanza, as announced by its 

first line, constitutes a fiarther impropriety on the part o f the young poet:

Poete, est-ce une injure ou bien un compliment?
Car je suis vis-a-vis de vous comme un amant 
En face du fantome, au geste plein d ’amorces,
Dont la main et dont I’oeil ont pour pomper les forces
Des charmes inconnus. (11. 73-74)

Baudelaire describes himself as a lover standing before a rather teasing and equivocal 

ghost."' The word ‘fantome’ has several connotations, being a synonym for 

‘homosexual’,̂  and being used in Sainte-Beuve’s own poetry, as T hdot points out, 

variously to suggest a lover, something elusive, or a deception (1993 315-18). Thelot 

also points to Sainte-Beuve’s ‘Retour a la poesie’ in Vies, Poesies et Pensees de 

Joseph Delorme, where the ‘fantome’ is identified with the ghost from Hamlet, and 

suggests that ‘Le disciple est a son maitre ce que Hamlet est a son pere’ (1993 3 16) 

However, this reading hardly seems appropriate if the addressee is the very much alive 

Sainte-Beuve.

Fisher points out that, in this poem, Baudelaire uses the courtly topos o f the 

"senhal’, defined by her as a ‘textual masking device typically used to conceal the love 

object’s identity’ (1997 39).® Despite Fisher’s claim that the love object is Sainte-

In 'Le Peintre de la vie moderne’, Baudelaire describes Stendhal as '[unj esprit impertinent, 
taquin. repugnant ineme, mais dont les im pertinences provoquent utilement la meditation’ (OC ii 686; 
our emphasis).
 ̂ As Thelot comments, ‘Voici une impertinence et une injure. Cette flatterie est offensante,

adjugeant au maitre des fagons equivoques. Ce “geste” de seducteur, cette “main” qui caresse, cet 
"oeir’ devorant. comment Sainte-Beuve pourrait-il les reconnaitre?’ (1993 314).
’ Dommique D. Fisher states that the ‘ghost’ is ‘a figure traditionally and negatively associated
with the homosexual’ (1997 40). She argues that the poem inscribes ‘a male homosexual relation in a 
lesbian mode’ (1997 41). Thelot too highlights the theme of female homosexuality in the poem and its 
preamble (1993 323).
 ̂ It is commonly believed that Henri Beyle chose the pseudonym "Stendhal’ with reference to

the German town Stendal. It is also possible, however, that he did so with the 'senhal’ in mind. If so. 
he added the dentals ‘t’ and d’ -  an appropriate addition, as his masking device, in Le Rouge et le 
X oir  at least, has teeth.
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Beuve, the ambiguous nature o f the italicized periphrasis in the letter ( ‘la persorme 

/oiiee') as well as the thematization and textual enactment o f equivocation in the final 

stanza o f the poem suggest otherwise. While Fisher claims that the book referred to ‘is 

an allegory o f the love object’, she admits that ‘the referent o f the love object remains 

undefined and opaque’ (1997 42), and states that Volupte is not the only possible 

referent o f the allegorical book7

Baudelaire’s poem to Sainte-Beuve may o f course be read as a homosexual 

seduction o f a feminized elder or as the self-prostitution o f a feminized younger poet, 

as T hdot suggests (1997 314). However, if the poem resembles a sexual proposition, 

another level o f meaning may be masked. The ‘complicity’ that Baudelaire’s letter 

assumes between the two writers (Fisher 1997 39) may only seem  lascivious.*^

If Baudelaire read Le Rouge et le Noir in the way in that this thesis has 

proposed, and if he suspected that Sainte-Beuve had read it in the same way, then this 

would account for the problematic aspects o f the text.^ To begin with, the opening 

letter would make sense: it would announce Baudelaire as a fellow member o f 

Stendhal’s ‘Happy Few’. Furthermore, the poet’s mis-quotation o f Stendhal and the 

strange italicizations in the preamble, as well as the generally equivocal tone o f both 

letter and poem, would have signalled his admiration for the latter’s textual practice.

The line o f dots in the poem irresistibly recalls its famous counterpart in 

Chapter XIX o f Volume II o f  Le Rouge et le Noir, the chapter in which the extreme 

happiness o f the sexual union between Mathilde and Julien is evoked by way o f a line 

o f dots. Indeed, this line might be understood as an emblem of Stendhal’s sublime or 

anamorphic discourse in the novel. A further link between the two texts is suggested 

by the fact that in Baudelaire’s poem the line o f dots is preceded by the words ‘la

Fisher claims that the book referred to could also be Sainte-Beuve's Vie. Poesies, et Pensees 
de Joseph Delorme. Chateaubriand’s Rene, or Diderot’s Religieuse. all o f which are alluded to in the 
course of the poem (1997 42).
* As Hedi Kaddour writes o f ‘L ’Invitation au voyage’, ‘je crois que I’ironie baudelairienne peut
faire autant de victimes chez ceux qui se croient sagaces a bon marche que chez les innocents’ (1995 
24).

Sainte-Beuve was known to have thought Stendhal too witty. However, he also admired him. 
See for example his letter to Albert Collignon on the subject o f Stendhal, where he refers to the latter 
as Beyle, que nul. en effet. n ’a estime et compte dans ses moindres mots plus que m oi’ and as Beyle, 
que j'appreciais tant. dont les moindres mots me semblaient a recueillir et une riche matiere a 
reflexion'(1912 390). He also writes: 'Beyle etait tres veridique. cependant I'homme d’esprit avait 
certaines fa^ons de dire qu'il ne faut pas prendre absolument a la lettre; il s ’amusait’ (1912 388-89) 
and J’avais pour lui la plus grande deference; il m ’imposait’ (1912 389).
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sombre Venus, du haut des balcons noirs,/ Verse des flots de muse de ses frais 

encensoirs’ (11. 39-40), while in Stendhal’s text the line o f dots is followed by 

Mathilde’s throwing down o f a side o f her hair from her balcony to Julien, all in the 

darkness o f night. Earlier in the same chapter, the vain but impassioned Mathilde 

claims to have ‘la fievre’ after a night at the Italian opera, while Baudelaire’s poem 

describes the narcissistic pleasures o f ‘les filles amoureuses’ during Mes nuits 

fievreuses’ (1. 33) and ‘Les soirs italiens’ (1. 37). Furthermore, in the course o f 

Stendhal’s chapter the novel is famously described as a mirror, while mirrors also 

feature prominently in Baudelaire’s poem (see 11. 35, 68).

These possible textual and typographical allusions to the young lovers’ 

pleasure-beyond-words would then explain the sexual subtext in Baudelaire’s poem; 

this thesis has argued that an oblique level o f Stendhal’s novel operates to seduce the 

reader.'*’ I f Le Rouge et le Noir is indeed the ‘Livre voluptueux’ referred to by 

Baudelaire, then, in the light o f this thesis’ discussion o f the vanitas allegory in the 

numerically central chapters o f Stendhal’s novel, this would account for the poet’s 

description o f the book’s ‘miasmes’, the references to thirst, and the more obvious 

aspect o f the reference to the phantom; the poem might also pun on ‘goutte’, a 

sickness which features in the title, epigraph, and text o f the first o f the three of 

Stendhal’s central chapters. Baudelaire’s mention o f his own taste for ‘le gouflFre’ (1. 

48) and ‘I’inconnu’ (1. 50), taken together with the phrase ‘la soif bizarre altere’ (1. 50), 

suggest a possible self-identification with Mathilde and Stendhal." The adjectives 

‘molle’ (1. 37) and ‘molles’ (1. 42) also suggest a link with Mathilde de La Mole. 

Furthermore, Fisher claims, on the evidence o f the poem, that ‘the allegorical

Thelot claims that the intensity o f Baudelaire’s epiphany upon encountering Sainte-Beuve's 
book transcends words: ‘Seuls des points alignes peuvent chiffrer cette e.xperience de la parole 
cntendue’ (1993 307).
'' Baudelaire, like Mathilde de la Mole, held the idea o f utility in contempt (OC ii 263 , see also 
Sartre 1963 35). See also Baudelaire’s claim that Delacroix (with whom he believed Stendhal had so 
much in common) excels in his paintings o f women who are 'distinguees, essentiellement distinguees' 
(see our discussion of 'Quelle est la decoration qui distingue?’ in Chapter I); these paintings e.xpress 
■ la femme modeme. surtout la femme modeme dans sa manifestation heroique, dans le sens infernal 
ou divin' (OC ii 594).

It is striking that many o f the charges made by critics against Mathilde de la Mole were also 
made against Baudelaire by Jean-Paul Sartre: he accuses the poet’s sense of his own innate superiority 
and singularite’ (1963 62. 89), his 'alterite dedaigneuse’ (66), his excessive self-consciousness (26). 
his unpredictability (47), his impotence/frigidity (95, 147), his choice of suffering over happiness 
(108), his passeisme’ (213). and above all his inauthenticity or ‘mauvaise fo i’ (100). It might not be 
surprising, therefore, if  Baudelaire were to have felt sympathy for the 'poupee parisienne’ o f Le Rouge  
et le Xoir.
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■\’oluptuous” book fuses feminine and masculine genders, making o f them the other of 

the feminine and the masculine in a figural network that dismisses sexual difference and 

reappropriates negative images o f homosexuals to conjure them away’ (1997 43). This 

play on genders, and transformation from the negative to the positive, might also 

describe Stendhal’s treatment o f Mathilde in Le Rouge et le Noir.

O f the book in question, Baudelaire claims that he deciphered it fluently 

( ‘Dechiffrais couramment’ (1. 49)). The terms in which he describes this process are 

suggestive o f the reading proposed by this thesis:

J ’en ai tout absorbe, les miasmes, les parfiams,
Le doux chuchotement des souvenirs defijnts,
Les longs enlacements des phrases symboliques,
— Chapelets murmurants de madrigaux mystiques (11. 52-55)

Despite his apparent ease o f decoding, Baudelaire also writes that ‘Tout abime 

mystique est a deux pas du Doute’ (1. 45). This line illuminates the suggestion that the 

amant’ is an equivocal phantom: the reality o f a phantom is never certain, as Hamlet 

illustrates.’̂  Neither can any certainty attach to the ironic-allegorical level o f a text

By this reading o f Baudelaire’s poem, the writing o f Sainte-Beuve would have 

played a decisive role in sensitizing Baudelaire to Stendhal’s oblique meaning:

Ce flit dans ce conflit de molles circonstances,
MCiri par vos sonnets, prepare par vos stances,
Q u’un soir, ayant flaire le livre et son esprit,
J’emportai sur mon coeur I’histoire d ’Amaury. (11. 42-45)

The poem goes on to suggest that Baudelaire transformed his sterile, narcissistic 

pleasure in reading the book into an active learning process.

Et devant le miroir j ’ai perfectionne
L’art cruel qu’un Demon en naissant m’a donne,
— De la Douleur pour faire une volupte vraie, —
D ’ensanglanter son mal et de gratter sa plaie. (11. 68-71)

'■ As Catherine Treilhou-Balaude points out, 'la notion par laquelle Baudelaire defmit 
specifiquement Hamlet, que ce soit a propos de Delacroi.x ou a propos de 1’interpretation de Rouviere, 
est celle [ . . ] A'indecision' (1995 47).
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As already mentioned, Stendhal often used ‘M ephistopheles’ as a pseudonym, and 

Balzac described Le Rouge et !e N oir as Me rire d’un demon’. .Anamorphosis, 

furthermore, has strong links with the the science o f  the occult (Baltrusaitis 1969 5). In 

addition, Stendhal’s anamorphic art might be understood as cruel both in its abuse o f  

the reader and in the suffering it expresses.'^

Sainte-Beuve’s response to Baudelaire’s communication is not known. 

However, their subsequent correspondence over the years suggests that the two poets 

enjoyed a warm and intimate relationship, despite their radical poetic differences.''* One 

o f  their recovered later exchanges centres on Stendhal.’  ̂ Sainte-Beuve, moreover, 

reproached'Baudelaire for his ‘beylisme’ (see Lemaitre 1980 62).

Baudelaire refers elsewhere to the title o f  Le Rouge et le Noir as ‘un caprice 

sans m otif (OC ii 677).'^ The statement proves that Baudelaire felt sufficiently 

authorized to make an unorthodox claim about Stendhal’s intentions in the novel. The 

word ‘caprice’ was also used by Baudelaire to describe the dandy’s attitude to love 

(OC ii 710). Baudelaire, as a dandy, preferred artifice to nature, as testified by his 

praise o f  make-up; ‘Le rouge et le noir representent la vie, une vie surnaturelle et 

excessive; ce cadre noir rend le regard plus profond et plus singulier, donne a I’oeil une 

apparence plus decidee de fenetre ouverte sur I’infini; le rouge, qui enflamme la 

pommette, augmente encore la clarte de la prunelle et ajoute a un beau visage feminin 

la passion mysterieuse de la pretresse’ (OC ii 717). The reference to red and black here

Furthennore. if  lesbianism  features prom inently in B audelaire’s S tendhalian lesson, as m ight 
be suggested by the prom inence o f the figure of the lesbian in the poem to Sainte-Beuve. then the 
poet's initial intention to entitle his verse collection Les Leshiennes  suggests that this lesson may have 
played a very significant role in his poetry. Fisher associates B audelaire’s use of the figure of the 
lesbian with the e.xpression o f an epistem ic break resulting in a crisis of representation’ (1997 37).
W. Benjamin describes B audelaire’s lesbian as the heroine o f m odernism ’ (1973 90).

As Pichois com m ents, Bien que m anque la reponse de Sainte-Beuve [a la lettre de 1843-45], 
il y a tout lieu de penser que leurs relations rem ontent aussi loin. La prem iere lettre conservee. de 
1851. s 'ouvre sur un "M on cher am i” .' He also points out that in a letter to M ine Aupick in 1866, 
Sainte-Beuve writes o f Baudelaire that 'II n est pas dans la litterature un seul hom m e qui m ’ait 
tem oigne plus d ’am itie et a qui j ’en rende au tan t’ (Pichois 1973 326).
'  ̂ On 7 January' 1851. Sainte-Beuve replies to w hat must have been a query by Baudelaire
relating to H.B.. M erim ee's pam phlet on Stendhal. A hostile review o f  the pam phlet, of w hich only 
twenty-five copies were published, had been w ritten by Eugene Pelletan in La Presse, 29 December 
1850. Sainte-Beuve writes: "L’auteur a du [sic] n ’en donner q u ’un tres petit nombre. et sans doute a 
condition de non-com m unication’, he continues: 'C om m e depuis longteins. je  visais Beile [sic] pour 
suiet futur d ’un de mes articles hebdom adaires. ie verrai a m ’inform er de pres de tout ce la’ (Pichois 
1973 327).

Pichois comments: Curieuse appreciation du titre choisi par S tendhal’ (OC ii 1412).
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may not be forluitous. Baudelaire associated make-up with Me surnaturei’, which, in 

turn, he associated with allegory.

Like Stendhal, Baudelaire was known as an art critic before he was known for 

his creative writing. As in the case o f Stendhal, this chapter examines Baudelaire’s 

creative work through the prism o f his critical work.

BAUDELAIRE’S THEORY OF ART

For Baudelaire, beauty was dual: on the one hand, it was relative and material, 

and on the other, it was eternal and spiritual (OC ii 685). The role o f material beauty 

was merely that o f  serving as ‘I’enveloppe amusante, titillante, aperitive, du divin 

gateau’, so as to make eternal beauty ‘digestible’ (OC ii 685).

As this metaphor o f digestion suggests, art was, for Baudelaire, a crucially 

transformative practice. It transformed an often superficially ugly material reality, 

seeking out its inner beauty. Art elevated a prosaic world, seeking out its latent 

heroism: ‘Celui-la sera le peintre, qui saura arracher a la vie actuelle son cote epique, 

et nous faire voir et comprendre, avec de la couleur ou du dessin, combien nous 

sommes grands et poetiques dans nos cravates et nos bottes vernies’ (OC ii 407). 

Baudelaire valued the artificial above the real, artifice embracing all the ways in which 

the human being differentiated himself from the real (OC ii 715-16). For example, 

architecture illustrated, for him, man’s aspiration away from nature and toward the 

ideal (OC ii 432-33).

As Mary R. Anderson points out, then, Baudelaire’s artistic theories ‘exalt the 

artificial, the “good” product o f human creation juxtaposed with nature’s effortless 

making o f evil’ (1984 153). However, as Anderson also points out, the Baudelairian 

artist was also, by necessity, complicit with evil, to the extent that painting necessitated 

a digestion by the artist o f  a frequently diabolical external reality. In artistic work, for 

Baudelaire, the divine came in contact with the satanic'^:

La premiere affaire d ’un artiste est de substituer I’homme a la nature et de
protester contre elle. Cette protestation ne se fait pas de parti pris, froidement,

' See too Baudelaire's comments on the inseparability, in a more general context, o f D ieu’
and Diable’. OC ii 323.
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comme un code ou une rhetorique, elle est emportee et naive, comme le vice, 
comme la passion, comme I’appetit. (OC ii 473)

.Art was intimately bound up with morality, for Baudelaire. It bore witness to the 

innateness of evil, to ‘la grande verite oubliee’ of original sin (OC ii 323). The only 

way of producing artistic beauty was to run the risk of succumbing to evil. Never to 

run this risk, and thus to turn a blind eye to one’s own perversity, was equated by 

Baudelaire with a blindness to beauty.

If nature was transformed by the artist’s struggle with it, the artist was also 

transformed by this struggle. However, in order for this change to occur, the artist had 

to open himself to the new, thus abandoning pre-existing paradigms. Because of this 

relinquishing of rational control, the work o f  art happened as if by accident. In fact, it 

was produced out o f ‘un raisonnement profond’ (OC ii 433) and ‘une memoire 

profonde des caracteres et des formes’ (OC ii 468). The artist had to allow his deeper 

mind to be inscribed by the outside world, before being able to translate ‘les intentions 

de la nature’ (OC ii 457). The inscription served as a kind o f  intermediary between 

nature and artist: ‘tous les bons dessinateurs dessinent d ’apres I’image ecrite dans leur 

cerveau, et non d’apres nature’ (OC ii 698). An artist as gifted as Constantin Guys 

could therefore, ‘traduisant fidelement ses propres impressions’, produce a ‘traduction 

legendaire de la vie exterieure’ (OC ii 698). Baudelaire seems here to anticipate Freud 

and Lacan.

By contrast, the artist who remained too much in control, ‘bouche son ame’ 

(OC ii 613). Such an artist, by staying close to habit and convention, was associated by 

Baudelaire with what he called ‘le chic’ or ‘le poncif (OC ii 4 6 8 ) . The latter 

complained that ‘De jour en jour I’art diminue le respect de lui-meme, se prosteme 

devant la realite exterieure, et le peintre devient de plus en plus enclin a peindre, non 

pas ce qu’il reve, mais ce qu’il voit’ (OC ii 619).

Just as the authentic artist responded to nature or external reality in an 

unguarded way, the Baudelairean critic’s response to the work o f  art had to be

Baudelaire vvntes: 'Le chic est Tabus de la memoire; encore le chic est-il plutot uiie memoire 
de la mam qu'une memoire du cerveau; car il est des artistes doues d ’une memoire profonde des 
caracteres et des formes, -  Delacroix ou Daumier, -  et qm n’ont rien a demeler avec le chic' (OC ii 
468). The word 'p oncif is close in meaning to chic, but refers to clicheed poses; 'il s ’applique plus 
particulierement aux e.xpressions de tete et aux attitudes’ (OC ii 468). For Baudelaire, 'Tout ce qui est 
conventionnel et traditionnel releve du chic et du p o n c if  (OC ii 468).
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informed only in a subterranean way by his cultural education: 'un systeme est une 

espece de damnation’ (OC ii 577-78). This response had to be imaginative rather than 

analytical or scientific (see OC ii 418, Scott 1988 23). The art critic too had to allow 

deep rather than superficial memory do its work. Again like the painter, he had to 

struggle with and translate what came to him through the evidence o f  the senses. Of 

the drawings of Guys, Baudelaire writes: ‘Elies sont grosses de suggestions, mais de 

suggestions cruelles, apres, que ma plume, bien qu’accoutumee a lutter contre les 

representations plastiques, n’a peut-etre traduites qu’insuflfisamment’ (OC ii 722) The 

viewer allowed the painting to inscribe itself in his memory, then interpreted that 

inscription,'thereby translating the intentions of the artist in the same way that the artist 

translated those o f  nature:

.M. G., traduisant fidelement ses propres impressions, marque avec une 
energie instinctive les points culminants ou lumineux d ’un objet [. ], et 
im agination du spectateur, subissant a son tour cette mnemonique si 
despotique, voit avec nettete I’impression produite par les choses sur I’esprit de 
M. G. Le spectateur est ici le traducteur d ’une traduction toujours claire et 
enivrante (OC ii 698)

It was the task o f  the critic to attempt to identify, as closely as possible, with the artist: 

la critique doit chercher plutot a penetrer intimement le temperament de chaque artiste 

et les mobiles qui le font agir qu’a analyser, a raconter chaque oeuvre minutieusement’ 

(OC ii 583). Ultimately, it was the inner state of the painter at the moment o f  painting 

that was translated or expressed by the painting, and the critic’s job was to decipher 

that state from the visible evidence. The painting itself was not the ultimate object of 

art; it was what the painting pointed to that mattered for Baudelaire, as for Stendhal 

before him. The poet counted himself among ‘les amateurs habitues a dechiffrer Fame 

d’un artiste dans ses plus rapides gribouillages' (OC ii 740). The Baudelairean art 

critic bore witness, therefore, to what the painting bore witness to, such that his own 

writing on art had ‘plutot I’air d ’une prophetic que d ’une critique’ (OC ii 441).

However, just as Baudelaire believed that most nineteenth-century French 

painters failed to translate the feelings produced in them by nature, most viewers of his 

century had, he claimed, lost their ability to respond imaginatively to a painting. He 

blamed this double failure on the privileging by technological progress o f  the material.
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as exemplified by the advent o f photography, a science which permitted exact 

reproductions o f  a purely visible reality:

Est-il permis de supposer qu’un peuple dont les yeux s’accoutument a 
considerer les resultats d ’une science materielle comme les produits du beau n’a 
pas singulierement, au bout d’un certain temps, diminue la faculte de juger et 
de sentir, ce qu’il y a de plus ethere et de plus immateriel'^

(OC ii 619; see also OC ii 580)

According to Baudelaire, material progress, which he distinguished from spiritual 

progress (see OC ii 441, 751-52), encouraged an infatuation with one’s own image 

rather than an openness to the alterity o f beauty and immaterial intentions.

Insisting, then, on the insufficiency o f the visible, it is not surprising that 

Baudelaire took a certain interest in artistic representations o f the vanitas theme, as 

well as in a form o f art that dramatizes vision’s insufficiency. In his ‘Salon de 1859’ he 

describes two o f Ernest Christophe’s statuettes, one is the anamorphic ‘Le M asque’, 

and one, ‘Le Squelette’, he describes as ‘un grand squelette feminin tout pret a partir 

pour une fete’ (OC ii 678-79).'^ Each statuette inspires a poem o f Les Fleurs du mai. 

‘Le Masque’ and ‘Danse macabre’, respectively.^”

The next section o f this chapter will read Baudelaire’s verse collection with a 

view to his insistence, in his art theory, on the need to go beyond the visible evidence 

in order to achieve a true communication.^' We argue that the role o f the poet and o f 

the reader w as, for him, one o f transformation: it involved the seeking out o f  hidden

In fact, neither o f  Christophe's statuettes was displayed at the salon that year. Baudelaire 
evokes them in connection with Emile Hebert’s Toujours e t Jam ais, a sculpted vignette showing a 
young girl being kissed by a skeleton. Is it a coincidence that he alludes to Le Rouge et le Noir in this 
passage, just prior to his discussion o f Christophe? He writes (OC ii 677): 'Vous vous rappelez, mon 
cher. que nous avons deja parle de Jam ais et Toujours, n'ai pas encore pu trouver I’explication de 
ce titre logogriphique. Peut-etre est-ce un coup de desespoir, ou un caprice sans motif, comme Rouge  
et X o ir .'

Numerous resonances can be traced between Danse macabre’ and our reading of the ball 
chapters o f Le Rouge e t le Noir.
■' Timothy Raser claim s that Baudelaire’s art criticism and poetry share a ‘common origin and 
purpose' in their transformation of ‘volupte en connaissance’ (1991-92 193; OC ii 786). Raser argues 
that Baudelaire’s poems should be read in the light of his art criticism, and points to the high 
occurrence of the words beau' and 'beaute’ in Les F leurs du mal. Pichois claims that Baudelaire 
attempted to emulate in poetry Delacroix’s achievement in painting (OC ii 1253). Emmanuel Mickel 
suggests that Baudelaire aspired to accomplish in poetry what he had hoped for from the painter of 
modem life (1984 241).
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analogies and correspondences in reality (for the poet), and in poetry (for the reader). 

Anamorphosis is the trope o f transformation. It is not illogical then to suggest that, in 

poems which explicitly thematize the activity o f reader and poet, a textual enactment of 

pictorial anamorphosis might be at work. In our discussion o f ‘Au Lecteur’ and ‘Le 

Soleil’, we will argue that this is, in fact, the case.

READING LES FLEURS D U  MAL. ‘AU LECTEUR’

Ross Chambers claims that ‘Au Lecteur’ (OC i 5-6), the introductory poem of 

Les Fleurs dn mat, sets out guidelines for the reception o f the entire collection: ‘Its 

primary role is to establish a text-reader relation that will be valid for the volume as a 

whole’ (1988 103). The poem presents an inventory o f the vices to which the human 

spirit is prone. As so often in Baudelaire’s art writing, a religious vocabulary is used 

Man is accused for his infatuation with, and blindness to the true nature o f  his own 

ugliness.

Baudelaire’s theory o f art insists on the importance o f elevating the material 

world by abstracting from it. ‘Au Lecteur’ follows the reverse trajectory, degrading by 

materializing. The tendency throughout the poem is for abstract ideas to be 

materialized. For example, ‘nos aimables remords’ are compared to vermin, ‘un plaisir 

clandestin’ to ‘une vieille orange’ (11. 3-4, 19-20). Foregrounded in the poem is human 

resignation to material reality. We -  ‘nous’ -  descend without protest into ‘des 

tenebres qui puent’ (1. 16).

After listing the ‘monstres’ which reside within human beings, the most horrible 

monster o f all, ‘L ’Ennui’, is evoked. The figure o f Ennui is described by David 

Saunders as one o f those ‘personified abstractions’ which perform an ironic fianction in 

Baudelaire’s text, because they contravene the usually idealizing role which abstraction 

plays in his work (1970 776). The poem ends with the famous lines:

Tu le connais, lecteur, ce monstre delicat,
-  Hypocrite lecteur, -  mon semblable, -  mon frere! (11. 39-40)
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This apostrophe o f  the individual reader arrives unexpectedly, because the repetition of 

nous’ suggests a seemingly inevitable, generalized human predicament from which the 

reader may not be exempt, but which has no particular relevance for her. Suddenly, 

however, the representation becomes an address, and the reader is implicated in the 

litany o f  evils described throughout in the poem. Given that the poem itself thematizes 

blindness, spiritual laziness, and a refijsal o f  responsibility for o n e ’s own destiny, the 

reader might be alerted to the possibility that ‘Au Lecteur’ presents an ironic allegory 

o r  mise-en-abyme o f  the progress o f  the reader, culminating in the dizzying ‘abime’ o f  

its ending.^'

The concluding address is usually assumed to come from the poet, however, it 

might also originate in the figure o f  Ennui (see the internal rhyming o f ‘m onstre’,

‘m on’. ‘m on’). The figure’s relation to the poet must therefore be worked out.

Ennui shares certain traits with Baudelaire’s notion o f  the Devil. The references 

to  Ennui’s willingness to swallow the world, his dreams o f  the gallows, and the 

description o f  him as ‘ce monstre delicat’, recall Baudelaire’s descriptions in 

Exposition universelle’ (1855) o f  Me progres indefini’ as m an’s ‘plus cruelle to rtu re’, 

delicatisant I’humanite en proportion des jouissances nouvelles q u ’il lui apporte’ (OC 

ii 581) Not only does the poet describe the Devil in virtually identical terms (OC ii 

168), he also believed that the nineteenth-century faith in material progress represented 

the victory o f  Satan.

If  Ennui resembles Baudelaire’s Devil, the Devil in the poem resembles the 

poet. In ‘Au Lecteur’, the Devil is described as ‘Satan Trismegiste’, a ‘savant chimiste’

Baudelaire, like Stendhal, was contemptuous of what he perceived as his contemporaries' 
mabilitv to confront abysses: ‘ . . .Frangais veut dire vaudevilliste, et vaudevilliste un homme a qui 
Michel-Ange donne le vertige et que Delacroix remplit d ’une stupeur bestiale, comme le tonnerre 
certains ammaux. Tout ce qui est abime, soit en haut, soit en bas, le fait fiiir prudemment. Le sublime 
lui fait toujours I’effet d ’une em eute’ (OC ii 469).

According to Baudelaire, the nineteenth century had fallen prey to the Devil while ignoring 
the fact of his e.xistence: ‘il est plus difficile pour les gens de ce siecle de croire au Diable que de 
I’aimer. Tout le monde le sert et personne n ’y croit. Sublime subtilite du Diable’ (OC i 182). This 
situation signalled the D evil’s victory over humankind, for Baudelaire: ‘En realite. le satanisme a 
gagne. Satan s'est fait ingenu. Le mal se connaissant etait moins affreux et plus pres de la guerison 
que le mal s ’ignorant. G. Sand inferieure a de Sade’ (OC ii 68). Culler (1994) e.xplores the links 
betw een Ennui and the Devil as represented in other poems o f Les Fleurs du mal. He argues that, for 
Baudelaire, the work of Ennui leads to the Devil. For Culler, the ending o f 'La Destruction’ recalls the 
ending of Au Lecteur' (1994 11): Tn one case the Devil leads the speaker into the plains of ennui and 
throws what might well be the guillotine before his eyes. In the other the Devil leaves us threatened by 
Ennui who dreams o f e.xecutions and would swallow the whole world in a yawn. Together the poems 
seem to carry the suggestion that the Devil is behind an ennui linked with revolutionary executions.'
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(11. 9, 12) Hermes Trismegistus was the god o f  sorcery and o f  writing."^ Baudelaire 

likened both poetry and painting to a kind o f  alchemical hypnosis: ‘Manier savamment 

une langue, c ’est pratiquer une espece de sorcellerie evocatoire’ (OC ii 118, see also 

O C i 658, OC ii 121, 580, 595). ‘Au Lecteur’ might be interpreted as operating like a 

spell, its prosody lulling the reader down through the vile stanzas like the ‘nous’ 

descending ‘sans horreur’ down to the stinking darkness. For Baudelaire, modern art is 

diabolical in its tendency to make mankind fall in love with its own ‘part infernale’ (OC 

iil68); likewise, his own poem may be understood as devilish in its invitation to the 

reader to acquiesce in her humiliation. A further link between poet and devil-sorceror 

is suggested by the p o e t’s apostrophe o f  the reader; it recalls a macabre resuscitation.'^ 

To the extent, therefore, that the poet tricks the reader into acquiescing to the 

defeated ‘nous’ o f ‘Au Lecteur’, he might be identified with the Devil and, by 

extension, with Ennui. However, in so far as the poem alerts the reader to the dangers 

o f  passive resignation, the poet might also be understood to undermine the D e v i l . A  

similar equivocation appears in the projected ‘Epilogue’ (OC i 192) to the collection, 

where the poet summarizes his achievement in his verse poems;

. j ’ai de chaque chose extrait la quintessence,
Tu m ’as donne ta boue et j ’en ai fait de I’or (II. 33-34)

Baudelaire seems here implicitly to liken himself to the Devil-alchemist o f  the 

introductory poem, but by turning mud to gold might also be understood to reverse the 

degradation o f  humanity effected by the Devil.

However, there is a further equivocation in ‘Au Lecteur’. It may be the reader 

herself who is identified with Ennui. Like Ennui who smokes a houka, the ‘nous’ is

The Hermetica. attributed to Hermes Trismegistus, were poetic in character and. like 'Au 
Lecteur'. used the divine 'nous’.

Michael Edwards points out that Baudelaire, in describing the art o f Constantin Guys as a 
resurrection of 'Lazare’, 'confond a dessin la sorcellerie paienne qui s ’everiue a faire apparaitre les 
morts, et la resurrection chretienne’ (1996 34).
■° Anderson counts Baudelaire among those I’art pour I’art’ nineteenth-century writers whom  
she describes as types of the anti-Faust’ (1984 5) because 'In a world which too often seemed to e.\alt 
progress and possibility, they justified evil and limitation, the intractable and the illusory' (1984 6). In 
a society in transition, art was required to play a moral and reconciliatory role, in support of social 
progress (see Anderson 1984 9-24). According to Anderson, Baudelaire, along with Flaubert and 
Gautier, refused this role, choosing instead 'to point out the ruins, and to call humanity by its proper 
name of flawed and almost unbelievable spiritual frailty’ (1984 17).
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described as inhaling i a  Mort dans nos poumons’ (1. 23) Furthermore, each o f  the 

middle lines o f  the poem, where this inhalation is described, seems to contain an 

mternal gap or ‘baillement’,̂  ̂ as well as inscribing a passage from the outside word to 

the inside o f  the human being (11. 20, 21). These lines may anticipate, therefore, the 

baillement’ o f  Ennui, which swallows the world (I. 36).

After this passage inside the human being, the poem turns to a description o f ‘la 

menagerie intame de nos vices’ (1. 32), the most fearsome o f  which is Ennui himself 

What Susan Blood says o f  the confusion between inside and outside in ‘Le Mauvais 

M oine’ is also applicable to ‘Au Lecteur’: ‘simple representational categories begin to 

be violated’ (1997 142). For Baudelaire, the Devil is located ambiguously both on the 

outside and the inside o f  the human being: he cannot be represented.^* Similarly, Ennui 

is figured as existing within the human being, but also appears before the reader in the 

final stanza as something resembling a human being: he smokes and he sheds an 

involuntary tear That Ennui presents a mirror reflection o f  the human being is also 

suggested by his inclusion in the list comprising ‘les chacals, les pantheres, les lices,/

Les singes, les scorpions, les vautours, les serpents’ (II. 29-30) Because the ape, 

associated by his mimicry with hypocrisy,^^ is ‘the standout animal among so many 

venimous and ferocious beasts’. Chambers claims that it is linked implicitly with ‘that 

other major standout (the standout from  the list [ ...] ) , Ennui’ (1988 110). In so far as

The line Que nous pressons bien fort conune une vieille orange' (1.19) presents a 
h>pertrophy of signification, the plaisir clandestin’ to which it refers having already been figured as 
Le sein marty rise d ’une antique catin’ (1. 20). The line Serre. fourmillant, comme un million 

d 'helm inthes’ presents a difficult prosodic alternative. If the caesura occurs after foum ullant', with 
the stress on 'com m e’ and a dieresis on ‘million’, as the sense and syntax of the line would indicate, 
then the line is imbalanced, five syllables being followed by seven. On the other hand, if the word 
founm llant’ is drawn out artificially to four syllables, then the symmetry of the line is saved only at 

the expense of a dissy mmetry appeanng between the /miljo/ of ‘fourmillant’ and the /miljj / of 
■million’.

For e.xample, Baudelaire claims in an essay on Banville that the writing of M atunn, Byron, 
Poet and Musset appeals to ‘le Lucifer latent qui est installe dans tout coeur humain’. but in the same 
passage figures the Devil as external to those men out of whom he makes a succulent meal (OC ii 
168). Culler proposes that the most worrying thing about the Devil in Les Fleurs du mal is that we 
don't know what is his work and what is not’ (1994 9). However, despite the fact that Culler 
approaches a reading of the Devil as precisely that which disturbs rational paradigms, in the final 
analysis he reduces Baudelaire’s Satan to the e.xtemal forces and "oppressive structures’ which 
undermine the scope of human agency (1994 19). Culler also undermines the opacity of the collection 
by claiming that the meaning of the concluding "Epigraphe pour un livre condamne’ is that Whether 
we know it or not. we have gone to school with Satan and therefore may hope to understand this book’ 
(1994 21).

Chambers states that the ape, because it ‘entertains by his mimicry and antics, [is] the 
humanoid animal who is the "hvpocrite” (in the Greek sense of actor) of the animal world’ (1988 
1 1 0 ) .
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Ennui resembles an ape, it is logical to assum e that he is human. There  is another, m ore

com pelling  reason w hy Ennui should be unders tood  as human, how ever W e argue that

a  logic can be unearthed  in B audela ire ’s series o f  g ro tesq u e  a n im a ls /“ Jackals and

\ u ltures are scavengers; panthers and she-w olves are predators ;  scorpions and serpents

kill using venom. The partner species sharing similar feeding patterns to  Mes singes’

m ust therefore  be human. Furtherm ore , in his art writing, Baudelaire  frequently

accuses  artists and the public o f  being hypocritical ‘singes’

The reader w ho is flattered by the closing apostrophe , which seems to bring her

c loser  to  the poet, may be guilty o f  hypocrisy: she blocks ou t  the possibility that she is

being identified with Ennui. G eorges  Poulet, for example, in terprets the last line as

establishing a sympathetic complicity betw een  poet and reader (1980  70) H ow ever, to

the ex tent that the poet confesses his ow n  hypocrisy in the final line, the p o e m ’s

conclusion  is illogical -  hypocrisy, by definition, does  not announce i tself B lood

a ttem pts  to resolve this contrad ic tion  by arguing for the ethical value, for Baudelaire,

o f  a self-conscious hypocrisy, ‘la conscience dans le M al’.^‘ H ow ever,  at no point in

B audela ire ’s writing on art o r  literature is hypocrisy described in anything but negative

terms. Hypocrisy, in his writing on art and literature, is always associa ted  with that

refusal o f  imaginative, spiritual w o rk  which leads to  ‘I’ennui et le n ea n t’ (O C  ii 578)

T o  accep t the accusation o f  hypocrisy may be thus as dangerous  as to  allow onese lf  to

be draw n dow n  to  Hell, lulled on S a tan ’s ‘oreiller du m al’ (1. 9).^^

It is possible to  resolve the contradiction  o f  the final line, wherein Baudelaire

seems illogically to describe h im self as hypocritical, by arguing that the poet does  not,

in fact do  so: he may, in fact, accuse  o f  hypocrisy only that reader w h o  fails to

acknow ledge  her complicity with Ennui. In ‘F u sees’, Baudela ire  claims that material 

/

Writing of the subversive effect o f Baudelaire's list-making practice. William Olmsted claims 
that the mimetic effect o f the list is to create a belief in the solidarity of a large group whose actual 
connections may be nonexistent’ (1989 63). He suggests that this subversion is largely the result o f a 
deficiency on Baudelaire’s part, namely an effect of an aphasic failure to make metonymic 
connections. Olmsted does not mention Au Lecteur'.

The duplicity or hypocrisy o f Baudelaire’s poetry lies, for Blood (who draws on Sartre’s 
ideas), in its simultaneous transcendence and acknow ledgement of its own prosaic qualities: The bad 
faith of this gesture is intimately tied to the idea of an everyday aesthetic: in order for common, 
e\ er\day language to be aesthetic, it must be both itself and more than itse lf  (1997 77).

Elsewhere. Baudelaire writes: T1 est si doux de s ’endormir sur I’oreiller de I'opinion toute 
fa iteV  (OC ii 232). Tliis derisive attitude bears marked sinulanties to that o f  Stendhal, and also, as 
this thesis will argue, to that o f Lacan, who remarks in the course of his seminar on ethics that 
1'information appelle et capture des foules impuissantes. auxquelles on la deverse comme une liqueur 

qui etourdit au moment oil ils glissent vers I’abattoir’ (SVII 271).
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progress does not change the fact that M’homme, comme cela est prouve par le fait 

journalier, est toujours sembable et egal a I’homme, c’est-a-dire toujours a I’etat 

sauvage’ (OC i 663). Here, the word ‘semblable’, which appears in the last line o f ‘Au 

Lecteur’, is associated with savagery rather than hypocrisy. Baudelaire goes on to 

claim that man is ‘I’animal de proie le plus parfait’ (OC i 663). In ‘Au Lecteur’, the 

speaker accuses ‘nous’ o f refraining from ‘le viol, le poison, le poignard, I’incendie’ 

only because o f cowardice (or hypocrisy). Chambers, indeed, identifies the poet with 

the figure o f Ennui rather than with the ‘hypocrite lecteur’ (1988 98). '̂  ̂ He claims that 

the ‘cruel daydreams’ o f  the poet-Ennui oppose the hypocritical society that produced 

them; Chambers deduces the existence o f a ‘latent cruelty in the text’ (1988 100), 

arguing that ‘Au Lecteur’ presents a ‘verbal attack’ on the reader, a denunciatory 

unveiling’ o f the latter’s hypocrisy which differentiates the speaker from the reader 

rather than drawing them together (1988 104).

However, the reader who imagines that an identification with Ennui is o f 

superior moral value than identification as a hypocrite may be no better off. To be 

proud o f the inherence o f ‘Ennui’ is to to be proud o f one’s own animalistic, blood

thirsty tendencies, and o f  one’s own inner emptiness and boredom. By contrast, the 

very existence o f the poem ‘Au Lecteur’ bears witness to Baudelaire’s struggle against 

boredom and despair. It is not enough to have ‘la conscience dans le Mai’: this

Chambers claims that the poet-Ennui's hypocrisy is self-aware and oppositional, and 
describes ’ Au Lecteur' as "a text that denounces social hypocrisy but which, in order to do so. must 
acknowledge (however indirectly) its own membership in hypocntical society' (1988 100). Chambers 
reads Ennui’s involuntary tear as the return of the repressed -  a sign of the violence that is 
concealed’, and thus as a figure of the poem itself (1988 111). He claims that' Au Lecteur’ contains a 
hidden, implied attack on Napoleon 111 and the bourgeois order (1988 107).

In 'Pauvre Belgique!’, Baudelaire attacks the hypocrisy of the Belgians, against which he 
pitches what seems to be his own, but may be a narrator's, blood lust, recalling Ennui’s dream of the 
gallows:

MOl, quand je consens a etre republicain.ye/rt/\y le mal, le sachant.
Oui! Vive la Revolution! 
toujours! quand meme!

Mais moi, je ne suis pas dupe! je n'ai jamais ete dupe! Je dis Vive la Revolution! 
comme je dirais: Vive la Destruction! Vive I ’Expiation! Vive le Chdtiment! Vive laM ort!

Non seulement. je serais heureux d'etre victime, mais je ne hairais pas d’etre 
bourreau. -  pour sentir la Revolution de deux manieres!’ (OC ii 961)

A complication of the opposition between Ennui and hypocrisy is suggested by Edouard 
Goerg's lithograph fo r" Au Lecteur’. which ends with an image of a severed human head with a tear 
in its eye. This image is described by Eric Haskell as the ‘decapitated head’ of the "Hypocrite lecteur', 
which drowns ironically in its own human tears’ (1984 194).
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consciousness must be put to work. Baudelaire pitched his poetic imagination against 

a debilitating material reality, that is, against the ‘canevas banal’ o f the nineteenth 

century.'"* His entire aesthetic project might be understood as a struggle against 

hypocrisy and boredom.

Whether the reader identifies with Baudelaire as a benign hypocrite, with the 

poet in the guise o f the hate-filled Ennui, or with both ‘victime’ and ‘bourreau’, the 

appropriate response on the part o f the reader may be neither passive acquiescence nor 

outright rejection, but rather a lucid defiance. Poulet argues that Baudelaire’s ‘opinion 

profonde’ was that the role o f the reader is imaginatively to recreate the conditions o f a 

poem’s writing: ‘Lire un poeme, c’est se mettre dans des conditions telles que revivent 

dans la pensee lectrice des sentiments analogues a ceux qui ont inspire le poeme’ (1980 

80).'^  ̂ This desire for imaginative sympathy on the part o f the reader is also suggested 

by Baudelaire’s writing on art. We argue that the only way in which the reader might 

imaginatively sympathize w'ith the writer o f ‘Au Lecteur’ is by refusing to be lured into 

identification with either o f his implied self-representations, but rather by identifying 

with that defiant impulse which inspired the writing o f the poem.

It may be that what is demanded o f the reader o f Les Fleurs dn mat is 

something quite difficult. In ‘Epigraphe pour un livre condamne’ (OC i 137), the 

'Sobre et naif homme de bien’ is described as unfit to understand the collection. It is 

rather the reader whose ‘oeil sait plonger dans les gouffres’ who is appealed to:

Lis-moi, pour apprendre a m’aimer;

Ame curieuse qui souffres
Et vas cherchant ton paradis,
Plains-moi!... Sinon, je te maudis! (OC i 137)

The kind o f  love referred to here seems to be one that requires work, just as pity might 

be understood to involve an imaginative effort.

Blood argues for the existence o f a caricatural quality to Baudelaire’s verse 

collection, and accords ‘Danse macabre’ (OC i 96-98) emblematic status in this respect

As w ell as describing 'nos piteux destin s’, in 'Au Lecteur’, as '[un| canevas banal’ (1. 27). 
Baudelaire associates the kind o f  realist literature he detested with the application o f  un st> le 
nerveux. pittoresue. subtil, exact, sur un canevas banal’ (OC ii 80).
”  S im ilarly, T helot writes: ‘L ’interpretation sera le lieu d ’une ethique si e lle  accoinplit la 
reciprocite de la relation que le poete instaure’ (1993 13).
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(1997 124) However, the stanza which provides the focal point of Blood’s argument 

suggests that, for Baudelaire, the skeleton described is not in the least bit caricatural 

but rather an object o f love and pity;

Aucuns t ’appeileront une caricature
Qui ne comprennent pas, amants ivres de chair,
L’elegance sans nom de I’humaine armature.
Tu reponds, grand squelette, a mon gout le plus cher! (11. 16-20)

I f ‘Danse macabre’ is emblematic o f Les Fleurs du mal (and the fact that Baudelaire 

had sought a danse macabre image for its frontispiece suggests that it is) it may be that 

it is so because its caricatural dimension must be surmounted if its pathos is to be 

understood. A non-narcissistic kind o f identification (pity) seems to be called for by 

Baudelaire.

The narcissism o f specularity is problematized in Baudelaire’s poetry. The 

mirror o f  representation is broken, to a certain extent, by the ghostly presence of 

allegory As Blood writes, ‘The allegory refers without representing, thereby 

describing a crucial split in linguistic function: reference is redeemed at the expense o f 

representation’ (1997 16); or, more suggestively: ‘Things are thus no longer things, 

but ghostly signs that point to a meaning beyond themselves’ (1997 21). The reader 

may be thus required to move beyond the apparent meaning o f a poem to find the thing 

it points to: namely, the poet’s state o f mind at the moment o f writing.

In ‘Le Masque’ (OC i 23), the anamorphosis o f the other statuette by 

Christophe is d e sc r ib e d .A s  Stamelman shows, the poem describes three moments: in 

the first, the statue takes the form o f a beautifiil, smiling woman; in the second, after a

^  Fisher argues that Baudelaire's use of allegory and irony in his poetr\ undermines specular 
relations: Both allegory and irony turn mirrors into mimetic artefacts in which the sovereignty of the 
subject and the order of the Other are parodied and called into question’ (1997 50). Kristeva claims 
that Baudelaire was a " punk'’ avant la lettre’, e.xposing la faillite du “propre”. la mort de 
■ I’authentique”  (1983 314) Rand (1989) suggests that the patent meanings of Baudelaire’s poems 
hide occulted te.xts. and that the reader must switch her emphasis from the referent to the signifier.

Baudelaire considered the playful deceptions practised by the eighteenth-century libertines to 
be preferable to modern narcissism: ‘C’etait toujours le mensonge, mais on n ’adorait pas son 
seinblable. On le trompait. mais on se trom pait moins soi-m em e’ (OC ii 69).
 ̂ Christophe's anainorphic statuette is described in the Salon de 1859 as ’gracieusement

allegorique'; from the front, it shows a woman's smiling face; 'Mais, en faisant un pas de plus a 
gauche ou a droite, vous decouvrez le secret de I'allegorie, la morale de la fable’; ‘Ce qui avait 
d'abord enchante les yeux, c ’etait un masque, c ’etait le masque universel. votre masque, mon 
m asque...’ (OC ii 678).
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spatial displacement on the part o f  the viewer, she transform s into a terrifying ‘monstre 

bicephale’ (1 19); in the third, when it is recognized that the first face was a mask to 

hide her suffering, she becom es an object o f  love and pity. Baudelaire’s reading o f  the 

statuette  culminates in an identification with the feelings expressed through it:

Ce qui im porte dans le poeme n ’est pas seulement que la statue bicephale de 
Christophe a deux tetes dont une se revele masque, mais, plutot, que 
Baudelaire s’em pare de la tete  pleurante [ ...]  et, par un acte d ’identification, en 
porte lui-meme le m asque allegorique. (Stam elm an 1989 264)

Stamelman argues that this m ovem ent tow ard melancholia in the poem is accom panied 

by a transition from mimesis to allegory (1989 258). A passage also takes place 

betw een sensual pleasures and a spiritual identification, betw een fleshly and spiritual 

love.’  ̂ For Baudelaire, ‘les choses de I’ordre materiel et de I’ordre spirituel’ should not 

be ‘confondues’ (OC ii 580). To the extent that ‘Le M asque’ them atizes Baudelaire’s 

own reading processes, it may be interpreted as describing the movem ent he wished his 

own reader to take; from literal representation to allegory, from narcissism to pity, and 

from the senses to the imagination. The reader is required to  see beyond the literal 

meaning o f  a poem, to what is being expressed across it.

The recognition that a mimetic representation is haunted by an allegorical or 

self-referential dimension is, necessarily, a recognition o f  incom pleteness and, as such, 

may inspire feelings o f  pity.^® Reading ‘Au Lecteur’ and ‘Le M asque’ as self-referential 

or as mise-en-abymes o f  the act o f  their own reading, brings the reader to  a point 

where an implicit appeal for identification with the poet seems to  be made. In ‘Au 

Lecteur’, she seems to be challenged to struggle, like him, against hypocrisy and 

"ennui’, while in ‘Le M asque’ she seems to  be asked to share in the p o e t’s suffering.

In 1851. Baudelaire makes the following note: ‘A mesure que riiom m e avance dans la vie, et 
qu'il \o it  les choses de plus haut. ce que le monde est convenu d'appeler la beaute perd bien de son 
importance, et aussi la volupte, et bien d ’autres balivernes. [... j Quels moyens pouvais-je efficacement 
employer pour persuader a un jeune etourdi que I’irresistible sympathie que j ’eprouve pour les vieilles 
femmes, ces etres qui ont beaucoup souffert par leurs amants. leurs maris. leurs enfants. et aussi par 
leurs propres fautes. n’est melee d ’aucun appetit se.xuel?’ (OC ii 37)

The incompleteness associated with allegory seems frequently to be connected with 
melancholic feelings. Culler writes that Walter Benjamin's discussions o f Baudelaire identify 
allegor\ as the semiotic mode o f modern consciousness: objects o f the world have become 
commodities that can be invested only with contingent meaning, and poetic discourse, or the poetic 
imagination, becomes an e.xploration of allegorical significations generated by an unhappy 
consciousness' (1985 53). Stamelman claims that allegorv' is conventionally associated with '[des] 
manifestations du deuil. de la melancolie. et du manque' (1989 258).
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A sympathy with the poet’s mood and intention at the time o f  writing a poem  

is, therefore, crucial for Baudelaire/'” It may be true o f  all lyrics that the poet’s tone 

and intention play a prominent role in reading. For de Man, for example, the specificity 

o f  the lyric resides precisely in its foregrounding o f  the poet’s presence, as exemplified 

most forcefully by apostrophe and prosopopoeia: such figures o f address produce 

uncanny effects o f  authorial presence/'

Blood claims that the reader o f  Les Fleurs dii mal must choose between a 

sympathetic and aesthetic or a dispassionate and rational reading/^ However, for 

Baudelaire, sympathy and reason are inextricable: ‘En amour, comme en litterature, 

les sympathies sont involontaires; neanmoins elles ont besoin d’etre verifiees et la 

raison y a sa part ulterieure’ (OC ii 15); ‘J’ai essaye [. . .] d’exprimer I’admiration que 

m’inspirent les ceuvres de Theophile Gautier, et de deduire les raisons qui legitiment 

cette admiration’ (OC ii 127), For Baudelaire, the philosophy o f  a poem must be 

worked out by the reader (OC ii 9); but this does not mean that poems are 

philosophical only.

In his first projected preface to Les Fleurs du mal, Baudelaire refuses to 

illuminate his poems with explanations. Associating rationality with obscurity, he 

senses M’epouvantable inutilite d’expliquer quoi que ce soit a qui que ce soit’ (OC ii 

182). Baudelaire insists on ‘le caractere extra-scientifique de toute poesie’, dismissing 

the relevance for poetry o f ‘les lois comiues’ (OC ii 139).'*  ̂ The reader must attempt to

It is arguable that this is w hat all critics attem pt to achieve: Francis S. Heck, for example, 
locates in B audelaire’s La B eaute’ 'a  veiled, but pervasive irony underneath the veneer o f a classical 
serenity ', claim ing that ‘the poet intentionally envelopes La Beaute in a subtly ironic context’ (1981- 
82 89, 95).
" De M an writes (1985 55): 'T he principle of intelligibility , in lyric poetry , depends on the 
phenom enalization o f the poetic voice. | .. . j Since this voice is in no circum stance im m ediately 
a\ ailable as an actual, sensory experience, the poetic labor that is to make it m anifest can take several 
forms and adopt a variety o f strategies. No m atter w hat approach is taken it is essential that the status 
o f the \ oice not be reduced to being a m ere figure of speech or play of the letter, for this would deprive 
It of the attribute o f aesthetic presence that determ ines the herm eneutics o f the lyric .’
'■ Blood takes Blin as a proponent o f the former, and Sartre as a representative of the latter 
(1997 94). The form er reading overlooks or forgives’ bad faith and inconsistencies, while the latter 
does not do so for fear o f being itself accused of bad faith. Blood points to the two overlapping 
traditions of reception o f Les F leurs du mal. a  generally aesthetic one which perceives it as profoundly 
unified and a largely ethical or them atic one w hich concentrates on its internal oppositions (1997 79). 
”  For exam ple, Baudelaire praises H ugo’s poetrv' for its privileging of uncertainty ; it tells o f a 
place oil le mystere scintille, ou le mystere invite la reverie curieuse, d ’oii le mystere repousse la 
pensee decouragte. Ah! m algre Newton et m algre Laplace, la certitude astronom ique n est pas, 
au jourd’hui meme. si grande que la reverie ne puisse se loger dans les vastes lacunes non encore 
explorees par la science m odem e. Tres legitime, le poete laisse errer sa pensee dans un dedale 
enivrant de conjectures.' (OC ii 138-39)
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deduce the poet’s meaning rather than receive it as already processed information: 

'Ceux qui savent me devinent, et pour ceux qui ne peuvent ou ne veulent pas 

comprendre, j ’amoncellerais sans fruit les explications’ (OC i 182). The reference to 

‘fruit’ here, in the final line o f this projected preface, recalls the title o f the collection. 

Just as the flowers o f evil are not apples, and cannot therefore be eaten, Baudelaire’s 

poems cannot be possessed by the rational mind.^"* For Baudelaire, ‘I’idee d ’utilite’ is 

‘la plus hostile du monde a I’idee de beaute’; the role o f the poetry critic is thus to 

abandon the search for knowledge in favour o f a search for ‘les moyens de 

perfectionner la conscience’ (OC ii 114). In Les Fleurs du mal, a book that is 

'essentiellement inutile et absolument innocent’ (OC i 181), poems are beautiflil 

flowers rather than functional apples, evoking rather than containing meaning. Where 

apples satisfy the desire to eat them, the desire to smell and look at flowers, as Valery 

suggested, is inexhaustible: flowers are always bound up with incompleteness.'*^

If the poems o f Les Fleurs du mal were intended to be read allegorically, that 

is, as demanding an effort o f extrapolation on the part o f the reader, then at least two 

o f these seem to be ironic allegories, or anamorphic texts, that actually change their 

meaning when they are read as self-reflexive allegories. We have already examined ‘Au 

Lecteur’, and argued for the anamorphic revelation o f a challenge in the place o f what 

might seem, at first, to be an unproblematic address by the poet to the reader Now we 

will turn to ‘Le Soleil’ (OC i 83), which explicitly thematizes the process o f poetic 

composition

LES FLEURS DU MAL. ‘LE SOLEIL’

W Benjamin states that ‘Le SoleiF ‘is probably the only place in Les Fleurs du 

mal that shows the poet at w ork’ (1973 118). It seems at first to be one o f the most 

straightforward, least allegorical, o f the poems in the collection. However, a closer

Baudelaire associates worldly know ledge with fruit ('des poinines de la sc ien ce’ (OC ii 416)) 
and defloration -  he describes the paintings displayed in the ‘E.xposition un iverselle’ o f  1855 as deja 
suffisam m ent deflores par la curiosite parisienne" (OC ii 583).

Valerv writes: 'On a beau respirer une fleur qui s ’accorde avec I'odorat. on ne peut en finir 
avec ce parfuin dont la jou issance ranime le beso in ’ (cited in E nglish  in W. Benjam in 1973 146). It is 
for this reason that, for Valery, works o f  art resem ble flowers.
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examination suggests that it, like ‘Au Lecteur’, is a text inspired by ‘Satan, le ruse 

dloyen’ (01 i 137).

The poem insinuates an analogy between the poet and a life-giving, cheering 

sun. Nicole Ward Jouve writes, for example, that ‘the sun stands as an emblem o f the 

p oet’s penetrative imagination, as well as o f his capacity to transfigure reality through 

language’ (1980 183). Both sun and poet are associated in the first stanza with fencing. 

The poet practises his ‘fantasque escrime’ (1. 5) in streets where ‘le soleil cruel frappe a 

traits redoubles’ (1 3). The sun wakes ‘les vers’ in the fields; the poet also brings ‘les 

vers’ to life. A harmonious relationship between sun and poet is also suggested by the 

fact that the poet’s self-portrait as a blind and stumbling fencer in the first stanza seems 

to anticipate the reference to those ‘porteurs de bequilles’ (1. 13) cheered by the 

sunshine in the second. In the final stanza, the poet-sun analogy is explicit:

Quand, ainsi qu’un poete, il descend dans les villes,
II ennoblit le sort des choses les plus viles,
Et s’introduit en roi, sans bruit et sans valets,
Dans tous les hopitaux et dans tous les palais. (11. 16-20)

The seeming innocence o f this poem leads Pichois to comment that, despite the fact 

that the poem was written in 1857, 'Le Soleil par son ideologie naturiste et sa 

stylistique appartient a la jeunesse de Baudelaire’ (OC i 996).

There are jarring elements in this equation between sun and poet, however. 

Although Blood proposes that the poem describes a ‘mirror relationship between poet 

and sun’ (1997 103), she notes that the cruelty o f the sun finds no reflection in the 

poet’s quixotic stumbling (1997 104). In fact, the logic o f the first stanza points rather 

to an adversarial relationship between poet and sun. The poet fences against the cruel 

rays o f the sun, discovering prizes not in that which the sun illuminates, but rather in 

ie s  coins’ (1. 6). Furthermore, he is guided by smell ( ‘Flairant dans tous les coins’ (1 

6)) rather than vision The fact that the poet portrays himself as stumbling and 

knocking into words and rhymes would also suggest that he takes the side o f blindness 

rather than the light.

As Elizabeth Abel points out in her article on the structural similarities between 

Delacroix’s painting and Baudelaire’s poetry, ‘The only type o f light imagery that 

Baudelaire avoids, or uses only to suggest the fixity o f despair, is the direct sunshine
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that clarifies objects and defines their boundaries’ (1980 377). That the poet might 

fence against the sun rather than be identified with it is consistent not only with his 

usual style, but also with his notion o f poetry as subversive o f a rationality he often 

associates with light. In one o f  Baudelaire’s projected prefaces to Les Fleurs du mal, 

for example, he scorns the obscuring tendency o f ‘la lumiere moderne’ (OC i 182), 

while in another he claims that his collection ‘ose affronter aujourd’hui pour la 

troisieme fois le soleil de la sottise’ (OC i 184; our emphasis). Furthermore, Sartre 

writes that the poet preferred the moon to the sun, and refers to a ‘culte baudelairien 

de la frigidite’ (1963 147).

Art; for Baudelaire, involved a struggle against rather than a harmony with 

nature: ‘Le dessin est une lutte entre la nature et I’artiste, ou I’artiste triomphera 

d’autant plus facilement qu’il comprendra mieux les intentions de la nature’ (OC ii 

457). In ‘Le Peintre de la vie moderne’, Guys is described as entering into ‘un duel 

entre la volonte de tout voir, de ne rien oublier, et la faculte de la memoire’ (OC ii 

698). Dagmar Wieser refers to the poet’s ‘conception agonistique du travail artistique’

(1996 129). Baudelaire had only contempt for artists and writers whom he associated 

with Me mot vague et obscur de realisme’, and who, he claimed, limited themselves to 

observation o f the physical world, without entering into an active engagement with it 

(OC ii 747).

In the second stanza o f ‘Le Soleil’, the image o f the sun as ‘Ce pere nourricier, 

ennemi des chloroses’ contrasts with Baudelaire’s ideas about modern art, which he 

associated with violence, sickness, and the diabolical. Where the sun in ‘Le Soleil’ ‘fait 

s’evaporer les soucis vers le ciel,/ Et remplit les cerveaux et les ruches de miel’ (11. 11- 

12), the Baudelairean poet can hardly be described as filling heads with sun (or honey, 

for that matter). For example, in a letter to Janin, Baudelaire attacks the latter’s taste 

for happiness in poetry: ‘J ’ai de tres serieuses raisons pour plaindre celui qui n ’aime 

pas la Mort. [. . ] Pourquoi done toujours lajoie'^ Pour vous divertir peut-etre.

Pourquoi la tristesse n’aurait-elle pas sa beaute? Et I’horreur aussi? Et tout? Et 

n’importe quoi'i’’ (OC ii 237). According to Max Milner, Baudelaire’s ‘croyance 

profonde’ is in the ‘dynamique spirituelle’ o f human effort (1996 13-14). True 

happiness was always, for him, a product o f work. He seems to have rejected, in 

theory at least, all narcissistic, uncritical kinds o f pleasures. In his introduction to ‘Les 

Paradis artificiels’, he mocks ‘le bonheur naturel’ and ‘le naturel’ (OC ii 398). For
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Baudelaire, modern poetry does not then fill our heads with sunshine, as the innocent 

reading o f ‘Le Soleil’ would suggest. Rather, it involves a different kind o f  happiness 

o r  transcendence, deriving from a difficult accession to self-awareness: ‘en poesie, la 

conscience de soi est depassem ent de la condition m ortelle’ (W ieser 1996 111). 

Baudelaire preferred to confront his own misery than hypocritically to  evade it through 

a self-deluding narcissism. He writes that ‘la melancolie’ is ‘toujours inseparable du 

sentim ent du beau’ (OC ii 238) and that ‘je  ne con^ois guere [ ...]  un type de Beaute oil 

il n 'y  ait du M alheur’ (OC i 658). Sartre may thus have been justified in his claim that 

Baudelaire chose the part o f  suffering rather than happiness (1963 108).

At the end o f  the second stanza o f ‘Le Soleil’, the sun is described as 

comm anding the harvests to grow. This would appear to  relate the sun to ‘Pan, le 

seigneur des m oissons’ (1. 14), who features in ‘La M use m alade’ (OC i 14-15), a text 

which distinguishes the negativity o f  m odern art from the pulsating health and 

happiness o f antique art.'*® By the time o f  writing ‘Le Soleil’, the poet had written his 

attack on ‘L ’Ecole paienne’ (1852), whom he ridicules for being followers o f  Pan. 

According to Baudelaire, neoclassical poets concentrated too  much on material form. 

He describes them in a way that recalls the poet o f  the first stanza o f ‘Le Soleil’; ‘Vous 

avez sans doute perdu votre ame quelque part, dans quelque mauvais endroit, pour que 

vous couriez ainsi a travers le passe comme des corps vides pour en ram asser une de 

rencontre dans les detritus anciens’ (OC ii 47). Thus, the seemingly innocuous poem 

may parody neoclassical naivety.

The divide between the sincere and parodic reading o f ‘Le Soleil’ is 

dram atized by a difficulty o f  translation, appearing in the second stanza:

Ce pere nourricier, ennemi des chloroses,
Eveille dans les champs les vers comme les roses (11. 9-10)

Blood suggests that these lines offer a choice between a naturalistic and a poetic 

interpretation. The form er translates ‘vers’ as ‘w orm s’, so that the w ord ‘com m e’

Baudelaire likens the poetry of Theodore de Banville to i ’art antique’, because il n ’e.xprime 
que ce qui est beau, joyeux. noble, grand. r>1hmique‘; he contrasts it with ces inarecages de sang' 
which characterize the art o f Beethoven. Maturin. Byron. Poe and de Musset (OC ii 168). Les 
Phares'. which lists Baudelaire’s personal canon of modern painters, foregrounds despair, 
melancholy, and nightmare (OC i 13). See also OC ii 238.
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means 'and ',  however, as Blood argues, this reading is illogical because 'w orm s come 

out principally when it rains’ (1997 105). Alternatively, the word ‘vers’ can be 

understood in a poetic sense, such that the sun wakens in the fields lines o f  poetry like 

roses; but the preciosity o f  this reading ‘puts a strain on our sense o f  good taste and 

verisimilitude’ (Blood 1997 105). The word ‘vers’, therefore, while it seems at first 

glance to present a pun, operates as a stumbling-block because, according to Blood, 

the pun is as imperfect as the analogy between poet and sun. Furthermore, the meaning 

o f ’com m e’ alters depending on which interpretation is given.'*’

However, if the poet is read as being on the side o f  darkness rather than 

sunlight, the word ‘vers’ can be read as a perfect pun on ‘w orm s’ and ‘lines o f  poetry’ 

Furthermore, the problematic status o f ‘com m e’ is resolved: it can mean ‘and’ in both 

mstances. Blood observes that ‘when the sun begins to shine, the poet starts working’ 

(1997 103) However, so do worms Like the poet, they w ork in the dark. Both worms 

and poetry are ‘w oken’ by the sun, but only in the sense that they work out o f  its glare. 

The worms, like the poet, are on the side o f  the ‘chloroses’, o f  which the sun is the 

enemy Their role, like that o f  the poet, is destructive before it is beneficial.'’* As 

Brombert puts it, ‘In Baudelaire’s poetic consciousness, creation and disintegration are 

ineluctably coupled’ (1988 102). The intestinal work o f  the worm might also provide a 

good metaphor o f  Baudelaire’s theorization o f  artistic production and reception as a 

transformative digestion. It might also suggest the slow, hidden toil necessary to 

artistic success (OC ii 13, 183), or the poe t’s necessary ‘digestion’ o f  dictionaries (OC 

ii 108, 133). Worms, like Baudelaire’s poetry, are associated with hidden depths rather 

than surfaces. The poet, like the worm, works to transform material reality. As Poulet 

writes, ‘Baudelaire est, en efFet, beaucoup moins un poete de la grace, qu ’un poete de 

I’eflFort humain. Non pas sans doute de I’efifort rea l is t  de la volonte appliquee, mais de

Baudelaire 's distinction between antique and modem ideals o f  beauty seems to follow that of 
Stendhal, who inhabits the former’s art theory like a house ghost.
 ̂ For Blood, this instability testifies to the poem ’s ethical status, just as ‘the worm appears to

us as homely and, hence, as an apt vehicle for ethical m eanings’ (1997 106). Likewise, she concludes 
that the imperfection of the analogy between poet and sun testifies to the existence o f a Sartrean, 
ethical double inverse determination' between the two. "which cannot be reduced so that one or the 
other finally triumphs’ (1997 107).

Blood evokes Blake’s ’The Sick Rose’ in connection with 'Le Soleil’ (1997 106), but 
associates virtue with the rose and evil with the worm. Elsewhere, however, she contests the 
conventional equation between the aesthetic and the ethical, beauty and virtue, arguing for the 
e.Kistence of a tension between the two in Baudelaire’s poetry,
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1 ’effort reve, de la volonte concjue comme moyen magique de transformation’ (1980 

36) Furthermore, the description in ‘Le Peintre de la vie moderne’ o f Guys’ artistic 

procedure is suggestive o f a certain clandestine, worm-like activity: during the day, he 

moves among the sun-drenched streets, ‘partout ou le soleil eclaire les joies rapides de 

Vanimal deprave , however, Baudelaire mocks ‘un certain lecteur que nous avons tous 

connu’. who will imagine that this is the end o f Guys’ working day, for the latter 

spends the night-time fencing with his pens, making order out o f the chaotic material 

accumulated during the day (OC ii 693-94).

The analogy between poet and sun in the final stanza o f ‘Le Soleit’, where the 

sun is described as entering buildings ‘sans bruit et sans valets’ (1. 19), may alert us to 

the former’s invisibility in the poem. It may be that it is not as the sun, but as the 

shadows cast by the sun, that the poet insinuates himself into institutions. A similarly 

clandestine activity is the subject o f Baudelaire’s article on Madame Bovary, where he 

claims that Flaubert was ‘un esprit [.. ] fagonne a une forte escrime’ (the metaphor o f 

fencing recalling the first stanza o f ‘Le Soleil’) who found him self‘en face d ’une 

societe absolument usee, — pire qu’usee, — abrutie et goulue, n’ayant horreur que de la 

fiction, et d ’amour que pour la possession’ (OC ii 80), Flaubert therefore, according to 

Baudelaire, decided to present a public ignorant o f beauty with a novel whose subject 

w as sufficiently vulgar and whose style was sufficiently objective and impersonal to 

meet the popular taste for realism (OC ii 80). However, the essay argues that Flaubert 

accomplished the ‘tour de force’ o f passing off a superior novel as ‘un canevas banal’ 

and o f making an apparently ridiculous heroine the mouthpiece o f his own idealism 

(OC ii 80-81). According to Baudelaire, ‘M. Gustave Flaubert a volontairement voile 

dans Madame Bovary les hautes facultes lyriques et ironiques manifestees sans reserve 

dans La Tentation' (OC ii 86).'*^ Given that Baudelaire recognized the possibility of

Baudelaire might as easily have been writing about Stendhal’s Le Rouge et le .Voir. His 
description oiM adame Bovary as ‘une gageure, une vraie gageure, un pari’ (OC ii 81) suggests, 
indeed, that Stendhal’s novel, whose title evokes games of chance, is being referred to indirectly; so 
also does his descnption of Flaubert’s heroine as "ce bizarre androgyne [qui] a garde toutes les 
seductions d une ame vinie dans un charmant corps femmin’ (OC ii 81). This line reinforces our 
argument regarding the identity of the seductive, ambiguously gendered ghost in the poem to Sainte- 
Beuve, discussed in the introduction to this chapter. Sections III, IV and V of Baudelaire’s article on 
Flaubert's Madame Bovary show that he identified the widely disliked female heroine with her male 
author, and viewed Emma Bovary’s marginality to nineteenth-century morality as a metaphor for 
Flaubert's attitude toward realist literature (OC ii 80-85). Baudelaire suggests that Flaubert chose a
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s;uch a aise, it may be that he was also capable o f constaicting a similar one.

The meaning o f ‘Le Soleil’ can be seen to transform, its difficulties resolve 

themselves, when it is read with a view to what Barbara Johnson calls the ‘dynamic 

intertextuality’ o f Baudelaire’s writing (1985 265). The poem suddenly becomes ironic 

rather than innocent, accusatory rather than benign. We argue that both ‘Le Soleil’ and 

‘ Au Lecteur’ may be interpreted as anamorphic poems. What both may implicitly 

attack is a failure o f critical reflection, o f the passage beyond literal evidence. For 

Baudelaire, the failure to extract an allegory from the empirical object is linked to a 

blindness to the beautiful and a veneration o f the ugly.

The next section will argue that it was Baudelaire’s disillusionment with the 

failure o f his contemporaries to read Les Fleurs dn mal in the way that he required, as 

testified by the censorship and trial o f the collection in 1857, that drove him to write Le 

Spleen de Paris.^°

LE SPLEEN DE PARIS

A Duhious Gift: The ‘dedicace ’

Despite the fact that Baudelaire described Le Spleen de Paris as a ‘pendant’ to 

Les Fleurs du mal (BC ii 339, 512, 523, 566, 572, 591), there is strong evidence that 

he placed his prose poems on an equal footing with his lyrics (see Kaplan 1990 x). His 

aim in the later collection seems to have been very different from his aim in the lyrics, 

however.

deliberately oblique strategy, and counts him among "quelques minotaurises’ (OC ii 84). As W. 
Benjamin comments: With the kind o f coup de main that was appropriate to him. Baudelaire raises 
Flaubert's petty-bourgeois wife to the status of a heroine' (1973 92). Prendergast compares the cntical 
reception o f Mathilda de la Mole to the Prosecutor’s attempted demonstration of the “implausibility” 
of Emma's mingling of erotic and religious fantasies' (1986 56).

Flaubert seems to confirm M adame Bovary's, duplicity in a letter o f thanks he writes to 
Baudelaire after reading the latter's article (Pichois 1973 150-51, OC ii 1120-21):

"Votre article m ’a fait le plus grand plaisir. Vous etes entre dans les arcanes de Foeuvre. 
comme si ma cervelle etait la votre. Cela est compris et senti a fond.

Si vous trouvez mon livre suggestif, ce que vous avez ecrit dessus ne Fest pas moins. et nous 
causerons de tout cela dans six semaines, quand je vous reverrai.'
“  Two prose poems’ were published in 1855. but the remainder post-date the publication and 
confiscation of Les Fleurs du m al in 1857. Si.\ were published in the journal Le Present the month 
;ifter the censorship.
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In the first projected preface to Les Fleurs du mal, the poet writes of his 

violent, passionate contempt for the vulgarity of his country, and adds: ‘Mais il est des 

carapaces heureuses que le poison lui-meme n’entamerait pas’ (OC i 181). In the third 

projected preface, Baudelaire suggests that he had attempted to ingratiate himself with 

a public he considered immune to beauty by emulating their tastes:

Tache difficile que de s’elever vers cette insensibilite divine! Car moi- 
meme, malgre les plus louables efforts, je n’ai su resister au desir de plaire a 
mes contemporains, comme I’attestent en quelques endroits, apposees comme 
un fard, certaines basses flatteries adressees a la democratie, et meme quelques 
ordures destinees a me faire pardonner la tristesse de mon sujet. Mais MM. les 
journalistes s’etant montres ingrats envers les caresses de ce genre, j ’en ai 
supprime la trace, autant qu’il m’a ete possible, dans cette nouvelle edition.

Que je me propose, pour verifier de nouveau I’excellence de ma 
methode, de I’appliquer prochainement a la celebration des jouissances de la 
devotion et des ivresses de la gloire militaire, bien que je ne les aie jamais 
connues. (O Ci 183-84)

While the reference to ‘quelques ordures’, which also appears in the second projected 

preface (OC i 183), may relate to certain ‘bouffonneries’ included in the verse 

collection rather than to the prose poems, it suggests Baudelaire’s preferred tactic of 

revenge: ugliness masquerading as beauty. The suggestion of a subterfuge is taken up 

again in the fourth projected preface, where Baudelaire writes of how his ‘gout 

diaboliquement passionne de la betise’ affords him ‘des plaisirs particuliers dans les 

travestissements de la calomnie’, and of his willingness to disguise himself as ‘un 

debauche, un ivrogne, un impie et un assassin’ (OC i 185). We argue that Le Spleen de 

Paris gives vent, in a veiled form, to Baudelaire’s poisonous ‘spleen’ against a Parisian 

public that had rejected his verse collection.^*

Marcel Ruff writes of Baudelaire’s choice of title for his collection that i l  est evident que le 
contenu ne justifie pas la formule du Spleen de Paris, la capitale, en tant que telle, n’y occupant 
qu’une place tres restreinte’ (1967 17). Milner writes that ‘il peut s’agir a la fois du spleen qu’eprouve 
la ville personnifiee, ou du spleen qu’on eprouve a Paris, ou de la nostalgie de Paris pour celui qui en 
est doigne’ (1979 23).

We argue that the title simultaneously conceals and displays Baudelaire’s aggressive 
intention, and can be related to what Stendhal writes in Vie de Henry Brulard: ‘La conversation du 
vrai bourgeois sur les hommes et la vie, qui n’est qu’une collection de ces details laids, me jette dans 
un spleen profond quand je suis force par quelque convenance de I’entendre un peu longtemps’ (01 ii 
730). It may be argued that Baudelaire’s ‘spleen’ was caused by the Parisian bourgeoisie, and is 
turned against them in the collection.
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The prose poems pose interpretative difficulties. Pichois refers to 'la difficulte, 

I’inquietude qu’eprouve le lecteur frarKjais devant les poemes en prose’ (OC i 1296). 

Perhaps no single prose poem has been quite as difficult to make sense o f as the 

dedication ‘A Arsene Houssaye’, which introduces the collection:

Le sens de cette Dedicace, toujours citee comme si elle constituait un veritable 
manifeste du poeme en prose, n’est rien moins que manifeste. II n’est meme pas 
cache: il est plusieurs. La Dedicace pose ainsi bien moins une theorie du poeme 
en prose que le probleme de sa propre lecture. C ’est par les interferences de ses 
indecidabilites que la Dedicace se donne a lire. (B. Johnson 1979 23)

If  Baudelaire genuinely aimed to achieve Me miracle d ’une prose poetique, musicale 

sans rythme et sans rime’, as he claims in the dedication (OC i 275), his failure is 

spectacular.^^ What suggests that his declared aspiration was insincere is that, as Scott 

points out, versification, far from being an obstacle to freedom of expression, was 

seen by Baudelaire as being a valuable source o f creative inspiration’ (1984 49; see 

also OC ii 626-27). Furthermore, for the poet, rhythm was indispensable to the verbal 

expression o f beauty: ‘Le rythme est necessaire au developpement de I’idee de beaute, 

qui est le but le plus grand et le plus noble du poeme’ (OC ii 329). Indeed, when 

Baudelaire compares the fantasy genre in painting to the freedom of the prose poem, in 

his Saloti de 1859 (when his own prose poetry collection was underway), he associates 

both with puerility:

La fantaisie est d ’autant plus dangereuse qu’elle est plus facile et plus ouverte; 
dangereuse comme la poesie en prose, comme le roman, elle ressemble a 
I’amour qu’inspire une prostituee et qui tombe bien vite dans la puerilite ou 
dans la bassesse; dangereuse comme toute liberte absolue. (OC ii 644)

Prose was, for Baudelaire, incompatible with good poetry: ‘la France n’est pas poete, 

elle eprouve meme, pour tout dire, une horreur congeniale de la poesie. Parmi les 

ecrivains qui se servent du vers, ceux qu’elle prefere sont les plus prosaiques’ (OC ii

Pichois writes o f  B audelaire’s use o f  the word inusicale’ in connection with the prose poem s 
that sans doute entendait-il lui conferer un sens different de I’acception courante’ (OC i 1303). Scott 
notes that W hereas in Les F leurs du m at many o f  the poem s (and these are am ong Baudelaire's 
greatest works) are memorable for their triumphant lyricism  (that is, their ability through their 
suggestive and e \ ocative language, to heighten and transform the possib ilities o f  experience), this is 
seldom  the case with the later prose texts’ (1984 48).
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1 24). The apparent praise for the prose poem’s lack o f rhythm and rhyme might 

therefore be interpreted as an ironic allusion to Houssaye’s published admiration for a 

poetry written against ‘la vetuste des rimes’, and ‘dans le rythme primitif, sans rime, 

sans vers et sans prose poetique’ (see OC i 1308).

The suggestion o f concealed irony is reinforced when the dedication to the 

prose collection is contrasted with Baudelaire’s attitude toward the verse collection. 

Whereas he insisted that the latter was ‘essentiellement inutile et absolument innocent’ 

(OC i 181), the prose poetry dedication insists rather on the utility o f the collection: 

Considerez, je vous prie, quelles admirables commodites cette combinaison nous offre 

a tous, a vous, a moi et au lecteur’ (OC i 275). In his notes for his solicitor, Baudelaire 

states that Les Fleurs du m al ‘doit etre juge dans son ensemble’ and argues for ‘ce 

parfait ensemble de mon livre’ (OC i 193, 194). By contrast, the ‘dedicace’ to the 

prose collection, which has several titles and which appeared in fragmentary form in 

newspapers prior to the publication o f the texts as a collection, boasts precisely o f its 

disunity;

Mon cher ami, je vous envoie un petit ouvrage dont on ne pourrait pas dire, 
sans injustice, qu’il n’y a ni queue ni tete, puisque tout, au contraire, y est a la 
fois tete et queue, alternativement et reciproquement. (OC i 275)

Pichois, accordingly, refers to the collection as follows: ‘Inachevement, fragmentation

et absence d ’architecture, liberte dans la conception, renouvellements dans la

definition, par son ouverture et sa modemite contrastant avec la forme close et

traditionnelle des Fleurs du maV (OC i 1304). Sonya Stephens, while arguing for an

understanding o f the collection as a ‘serpentine whole’, describes the texts o f Le

Spleen de P ans  as ‘wildly different’ from each other (1998 32, 30). The irony o f

Baudelaire’s apparent praise o f disorder is further underlined by the fact that a story

‘sans queue ni te te’ is a cock-and-bull story.

Where the ‘dedicace’ to Theophile Gautier at the beginning o f Les Fleurs du

mal contains no ambiguity, the dedication to Houssaye strikes a false chord. Baudelaire

flatters Houssaye, seeming to include him among his circle (OC i 275) and addressing

him as ‘mon cher ami’ (OC i 276). He compliments the newspaper director’s own

attempt at ‘une prose lyrique’, entitled the ‘Chanson du Vitrier’ (OC i 276). Pichois

underlines the difference between Houssaye’s work and Baudelaire’s prose poem ‘Le
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Mauvais Vitrier’, and points out that Baudelaire’s praise of the former’s effort may be 

ironic, given his use of the verb ‘tenter’ and the ambiguity of the phrase ‘desolantes 

suggestions’ (OC i 1311). Stephens goes further; for her, the reference to Houssaye’s 

prose poem is ‘clearly ironic’ (1998 29). She writes that ‘The tone of the lettre- 

dedicace suggests the exchange of like-minded litterateurs, serving only to increase the 

sense of ironic flattery’ (1998 20).

The sincerity of Baudelaire’s claim to have emulated the prose poetry of 

Aloysius Bertrand must also be regarded as dubious.”  Henri Lemaitre describes the 

allusion to Bertrand as ‘[une] reference suspecte et qui n’est qu’un masque, comme le 

prouve le fait que, dans le meme texte interesse, il se refere aussi a ... Houssaye, ce qui, 

vraiment, n’est pas serieux!’ (1980 xlii). As Pichois notes, Bertrand’s work ‘eut moins 

d’influence sur I’auteur du Spleen de Paris qu’on pourrait le croire a la mention qui en 

est faite ici’ (OC i 1308). In a letter to Houssaye written before the ‘dedicace’, 

Baudelaire makes the equivocal claim that he had persevered at his ‘pastiche’ of 

Bertrand’s Gaspard de la Nuit until he had to admit that the model was ‘inimitable’

(BC ii 208). He makes a similarly equivocal confession of failure in the dedication, 

where he claims that he produced, to his apparent humiliation, ‘quelque chose (si cela 

peut s’appeler quelque chose) de singulierement different’ (OC i 276).

Baudelaire writes, in his dedication to Houssaye that his collection can be cut 

anywhere the reader pleases: ‘Enlevez une vertebre, et les deux morceaux de cette 

tortueuse fantaisie se rejoindront sans peine’ (OC i 275). The word ‘tortueuse’ is 

nothing if not equivocal, while Baudelaire’s attitude toward the ‘fantaisie’ genre, 

associated by him with prose poetry, has already been discussed. He then writes: ‘j ’ose 

vous dedier le serpent tout entier’ (OC i 275). Pichois points out, after J. Crepet, that 

this passage alludes to Henri de Latouche’s acerbic use, in 1843, of the image of the 

decimated serpent to describe meretricious writers (OC i 1308). If Baudelaire is indeed 

alluding to Latouche’s attack on bad writers, then the application of the snake image to 

his own collection might constitute an indirect comment about its literary quality.

The description of the snake that can be cut up and rejoined recalls

Ruff, however, treats the tone of this praise for Bertrand as typical of Baudelaire’s ‘melange 
de modestie et d’orgueil’ (1967 21).
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B audela ire’s (or the n a r ra to r ’s) bile in ‘Pauvre Belg ique!’ :

La Belgique est ce que serait peut-etre devenue la France, si elle etait restee 
sous la main de la Bourgeoisie. La Belgique est sans vie, mais non sans 
corruption. -  Coupe en tronfons, partage, envahi, vaincu, rosse, pille, le Beige 
vegete encore, pure merveille de mollusque. -  Noli me tangere, une belle 
devise pour elle. -  Qui done voudrait toucher au baton merdenxl

(OC ii 953; see also OC ii 844, 845)

It seems that, in ‘Pauvre Belgique!’, Baudelaire indirectly caricatures the supposed 

stupidity and vulgarity o f the French public: ‘A faire un croquis de la Belgique, il y a, 

par compensation, cet avantage qu’on fait, en meme temps, une caricature des sottises 

fran^aises’ (OC ii 819). The ‘dedicace’ to Houssaye, which the above passage recalls, 

may also be a hidden caricature, this time levelled against its reader. Baudelaire’s prose 

poetry collection might thus be as venomous and as stealthy as the snake he proclaims 

it to be. '̂*

Edward K Kaplan writes that the dedication is ‘a disguised parody o f the 

[prose poetry] genre’ (1990 10).^  ̂ However, it may be argued that all o f the poems of 

the collection are disguised parodies. B. Johnson, after all, suggests that the ‘dedicace’ 

is itself a prose poem by the same rights as the other texts in the collection (1979 28). 

Stephens even claims that what she describes as the ‘patently opportunistic and 

insincere’ dedication ‘has the fijnction o f making available a key to meaning not only of 

text, but o f context’ (1998 30, 29); however, despite this suggestiveness o f this 

statement, she does not extend her argument to the other texts in the collection. It may 

be significant that 1857, the year in which the prose poems were begun in earnest, was 

also the year in which Baudelaire wrote two essays on visual caricature.

One o f Baudelaire’s titles for the prose poetry collection was Petits Poemes 

lycanthropes, the reference to lycanthropy suggesting a ferocious transformation o f

Ruff writes that i e s  poemes en prose s ’insinuent en nous, nous penetrent comnie une voix 
familiere. et. par un prestige plus subtil encore que celui des vers, s ’emparent d ’un lecteur desarme. 
Entre lui et le poete, plus d ’intermediaire' (1967 23). This description recalls the final stanza of Le 
Soleil ', which we interpreted as conveying the clandestine activity o f  textual anamorphosis.

In argumg for the parodic intention of the dedicace’, Kaplan highlights the equivocation 
concealed in the italicized word fameux’. attached to Bertrand’s popularly acclaimed book (1990 11). 
Kaplan treats the dedication as different from the other prose poems, precisely because of its parodic 
elements.
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form (an anamorphosis). Another provisional title was equally suggestive o f malicious 

-  and anamorphic -  intent:

J ’ai cherche des titres. Les 66. Quoique cependant cet ouvrage tenant de la vis 
et du kaleidoscope [...] put bien etre pousse jusqu’au cabalistique 666 et 
meme 6666... (01 ii 365)

It seems very probable to this thesis that Baudelaire’s intention, in Le Spleen de Paris, 

was similar to that o f Ennui who, at the end o f ‘Au Lecteur’, dreams o f the gallows: 

he figuratively assassinates the reader. As he writes elsewhere, ‘Le ridicule est plus 

tranchant/ Que le fer de la guillotine’ (OC ii 116).

In ‘De I’essence du rire’ (1855, 1857) (OC ii 525- 43) the image o f dissection 

and reunion crops up in cormection with the grotesque, or what Baudelaire describes 

as ‘le comique absolu’. He describes an English Pierrot who, unlike the French 

Pierrot, is loud, energetic and hyperbolic. After it is guillotined, it gathers itself 

together and puts its head in its pocket (OC ii 539). For Baudelaire, grotesque or 

absolute comedy was always violent and cruel, and associated with ‘le vertige’ (OC ii 

538, 540). He relates it to a certain kind o f caricature, containing ‘un element 

mysterieux, durable, eternel’ (OC ii 526). For Baudelaire, the grotesque is more 

difficult to analyse than ordinary comedy (‘le comique sign ificatif), which uses ‘un 

langage plus clair, plus facile a comprendre pour le vulgaire, et surtout plus facile a 

analyser, son element etant visiblement double: I’art et I’idee morale’ (OC ii 535-36). 

The existence o f absolute comedy can be verified only by the laughter it produces, 

anterior to all analysis; ‘II n ’y a qu’une verification du grotesque, c ’est le rire, et le rire 

subit; en face du comique significatif, il n ’est pas defendu de rire apres coup; cela 

n ’argue pas contre sa valeur; c’est une question de rapidite d ’analyse’ (OC ii 536). If 

the essence o f ordinary comedy is m an’s sense o f superiority to other men, the essence 

o f absolute comedy, for Baudelaire, is a sense o f m an’s superiority to nature (OC ii 

535). This feeling o f transcendence is inextricable, however, from a sense o f 

‘I’humanite dechue’ (OC ii 536). The grotesque, for Baudelaire, is related to an 

awareness o f duality (OC i 543).

This duality implies an ability to split in two, in a certain sense, in order to 

laugh at oneself The philosopher, according to Baudelaire, laughs when he falls. 

Michele Hannoosh claims that Baudelaire’s theory o f the comic involves ‘the division 

and fragmentation o f the modern subject’ (1992 4) and ‘the artist’s capacity for 
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dedoublemenf (1992 5). This self-splitting was a feature of Baudelaire’s notion of 

caricature:

Chose curieuse et vraiment digne d’attention que 1’introduction de cet element 
insaisissable du beau jusque dans les oeuvres destinees a representer a I’homme 
sa propre laideur morale et physique! Et, chose non moins mysterieuse, ce 
spectacle lamentable excite en lui une hilarite immortelle et incorrigible.

(OC ii 526)

For Baudelaire, for whom reflections on caricature were ‘une espece d’obsession’ (OC 

ii 525), grotesque caricatures thus contained a certain beauty. This beauty lay in man’s 

ability to transcend or separate from himself He himself seems to have had the kind of 

double vision he associated with the grotesque: ‘Baudelaire voit toujours I’envers 

dedouble des choses. II refuse, par les exigences de la vision allegorique autant que par 

celles de la conscience ironique, de s’aveugler sur les forces d’aneantissement qui 

dechirent a la fois le monde et le moi’ (Stamelman 1989 267). If Le Spleen de Paris is 

a work of grotesque comedy, it must also be one of self-caricature: the poet chops 

himself up, like the English Pierrot.

We argue that the only kind of beauty that attaches to Baudelaire’s prose 

poems is one that has its origins in caricature, or the grotesque. It may be that it is as a 

collection of caricatures that Le Spleen de Paris, an otherwise hopelessly disparate 

work, finds its unity. It may be in the context of the grotesque alone that the 

Baudelaire of the prose poems can be understood as ‘plus poetiquement fecond’ than 

the Baudelaire of Les Fleurs du mal, ‘vulgarise par I’enseignement’, as B. Johnson 

claims (1979 15). In the verse collection, Baudelaire attempted to extract allegorical, 

spiritual beauty from an ugly physical reality, ‘une fleur de beaute du mal’ (Poulet 1980 

40). However, the public failed to recognize this beauty, seeing only the literal 

meanings of the poems. In Le Spleen de Paris, Baudelaire takes a different approach. 

He takes the failure and perversion of allegorization, and he presents it, perversely, as 

beauty. For Scott, the prose poems reflect ‘the loss of spiritual bearings of the modern 

consciousness’ (1984 88). He argues for the importance of the difference between ‘the 

idealizing poems of Les Fleurs du maV and the ‘poemes en prose’, ‘which seem to

We disagree, then, with James Andrew Hiddleston, who writes of the prose poems that 
There is no sense of a development or of an unfolding, the sudden changes in tone and theme
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confirm a belief in the essential impenetrability o f experience’ (1984 69). It requires 

only a slight shift o f focus to read this apparent failure as a parody o f poor art. For 

Baudelaire, it was the role o f artists and poets to find the beauty and order that exists, 

in latent form, in surrounding chaos. Genuinely to fail to do so would be to fail as an 

artist. Thus, Le Spleen de Paris would be an artistic failure in Baudelaire’s own terms, 

provided his stated intention therein were sincere.

Lemaitre defines the ‘poemes-boutades’ among the prose poems as ‘une sorte 

de genre litteraire auquel il semble [... ] que Baudelaire ait aime s’exercer [. ] ou tout 

un monde de desillusions et de rancoeurs se ramasse dans une incisive brievete’ (1980 

1 85). We argue that the ‘poemes-boutades’ are in fact representative o f the violent 

turn o f Baudelaire’s prose poems, rather than marginal to the collection.”  Stamelman 

argues that many o f the texts o f Le Spleen de P ahs  are anamorphic in the sense that 

they describe a stripping away o f illusions.^* Certainly, the texts thematize and enact 

the obvious kind o f transformations to which Stamelman’s re fe rs .H o w ev e r, a more 

interesting and unsettling kind o f anamorphic disillusionment may also be at play in the 

texts o f Le Spleen de Paris. It may be that, in retaliation against a public Baudelaire 

believed guilty o f failing imaginatively to transform the prosaic to find out its hidden 

beauty, its dormant analogies, he turned this failure against them. A failure to reflect on 

analogies, related to the failure to recognize beauty, would mean that his cruel textual 

transformations would go unnoticed.

Pichois proposes that the prose poems fall into three broad categories: those 

evocative o f the poet’s ‘reverie’, those anecdotal ones which extract poetry from the 

prosaic, and those which are ironic and sarcastic (OC i 1301-303). We argue that

conform to no pattern, and the poet appears buffeted from one mood to another in a world which 
seems devoid of any transcendence, or of any synthesising factor’ (1987 5).
' Scott writes o f Le Spleen de Paris that there is even about [Baudelaire’s] most forceful
gestures ( L e  Mauvais Vitrier’, ‘Assommons les pauvres!’) more than a smack o f the boutade' (1984 
88 ) .

Stamelman cites ‘Le Gateau’, ‘Une mort heroique’, ‘Perte d ’aureole’, ‘La Chambre double’, 
"Un voyage a Cvlhere’, ‘La Corde’, ‘Les Yeux des pauvres’, ‘Laquelle est la vraie?’ as examples of  
texts that reveal i a  dualite qui apparait apres un demasquage’ (1989 259).

Hiddleston refers to the frequency of ‘violent outbursts’ in the collection, and to the 
thematization of what Baudelaire describes in the d M cace’ as les soubresauts de la conscience’ 
(1987 88-92). He also suggests a connection between the prose poems and Baudelaire’s ideas about 
grotesque comedy, but observes a difference between their pessimistic ‘humour noir’ and the upward 
aspiration o f the Baudelairean grotesque (1987 94-97). Scott too points to the black humour of the 
prose poems (1984 79). We argue that the grotesque comedy o f these texts is in fact anamorphically 
veiled by the semblance of black humour.
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Baudelaire’s intention in his ironic poems is far more ironic and caricatural than is 

usually assumed, and that even those texts which are often understood to be idealizing 

and poetic are, in fact, concealed aggressions against the public that had reacted 

negatively to his verse collection. We will study these ‘poems’ under the three 

headings suggested by Pichois’s division.

( i) Poetic Reverie

In ‘Un Hemisphere dans une chevelure’ (OC i 300-301), Baudelaire’s reversal 

o f the trajectory followed by his verse collection is explicit. Instead o f allowing his 

lover’s hair to transport him imaginatively, as it does in the poem ‘La Chevelure’ (OC i 

26-27), the speaker remains firmly planted in the material world. As B. Johnson points 

out. La oil les vers commencent en plein voyage rhetorique, la prose se situe 

resolument dans la litteralite’ (1979 42). In ‘La Chevelure’, the woman’s hair triggers 

sensuous but ethereal dreams; ‘N ’es-tu pas I’oasis oii je reve, et la gourde/ Ou je hume 

a longs traits le vin du souvenir’ (1. 35). Its prosaic companion piece, by contrast, 

emphasizes the physical density o f the hair: ‘Laisse-moi mordre longtemps tes tresses 

lourdes et noires. Quand je mordille tes cheveux elastiques et rebelles, il me semble que 

je mange des souvenirs’ (OC i 310). B. Johnson argues that ‘L ’apparition de ces 

souvenirs n’est done pas tant une poetisation du banal qu’une banalisation du poetique’ 

(1979 54). She interprets the prose text as ‘[une] ironisation a peine sensible de sa 

propre illusion’ (1979 40).

O f the dismayed reaction o f Pierre Veron, as a representative o f Baudelaire’s 

contemporaries, to Un Hemisphere, relative to our appreciation of the prose poems in 

the twentieth century, B. Johnson makes the following very sensible point:

11 ne faut pourtant pas se hater de conclure a la superiorite de notre sensibilite 
p o e t i q u e . E n  esthetique comme en gastronomic, le gout est une question de 
degustation, et I’habitude est plutot une insensibilisation a I’etrangete qu’un 
affinement de la perception. Le renfrognement malicieux de Veron devant la 
nouveaute de ce texte, loin d ’etre une imbecillite insignifiante, devrait plutot 
nous reveler quelque chose a quoi, dans notre parti pris d ’indulgence, nous

Milner (1979), for e.\ample, describes Veron’s reading in 1862 as e.xemplary o f ‘des 
resistances du public "bourgeois’” , and praises Baudelaire’s deconstructions of his verse poetry.
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sommes devenus aveugles Rien ne prouve d’ailleurs que I’auteur de La Soiipe 
et les nuages eut prefere notre bienveillante comprehension a I’ironie toute 
baudelairienne de son contemporain Si done, pour ce premier iecteur, queique 
chose dysfonctionne, la difference que nous cherchons a analyser ne peut que 
resider, precisement, dans le sens de ce dysfonctionnement. (1979 39)

B Johnson locates the meaning o f  the prose poetry’s ‘dysfonctionnement’ not in 

caricatural pastiche, but rather in a proto-deconstructive ethics o f  difference She 

highlights the prose poem ’s ‘metonymic preservation o f  difference’ as opposed to the 

verse poem ’s ‘metaphorical transformations’ (1979 48-52), and the ‘mise a nu par le 

poeme en prose du caractere essentiellement narcissique de lajouissance du sujet’

( 1979 47). It must be remembered, however, that moralizing was, for Baudelaire, 

incidental rather than central to good poetry.®'

Indeed, B Johnson implicitly acknowledges this fact in her discussion o f  the 

differences between the prose and verse versions o f ‘L’Invitation au voyage’, where 

she notes that the use o f  the word ‘honnete’ evokes ‘I’autre de la poesie’ (1979 130).®  ̂

She also points out that the trip described in the prose version resembles a business trip 

rather than an imaginative voyage, and concludes; ‘Ce qui est supprime par le passage

Blood dem onstrates the interrelatedness of aesthetic and ethical issues in Les Fleurs du mat 
itself, pointing for exam ple to the fact that it was the aesthetic integrity o f the collection that was used 
by Barbey as a defence of its ethical value at the tim e of the trial (1997 79-80). However, while 
Baudelaire did believe that strong links existed between art. the intellect, and morality, he also 
m aintained that aesthetics was reducible to neither science nor morality, its concern being beauty 
rather than truth (even where beauty and truth overlapped) (OC ii 113, 333, 599). The Baudelairean 
poet may have a m oralizing aspect, but this aspect is involuntary and incidental to his real interest 
(OC ii 137, 142-43). Indeed, to the extent that he associated beauty with the Devil (see OC i 658). and 
V irtue with a forgetting o f original sin (OC ii 323), Baudelaire sided w ith the bad rather than the 
good.

The following passage from B audelaire's 1859 article on G autier illustrates this point nicely 
(OC ii 114-15):

Depuis quelques annees, en eifet. une grande fureur d ’honnetete s ’est em paree du theatre, de 
la poesie. du roman et de la critique. [. . .] Pendant Tepoque desordonnee du rom antism e, I’epoque 
d 'arden te effusion, on faisait souvent usage de cette formule: La poesie du coeur! O n donnait ainsi 
plein droit a  la passion; on lui a ttnbuait une sorte d ’infaillibilite. Com bien de contresens et de 
sophismes peut imposer a la langue fran(;aise une erreur d ’esthetique! Le coeur contient la passion, le 
cosur contient le devouement. le cnm e; ITm agination seule contient la poesie. M ais au jourd’hui 
I'erreur a p n s un autre cours et de plus grandes proportions. Par e.xemple, une femme, dans un 
moment de reconnaissance enthousiaste, dit a son mari. a\>ocat\

6  poete! je  t ’aime!

Em pietem ent du sentim ent sur le dom aine de la raison! Vrai raisonnem ent de femme qui ne sait pas 
appropner les mots a leur usage! O r cela veut dire: "Tu es un honnete hom m e et un bon epoux; done 
tu es poete. et bien plus poete que tous ceux qui se servent du metre et de la rim e pour expnm er des 
idees de la beaute.[ . . . | ’”



(des vers a la prose, ce n 'es t  rien moins que la seduction e lle-m em e’ (1979  153). B 

Jo h n so n  descibes this suppression as a ‘cas tra t ion ’ (1979 154), This violent image suits 

o u r  ow n argum ent very well, as it fits in with B audela ire’s notion o f  the g ro tesque  

Hiddleston, who describes the text as ‘g ro te sq u e ’, writes that ‘T he intention and the 

et^ect are clearly ironic and defla ting’ (1987 70).®'’ H ow ever, instead o f  deducing  that 

th e  prose poem  is a cruel jo k e  against a bourgeois  conflision o f  the pragm atic  and the 

aesthetic , B. Johnson argues that ‘L ’Invitation au v o y ag e’ actually reveals the 

resem blances be tw een  business interests and poetry  (1979 138, 151). This supposed  

s.ubversion o f  the opposit ion  betw een  poetic  and commercial values might equally be 

read, however, as an ironic attack  on the bourgeo is  tendency to  confuse the poetic and 

th e  commercial.

B .lohnson suggests, on the basis o f  Baudela ire’s glorification o f  bourgeo is  

v alues in the prose version o f ‘L ’Invitation au v o y ag e ’ that the aging poet may 

unconsciously  have aligned himself with the bourgeoisie; immediately afterwards, she 

claims that any such intentional hypothesis ‘ne nous aiderait pas a lire le p o e m e ’ (1979  

1 3 1-32) In fact, the hypothesis o f  a transform ation in B audela ire’s ou tlo o k  intlects B. 

J o h n s o n ’s entire argument, enabling her to  argue that his prose  poetiy  exposes the 

linguistic artifice at the core  o f  his verse work.®^ T he question o f  the p o e t ’s intentions 

cannot,  therefore, be erased  as easily as it might seem. B audela ire ’s aim in the prose 

poem s is never merely incidental to  their interpretation, precisely because the question

” Hiddleston writes that ‘L’Invitation au voyage’ creates 'a world of grotesque
incompatibilities’, and a violent, humorous undermining of Tigurality and the whole notion of poetry 
upon which it rests’ (1987 69).

A similar mock affirmation of bourgeois values might be seen to take place at the beginning 
of the Salon de 1846’. in the section entitled ‘Aux Bourgeois’ (OC ii 415-17). David Carrier claims 
that the tone of this address hovers uncertainly between irony and sincenty (1996 12). He also argues 
that the difficulty resides in the fact that This passage is ironical only if we would make Baudelaire 
consistent; and often he was not’ (1991 41), Why not allow Baudelaire to be consistent, however? 
After all. he himself ridiculed others for their confused apprehension (OC ii 580) and insisted on the 
maintenance of un point de v'ue exclusif in one’s art criticism (OC ii 418), It seems to this thesis that 
Baudelaire adopts, in ' Aux Bourgeois’, a salesman’s pitch to convey an artist’s message, exploiting 
what he perceived as the French public’s confusion between commerical and aesthetic values in order 
to sell’ them art as a vital commodity: Or vous avez besoin d’art’ (OC i 415). Eliane Jasenas (1981) 
discusses the ironic tone of Baudelaire’s essay, and reveals an entire 'reseau de convergences' between 
it and Stendhal's D 'un nouveau complot contre les industriels. She reads Baudelaire’s address to the 
bourgeoisie as a continuation of Stendhal’s attack, although one which replaces the latter’s 
antagonism with ironic flattery.

However, as Scott points out. Baudelaire did not in any way see [the prose poems] as 
superseding the verse poetry' (1984 49),
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o f  whether this intention is sincere or ironic is so f r a u g h t .W h e th e r  critics lament 

Baudelaire’s reduction o f  his poetry to the merely prosaic, celebrate the deconstructive 

finesse o f  this reduction, or argue for the poetic qualities o f  the prose, an assum ption 

o r speculation about the au thor’s intentions is difficult to  avoid. Indeed, as in the case 

o f  Le Rouge et le Noit\ it may be that it is this very difficulty o f  resolving the problem 

o f  intention that gives these texts their ability to fascinate.

The text o f ‘Les Fenetres’ (OC i 339) sounds deceptively Baudelairean. It 

begins by seeming to  advocate an aesthetics o f  obstacles rather than transparency:

Celui qui regarde du dehors a travers une fenetre ouverte, ne voit jam ais 
autant de choses que celui qui regarde une fenetre fermee. II n ’est pas d ’objet 
plus profond, plus mysterieux, plus fecond, plus tenebreux, plus eblouissant 
qu’une fenetre eclairee d ’une chandelle. Ce qu’on peut voir au soleil est 
toujours moins interessant que ce qui se passe derriere une vitre. Dans ce trou 
noir ou lumineux vit la vie, reve la vie, souflfre !a vie. (OC i 339)

In the second paragraph, the narrator makes the implausible claim that he glimpses an 

old woman Par-dela des vagues de to its’. He then states: ‘j ’ai refait I’histoire de cette 

femme, ou plutot sa legende, et quelquefois je me la raconte a m oi-meme en pleurant’.

It would seem that the purpose o f  this ‘legende’ is purely selfish, therefore: the poet- 

narrator constructs the story in order to  feel strong emotions. Baudelaire himself, 

however, always insisted that ‘il ne faut pas confondre la sensibilite de I’imagination 

avec celle du cceur’ (OC ii 604, see also OC ii 615-16). By the third paragraph o f ‘Les 

Fenetres’ the opacity evoked at its beginning has vanished: ‘Si c ’eflt ete un pauvre 

homme, j ’aurais refait la sienne tout aussi aisem ent’ (OC i 339). As B. Johnson 

comments, ‘La fenetre qui separe I’interieur de I’exterieur, le moi de I’autre, est 

parfaitement transparente’ (1979 68). The self-satisfaction o f  this narrator, ‘fier d ’avoir 

vecu et soufFert dans d ’autres que m oi-m em e’, is as foreign to the author o f  the verse 

poems as the form er’s facility o f  self-projection. In the final paragraph, the speaker

As Hiddleston writes (1987 v): 'Uncertainty surrounds all aspects o f Baudelaire’s prose 
poems. What he wished to do, and what he did, achieve in experimenting with such a “dangerous ” 
and hybrid genre, [... | is by no means evident. ’
® Hiddleston attributes the fascination exerted by the prose poems to the extreme
concentration o f their thought’, to a sense of their 'hidden depth’, related to the way they go beyond 
their literal sense’ (1987 88).
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admits to his indifference to anything outside his own ego:

Qu’importe ce que peut etre la realite placee hors de moi, si elle m’a aide a 
vivre, a sentir que je suis et ce que je suis? (OC i 339)

As B. Johnson points out, ‘Le geste meme par lequel ie “je” croit pouvoir garder intact 

son interiorite, en congediant comme insignifiant le soup^on de fictivite qui s’attache a 

sa reconstitution de I’autre, ne fait qu’enlever a cette interiorite ainsi sauvegardee tout 

contenu defini’ (1979 69). Kaplan, similarly, points to the speaker’s ‘selfish delight’ in 

‘projecting his imagination’; referring back to the opening paragraph, Kaplan writes: 

‘His closed windows are really mirrors’ (1990 123).®^

It might be argued that Guys, as Baudelaire’s artistic alter ego, is described in 

equally solipsistic terms in ‘Le Peintre de la vie moderne’, where it is claimed that the 

artist translates M’image ecrite dans [son] cerveau’; it might also be argued that it is to 

Guys’s 'traduction legendaire de la vie exterieure’ (OC ii 698) that ‘Les Fenetres’ 

alludes. However, any intertextual allusion that exists is effected in the style o f  a 

mediocre imitator o f Baudelaire, because in the essay on Guys it is a genuine passage 

between outside and inside that is described, a creative, agonistic transformation 

between artist and world: the image o f reality is inscribed on the artist’s mind, 

translated by him, and then inscribed, in artistic form, in reality. The same is true o f the 

Baudelairean writer: ‘Je ne crois pas qu’il soit possible de trouver un romancier fort 

[.. .] dont la sensibilite primitive ne se soit pas reflechie et transformee en un art 

certain’ (OC ii 247). No such reflection and transformation occurs in ‘Les Fenetres’; 

rather, the prose poem describes a stagnation o f and in the self

‘Le Confiteor de I’artiste’ (OC i 278-79) describes the penetration o f an artist 

by the visible world, a penetration which increases in intensity until the text’s final line: 

‘L ’etude du beau est un duel ou I’artiste crie de frayeur avant d ’etre vaincu’ (OC i 

279). This line recalls Baudelaire’s description elsewhere o f great artists as ‘des ames

Hiddleston writes that "Les Fenetres” is the only one of the prostitution pieces [those prose 
poems which e.xpress an outward movement] to sound an ironical note which is so strong as to 
undermine the e.xercise in empathy which the poem is supposed to be celebrating’ (1987 29).
However. Scott gives an alternative reading of the conclusion: ‘This poem ends with one o f the most 
positive vindications of the rights o f the poet [ . . .] in all Baudelaire's prose poem s’ (1984 84). Milner 
combines the two views, noting that the conclusion raises questions about 'cette bonne conscience 
acquise a trop bon compte', but also suggests that it illustrates Baudelaire’s exploration o f 'la 
multiplicite de ses moi possibles’ (1979 33).
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vouees a I’autel, sacrees, pour ainsi dire’, who make ‘un sacrifice permanent d ’eiles- 

memes’ (OC ii 250). The reader might be tempted, therefore, to agree with W. 

Benjamin that the text constitutes a ‘self-portrait’ o f the poet, and an illustration o f the 

fact that Baudelaire placed the shock experience at the very centre o f his artistic 

w ork’ (1973 117).®''

For the poet, however, any genuine struggle between artist and nature was 

mutually ennobling; there was no loser. As Raser writes, ‘The poet’s use of 

metaphores a moustaches -  duels, fencing, combat -  translates the efforts o f 

consciousness to combat the effects o f potentially traumatic stimuli, and the fabled 

lucidity o f his work indicates the success with which he did so’ (1992-92 191). Art and 

literature, for Baudelaire, enacted a victory o f human individuality rather than its 

crushing by external forces. After listing some novelists he adm.ires, for example, he 

writes: ‘Tous ces gens, avec une volonte et une bonne foi infatigable, decalquent la 

nature, la pure nature. -Laquelle'^ —La leur’ (OC ii 247). Outside the prose poems, the 

Baudelairean artist-poet triumphs over the monotonous ‘ennui’ o f the present moment 

by transforming and elevating it imaginatively. As Poulet puts it, for Baudelaire ‘vivre 

c’est prendre sans cesse retrospectivement conscience de la transformation du present 

en temps revolu’ (1980 17). This is well illustrated in the essay on Guys, where the 

creative process is conveyed as an intense kind of remembering rather than as the 

intensification of present sensation:

Ainsi, dans I’execution de M. G. se montrent deux choses: I’une, une 
contention de memoire resurrectionniste, evocatrice, une memoire qui dit a 
chaque chose: “Lazare, leve-toi!” ; I’autre, un feu, une ivresse de crayon, de 
pinceau, ressemblant presque a une flireur. (OC ii 699)

The Baudelairean poet is a loyal translator o f the latent truth within material reality:

‘Or qu’est-ce qu’un poete [...], si ce n’est un traducteur, un dechiffreur'i’’ (OC ii 133). 

Baudelaire admired the Paris engravings o f Meryon, for example, which he claimed 

showed the mythic and permanent within the industrial and transitory (OC ii 666-67, 

see also W. Benjamin 1973 87, Hyslop and Hyslop 1984). As Kristeva writes, ‘c ’est la 

dynamique meme de 1’allegoric, ou plus restrictivement et plus nettement, la

® Riiff says something similar: 'Meme dans I’ordre de la poetique [Baudelairel ne s ’est jamais 
e.xpnme en termes aussi directs que dans le Confiteor de I ’artiste' (1967 24).
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dynamique de la metaphore, qui est le nucleus de la mystique baudelairienne’ (1983 

307).

There is no Guys-like struggle against time in ‘Le Confiteor de I’artiste’: there 

is only the insurmountability o f the present: ‘Et maintenant la profondeur du ciel me 

consterne; sa limpidite m ’exaspere. L’insensibilite de la mer, I’immuabilite du 

spectacle, me revoltent’ (OC i 278). Likewise, there is no triumph o f the individual 

here: ‘dans la grandeur de la reverie le moi se perd vite!’ (OC i 278). All the signs 

suggest that the narrator is in fact being raped by ‘Nature, enchanteresse sans pitie, 

rivale toujours victorieuse’: ‘Que les fins de joum ees d ’automne sont penetrantes! Ah! 

penetrantes jusqu’a la douleur!’ (OC i 278). Similarly, writing o f what he perceives as 

Ingres’ failure to idealize, Baudelaire states: ‘cette mechante pensee traverse alors 

I’esprit, que ce n ’est pas la nature qui a viole le peintre, et que cette haute et puissante 

dame I’a dompte par son ascendant irresistible’ (OC i 588). There is no allegorical 

transformation o f the visible world in the prose poem. There are only visible details 

and physical sensations. The entire text describes the triumph o f material nature over 

the imagination. Like those landscape painters whom Baudelaire deplored for their 

‘tres grande paresse d ’imagination’ (OC ii 668), the speaker passively regards the 

world, failing to transcend it by any act o f the imagination. In ‘Le Peintre de la vie 

moderne’, Baudelaire writes: ‘Malheur a celui qui, comme Louis XV (qui fut non le 

produit d ’une vraie civilisation, mais d ’une recurrence de barbarie), pousse la 

depravation jusqu’a ne plus gouter que \di simple natureV (OC ii 716).

As in the other prose poems examined thus far, Baudelaire seems to pastiche 

his own work. In ‘Le Confiteor de I’artiste’, there is a nauseating accumulation of 

visual data and leitmotifs from Les Fleurs du m a t

Grand delice que celui de noyer son regard dans I’immensite du ciel et 
de la mer! Solitude, silence, incomparable chastete de I’azur! Une petite voile 
frissonante a I’horizon, et qui par sa petitesse et son isolement imite mon 
irremediable existence, melodie monotone de la houle... (OC i 278)

While the individual words and images here have a Baudelairean stamp to them, their 

clumsy yoking together and lack o f development fail to convince us o f the author’s 

sincerity. It is as if different poems from the verse collection, such as ‘La Chevelure’
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and ‘L ’IrremM iable’, were chewed up together and vomited out. Furthermore, the 

analogy between the little boat and the narrator’s meagre existence leads nowhere. 

Indeed, ‘Le Confiteor de I’artiste’ seems to parody Baudelaire’s own theory o f allegory 

and the universal analogy.’® It simplifies, and simultaneously obscures, this theory to 

the point o f absurdity:

...toutes ces choses pensent par moi, ou je pense par elles [...]; elles pensent, 
dis-je, mais musicalement et pittoresquement, sans arguties, sans syllogismes, 
sans deductions. (OC i 278)

The repetition o f negatives enacts a deflation rather than an inspiration. In this prose 

poem, as in others o f Le Spleen de Paris, Baudelaire seems to caricature his own style, 

possibly in anticipation o f future imitators.’ '

The title o f ‘Le Confiteor de I’artiste’ suggests that what is at stake is a drug 

experience. ‘Enivrez-vous’ (OC i 337) also thematizes intoxication, but not necessarily 

o f the drug-related kind. It begins with the line ‘11 faut etre toujours ivre’, and goes on 

to advocate intoxication, ‘De vin, de poesie ou de vertu’, as a means o f anaesthetizing 

oneself to ‘I’horrible fardeau du Tem ps’. Certainly, Baudelaire was no stranger to 

intoxication. In his life, he experimented with artificial stimulants, just as he 

experienced, in life, the ‘ennui’ and spiritual lassitude thematized in Le Spleen de 

Paris. However, life was not art, for Baudelaire, and he firmly distinguished the ecstasy 

produced by artificial stimulation from the transcendence associated with artistic work. 

This was not because o f any distaste for the artificial, art itself being constitutively 

artificial, but rather, as he explains in ‘Le Poeme du hachisch’, because the ecstasy 

produced by stimulants is infallible, narcissistic, and transitory (OC i 439-40; see also 

Milner 1996). These characteristics also apply to non-narcotic means o f intoxication. 

For Baudelaire, creative work was the only way o f defying Time: where pleasure 

offered a temporary escape from the ‘spleen’ o f present reality, work escaped it by

See Baudelaire’s letter to A lphonse Toussenel, Jan 1865 (OC ii 1141; BC i 336-337):
‘Z, ’hom m e raison nable  n ’a pas attendu que Fourier vTnt sur la terre pour comprendre que la Nature est un 
verbe, une allegoric, un moule, un repousse, si vous voulez. N ous savons cela, et ce n ’est pas par Fourier 
que nous le savons; -  nous le savons par nous-m em es, et par les p oetes’. On the notion o f  the universal 
analogy, see OC ii 133.

What more efficient way could there be o f  ensuring o n e’s own inimitability than to imitate 
oneself? That Baudelaire was wary o f  future imitators o f  his work is suggested by the final line o f  the 
fourth projected preface to Les Fleurs du mal, where he writes: ‘Je denonce m oi-m em e les im itations...’ 
(OC i 186).
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creating a durable transcendence/^  According to Baudelaire, ‘Si I’idee de la Vertu et 

de I’Am our universel n ’est pas melee a tous nos plaisirs, tous nos plaisirs deviendront 

to rtures et rem ords’ (OC i 37). I f  some o f  his verse poems, such as ‘Parfijm exotique’ 

and ‘Le B alcon’, seem to describe a kind o f  intoxication, they are also the product o f  

artistic work. By contrast, the colloquial style o f ‘Enivrez-vous’ would suggest that its 

com position required little w ork on the part o f  the poet. It would appear, then, that the 

text travesties the p oe t’s own view o f  the function o f  art.’^

‘Le Thyrse’ (OC i 335-36) is often read as Baudelaire’s definition o f  prose 

poetry as a genre (see for example Lem aitre 1980 xlvii-li; Kaplan 1990 1, 13-14). 

H owever, the parodic intent o f  the author seems to be indicated by various elements o f 

the text. Firstly, K aplan’s com m ent that ‘the piece is quite enthusiastically dedicated’

(1990 117) to  Liszt is an understatem ent. The dedication is, in fact, hyperbolic, and its 

reference to ‘les villes ou les pianos chantent votre gloire, ou I’imprimerie traduit votre 

sagesse’ hilarious. The narrator even feminizes the composer: ‘Jamais nymphe 

exasperee par 1’invincible Bacchus ne secoua son thyrse sur les tetes de ses com pagnes 

aftblees avec autant d ’energie et de caprice que vous agitez votre genie sur les coeurs 

de VOS freres’ (OC i 336).

A second parodic element o f  the text lies in the description o f  the thyrsus. After 

glossing over its ‘sens moral et poetique’ in the space o f  one sentence, the narrator 

moves on to a lengthy analysis o f  its physical appearance. Despite the lyricism o f  the 

text, the narrator thus gives priority to the material over the spiritual.

Thirdly, the them e o f  intoxication is suggested by the allusion to  Cambrinus 

(the mythic inventor o f  beer), the intertextual allusion to  ‘Les Paradis artificiels’, in 

which De Q uincey’s com parison o f  his own thought to a thyrsus is referred to (OC i 

444, 515),^'* and by the fact that Baudelaire also dedicated a copy o f  his ‘Paradis 

artificiels’ to Liszt.

As W. Benjamin writes, 'In the spleen, time becomes palpable’ (1973 143). See also Poulet
1980 18.
’ Kaplan interprets Enivrez-vous’ as ironic, although not in our sense. He argues that the 

target of Baudelaire’s ironic reproach is Rousseau, 'for becoming "intoxicated without hashish’”
(1990 119).

 ̂ Baudelaire mentions the thyrsus as an example both of De Quincey’s humour and as a 
metaphor of the latter's humourous and digressive sty le, rather than as any serious literary ideal.
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Fourthly, the style o f the text, with its clicheed Parnassian lyricism, its 

references to Greek mythology, nymphs, and imprudent mortels, is not Baudelaire’s.^  ̂

The accumulation o f precious images is accompanied by a hypertrophy o f adjectives: 

’moral et poetique’, ‘sinueuses et fuyardes’, ‘tendres ou eclatantes’, ‘mysterieuse et 

passionnee’. The repetition o f the word ‘etonnante’ suggests a slight deficit o f the 

imagination on the part o f the narrator.

Fifthly, at the end o f a sentence and a paragraph that has done nothing but 

separate out the component parts o f the thyrsus, the narrator asks: ‘quel analyste aura 

le detestable courage de vous diviser et de vous separer?’ (OC i 336). Indeed, the 

question itself, by referring to both division and separation, analyses the very act o f 

analysis which it c o n d e m n s .T h e  tendency to analyse was, in fact, one o f the traits of 

the French public that gave Baudelaire his spleen:

Ce public-la est philosophe, moraliste, ingenieur, amateur de recits et 
d ’anecdotes, tout ce qu’on voudra, mais jam ais spontanement artiste. II sent ou 
plutot il juge successivement, analytiquement. D ’autres peuples, plus 
favorises, sentent tout de suite, tout a la fois, synthetiquement.

Oil il ne faut voir que le beau, notre public ne cherche que le vrai.

(OC ii 124)

It seems very probable that ‘Le Thyrse’ was written out o f contempt for a public 

Baudelaire considered over-analytical and vulgar in its aesthetic tastes.

‘La Soupe et les nuages’ (OC i 350) and ‘L ’Etranger’ (OC i 277) seem equally 

parodic. Stephens writes that if the latter ‘parodies an ideological value system’, the 

former ‘parodies not only a relationship, but itself, both by means o f its intertextual 

referencing and its overt mockery of exaggerated poeticity’ (1998 37). Both texts 

might therefore be read as attacking the preciosity o f poets who subscribe to ‘le 

fameux defaut moderne, qui nait d ’un amour aveugle de la nature, de rien que la

S ee  'L ’E co le  p a ien n e’, O C ii 4 4 -4 9 , for B a u d ela ire ’s attack on n eo c la ssica l writers.
B. Johnson d isc u sse s  the se lf-d efea tin g  character o f  the d escrip tion  o f  the thyrsus: Me thyrse  

est une figure du rapport entre le litteral et le figure, m ais de sorte que I’ex p ression  m em e de ce  rapport, 
etant e lle -m em e  une figure qui se refere indefin im ent a d ’autres figures, fait eclater la p o ssib ilite  
d ’ isoler et de d istin guer entre le figure et le litteral, entre le “p oetiq u e” et le prosaique, pour donner un 
sens “ propre” a leurs rapports’ (1 9 7 9  6 5 ). For B. Johnson , ‘Le T h y rse ’ presents ‘une m ise en abym e  
infinie de sa propre incapacite  a servir de m o d e le ’ (1 9 7 9  65 ).

T his interpretation is not com patib le  w ith that o f  H id dleston , w h o  w rites that ‘ in “ Le T h y rse” 
there is no trace o f  the d isagreeab le  m oral m essage  w h ich  B audelaire saw  as on e  o f  the fundam ental 
aim s o f  his prose poetry, no trace o f  the aesthetic  o f  d isso n a n ce ’ (1 9 8 7  31 ).
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nature’ (OC ii 662). The poet-narrato r’s reduction to an object o f  delight ( ‘M a petite 

folie bien-aim ee’, ‘la petite folle m onstrueuse aux yeux verts’, ‘ma chere petite bien- 

aim ee’) o f  the mistress who looks after his physical needs is as violent as the ‘coup de 

poing’ she deals him. His observations o f  the natural world are hackneyed and lazy:

‘par la fenetre ouverte de la salle a m anger je  contemplais les m ouvantes architectures 

que Dieu fait avec les vapeurs, les merveilleuses constructions de I’im palpable’. The 

narrator merely contem plates the real (a kind o f  cloud-soup), w ithout transform ing it.^* 

There would appear to  be a strong link betw een this text and Baudelaire’s criticism o f  

landscape painters:

ils prennent le dictionnaire de I’art pour I’art lui-meme; ils copient un mot du 
dictionnaire, croyant copier un poeme. Or un poem e ne se copie jamais: il veut 
etre com pose. Ainsi ils ouvrent une fenetre, et tout I’espace compris dans le 
carre de la fenetre, arbres, ciel et maison, prend pour eux la valeur d ’un poeme 
tout fait. (O C ii6 6 1 )

The poet o f ‘La Soupe et les nuages’, with his ‘inflated o rato ry’ (Kaplan 1990 141), is 

as guilty o f  vulgarizing his art as these landscape painters. The w om an’s description o f

the narrator as a ‘s . ... b  de marchand de nuages’ is thus thoroughly appropriate

However, if the reader falls into the trap o f  identifying with the first-person narrator, 

the apparent meaning o f ‘La Soupe et les nuages’ (OC i 350) is very different. Such a 

reading o f  this text, or for that m atter ‘L ’E tranger’, tem pting in its obviousness, would 

understand it as a parable about the inferiority o f the real to the ideal, rather than as a 

parody o f  the kind o f  idealism that fails to  engage with the real.’^

* Hiddleston describes the poet o f ‘L ’Etranger’ as 'the ineffectual dreamer whose dreams are
as pliable and as insubstantial as the clouds themselves’, and claims that his reverie, like that o f the 
narrator of La Soupe et les nuages’, is ‘pure escapism’ (1987 5). He contrasts the ‘powerful 
verticality’ and energy o f the clouds of ‘Elevation’ with the horizontality and ephemerality of the 
clouds of the prose poem. Hiddleston also underlines the negativity o f the ‘poet” s attitude: the poet’s 
declaration that he hates gold as much as other men hate God does not imply a positive belief on his 
part’ (1987 6).

 ̂ Lemaitre. for e.xample, writes that ‘L’Etranger’ is a 'poeme evidemment autobiographique,
qui cnstallise, pour les exalter. quelques-uns des themes originels du neo-romantisme baudelairien’ 
(1980 11). Robert Kopp also treats the te.xt as a serious piece of work (1969 185).
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(ii) Prosaic Anecdotes

W. Benjamin foregrounds the prose poem ‘Les Foules’ (OC i 291-92) in his 

argument that Baudelaire was a poet o f the shock experience.*® In this text, the 

narrator claims that the taking o f ‘un bain de multitude’ is an ‘incomparable privilege’ 

possessed only by some (OC i 291). The prose poem goes on to suggest a dissolution 

o f individuality by drawing an equivalence between ‘multitude’ and ‘solitude’: ‘termes 

egaux et convertibles pour le poete actif et fecond’ (OC i 291). The poet described in 

‘Les Foules’ enters without any effort or struggle into other people’s characters, 

described as vacant spaces.

Although W. Benjamin aligns ‘Les Foules’ with H ugo’s apotheosis o f  an 

ocean-like crowd he goes on to cite Baudelaire’s remark about the latter: ‘L’ocean 

meme s’est ennuye de lui’ (1973 61). He also comments that for Baudelaire, as 

opposed to Hugo, ‘the crowd never was a stimulus to cast the plummet o f his thought 

down into the depths o f the world’ (1973 61). Nevertheless, he argues that, in 

Baudelaire’s ‘Les Foules’, ‘The intoxication to which i\\e flaneur surrenders is the 

intoxication o f the commodity around which surges the stream o f customers’ (1973 

55). W Benjamin indirectly casts doubt on this argument, however, by citing, in a 

footnote, Victor Fournel’s comments o f 1858:

1\\Q flaneur must not be confused with the hadaud, a nuance should be 
observed there ... The simple flaneur is always in flill possession o f his 
individuality, whereas the individuality o f the hadaud disappears. It is absorbed 
by the outside w orld ... which intoxicates him to the point where he forgets 
himself Under the influence o f the spectacle which presents itself to him, the 
hadaudhecomQS an impersonal creature, he is no longer a human being, he is 
part o f the public, o f the crowd. (cited in W. Benjamin 1973 69)

’ W. Benjamin claims that Baudelaire’s poetry foregrounds those shock experiences which 
characterize a hyper-conscious, mechanized modem society. For W. Benjamin, following Freud, 
shock is the result of a failure of the ego’s protective shield against extemal stimuli: it results from a 
nipture in consciousness. W. Benjamin claims that Baudelaire’s work inscribes the disintegration of 
e.xperience in the modem era (1973 154): ‘Baudelaire battled the crowd -  with the impotent rage of 
someone fighting the rain or the wind. This is the nature of something lived through (Erlehnis) to 
w hich Baudelaire has given the weight of an experience (Erfahrung). He indicated the price for which 
the sensation of the modem age may be had: the disintegration of the aura in the experience of shock.’ 
However, where for example W. Benjamin describes 'A une passante’ as descriptive of ‘the kind of 
sexual shock that can beset a lonely man’ (1973 125). the same poem can also be read as a man’s 
transcendence of the sexual self and of the present moment.
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Contrary to W Benjamin’s claim, we argue that Baudelaire’s text can be understood to 

describe the experience o f what Fournel calls the ‘badaud’ rather than that o f the 

‘flaneur’

The sentiments expressed in ‘Les Foules’ subtly but crucially conflict with 

Baudelaire’s other writings about the artist’s relation to the crowd. In ‘Le Peintre de la 

vie moderne’, for example, Guys is described as follows:

Ainsi, I’amoureux de la vie universelle entre dans la foule comme dans un 
immense reservoir d ’electricite. On peut aussi le comparer, lui, a un miroir aussi 
immense que cette foule; a un kaleidoscope doue de la conscience, qui, a 
chacun de ses mouvements, represente la vie multiple et la grace mouvante de 
tous les elements de la vie. C ’est un moi insatiable du non-moi, qui, a chaque 
instant, le rend et I’exprime en images plus vivantes que la vie elle-meme, 
toujours instable et fiagitive. (OC ii 692)

Here, by contrast with the prose poem, between multitude and solitude, crowd and 

artist, there is no collapsing o f distinctions. The image o f the artist as mirror or 

kaleidoscope subverts the inside-outside, self-other distinction without doing away 

with it. While Guys, as described by Baudelaire, does not stand apart from the crowd, 

he does not lose himself in it either.*' Unlike the suave narrator o f ‘Les Foules’, who 

describes his entry into the crowd in terms suggestive o f lassitude, even where they 

ostensibly describe vigour (‘un bain de multitude’, ‘une ribote de vitalite’), Guys is 

described as being dynamized by the crowd, as if by electricity.*^ Where other people 

are mere empty receptacles for the projections o f the narrator o f the prose poem, Guys 

is described as ‘un moi insatiable du non-moi', unlike that narrator, he does not 

operate a simple substitution between himself and the crowd, adopting wholesale 

‘toutes les professions, toutes les joies et toutes les miseres que la circonstance lui 

presente’ (OC i 291). Guys does not, like him, enter into ‘cette sainte prostitution de 

Tame qui se donne tout entiere [ ...]  a I’inconnu qui passe’ (OC i 291).

Elsewhere. Baudelaire admires Poe’s impassibilite philosophique’ and describes the latter, 
i e  v rai poete’. as une verite habillee d ’une maniere bizarre, un paradoxe apparent, qui ne veut pas 
etre coudoye par la foule, et qui court a I’extreme orient quand le feu d ’artifice se tire au couchant'
(OC ii .322).

The narrator's urbane discourse differentiates him also from the convalescent, whose 
precipitation into the crowd, motivated by passionate fascination and rediscovered innocence, is 
described in another passage from Le Peintre de la vie modeme' that is often perceived to resemble 
Les Foules' (see OC ii 689-90).
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W here Guys becom es a m irror o f  the crowd, this narrator sees only his own 

mirror reflection in the faces o f  others. His attitude recalls the tw o idle onlookers 

described in Baudelaire’s essay on Guys:

Ces deux etres ne pensent pas. Est-il bien sur qu ’ils regardent'^ A moins que, 
Narcisses de I’imbecillite, ils ne contem plent la foule comme un fleuve qui leur 
rend leur image. (OC ii 719)

As B. Johnson points out o f  the narcissistic poet o f ‘Les Foules’, ‘Si “pour lui seul, 

tout est vacant” , rien n ’est plus vacant que sa propre identite’ (1979 68). Kaplan, 

similarly, argues that the narrator o f ‘Les Foules’ ‘unwittingly’ contradicts himself, and 

that his self-proclaimed empathy is, in fact, ‘entirely solipsistic’ (1990 61).*^ Kaplan 

also draws attention to  ‘the fallacy o f  projected em pathy’ in Baudelaire’s prose poems 

(1990 70). W herever obstacles impose themselves between the poet o f  the prose poem 

and other people, he assum es that the places are not w orth visiting: ‘si de certaines 

places paraissent lui etre fermees, c ’est qu ’a ses yeux elles ne valent pas la peine d ’etre 

visitees’ (OC i 291). This outlook conflicts radically with Baudelaire’s ‘gout passionne 

de I’obstacle’ (OC i 181), illustrated by poems such as ‘Les A veugles’ and ‘Les Petites 

Vieilles’.*'* W e argue, therefore, that far from presenting ‘le symbole concentre de 

I’esthetique baudelairienne du genre’ (Lemaitre 1980 57), ‘Les Foules’ constitutes a 

pastiche o f  the p oe t’s own ideas, and o f  the complacency and spiritual laziness o f  the 

mediocre poet.

‘La C orde’ (OC i 328-331) is dedicated to Edouard M anet, to  whom 

Baudelaire famously w rote in a letter: ‘V ous n ’etes que le prem ier dans la decrepitude 

de votre a rt’ (BC ii 497). The painter-narrator o f  the text tells the story o f  the suicide 

o f  a voung boy w orking for the painter as a model. It is based on the true story o f  a 

boy who com m itted suicide while w orking as a cleaner for M a n e t . T h e  denouem ent

Milner notes in the quality o f the narrator’s ‘sympathie humaine’ in 'Les Foules’ ‘un element 
estheiique qui en fait une forme de charite ambigue et impure’ (1979 13).

Milner states that for Baudelaire 11 faut que les portes du paradis restent fermees pour que le 
poete dans la douleur, I'humiliation et la rage, puisse en evoquer les delices' (1996 23). Northrop 
Fry e claims that lyric poetry always tends to take its point o f departure in an obstacle to e.xperience, 
and a consequent displacement o f ordinary activity into 'the dream world where verbal creation 
begin;' (1985 33).

Hiddleston notes that the prose poem was composed and presented very soon after the boy's 
death in the presence o f Manet and his friends (1987 10). If our reading -  and indeed Hiddleston's 
readirg -  o f the te.xt is correct, then this fact makes Baudelaire’s joke doubly diabolical.
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o f  the story lies not in this suicide, however, but rather in the painter’s shock w hen he 

realizes that the m other o f  the hanged boy wants to take the boy’s rope for m oney

m aking purposes (a hanged person’s rope being considered lucky*®).

In the first paragraph, we learn that the narrator derives a certain thrill from 

having his illusions broken: ‘nous eprouvons un bizarre sentiment, complique moitie de 

surprise agreable devant la nouveaute, devant le fait reel’ (OC i 328). From  the 

beginning o f  the text, therefore, it is the painter’s musings and emotions that are 

foregrounded rather than the ‘fait reel’ o f  the tragedy. The second paragraph describes 

the self-declared superiority o f  the painter’s gaze:

M a profession de peintre me pousse a regarder attentivem ent les 
visages, les physionomies, qui s ’offrent dans ma route, et vous savez quelle 
jouissance nous tirons de cette faculte qui rend a nos yeux la vie plus vivante et 
plus significative que pour les autres hommes. (OC i 329)

The fact that the painter derives such ‘jouissance’ from an unspecified superior faculty, 

which seems related to an ability to read the faces o f  others, suggests his complacency. 

Seeing a child whose face seduces him ( ‘me seduisit’), the painter-narrator effectively 

buys him from his parents While alive, the child is present in the text uniquely as a 

pleasure-giving and usefijl commodity:

Je pris enfin a toute la drolerie de ce gamin un plaisir si vif, que je  priai un jou r 
ses parents, de pauvres gens, de vouloir bien me le ceder, prom ettant de bien 
I’habiller, de lui donner quelque argent et de ne pas lui im poser d ’autre peine 
que de nettoyer mes pinceaux et de faire mes commissions. (OC i 329)

The painter states that the child is far happier with him than he was while living ‘dans 

le taudis paternel’ (OC i 329). How ever, he throw s doubt on this statem ent by adding 

that the child astonished him sometimes ‘par des crises singulieres de tristesse 

precoce’, and by stating that the boy began stealing the painter’s drugs. One day, after 

he notices the child has again been stealing, he warns that he will send him hom e to his 

parents. Then, evidently untroubled by the fact that the child has taken drugs, he leaves 

his studio: ‘Puis je  sortis, et mes affaires me retinrent assez longtem ps hors de chez 

m oi’ (OC i 329). The painter never reproaches himself for this negligence later, when

86 T his point is made by Hiddleston (1987 9) and Kaplan (1990  108).
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he returns to find the boy suspended fi-om a rope. The event is related in a predictably 

soiipsistic and objectifying fashion:

Quels ne furent pas mon horreur et mon etonnement quand, rentrant a la 
maison, le premier objet qui frappa mes regards fut mon petit bonhomme, 
I’espiegle compagnon de ma vie, pendu au panneau de cette armoire!

(OC i 329)

The narrator enters into a description o f the visible appearance of the dead boy, and o f 

the difficulty o f disentangling the rope from the flesh o f ‘le petit monstre’ (OC i 330). 

When he tells the parents about the hanging, he seems deliberately to contrast the 

physical manifestations o f his own emotions with the mother’s impassivity and the 

father’s muted reaction. When the mother comes to see the boy’s body, there is a 

veiled suggestion in the text that the narrator was using it for artistic purposes: ‘le 

corps etait etendu sur mon divan, et, assiste d ’une servante, je m’occupais des derniers 

preparatifs, quand la mere entra dans mon atelier’ (OC i 330) We might be tempted, 

after reading this text, to question the painter’s innocence: but that would identify us 

with the unsympathetic ‘commissaire’ who ‘[le] regarda de travers’, and comments 

‘Voila qui est louche!’ (OC i 330).

Siding with the police superintendent, however, as the reader o f Le Rouge et le 

Noir might side with the ridiculous ‘academicien’ who praises Mathilde, allows us to 

give the text an anamorphic reading. Instead o f seeing the painter as innocent, we 

might find him guilty o f neglect and exploitation. Kaplan, for example, points to ‘the 

painter’s indifference and cerebral pride’ (1990 108). We might also question the 

artist’s conclusion that the mother wished to have the boy’s rope for commercial 

purposes, and whether, even if this is the case, it proves her lack o f ‘amour maternel’, 

after all, she may have other children to look after, and is certainly too poor to indulge 

in the painter’s style o f sentimentality.

In any case, what proves the ironic intention o f the author (and what hangs the 

narrator), in our eyes, is the construction in the text o f two sets o f parallels. Firstly, it 

can hardly be an accident that the denouement hinges on the painter’s assumption of 

maternal callousness and pragmatism, when the entire text insinuates his own callous 

and utilitarian treatment o f  the boy. It is he, rather than the mother, who commodifies 

the boy, visually transforming him as he sees fit for the purposes o f his obviously
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lucrative art. Secondly, it cannot be a coincidence that the painter’s vain description of 

his superior ability attentively to look at and find meaning in other people’s faces is 

followed by the evidence o f his failure to discern the unhappiness o f the boy who lives 

with him.

Hiddleston constructs a similar argument, claiming that, beyond a ‘superficial 

level’ o f reading, ‘the irony o f  the poem bends back upon the figure o f  the painter 

himself, upon ‘his self-satisfaction at his painter’s craft and powers o f observation 

[...], his glib use o f bland maxims and portentous “idees re9ues” , and above all his 

inability to see the real suffering o f his “petit bonhomme’” (1992 573).^^ Noting the 

parallels between Baudelaire and the painter o f the text, Hiddleston claims that the 

poet ironizes himself via the figure o f the latter. He notes the existence o f ‘a kind o f 

“mise en abyme” through which the poem gives rise to the same problems, and is open 

to the same objections, as the fictional paintings it evokes’; it is therefore possible, 

Hiddleston argues, ‘to read “La Corde” as a moral and aesthetic indictment o f itself 

(1992 573).^* However, we disagree with Hiddleston’s conclusion; ‘The ultimate 

moral message would appear to be that art, whether the painter’s or the poet’s, is 

unable to come to grips with reality, which it sidesteps or fails to recognize’ (1992 

573). We argue that it is neither Baudelaire’s art nor art in general that stands accused 

in ‘La Corde’. Rather, it is a certain kind o f art, and a certain blindness on the part o f 

the reader, that is anamorphically attacked. As Hiddleston himself points out, ‘the 

problematics o f the piece involve not only the artist as creator, but also the reader who, 

if he is sensitive to  poetry [sic], enjoys a purely aesthetic thrill thanks to real suffering’ 

(1987 10).

A similar strategy o f  internal folding or doubling can be applied to ‘Le Joujou 

du pauvre’ (OC i 304-305), which begins with the narrator’s description o f how he 

distributes small, cheap toys to the poor children he comes across as he walks the 

streets. He does this as ‘un divertissement innocent’ adding that ‘II y a si peu 

d’amusements qui ne soient pas coupables’ (OC i 304). The fact that the narrator o f 

the text evokes his own innocence and the guilt o f others might alert us, in the light

A similar argument to the one elaborated here is made by Hiddleston in 1987 9-11, 50-51, 
where he notes that ‘the narrator remains deluded even at the end of his narration, which is supposed 
to record the circumstances in which he lost his illusions’ (1987 50).

Hiddleston leaves hanging the question of whether Baudelaire intended this mise-en-abyme 
or not (1987 11).
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o f ‘La Corde’, to the possibility o f a trick. The narrator derives his pleasure from 

watching the responses o f the children as he hands them the tit-bits:

Vous verrez leurs yeux s’agrandir demesurement. D’abord ils n’oseront pas 
prendre; ils douteront de leur bonheur. Puis leurs mains agripperont vivement le 
cadeau, et ils s’enfiiiront comme font les chats qui vont manger loin de vous le 
morceau que vous leur avez donne, ayant appris a se defier de I’homme.

(OC i 304)

In the second part o f the text, a rich child is described as abandoning his ‘joujou 

splendide’ to admire a caged rat held up by a poor boy standing just outside the railings 

of his house. The narrator comments that the poor boy’s parents, ‘par economie sans 

doute, avaient tire le joujou de la vie elle-meme’, before finishing on a statement that 

seems to serve as a moral o f the story: ‘Et les deux enfants se riaient I’un a 1’autre 

fraternellement, avec des dents d ’une egale blancheur’ (OC i 305). Critics tend to 

focus on this conclusion (see for example B. Johnson 1979 71).

However, the conclusion o f ‘Le Joujou du pauvre’ may fijnction as a mere 

decoy, designed to distract the reader from the real point o f the parable: the first part, 

after all, describes how the narrator, like the poor boy’s parents, draws his toys from 

life itself He treats the ‘enfants inconnus et pauvres’ he meets on the streets as so 

many cats (or rats) to play with,*^ If the end o f the text seems to associate the caged 

rat with guilty pleasures, the narrator’s own game is far more sinister. Later in the 

prose poem too, he is guilty o f trivializing and aestheticizing poverty, as well as of 

stripping the poor o f their humanity: he describes the poor boy with the rat as ‘un de 

ces marmots-parias dont un ceil impartial decouvrirait la beaute, si, comme I’oeil du 

connaisseur devine une peinture ideale sous un vernis de carrossier, il le nettoyait de la 

repugnante patine de la misere’ (OC i 304-5). The narrator’s reification o f the boy and 

the other poor children described is o f a piece with ‘ces barreaux symboliques separant 

deux mondes, la grande route et le chateau’ (OC i 305).

Hiddleston points to the dubious character o f the narrator’s allegedly ‘innocent pastime’, but 
by locating evil primarily on the side of the street children rather than on that o f the narrator (1987 
39): What innocence can there be in an experiment which rejoices in revealing the baseness and 
animality of mankind? It re\ eals the guilty nature of man. from which the poet-narrator is not 
immune, since he provokes such reactions, and rejoices and finds pleasure in the spectacle o f ev il.’ 
While Hiddleston does not note the parallel between the narrator’s game and that o f the poor child, he 
does suspect more than a little pulling o f the reader’s leg’ in this text (as in Assommons les 
pauvres!’) (1987 39).
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In ‘Le Gateau’ (OC i 297-99), a Rousseauean register and lyrical tone is 

adopted by the narrator. The text describes a traveller in the mountains who revels in 

the lyrical beauty o f his natural environment until two little ‘sauvages’ arrive on the 

scene and fight violently over a morsel o f his bread, which one o f them describes as 

‘gateau’ The narrator’s pleasure in the landscape is ruined, and he concludes: ‘II y a 

done un pays superbe ou le pain s’appelle du gateau, friandise si rare qu’elle suffit pour 

engendrer une guerre parfaitement fratricide’ (OC i 299). B. Johnson claims that it is 

Rousseau’s lyricism and his notion o f the noble savage that are ironized in this text 

(1979 78).'’"

We argue that what is targeted by the irony o f this prose poem is rather that 

aspect of the Rousseauean aesthetic that might promote a bhndness to personal guilt. 

After watching two children fight over a scrap of his bread, the narrator fails to reflect 

on his own role in the drama. He turns a blind eye to his own responsibility either in the 

immediate situation (he does not intervene, even when the fight becomes bloody; 

neither does he offer a second piece o f bread) or in a situation whereby children can be 

hungry enough to beg for and fight over a morsel o f bread. Kaplan draws attention to 

the implicit reference in the text to Marie-Antoinette’s ‘Let them eat cake!’, and claims 

that ‘The italicised word [‘gateau’] provides metatextual irony as it juxtaposes the 

narrator’s comfort and the desperation o f two wretched boys’ (1990 78). However, 

Kaplan does not extend his ironic reading o f the word ‘gateau’ to the entire poem. We 

argue that, rather than accepting the moral offered by the narrator, a more 

Baudelairean meaning to draw from the text would be along the following lines;

La plupart des erreurs relatives au beau naissent de la fausse conception du 
XVIir siecle relative a la morale. La nature fut prise dans ce temps-la comme 
base, source et type de tout bien et de tout beau possibles. La negation du 
peche originel ne flit pas pour peu de chose dans I’aveuglement general de cette 
epoque. (O C ii715 )

Here, the complicity between aesthetic and moral issues is explicit. In ‘Le Gateau’ it is 

implicit: natural beauty gives the narrator a sense o f his own innocence: ‘mon ame me 

semblait aussi vaste et aussi pure que la coupole du ciel dont j ’etais enveloppe’ (OC i

Hiddleston too focuses, in his argument for a parodic reading of the text, on the phoney 
lyricism of the first part o f the text (1987 75-77).
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297). This sense o f  inner purity depends upon his sense o f  superiority to others, 

dram atized by his m ountain-top position: ‘les passions vulgaires, telles que la haine et 

r  am our profane, m ’apparaissaient m aintenant aussi eloignees que les nuees qui 

defilaient au fond des abim es sous mes p ieds’ (OC i 297). W hen the narrator says, at 

the end, ‘j ’en restais triste assez longtem ps’, it is not at all clear w hether it is the 

hunger o f  the boys that saddens him or the intrusion o f  two (vulgarly) hungry bodies 

into his weightless, ethereal haven (OC i 299). The parodic intention o f  the author is 

suggested by this equivocation, as well as by the parallel betw een the distance the 

narrator puts betw een h im self and the vulgar w orld below, on the one hand, and his 

self-distancing from  the violent ‘spectacle’, on the other.

(iii) Irony and Sarcasm

In ‘La Fem m e sauvage et la petite m aitresse’ (OC i 289-90), a man loses 

patience with his m istress’s preciosity, and show s her, supposedly at a zoo or a fair, 

her resem blance to a degraded fem ale ape. The text seem s to m ock both the natural 

w om an (the fem ale ape) and the ‘precieuse’, treating them  as two sides o f  the sam e 

coin. Indeed, the poet elsew here likens hyper-civilized m an to his prim eval ancestor 

(see OC i 663). How ever, if  the narrator describes m odern m an as a ‘singe’ because o f  

his failure to idealize, the narrator attacks his wife precisely for her idealizations;

‘A vous voir ainsi, ma belle delicate, les pieds dans la fange et les yeux tournes
vapoureusem ent vers ie ciel, com m e pour lui dem ander un roi, on dirait
vraisem blablem ent une jeune grenouille qui invoquerait I’ideal.’ (OC i 290)

It m ight be argued that the husband who here invokes the vraisem blable instead o f  the 

ideal is im plicitly condem ned by Baudelaire, who elsewhere states o f  the dream y and 

seem ingly ridiculous Em m a Bovary: ‘Cette fem m e, en realite, est tres sublim e dans 

son espece, dans son petit m ilieu et en face de son petit horizon’ (OC i 83). Baudelaire 

always valorizes m an’s capacity to raise h im self above nature; ‘Passez en revue, 

analysez tout ce qui est naturel, toutes les actions et les desirs du pur hom m e naturel, 

vous ne trouverez rien que d ’affreux. Tout ce qui est beau et noble est le resultat de la 

raison et du calcul’ (OC ii 715). It is because o f  his preference for the artificial, indeed.
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that the poet praises w om en’s efforts to beautify themselves (see OC ii 713-22).^' It 

seems then that the object o f the prose poem ’s irony is not the wife, as a superficial 

reading would suggest. Rather, it is the husband who takes the apes as models o f 

conjugal behaviour, as well as the reader who sympathizes with him. In this text, then, 

it is the uncommented correspondence between the ape’s violence against its mate and 

the narrator’s cruel taunting o f his wife that act as a marker o f caricatural intent.

In ‘Laquelle est la vraie?’ (OC i 342), the narrator eulogizes ‘une certaine 

Benedicta, qui remplissait I’atmosphere d ’ideal’. After she dies, he buries her, and is 

visited by ‘la vraie Benedicta’, who declares h e rse lf‘une fameuse canaille’. She 

punishes him for his ‘folie’ and ‘aveuglement’ by challenging him to love her ‘telle 

que je suis’. The text’s narrator refuses the challenge, however:

Et pour mieux accentuer mon refus, j ’ai frappe si violemment la terre du pied 
que ma jambe s ’est enfoncee jusqu’au genou dans la sepulture recente, et que, 
comme un loup pris au piege, je reste attache, pour touiours peut-etre, a la 
fosse de I’ideal. (OC i 342)

This concluding image suggests that the prose poem caricatures those artists who 

idealize the material rather than drawing the ideal from the material. Elsewhere, 

Baudelaire writes: ‘S’environner exclusivement des seductions de I’art physique, c’est 

creer de grandes chances de perdition’ (OC ii 47). The fact that a semblance o f the 

woman (or ‘fille’) arrives at the scene o f her own burial may suggest that the poet- 

narrator’s burial o f her is metaphorical rather than literal, and that the living woman 

reproaches his ‘aveuglement’ to her spiritual self. Alternatively, it may be that it is the 

dead woman’s soul that returns, insisting that the ‘poet’ recognize it. The third (and 

most likely) possibility, suggested by the statement by the ‘petite personne’ that she is 

‘une fameuse canaille’, and by her seeming physicality, is that she embodies the sum 

total o f the narrator’s (poetic) efforts. In any o f these cases, the message o f the text 

seems to be that the narrator’s false idealizations blind him to the true woman. The 

divergence between Hiddleston’s interpretation o f ‘Laquelle est la vraie?’, which

' Baudelaire’s notion o f  M’artificier has much in com m on with Stendhal’s conception o f  Me
naturel’ . Both refer to that which is natural for man, and artificial in relation to the laws o f  nature.

Indeed, the narrator’s statement to his mistress that he is Me so liveau’, ‘com m e vous savez  
bien’, despite being an intertextual reference to La Fontaine’s fable Les G renouilles qui dem andent un 
roi, might also constitute an ironic statement o f  the truth o f  the case.
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argues that the text represents Baudelaire’s own ‘despair concerning the ideal’ (1987 

97), and our own, which claims that it attacks inferior poets, would suggest that 

Kaplan is justified in describing this text as a ‘suspiciously transparent allegory’ (1990 

128).

'Assommons les pauvres!’ (OC i 357-59) tells the story o f how the narrator, 

after studying books on social improvement to the point o f ‘le vertige ou la stupidite’, 

is prompted by ‘un bon Ange’ or ‘un bon Demon’ to assault a beggar on the street (OC 

i 358). To the apparent joy o f the narrator, the beggar retaliates. The narrator is proud 

o f his own action: ‘Par mon energique medication, je lui avais done rendu I’orgueil et 

la vie’ (OC i 359). Kaplan claims that the text ‘grotesquely caricatures egalitarian 

propaganda’ (1990 158). Lemaitre, more tentatively, reads the prose poem as 

exemplary o f ‘un certain humour n o i f  on the part o f Baudelaire, and as a reaction 

against ‘un certain humanitarisme’ (1980 214).

The difference between the narrator and Baudelaire is suggested straight away, 

by the speaker’s claim not to have digested, but rather to have swallowed books on 

social improvement (’J ’avais done digere, — avale, veux-je d ire ...’). The tortuous and 

pretentious style o f the piece also operates as a pointer to its author’s irony. For 

example: ‘un mendiant me tendit son chapeau, avec un de ces regards inoubliables qui 

culbuteraient les trones, si I’esprit remuait la matiere, et si I’oeil d ’un magnetiseur 

faisait murir les raisins’ (OC i 358). The speaker o f the text proclaims that, unlike that 

o f Socrates, his demon is one o f action rather than prohibition (OC i 358). However, 

Baudelaire him self favours prohibition; ‘C ’est la philosophic (je parle de la bonne), 

c ’est la religion qui nous ordonne de nourrir des parents pauvres et infirmes. La nature 

(qui n ’est pas autre chose que la voix de notre interet) nous commande de les 

assommer’ (OC ii 715). Pichois notes (OC i 1350) that Baudelaire did not agree with 

the theory regarding Socrates’ madness, here cited approvingly by the narrator. He also 

notes that the poem has its origins in a letter to Nadar o f 30 August 1864, where 

Baudelaire expresses shame and remorse at having beaten up a B e l g i a n . B y  contrast.

The difference between the attitude o f  the prose poem ’s narrator to his moment o f  madness and 
that o f  Baudelaire is very evident in this letter (OC i 1349): ‘Croirais-tu que w o/, j ’aie pu ba ttre  un 
Beige? C ’est incroyable, n’est-ce pas? Que Je puisse battre quelqu’un, c ’est absurde. Et ce qu’il y avait 
de plus monstrueux encore, c ’est que J’etais com pletem ent dans mon tort. A ussi, I’esprit de justice 
reprenant le dessus, j ’ai couru apres I’homme pour lui faire des excuses. Mais je  n’ai pas pu le 
retrouver.’
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the speaker in this text justifies his bnjtal attaci< on a beggar as a confirmation o f his 

theorie’ -  presumably what was referred to before the beating as 'le germe obscur 

d 'une idee’, ' i ’idee d ’une idee, quelque chose d ’infmiment vague’ (OC i 358). Instead 

o f feeling shame at his action, the speaker thus reassures himself as to his own superior 

wisdom by retrospectively devising a specious theory o f equality. This text seems to 

illustrate what Baudelaire writes o f elsewhere as 'la ferocite de I’hypocrisie 

bourgeoise’ (OC ii 298). The hypocrisy o f the narrator’s claim that the beggar has 

proven himself to be an equal is emphasized by the imperious tone o f the final line of 

the text: T1 m’a bien jure qu’il avait compris ma theorie, et qu’il obeirait a mes 

conseils’ (OC i 359).

Le Mauvais Vitrier’ (OC i 285-87) is, like ‘Assommons les pauvres!’, widely 

recognized to contain parodic elements. Lemaitre describes it as ‘une sorte de 

combinaison volontairement paradoxale du ton de I’aveu et de celui de la parodie 

(nouvel exemple du gout de Baudelaire pour \s.parodie de soi-meme)' (1980 39). 

However, we argue that commentators have not recognized the extent o f the irony o f 

this text, because they continue to identify the narrator o f the piece with Baudelaire 

himself albeit with a split, self-caricaturing version o f Baudelaire himself However, it 

may be that, as in ‘Assommons les pauvres!’, the irony is more far-reaching than 

simple self-caricature. It may be that it is the reader who is anamorphically mocked, 

precisely for identifying the narrator with the poet.

The text describes how the narrator calls a glazier up to his bedroom only to 

attack him for not selling coloured windows to enable the poor to ‘voir la vie en beau’ 

(OC i 287). After the glazier leaves, the narrator drops a flower-pot down on him: ‘et 

le choc le renversant, il acheva de briser sous son dos toute sa pauvre fortune 

ambulatoire’ (OC i 287). The narrator, ‘ivre de folie’, continues to taunt the fallen 

man. In the final paragraph, he expresses no remorse: ‘qu’importe I’etemite de la 

damnation a qui a trouve dans une seconde i’infini de la jouissance?’ (OC i 287; BC ii 

401). This conclusion, in so far as it suggests a glorification o f evil and o f ephemeral 

ecstasy, does not sit comfortably with the moralism o f Baudelaire’s critical writing. A

Hiddleston comments: One would need to subscribe to the social and economic views of the 
self-made man or to believe that Baudelaire was some kind o f precursor of Nietzche not to suspect 
some trace of irony in the passage, though it is true that the anarchist Camille Pissarro appears to 
have taken it uncntically when he used it as an epigraph to his drawing "Le Mendiant” in Turpitudes 
sociales' (1987 39).
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parenthetical paragraph in the middle o f  the text seems to suggest that the text contains 

a deliberate mystification; it states that M’esprit de m ystification’, when it is the result 

not o f ‘un travail’, nor o f ‘une com binaison’, but rather o f ‘une inspiration fo rtu ite’, 

has much in comm on with that lack o f  resistance to Satanic suggestion which the text 

describes (OC i 286). The suggestion would seem to be that the text itself is a 

deliberate mystification, allegorically conveying Baudelaire’s contem pt for the 

valorization o f  utilitarian above aesthetic values. After all, he w rote something similar 

in the ‘Salon de 1859’:

Je desire etre ramene vers les dioramas dont la magie brutale et enorm e sait 
m ’imposer une utile illusion. Je prefere contem pler quelques decors de theatre, 
oil je  trouve artistem ent exprimes et tragiquem ent concentres mes reves les plus 
chers. Ces choses, parce qu ’elles sont fausses, sont infmiment plus pres du vrai, 
tandis que la plupart de nos paysagistes sont des m enteurs, justem ent parce 
qu ’ils ont neglige de mentir. (OC ii 668)

However, as might be suggested by the parenthesis, to read ‘Le M auvais V itrier’ as an 

allegory o f  the poet is to  be as guilty as the suggestible narrator. The allegory is too 

facile: the target o f  its aggression would be represented by a glazier who carries ‘sa 

pauvre fortune am bulatoire’ on his back (OC i 287). The allegorical level o f  the text 

would imply the artist’s superiority to  those who undertake manual labour to make 

their living. The bourgeoisie comes under attack in much o f  Baudelaire’s writing, but 

the working classes do not. As Milner observes, ‘Le Vitrier nous apparait comme 

appartenant a la famille des pauvres, auxquels Baudelaire s’identifie le plus souvent’ 

(1979 32). In fact, it may be that it is the narrator, with his flow er-pots and his 

balcony, who is on the side o f  the bourgeoisie in this text.^^ The self-satisfied ‘je ’ o f 

both story and allegory is the implied target o f  Baudelaire’s contem pt, because just as 

the story’s narrator seems unasham ed o f  his innate evil, the ‘je ’ o f  the allegory -  or the 

reader who perceives an allegory -  ignores the flaw in his invention.’’® To the extent

If the text is an allegory' o f the artist, therefore, it is an ironic allegory (or anamorphosis), 
refernng to an artist other than Baudelaire. See the 'Salon de 1845’, where he writes (OC ii 352): 'Et 
enfin. il y a tant de bourgeois parmi les artistes, qu'il vaut mieux. en somme. supprimer un mot qui ne 
caracterise aucun vice particulier de caste, puisqu’il peut s ’appliquer egalement aux uns. qui ne 
dcmandent pas niieux que de ne plus le meriter, et aux autres, qui ne se sont jamais doutes qu'ils en 
etaient dignes.’

Kaplan takes a different route to arrive at a similar conclusion: ‘“The Bad Glazier” is not a 
nihilistic mystification, but a double polemic directed against contrary standards: complacent 
didacticism or naive hedonism bereft o f sensitivity’ (1990 47).
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that the author of the text has deliberately orchestrated this double failure, his 

mystification is, contrary to the kind described in the parenthesis, the product of work 

and scheming rather than of capricious inspiration.

‘Le Tir et le cimetiere’ (OC i 351-52) offers an interesting variation on the 

conventional danse macabre theme which so fascinated Baudelaire. On a hot day, a 

man leaves his guided tour to sit down on a tomb, drink a beer, and smoke a cigarette. 

A loud shot is fired into the air above the cemetery, and the voice o f ‘la M ort’ then 

curses, from the grave on which the ‘il’ is sitting, all the aims and targets o f life. 

According to Vibe Skagen, the text reverses the direction o f the danse macabre, 

because it features a living person among the dead rather than a skeleton among the 

living (OC i 88). However, we argue that it reverses the danse macabre theme in a 

more radical way also. ‘Le Tir et le cimetiere’ takes the vanitas theme to its caricatural 

extreme by having the voice o f ‘la M ort’ curse all human works.

That Baudelaire does not subscribe to the message expressed by ‘la M ort’, 

which nevertheless seems to constitute the crux o f the story, is suggested by various 

elements in his other work. For example, Baudelaire treats memento mori as 

suggestive o f mystery rather than as harbingers o f fijtility; he defines ‘le role divin de la 

sculpture’ as that o f inspiring human beings, ‘au nom du pass^ de penser aux choses 

qui ne sont pas de la terre’ (OC i 670), and to meditate on ‘ce je ne sais quoi que 

personne n’a nomme ni defmi’ (OC ii 669). Another clue that the apparent moral o f the 

text must be rejected is that Baudelaire insisted always on the vital importance o f work 

in the struggle against death. Wieser argues, for example, that many o f Baudelaire’s 

poems are ekphrastic in their structure, seeming to take their point o f departure in 

deathly scenes, and proving ‘la force de resistance que la parole poetique oppose a la 

finitude’ (1996 112). He goes on: ‘Par un renversement inattendu, il y a ainsi rappel de 

la vie au coeur meme de la m ort’ (1996 130).^^

Vibe Skagen shows that gun-shots symbolize, for Baudelaire, both frivolous 

distraction and ‘un exercice spirituel pour apprendre a diriger sa pensee, sans

® Wieser also locates an ekphrastic procedure in poems which are not based on works of art but
on scenes of city life, where creation originates from un arriere-fonds amorphe' (1996 123). See 
Scott's discussion of those of Baudelaire’s poems which originate in images o f death, 1988 63-66. 
Similarly, citing 'L’Amour et le Crane’, Kristeva states that i ’amour est non seulement I’envers de la 
mort. mais il s'appuie sur la mort' (1983 303). John E. Jackson shows that in 'Une Charogne’. ‘Le 
cycle de transfonnation de la mort en vie est decrit par Baudelaire dans les termes memes d'une 
creation artistique’ (1996 59).
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deviation’ (1996 83)/’* Thejoyfijl, champagne-cork gun-shot which provokes the 

damning pronouncement in the prose poem might symbolize, therefore, the 

Baudelairean alternative to resigned belief in the incontroveilible futility o f life. The 

alternative to resistance, for the poet, was that living death which he believed to 

characterize the French bourgeoisie. A passage from ‘Le Salon de 1859’ compares 

‘I’Ame de la bourgeoisie’ to a ‘tete de m ort’ from a vanitas scene, the ‘vilaine Ame’ 

addresses him as follows:

‘En verite, les poetes sont de singuliers fous de pretendre que 1’imagination soit 
necessaire dans toutes les fonctions de I’art. [.. ] Je suis, a moi tout seul, toute 
la matiere.’ Mais je lui reponds: "'Caput mortuum, tais-toi! [ .] plus la matiere 
est, en apparence, positive et solide, et plus la besogne de im agination  est 
subtile et laborieuse. (OC ii 654-5)

Baudelaire’s answer here suggests the direction in which ‘Le Tir et le cimetiere’ should 

be read. W Benjamin, distinguishing Baudelaire’s modernism from Romantic 

resignation, characterizes his work as a heroic s tru g g le .In  his struggle against earthly 

existence, like the figure o f the ‘tireur’, the poet aimed for the sky rather than 

remaining rooted to the ground: ‘Baudelaire lie Dieu et ascension au travail -  devoir et 

destinee poetiques. 11 lie Satan et paresse car celle-ci est tentation de I’inertie -  aussi 

animale que la sexualite’ (Fredrickson 1980-81 74; see also for example ‘La Voix’, OC 

i 170). Baudelaire insisted not on the deathliness o f life, but on ‘ les splendeurs situees 

derriere le tombeau’ (OC ii 334), splendours which could be accessed by poetry and 

music, and which must surely count among the human ideals that the voice o f ‘la M ort’ 

condemns: ‘le principe de la poesie est, strictement et simplement, I’aspiration humaine 

vers une Beaute superieure, et la manifestation de ce principe est dans un 

enthousiasme, un enlevement de I’ame’ (OC ii 114).

Vibe Skagen argues very persuasively for a link between ‘Le Tir et le cimetiere’ 

and a particular medieval alchemical emblem which figures a ‘tir’ in a graveyard. She 

argues that it is in this ‘travestissement textuel de Vemhleme' that the ‘signification

Vibe Skagen's claim  that the shot fired in 'Le Galant Tireur’ is o f  the frivolous variety is not 
entirely com patible w ith the way in w hich  w e w ill read that text, however.

Benjam in writes (1973 74): ‘The hero is the true subject o f  m odernism . In other words, it 
tiikes a heroic constitution to live m odernism. That w as also B a lzac’s opinion. W ith their b e lie f  
B alzac and Baudelaire are in opposition to R om anticism . They transfigure passions and resolution; 
the R om anticists transfigured renunciation and surrender.’
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morale codec’ o f the prose poem, a ^puzzle a la fois macabre et lucide’, can be found 

(1996 79). Vibe Skagen argues that the text presents death in a way similar to that 

emblem, ‘c’est-a-dire comme une condition necessaire a I’extraction de “I’essence 

divine” ’ [OC i 32], comme regeneration, et comme moyen de depassement dans un 

processus tendant vers la spiritiialite" (1996 94). For our reading o f the text, however, 

it presents death as nothing o f the sort. It seems to this thesis that, as well as hiding an 

alchemical emblem in the text, Baudelaire hides the direction o f his sympathies: they lie 

neither with death, nor with the lethargic Ml’, but with a character invisible in the text.

It is the person who fires a shot high into the sky that is at the centre o f the slanted 

reading o f the text.

‘Le Galant Tireur’ (OC i 349-50) recounts the story o f a man who stops a 

carriage in the middle o f a wood in order to 'tuer le Temps’ by shooting at a target. 

When his wife mocks his failure to hit this target, the man tells her to imagine that she 

is ‘cette poupee, la-bas, a droite, qui porte le nez en I’air et qui a la mine si hautaine’ 

(OC i 350). Then, closing his eyes, he fires and decapitates the doll. Afterwards, he 

gallantly thanks his ‘cher ange’ for his ‘adresse’ (OC i 350). We argue that, instead of 

ironizing the mistress, as an initial reading might suggest, an oblique view shows that 

the text ironizes the reader. If the poems o f Les Fleurs du mal are understood as 

Baudelaire’s attempt to defy Time and ‘ennui’, and the texts o f Le Spleen de P ans  

understood as tricking and caricaturing the readers who objected to the verse 

collection, then the obscure allegory that is ‘Le Galant Tireur’ transforms into a 

transparent one.'*’” As Helene Fredrickson points out in her reading o f the text, poetic 

practice provided Baudelaire with the only defence against the relentless march o f time, 

even if the poet could never actually kill time, at least he could try (1980-81 74, see 

also OC i 669-70). When his efforts were mocked by the public, the poet wrote Le 

Spleen de Paris, thus targeting the public instead o f Time. However, like the ‘galant 

tireur’ in relation to his mistress, he attacked that public at a remove, decapitating it

Hiddleston points to the 'doubly paradoxical’ nature of the moral lesson' of the text (1987 
45). B. Johnson gives this text a complex metalinguistic reading, centring on the figure tuer le 
Temps’ (1979 83-100). Kaplan concurs with B. Johnson that the text (metaphorically) attacks literarv' 
metaphor (1990 138-41). It is possible to argue that this kind of fonnalistic reading constitutes an 
ingenious evasion of what this thesis argues is a very brutal alternative: if  language is the target o f the 
vicious address, the reader can rest easy.
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figuratively rather than literally."’' Like the shooter, Baudelaire has only the objects o f  

his adresse’ to thank for his ‘adresse’; if the Parisian public had not laughed so 

haughtily at his poetic efforts, he would never have fired his cruel, anamorphic prose 

poems at them.

Le Miroir’ (OC i 344) describes ‘un homme epouvantable’ who gazes at his 

image in a mirror. The narrator asks him why he does so, ‘puisque vous ne pouvez 

vous y voir qu 'avec deplaisir’. The man replies that he is within his rights, ‘d ’apres les 

immortels principes de 89’, to look at his own reflection: ‘“avec plaisir ou deplaisir, 

cela ne regarde que ma conscience’” The narrator concludes that ‘Au nom du bon 

sens, j ’avais sans doute raison; mais, au point de vue de la loi, il n’avait pas to r t ’. 

Lemaitre gives the text a literal reading, seeing in it Baudelaire’s horror o f ‘la laideur 

masculine’ and his distaste for the principles o f  the Revolution.'”  ̂ Hiddleston points 

out, however, that ‘such an attitude, negative and dismissive, gives no credit to 

Baudelaire’s taste or to his literary genius’, he argues for a reading o f  the mirror as 

‘m oral’ rather than ‘real’, and goes on to offer a tentative interpretation that opposes 

the dandy and the democrat (1987 78). However, without suggesting that the text is a 

piece o f ‘“nonsense” sarcastique’, as Milner claims (1979 25), we argue that the 

meaning o f  this text is, in fact, undecidable.

On the one hand, the ‘homme epouvantable’ might be understood to be 

admired by Baudelaire, standing for the artist or poet who produces a beauty which

What de Man observes of one of the verse poems which seems to contain a hidden suggestion 
of violence might also be true of the prose poems, therefore: After all, Baudelaire himself does not 
threaten us, or himself, directly, and by keeping the menace wrapped up, as it were, within a play of 
language, he does not actually draw blood. He seems to stop in time, to fence with a foil— for how 
could anyone be hurt by a mere rhyme?’ (1985 67).

If Baudelaire’s ‘spleen' motivated his prose poetry, then it also spurred him to write his verse 
poetry . As Vibe Skagen notes, Comme pour le magicien. la melancolie est pour le poete une 
condition aussi necessaire a la creation que Vardeur' (1996 96), Melancholy is inseparable from 
beauty , car le sentiment du beau acquiert son intensite du desir ardent et nostalgique d’une perfection 
inaccessible’ (Vibe Skagen 1996 98). Beauty and 'ennui' cannot, therefore, be opposed in any absolute 
v\ay. Observing a troubling contamination of these apparent opposites in Baudelaire's treatment of 
monotony. Edwards proposes that a qualitative difference e.xists between that monotony which the 
poet associates with ennui and the kind which he associates with poetic beauty: La monotonie 
salutaire ne serait-elle pas aussi le contraire de I’ennui, la version celeste de ce double infernal?’
(1996 28).

However. Lemaitre also points out that the poemes-boutades’ (including Le Miroir’) among 
the te.xts of Le Spleen de Pans ‘prennent pour cible les diverses formes de la sottise modeme’ (1980 
185), thereby implying the possibility that the man's ugliness allegorizes i a  sottise modeme’
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m any others consider to be ugly'^^; who extracts beauty from ugUness and

suffering'®^ whose sensitivity to ugHness as well as beauty makes him more irritable

than most'^*"; who laments the fact that others perceive him negatively.'' ’̂  If this is the

case, then the narrator who asserts his superior 'bon  sens’ embodies the prototypical

bourgeois figure. Baudelaire ridiculed ‘I’ecole du bon sens’, which he associated with

' la  sotte hypocrisie bourgeoise’ (OC ii 39).

On the other hand, the repulsive man may represent the bourgeois hypocrite

targeted by the prose poems. For example, he might be understood as mistaking
108ugliness for beauty, because infatuated with his own loathsome image. In this case,

i c i ,  chacun veut ressembler a tout le monde, mais a condition que tout ie m onde lui ressemble. 
[ . . . ]  Aussi ce n ’est pas seulement dans I’ordre litteraire que ies vrais poetes apparaissent com m e des 
etres fabuleux et etrangers; mais on peut dire que dans tous les genres d ’invention ie grand homm e ici 
est un m ons tre .’ (OC ii 125)

'C h ez  nous le peintre naturel, com m e le poete naturel, est presque un m ons tre .’ (OC ii 616) 
Baudelaire claims that the imaginative man rejects the ugliness and ‘la trivialite posi t ive’ o f  

nature  and prefers ‘les inonstres de [s]a fantaisie’ (OC ii 620).
Vibe Skagen writes that ‘la Voix du poeme baudelairien du meme titre (O C  i 170), qui invite 

I’enfant a negliger les plaisirs de la terre pour voyager dans les reves, lui apprend que ce qui est folie 
au.x yeu.x du monde est sagesse aux yeux du poete initie: ayant accepte le chant effrayant et seducteur de 
la voix du reve, le moi accepte en mem e temps la fatalite d ’une vision "a  I’envers” , une “clairvoyance 
ex ta t ique” qui le rend douleureusem ent e tranger a la terre et a la societe des h om m es’ (1996 85).

O f  Gautier, Baudelaire writes: 'H eureux  homme! homm e digne d ’envie! il n ’a aime que le 
Beau; il n 'a  cherche que le Beau; et quand un obiet grotesque ou hideux s ’est offert a ses yeux, il a su 
encore  en extraire une mysterieuse et sym bolique beau te !’ (OC ii I 52).

See also B audela ire’s poem to Sainte-Beuve:
Et devant le miroir j’ai perfectionne
L’art cruel q u ’un Demon en naissant m ’a donne,
— De la Douleur pour faire une volupte vraie, —
D ’ensanglanter son mal et de gratter sa plaie. (OC i 208, 11. 68-71)

M elancholy or spleen was, for Baudelaire, an inevitable side effect o f  the pursuit o f  beauty, 
because the artist’s 'sens exquis du B eau ’ necessarily entails ‘un sens egalem ent exquis de toute 
difformite et de toute d isproport ion’ (O C  ii 330).  Baudelaire cites P o e ’s claim that the irritability o f  
artists and poets is a result o f  their ‘c lairvoyance plus q u ’ordinaire relative au faux et a I’injuste’ (OC ii 
331).

Baudelaire writes in his fourth preface to Les F leurs dii m a l  that ‘mon ccEur, quoi q u ’en ait dit 
je ne sais plus quel torchon imprime, n ’a peut-etre pas " I ’epo iivan lable  la ideur de m on v isage”' (OC i 
186). In connection with this statement, Pichois quotes B audela ire’s complaint , in a letter to Sainte- 
Beuve, about his reputation for being repugnant in both appearance and character  (OC i 1171).

Baudelaire describes his century as ‘un siecle infatue d ’e l le -m em e’ (OC ii 322). He also 
writes: 'C o m m e  Paris aime surtout a entendre parler de Paris, la foule se complait dans les miroirs oil 
elle se v o it’ (OC ii 119-20); ‘Un jeune ecrivain a eu recem ment une conception ingenieuse, mais non 
absolument juste. Le m onde va fmir. L ’humanite est decrepite. Un Barnum de I’avenir montre aux 
hom m es degrades de son temps une belle femme des anciens ages art ificiellement conservee. “ Eh! quoi! 
disent-ils , I’humanite a pu etre aussi belle que ce la?” Je dis que cela n ’est pas vrai. L ’hom m e degrade 
s ’admirerait et appellerait la beaute laideur. V oyez les deplorables B eiges’ (O C  ii 831); ‘Ces pauvres 
ont mis beaucoup de talent a copier leur d ifform ite’ (OC ii 932); ‘Le public, qui aime passionnement sa 
propre im age’ (OC ii 658); ‘Peu de temps apres, des milliers d ’yeux avides se penchaient sur les trous 
du s tereoscope com m e sur les lucarnes de I’infini. L ’am our de I’obscenite, qui est aussi vivace dans le 
cceur naturel de I 'hom m e que I’am our de soi-meme, ne laissa pas echapper  une si belle occasion de se 
satisfaire’ (OC ii 617); ‘[Foe] Jouissait -  cruel privilege dans une societe am oureuse  d ’elle-meme, -  de 
ce grand bon sens a la M ach iave l’ (OC ii 299).
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the narrator’s judgem ent changes its meaning, and '[le] bon sens’ must be understood 

not in the pejorative sense, but rather as commendatory.'^^

As regards the ugly m an’s affirmation o f  his legal freedom to gaze at his 

reflection, and the narrator’s acceptance that he is within his legal rights, the narrator 

may be referring either to the legal system or to the law o f  the imagination. As 

Baudelaire wrote, in defence o f  Les Fleurs du mal, ‘II y a aussi plusieurs sortes de 

Liberie. 11 y a la Liberte pour le Genie, et il y a une liberte tres restreinte pour les 

polissons’ (OC i 194).

The reader o f ' L e  M iroir’ is thus left in a position o f  radical uncertainty as to 

the direction o f  reading; it is impossible to find the ‘bon sens’ o f  its reading. The text 

offers two divergent routes for interpretation, each an inverted mirror-refiection o f  the 

other. The coincidence between this reflective structure and the title o f  the text may 

not be accidental. Possibly more than any other text in Le Spleen de Paris, ‘Le M iroir’ 

illustrates the instability which allegory and self-reference bring to bear upon 

discourse."^  As soon as a representation becomes allegorical its meaning becomes 

unstable and non-totalizable. The exemplary form o f  this instability is, o f  course.

W e  m ig h t  a lso  m ak e  a link b e tw ee n  'L e  M i r o i r ’ an d  S te n d h a l ’s th ird  p re face  to Lucien Leiiw en  
(R  7 6 2 -6 3 ) ;

‘11 y ava i t  un jour un h o m m e  qui ava i t  la f iev re  et qu i  vena i t  de  p re n d re  du  q u in q u in a .  11 avait  
e n c o re  le ve r re  a  la m ain ,  et fa isan t  la g r im a c e  a  cau se  de  I’a m e r tu m e ,  il se re g a rd a  au  m iro i r  et se  vit 
p a le  et m e m e  un peu  vert.  11 q u i t ta  ra p id e m e n t  so n  ve rre  et se  jeta  sur  le m iro i r  p o u r  le briser,

T e l  se ra  p eu t-e tre  le sor t  d e s  v o lu m e s  su iv an ts .  [ . . . ]
A u  d ix -n eu v iem e  siec le ,  la d e m o c ra t i c  a m e n e  n e c e s sa i r e m e n t  d a n s  la l i t tera tu re  le regne  d es  

g e n s  m ed io c re s ,  r a iso n n ab les ,  b o rn e s  et plats,  l i t te ra irem en t  p a r la n t . ’
T h e  te rm  o c ca s io n a l ly  has  th is  sen se  in B a u d e la i r e ’s crit ica l  w ork .  W r i t in g  o f  G a u t ie r ’s 

‘ lumineu.x bon  s e n s ’, for e x a m p le ,  he re m a rk s  p a re n th e t ica l ly  tha t  ‘Je  p a r le  du  bon  sens  du  gen ie ,  e t  non  
pas du  b o n  sens d es  pe ti tes  g e n s ’ (O C  ii 117). See  a lso  O C  ii 111.

C h a m b e r s  d e tec ts  a m is e -e n -a b y m e  e f fec t  in ‘Le C y g n e ’, w h e re  the  p h ra se  ‘to u t  p o u r  m oi 
d e v ie n t  a l l e g o r i e ’ c o m p l ic a te s  the  re la t io n sh ip  b e tw e e n  w h a t  the  p o e m  rep re se n ts  a n d  h o w  the  p o e m  is 
to be  read:  ‘T h is  p h ra se  [ . , . ]  has  to be  read  s im u lta n e o u s ly  as l iteral (in o rd e r  fo r  it to fu n c t io n  as an 
in s truct ion  to read  the  p o e m  a l leg o r ic a l ly )  and  as  a l leg o rica l  (s ince  “ e v e ry th in g ” , in c lu d in g  th e re fo re  
this se n ten ce ,  tu rns  to a l leg o ry  in the eyes  o f  the p o e t ) ’ (1991 150). C u l le r  (1 9 8 5  5 2 )  w r i te s  that,  
a l th o u g h  a cer ta in  (N e w  C ri t ic a l )  k ind  o f  se l f - re fe ren t ia l i ty  m a y  tend  to w a rd s  c losu re ,  in g en era l  ‘Self- 
re fe ren tia l i ty  o p e n s  a gap,  b e tw e e n  the e n u n c ia t in g  I an d  the  /  o f  the  s ta te m en t  (as in ’ I am  ly in g ’) o r  
b e tw ee n  the  e n u n c ia t in g  p o e m  a n d  the p o e m  d e sc r ib e d .  [ . , . ]  In g e n e ra l ,  s e l f - re fe ren t ia l i ty  d o e s  not 
c rea te  a s e l f -en c lo sed  o rg an ic  un ity  w h e re  a w o rk  a c c o u n ts  for i t s e l f  o r  b e c o m e s  the  th in g  th a t  it 
d e sc r ib e s  b u t  ra th e r  p ro d u c es  p a rad o x ic a l  re la t io n s  b e tw e e n  inside  a n d  o u ts id e  a n d  b r ings  o u t  the 
im p o ss ib i l i ty  for a  d isc o u rse  to a cc o u n t  for i t s e l f  A  w o r k ’s s e l f -d esc r ip t io n s  d o  n o t  p ro d u c e  c lo su re  or 
se l f -p o sse ss io n  bu t  an im p o ss ib le  and  th e re fo re  o p e n -e n d e d  p ro c e s s  o f  se l f - f r a m in g . ’
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anamorphosis, which combines allegory and irony What is illustrated by "Le Miroir’ 

is the impossibility o f imposing any kind o f closure on Baudelaire’s prose poems. This 

very openness contributes greatly to what de Man refers to as their ‘extreme 

modernity’ (1971 162, 161).''^ This openness o f allegory is also a feature o f caricature 

Hannoosh compares Baudelaire’s theory of the comic to what W. Benjamin analysed 

as the allegorical strain o f his work, in that both involve ‘the division and 

fragmentation o f the modern subject’ (1992 4)."^ .\inslie Armstrong McLees, 

similarly, writes, ‘An art form in which the double entendre is crucial, caricature 

embodies the ambiguity and contradiction so characteristic o f modernity’ (1984 221). 

I f ‘Le Miroir’ demonstrates the constitutive instability o f allegory, that openness might 

also, therefore, be associated with the caricatural.

Indeed, the ugly man o f ‘Le Miroir’ may represent the author or reader who 

enjoys the grotesque humour o f caricature. As Hannoosh points out, for Baudelaire, 

caricature in its offering o f ‘an image o f human vice or folly that produces irrepressible 

pleasure’, operates as a mirror (1992 13, see also OC ii 526). It is fitting that in a text 

that seems almost to caricature the open-endedness o f allegory by rendering the 

direction o f the allegory undecidable, there should be the possibility that the text 

allegorizes caricature.

‘Le Chien et le flacon’ seems very obviously to be an allegory o f literary 

r e c e p t i o n . J u s t  as the dog rejects an ‘excellent parfijm’, preferring excrement, the 

reading public rejected Les Fleurs du mal, preferring ‘des ordures soigneusement 

choisies’ (OC i 284). While the obvious interpretation o f this line is that the public’s 

vTilgar tastes in poetry lead us to favour inferior writers, the fact that Baudelaire refers

As Stamelman puts it, ‘Dans I’anamorphose, aussi bien que dans I’ailegone, le signifiant lui- 
meme est attaque, se renversant sous nos yeux. [... 1 Nous voyons done dans le poeme 
anainorphotique. non seulement I’effacement d ’un signe par un autre, mais I’entassement confiis de 
signes abolis ou disperses' (1989 263).
"■ De Man seems to elevate Baudelaire’s prose poems above his lyric poetry, admiring their 
modernity and their darker aspect’, and describing Mallarme as haunted by their "e.xample o f a 
poetr\ that came close to being no longer representational but that remained for him entirely 
enigm atic’ (1971 184).
" ’ For W. Benjamin, the allegory is the characteristic mode of modernist expression, as distinct 
from the privileging o f the symbol by Romantics. However, according to Blood, Benjamin, in 
emphasizing Baudelaire’s status as an allegorist rather than as a symbolist, actually critiques the 
conventionaJ reception o f the poet as ‘the patron saint of twentieth-centuiy modernism and retum[s| 
him to his nineteenth-century context, to the Paris o f the Second Empire’ (1997 14).

Hiddleston refers to the ‘obvious symbolism’ o f the text, which he claims makes it among 
the least interesting in the collection’ (1987 88)
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in his projected prefaces to his own attempts to please the public as ‘quelques ordures 

pour plaire a MM les journalistes’ (OC i 183) and as ‘quelques ordures destinees a me 

taire pardonner la tristesse de mon sujet’ (OC i 184) might suggest that the excrements 

in question in ‘Le Chien et le flacon’ are o f  Baudelaire’s own invention. The text might 

indeed become, like ‘Le Galant Tireur’, an allegory o f  the genesis o f  Le Spleen de 

P ans. Stephens draws attention to the intertextual allusion in the prose poem to 

Rabelais’s Gargantua  and the notion o f  the ‘substantificque mouelle’; she claims that 

the prose poem ‘brings to the surface the allegorized substance o f  the relationship o f  

reader to text’ (1998 35). It is possible then that this text presents the substantive 

marrow o f  Baudelaire’s entire collection. However, critics tend to interpret this ‘poem’ 

in other ways. Lemaitre claims that it is an attack on a public immune to the charms o f  

Baudelaire’s prose poems (1980 37). Kaplan assumes it to be an attack on ‘mediocre 

art, which aims simply to excite’ (1990 42)."^

'f hie m tngiie superfine '

Regardless o f  how offensive, on the one hand, or complacent, on the other, the 

narrator’s stance in Le Spleen de Paris, critics generally maintain what, for this thesis, 

is a naive tmst in Baudelaire’s good faith. However, the potentially caricatural turn o f  

each text studied here -  even those which seem already to be caricatural -  is surely 

too consistent to be accidental,” ® In many cases, it suffices to reflect the text back on

Thelot’s interpretation may be the most exemplary of the reader’s self-exculpating impulse 
(an impulse we argue is caricatured by the texts) in reading Le Spleen de Pans. Thelot initially 
accepts that the text accuses the reader of being a dirt-loving dog, thus breaking le contrat implicite 
de confiance reciproque entre ecrivain et lecteur’; he argues that it traps the reader en un piege’ 
because whether she accepts or not the text as a poem, she is equated with a dog (1993 20). However. 
T hdo t then turns the text against its author, reading it as 'I ’accusation baudelairienne de I’artiste, la 
critique du poete par lui-meme’ (1993 27), and concludes by suggesting that it is in fact Jeanne Duval 
who is indirectly attacked by the text (1993 29-31). In the final line of his analysis, he writes: ‘"Le 
Chien et le flacon” n ’est-il pas un poeme d ’amour. un poeme posant I’amour pour verite poetique?’ 
(1993 38).

Limitations of space prohibit an analysis of every text in the collection. However, it is our 
conviction that the argument of this chapter can be extended to the entirety of Le Spleen de Pans. 
Hiddleston's far more comprehensive analysis of the prose texts could easily be adapted for the 
purposes of our argument. He writes, for e.xample, that Interpretations of these poems which do not 
take sufficient account of the poet’s irony and his desire to mystify run the nsk of being naively 
literal’ (1987 40). Hiddleston also refers, in his discussion of the prose poems, to Baudelaire’s Choix 
de maximes consolantes sur I ’amour, modelled on Stendhal’s De I 'amour and sent 'as a rather cruel 
joke to the bewildered and prudish wife of his half-brother Alphonse’, as 'a  kind of "spoof’ designed
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itself in order to expose the covert symmetries and correspondences tiiat constitute its 

irony, and to see the entire construction unravelling in the form o f ‘une intrigue 

superflue’ (OC i 275) ambiguously directed at the poet himself, his contemporaries, 

and the reader. This argument would seem to be supported by the fact that Kaplan 

describes Baudelaire’s prose poems as ‘self-reflective fables’ (1990 xi), and that 

Hiddleston notes the existence in the prose poems o f  an ‘irony which bends back upon 

the piece to undermine its harmony of thought or expression’ (1987 31).

In an article on Baudelaire’s writings on visual caricature, McLees states that 

Baudelaire ‘recognized caricature as an art form ripe for adaptation into literature’ 

(1984 221)." ’ McLees goes on to argue for a reading of La Fanfarlo as self- 

caricature.” * Hannoosh suggests something similar, but in the context o f  the prose 

poems. While she does not, in her book on Baudelaire and Caricature, argue in any 

sustained way that the poet brought his insights on the comic to bear upon his own 

w riting, she does examine the prose poem ‘Une mort heroi'que’ in the light o f ‘De 

I’essence du rire’ (1992 53-58). Thus, adopting a comparative approach similar to the 

one adopted by this thesis, Hannoosh discovers ‘another sense, rather different from

to amuse, and possibly to mystify, the reader by a display o f  li terary pyro technics’ (1987 46-47). 
Hiddleston does not claim, however, that the prose poem s constitute a similar ‘s p o o f ,  a lthough he does 
write that ‘many o f  the poem s make fun o f  more established poetic and literary attitudes and can be read 
as a kind o f  intertextual deb u nk in g ’ (1987 75),  and even observes caricatural e lem ents in the prose 
poem s (see for example 1987 5).

M cLees writes (1984 232): ‘From the early “ Prologue” through his prose and verse, criticism, 
and  theory, Baudelaire exposed caricature as a concept close to the center o f  his thought and art. A 
m eans o f  comm unicat ing  directly with the public, caricature p rovided a model upon which to base his 
departure from convention .’

C om m entators  have pointed out that an episode in La Fanfario, written in the 1840s, 
anticipates Le Spleen de Paris. H idd les ton’s sum mary is particularly suggestive in the context o f  our 
argum ent (1987 62): ‘a young dandy, wishing to impress a married lady and to win her affections, 
presents her with a copy o f  his volume o f  sonnets with the chilling title Les Orfraies. But the strategem 
misfires,  and the lady is unm oved by a collection so clearly marked  by the unhealthy and macabre 
features o f  second-generation Romanticism with its funereal subject-matter, anatomical descriptions, 
and Satanic “homm es fatals” . She enjoins him to admire the flowers in the park, w hose beauty and 
freshness she clearly prefers to his sinister flowers o f  evil; w hereupon  the young m an tries another tack, 
and begins to "mettre  en prose et a declam er quelques mauvaises stances com posees  dans sa premiere 
maniere” . This time the lady is moved, and his strategem appears  to be successful, though one can never 
be sure, since the interlocking o f  irony and literary poncif\%  extremely intricate and subtle. At first sight, 
at least, the reason for his success appears simple; the subject o f  his early poems dealing with memory, 
youth, innocence, a childhood paradise, and the inevitable w aning o f  love through the realit ies o f  time 
and experience, is acceptable  because it conforms to the aesthetic preferences o f  this lover o f  pretty 
flowers and the novels o f  W alter  Scott .’ Likewise, it might be argued that Baudelaire  wrote Le Spleen de 
Paris in o rder to cater for our aesthetic tastes, considered by him to be vulgar. Hiddleston, however, 
argues that the parallel between the two texts lies rather in B aude la ire ’s desire ‘to  make the matter o f  
poetry more persuasive and more present by immersing it in the contingent world o f  experience’ (1987 
65).
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those proposed hitherto’ (1992 54). She argues that the problem with the clow n’s art, 

in this text, lies not in the failure o f  transcendence, where the text invites readers to 

locate it, but rather in ‘its failure to fulfil the very conditions o f  comic art i tse lf ;  

Hannoosh goes on to say that 'This is hidden under a heavy, almost oppressive, layer 

o f  sentimentality that, like the art itself, deceives and bewitches the reader’ (1992 54). 

The proximity o f  this argument to our own, with regard to other texts in the collection, 

is striking. However, it is only in the concluding paragraphs o f  her book that she 

proposes a re-reading o f  Le Spleen de Paris, and particularly the ‘dedicace’, in the 

light o f  Baudelaire’s theory o f  the comic:

The work is a serpent, a ‘tortueuse fantaisie’, a monstrous and caricatural 
creation; a literal deception o f  expectations, an ‘accident’ contrary to the poet’s 
intentions and ideal; a source o f  pride that becomes a reminder o f  ‘inferiority’, 
however ironic; parodic in its distance from its alleged ‘brillant m odele’; 
caricatural in its distance from the balanced, measured, and seemly.

(1992 315)

While we do not agree that there is anything accidental about the construction o f  the 

prose poems, this thesis welcomes Hannoosh’s insistence on a caricatural dimension to 

Le Spleen de Paris, and particularly her suggestion, in the context o f ‘l ine  mort 

heroique’, that this dimension has been hitherto hidden from our view.

Stephens argues that Baudelaire’s prose poems undermine the reader’s 

expectations, and attributes the ‘surprise’ produced by the texts to their parodying o f  

genre by the introduction o f ‘the prosaic into the sphere o f  poetry’ (1998 38). She 

claims that the troubling effect o f  the prose poems depends partially on ‘the fact that 

such texts reassure before they disrupt, and this they do by appearing to conform to 

one generic model or another, often that o f  the anecdote, or short story’ (1998 28).

This movement from reassurance to disruption has much to do with our argument for 

an anamorphic dimension to Le Spleen de Paris. Stephens goes on to argue that 

'Baudelaire shows that the only limitations o f  his new genre are those o f  the receiver’s 

reading strategies’ (1998 38). We argue, in fact, that it is the ‘receiver’s reading 

strategies’, above and beyond the question o f  genre, that are parodied in Le Spleen de 

Paris.

In a letter o f  1866 to Sainte-Beuve, Baudelaire describes Le Spleen de Paris as 

‘un nouveau Joseph Delorme accrochant sa pensee rapsodique a chaque accident de sa
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tlanerie et tirant de chaque objet une morale desagreable’ (BC ii 583) Pichois makes a 

note that what Baudelaire had in mind was ‘un Delorme sans luths, sans lyres, sans 

harpes, sans Jehovahs, -  sans I’heteroclite panoplie du “romantisme” de 1830’ (OC i 

1298). However, this chapter has attempted to show that what the texts present is, 

precisely, i ’heteroclite panoplie du “romantisme’” , as it manifests itself in modern 

Paris. What may be more interesting about Baudelaire’s letter, however, is the 

reference to ‘une morale desagreable’. It is the bogus moral judgements o f the 

narrators of Le Spleen de Paris that provide what we argue is the ironic moment o f 

many o f the prose poems. Another line from the same letter to Sainte-Beuve is 

equally suggestive in the context o f our argument: ‘Mais qua les bagatelles, quand on 

veut les exprimer d ’une maniere a la fois penetrante et legere, sont done diflficiles a 

faire!’ (BC ii 583) This statement seems to approach a description o f  parodied pathos. 

Rene Bourgeois points out that one technique adopted by the Romantic ironist is ‘the 

exposure o f the pathos o f the subject by a disruption o f tone or by stress on the pathos 

itself until parody appears’ (1988 103). It may be that it is in the writing o f Baudelaire, 

and in that o f Stendhal before him, that Romantic irony’s concentration on the tension 

between pathos and detachment reaches its fullest expression.

Elements o f Romantic irony may also be present in the split between narrator 

and poet which we have traced in many o f Baudelaire’s prose poems. However, the 

direction o f the irony would be reversed, so that instead o f serving ‘to prevent the all 

too readily mystified reader from confiasing fact and fiction and from forgetting the 

essential negativity o f the fiction’ (De Man 1971 219), as Romantic irony usually did, 

the ironic split would exploit the gullibility o f the reader. The identification o f author 

and narrator is well known to be a dangerous one in literary criticism. However, in the 

reception o f Baudelaire’s prose poetry, there seems to be far less vigilance on the part

Hiddleston observes in some o f the prose poems 'a gap which is difficuh to overcome 
between the description [.. .j and the moral significance which the poet [sic] wishes to attach to it’ 
(1987 34). He claims, in the case of "Le Plaisant’, for example, that ‘we are uncomfortably aware of 
the poet [sic] stnving to graft on to this “accident de sa f l^ e r ie ” a disagreeable message, which does 
not manage to rise much above the snide or gratuitously cynical remark’ (1987 35). Scott points out 
that there does not always seem to be, on Baudelaire’s part, profound commitment to the lesson he 
administers’ (1984 88).

On the oxymoronic aspect o f Romantic irony, see Garber 1988 363-365.
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o f  even the most critical o f  critics.'^ ' We have already shown, for example, how W.

Benjamin and B. Johnson assume a continuity between poet and narrator. Kaplan, who

claims to analyse Baudelaire’s prose poems from a deconstructive perpective (1990

ix), and states that ‘they radically challenge us to examine our presuppositions’ (1990
122

xvi), also identifies the narrator with Baudelaire. While Hiddleston claims that a 

‘split in the poetic persona’, or a ‘fragmentation o f  personality’, characterizes the prose 

poems (1987 19), he does not ultimately differentiate narrator and poet (see for 

example 1987 29, 36, 51).'^^

The apparent critical oversight is easily explained. A poet, after all, is expected 

to speak.as himself, and Baudelaire’s texts were described by him as ‘petits poemes en 

prose". However, the significance o f  the double qualification flanking the word 

■poemes’ here should not be u n d e r e s t i m a t e d . I f  an ironic split between author and 

narrator exists in these texts, then that split is doubly ironic to the extent that it goes 

unnoticed.

Hannoosh (1992 27-28) discusses the transmission o f  a Hobbesian theory o f  

laughter to Baudelaire via Stendhal’s writings on art. For Hobbes, laughter derived 

from a sense o f  one’s own superiority, and was thus linked to pride and vanity. As 

Hannoosh points out, both Stendhal and Baudelaire recognized two kinds o f  comedy,

Hannoosh points out that B audela ire’s view o f  caricature is associated with a ‘subversion o f  
academ ic  ideals’ and a mockery o f  the obsession o f  academ ics ‘with the serious at the expense o f  the 
co m ic ’ (1992 14). See OC ii 526 for a description o f ‘des diners d ’academ ic iens’.

For example: ‘The narrator o f  B audela ire’s fables seems to typify the au tho r’s inner s truggles’ 
(K aplan  1990 xiii); ‘By 1861, [ . . . ]  Baudelaire abandoned  good  conscience as his narrator responds to 
beggars and other outcasts with cruelty, outrage, or cyn ic ism ’ (Kaplan  1990 4).

Milner, similarly, writes o f  the ‘ded o ub lem en t’ o f  the poet in the prose poems: ‘[ils] mettent en 
scene, en une foule de variations, un drame dont le personnage unique, multiforme et contradictoire est 
le poete  lui-meme’ (1979 28). Milner (1979 26) observes that only in twelve out o f  the fifty texts [or 
fifty-one if the ‘ded icace’ is included] is the ‘j e ’ absent, and that in som e o f  these, the ‘j e ’ is hidden 
behind an ‘il’ ( ‘Les Foules’, ‘Enivrez-vous’, ‘Le Tir et le c im etiere’ for example). Milner states that the 
place o f  the poetic consciousness ‘est formellement marquee par la prem iere  personne dans la tres 
grande m ajorite’ (1979 26).

While Hiddleston relates the adjective ‘peti ts’ to the ‘concentration and intensity’ (1987 87) o f  
the pieces rather than to any derogatory  possibility, he does point to the ‘wilfully prosaic and debilitated 
s ty le’ o f  the prose poems (1987 35), and to B audela ire ’s attempt ‘to create a muted and featureless s ty le’ 
(1987 66). He states that Baudelaire ‘saw prose as the medium for the real as opposed to the ideal, and 
for detail and irony, and the description which he gives to Troubat in 1866 -  “encore Les F leurs du M ai, 
mais avec beaucoup plus de liberte, et de detail,  et de raillerie” is tantam ount to a form o f  anti-poetry, 
when set against contemporary poetic no rm s’ (1987 75; see also BC ii 615). Hiddleston also cites 
Valery, who said o f  the act o f  putting a poem into prose, ‘c ’est tout s implement meconnaitre  I’essence 
d ’un a r t’ (1957 1503, cited 1987 63).

R uff  refers to the 'confessional s ty le’ o f  the prose poems, c la im ing that Baudelaire ‘y livre sa 
confidence d irec tem ent’ and that 'aucun  ecrit de Baudelaire, pas m em e sa correspondance, ne denude 
aussi completem ent sa personnalite p ro fon de’ (1967 24).
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one o f which was far superior to the other. For both, however, even the superior kind 

involved a feeling o f superiority, albeit o f a different kind to that produced by ordinary 

comedy. For Baudelaire, the essence o f Me comique absolu’ was the comedian’s ability 

‘de paraitre s’ignorer lui-meme et de developper chez le spectateur, ou plutot chez le 

lecteur, la joie de sa propre superiorite et la joie de la superiorite de I’homme sur la 

nature’ (OC ii 543). It may be that much o f the grotesque comedy (the sense o f 

superiority to nature) enacted by Le Spleen de P ahs  has been veiled by the appearance 

o f ordinary comedy (the sense o f personal superiority) for a significant length o f time 

As Baudelaire once observed, ‘Le public est, relativement au genie, une horloge qui 

retarde’ (OC ii 751).

BEAUTY AND THE GROTESQUE

If Les Fleurs du m al extract the pathos from caricature, Le Spleen de Paris 

caricatures pathos. If the required response to the former is pity, the appropriate 

response to the latter may be violent laughter. In many instances this laughter depends 

upon the reader initially falling into an anamorphic trap, and then discovering her error. 

It is only after she has been virtually decapitated, like the wife o f the ‘galant tireur’, 

that she can experience the Baudelairean grotesque:

La caricature est pour I’oeil comme une blessure; elle porte atteinte a la fois au 
spectacle qu’elle saisit, qu’elle censure, et au spectateur qu’elle provoque. 
Doublement exemplaire dans son propos d ’agression, elle imprime comme 
physiquement sur notre etre I’impact douleureux de la modernite.

(Estaban 1969 437)

The hideousness o f the prose poems has more in common with the beauty o f the verse 

poems than it might seem at first, however. As Hannoosh puts it, caricature illustrates 

‘in exaggerated and exemplary form the paradox o f art itself (1992 13). Both Le 

Spleen de Paris and Les Fleurs dii mal extricate beauty from ugliness. Both, therefore, 

belong to the category o f what Baudelaire called ‘le surnaturel’:
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Supernaturalism is the essence o f caricature. It accommodates the 
transformation o f ugliness into beauty. It permits transcendence. Because 
caricature results from a supernatural act o f creation, and because it elicits a 
supernatural response in the observer, it fascinates Baudelaire and repels him.

(McLees 1984 230)

What seems to occur in the case o f ‘Au Lecteur’ and ‘Au Soleil’, on the one hand, and 

many o f the prose poems, on the other, is that ‘le surnaturel’, associated by Baudelaire 

with allegory, is combined with irony. As the poet writes in Fusees, there are ‘Deux 

qualites litteraires fondamentales: surnaturalisme et ironie’ (OC i 658). We argue that 

the combination o f these two qualites takes the form o f a disguised caricature, or 

anamorphosis.

Critics have explained the difference between the idealism o f Les Fleurs du mal 

and the negativity o f Le Spleen de Paris in two main ways. On the one hand, it is 

claimed that the divergence reflects a split between Baudelaire’s aesthetic and 

intellectual or moral interests (see Scott 1984 81, Hiddleston 1987 67). On the other 

hand, the divergence (as well as the gap between the poet’s stated intention and what 

he actually achieved) is accounted for by reference to Baudelaire’s sense o f defeat after 

the trial o f 1857, and to his degenerating health and creative powers (see for example 

Milner 1979 10-12, 47, Hiddleston 1987 12, 85). As with Stendhal, there is a tendency 

among critics to resolve the problematic and seemingly contradictory aspects o f 

Baudelaire’s writing by treating him as an unsystematic and inconsistent thinker (it will 

be shown that similar charges are made about Lacan). This chapter has aimed to show, 

however, that there is very little that is inconsistent about Baudelaire’s ideas, and 

indeed that an extraordinary degree o f continuity exists between his critical writing on 

art and literature, his verse poetry, and his prose poems.
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III. L A C A N ’S STRAN GE GAZE

[La psychcinalysej se distingue par cet extraordinaire pouvo ir d ’errance et de confusion, 
qui fa it  de sa litterature quelque chose auquel je vous assure qu 'il faudra  bien peu de 
recul pour qu 'on la fasse rentrer, tout e n tir e , dans la rubrique de ce qu ’on appelle les 
fous litteraires.

Lacan, Le Seminaire: Livre X I

LACAN AND THE VISUAL

The significant contribution made by Lacan to psychoanalytic theory and practice 

is usually conceived o f  as language-related. Not only did he give a linguistic orientation 

to the operations o f  the Freudian unconscious, he also viewed discourse as the locus o f  

the unconscious.

However, vision was also promoted in Lacan’s work. Gandelman states that ‘it 

may be claimed that during a lifetime o f  teaching and publishing Lacan wrote chiefly 

about the scopic pulsion, even when it remained unnamed in his writings’ (1991 158). 

Lacan emphasized the importance which Freud had accorded to the image in the 

constitution o f  the psyche, and developed the links between the psychoanalytic image and 

the optical image, claiming that ‘ce n ’est tout de meme pas pour rien qu ’elles ont le meme 

nom ’ (SI 90).

The fact that ‘le stade du miroir’, Lacan’s best known contribution to 

psychoanalysis, figures the founding moment o f  the ego as the infant’s captivation by her 

mirror reflection, indicates the central role accorded to vision in his theorization of 

subjectivity. An optical trick involving an inverted flower-pot is employed on numerous 

occasions in Lacan’s seminars and writings in order to illustrate psychic structure. What 

these models illustrate is the intrication o f  the imaginary, being the domain o f  

identificatory correspondences and illusions o f  sufficiency, with the symbolic, or the 

network o f  desire. The symbolic is often associated in Lacan’s work with language and 

the unconscious, and the imaginary with vision.
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If vision functions as a metaphor o f the imaginary in Lacan’s discourse, the 

relationship between vision and the imaginary also acquires a literal flavour at times, as for 

example in 1938 when he claims that the subject’s mental development is structured by i a  

predominance des fonctions visuelles’ (CF 44). Lacan’s treatment o f vision seems to 

conftise the limit between the literal and the metaphorical: it is often uncertain whether he 

is talking about vision itself, or about vision as a metaphor o f  the imaginary. As such, the 

visual presents great scope for Lacan’s development o f the notion o f the object a, which 

seems to operate in his discourse as a virtual principle o f confiision.

‘DU REGARD COMME OBJET PETIT A ’

Lacan's most thoroughgoing exploration o f vision takes place in Le Seminaire: 

Livre X I (1964): Les Quatre Concepts fondam entanx de la psychanalyse, in a sequence o f 

four seminars collectively entitled ‘Du Regard comme objet petit a ’. Much o f the difficulty 

of Lacan’s seminars on the gaze stems from the fact that the meaning o f the gaze seems 

constantly to shift. The first section o f this chapter will examine the four broad ‘meanings 

attributed to the gaze in Livm  X I}  and will justify each o f these by reference to an aspect 

of the object a as outlined in Lacan’s wider theory. The second section o f this chapter will 

read Lacan’s text on the gaze in the light o f this analysis

The gaze as object a

(i) The gaze as lost object

On one reading o f the seminar on the gaze, ‘le regard’ stands for something that is 

radically lost to the geometral vision o f the eye and, by extension, to consciousness:

' This formuJation will be used in the text to refer to Lacan’s seminars, and an abbreviation (see
list o f abbreviations) used when references are accompanied by a page number.
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Ce en quoi la conscience peut se retourner sur elle-meme -  se saisir, telle la 
Jeune Parque de Valery, comme se voyant se voir -  represente un escamotage Un 
evitement s’y opere de la fonction du regard. (SXI 87)

Geometrical vision, which elides the gaze, is precisely the kind that is theorized by Diderot 

and Descartes; in its ideality, it is ‘parfaitement reconstructible, imaginable, par un 

aveugle’ (SXI 100),^ According to Lacan, the gaze has been excluded from a tradition of 

philosophical discourse stretching from Plato to Merleau-Ponty, because vision tends to be 

treated therein as a model of mental clarity. The eye functions within this tradition as a 

principle of idealization. However, prompted by the work of Heidegger and Sartre, Lacan 

underlines the eye’s ‘pouvoir de neantisation’ (SXI 94). It suppresses the gaze.

The gaze can be understood as a network of relations underpinning distinct vision. 

It is described by Lacan as ‘cet envers de la conscience’ (SXI 97). The gaze, like the 

unconscious, reveals itself only to an oblique approach; ‘Dans quelque tableau que ce soit, 

c ’est precisement a chercher le regard en chacun de ses points que vous le verrez 

disparaltre’ (SXI 102-3). In Lacan’s analysis of Holbein’s The Ambassadors the gaze is 

located in the distorted shape in the foreground of the painting, inaccessible to distinct 

vision and yet registered sufficiently to provoke the viewer to look back at it as she leaves 

the room, thus perceiving the angled skull.

Between the eye and the gaze ‘il n’y a point coincidence, mais foncierement leurre’ 

(SXI 118). The dialectic between the eye and the gaze, or between the desire to see and 

what is given to be seen, is ‘unsublated’, that is, it never produces a reconcilation between 

the two"

D’une faQon generale, le rapport du regard a ce qu’on veut voir est un rapport de 
leurre. Le sujet se presente comme autre qu’il n’est, et ce qu’on lui donne a voir 
n’est pas ce qu’il veut voir. C ’est par la que I’oeil peut fonctionner comme objet a, 
c’est-a-dire au niveau du manque ( -  <3p). (SXI 119)

Lacan refers to Diderot’s Lettre sur les aveugles a I 'usage de ceux qui voient and Descartes’ La 
Dioplrique.
 ̂ Jay (1993 366) describes the dissonant relationship between the eye and the gaze as an
‘unsublated dialectic’ on the model o f the version o f the Hegelian dialectic elaborated by Alexandre 
Kojeve in the seminars which Lacan attended in Paris in the mid-1930s.
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As Lacan says o f our relation to the real, the order that flanks the imaginary and the 

symbolic, ‘Le rendez-vous est toujours manque’ (SXI 144). He evokes the discordance 

between eye and gaze with the phrases \Jamais tu ne me regardes la oil je  te vois' and 'ce 

que je  regarde n 'est jam ais ce que je  veux voir' (SXI 118). The moment o f losing the 

gaze, M’instant de voir’, is the closest the subject can get to an awareness o f the gaze, 

because while the gaze is present, the subject is not:

Des que ce regard, le sujet essaie de s’y accommoder, il devient cet objet 
punctiforme, ce po[i]nt'* d ’etre evanouissant, avec lequel le sujet confond sa propre 
defaillance. Aussi, de tous les objets dans lesquels le sujet peut reconnaitre la 
dependance ou 11 est dans le registre du desir, le regard se specific comme 
insaisissable. C ’est pour cela qu’il est, plus que tout autre objet, meconnu. .

(SXI 97)

The gaze is thus lost to the eye o f the subject.

The definition o f the gaze as that which is radically lost to vision is close to 

Merleau-Ponty’s notion o f ‘I’invisible’, defined as the lining o f the visible. Lacan distances 

himself from the phenomenologist, however, by locating the foundations o f vision and 

consciousness in ‘la structure retournee du regard’ (SXI 96).^ The difference between 

M’invisible’ and Me regard’, although it is not spelled out here by Lacan, would seem 

therefore to be related to a structure o f inversion.

Lacan’s ‘bouquet renverse’ model o f the psyche, which appears later in Livre X I  

(and elsewhere) and involves a specular inversion, demonstrates the subject’s mediation by 

the symbolic; ‘c ’est dans I’Autre que le sujet se constitue comme ideal’ (SXI 162).® Michel 

Thevoz, drawing on Lacan’s seminar on the gaze, explores the specular inversions 

involved in self-portraiture (1996 19-35). It would seem then that the gaze, to the extent 

that it is related to a ‘structure retournee’, can be identified with cultural mediation, or the

This word appears as 'pont’ in the 'Points’ version of Jacques-Alain M iller’s 1973 edition o f the 
Livre XL  from which this thesis is citing, but as 'point' in the standard version of the same edition.

Lacan suggests that Merleau-Ponty may have done the same if death had not interrupted his 
progress He also distances him self from Merleau-Pont>' in SII 99-100. where he argues that the 
phenomenologist was ultimately concerned with maintaining the prestige o f consciousness.
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symbolic, and the eye with the imaginary. Certainly, Lacan associates distinct vision with 

the imaginary; 'La vision s ’ordonne sous un mode qu’on peut appeler en general la 

tbnction des images. Cette fonction se defmit par une correspondance point par point de 

deux unites dans I’espace’ (SXI 99).^ The gaze would then be the symbolic mediation 

upon which the eye's fantasy o f reality* depends: ‘Dans le rapport scopique, I’objet d ’oii 

depend le fantasme auquel le sujet est appendu dans une vacillation essentielle, est le 

regard’ (SXI 96-97). Philippe Julien seems to differentiate the gaze from the imaginary: it 

is 'I ’objet irreductiblement exterieur, ciu-deld de I’image de I’objet narcissique que j e peux 

v o i r '(1990 187)

This interpretation o f the gaze as the thing that is radically lacking from vision is 

consistent with Lacan’s definition o f the object small a in the course o f that seminar and 

elsewhere. 'L ’objet a est quelque chose dont le sujet, pour se constituer, s’est separe 

comme organe. (^a vaut comme symbole du manque, c’est-a-dire du phallus, non pas en 

tant que tel, mais en tant qu’il fait manque’ (SXI 119). Later in Livre XI, Lacan warns 

against confiising or the subject split into conscious and unconscious parts, with 

M’image de I’objet a ’ (SXI 159). The subject founds itself upon (the absence ot) the object 

a, such that there exists ‘une non-reciprocite absolue’ between the split subject and the 

object a (E 774),^ To the extent that the object a is what is impossible for the subject, 

always beyond his or her grasp, it can be aligned with the real. The unconscious is usually 

associated with the symbolic, in Lacan’s work; however, in Livre X I  it is identified with 

the real to the extent that it is what is impossible for consciousness (see Miller 1995b 239- 

41).

In the analytic session, the analyst represents the unconscious or the object a  for 

the analysand by incarnating lack, ‘en faisant le mort, en cadaverisant sa position’ (E 430). 

In describing the analyst as presenting ‘le miroir pur d’une surface sans accidents’ (E 109),

^ T his point is made even more exp licitly  in Livre  1. where Lacan uses the sam e m odel to show  that
c'est la relation sym bolique qui definit la position du sujet coim ne voyant’ (SI 161).

See M uller 1996 4 on the com plicity between v ision  and the imaginary.
* A ccording to A nne D unand, Fantasy is the subject’s only way o f  grasping onto reality’ (1995
247).

In Livre  XV. Lacan says the opposite: la reciprocite entre le sujet et I’objet a  est totale’ (SX X  
114) Total reciprocity may, however, im ply radical difference.
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Lacan conveys the impossibility for the anaiysand o f finding a familiar self reflected back 

by the figure o f the analyst The analyst thus reflects without reassuring. As Robert 

Samuels argues in ‘.Ait and the Position o f the Analyst’ (1995), both the analyst and the 

work o f art -  paradigmatically in the case o f The Ambassadors -  present their audience 

with a blind spot.

(ii) The gaze as substitute object

According to a second strand o f meaning in Lacan’s seminar on the gaze, the latter 

is not what the eye lacks, but rather the visible or imagined object that comes to fill in for 

that lack. It is the substitute object rather than the radically lost object.'” This gaze that 

substitutes for the lost gaze can be a fantasized one, such that it becomes the complement 

o f the eye rather than what the latter is forced to suppress. If Lacan is dismissive o f 

Merleau-Ponty’s notion o f speculum mundi, he nevertheless evokes the idea o f an 

imaginary gaze located on the far side o f appearances. He also suggests that the viewer of 

a painting has a sense o f the artist’s gaze:

A regarder des tableaux meme les plus depourvus de ce qu’on appelle 
communement le regard et qui est constitue par une paire d ’yeux, des tableaux oii 
toute representation de la figure humaine est absente, tel paysage d ’un peintre 
hollandais ou flamand, vous finirez par voir, comme en filigrane, quelque chose de 
si specific pour chacun des peintres que vous aurez le sentiment de la presence du 
regard. Mais ce n’est la qu’objet de recherche, et qu’illusion peut-etre. (SXI 116)

The gaze is associated here with painterly style, being the thing that substitutes for the 

artist’s person and gives a sense o f his presence." This idea o f the artist’s gaze

Ellie Ragland claims that objet a is a symbol denoting both an empty place in being and body 
and the "object” that one chooses to stop it up because this void place produces anxiety' (1995b 189). 
Ragland also treats the gaze as the object-cause-of-desire, but this reading will be discussed in our fourth 
interpretation of the gaze.
'' The object a is related by Lacan to sty le. In the preface to Ecrits, Lacan cites Buffon’s famous 
aphorism. Le style est I’homme meme’, and says of the object a that it is I’objet qui repond a la question 
sur le style, que nous posons d’entree de jeu’ (E 9. 10). Jane Gallop deduces from Lacan’s preface to 
Ecrits that the object of ps\'choanaJ\1ic study reveals itself as style’ (1985 117). This valorization of style, 
along with what Lacan says in the seminar about the painter’s gaze inscribed en filigrane' in the work of
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coming from beyond the canvas is associated by Lacan with the modern age. However, the 

imagined or projected gaze has always played a crucial civilizing role, according to Lacan, 

the only difference being that in the past it was G od’s gaze that was imagined, religious 

icons serving as Me truchement avec la divinite’ (SXI 128), or, in the case o f secular art, 

the reassuring gazes o f political leaders. In short, ‘il y a toujours eu du regard la derriere’ 

(SXI 129). The effect o f this fantasized ‘au-dela’, for Lacan, is a calming one.

As Lacan pointed out almost ten years prior to the seminar on the gaze, the 

fantasized gaze turns the subject into an object: ‘Le regard n’est pas forcement la face de 

notre semblable, mais aussi bien la fenetre derriere laquelle nous supposons qu’il nous 

guette. C ’est un x, I’objet devant quoi le sujet devient objet’ (SI 245). As this quotation 

suggests, the fantasy o f an invisible, external gaze is not always pleasure-giving. For 

example, in the myth o f the ‘mauvais ceil’, the subject becomes the object o f a persecuting 

gaze. However, more frequently the fantasy offers a compensatory pleasure, analogous to 

Ma satisfaction d ’une femme a se savoir regardee, a condition qu’on ne le lui montre pas’ 

(SXI 87, 88).

Lacan sometimes describes the object a as an object that substitutes for a 

primordial lost object. It would therefore serve as the symbol o f the lost object.'^ For 

example, the cotton reel that substitutes for the mother and compensates for her absence 

in the infant’s ‘fort-da’ game, described in Freud’s Beyond the Pleasure Principle, is 

designated by Lacan as the object a  (SXI 72-73, 266). In this game, which Lacan 

describes as a model o f language acquisition, the infant repeatedly throws and retrieves a 

reel, accompanying his gestures with the enunciation o f sounds approximating the German 

words for ‘gone’ and ‘here’. The fiinction o f the object a is to ‘boucher la beance que 

constitue la division inaugurale du sujet’ (SXI 300-301). As Ragland puts it, ‘object a

art (SXI 116). calls to mind Stendhal’s interest in an artist’s style: Reconnaitre la teinte particuliere de 
l ame d’un peintre dans sa maniere de rendre le clair-obscur. le dessin, la couleur: voila ce que quelques 
personnes sauront, apres avoir iu la presente histoire’ (HPI i 159). Strangely, the index to Ecrits (compiled 
by Jacques-Alain Miller) erroneously designates a reference to Stendhal on p.9, the opening page of the 
\ olume. Whether the index entry is one of the several errors which occur in the index, or whether it is a 
discreet marker of Stendhal’s influence is uncertain. We have not managed to find any mention of 
Stendhal’s name in the volume itself, although there are allusions to his works.
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appears to be the visible thing’ ( 1995b 198) It provides a semblance of the lost real. The 

object a as a substitute object, then, takes the form of an imaginary object rather than of a 

lost real '■ Its substitutive connection with the lost real affords the subject a certain degree 

o f  compensatory jouissance, which Bruce Fink calls "a kind of rem(a)inder o f  lost 

jouissance’ (1997 66; see also 1995a 59-61) Jouissance, for Lacan, connotes both 

pleasure and pain. It is what gives the subject a sense of being. The fantasy object, or 

object 6/, compensates for the symbolic’s lack of the real by offering a semblance o f  being: 

A la place meme de ce trou specifie qu’est , est pose I’objet petit a ’ (P Julien 1990 

186) Ragland describes the object a as ‘a nonutilitarian residue between the libido and 

language’, ‘a palpable something one seeks to replace loss itself (1995a 43-44). In fact, 

the object a can be identified with the fantasy or substitute object only to the extent that 

the latter produces effects of jouissance in the subject.'^

The role of the object a as substitute object is linked to Lacan’s notion of artistic 

sublimation, defined by Thevoz as the substitution o f ‘une hallucination fondamentale, 

generatrice de toute realite’ for ‘la Chose’, or the irremediably lost object (1996 55). The 

substitute object may itself become permeated by lack: ‘Objet menace de tomber lui aussi 

sous le coup de I’interdit, puisque eleve a la dignite de la Chose’ (Thevoz 1996 55-56; see 

also SXI 73). In this case, a fijrther substitution will be necessary.

Sublimation is associated by Lacan with courtly love. His description of the 

transference, closely related to sublimation, as ‘la cristallisation imaginaire’ (SI 311), 

recalls Stendhal’s notion o f  amorous ‘cristallisation’ In the analytic session, the analyst 

becomes the analysand’s object a at the exact moment that he seems suddenly, vividly

In 1966, Lacan states that un symbole vient a la place du manque constitue par le ‘manque a sa 
place’” (E 722).

P. Julien suggets as much: "Si entre sym bolique et reel il n ’y  a p a s de rapport, a lors il y  fa u t  
I 'im aginaire. Telle est la trouvaille de Lacan, inseparable de celle de I’objet petit a ' (1990 199). Lacan 
descnbes the object a as occupying the place o f ‘le semblant’ (SXX 88). On the object a as a fantasy that 
emerges a la place du reel’, see SXX 58. The idea o f ‘semblance’ is a recurrent one in Lacan’s work, and 
marks the indivisibility of truth and deception. See Evans 1996 174-75.

For Lacan. La jouissance. c ’est ce qui ne sert a rien’ (SXX 10),
The fantasy, therefore, contains the object a. but cannot be identified with it: 11 y a une 

difference essentielle entre I’objet defini conune narcissique. le i(a), et la fonction du a ' (SXI 302-303).
On the link between sublimation and courtly love, see Thevoz 1996 15 and SVII 153-84.
Lacan claims that the transference has the same structure as ‘I’amour-passion’. indeed, that ‘Le 

transfert, c'est I’ainour’ (SI 106). On the relationsliip between transference and passion, see Klotz 1995.
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present to the analysand. This sense o f  the o ther’s presence is associated by Lacan with 

sublime moments o f silence, wherein ‘un au-dela de la parole’ is arrived at (SI 313, see 

also SI 53, 63).

To the extent that the analyst is imagined by the analysand as the cause o f  verbal

slips and dreams, the analyst occupies the same place as fate, God, or the other objects
'  18 commonly fantasized in the place o f  the cause. The goal o f psychoanalysis is to bring the

subject to a point at which she can becom e the cause. This shift in the subject’s relation to

the cause is described by Lacan as the traversing o f  the fantasy, or the subjectifying o f  the

cause, and will be discussed later, in the context o f  our fourth reading o f  the object a

(iii) The gaze as cause o f  fascination

In a third version o f  the gaze, as presented in Lacan’s seminars on the gaze, it is a 

cause o f  visual fascination. No longer either lacking or imagined, this gaze shows itself 

and inspires Me sentiment d ’e trangete’ (SXI 88 ). It causes a suspension o f  the subject’s 

self-mastery. For example, Lacan describes the gaze as dom inating the dream ing or 

hallucinating subject: ‘Le sujet ne voit pas oii 9a mene, il suit’ (SXI 88 ) For example, 

while Tchoang-tseu’s butterfly dream lasts, he is, effectively, a butterfly, according to 

Lacan, as subject-object divisions no longer pertain while one is under the gaze.

The viewer o f  a painting is also placed under the influence o f  this gaze; ‘devant le 

tableau, je suis elide comm e sujet du plan geom etral’ (SX I 123). Lacan presents a diagram 

o f  tw o circles, one inside the other, and claims that this schema represents the structure o f

Lacan mentions Stendhal’s D e I ’am our in Livre VII, where he describes it as (un| livre admirable en la 
matiere’ (SVII 74), and m his seminar o f 21 Jan 1975. in which he refers to Stendhal’s classification of 
love. See Kristeva's chapter on Stendhal in H istoires d 'am our  for a ps>choanal>tic reading of the latter’s 
theory of love.
‘ The fact that Lacan associates courtly love and the secret with anamorphosis (see for e.xample
SVll 180-81) reinforces our argument that Le Rouge e t le N oir  is an anamorphic text centring on a secret 
love object.

On the complicity o f the imaginary fantasy and the real cause, see Lacan on the significance of 
dreams for the Ancients (SXI 54). Fink writes that 'when the analyst is viewed as the cause of the 
analysand’s unconscious formations, the analyst can be considered a "real” object for the analysand 
(which is denoted by the e.xpression "object a”) ’ (1997 38-39).

On the link between fascination and the dream, see SII 75.
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painting, compared by Lacan to 'la pupille derriere laquelle est le regard’ (SXI 123). The 

fact that Lacan has already, in the seminar, associated the two concentric circles o f the 

eye with the exercise o f fascination indicates that, for him, the effect o f painting is one of 

captivation (SXI 86).“  The subject’s eye attaches itself to an image, such that she is no 

longer distinct from the image. Under the gaze, thus, she becomes ‘la tache’ (SXI 86). 

Lacan points to the fascination exerted by Holbein’s painting as illustrative o f the fact that 

the subject under the gaze is ‘pris, manoeuvre, capte, dans le champ de la vision’ (SXI 

106).

Lacan finds evidence for this argument in the phenomenon o f animal mimicry, 

which testifies to 'la preexistence au vu d ’un donne-a-voir’ (SXI 86). Lacan takes Roger 

Caillois’s lead in positing an analogy between animal mimicry and painting. Both the 

animal and the human subject become a ‘tableau’ under the gaze. According to Lacan, the 

painter does not represent a visible scene; rather, he responds to something in that scene. 

What governs the painter’s rhythmic movements and ‘la pluie du pinceau’, says Lacan, is 

not any conscious intention on the part o f the painter, but ‘cet [sic] autre chose’ (SXI 

129). Lacan has already described the object a as ‘cet [sic] autre chose’ at the heart of 

painting (SXI 127), and as that with which ‘le peintre en tant que createur’ enters into 

‘dialogue’ (SXI 128). The cause o f the painting, that which directs the painter’s 

movements, seems therefore to be the gaze as object a. According to Lacan, the gaze that 

causes a bird to shed its feathers, a snake its scales, and a tree its caterpillars and its leaves, 

is also that which causes a painter to let colours fall fi'om his brush: ‘Le sujet n’y est pas 

tout a fait, il est teleguide’ (SXI 130). The artist voluntarily loses his or her will or ego, 

thus exercising what is presumably the only possibility, apart fi'om sleep or suicide, o f 

evading alienation in the symbolic order.

On the seductive ‘vertige’ produced by the meeting of eyes, and on the fascination exerted by i e  
vide’, see Baudrillard 1979 101-109.

It may not be a coincidence that the term la tache’ is suggestive o f i ’attache’. P. Julien describes 
fascination as the Moment d ’arret de la temporalite sociale par la spatiaJisation visuelle’, and sums up its 
effect as follows: capte par I’image, je la deviens’ (SXI 54).
■■ See Lacan’s observation regarding Tchoang-tseu’s dream. If the latter is a ‘papillon capture’ in 
his dream, he is captiu-e de rien’: 'C ’est quand il est eveille qu’il est Tchoang-tseu pour les autres. et qu’il 
est pris dans leur filet a papillons’ (SXI 89).
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Lacan relates an anecdote about standing on a fishing boat as a young man, and his 

sense o f being a spot in the picture, watched by a sardine tin glistening on the surface of 

the water: 'Elle me regarde au niveau du point iumineux, ou est tout ce qui me regarde, et 

ce n’est point la metaphore’ (SXI 110). The subject is ‘evanouissant’, and itself an ‘objet 

punctiforme’ or object a while under the sway o f the gaze (SXI 9 7 ) . Fascination involves 

a loss o f ego and control; ‘C ’est que le sujet en question n’est pas celui de la conscience 

reflexive, mais celui du desir’ (SXI 103).^" Under the gaze, according to Lacan, ‘je suis 

photo-graphie' (SXI 121). His description of the subject as ‘appendu’ or suspended from 

the gaze ‘dans une vacillation essentielle’ seems to refer to this moment o f captivation 

(SXI 97; see also SXI 131).

The stasis produced by fascination is associated by Lacan with the pleasure 

principle The pleasure principle acts as a barrier to the real (SXI 39). It maintains the 

subject on the side o f the symbolic (SVII 161). Fascination arises from the experience of 

non-meeting between the symbolic and the real.^^ At one point in the seminar on the gaze, 

the syntax leaves it uncertain as to whether it is ‘la coupure du a' or the a itself that is ‘ce 

que le regard introduit de fascinatoire’ (SXI 134). In either case, it is a discordance 

associated with the object a that causes fascination Jouissance effects are produced at this 

limit, ou le souvenir-ecran s’immobilise, oii I’image fascinante du fetiche se statufie’ (E 

518) The moment o f homeostasis is, for Lacan, a formative one: ‘La fascination est 

absolument essentielle au phenomene de constitution du moi’ (SII 67).

Lacan follows Kant and Freud in arguing that the effect o f beauty is one of 

inhibition and stasis: ‘le beau a pour effet de suspendre, d ’abaisser, de desarmer, dirai-je, le

For Lacan, i ’evanouissement du sujef occurs at the limit o f pain as of pleasure (E 774). Lacan 
says of his experience on a fishing boat in Brittany that je faisais tant soit peut tache dans le tableau' (SXI 
110). This reference to the stain is not carried over into Alan Sheridan’s English translation, which 
translates the phrase idiomatically as T was rather out o f place in the picture' (1998 96).

Stendhal often wrote about the loss o f self-control incurred by the gaze o f a loved woman or 
admired other. See for example DA 80-83.

An actual meeting between the real and the symbolic occurs only in suicide. See P. M ien  1990 
127. 181.
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desir. La manifestation du beau intimide, interdit, ie desir’ (SVII 279).^'’ Beauty is virtually 

synonymous, in Lacan’s work, with fascination, as indicated by his various allusions, in 

I.ivre VII, to the fascination exerted by the heroine Antigone (see for example SVII 

295, 307) Beauty serves as ‘[une] barriere extreme a interdire I’acces a une horreur 

fondamentale’ (E 776). Like the pleasure principle, beauty seems to mark the limit 

between the real and the symbolic, the law that prohibits the subject’s access to a beyond. 

This limit is associated by Lacan with ‘Ate’ (SVII 306), a Greek word that recalls 

Stendhal’s notion o f ‘le terrible’ and Baudelaire’s idea o f Me diabolique’ Beauty is situated 

between life and death, that is, ‘dans I’entre-deux de deux champs symboliquement 

ditferencies’; it owes its characteristic ‘eclat’ to its position on this limit (SVII 290). In his 

seminars on the gaze, Lacan describes Holbein’s distorted death head, also suspended 

between life and death, as 'eclatante et etalee’ (SXI 102; our emphasis). At the moment of 

being fascinated by beauty, the subject is effectively blinded, like the viewer o f Holbein’s 

distorted skull: ‘L ’effet de beaute est un eflfet d ’aveuglement’ (SVII 327).

In Lacan’s early work, the a denotes either the ego or the specular image. The 

relation o f the ‘moi’ with the mirror reflection or ideal other is a fundamentally ambivalent 

one. vacillating between admiration and aggressivity. The a  constitutes the ego, but also 

threatens it with fragmentation. The a o f  Lacan’s early work does not disappear in his later 

formulations and can be seen to be related to the object a as both substitute object and 

cause o f fascination, in that the object a as substitute object reinforces the ego, while the 

object a as cause o f fascination threatens the ego. Although it eludes the eye and the eye 

eludes it, the object a  is partially present in the specular image, as the symbol i(a) 

suggests, and gives the image its power to fascinate: ‘C ’est a cet objet insaisissable au 

miroir que Fimage speculaire donne son habillement. Proie saisie aux rets de I’ombre, et 

qui, volee de son volume gonflant I’ombre, retend le leurre fatigue de celle-ci d ’un air de 

proie’ (E 818). The object a is located somewhere between the image and its beyond: ‘Au- 

dela Je I’amour, qui dans son essence est narcissique, il y a le desir cause par Vagalma 

cache, au-dela de I’image-habit, il y a ce reste que Lacan appelle objet petit a  et qui fait

26 Lacan draws heavily on K ant's C ritiqu e o f  Judgem en t in L ivre  VII.
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te m r  I’im age’ (P Julien 1990 123; see also S X X  12).^^

D esp ite  (or ra ther because  of) the fact that the analyst avoids any reciprocity o f  gazes 

with the anaiysand (SX I 90-91), the latter has a sense o f  being under the analyst’s gaze 

(see Samuels 1995 184-85), As an effect o f  the transference, the anaiysand becom es 

captiva ted  by the analyst, because  o f  w ha t she imagines him to  contain  B ecause  the 

cap tiva ted  subject is no longer the subject divided be tw een  ego  and unconscious, her 

unconsc ious is particularly legible in her discoursed* It is the ana lysand’s fascination with 

w ha t she imagines in the place o f  the analyst that gives rise, therefore, to w ha t Lacan calls 

‘la paro le  p leine’, and enables the next stage o f  the analysis.

(iv) T he gaze as cause o f  separation

In a fourth  m odality  o f  the gaze as described in L a c a n ’s seminar, it is the cause  not 

o f  fascination but ra ther o f  the subject’s separation from  fascination. It is the cause, that is, 

o f  the  sub jec t’s ‘fad ing’ or ‘aphanisis’, that is, o f  the sub jec t’s d isappearance or 

petrification into the signifier (see for example SXI 232 and E 656).

In this version o f  the gaze, it serves as an index o f  a beyond, o f  the symbolic order 

which, in L acan’s theory, p rovides an outlet from the imaginary dual relation, m oving the 

subject from dem and, or  the absorp tion  in the drive, to  the assum ption o f  desire. It brings 

the O th e r 's  desire o r  lack to  bear upon the scopic drive:

Le regard  ne se presente  a nous que sous la form e d ’une e trange contingence, 
symbolique de ce que  nous t rouvons  a I’horizon et com m e butee  de notre  
experience, a savoir le m anque consti tu tif  de I’angoisse de la castration  (SX I 85)

■ Fink defines ifa) as an im age that contains and yet d isgu ises object (a )’ (1995a 117). On the
non-identit>' between specular im age and object a.  see for e.xample SXI 166. W hereas it had been  
associated with specularity in 1955, the object a  is later defined by its radical non-specularity: Un trait 
com niun a ces objets dans notre elaboration: ils n'ont pas d 'im age speculaire. autrement dit d 'alterite' (E 
818). However, the notion o f  an excess internal to the im age is already present in L acan's early 
presentation o f  the specular im age. See for exam ple SI 162.

Gustavo D essals. L. V icente Mira, and Arturo Roldan write that: L ’analyse introduit. ne 
I’oublions pas. le sujet a un mode d 'enonciation qui est I'association libre. C elle-ci s'oppose au 
refoulement dans la mesure m em e ou elle  debride les identifications, qui stabilisent le sujet dans le 
sym ptom e et le soum ettent a la verite pas-toute’ (1992 97).
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The gaze is here again associated with the symbolic order, as it was in its first incarnation. 

This time, its relation to the symbolic order owes to the fact that it permits what might be 

called a ‘de-tache-m ent’ from the image. The image is envisaged as a screen beyond which 

lies an object; it becom es traversed by lack. Antonio Quinet claims that ‘The function o f  

the screen is to  erase the gaze from the world, from the w orld ’s show ’ (1995 144). It is 

because o f  this screen that the painter’s mimetic activity differs from that o f  the mimetic 

animal:

Seulement le sujet -  le sujet humain, le sujet du desir, qui est I’essence de 
I’homme, n’est point, au contraire de I’animal, entierem ent pris par cette capture 
imaginaire. II s ’y repere. Com m ent‘d Dans la mesure ou il isole, lui, la fonction de 
I’ecran, et en joue. L ’homme, en eflfet, sait jouer du m asque comm e etant cet au- 
dela de quoi il y a le regard. L ’ecran est ici le lieu de la mediation. (SX I 122)

If the mask is here referred to in the context o f  what differentiates humans from  animals, it 

is also strongly associated in the seminars on the gaze with the sexual function o f  travesty 

(SXI 114-15, 122). It is thus implied that the difference betw een painting and animal 

mimicry hinges on a certain m anagement o f  the sexual instinct. In humans, that 

m anagement am ounts to symbolization, or the institution, by the drive, o f  a split between 

the conscious and the unconscious^^: ‘La m ascarade a un autre sens dans le domaine 

humain, c ’est precisem ent de jouer au niveau, non plus imaginaire, mais sym bolique’ (SXI 

217).

Painting is described by Lacan as a transform ation o f  an act into a gesture o f  

showing destined for the other. I f  Lacan states o f  the mimetic crustacean that ‘II se fait 

tache, il se fait tableau, il s ’inscrit dans le tableau’ (SXI 114), the painter makes himself a 

tableau’ under the gaze, submits him self to the scopic drive, only in order to  symbolize 

that experience for the other. With the term  ‘la deposition du regard’ (SXI 130), applied 

to the painter’s response to  the gaze, Lacan puns on tw o meanings o f ‘la deposition’:

The drive is the means by which an organism manages its relation to one of its organs. It is the 
drive, therefore, that is responsible for the institution of the unconscious as a way of managing the se.xual 
organ (SXI 117).

On the ethical status o f the gesture, being the address to the other, see SXX 92.
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deposition and testimony. The painter breaks from the captivating hold o f the external 

gaze by invoking the gaze o f a third party: ‘C ’est par cette dimension que nous sommes 

dans la creation scopique -  le geste en tant que mouvement donne a voir’ (SXI 133).^' 

According to Lacan, a gesture differentiates itself only retroactively from an act, 

that is, only at its terminal moment. If this moment of'donner-a-voir’ constitutes the 

terminal moment o f the painter’s ‘desir a I’Autre’, it also initiates his ‘desir de I’Autre’; the 

meeting between the paintbrush and the canvas marks a separation from the gaze caused 

by the intervention o f another gaze, that is, by ‘la relation a I’autre’ (SXI 130). The 

‘instant de voir’ is thus the terminal moment o f the captivating gaze, and the initial 

moment o f symbolic vision. If, for Baudelaire, the artist or poet must deliver himself to the 

devil before being saved by the work o f art, for Lacan the painter must submit to the 

scopic drive before acceding to ‘une mise en forme signifiante du reel’ (SXI 49).

Painting is described by Lacan as ‘un jeu de trompe-l’oeil’ (SXI 118). The kind of 

trick that is at stake in painting is different from ‘la fonction naturelle du leurre’ (SXI 

127). Where Zeuxis’s painting o f grapes fools birds by presenting an appearance o f reality, 

Parrhasios’s painting o f a veil fools humans by indicating something beyond the 

appearance: ‘I’exemple de Parrhasios rend clair qu’a vouloir tromper un homme, ce qu’on 

lui presente c ’est la peinture d ’un voile, c’est-a-dire de quelque chose au-dela de quoi il 

demande a voir’ (SXI 127). It is the fact that painting points to its own status as a veil or 

appearance that inscribes it in the service o f the symbolic order, and as a rival o f 

philosophical discourse'^^:

Le tableau ne rivalise pas avec I’apparence, il rivalise avec ce que Platon nous 
designe au-dela de I’apparence comme etant I’ldee. C ’est parce que le tableau est 
cette apparence qui dit qu’elle est ce qui donne I’apparence, que Platon s’insurge 
contre la peinture comme contre une activite rivale de la sienne. (SXI 127)

Where ‘le mimetisme donne a voir quelque chose en tant qu’il est distinct de ce qu’on

Lacan seems to borrow here from Heidegger's Origin o f  the Work o f  Art.
Paintmg might also threaten the prestige o f theor\' to the extent that it reveals representation’s 

dependence on resemblance. As Prendergast writes in his discussion of Plato’s critique of mimesis in the 
Republic. Plato too plays the mimetic gam e’ (1986 11).
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pourrait appeler un lui-meine qui est derriere’ (SX l 114), painting presents itself as 'autre 

chose que ce qu’il donnait’; it presents itself as lack: ‘Get [sic] autre chose, c ’est le petit a, 

autour de quoi tourne un combat dont le trompe-l’oeil est I’ame’ (SXI 127). It is the 

revelation o f its own alterity that differentiates painting from animal mimicry;

Qu’est-ce qui nous seduit et nous satisfait dans le trompe-l’cEil? Quand est-ce qu’il 
nous captive et nous met en jubilation’’ Au moment ou, par un simple deplacement 
de notre regard, nous pouvons nous apercevoir que la representation ne bouge pas 
avec lui et qu’il n’y a la qu’un trompe-l’oeil. (SXI 127)

This moment o f  revelation o f  deception is analogous with the painter’s ‘instant de voir’, 

and shares ‘[la] temporalite tres particuliere’ (SXI 132) associated by Lacan with the 

(painter’s) gesture and with vision in general.

By indulging the viewer’s visual demand, and by allowing her subsequently to 

renounce the imaginary relation to the visual object, painting plays a civilizing role:

. I’oeuvre, 9a les apaise, les gens, ga les reconforte, en leur montrant qu’il peut y 
en avoir quelques-uns qui vivent de I’exploitation de leur desir. Mais pour que 9a 
les satisfasse tellement, il faut bien qu’il y ait aussi cette autre incidence, que leur 
desir, a eux, de contempler y trouve quelque apaisement. (^a leur eleve Fame, 
comme on dit, c ’est-a-dire q.a les incite, eux, au renoncement. (SXI 126)

The work o f art functions as a ‘dompte-regard’ by inviting fascination only in order to put 

an end to it. It satisfies the gaze only in order to bring about a separation from the gaze. 

Holbein’s painting ftinctions as an allegory or model o f  all paintings, according to Lacan, 

in so far as it traps the subject into yielding to the ‘fonction pulsatile, eclatante et etalee’ o f  

the gaze: ‘Ce tableau n’est rien d’autre que ce que tout tableau est, un piege a regard’

(SXI 102). The gaze is associated in Lacan’s analysis o f  The Am bassadors with both 

‘I’objet flottant magique’ (SXI 107) in its foreground and the death head, that is, with both 

the stupid fascination o f  the drive and symbolic, castrated vision. Fascination exposes the 

subject to splitting, as suggested by the mythic properties o f  the ‘mauvais ceil’, whose 

yascinum ’ is described by Lacan as an experience o f  deathly stasis (SXI 131, 133-34). It 

is thus that the Lacanian gaze can be described by Ragland as a ‘castrating force’ (1995a
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39). Richard Feldstein writes that ‘Every time the gaze falls upon us, we face a psychic 

a ip tu re ’ (1995 168).

Falling under the gaze is a prerequisite to  separation from it. Lacan describes the 

pauses in the Peking Opera battle dance in term s o f ‘I’effet fascinatoire’ exerted by the 

‘mauvais oeil’ (SXI 133). This effect o f  fascination petrifies the dancers, just as it suspends 

the painter’s gesture. Strangely, however, the ‘effet fascinatoire’ is that which, by 

rendering the dancers static, militates against stasis. Hanjo Berressen highlights the 

paradoxical nature o f  the situation in the case o f  the painter: ‘W hile banning and pacifying 

the evil eye, painting is formally relying on its arresting fianction’ (1995 177).

The ability to  symbolize the real differentiates the human being from the animal, 

and originates in human inadaptation to the real. The painter is different from the mimetic 

animal precisely because humans are reduced to  less authentic means o f  mimicry than 

animals (SXI 132-33).^^ The painter’s w ork is mediated by the signifier, while the anim al’s 

mimicry is a fijnction o f  s i g n s . T h e  signifier, unlike the sign, is supported by desire, 

which is always a desire for the O ther’s recognition and love, according to Lacan (see for 

example E 181, 268, 279, 431, 524, 691, 693, 814). The painter’s act is suspended, as a 

gesture, in order that the painter can represent himself to the Other: ‘un signifiant, c ’est ce 

qui represente le sujet pour un autre signifiant’ (E 819).^^ Representation is primarily, for 

Lacan, as it was for Stendhal and Baudelaire, a function o f  address: ‘rien n’est represente 

que pour’ (E 819).

If the animal is split by the gaze into an appearance and an organism, the subject o f 

representation becom es the cause o f  splitting, that is, she divides the visible into 

appearance and reality:

. en presence de la representation, je  m ’assure m oi-meme comme, en somme, en
sachant long, je  m ’assure comme conscience qui sait que ce n ’est que

”  The physiological inadequacy of human beings plays a crucial role in Lacan’s formulation o f the 
mirror stage, and thus in the constitution o f the subject in the symbolic. See for e.xample E 96, 186.

Lacan differentiates between signifiers and signs. See for e.xample SXI 176. 231-33, E 840. Jean- 
Luc Nancy and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe point out that 'Lacan va jusqu’a identifier le signe au simple 
signal, ou encore a Vindice au sens que lui donne Peirce. Le signe, c ’est ici la reference pure, c'est-a-dire 
ce contre quoi s'est posee la resistance de la barre. avec I'autonomie du signifiant’ (1973 66).

On the subject as an effect o f the signifier. see for example E 835. 840.
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representation, et q u ’il y a, au-dela, la chose, la chose en soi. Derriere le 
phenomene, le noumene, par exemple. (SXI 121)

This turning o f  the visible w orld’s fascinatory effect o f  splitting against itself, such that it 

divides into signifier and signified, might be described as the subjectification o f  the cause, 

or at least as the assum ption o f  the gaze by the eye. It represents an inversion between the 

gaze and the eye, an inversion which is illustrated by reference to a diagram Lacan 

presents in the course o f  his seminars on the gaze.^*’

image Point g^om^tral

Pouit luciincux Tableau

The first triangle above stands for the geom etral vision o f  the eye, and the latter for 

the gaze, or the experience o f ‘la tache’: Me prem ier est celui qui, dans le champ 

geometral, met a notre place le sujet de la representation, et le second, celui qui me fait 

moi-meme tab leau’ (SXI 120). By associating the ‘tableau’ with the object o f  geometral 

vision as well as with the subject under the gaze, however, Lacan’s text confuses the 

distinction betw een the tw o triangles. The following passage illustrates the problem  nicely:
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moi, je  faisais tableau d ’une fa^on inenarrable. Pour tout dire, je faisais tant soit 
peu tache dans le tableau. [.. ]

[ . ] Je ne suis pas simplement cet etre punctiforme qui se repere au point 
geometral d ’ou est saisie la perspective. Sans doute, au fond de mon oeil, se peint 
le tableau Le tableau, certes, est dans mon ceil. Mais moi, je suis dans le tableau.

(SXI 110-11)

Initially, in this passage, the subject is Me tableau’ or ‘la tache’ under the captivating gaze. 

Next, however. Me tableau’ is identified with the object o f the eye rather than the subject 

under the gaze. The ambiguity is suggested by the final sentence. A fijrther equivocation 

lies in the fluctuation between ‘je faisais tableau’, on the one hand, and ‘je faisais tant soit 

peut tache dam le tableau’, ‘je suis dam le tableau’, on the other (our emphasis). These 

transformations illustrate the chiasma that takes place between the two triangles. Another 

diagram, this time an obvious dihedron (two interlocking pyramids), is also presented by 

Lacan:

Le sujct de la reprcscntatioaimage
6crin

The median Hne o f the first triangle is labelled ‘image’, and that o f the second triangle is 

named ‘ecran’; these two lines are shown to be superimposed in the dihedron (SXI 121). 

It would seem to be this median line that mediates the passage, ‘entrecroisement’, or 

‘chiasme’ between one triangle and the other (SXI 109), For the eye, the appearance is

Jay (1994 365) e.xplains that Lacan’s schema is borrowed from Caillois, who introduced the 
figure of the dihedron in a discussion of animal mimicry in his 1935 essay, 'Mimetisme et psychasthenie 
legendaire'. M inotaure. 7 (1935).
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an image beyond which lies a beyond; however, the image can also captivate the subject’s 

eye, such that she is placed under the gaze.^^ While the human being is under the gaze, 

she resembles a screen: ‘Et moi, si je suis quelque chose dans le tableau, c ’est [. . .] sous 

cette forme de I’ecran’ (SXI 111). However, the human escapes from the gaze and 

resumes distinct vision by apprehending the visible world itself as a screen (in the sense of 

having a beyond rather than in the sense o f display).

Copjec deduces from Lacan’s dihedron that the second triangle, because it exceeds 

representation (associated with the eye, or the first triangle), ‘prevents the subject from 

ever being trapped in the imaginary’ (1994 34). It can also be argued that the first triangle 

prevents the subject from entrapment in the imaginary. However, according to Lacan, the 

scopic drive is the most firmly rooted in the imaginary. This apparent contradiction can be 

explained by reference to the above two statements. Both the first and the second triangles 

denote imaginary relations, the first kind mediating the symbolic, and the second mediating 

the real. The separation from the second triangle to the first is not, therefore, felt as a 

castration. It is simply a break from one mode o f the imaginary to another. This continuity 

o f the imaginary is what characterizes vision:

Le regard peut contenir en lui-meme I’objet a de I’algebre lacanienne oii le sujet 
vient a choir, et ce qui specific le champ scopique, et engendre la satisfaction qui 
lui est propre, c’est que la, pour des raisons de structure, la chute du sujet reste 
toujours inapergue, car elle se reduit a zero. Dans la mesure oil le regard, en tant 
qu’objet a, peut venir a symboliser le manque central exprime dans le phenomene 
de la castration, et qu’il est un objet a reduit, de par sa nature, a une fonction 
punctiforme, evanescente, -  il laisse le sujet dans I’ignorance de ce qu’il y a au-dela 
de I’apparence -  cette ignorance si caracteristique de tout le progres de la pensee 
dans cette voie constituee par la recherche philosophique. (SXI 89)

Describing the e.xperience of being under the gaze, Slavoj Zizek evokes the scene in which Lilah 
approaches the old house in Hitchcock’s Psycho, where the camera alternates between the view of the 
house and the view of Lilah (1991 117-18). Joan Copjec writes that at the moment the gaze is discerned, 
the image, the entire visual field, takes on a terrifying alterity. It loses its "belong-to-me aspect” and 
suddenly assumes the function of a screen’ (1994 35),
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This passage seems to suggest that castration goes unnoticed in vision, because any lack in 

appearances will be supplied by representation. The castration eflfected in the viewing o f a 

work o f art, for example, merely moves the subject from one mode o f the imaginary 

(captivation) to another (distinct perception). No sooner does a hole open up in vision, 

than the visible comes to fill that hole.^^

Just as the gaze cannot be seen by the eye, the exclusion o f the gaze being the 

precondition o f the eye, the eye eludes the gaze’s castrating effect because that effect is 

the very precondition o f the eye. The scopic drive is, o f Lacan’s four partial drives, ‘celle 

qui elude le plus completement le terme de la castration’ (SXI 91).'^^ Its resistance to 

castration seems to owe to the fact that it is inseparable from castration, the scopic drive 

seeming both to originate in and cause the schism between the eye and the gaze: ‘L’oeil et 

le regard, telle est pour nous la schize dans laquelle se manifesto la pulsion au niveau du 

champ scopique’ (SXI 85).^” It is thus that, as Ragland points out, ‘the visible seems 

adequate to itself (1995b 200).

The object «, according to Fink, is ‘a reminder that there is something else, 

something perhaps lost, perhaps yet to be found’ (1995a 94). It can be associated with the 

^caput mortuum  du signifiant’ at the moment that the latter ‘prend son aspect causal’ (E 

56). Just as the bobbin marks the absence o f the mother even while substituting for her, 

the object a serves as a pointer to or index o f the lack in the presentation o f reality;

En tant que sdectionne dans les appendices du corps comme indice du desir, il est 
deja I’exposant d ’une fonction, qui le sublime avant meme qu’il I’exerce, celle de 
I’index leve vers une absence dont Vest-ce n’a rien a dire, sinon qu’elle est de la ou 
?a parle. (E 682)

P. Julien states that ‘Lacan choisit panni les objets pulsionnels celui de la pulsion scopique. soit 
le regard, pour montrer le rapport de jonction/disjonction de la pulsion avec I’imaginaire corporel. en tant 
que le regard plus que tout autre objet necessite une subversion  de la presentation de I’imaginaire m eine’ 
(1990 187-88).

The others are the oral. anal, and invocatory drives.
If the scopic drive is peculiarly linked to separation in Livre A7, and therefore to the fourth 

modality of the object a, links are also established therein between the invocatory drive and the 
unconscious, the anal drive and substitution, the oral drive and attachment or fascination.
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It is the lack in the image that permits the infant to separate from the imaginary relation to 

that image (be it that o f the mother or the specular other) and to enter into the symbolic 

(see for example E 70, 693-94).'*' It is the existence o f lack, therefore, even if it is not 

perceived as such, that liberates the subject: ‘Par la fonction de I’objet a, le sujet se separe, 

cesse d ’etre lie a la vacillation de I’etre, au sens qui fait I’essentiel de I’alienation’ (SXI 

286-87).

Lacan figures the lack in the image in terms o f an awareness o f the gaze o f a third 

party, beyond the dual relation between the ‘moi’ and the image: ‘It is the O ther’s desire 

as pure desirousness -  manifested in the Other’s gaze at something or someone, but 

distinct from that something or someone -  that elicits desire in the child’ (Fink 1995a 91, 

see also, for example, E 70, 678). Ragland writes that ‘the experience o f a cut between 

fantasy and visual reality gives rise to the symbolic order’ (1995a 21), however, it is 

equally possible to argue that it is the symbolic order that gives rise to the apparent cut 

between fantasy and visual reality .'*̂  Muller, for example, argues that the act o f naming, for 

Lacan, allows a liberation from fascination and ‘the immediacy o f things’ (1996 58). '̂^

The ‘scotomisation’ o f lack or refiisal to separate from the image and accede to the 

symbolic leads to psychotic disturbances in the form o f hallucinations: ‘it is not the lack of 

the object that gives rise to anxiety but, on the contrary, the danger o f our getting too 

close to the object and losing the lack itself Anxiety is brought on by the disappearance of 

desire’ (Zizek 1991 8).'*'* In Lacanian analysis, the psychoanalyst embodies desirousness

John P. Muller (1996 132) summarizes the situation as follows: "Lacan stresses that the aim of 
analysis is the recognition and articulation of desire. Desire emerges in the gap or lack (manque) opened 
by the separation between the infant's fantasy and the mother’s reality. This separation is due to the 
mother’s intennittent absence and the child’s realization that the mother has other objects o f desire 
besides the child.’

Poe’s The Purloined L etter  demonstrates for Lacan that the sy mbolic enables the existence of 
fiction, or the imaginary (E 12). It is the condition, in other words, o f the subject’s inscription dans une 
ligne de fiction', that is, o f her social self (E 94).
” Muller borrows a Peircian framework to distinguish between representation, which is iconic and 
imaginar> because based on resemblance, and signification, which is differential and symbolic (1996 120- 
21). He points out that the s>mbolic always plays the role o f the third’ to Lacan's imaginary dvad (1996  
14).

That Julien Sorel is a psychotic subject, feminized by his relation to his father but attempting to 
imitate male role models, is suggested by Fink's definition of Lacanian psychosis (1997 99). Julien's 
shooting of Mme de Renal would constitute a psychotic rupture, and his behaviour in the cell a return of  
his feminine tendencies. However, in Julien’s desire to be complete master of his fate and to live for 
posterity, and in his preference for the maternal woman, he resembles Lacan’s obsessive. See Fink 1997
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and elusiveness, thus making it impossible for the analysand to identify with him, and 

enabling first her fascination, and secondly her separation from him (SXI 257). One aspect 

o f this desirousness is the Lacanian analyst’s unexpected interruptions o f the analysand’s 

discourse (see Fink 1995a 66-67, Soler 1992). The analysand is left wondering what it is 

that the analyst wants from her. The role o f the analyst is to undo the fixation o f the 

fantasy, and permit its reconfiguration, by liquidating the transference. It is this that 

distinguishes the analyst from the hypnotist."*^ Where the goal o f hypnosis is the 

identification o f the subject with an a, the goal o f analysis is, ultimately, their 

dissociation (SXI 304).'**'

The analyst’s interpretations o f the analysand’s discourse must always be 

ambiguous and polyvalent, accordmg to Lacan, in order to frustrate the attempts on the 

part o f  consciousness to understand. They must provoke associative thought processes: 

Such interpretations resonate, they put the unconscious to w ork’ (Fink 1997 46). The 

end o f analysis is precisely the accomplishment o f this unconscious work. The passage that 

takes place in analysis is one from captivation to symbolization."*^ It is thus a lack in the 

analyst's discourse that brings about the analysand’s separation from the transferential 

relation to the analyst, and ultimately the end o f analysis: Me sujet se voit cause comme 

manque p a r a ’ (SXI 300; see also SXI 168).

John Rajchman points out that, because o f the importance to psychoanalysis o f 

representing the real, ‘there is a curious kinship between analytic and aesthetic experience’

(1991 71). For Lacan, love and beauty play an ethical role to the extent that they olTer 

ideals, an ‘au-dela’, to aspire to.^* In the mirror stage, it is the ideality o f  the specular

122-23. 129. Mathilde, on the other hand, seems to be a hysteric, in psychoanalytic tenns. to the extent 
that she identifies with the Other’s desire, or the desire o f the male partner. See Fink 1997 123-27. 
Mathilde also resembles the Lacanian pervert, in her insistence on intensity.

Towards the end o f Livre XI, Lacan evokes ’la fonction du regard dans Thypnose. qui peut etre 
remplie en somme par un bouchon de cristal. ou n’importe quoi. pour peu que ga brille’ (SXI 303). See 
also SXI 298 and Dunand 1995 246-47.

Malcolm Bowie write that The work of analysis lies in the separation of a from a, and of chain 
from chain. Phantasy cannot be expunged from the analytic encounter, but it can be worked with and 
comple.xified’ (1991 178).
 ̂ On the analysand’s symbolization of the real, see Fink 1995a 25 and Miller 1995b 233-237.

Rajchinan paraphrases Lacan’s view, theorized in Livre VII, as follows (1991 75): Tn painting 
we would love what remains "invisible” in the visions it offers us; in architecture what is "unmhabitable" 
in the habitations it makes for us; in literature what is “unsayable” in what it says to us. Each art would
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image that both captivates the infant and brings about the need for separation. This leads 

Lacan to pose ‘la question du sens de la beaute comme formative et comma erogene’ (E 

96). The effect o f beauty on desire is described by Lacan as an ‘effet si singulier, le plus 

profond’, it does not altogether extinguish desire, but it seems, for Lacan, to give it a 

sense o f the possibility o f extinction (SVII 291). It thus temporarily suspends our 

subjection to the movements o f desire (which is always the Other’s desire). In our mute 

fascination with the beautiful object, we come under the sway o f the scopic drive, and in 

separating from that object we satisfy the drive’s requirement for non-satisfaction (see 

Evans 1996 46-47). It is the always renewed re-institution o f desire that seems to be at the 

root o f Lacan’s ethics. In order to renew one’s desire, it is necessary first to fall sway to 

the drive. In Livre XI, the satisfaction o f the drive’s requirements, as for example in the 

viewing o f art, becomes the ethical goal o f analysis rather than a threat to its 

accomplishment (see Fink 1997 205-17). This is because the drive transgresses against the 

pleasure principle and the Law o f the Other .

Separation, then, must always be repeated, because it is only in the moment o f 

perplexity or o f passage from one imaginary representation into another that the symbolic 

manifests itself Any recognition o f lack in the imaginary immediately shades into an 

occlusion o f that lack. Jay points out that Lacan ‘never contrasted a fully successfijl 

■‘recognition” or “cognition” to the “misrecognition” o f the mirror stage’ (1993 349). As 

Gary J. Handwerk puts it, ‘there is no poststructuralist utopia o f perfect freedom beyond 

the unveiling o f the Imaginary’ (1985 151). The liberating separation from the imaginary 

relation necessitates a repeated  absorption in that relation. As Gallop puts it, ‘Ironically, 

the ethical imperative to accede to the symbolic and vigilantly to resist the imaginary is 

itself mired in the imaginary’ (1985 60):

then find a way to recreate the vide of our am ours' Lacan discusses the link between aesthetics and ethics 
in Livre I 'll (see for example SVII 190).

See E 785-86 on the Marquis de Sade's domination of the pleasure principle by the desire for 
jouissance. and his consequent fracturing of i ’axe ancien de I’ethique: qui n’est rien d’autre que 
I'egoisme du bonheur' (E 786). See Marie-Christine Laznik-Penot (1990) on the relationship between 
jouissance and the pleasure principle. According to Ragland, 'the law prohibits full jouissance to anyone 
as a matter of stnicture. not as a matter of morality’ (1995a 90).
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If the difference between the imaginaiy and the symbolic is understood as an 
opposition between two identities, we can be sure we have given an imaginary 
reading o f the terms. It could be said that the symbolic can be encountered only as 
a tear in the fabric o f  the imaginary, a revealing interruption. The paths to the 
symbolic are thus in the imaginary. The symbolic can be reached only by not trying 
to avoid the imaginai^, by knowingly being in the imaginary. Likewise, mastery of 
the illusions that psychoanalysis calls transference can be attained only by falling 
prey to those illusions, by losing one’s position o f objectivity, control, or mastery 
in relation to them. (Gallop 1985 60)

Only in separating from the object a does the Lacanian subject realize itself After the 

seminars on the gaze, the object a  appears in Livre X I  as the libido or genital drive. This 

‘pur instinct de vie’ is the ‘organe’ from which the subject separates in order to exist in 

society (SXI 221) Because it is ‘irrepressible’, however, the subject must renew 

continually her detachment from the libido, so as neither to revert to an undetermined 

‘hommelette’ (SXI 221), nor to become frozen as a signifier. The subject is truly itself 

according to Lacan, only in the passage from attachment to detachment: ‘Le sujet, c ’est ce 

surgissement qui, juste avant, comme sujet, n’etait rien, mais qui, a peine apparu, se fige 

en signifiant’ (SXI 223). The Lacanian subject has, therefore, ‘no other being than as a 

breach in discourse’ and ‘manifests itself in daily life as a fleeting interruption o f something 

foreign or extraneous’, ‘a pulsation, an occasional impulse or interruption that immediately 

dies away or is extinguished’ (Fink 1995a 41).

The self-realizing subject is, according to Lacan, one who assumes his or her 

inevitably split condition, and accepts responsibility for it. This subject is, like Mathilde de 

la Mole or the artist, willing to lose her head by submitting to the drives, while also 

returning to a renewed form o f her subjectivity.^*^ The subject becomes her own cause.

‘ On the ethics of assuming the split, described in Lacan’s later work as ‘la traversee du fantasme’. 
see Fink 1995a 61-68. Fink elucidates the difference between separation and the traversing o f the fantasy 
by distinguishing between the naming o f the Other’s desire and its subjectification (1995a 65-66) and 
between the castrated, neurotic subject and the subject that makes a utopian movement’ beyond castration 
and neurosis (1995a 72-73). M athilde’s behaviour at the end o f Le Rouge et le Noir can be accounted for 
in these terms: The traversing o f fantasy is the process by which the subject subjectifies trauma, takes the 
traumatic event upon him or herself, and assumes responsibility for that jouissance’ (Fink 1995a 63). 
Dylan Evans wntes that Whereas in law. a subject cannot be found guilty o f murder (for e.xample) imless 
it can be proved that the act was intentional, in psychoanalytic treatment the subject is faced with the 
ethical duty o f assuming responsibility even for the unconscious desires e.xpressed in his actions' (1996 1- 
2). Mathilde's wit might be e.xplained by her openness and acceptance o f responsibility for the 
unconscious; see also her attachment of extreme significance to her accidental drawing of Julien’s
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rather than fantasizing a cause in the place o f  the Other. The end o f  analysis is where she 

begins; she traverses the fantasy and subjectifies the cause.

Summary

We have argued thus far that, in ‘Du Regard comme objet petit a \  the gaze as 

object a stands for the lack in the image, the object that comes to fill that lack, the cause 

o f  fascination, and the cause o f  separation. These four modalities o f  the gaze can be seen 

to be mutually dependent: (i) the gaze must be lacking before (ii) it can be imagined or 

symbolized; but (iii) it must first become excessively present before (iv) it can be separated 

from and then (i) felt as lacking. The movement would seem to be circular. Lacan’s 

reference to ‘la structure retournee du regard’ (SXI 96) can be interpreted, thus, not only 

in the way already suggested, but also as descriptive o f  the circuit o f  the scopic drive. Fink 

writes that the ‘object (a) keeps the symbolic moving in the same circuitous paths, in 

constant avoidance o f  the real’ (1995a 107).^' The diagram o f  the two concentric circles, 

offered as an illustration o f  the essence o f  what is at stake in painting, has been associated

likeness. On L acan’s reading o f F reud’s notion o f wit. see for exam ple E 270-71. 840. SII 272-73 (on this 
subject, in an aphorism  worthy o f  Stendhal or Baudelaire. Lacan writes. ‘Une seule raison de chute pour 
I 'espnt: la platitude de la verite qui s ’explique' (E 271)).

Jay describes L acan’s 'healthy  subject’ that 'accepts the condition o f infinite desiring’ as split, 
decentred, and. to recall B ata ille’s m etaphor for the headless body, "acephalic” ' (1993 352). The subject 
o f the dnve is described by Lacan as 'u n  sujet acephale ' (SXI 203; see also SXI 206). For Bataille. who 
published a review m in itA  Acephale, headlessness m eant the trium ph o f m onstrosity over reason and 
civ ilization; Lacan attended the m eetings o f the secret society attached to the review (see Roudinesco 1997 
130-36), Lacan plays on the near pun between separer’ and 'se parer’ in his argum ent that subjectivity is 
engendered by self-separation (SXI 239). See also E 843 and Bow ie’s analysis, 1993 40-44. The contrast 
between the kind o f self-separation carried out by M athilde and that carried out by Julien can be likened to 
L acan 's distinction between conscious im itation and the radical kind, close to that of anim al mimicry : 
[miter, c 'est sans doute reproduire une image. M ais foncierem ent. c ’est pour le sujet. s ’inserer dans une 

fonction dont I’e.xercice le sa isit’ (SXI 115). This difference can also be fonnulated  in tenns of the 
distinction which Lacan locates in F reud’s work between identification and im itation, see E 88-89. We 
ha\ e already argued that M atliilde figuratively loses her head in Le Rouge e t le Noir. she would thus be an 
example of one of L acan’s healthy, free subjects.

F ink’s notation here is itself suggestive of the changing guise o f the object a. He claim s that 
Lacan s bracketing o f the a in the 1966 postface to 'Le Sem inaire sur “La Lettre volee’"  testifies to its
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by this thesis with fascination. However, it also suggests Me tir a la cible’, which serves 

Lacan as a metaphor for the circuit o f the drive (see for example SXI 201, 204)

Something o f the circularity o f the subject’s relation to the gaze is suggested by Feldstein:

The gaze is not seen, but imagined. The effects o f its splitting (and the 
repetition related to it) enable the binding o f the ego with fantasy, which tries to 
recapture through memory a nostalgic continuity that cuts across lack, bridges the 
gap, elides the gaze, and prevents the annihilation o f the subject. (1995 169)

The discontinuity caused by the imagined gaze produces effects o f continuity via the 

imagination, which will in turn give rise to discontinuity, and so on.

Each of our four readings o f the gaze has been shown to correspond to a mode of 

the subject’s relation to the object a (^ O a )  as formulated by L a c a n . T h e  four-fold 

structure worked out in this chapter might be read as corresponding to Lacan’s description 

o f the subject’s relation to the object a as one o f ‘enveloppement-developpement- 

conjonction-disjonction’ (E 634). Furthermore, the quartet is a recurrent figure in Livre 

XI, in which the four fundamental concepts o f psychoanalysis, the four partial drives, the 

four elements composing the montage o f the drive, and the four ‘vicissitudes’ o f the drive 

are all mentioned In addition, there are four seminars on the gaze. Indeed, Lacan draws 

attention to the pattern by stating that ‘il est curieux qu’il y ait quatre vicissitudes comme 

il y a quatre elements de la pulsion’ (SXI 186). Furthermore, while for Freud the drive 

combines active, passive, and reflexive modes; Lacan invents a fourth mode, which 

contains the others, and which he claims involves ‘un mouvement d ’appel’ toward the 

Other (SXI 220). He proceeds to apply this fourth mode to each o f the four partial drives; 

se faire voir’, ‘se faire entendre’, ‘se faire sucer’, ‘se faire chier’ (SXI 219; see also 

Quinet 1995 141-42).

What lends Lacan’s text on the gaze particular interest is the fact that he mixes and 

matches the various versions o f the object a  in a way that seems designed to confuse the

'transposition from the imaginary register to the real’, that is. to its movement from object to cause of 
desire (1995a 91).

Fink offers the following gloss: S with the bar through it stands for the subject as split into 
conscious and unconscious, a stands for the cause of desire, and the diamond stands for the relationship 
between the two' (1997 56).
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auditor and reader. The four seminars are difficult, if not impossible, to make sense o f Jay, 

for example, describes the claim that the gaze is the object a  as a ‘cryptic assertion’, and 

concludes his explication o f that assertion by stating that ‘it is impossible to summarize 

Lacan’s complicated dialectic o f the eye and the gaze in any simple formula’ (1993 362, 

367). Thevoz, who takes Lacan’s first seminar on the gaze as the primary point of 

reference for Le M iroir mfidele, does so 'avec toutes les reserves qu ’appelle la complexity 

de la pensee lacanienne, et en precisant que nous nous en tiendrons au champ artistique, 

sans nous engager dans aucun dedale exegetique’; he goes on to say that ‘En depit de 

certaines diflficultes de lecture, nous tenterons pour commencer d ’en restituer la substance’ 

(1996 8). The interpretative difficulty posed by Lacan’s text on the gaze has not prevented 

it from becoming a focus o f interest in film studies, leading Evans to remark that ‘Much of 

so-called “Lacanian film theory” is thus the site o f great conceptual confijsion’ (1996 73).

The second half o f this chapter will argue that the concept o f the gaze outlined in 

Livre X I  is resistant to understanding precisely because it obeys the same laws as the gaze 

itself The relation between Lacan’s notion o f the gaze and the reader’s understanding will 

be taken to be analogous to the relation between the gaze and the eye. This reading is lent 

support by the fact that the symmetry between vision and understanding, on the one hand, 

and the gaze and confiasion, on the other, is an explicit theme o f the seminar.”

On the hnk between vision and consciousness, see for e.xample SXI 87. 93. 94. 96, 97. 98. On 
the link between the gaze and the unconscious, see for example SXI 87. 92. 96. 97. 101. 117-18. However. 
Lacan never states the fact o f an equivalence between vision and consciousness, on the one hand, nor 
between the gaze and the unconscious, on the other. That the analogies are more th;ui metaphorical is 
suggested by the fact that Lacan expresses uncertainty as to whether the psychoanalytic application o f the 
visual term scotoine" to the limit of consciousness is [une| simple metaphore’ (SXI 96); that the 
analogies are less than identities, however, is indicated by the fact that, in comparing the scopic drive to 
the invocatory drive, he states that the latter is "la plus proche de I’e.xperience de I’inconscient’ (SXI 119).
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I he text as object a

(i) The gaze as the text’s ‘caput mortuum’

In so far as the gaze is impossible to see, it belongs to the order o f the real, defined 

by Lacan as Me domaine de ce qui subsiste hors de la symbolisation’ (E 388). The gaze 

escapes symbolization and understanding by the same law as it eludes vision: it is ‘ce qui 

echappe toujours a la saisie de cette forme de la vision qui se satisfait d ’elle-meme en 

s’imaginant comme conscience’ (SXI 87). To the extent that this thesis imagines itself to 

have domesticated the gaze by analysing it into distinct categories, it is self-deluding: it has 

already lost the gaze.

To be a conscious subject, and therefore in possession o f meaning, is 

simultaneously to be ignorant, because consciousness cannot exist without the 

unconscious: ‘Ce qui nous fait conscience nous institue du meme coup comme speculum  

mitndi' (SXI 87). Knowledge, for Lacan, is paranoiac and delusional in structure, despite 

being enabling for the subject (see for example E 96, 111). Similarly, as Angele Kremer- 

Marietti points out, the specular image in the mirror stage is ‘modele et illusion en meme 

temps’ (1978 115). It defends against castration anxiety and ‘tuche’, which are, 

nevertheless, also essential for psychic development (see SXI 75, 93). '̂*

Buci-Glucksmann writes that Lacan’s ‘baroquisme langagier’ serves as the 

paradigm of a theory o f art as anamorphosis (1988 34). However, she does not pursue the 

implications o f this statement, namely, this thesis argues, that the presentation o f Lacan’s 

text on the gaze mirrors the anamorphosis it describes. If the seminars on the gaze have 

not been treated as self-consciously deceptive or anamorphic, Lacan’s text in general is

' Lacan relates the gaze to ia  tuche’ (SXI 90). The term is borrowed from Aristotle’s Physics.
where it stands for an event that happens as if by accident, but which in fact is governed by ;in intention, 
whether human or divine. It is described by Lacan as la rencontre du reel’ (SXI 62), which in fact is 
always a non-meeting, because of the screening role of 'automaton’, a term which for Aristotle me;mt 
chance events in the natural world, but which for Lacan stands for the network of signifiers. The subject is 
screened from the meeting with the real by her position in the symbolic order. Representation shields, 
therefore, against "tuche’. On the relation between tuche’ and trauma, see SXI 65 and Bowie 1991 102.
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nevertheless frequently described in these terms. O f Lacan’s seminar, Elisabeth 

Roudinesco writes that it was 'le laboratoire d ’une pensee qui, par sa reference a I’art 

baroque, semblait vouloir imiter les facades en trompe-l’oeil d ’un Francesco Borromini’ 

(1998 1).”  Bowie points out that Lacan admires the ‘endlessly playful and self- 

transforming literary text’ o f writers such as Rabelais and Joyce (1991 117), and describes 

Lacan’s prose as 'baroque’ in its rhetorical discontinuities, concentrations, and surprises 

(1987 149-50).^*’ Lacan himself accepts the association o f his discourse with the baroque 

(SXX 102), and associates the phenomenon o f anamorphosis with Me retour baroque a 

tous les jeux de la forme’ (SVII 162). Nancy and Lacoue-Labarthe point to a gap in 

Lacan’s discourse ‘entre le discours donne a entendre (a comprendre, a dechiflfrer, peut- 

etre a croire) et le texte donne a lire’ (1973 21).

That Lacan takes the trom pe-l’oeil as a mode! for his discourse on the gaze, 

specifically, is suggested at several points in that discourse. If the trompe-l’oeil painting 

rivals philosophy by revealing the non-adequation at the heart o f apparent adequation, 

Lacan makes a similar claim for his own discourse. Furthermore, at one point, Lacan refers 

to his own text as a 'tableau’ whose consistency is guaranteed by the subject, and 

immediately follows this remark with the statement that ‘il est ici plusieurs fagons de se 

tromper concernant cette fonction du sujet dans le domaine du spectacle’ (SXI 112). The 

Lacanian subject is, by definition, split, so to suggest that it gives consistency to his text is 

to suggest that that text is also split. The text seems almost explicit, here and elsewhere, 

about its own desire to deceive

The text is also frank about its own susceptibility to deception, the constantly 

renewed attempts to define the gaze indicating that prior attempts have missed their target. 

Bowie implies the possibility o f a reading o f the text on the gaze as a trompe-l’ceil, to the 

extent that he interprets one o f its passages concerning the object a as the outline o f an 

'uncommonly audacious’ project, namely ‘to write into the text o f psychoanalysis the

On the role o f the unconscious as a "filter' between perceptions (the real) and consciousness (realitv ). see 
Fink 1995b 226-29.

Roudinesco says something similar o f the Ecrits, see 1997 326.
In ‘Lacan and Literature’ (1987 135-63). Bowie discusses the influence o f Baroque literature on 

Lacan's rhetoric. Serge Andre, like Bowie, discusses the influence of Gracian on Lacan (1992). Frangois 
Regnault discusses Lacan's usage o f the baroque figure of ellipsis (1992).
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terms and conditions o f its own impossibility’ (1991 171). The tendency o f most 

commentators, however, is to attribute the difficulties in the text to the complexity o f the 

notion o f the gaze, without any analysis o f how the text on the gaze mirrors its subject.

Jay, for example, seems to account for the difficulty surrounding the question o f whether it 

is the triumph or defeat o f the gaze that is dramatized by painting by pointing to painting’s 

duplicity, without drawing attention to the duplicitous character o f Lacan’s own discourse 

(1993 366). We argue that the seminars on the gaze can be read as a textual transposition 

o f Holbein’s The Ambassadors. The possibility that Lacan’s intention was anamorphic is 

suggested by various elements within that seminar.

The deferred recognition thematized in the discussion o f trompe-l’ceil and 

anamorphosis is applied by Lacan to the logic o f the seminar itself For example, he warns 

in connection with the theme o f ‘la tromperie’ that ‘il convient de suspendre les decisions 

de notre esprit avant que d ’en avoir bien mesure I’incidence’ (SXI 115). In his 

introduction to the seminars on the gaze he states that ‘le reel se trouve, chez le sujet, le 

plus complice de la pulsion -  a laquelle nous n’arriverons qu’en dernier, parce que seul ce 

chemin parcouru pourra nous faire concevoir de quoi il retourne’ (SXI 82). This thesis has 

already argued that the four modalities o f the eye’s relation to the gaze correspond to 

different stages in the circuit o f the drive, however, the discussion o f the drive follows the 

seminars on the gaze rather than preceding it; even after this discussion, however, the 

logic o f the seminars on the gaze is hardly self-evident. In any case, the moment of 

recognizing the circuitous logic o f these seminars, if it occurs, will always occur too late: 

the perplexity it causes can be resolved only afterwards. Certainly, this can be said o f all 

experiences o f reading; however, the structure o f Lacan’s seminar may be exemplary in 

this respect, just as the anamorphic painting dramatizes the time o f viewing any painting.”

Fink writes that ‘a  peculiar temporal logic is involved in reading Lacan, you 

cannot read his writings (in particular the Ecrits) unless you already know more or less 

what he means (this is less true ofh is seminars)’ (1995a 150). Despite Fink’s parenthetical 

qualifications, Lacan’s reminder, at the beginning ofhis analysis o f The Ambassadors, that

See SXI 39-40 and E 808 on the time o f the unconscious.
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‘J ’ai fait dans mon seminaire grand usage de la fonction de I’anamorphose, dans la mesure 

ou elle est une structure exemplaire’ (SXl 99), cannot be assumed to be totally innocent.

At the beginning o f the first seminar on the gaze, Lacan states that the trauma of 

the primal scene centres on ‘un fait factice’, or ‘I’etrangete de la disparition et de la 

reapparition du penis’ (SXI 82), and shortly afterwards applies this quality to the style o f 

his own discourse: ‘avec son traumatisme reflet de facticite’ (SXI 83). Later, Lacan 

describes The Ambassadors in terms o f a fluctuation between erection and castration (SXI 

101. 102). Furthermore, Baltrusaitis refers to anamorphosis in the preface to 

Anamorphoses as ‘une philosophic de la realite factice’ (1969 5).^*

Holbein’s painting presents an allegory o f vanity, flattering the viewer before 

humiliating her. Lacan’s repeated exhortations to his auditors to ‘see’ his meaning might 

be suspected of irony in the context o f a text that treats vision as a vain illusion (see SXI 

109. 126, 128). Like Holbein’s painting, Lacan’s discourse contests the receiver’s mastery 

over meaning, by presenting her with an object that resists understanding. The ego, 

according to Lacan, is instituted in the mirror stage as a screen against the fragmenting 

force o f the real, its consistency staving off anxiety.’  ̂The contradictions o f Lacan’s text 

challenge the stability o f the auditor-reader’s ego, causing anxiety unless these difficulties 

can be suppressed.

Lacan’s seminars on the gaze, like The Ambassadors, might be read as a vanitas 

allegory, demonstrating the vanity o f attempting to represent or understand the gaze as 

object a. As Lacan tells his auditors at one point during an exposition o f the unconscious 

in his 1954 seminar: ‘Si vous croyez avoir compris, vous avez surement to rt’ (SI 181).

The fact that Lacan gave the name "caput mortuum' to obstacles to logic, which he 

claimed were manifestations o f the real within the symbolic (E 50), suggests that the

As we have already mentioned. Lacan refers to an earlier version o f this text in his seminar on 
anamorphosis (SXI 99).

See E 97. where the ego is described as a rigid annour. See also Ragland 1995a 40 on the value 
placed by human beings on consistency. O f the inoi’. Lacan writes: Moyen de la parole a vous adressee 
de I'inconscient du sujet. anne pour resister a sa reconnaissance, c ’est morcele qu’il porte la parole, et 
c ’est entier qu’il sert a ne pas I’entendre’ (E 426-27). Ross Skelton writes o f  Lacan that ’the ego is seen by 
him as masking the genuine person or “subject” which is unconscious and only glimpsed through dreams, 
slips of the tongue and bungled actions’ (1993 418).
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difficulties o f the seminar on the gaze mirror Holbein’s displayed but hidden death head/”” 

Bowie, after all, describes the object a a.s a special kind o f memento mori' (1991 164), 

and Zizek describes it as a principle o f anamorphosis, because it ‘is always, by definition, 

perceived in a distorted way’ (1991 12). Ragland describes the object a as ‘an irreducible 

residue o f indecipherable knowledge’ (1995a 230). Lacan himself states in the seminars on 

the gaze that i e  regard se specifie comme insaisissable’ (SXI 97). Any imagined mastery 

of the gaze is therefore as delusional as the imagined mastery o f the viewer standing before 

Holbein’s painting. Lacan himself explicitly identifies the gaze with Holbein’s death head, 

referring for example to ‘le regard comme tel, dans sa fonction pulsatile, eclatante et 

etalee, comme elle Test dans ce tableau’ (SXI 102). Holbein’s skull is described by 

Gandelman as ‘a point o f convergence’ for Lacan between the imaginary and the symbolic 

(1991 160). Similarly, the gaze might be understood to serve as a point o f convergence 

for different meanings in Lacan’s text. Like Holbein’s painting, Lacan’s discourse is at 

once familiar and strange, lucid and opaque. It seems rational on the surface, but a closer 

look will reveal its subversions o f reason (see Bowie 1991 13, 35). William Kerrigan states 

that i f  there was any clarte in Lacan’s own language, it was, as one commentator has 

remarked, that o f M agritte’s deceptively lucid canvases, replete with visual puns’ (cited in 

Jay 1993 351).

Gallop insists that Lacan’s writing is ‘impossible to master’ and claims that ‘the 

attempt to cover up one’s own inadequate command o f Lacan’s text necessitates a violent 

reduction o f the contradictory plurality and ambiguity o f that text, just as the assembling 

o f a coherent self necessitates repression’ (1985 20). Gallop argues that most o f Lacan’s 

commentators ‘concentrate on the fixing o f meaning’ rather than on attending to ‘the 

slippage in his tex t’ (1985 144-45). The same level o f difficulty is not usually attributed to 

Lacan’s seminars, usually perceived to be relatively transparent. However, as long as the 

auditor-reader manages to cover up the obstacles in Lacan’s seminars on the gaze, she

“  Fink defines the ‘caput mortuum’ as a sort o f a residue' or a "second-order” real’ produced by 
the s>mbolic order (1995a 27). The ‘caput mortuum’ takes the form o f 'impasses and impossibilities due 
to the relations among the elements of the symbolic order itse lf (1995a 27), o f ‘logical parado.xes’ (1995 
29). and o f ‘something unaccountable, une.xplainable: an aporia’ (1995a 30). As Ragland states, all 
impasses are of the real and. as such, have the structure of paradox which is itself a constituent of 
language, not merely a genre, figure, trope, or philosophical problem’ (1995a 101).
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suppresses the text’s ‘caput mortuum’, just as the viewer o f Holbein’s painting may 

choose not to see the elongated death head in its foreground. If Lacan attacks the prestige 

o f the reader, it is apt that it should be within a discourse on vision, given that vision 

constitutes for him a stronghold o f the imaginary. In a certain way, the text puts the 

auditor-reader through analysis, the latter being related, by Lacan, to the discovery o f the 

vanity o f one’s demands (SVII 347). To insist on the prestige o f knowledge is to 

aggravate one’s alienation in the imaginary: what might be called one’s vanity.

Beyond this undermining o f the reader’s mastery, Livre X I  explicitly targets the 

vanity o f certain aspects o f the psychoanalytic institution. In 1963, Lacan was expressly 

barred from the International Psycho-Analytical Association (IPA), and consequently he 

resigned from the Societe Frangaise de Psychanalyse (SFP) to found his own school, the 

Ecole Freudienne de Paris (EFP), in 1964 (dissolved in 1980). The seminar o f 1964 is thus 

the first one given in the wake o f what he calls therein his ‘excommunication’ It presents a 

harsh critique of the IPA*’̂ :

La fonction qu’a prise la psychanalyse dans la propagation de ce style qui se 
denomme lui-meme american way o f  life est proprement ce que je designe sous ce 
terme d’obscurantisme, en tant qu’il se marque par la revalorisation de notions 
depuis longtemps refijtees dans le champ de la psychanalyse, telle la predominance 
des fonctions du moi.

A ce titre, done, la presence du psychanalyste, par le versant meme ou 
apparait la vanite de son discours, doit etre incluse dans le concept de 
I’inconscient. Psychanalystes d ’aujourd’hui, nous avons, de cette scorie, a tenir 
compte dans nos operations, comme du caput mortmim  de la decouverte de 
I’inconscient. (SXI 143-44)

This reference to vanity and the death head, which takes place shortly after the seminars 

on the gaze, cannot be merely accidental. The fact that Holbein’s painting is indirectly

The reification of the ego against which Lacan reacts is also that against which Stendhal and 
Baudelaire rail in their attacks on the platitude and ‘ennui’ o f the nineteenth century. Indeed, Baudelaire’s 
prose poems narrators might be understood as reified egos in Lacan’s sense. They resemble the latter’s 
description o f the belle am e’: 'Le moi de I'homme modeme a pris sa forme, nous I’avons indique ailleurs. 
dans rimpasse dialectique de la belle ame qui ne reconnait pas la raison meme de son etre dans le 
desordre qu elle denonce dans le monde" (E 281).

For a summary o f the background to the new departure represented by Livre XI. see Miller 1995a
5-9.
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evoked  in the context o f  an attack on the banalization o f  psychoanalytic discourse has 

direct relevance for our argument that Lacan’s seminar on the gaze fianctions as a vanitas 

allegory

According to Lacan, ‘notre temps de pretendue information’ pretends to mastery 

by obscuring the role o f  the unconscious in consciousness (SX I 143). In his E crits, he 

frequently associates philosophy and the discourse o f  know ledge with vanity.®'* For Lacan, 

ignorance is a fundamental passion.®^ According to B ow ie, Lacan forces a recognition o f  

the ignorance which lies at the heart o f  philosophy and which philosophy ch ooses to 

overlook: for Lacan, ‘the goal o f  psychoanalysis must be to rescue the sciences o f  the 

mind from their myths o f  plenitude and redem ption’ (1991 172). It may also be significant, 

in v iew  o f  Valery’s criticisms o f  psychoanalysis’ pretensions to name the unnameable, that 

the poet is alluded to in Lacan’s seminars on the gaze.®*

The practice o f  anamorphosis is closely linked to the m otif o f  the labyrinth. Both  

m odels were favoured by the surrealists, by w hom  Lacan w as directly influenced.®’ Jean 

Cocteau compares cylindrical anamorphosis to the labyrinths o f  K nossos, claiming that it

On the banalization o f  psychoanalylic discourse, see also the preface to Fonction et cham p de la 
parole et du langage en psychanalyse', E 237-41.

For e.xample. in 1960. referring to the vanity o f H egel's discourse o f absolute knowledge. Lacan 
writes that notre voie' is d ’aller jusqu a la verite de la vanite de ce d iscours ' (E 802), See also E 408-1 1.

Fiiik e.xplains L acan’s view of the university discourse, w hich he attacked, as follows: 'W e can 
im agine it. not as the kind of thought that tries to come to gnps w ith the real, to m aintain the difficulties 
posed by apparent logical and/or physical contradictions, but rather as a kind of encyclopedic endeavor to 
e.xhaust a field' (1995a 132-33).

The two other fundam ental passions, according to Lacan, are love and hatred. See for exam ple SI 
297-98 and SXX 110.

Valery writes that 'on  ne peut acceder a ces phenom enes d ’hallucination ou d ’on insm e q u 'a  
travers un discours narratif. une chaine verbale. discrete, relationnelle. de description apres coup, de 
transcnptions. de traductions de transcriptions, etc.. laissant toujours hors de portee I’experience meme, 
"ce qui ne peut etre nomme’”  (cited in D errida 1972b 591). D errida explains that 'C e  q u ’il reproche a la 
psychanalyse, ce n 'est pas d ’interpreter de telle ou telle m aniere. c 'e s t tout sim plem ent d 'in terpreter, 
d ’etre une interpretation, de s ’interesser avant tout a la signification, au sens, et a quelque unite 
pnncip ielle -  ici sexuelle -  du sens. II lui reproche d ’etre une “ syinbolique” -  c ’est ainsi q u ’il la noinme -  
un hem ieneutism e. un sem antisine’ (1972b 597). As regards allusions to Valery' in Livre XI, LaJeune  
Parque is referred to in connection with the illusion o f ‘se voyant se vo ir’ (SXI 87). W hat Lacan says 
about how dream s put the sleeper under the gaze so that she is following rather than seeing is also 
anticipated by Valery.

In his discussion of L acan’s sem inars on vision, Jay (1993 362) recalls the la tte r's  surrealist 
roots: he published an early article in M inotaure. a surrealist journal, and his early w ork was influenced
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is in its corridors that poetry and science meet {Notes autour d'une anamorphose, cited in 

Baltrusaitis 1969 6).®* Jay associates Lacan’s labyrinthine model o f vision, in the seminars 

on the gaze, with the surrealist contestation o f ‘a G od’s-eye view o f the world’ (1993 

364). The connection between the labyrinth and anamorphosis might be explained by the 

fact that both frustrate the demand to see. Lacan’s seminar on the gaze, which thematizes 

this demand, employs both models in its exploration o f vision. In the following passage, 

the reference to the thread, the quest, the complex structure o f vision, and the elusive gaze 

all contribute to a presentation o f vision as a labyrinth, designed to contrast with the 

delusional vision o f consciousness:

Si la fonction de la tache est reconnue dans son autonomie et identifiee a celle du 
regard, nous pouvons en chercher la menee, le fil, la trace, a tous les etages de la 
constitution du monde dans le champ scopique. On s’apercevra alors que la 
fonction de la tache et du regard y est a la fois ce qui le commande le plus 
secretement, et ce qui echappe toujours a la saisie de cette forme de vision qui se 
satisfait d’elle-meme en s’imaginant comme conscience. (SXI 86-87)

The analogy between vision and consciousness underlines the relationship between the 

gaze and the unconscious. By analogy, it is that aspect o f Lacan’s text that eludes the 

grasp o f consciousness that must concern the reader.

If Lacan’s text is anamorphic in structure, it also resembles a labyrinth. As already 

noted, Thevoz states his reluctance to entangle himself in the ‘dedale exegetique’ posed by 

Lacan’s seminars on the gaze (1996 8). Oblique references to Ariadne’s thread are made in 

the course o f the seminars on the gaze, as well as direct ones elsewhere in the 1964 

seminar (SXI 56, 279) and in Lacan’s other seminars. Within the seminars on the gaze, 

specifically, metaphors o f the maze recur each time Lacan reflects upon the difficulty o f 

representing the gaze. These metaphors insinuate an analogy between the structure o f the 

eye and the structure o f the text, as in the following example:

by Salvador Dali. See also Roudinesco 1997 13, 88. 136. For a discussion of Lacan’s ambivalent 
relationship with dada and surrealism, see Garcia 1992.

See E 406 for a somewhat labyrinthine statement of the link between the truth and the labyrinth. 
The final seminar of Encore is entitled 'Le Rat dans le labyrinthe’ (SXX 125-33).
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Nous pouvons le saisir, ce privilege du regard dans la fonction du desir, en nous 
coulant, si je puis dire, le long des veines par ou le domaine de la vision a ete 
integre au champ du desir. (SXI 98)

The most explicit labyrinthine metaphor joining vision and the text appears in the third 

seminar on the gaze:

Dans cette matiere du visible, tout est piege, et singulierement [ ...]  entrelacs. II 
n’est pas une seule des divisions, un seul des doubles versants que presente la 
fonction de la vision, qui ne se manifeste a nous comme un dedale. A mesure que 
nous y distinguons des champs, nous nous apercevons toujours davantage combien 
ils se croisent. (SXI 107)

The gaze is shown, in the following sentence, to elude representation as much as it eludes 

vision:

Dans notre rapport aux choses, tel qu’il est constitue par la voie de la vision, et 
ordonne dans les figures de la representation, quelque chose glisse, passe, se 
transmet, d ’etage en etage, pour y etre toujours a quelque degre elude -  c’est 9 a 
qui s’appelle le regard. (SXI 85)

Furthermore, Lacan claims that ‘il y a plus d ’un chemin’ (SXI 85) to convey the 

elusiveness o f the gaze, and even implies a link between Merleau-Ponty’s untimely death 

and his choice o f the wrong route. In speculating about how the latter may have pursued 

his study o f vision had he lived longer, Lacan implies that the phenomenologist had fallen 

foul o f the minotaur-gaze by taking the wrong turn in the labyrinth: he asks if the road 

Merleau-Ponty took was really ‘le chemin qu’il voulait prendre’, and finds an alternative 

one (that o f Lacan) suggested by certain ‘traces’ and ‘reperes’ in the earlier text; 

furthermore, he refers to the origin o f  vision sought by Merleau-Ponty as a trap: ‘des rets, 

ou rais si vous voulez’ (SXI 95). Lacan underlines the importance o f  choosing his road 

carefijlly after stating that ‘la fonction de I’oeil peut mener celui qui cherche a vous eclairer 

a de lointaines explorations’: ‘C ’est au mileu de tout 9 a qu’il s’agit de choisir pourtant, en 

ramenant les choses a ce dont il s’agit pour nous’ (SXI 105).
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In the following sentence, Lacan assumes the role o f maze master:

C’est la que -  libre que je le suis de poursuivre, dans le chemin ou je vous 
mene, la voie qui me semble la meilleure ici -  passant mon aiguille courbe a travers 
la tapisserie, je  saute du cote ou se pose la question qui s’offre comma carrefour, 
entre nous et tous ceux qui essaient de penser le chemin du sujet. (SXI 83)

The question referred to in the third line above is that o f the boy in the dream discussed in 

chapter VII o f Freud’s The Interpretation o f  Dreams. The question is translated by Lacan 

as ‘Pere, ne vois-tu pas que je brule?’ (SXI 68). Lacan uses the dream to illustrate the 

anxiety provoked by the real; thus, in the above quotation, he places himself on the side of 

the real, that is, on the side o f the dead boy’s gaze. The writer, as the reader’s guide 

through the labyrinth o f the gaze, would be thus on the side o f the unmeetable gaze. 

Lacan’s exhortations to his audience to see his meaning might therefore be read in the light 

o f the impossibility signalled by the dead boy’s words: 'Pere, ne vois-tu p a s . .. ’ (SXI 83). 

These words introduce the discussion o f the gaze.

Lacan’s running metaphor o f the text as labyrinth is related, as the above quotation 

indicates, to the metaphor o f the text as tapestry. The possibility that anamorphosis is at 

work in the text is strongly suggested by the fact that Lacan describes the production o f 

pictorial anamorphosis in terms that recall the making o f a tapestry: he refers to ‘une serie 

de fils ou de traits ideaux’ linking two planes (SXI 99), and to the reversal o f Diirer’s 

■portillon’, ‘toile’, or ‘treillis’, which is traversed by threads as easily as by rays o f light 

(SXI 100). The fact that anamorphosis depends upon a reversal and traversal o f  the grid 

recalls the above passage, in which the text-tapestry is traversed and reversed; in the same 

passage, the term ‘aiguille courbe’ suggests, beyond its meaning as a tapestry needle, a 

possible angling of the text (SXI 99).^^

If references to threads bind the text, the tapestry, the labyrinth, and pictorial 

anamorphosis, they also join all o f these, implicitly, to the theme o f entrapment: a ‘filet a 

papillons’ (SXI 89) and a fisherman’s ‘filets’ both feature in the text (SXI 110). The 

references to a hypothetical origin o f vision as ‘des rets’ (SXI 95) and to Holbein’s

On the anamorphic manipulation of the 'portillon', see Baltrusaitis 1969 52-58.
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anamorphic shape, viewed from the front, as ‘un os de seiche’ (SXI 102, Baitrusaitis uses 

the same image) are also suggestive o f a net. This theme o f entrapment in a net or 

labyrinth is obliquely linked to the structure o f the text itself when, in the third seminar on 

the gaze, Lacan announces that although ‘il semble d’abord que ce soit la lumiere qui nous 

donne le fiF regarding the truth o f vision, the thread is a false one precisely to the extent 

that light is thought o f as ‘un fil tendu’ (SXI 107, 108). The intricate lures o f Lacan’s text 

bring the image o f the spider’s web to mind.™

If Lacan’s text functions as a trap, like Holbein’s The Ambassadors, it is also high 

comedy.^' Lacan describes anamorphosis as a pleasure and as ‘un jeu delicieux’ (SXI 101). 

The defining moment o f an anamorphic work, for Lacan, is the pleasure o f  seeing ‘une 

certaine forme qui n’est pas perceptible au premier abord se rassemble en une image 

lisible’ (SVII 161). Lacan’s text might be seen as comical if it is understood that the 

representation o f the gaze is designed to evade understanding.

Lacan’s seminar seems to mark a limit o f knowledge and understanding. Its 

elliptical quality likens it to mystical discourse. Richard Webb and Michael Sells claim that 

Lacan's discourse in general adopts an apophatic strategy, that is, a strategy o f 

problematizing reference: ‘Both psychoanalytic and mystical versions o f “unsaying” 

challenge the ability o f language to seize the real. Both move toward a non-referential 

mode o f language’ (1995 198). It may be that it is in this quasi-mystical mode alone that 

the specificity of the real, defined by Jeffrey Rodman as ‘a dimension that is always beyond 

though never simply apart’ from human existence (1995 353), can be approached.

Francois Roustang interprets the impasses celebrated by Lacan’s textual practice as 

presenting ‘un relent de mystique negative qui a place I’apophatique au principe de son 

savoir, evidemment devenu un non-savoir’ (1986 100).

In the seminar on anamorphosis, Lacan explicitly links Holbein’s vanitas painting 

to Corneille Agrippa’s treatise on the vanity o f science, written around the same time. It is

See SXX 86. where Lacan writes o f textual practice in terms of a spider spinning a web. Derrida 
favours the same metaphor, as will be shown in the next chapter.
' Earlier in Livre XI.  Lacan writes: ‘si la verite du sujet. meme quand il est en position de maitre. 

n est pas en lui-meme, mais. comme l analyse le demontre. dans un objet. de nature voile -  le faire surgir. 
cet objet. c'est proprement l element de comique pur’ (SXI 13-14), See also SXI 220-21.
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interesting that Lacan should draw attention to this link, in the middle o f  a discourse that 

he takes care to present as scientific. The ‘vous’ in the following passage, which occurs 

toward the end o f  the particular seminar, and which seems to refer to the viewer o f  The 

Am bassadors, might be therefore more pointed than at first it seems:

Alors, qu ’est-ce done, devant cette monstration du domaine de I’apparence 
sous ses formes les plus fascinantes, q u ’est-ce done cet objet, ici volant, ici 
incline? Vous ne pouvez le savoir -  car vous vous detournez, echappant a la 
fascination du tableau.

Commencez a sortir de la piece ou sans doute il vous a longuement 
captive. C ’est alors que, vous retournant en partant [.. .]  vous saisissez sous cette 
forme quoi? — une tete de mort. (SXI 102)

If, as this thesis argues, a strategy o f  anamorphosis was actively deployed in Lacan’s 

seminar o f  1964. it is apt that a move ‘from saying  to show ing ', from demonstration to 

■monstration'. should have taken place in his seminars as he approached his death (see 

Roudinesco 1997 363).

(ii) The gaze as a mise-en-abyme o f  the text

The production o f  an object to substitute for a lost object has already been 

discussed as a function o f  the gaze and o f  the object a. Lacan seems to attempt, in his 

seminars on the gaze, to construct a text that might substitute for the gaze.

The fact that Lacan tended in general to fold his theory back against his text such 

that its form mimics its content is undisputed. Rajchman, for example, states that ‘The 

principle underlying Lacan’s “difficulty” was not to separate this pedagogical, formative 

and self-formative eros from what it taught, but to introduce the question o f  what it taught 

into the manner in which it was transmitted’ (1991 16). Nancy and Lacoue-Labarthe point 

to his text’s imitation o f  the unconscious, by its subversion o f  the systematicity o f  theory 

by way o f  the refusal o f  closure and deferral o f  totalization (1973 17). Lacan’s text thus 

serves as an example o f  the unconscious operations it describes, leading Jean-Baptiste 

Pages ;o claim that 'Lacan est a lire d ’abord -  et peut-etre surtout -  par ses formes
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signiliantes plutot que par ses contenus signifies’ (1997 87). This view is shared by 

Gallop, who tocLises on the difficulties o f  Lacan’s style, and by Bowie, who emphasizes 

the literary qualities o f  his w riting/"

The seminar on the gaze enacts the gaze’s resistance to apprehension in a 

particularly sustained and strategic way. As well as being explicitly thematized, the gaze’s 

resistance to representation is made felt in the seminar by more subtle means. For 

example, Lacan repeatedly returns to the question o f  how to represent the gaze:

L’imagerai-je, comme a son e.xtreme, d ’une des enigmes que nous presente la 
reference a la nature? (SXI 85)

Mais qu’est-ce que le regard? (SXI 96)

Si done le regard est cet envers de la conscience, comment allons-nous essayer de 
nous I’imaginer? (SXI 97)

Mais quel est-il, le desir qui se prend, qui se fixe dans le tableau? — mais qui, 
aussi bien, le motive a pousser I’artiste a mettre quelque chose, et quoi, en oeuvre?

(SXI 107)

Comment essayer de le saisir, ce qui semble nous echapper ainsi dans la 
structuration optique de I’espace? (SXI 108)

Mais -  c ’est la le point le plus subtil -  ce regard, d ’ou vient-il? (SXI 129)

Cet [sic] autre chose, est-ce que nous ne pouvons pas essayer de le formuler?
(SXI 129)

Nous voyons done ici que le regard opere dans une certaine descente, descente de 
desir sans doute, mais comment le dire? (SXI 130)

The very fact o f  the repeatedly renewed attempt to represent the gaze indicates that it at 

once appeals to and eludes interpretation. In the ‘Postface’ to Livre XI, Lacan writes that 

T ’objet (a) tel que je  I’ecris c ’est lui le rail par ou en vient au plus-de-jouir ce dont 

s ’habite, voire s ’abrite la demande a interpreter’ (SXI 311). Just prior to the seminars on

B o w ie  w ri tes  tiiat "Lacan c a m e  to the v iew , in the  ear ly  f ifties, tha t  his o w n  th eo re t ic a l  language  
had  to  so u n d  like the u n c o n sc io u s  o f  w h ic h  it sp o k e ,  o r  at the v e ry  least  to b e a r  a p ro m in e n t  t race  o f  the 
u n c a n n y  c o m p a n y  that his c lin ica l  p rac t ice  o b l ig e d  h im  to k e e p ’ (1991  12). L a c a n ’s p ro se  a l lo w s  ‘the 
e n e rg ie s  o f  the u n c o n sc io u s  to b e c o m e  p a lp a b le  in the  w a y w a rd  rhy thm  o f  his s e n t e n c e s ’ (B o w ie  1987 105).
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the gaze, Lacan describes how the real, or ‘tuche’, produces effects o f repetition in the 

signifying chain (‘automaton’). Repetition compulsion testifies to ‘autom aton” s defence 

against tuche’, its exclusion o f the real from memory and consciousness (see for example 

SXl 64-66 and SII 37-113^^). The reader o f Lacan’s text can thus interpret its repeated 

attempts to define the gaze as signs o f a resistance on the part o f symbolization and o f an 

insistence on the part o f the real: ‘on peut dire que c’est dans la chaine du signifiant que le 

sens insiste. mais qu’aucun des elements de la chaine ne consiste dans la signification dont 

il est capable au moment meme’ (E 502). For Lacan to represent the gaze adequately 

would be for him to contradict his own argument, namely that the gaze eludes perception 

and representation

Syntactic ambiguity plays no small role in the evocation o f the gaze. For example, 

the following sentence can be interpreted variously:

C ’est ici que j ’avance que I’interet que le sujet prend a sa propre schize est lie a ce 
qui la determine -  a savoir, un objet piivilegie, surgi de quelque separation 
primitive, de quelque automutilation induite par i’approche meme du reel, dont le 
nom, en notre algebre, est objet a. (SXI 96)

The ambiguity here hinges on the word ‘dont’, which could refer to ‘[le] reel’, ‘un objet 

privilegie’, i ’approche meme du reel’, or ‘quelque automutilation’. In the first instance, 

the object a would be the inaccessible real itself, in the second the object that substitutes 

for the real, in the third the attachment to the real, in the fourth the separation from the 

real. The fact that each interpretation corresponds to one o f the four versions o f the object 

a that this thesis has located in the seminars on the gaze suggests that Lacan’s ambiguity 

may be specifically designed to embrace all four. Roustang too draws attention to the 

plural possibilities offered by the above sentence, and concludes that ‘Peu importe ce qui 

est premier’ (1986 81).

 ̂ Livre I!  is similar to Derrida’s te.xt on Freud’s B eyond the P leasure Principle, discussed in the 
next chapter, in that Lacan’s text too plays on the parallel between the infant's game and the author’s 
procedure, see for e.xample SII 86. 102. Like Derrida’s essay, Lacan’s text also enacts the fort-da structure 
by its own repeated return to Freud’s resistant text; Lacan recommends that the latter text should be read 
plusieurs fo is’ (SII 51).
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The following sentence presents a similar example o f ‘Tambigui'te qui frappe tout 

ce qui touche a ce qui s ’inscrit dans le registre de la pulsion scopique’ (SXI 96):

Des que ce regard, le sujet essaie de s ’y accommoder, il devient cet objet 
punctiforme, ce po[i]nt d ’etre evanouissant, avec lequel le sujet confond sa propre 
defaillance. (SXI 97)

The ’i r  here may refer either to ‘ce regard’ or to Te sujet’. While these alternatives seem 

mutually exclusive, however, the fact that subject-object distinctions vanish when the 

subject is under the sway o f  the gaze suggests that the difference between subject and gaze 

is non-existent. The syntax thus leaves room for interpretations which seem to conflict, but 

which turn out to complement each other.

In his attempt to explain the notion o f  the gaze, Lacan turns to Sartre’s notion o f  the 

gaze as formulated in L 'Etre et le Meant. For Sartre, the gaze is associated with a surprise 

recognition o f  the other’s presence, and o f  the o ther’s objectification o f  me. This seems 

very close to Lacan’s definition o f  the gaze. However, Lacan refutes Sartre’s claim that 

w'hile the subject is ‘sous le regard’ o f  the other, she does not see the o ther’s eye, and that if 

the subject sees the other’s eye, the gaze disappears. The terms in which he does so are 

telling;

II n ’est pas vrai que, quand je  suis sous le regard, quand je  demande un regard, 
quand je I’obtiens, je  ne le vois point comme regard. Des peintres ont ete eminents 
a saisir ce regard comme tel dans le masque, et je  n ’ai besoin que d ’evoquer Goya, 
par exemple, pour vous le faire sentir. (SXI 97)

The repetition o f ‘j e ’ suggests the difference between Lacan’s gaze and Sartre’s gaze; for 

Sartre it is possible to write ‘je suis sous le regard’, whereas for Lacan the ‘j e ’ vanishes 

under the gaze: ‘le sujet n ’est pas la en tant q u ’il s ’agit de voir, au niveau de la pulsion de 

voir’ (SXI 204). In an alternative interpretation, which amounts to the same thing, the 

denial that ‘je  ne le vois point comm e regard’ might be understood as an assertion that the 

subject itself becomes the gaze under the o ther’s gaze. Lacan 's  next move is even more 

confusing:
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Le regard se voit -  precisem ent ce regard dont parle Sartre, ce regard qui 
me surprend, et me reduit a quelque honte, puisque c ’est la le sentiment qu ’il 
dessine comme le plus accentue. Ce regard que je  rencontre -  c ’est a reperer dans 
le texte meme de Sartre -  est, non point un regard vu, mais un regard par moi 
imagine au champ de 1’Autre.

Si vous vous reportez a son texte, vous verrez que, loin de parler de 
I’entree en scene de quelque chose qui concerne I’organe de la viie, il se reporte a 
un bruit de feuilles soudain, entendu tandis que je  suis a la chasse, a un pas surgi 
dans le couloir, et a quel moment? -  au moment ou lui-meme s ’est presente dans 
Taction de regarder par un trou de serrure. Un regard le surprend dans la fonction 
de voyeur, le deroute, le chavire, et le reduit au sentiment de la honte. Le regard 
dont il s ’agit est bien presence d ’autrui comm e tel. M ais est-ce a dire 
qu ’originellement c ’est dans le rapport de sujet a sujet, dans la fonction de 
I’existence d ’autrui comme me regardant, que nous saisissons ce dont il s ’agit dans 
le regard‘d N ’est-il pas clair que le regard n’intervient ici que pour autant que ce 
n ’est pas le sujet neantisant, correlatif du m onde de I’objectivite, qui s ’y sent 
surpris, mais le sujet se soutenant dans une fonction de desir'i’

N ’est-ce pas justem ent parce que le desir s’instaure ici dans le domaine de 
la voyure, que nous pouvons I’escamoter'^ (SXI 98)

Although this passage directly follows Lacan’s claim that the gaze o f  the other can, in fact, 

be seen, it begins by stating that the gaze o f  the other is imagined rather than seen. It goes 

on to imply that the gaze in question is either that o f  the voyeur as he peers through the 

keyhole or the one that surprises the voyeur in the act, and thus not the one that is 

imagined at all In the above passage, therefore, the gaze is evoked as impossible to see, as 

imagined, as a perverse fixation, and as the cause o f  separation. These different readings, 

once separated out, can be seen to  correspond to  our four categories o f  the gaze.

Although Jay discusses the above passage, he does not tackle the divergent versions o f  the 

gaze that it offers, conflating them instead by stating that the gaze has ‘the quality o f  being 

unseen’ (1993 362)."“*

The subject, for Lacan, is determined in the symbolic (see for example E12, E 46,

S II 326, SXI 222). The fact that he claims that the subject is profoundly determined by ‘le 

regard qui est au-dehors’ would suggest, then, that he poses an equivalence betw een the

Lacan returns to Sartre’s description o f the voyeur later in Livre XJ, but the ambiguity of his 
analysis remains intact (see SXI 204). On Stendhal’s voyeuristic tendencies, see 01 i 726. Sartre charges 
Baudelaire with having a voyeuristic disposition.
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symbolic and the gaze (SXI 121). How ever, in the following passage, he seems to 

dissociate the gaze from the symbolic:

Ce que je  souligne, c ’est la distinction totale du registre scopique par 
rapport au champ invoquant, vocatoire, vocationnel. Dans le champ scopique, 
contrairem ent a ce champ-la, le sujet n ’est pas essentiellement indetermine.

(SXI 134)

It seems that Lacan is referring to determ ination by the real rather than by the symbolic, a 

distinction which is made clearly in Livre II, where he describes the subject in the symbolic 

as ‘determine, d ’une determination qui est d ’un tout autre registre que celui des 

determinations du reel, des metabolismes materiels qui I’ont fait surgir dans cette 

apparence d ’existence qu’est la vie’ (SII 326). How ever, Lacan also uses the notion o f  

determ ination in the seminars on the gaze in its symbolic sense, w ithout clarifying the 

distinction between real and symbolic determination: ‘Le sujet est a proprem ent parler 

determine par la separation meme que determine la coupure du a ’ (SXI 134). It would 

seem that Lacan’s aim is to conflise.

Lacan seems to attem pt deliberately to bewilder in his elaboration o f  the dihedron 

Something o f the confusion surrounding the notion o f Me tableau’ has already been 

touched upon in the first section o f  this chapter, where we showed that Lacan identifies Me 

tableau’ with the subject under the gaze, but goes on to  describe the object o f  the subject’s 

geometral vision as Me tableau’ (SX I 111). The ‘tableau’ is also vaguely linked with the 

two remaining positions on the dihedron, namely that o f  the subject o f  geom etral vision 

( ‘Sans doute, au fond de mon oeii, se peint le tableau’) and the source o f  the external gaze 

( ‘Le correlat du tableau, a situer a la meme place que lui, c ’est-a-dire au-dehors, c ’est le 

point de regard’) (SXI 111). The notion o f  the ‘tableau’, like that o f  the gaze itse lf cannot 

be fixed either on the outside or the inside o f  the subject’s eye. Adding another layer to the 

confusion, Lacan states that what m ediates betw een the ‘tableau’ as the object o f  the first 

triangle’s geometral vision and the ‘point de regard’ o f  the second triangle is ‘I’ecran’

(SXI 111). However, Lacan’s schema shows that the screen plays a mediating role within 

the second triangle rather than betw een the tw o triangles. These tw o functions o f  the

screen seem incompatible, until it is realized that the tw o poles o f  the second triangle are
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labelled ‘tableau’ and ‘point lumitieux’, thus seeming to m ake sense o f  the statem ent that 

the screen mediates betw een ‘tableau’ and ‘point de regard’. However, any resolution thus 

produced constitutes a misrecognition, as the form er ‘tab leau’ stands for the subject under 

the gaze and the latter ‘tableau’ for the object o f  geom etral vision. The passage which 

follows invites a similar suppression or misrecognition on the part o f  the reader:

Dans ce qui se presente a moi comm e espace de la lumiere, ce qui est 
regard est toujours quelque jeu de la lumiere et de I’opacite. C ’est toujours ce 
miroitement qui etait la tout a I’heure au coeur de ma petite histoire, c ’est toujours 
ce qui me retient, en chaque point, d ’etre ecran, de faire apparaitre la lumiere 
comrr)e chatoiement, qui le deborde. Pour tout dire, le point de regard participe 
toujours de I’ambiguite du joyau. (SXI i l l )

The gaze, on a first reading, is what prevents the subject from being an opaque screen 

upon which effects o f  light play. It would therefore be what causes the subject’s separation 

from fascination.’  ̂ An equally possible but diametrically opposed reading understands ‘ce 

m iroitem ent’, or the gaze, as a screen which captures ( ‘retient’) the subject. It would 

therefore be what causes the subject’s fascination, effectively turning her into a screen 

rather than preventing her from being one. This second possibility would seem to be 

confirmed by the next sentence:

Et moi, si je  suis quelque chose dans le tableau, c ’est aussi sous cette forme de 
I’ecran, que j ’ai nommee tout a I’heure la tache. (SXI 111)

However, how can the subject be identified with the screen at the centre o f  the second 

triangle as well as with the ‘tableau’ at its base‘s The distinction betw een ‘ecran’ and 

tableau’ is also problem atized by the fact that ‘la tache’ is identified by Lacan with both, 

when he states that the caprella ‘se fait tache, il se fait tableau’ (SXI 114).

Lacan seems to contradict himself continually in the seminars on the gaze. He 

claims in the second one that every painting is ‘un piege a regard’ (SXI 102), and in the 

third claims that the relation betw een a painting and the gaze ‘n ’est pas, com m e il 

semblerait a une premiere apprehension, d ’etre piege a regard’ (SXI 116). Lacan states o f

This is the meaning that appears in the English translation of the seminar (see Lacan 1998 96).
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painting tliat ‘Le dompie-regard, je I’ai dit la derniere fois, se presente aussi sous la face du 

trom pe-l’oeir (SXI 126). However, ‘la derniere fois’, Lacan described the ‘trom pe-l’oeir as 

a ‘Triomphe, sur I’oeil, du regard’ (SXI 118), and thus as the opposite o f what one would 

imagine the ‘dompte-regard’ to be. The only way to resolve the contradiction is to assume 

that the triumph o f the gaze over the eye is inseparable from the victory o f the eye over the 

gaze; but unless the aim is to confuse, why insist on a vocabulary o f triumph and defeat in 

the first place?

Another contradiction can be discerned in the fact that painting presents itself as the 

object a while its socializing function is the reduction o f the object a (SXI 127, 128). This 

dual function of painting, its incarnation as well as its reduction o f the object a, is 

suggested by the following description o f the shedding o f colours that is, for Lacan, 

constitutive of painting:

Ce qui s’accumule ici, c ’est le premier acte de la deposition du regard. Acte 
souverain sans doute puisqu’il passe dans quelque chose qui se materialise et qui, 
de cette souverainete, rendra caduc, exclu, inoperant, tout ce qui, venu d ’ailleurs, se 
presentera devant ce produit. (SXI 129-30)

As the syntax suggests, both the gaze and the act which deposes it pass into the material 

object. The deposition of the gaze is thus also its institution as sovereign.

The opposition established by Lacan between the gaze and the eye does not stand 

up to scrutiny. Although he claims that, in painting, it is the eye that is addressed, thus 

suggesting an opposition with the gaze, the effect of painting is to pacify both the eye and 

the gaze: ‘Quelque chose est donne non point tant au regard qu’a I’oeil, quelque chose qui 

comporte abandon, depot, du regard’ (SXI 116). Expressionist painting, however, is 

exceptional in that it gives satisfaction to the scopic drive, to ‘ce qui est demande par le 

regard’ (SXI 116); in other words, it aggravates the gaze’s appetite rather than calming it. 

However, in the next seminar on the gaze, Lacan claims, in terms that draw the eye close to 

the gaze, that the pacifying role of painting depends upon its satisfaction o f the eye’s 

appetite:
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En quoi ce donner-a-voir apaise-t-il quelque chose? — sinon en ceci qu ’il y a un 
appetit de I’oeil chez celui qui regarde. Cet appetit de I’oeil qu ’il s ’agit de nourrir fait 
la valeur de charme de la peinture. Celle-ci est, pour nous, a chercher sur un plan 
beaucoup moins eleve qu ’on ne le suppose, dans ce qu ’il en est de la vraie fonction 
de I’organe de I’ceil, I’oeil plein de voracite, qui est le mauvais oeil.

(SXI 131)

It is difficult to see how expressionist painting is exceptional in its satisfaction o f  the gaze’s 

demand if  the general function o f  painting is to satisfy the eye’s demand. Toward the end o f  

the four seminars on the gaze, the difference between the eye and the gaze seems to 

disappear. In place o f  the external gaze, Lacan refers to a pernicious ‘mauvais ceil’ which 

shares the ‘pouvoir separa tif  o f  the subject’s eye, and which therefore seems distinct from 

the gaze, which w'as defined as excluded from distinct, separative vision (SXI 131). To add 

to the confusion, Lacan describes both the eye and the gaze, at different points in the 

seminar, as the object a (SXI 119, 120). Pointing to the fact that the formerly ‘geometral’ 

eye is described as an organ, as a cause o f  separation, and as a voracious appetite towards 

the end o f  the seminar, Hanjo Berressem describes a development in the seminars from 

juxtaposition to a direct relation between the eye and the gaze (1995 175-76).’  ̂The 

relationship between the two is similar to the enigmatic link in Lacan’s theory between the 

symbolic and the imaginary. However, neither can be identified in any absolute way with 

either the symbolic or the imaginary.

The conversion between demand, which has an object, and desire, which has none, 

is usually represented by Lacan as c iv i l i z in g .T h i s  belief governs his discussion o f  

painting in Livre XI. However, at the close o f  the seminars on the gaze, Lacan represents 

the conversion from demand to desire in a more negative light, by associating demand with 

jealousy and desire with envy. Envy, which resembles desire, is portrayed as a far more

B erressem seems implicitly to link this ‘mixing up o f  regis ters’ to the ‘fascinatory’ effect o f  L acan’s 
passage, and to suggest a parallel between the tex t’s effects and what it descr ibes (1995 175-76). However, 
the point is not developed by Berressem,

P. Julien asks, for example, ‘si sym bolique et imaginaire ne s ’opposen t pas concretement, comm ent 
concevoir  leur Jonc tion?’ (1990 85). Q uinet identifies the gaze with the real and the eye with the imaginary 
(1995 140).

Fink sum marizes L acan’s position: ''H um an desire, s tric tly  speaking , has no ob jec t' (1997 51). The 
object a o f  desire is, for Lacan, the cause rather than the object o f  desire.
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barbaric state than jealousy, which resembles demand. Drawing attention to the 

etymological link between ‘invidia’ and ‘videre’, envy and vision, Lacan cites St 

Augustine’s account o f a child’s envy while watching his little brother suckling at the 

breast o f their mother The child is not jealous o f the baby, because he does not wish to 

have the breast Rather, he desires something impossible, and his desire ‘fait sur lui-meme 

I’eft'et d ’un poison’ (SXI 131):

Telle est la veritable envie. Elle fait palir le sujet devant quoi? — devant I’image 
d’une completude qui se referme, et de ceci que le petit a, le a  separe a quoi il se 
suspend, peut-etre pour un autre la possession dont il se satisfait, la Befriedigutig

(SXI 131)

The break from the gaze to the eye, from demand to desire, while it permits human 

civilization, also makes human beings more barbaric than animals: ‘c ’est en tant que tout 

desir humain est base sur la castration que I’oeil prend sa fonction virulente, agressive, et 

non pas seulement leurrante comme dans la nature’ (SXI 134). It is thus that the eye is 

endowed with 'un pouvoir de neantisation’ (SXI 94). The distinction between the gaze 

and the eye, which was initially stated in terms o f an opposition between nature and 

culture, breaks down, and demand and desire fade into each other constantly. However, if 

it seems that the ‘regard’ shades indiscernibly into the ‘mauvais oeil’, this impression must 

be balanced with Lacan’s warning, in relation to the two times o f vision: se recouvre,

mais ?a n’est certainement pas identique’ (SXI 133). If the eye takes on the characteristics 

o f the gaze, it does so only by first breaking from the gaze.

In the fort/da game, the infant’s substitution o f the bobbin for the mother gives 

rise to pleasurable effects. A similar pleasure may be derived from Lacan’s text. Foucault 

rejected the charges o f obscurantism levelled against Lacan, arguing that people came to 

the latter’s work for the pure pleasure o f engaging with a discourse lacking institutional 

support; Foucault also stated that people realized themselves in the process o f reading 

Lacan (cited in Rajchman 1991 3). This point seems to be supported by Fink, who states 

that Lacan’s work ‘is so evocative and provocative that there are few texts I enjoy more’

( 1995a 150). The pleasure produced by Lacan’s textual practice might account for the

influence o f his ideas, because as MacCannell observes, ‘It is not his political positions on
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the symbolic, the phallus, etc., that are the reason for his vast intluence in disseminating 

Freud: who could or would say w ithout hesitation just exactly what those positions are'’ ’ 

(1983 913).

Various com m entators have pointed out, however, that Lacan’s textual enactment 

o f  his subject m atter functions tautologically to undermine the validity o f  his argum ent. To 

adopt impasse as a textual strategy while theorizing the role o f  impasse in discourse is on 

the one hand to illustrate one’s point by example, but on the other to problem atize and 

even negate one’s argument. Furtherm ore, Lacan’s strategy o f  mise-en-abyme, or what 

Bowie describes as ‘the self-authenticating theoretical statem ent’ (1991 132), moves 

Lacan’s text dangerously close to  the realm o f  art, giving critics cause to  argue that it 

lacks theoretical usefulness, Roustang states, for example, that it is untenable to confuse, 

as he claims Lacan does in discussing the unconscious in its relation to language, 

i ’instrument de la recherche et I’objet de la recherche’ (1986 61), and goes on to  say that: 

la machine ne peut fonctionner. C ’est peut-etre une oeuvre d ’art a contem pler, rnais on ne 

saurait s’en servir’ (1986 62).

This mise-en-abyme structure, as deployed by Lacan, is intolerable for rationality. 

For example, if his description o f  painting in the seminar on the gaze is read as a mise-en 

abyme o f  that seminar, logical problem s arise. Painting seems to  adopt, in relation to  the 

gaze, a strategy o f  m etaphor-condensation ( ‘la pluie du pinceau’ (SXI 129)) and 

metonymy-displacement ( ‘il passe dans quelque chose qui se m aterialise’ (SXI 130)), 

thereby resembling the structures o f  discourse as outlined in ‘L ’Instance de la lettre dans 

I’inconscient’ (E 493-528).*' In addition, both Lacan’s discourse and the painter enter into

MacCannell elaborates in a footnote: ‘The politics o f feminism and its attitude toward Lacan 
niiike this abundantly clear: from Juliet Mitchell. Rosalind Coward and John Ellis to Jane Gallop and 
Jacques Derrida the range of interpretation is vast’ (1983 913).

Roustang, very aptly, refers to un abime insondable’ that opens up in the wake o f Lacan's 
confession of ignorance in 1979 (1986 21). He reads the gaps in Lacan’s discourse as evidence of 'son 
\ ide' (1986 93). Roustang interprets as a ruse intended to conceal gaps in knowledge Lacan’s claim, in the 
course of the 1956 seminar on Les Psychoses, that he has intentionally problematized the understanding 
of his discourse in order not to imprison the auditor in certainty (1986 45); however, it would be just as 
\ alid to tiike Lacan at his word, or at least to imagine that he combines an intentionally self-defensive 
strategy with an ethically motivated revelation of limitation.

For his study of Freud's dreamwork. Lacan adapted Jakobson's view of discourse as divided 
between metaphorical (selective) and metonymic (combinatory) processes. He aligned Jakobson's notions 
of condensation and displacement with (respectively) metaphor and metonymy (see Grimberg 1995). See
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dialogue with the object a that is the gaze. In his description o f the natural processes for 

which painting substitutes itself, the words 'plum es’ and ‘feuilles’ metaphorically and 

metonymically suggest the act o f writing, while the words ‘serpent’ and ‘ecailles’ might be 

read as palindromic displacements o f ‘penser’ and ‘cahiers’.*̂  Also, Lacan puts an end to 

his own quest to define the gaze just after he describes the painter’s separation from the 

gaze. The question posed by this abyssal structure, however, is: which is the tenor, and 

which the vehicle'’ Is the text copying the activity o f  painting, or is the description o f 

painting serving merely to illustrate the workings o f Lacan’s text‘s The logic o f analogy 

and resemblance allows for no certainty.

It can be argued that the confusion introduced by the self-reflecting structure 

reflects the character o f the gaze, which behaves very erratically in Lacan’s ‘Du regard 

comme objet petit a \  As Fink states, ‘it is not a simple matter to reconcile all o f his 

formulations’ regarding the ‘highly polyvalent’ concept that is the object a  (1995a 84). Its 

changing face is evoked by Jay:

The ohjet a (object small a) was Lacan’s term for the object o f lack or the missing 
object that will seemingly satisfy the drive for plenitude, ‘a ’ being the first letter o f 
the French word for ‘other’ (I'autrui). At its most flindamental level, it is the 
phallus which the child (o f whatever sex, according to Lacan) wishes to be in order 
to make up for her mother’s alleged lack, her apparent castration. It can then be 
transformed into the Symbolic register as the metonymic object o f desire which 
motivates the split subject’s interminable search for a unity it can never achieve.
But it operates as well in the realm o f the Imaginary. (1993 361)

also Lacan’s statements that Tinconscient est langage' (E 866) and I’inconscient est structure comme uji 
langage’ (SXI 28, 227). However, as pointed out by Eric Laurent (1995), Lacan shifts his emphasis, in 
Livre XI.  from the metaphor-metonymy paradigm to one involving alienation and separation.

To strengthen the analogy fiirther. Lacan’s description here o f painting in terms o f natural 
processes reminds Thevoz of Ponge’s ‘Le cycle des saisons’, in which nature is compared to im discours 
luxuriant' (1996 84). As Lacan states in an earlier seminar o f the same year, "La nature fournit. pour dire 
le mot. des signifiants. et ces signifiants organisent de fa(;on inaugurale les rapports humains. en donnent 
les structures, et les modelent’ (SXI 28). In the m>lh o f Thot (or Hermes), a tree and its leaves serve as the 
support of writing (Derrida 1972a 103). It may be that Hermes offers a model o f the kind of discourse 
practised by Lacan and the other three writers concerned in this thesis.

In his discussion of Lacan’s seminar on the gaze. Thevoz points to the parallel between writing 
and the practice of painting: 'La poesie et la litterature se situent a la frontiere du dicible et de I’indicible. 
qu'elles deplacent continument. II en va surement de meme du langage pictural, qui touche au sublime 
lorsqu'il fait I’experience (plutot dramatique qu'apollinienne) de la limite de I’irrepresentable. et qui fait 
reculercette limite' (1996 16).
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By the tim e o f his sem inar on the gaze, Lacan had differentiated the a  from  the specular 

image, and had associated it w ith the object o f  fantasy as well as w ith the cause o f  desire. 

Later, the object a would be shown to bind together the three orders o f  real, sym bolic, and 

imaginary. As early as 1955, however, Lacan writes that the notion o f  the object 

dissim ulates ‘la confusion secrete’ betw een the real, the im aginary, and the symbolic (SII 

292), and that ’le petit a ’ constitutes a site o f  resistance betw een the ego and the subject 

(SII 372). The fact that Lacan’s form ulations o f  the object a  change in the course o f  his 

work does not mean that previous form ulations are discarded as he m oves on. As Evans 

points out, 'w henever Lacan’s term s acquire new  m eanings, they never lose their older 

ones; his theoretical vocabulary advances by m eans o f  accretion rather than m utation’ 

(1996.k).*^

The relationship betw een the subject and the object a  is always am biguous. In 

I960, evoking the com plexity o f  this relation, Lacan writes:

C 'est ce que sym bolise le sigle i ^ O a )  que nous avons introduit, au titre 
d ’algorithm e dont ce n ’est pas par hasard q u ’il rom pt I’elem ent phonem atique que 
constitue I’unite signifiante ju sq u ’a son atom e litteral. Car il est fait pour 
perm ettre vingt et cent lectures differentes, m ultiplicite adm issible aussi loin que 
le parle en reste pris a son algebre. (E 816)

In Livre X I  too, Lacan states that there are ‘plusieurs possibilites de la fonction de I’objet 

a ’: 'II est, ou presubjectif, ou fondem ent d ’une identification du sujet, ou fondem ent 

d ’une identification deniee par le su jet’ (SXI 208). The am biguous status o f  the object a 

in Lacan’s text would therefore seem  to reflect the am biguity o f  the gaze, as them atized in 

Livre XL

Finally, Lacan h im self recom m ends a strategy o f  double-reading that conform s to 

the approach that this thesis has adopted in relation to his text, as well as to those o f  the

Evans also states that ‘From 1963 onwards, a com es increasingly to acquire connotations o f  the 
real, although it never loses its imaginary status; in 1973 Lacan can still say that it is im aginary’ (1996 125). 
See Evans 1996 124-26 and Fink 1995a 83-97 on the various m odifications o f  the object a in the course o f  
Lacan’s work. Fink discusses the object a  from three perspectives: the imaginary, the sym bolic, and the real. 
Lacan makes the follow ing statement in 1975: 'The p e ti t  a  could be said to take a number o f  forms, with the 
qualification that in itself it has no forms, but can only be thought o f  predominantly orally or shittily’ (1982  
164).
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three other authors concerned; ‘C ’est une loi fondamentale de toute saine critique que 

d’appliquer a une oeuvre les principes memes qu’eile donne elle-meme a sa construction’ 

(SII 141).

(iii) The gaze as cause o f the text’s fascination

In our third reading o f Lacan’s seminar on vision, the gaze was described as the 

cause o f fascination. It gave rise to fixation because o f its refiisal o f any imaginary 

identification.

Lacan’s text is itself notoriously fascinating. Like Stendhal, Lacan resented the 

flattening, banalizing tendencies o f print culture, and preferred the seminar format to what 

he called ‘poubellication’.*'* His seminars were well-known for their strong rhetorical 

dimension. Roudinesco describes the theatrical flavour o f Lacan’s seminars as follows:

'une sorte de Banquet au long cours ou s’exhibaient, par la magie d ’une voix tonitruante 

et syncopee, les bruits et les reflets du grand theatre de I’Histoire, avec ses meurtres, ses 

drames, ses convulsions’ (1998 1). SkeUon claims that Lacan learned his tricks from 

attending the ‘delirious’ seminars o f Alexander Kojeve in the 1930s in Paris;

This charismatic approach to winning hearts and minds deeply impressed the young 
Lacan who later took this method into the sublime regions o f pure art. Levi- 
Strauss, the distinguished anthropologist, when visiting Lacan’s famous seminar in 
Paris had this to say [‘Entretien avec J.-A. Miller and A. Grosrichard’, 1985]:
‘What was striking was the kind o f radiant influence emanating from Lacan’s 
physical person and from his diction, his gestures. I have seen quite a few shamans 
functioning in exotic societies, and I rediscovered there a kind o f equivalent o f the 
shaman’s power.’ (Skelton 1993 419-20)

The fact that Lacan’s published text continues to fascinate a wide audience, even after the 

death o f its charismatic author, and despite charges o f elitism, suggests that the conditions

Livre X I  was the first o f  L acan’s sem inars to be published, although its publication occurred nine 
years after it was delivered.
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of fascination are built into its very structure.

Roustang discusses the way in which Lacan’s verbal and visual style, as well as 

his apparent omniscience, held his audience spellbound. He explains this phenomenon by 

recourse to Lacan’s analytic procedure, wherein the transference is a necessary condition 

o f the cure (1986 9-22). According to Roustang, Lacan did just what the Lacanian analyst 

was supposed to do: he effaced his subjectivity, gave his discourse ‘le caractere obscur 

d ’un oracle’, never allowing his knowledge to be tested, thus ensuring that he would 

continue to be 'celui qui etait suppose savoir’ (1986 14). Lacan’s power base depended, 

according to Roustang, on the perpetuation o f a transference on the part o f his students.

As Lacan states in Livre XX, ‘Celui a qui je  suppose le savoir, je  I’aim e’ (SXX 64). 

Roustang points out that Lacan’s strategy went against the aims o f his theory o f analysis: 

‘le maintien du transfert etait la condition de possibilite de sa maitrise. C ’est pourquoi, 

encore aujourd’hui, les bons disciples se gaussent de la possibilite de la resolution du 

transfert’ (1986 15). Roustang argues that Lacan’s desire to ensure the future o f his school 

was such that he prioritized the production of analysts over the development o f a cure 

(1986 17).**̂

Gallop too focuses on the transference effects produced by Lacan’s discourse. She 

admits that her own book ‘begins in transference’ (1985 54). While broadly concurring 

with those (Roustang, George, Clement) who criticize its lures. Gallop acknowledges her 

fascination with Lacan’s text, and treats this captivation as enabling rather than 

debilitating (1985 43).

To the extent that the text causes fascination among auditors and readers, the 

object a manifests itself. If the cause o f fascination is always, according to Lacan, related 

to the non-meeting between the symbolic and the real, Lacan’s text is captivating

Roudinesco discusses Lacan’s encounter with Kojeve (see 1997 98-106). See Roudinesco on 
Lacan’s interest in the captivating power o f  dictators (1997  115).

However, Roustang introduces an inconsistency into his argument by om itting to apply 
psychoanalytic precepts to Lacan’s adm ission, in 1979, o f  the limitations o f  his know ledge. Instead o f  
interpreting this admission as an invitation to liquidate the transference, in accordance with Lacan’s theory 
o f  analytic practice, Roustang presents it as evidence o f  the flaws in that theory. He thus preserves, him self, 
‘Une contradiction absolue [. . . ]  entre Lacan qui se voulait I’analyste par excellen ce et Lacan qui prenait la 
place du maitre qui savait et qui enseignait’ (1986  16).
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because it stands between theory and its own impossibility.

This thesis has already shown that, for Lacan, the real ( ‘tuche’) makes itself felt 

wherever the symbolic ( ‘automaton’) repeats itse lf A gulf thus opens up in discourse 

between performance and denotation, between the action o f defending against the real and
• • 8 7the content o f what is said. Irony plays upon this split between ‘enonciation’ and 

‘enonce’.*̂*̂ The mise-en-abyme, because it depends upon a framing o f the message, is, 

like irony, a figure that dramatizes the division internal to discourse. For example,

Thevoz associates the self-portrait, ‘la mise en abyme de I’operation picturale’, with the 

foregrounding of a split between ‘moi qui peins’ and ‘moi qui peint’ (1996 37-8).

The split between performance and denotation would seem to be constitutive of 

the subject, for Lacan. To be a subject in the symbolic is necessarily to be split.*^ In the 

mirror stage, it is the split between the imaginary body and the real body that causes the 

infant’s captivation. Lacan seems to associate this founding gap, and this source of 

fascination, with the structure o f the m ise -en -ab y m e .It has already been argued that 

much o f the appeal o f Lacan’s text, and specifically o f his seminars on the gaze, lies in its

This is why, for Lacan, every statement made by an analysand has ‘une double face’ (SXI 155), 
one which is truthful, and which is associated with the ‘j e ’ o f  the enunciation, and one which is deceitful, 
associated with the 'je ’ o f the enounced. See Lacan’s discussion o f the statement ‘je  m ens’, SXI 156-57,

The truth, for Lacan, like falseness, is always a function o f the symbolic rather than o f  the real. See 
for example SI 254. In a sense, then, for Lacan the truth is always determined by lies.

Handwerk (1985) treats the split subject, as formulated by Lacan, as an inherently ironic entity, in 
that the split makes the subject reliant on the other in order to receive her own message and constitute her 
identity.

Evans explains that ‘The subject is split by the very fact that he is a speaking being, since speech 
divides the subject o f the enunciation from the subject o f  the statem ent’ (1996 192). In L ivreX X , Lacan 
distinguishes between ‘le langage’ and ‘lalangue’, the former pertaining to the com municative dimension o f  
language and the latter to its unconscious, pleasuring dimension (SXX 126-27). The linguistic eccentricities 
o f  S tendhal’s Journal provide an excellent example o f  what Lacan describes as ‘lalangue’.

Lacan writes (E 804); ‘Car la psychanalyse implique bien entendu le reel du corps et de 
I’imaginaire de son schema mental. Mais pour reconnaitre leur portee dans la perspective qui s ’y autorise du 
developpement, il faut d ’abord s ’apercevoir que les integrations plus ou moins parcellaires qui paraissent en 
faire I’ordonnance, y fonctionnent avant tout comme les elements d 'une heraldique, d ’un blason du corps. 
Comme ceci se contlrme a I’usage qu ’on en fait pour lire les dessins d ’enfant.’ (our emphasis)

That the imaginary is a mise-en-abyme o f the real is also suggested by G allop’s statement that 'a  
translation that presents itself as a faithful rendering o f  the original operates like the imaginary, which 
presents itself as an apprehension o f  the real’ (1985 66). In Livre /, Lacan writes that thinking involves the 
substitution o f a word or image for the phenom enological thing, a substitution that opens up ‘un abim e’ (SI 
250). Lacan also writes that ‘il y a entre le sujet-individu et le sujet decentre, le sujet au-dela du sujet, le 
sujet de I’inconscient, une espece de rapport en m iroir’ (SII 245).
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enactment of that which it describes, that is, in its structure of self-doubling. The 

fascinating effect of the mise-en-abyme is suggested even within the seminar on the gaze, 

when Lacan associates the structure of fascination with the image of the circle within the 

circle. For example, in a passage which itself mirrors the reflective structure of what it 

describes, he says the following of eye-like images in nature (ocelli):

. . .il s ’agit de comprendre s’ils impressionnent -  c ’est un fait qu’ils ont cet effet 
sur le predateur ou la victime presumee qui vient a les regarder -  s’ils 
impressionnent par leur ressemblance avec des yeux, ou si, au contraire, les yeux 
ne sont fascinants que de leur relation avec la forme des ocelles.

(SXI 86; see also SXI 303)

Lacan also includes a diagram of ‘I’essentiel de ce dont il s’agit’ in the ‘jeu captivant’ of 

viewing a painting: two concentric circles, ‘reflet, en somme, de la pupille derriere 

laquelle est le regard’ (SXI 123). The term mise-en-abyme takes its origin in a similar 

structure: the inscription of the image of a shield on the surface of a larger shield.

An implicit reference to the existence of a mise-en-abyme may occur in Lacan’s 

description of the self-doubling involved in animal mimicry, which contains a reference 

to the covered structure of a shield. It can easily be seen how Lacan’s own discourse 

might operate on the model of animal mimicry, its complexity serving to defend against, 

intimidate, and seduce its audience, according to the three functions of mimicry outlined 

by Caillois and cited by Lacan.^^ This parallel does not diminish in any way the difference 

between ‘la tromperie’ o f representation and ‘la feinte’ involved in animal mimicry: the 

former is mediated by the signifier and the latter is not.

The sexual function of mimicry is given special attention in the seminars on the 

gaze, at least to the extent that it is associated with ‘le leurre’ and ‘la tromperie’. At the 

beginning of Les Quatre Concepts fondamentaux de la psychanalyse, Lacan associates 

the ‘fondements’ of psychoanalysis with eroticism (SXI 14). In a discussion in Ecrits of

For example, in a chapter entitled ‘Pourquoi I’avons-nous suivi si longtemps?’, Roustang claims 
that Lacan conducted his teaching in such a way as to ensure his own power base, to seduce members into 
his circle, and to intimidate members into submission.

As Lacan puts it, ‘il est clair que la Parole ne commence qu’avec le passage de la feinte a I’ordre 
du signifiant’ (E 807).
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Kant's Critique o f  Practical Reason, Lacan links discursive elusiveness to eroticism; like 

Kant's moral law, the constant ‘derobement’ of the gaze in Lacan’s seminars contributes 

to the ’erotisme’ of the text (E 768). Roudinesco claims that ‘le style du Seminaire est 

celui de la digression, de la fugue, de I’erotisme’ (1998 5). Rajchman suggests that Lacan 

'makes the eros of our not-knowing the principle of a new kind of medicine, a new kind 

of philosophy’ (1991 26). The eroticism of Lacan’s text, like the function of travesty in 

animals, may be designed to ensure its future survival. This survival is of veiy specific 

concern to Lacan in the seminars of 1964, which begin with a discussion of his desire to 

ensure the posterity of his newly instituted school, in the aftermath of his 

‘excommunication’ from the IPA. It is far from outrageous, therefore, to suggest that 

Livre X I  is designed to continue to lure and tease readers long after the death of its 

author.

Like The Ambassadors, Lacan’s text on the gaze is fascinating not so much for its 

actual content as for that in it which exceeds the logic of representation. Despite or 

because of the fact that Lacan’s discourse eludes comprehension, something about it 

seems to captivate reader-auditors. Discussing Poe’s The Purloined Letter, Lacan asks 

why it is 'qu ’on nous tient en haleine’ (E 16), despite the lack of any explicit enigma in 

the story. Lacan locates the enigma that lures the reader on in ‘une certaine discordance’ 

on Dupin’s part ‘entre les remarques assurement fort penetrantes, quoique pas toujours 

absolument pertinentes en leur generalite, dont il nous introduit a sa methode, et la fa9on 

dont en fait il intervient’ (E 17). It would be a gulf, therefore, between process and 

product, or performance and description, that fascinates the reader in Poe’s tale. Lacan 

has already stated in the preface to Ecrits that Poe’s story might be read as Ta parodie de 

notre discours’ (E 10), suggesting that he too creates a similar conflict between the two 

levels of his discourse, so as to create, like Poe, ‘ce sentiment de poudre aux yeux’ (E 17).

If the seminars on the gaze thematize the moment of deathly suspension caused by 

the object a, a similar suspension might be understood to be effected by these seminars.

If, in his discussion of the separative evil eye and of envy, Lacan describes the experience 

of being under the gaze as poisonous and decomposing, then the experience of reading his

A ccording to Bowie, ‘Lacan’s writing seeks to tease and seduce. It is fiill o f  feints, subterfuges,
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text is similarly distressing. Pain is described by Lacan as arising from impasses, that is, 

from confrontations with limits o f the symbolic. Gallop states that ‘the violence o f 

Lacan’s style is its capacity to make the reader feel nonidentical with herself as reader’ 

(1985 117). The fragmenting effect o f Lacan’s text can also be traced in its own body. 

Francois Duparc, for example, associates Lacan’s textual ‘delire’ with ‘1’autodestruction 

de la theorie, qui, comme les trous noirs, finit par se digerer elle-meme’ (1991 243).

The fact that Lacan’s seminars on the gaze, specifically, continue to fascinate 

commentators may be a symptom o f something unassimilated in them, a desire insistent 

on being recognized. According to Lacan, it is the non-recognition o f desire that causes
04fixations or symptoms (E 431). The task o f the analyst is to recognize the analysand’s 

unconscious desire (the real that the unconscious lacks), and to convey that recognition to 

the analysand’s unconscious;

Ce qui insiste pour etre satisfait ne peut etre satisfait que dans la reconnaissance. 
La fm du proces symbolique, c’est que le non-etre vienne a etre, qu’il soit parce 
qu’ilap arle . (SII 354)

The message hidden in the analyst’s interpretation, although it goes unremarked by the 

analysand’s ego, is received by the unconscious: ‘une lettre arrive toujours a destination’ 

(E 41). "̂  ̂ Similarly, a hidden address to the Other might exist in Lacan’s discourse on the 

gaze. What Lacan calls ‘la parole pleine’ might provide the model o f that discourse: ‘car 

la fonction du langage n ’y est pas d ’informer, mais d ’evoquer’ (E 299).^^ It may be to the 

extent that the seminar on the gaze inscribes an oracular address to the unconscious

evasions and mimicries. It unveils and re-veils its meanings from paragraph to paragraph’ (1991 200).
As Gallop puts it, ‘repetition, that basic fact o f  psychoanalysis which Freud attempted to puzzle out 

in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, is the effect not so much o f the frustration o f  desire but o f  the lack o f  
recognition o f  a desire’ (1985 104).

On the transmission o f a message to the analysand’s unconscious, see Lacan’s Schema L, first 
introduced in SII 284-88, and reprinted in SXI 147. On the gap between unconscious ‘savoir’ and conscious 
’connaissance’, see E 803. See also Fink 1995a 23: ‘The unconscious is not something one knows, but 
rather something that is known. What is unconscious is known unbeknownst to the “person” in question: it 
is not something one “actively”, consciously grasps, but rather something which is “passively” registered, 
inscribed, or counted. And this unknown knowledge is locked into the connection between signifiers; it 
consists in this very coiuiection.’

Lacan states that ‘La parole pleine est parole qui fait acte. Un des sujets se trouve, apres, autre 
qu’il n ’etait avant’ (SI 125-26). ‘Chaque fois qu’un homme parle a un autre d’une fa9on authentique et
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that the reader is held under Lacan’s gaze, inscribed ‘en filigrane’ (SXl 116) on the surface 

of the text, ‘dans sa fonction pulsatile, eclatante et etalee’ (SXI 102).

Skelton interprets Lacan’s interest in the address to the Other in the light o f 

Freud’s distinction between direct and indirect speech, the former involving description 

and the latter involving allusion or predicate thinking, that is, thinking by way o f simile 

,A.ccording to Skelton, indirect or rhetorical speech enables one to make ‘an anti-social 

comment in a concealed and persuasive way’ (1993 424).^’ In his seminar on ethics, Lacan 

seems to make a link between analogical thinking and anamorphosis.®^ He also suggests in 

various places that in order to recognize the truth, it is necessary to take a side view, to 

follow one’s nose rather than reason: ‘Q u’un flair plus siir que toutes vos categories vous 

guide dans la course oij je [la verite] vous provoque: car si la ruse de la raison, si 

dedaigneuse qu’elle fflt de vous, restait ouverte a votre foi, je serai, moi la verite, contre 

vous la grande trompeuse’ (E 411). In ‘L’Instance de la lettre dans I’inconscient’, Lacan 

enters into a lyrical description o f the possibility o f disguised communication offered by 

the metonymic flinction in language. This possibility allows him either to provoke ‘la 

foule' or to communicate with ‘quelques-uns’: ‘Ce que cette structure de la chaine 

signifiante decouvre, c’est la possibilite que j ’ai, justement dans la mesure oii sa langue 

m’est commune avec d ’autre sujets [sic], c ’est-a-dire ou cette langue existe, de m’en servir 

pour signifier tout autre chose que ce qu’elle dit’ (E 505). Discourse therefore, like 

painting, has the capacity to present itself as something other than what it seems. The 

reference to a select band who can discern the veiled message, along with the italicized 

phrases in the passage (which, joined together, give: "tout autre chose . .. communique .

plcine. il y a. au sens propre. transfert. transfert syinbolique -  il se passe quelque chose qui change la 
nature des deu.x etres en presence' (SI 127).

Zizek states that the centrality accorded by Lacan to the gaze and the v oice marks a radical 
incommensurability ’ between Lacanian psychoanalysis and Derridean poststructuralism (1991 125). 
Howe\ er. as Zizek also points out, the fact that Lacan locates speech and the gaze outside the subject 
means that self-presence is undermined (1991 125-26). Derrida and Lacan would thus seem to take 
different routes to achieve the same end. In any case, Lacan's work charts a movement away from speech, 
towards writmg, see Laurent 1995 19-20 and Paskvan 1992 205.
 ̂ Bowie points to the play o f ‘lateral connections' in Lacan’s text (1987 149). Indeed, Roustang

complains that much of the difficulty in understanding that text is caused by 'une habitude a se laisser 
aller auxjeux des associations a partir de ce qui est lu ou entendu’ (1986 21).

In the course of the seminar on ethics. Lacan applies the logic o f a specific anamorphic work to 
language, claiming thus to operate d ’une faijon analogique. ou anamorphique' (SVII 163).
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entre les lignes'), the reference to ‘la recherche du vrai’, and the strange inscription 

(whose style is familiar from StendhaV s Journal and marginalia) at the end o f the text 

{'T.t.v.m.u.p.t. 14-26 mai 1957’), all suggest an oblique acknowledgement o f a debt to 

Stendhal (E 505, 528).’’

Freud believed that myths tapped into the unconscious mind. In his seminar on the 

gaze, Lacan includes veiled allusions to the Minotaur myth, as we have shown, and to 

Orpheus in the U n d e rw o rld .B o th  o f these myths involve a woman inaccessible to sight: 

Ariadne and Eurydice. Furthermore, Lacan compares the fate o f M erleau-Ponty’s quest 

for the origin o f vision to Actaeon’s transformation into a stag upon his accidental 

sighting o f the Greek huntress Artemis (SXI 95; see also SXI 212).“” In addition, the 

constitutively invisible gaze (object a o f the scopic drive) is associated with the feminine 

by way o f analogies with the breast (object a o f the oral drive); the source o f light is 

described as ‘un cone laiteux’ and ‘la lumiere laiteuse’, and needs to be screened from 

sight and consigned to the shadows (SXI 122, 123). In the seminars on the gaze, myths of 

hiddenness are thus hidden in the text, suggesting that something in Lacan’s discourse is 

addressed to the unconscious. If the trope o f the woman inaccessible to sight is prominent 

(if partially concealed) in the seminar on the gaze, it is also a recurrent one in Lacan’s 

general work.‘“  For psychoanalysis, o f course, the subject is founded on the repression of 

desire for the mother. More significantly for our argument, in Livre VII Lacan links the 

trope o f the inaccessible woman, desired by the courtly lover, to the structure o f 

anamorphosis.

As Lacan says in his introduction to Livre XX, ‘il n ’y a, contrairement a ce qui 

s’emet, nulle impasse de ma position d ’analyste avec ce que je  fais ici’ (SXX 9). That

Crouzet’s description o f  Stendhal’s work in terms o f  an opposition o f ‘la parole v iv e ’ to the 
discourse o f ‘pure consom m ation’ (1981 22) would seem  to connect it to Lacan’s notion o f ‘la parole 
pleine’.

Just prior to the seminars on the gaze, Lacan refers explicitly to Orpheus, associating him with the 
analyst: 'Pour me laisser aller a quelque metaphore, Eurydice deux fois perdue, telle est 1’image la plus 
sensible que nous puissions donner, dans le mythe, de ce qu’est le rapport de I’Orphee analyste a 
I’inconscient’ (SXI 33-34).

Bowie discusses Lacan’s wider treatment o f  the Actaeon myth in 1987 103, 167-73 and 1993 142-
43.

See for example Lacan’s use o f  the image o f  ‘un immense corps de fem m e’ as a metaphor for the 
m issing letter in P oe’s The P urlo ined  L etter  (E 36).
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Lacan expressly built into his sem inar an address to the unconscious o f  his auditors, in 

addition to any that would have been there anyway, for the purpose o f  guaranteeing, via 

the sign ifier's  insistence, the repetition o f  his teaching in the future, is as good as stated in

his 'p o s tface ’ added in 1973, the date o f  the sem inar’s publication:

Or ce qui se lit, c ’est de 9 a que je  parle, puisque ce que je  dis est voue a
I'inconscient, soit a ce qui se lit avant tout.

Faut-il que j ’insiste? — N aturellem ent: puisque ici je  n ’ecris pas. A le faire, 
je  posteffacerais mon sem inaire, je  ne le postfacerais pas.

J ’insisterai, com m e il faut pour que 9 a se lise. (SXI 309)

Lacan seem s to have calculated that readers w ould return to his sem inar for as long as 

som ething rem ained unresolved and thus insistent therein. He states the follow ing o f  the 

process o f  learning in humans; ‘C ’est dans la m esure ou une tache est inachevee que le 

sujet y revient. C ’est dans la m esure ou un echec a ete cuisant que le sujet s ’en souvient 

m ieux’ (SII 109). Lacan believed that ‘il n ’y a de veritable enseignem ent que celui qui 

arrive a eveiller une insistance chez ceux qui ecoutent, ce desir de connaltre qui ne peut 

surgir que quand ils ont pris eux-m em es la m esure de 1’ignorance com m e telle’ (SII 242). 

The addition o f  a ‘postface' to the sem inar on the gaze inevitably recalls the last m inute 

glim pse o f  the death head in H olbein’s painting, which occurs only after the unconscious 

has already ‘read’ the distorted image. The reflexive m ode o f ‘lire’ seem s to be associated 

in Lacan’s writing with the unconscious, that is, w ith the reading o f  the letter as opposed 

to the w ord .'“

Lacan goes on in the ‘postface’ to write:

Vous ne com prenez pas stecriture. Tant m ieux, ce vous sera raison de 
I’expliquer. Et si 9 a reste en plan, vous en serez quitte pour I’em barras. Voyez, 
pour ce qui m ’en reste, moi j ’y survis.

[ ...]  C ’est vous dire qu ’on ne s ’en debarrasse si facilem ent que de moi.
(SXI 311)

See ‘La Fonction de I’Ecrit’ in SX X  29-48 , which dates, iitce the ‘postface’, from January 1973. 
Here, Lacan claims that the unreadability o f  James Joyce’s Finnegans Wake is precisely what g ives rise to 
the fact that ‘?a peut se lire d ’une infinite de facpons differentes’ (SX X  37).



A passage within the seminar also indicates that Lacan intended to address the 

unconscious o f his auditors, much as the analyst adopts an ‘oracular’ speech in his
104addresses to the analysand’s unconscious :

Cette dimension [de I’inconscient] est assurement a evoquer dans un 
registre qui n ’est rien d ’irreel, ni de de-reel, mais de non-realise. Ce n’est jamais 
sans danger qu’on fait remuer quelque chose dans cette zone des larves, et peut- 
etre est-il de la position de I’analyste -  s ’il y est vraiment -  de devoir etre assiege, 
je  veux dire reellement -  par ceux chez qui il a evoque ce monde des larves sans 
avoir pu toujours les mener jusqu’au jour. Tout discours n ’est pas ici inoffensif -  
le discours meme que j ’ai pu tenir ces dix demieres annees trouve la certains de 
ces effets. Ce n ’est pas en vain que, meme dans un discours public, on vise les 
sujets, et qu’on les touche a ce que Freud appelle le nombril -  nombril des reves, 
ecrit-il pour en designer, au dernier terme, le centre d ’incormu -  qui n ’est point 
autre chose, comme le nombril anatomique meme qui le represente, que cette 
beance dont nous parlons.

Danger du discours public pour autant qu’il s ’adresse justem ent au plus 
proche -N ie tzche  le savait, un certain type de discours ne peut s’adresser qu’au 
plus lointain. (SX I31)

This final sentence suggests that Lacan is adopting ‘un certain type de discours’ in order 

to ensure the longevity of his discourse. It contains echoes o f Stendhal, who made no 

secret o f the fact that he addressed him self to future audiences. A writer may be most 

likely to ‘insist’ in the memory o f future readers if his text offers itself as a disguised 

mise-en-abyme.

Roustang, pointing to ‘les defauts de la construction’ in Lacan’s theory in general, 

wonders ‘pourquoi I’avons-nous suivi si longtemps?’ (1986 9). It is the contention o f our 

thesis that it is precisely because o f what appear, to the ego, as flaws, that auditors and 

readers remain captivated by Lacan’s text. It is the belief in the existence o f a covert 

meaning, inaccessible to a naive reading, that sustains him as the ‘sujet suppose 

savoir’.'°^ Although Lacan is adamant that the analyst must never present him self as an 

ultimate authority, for fear that the analysand will attempt to identify with him, as in the 

ego psychology he so adamantly rejected, Lacan’s imperious stance and tone do little to

On the analyst’s ‘oracular’ interpretation, see Fink 1995a 67-68.
See SXI 256-271 for Lacan’s discussion o f  the ‘sujet suppose savoir’.
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dispel the illusion that he is all-knowing. The very fact that something in Lacan’s 

discourse eludes understanding seems to provoke the transference, giving the reader a 

heightened sense of the author’s presence.

(i\ ) The gaze as cause o f separation from the text

In our fourth reading o f the gaze as formulated in Livre XI, it was the cause o f 

separation, and therefore a civilizing force. Lacan’s text may itself be interpreted as 

performing an ethical role analogous to that o f the psychoanalyst.

One o f the reasons put forward by Lacan and others for the difficulty o f his text is 

that his discourse is intended for the training o f analysts. Lacan points out, in his preface 

to ‘Fonction et champ de la parole et du langage’, that the pedagogical structures set in 

place by Freud were such that they guaranteed the transmission o f his doctrine only at the 

expense o f authentic, independent thought (E 238-39). For Lacan, too much reliance on 

[ received knowledge leads to ‘un formalisme decevant qui decourage 1’initiative en

penalisant le risque, et qui fait du regne de I’opinion des doctes le principe d ’une 

I prudence docile ou I’authenticite de la recherche s’emousse avant de se tarir’ (E 239).*'^’

He claims to prefer to take risks than to copy, even if  the stakes are high: ‘L ’extreme 

complexity des notions mises en jeu  en notre domaine fait que nulle part ailleurs un 

esprit, a exposer son jugement, ne court plus totalement le risque de decouvrir sa mesure’
1 O R(E 239). Lacan rejects the training o f analysts by way o f ‘des recettes’ (E 240),

For example, in his short introduction to ‘Subversion du sujet et dialectique du desir dans 
I’inconscient freudien’, Lacan states that he is pubhshing the article ‘pour donner au lecteur I’idee de 
I’avance oii s ’est toujours tenu notre enseignem ent par rapport a ce que nous pouvions en faire connaitre’ (E 
793).

Lacan’s reference to ‘le regne de I’opinion’ seem s to echo the formula often repeated by Stendhal. 
Lacan cites '[le] discours de I’opin ion’ as ‘la premiere resistance a quoi I’analyse a a faire’ (E 418).

Fink points out that Lacan is ‘one o f  the few  analysts who follow ed the spirit o f  Freud’s work’, a 
spirit which ‘requires a certain openness -  not incom patible with trenchant critique o f  the work o f  others 
who return to pre-an a ly tic  notions -  an openness we might associate with Lacan’s own teaching style: 
attacking orthodoxy, exploding his own em erging orthodoxy, challenging the master signifiers o f  his own 
field, som e o f  which were o f  his own m aking’ (1995a  149).

The risk or gamble is a recurrent them e also in Stendhal, Baudelaire, and Derrida. For a discussion  
o f  the centrality o f  the gamble to Lacan’s teaching, see Strauss 1992. A ccording to Lacan, ‘Le sym bole 
surgit dans le reel a partir d ’un pari’ (SII 226).
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instead seeming to believe that the only prerequisite for being an analyst is a recognition 

of the extent o f one’s ignorance’*’̂ :

Si vous n ’y venez pas pour mettre en cause toute votre activite, je  ne vois pas 
pourquoi vous etes ici. Ceux qui ne sentiraient pas le sens de cette tache, pourquoi 
resteraient-ils attaches a nous, plutot que d ’aller se joindre a une forme 
quelconque de bureaucratic? (SI 13-14)

As he states in Livre X I  of the seminar, Lacan considered Freud’s encounter with hysteria 

an ethical event, because it provoked him to question his medical expertise. The ethicity 

o f Freud’s discourse, far from being accountable to the controlled purposefulness o f his 

line o f discovery, lies for Lacan in his principled uncertainty, his openness to the 

unknown (see SXI 41-45, Rajchman 1991 20). He thus describes Freud’s engagement 

with the unconscious as ‘son temoignage ethique’ (SXI 49).

This same principle o f  non-understanding is applied by Lacan to the interpretation 

of texts:

Commenter un texte, c ’est comme faire une analyse. [...] Interpreter et s ’imaginer 
comprendre, ce n ’est pas du tout la meme chose. C ’est exactement le contraire.

(SI 87)

.. .lire ne nous oblige pas du tout a comprendre. II faut lire d ’abord. (SXX 61)

Interpretation is therefore different from reading, in the sense that the latter connotes, for 

Lacan, unproblematic understanding. Interpretation, by contrast, implies a confrontation 

with the real: ‘Aiming at the real, interpretation helps the analysand put into words that

Shoshana Felman discusses the ‘pedagogical renew al’ (1982  22) initiated by psychoanalysis, and 
particularly by Lacanian psychoanalysis. A ccording to Felman, Lacan attempted to ‘turn ignorance into an 
instrument o f  teaching’ (1982 31), as in the Socratic dialogue. She points to his em phasis on ‘textual 
know ledge’, which depends upon an effective forgetting o f  previous know ledge. This know ledge ‘cannot be 
acquired (or possessed) once and for all: each case, each text, has its own specific, singular sym bolic 
functioning, and requires thus a different -  an original -  interpretation’ (1982  31). Felman argues that Lacan 
exposed Freud’s teaching to be ‘not accidentally, but radically and fundamentally, a lite ra ry  teaching’, in 
the sense that literary knowledge is ‘know ledge that is not in mastery o f  it s e lf  (1982  41). See also Hartman 
1982 109 on H eidegger’s influence on Lacan’s view  o f  the com plicity o f  truth and ignorance, and 
Handwerk on Lacan’s intersubjective ethics.
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which has led his or her desire to become fixated or stuck’ (Fink 1997 49). Interpretation 

is synonymous with liberation, for Lacan, and must always begin in a recognition o f 

impossibility.

The discovery o f the impossibility o f making sense o f Lacan’s own discourse may 

be precisely what allows commentators to escape from its fascinating and painflil effects. 

Nancy and Lacoue-Labarthe, for example, claim that their Le Titre de la lettre was 

inspired by "Vindecidahk de (ou dans) la question de l’“interpretation” de Lacan’ (1973 

10)."^’ Gallop’s approach, 'm Reading Lacan, is similar. Roustang’s Laca«; de requivoque 

Cl I'impasse is entirely devoted to critiquing the ambiguities and impasses in Lacan’s 

theory.

If the real is not confronted, according to Lacan, ‘la vie est un songe’ (SXI 66).

For Lacan, psychoanalysis is centrally concerned with the real: ‘Aucune praxis plus que 

I’analyse n ’est orientee vers ce qui, au cceur de I’experience, est le noyau du reel’ (SXI 

63). The analyst bears witness to the real, that is, to the fact that something eludes 

consciousness, as well as the unconscious. Textual difficulty, in provoking a passage from 

imaginary demand to symbolic desire, fulfils an ethical imperative for Lacan. As Bowie 

points out, Lacan’s ethics o f perplexity are nothing if not unorthodox: ‘Lacan is quite 

alone in placing a continuous positive valuation upon ambiguity, and in suggesting that 

students o f the unconscious mind, when they become writers, are somehow morally 

obliged to be difficult’ (1991 3; see also Bowie 1987 150). Lacan describes his Ecrits as 

being characterized by ‘ce resserrement qui a mon gre ne doit laisser au lecteur d ’autre 

sortie que son entree, que je prefere difficile’ (E 493) and ‘Ce n’est pas a prendre pour 

[’accident’ if his Ecrits are difficult, because ‘un ecrit a mon sens est fait pour ne pas se 

lire’ (SXI 309 ).'“ In an attempt to confound intuitive understanding, Lacan goes on in his 

later work to privilege topological figures o f the psyche. As Evans points out, ‘Lacan’s

To sound a personal note also, the awful confusion endured for many months by this thesis in 
attempting to understand the seminars on the gaze finally lifted when the possibility o f impossibility 
suggested itself.

Lacan seems to have achieved his goal. Roudinesco cites Levi-Strauss’s good-humoured comment 
on his inability to understand Lacan’s writings, and his claim that he and Merleau-Ponty had discussed 
the problem before concluding that they simply didn’t have the time to bother (1997 211).
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interest in topology arises [ . ..] because lie sees it as providing a non-intuitive, purely 

intellectual means o f expressing the concept o f structure that is so important to his focus 

on the symbolic order’ (1996 208).

If repetition has been shown indirectly to testify to the resistance o f the real to 

symbolization, then Lacan’s repeated attempts to define the gaze can be understood to 

perform a testimonial function: ‘Seul un rite, un acte toujours repete, peut commemorer 

cette rencontre immemorable [avec I’enfant m ort]’ (SXI 69). Mathilde’s ritualized 

mourning o f Boniface de la Mole, and the rite she performs on Julien’s remains at the end 

of Le Rouge et le Noir, for example, might be interpreted as acts o f bearing witness to a 

real that eludes symbolization. It is the confrontation o f the real that is at the basis o f 

Lacan’s ethics.

The institution o f the analyst as ‘le sujet suppose savoir’ is a necessary condition of 

the cure. However, so is the eventual liquidation o f this transference. Although Lacan 

seems to have inspired a certain dogmatism in his students, he actually encouraged them to 

diverge and innovate. He continually praises Nancy and Lacoue-Labarthe for reading his 

work ‘avec tellement d ’amour’, and laments the fact that nobody in his own circle had 

approached his work in a similar way (SXX 62). The reading carried out by Nancy and 

Lacoue-Labarthe may have been a loving one, in Lacan’s sense, but it was also hateful, 

again in his sense: ‘Si j ’ai dit qu’ils me hai'ssent, c ’est qu’ils me de-supposent le 

savoir’(SXX 64). It was important to Lacan that his reader-student should be led to ‘une 

consequence ou il lui faille mettre du sien’ (E 10)."^ Tellingly, in his analysis o f Poe’s

Lacan states: La question ethique, pour autant que la position de Freud nous y fait faire un 
progres. s'articule. d une orientation du reperage de I'homme par rapport au reel’ (SVII 21). Lacan 
associates the real with the death drive, that is. with that which counters the pleasure principle.

This point should be tempered, however, by what Roudinesco has to say on the subject: Lacan 
always respected those who criticized him from outside his circle, but fiercely resented those who. having 
once approached or entered it. tried to break free' (1997 332; see also 1997 255-56). Nancy and Lacoue- 
Labarthe were outside Lacan’s circle. Nevertheless, see Roustang’s account o f Lacan’s reaction to his 
refusal to write for Scilicet because he did not know how to write Lacanian: i l  s ’etait mis en colere et 
m'avait un ite a ccrire a ma maniere’ (1986 11). See also Klotz 1992 and Paskvan 1992, for a similar 
point (the latter text refers to Lacan’s description o f his preferred kind o f reading as eating. This metaphor 
recalls Baudelaire's description of the authentic engagement with a painting or book as a digestion -  or 
transfonnation).
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Purloined Letter, Lacan encourages scepticism about Dupin -  who serves in that analysis 

as his virtual alter ego -  and warns against the reader instituting him as all-knowing (E 

17). Indirectly, therefore, he seems to warn against the reader being seduced by his own 

effects o f  omniscience. What is repeated in Poe’s text, as in that o f  Lacan in general, is the 

structure o f  the secret, centring on Me pur signifiant qu’est la lettre volee’ (E 16), and on 

the irreducibility o f  the ‘relation ineffable’ o f  each character to the object that is the letter 

(E 19). Using the metaphor o f  the card trick, Lacan proposes that Poe uses Dupin’s 

erudition in order to trick us into believing in the amateur detective’s superiority: ‘Ce 

serait bien la le comble ou put atteindre I’illusionniste que de nous faire par un etre de sa 

fiction ventablem ent tromper' (E 21). As in the transference, truth is instituted by illusion, 

and illusion begins in the sense that something remains hidden, that there is more in the 

other than meets the eye.''"*

The frustration o f  the demand to know operates, according to Lacan, as a strategy 

o f  discovering the truth in analysis."^ Nancy and Lacoue-Labarthe argue that the Ecrits 

convert demand into desire by first offering themselves to be read and then endlessly 

withholding themselves from the reader (1973 13). This movement from demand to desire, 

described by Lacan as a dialectization o f  desire, is precisely the one that is, ideally, 

effected in the analytic situation."* The text on the gaze seems to present a particularly

Lacan writes: Aussi bien quand nous nous ouvrons a entendre la faijon dont Martin Heidegger 
nous decouvre | ... ] le jeu de la verite, ne faisons-nous que retrouver un secret oil celle-ci a toujours initie 
ses ainants. et d'oii ils tiennent que c ’est a ce qu'elle se cache, qu’elle s’offre a eu.\ le plus vraiment' (E 
2 1 ).

Pierre-Gilles Gueguen writes about the centrality of deception in transference, and about how 
psychoanalysis is all about 'manifesting truth effects even if we lie in tranference' (1995 81).

Of Lacan's analysis of Poe’s The Purloined Letter. Zizek writes: ‘The fundamental pact uniting 
the actions of the social game is [...) that the Other must not know all. This nonknowledge of the Other 
opens up a certain distance that, so to speak, gives us breathing space, i.e., that allows us to confer upon 
our actions a supplementarv meaning beyond the one that is socially acknowledged’ (1991 72). He 
continues: 'The Other must not know all. this is an appropriate definition of the nontotalitarian social 
field' (Zizek 1991 73).

On the role of frustration in Lacanian analysis, see Evans 1996 69-71.
' Fink declares that 'Reading Lacan is an inftiriating experience! He almost never comes right out
and says what he means’ (1995a 149). Fink argues (1997 220) that the difficulty of Lacan's text can be 
accounted for by the fact that 'he is seeking to have certain effects on the reader other than meaning 
effects: he is seeking to evoke, to provoke, to unsettle us -  not to lull us but to jolt us out of our conceptual 
nits. Related to this is his aim to put us to work, to remind us that in fact we do not understand what we 
think we understand [ .. . |. and that we may have to make numerous attempts to express or conceptualize 
something, and then our interpretation will still only be approximate: it will still miss the mark. ’



good example o f the strategy by which demand is frustrated in order to allow desire to 

surface. The seminar’s internal contradictions suggest that the text possesses a knowledge 

of the gaze that remains somehow out o f the reader’s reach. After responding to a 

question posed to him at the end o f the seminars on the gaze, Lacan asks his interlocutor; 

‘Est-ce que vous etes un peu plus satisfait? Tout a fait? — Presque’ (SXI 134).

The object a that is the gaze is metonymic in structure, always slipping away from 

understanding. In Livre XX, Lacan states that it is precisely the elusiveness o f the object a 

that defines it:

Pourquoi ai-je fait intervenir dans I’ancien temps le noeud borromeen? 
C ’etait pour traduire la formule je  te demande -  quoi? — de refuser -  quoi? — ce 
que je  t ’offre -  pourquoi? — parce que ce n 'est pas ga -  ga, vous savez ce que 
c ’est, c ’est I’objet a. L’objet a n ’est aucun etre. L ’objet a, c ’est ce que suppose de 
vide une demande, dont ce n ’est qu’a la situer par la metonymie, c ’est-a-dire par 
la pure continuite assuree du commencement a la fin de la phrase, que nous 
pouvons imaginer ce qu’il peut en etre d ’un desir qu’aucun etre ne supporte.

(SXX 114)

The object a functions as a figure o f resistance in Lacan’s discourse, the imagined hidden 

j  meaning that frustrates the demand for meaning and lures desire’s realization via 

I symbolization. Gallop suggests that the reader o f Lacan’s Ecrits is required to move from 

1 a referential to a formalistic level o f apprehension (1985 34-35). This may be done in the
I

case o f Lacan’s seminar on the gaze by reading it as topological rather than 

representational; ‘C ’est comme ceci que se file mon discours -  chaque terme ne se 

soutient que de son rapport topologique avec les autres’ (SXI 103). The interpreter 

(analyst or analysand) becomes aware o f the process o f interpretation, moving, like the 

infant, from the literal to the metaphorical level o f discourse” ;̂

According to Skelton, the analyst listens to the vertical axis o f  an analyst’s discourse (1995 175): 
’The analyst is listening not to what the patient believes is the meaning o f  his or her signifiers but to the 
“other” meaning that they acquire in the patient’s text. [ . . . ]  The concept o f  “m eaning” is not one which is 
liked by Lacan for he takes a syntactic or structural approach to language rather than a semantic one. Thus 
the phonetic and other relations between signifiers take precedence over the meanings which individual 
signifiers are presumed to have. This means that language becom es extrem ely context sensitive as the 
meanings o f  words or signifiers w ill depend on their interrelations in a given context.’
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C ’est la m etaphore en tant que s ’y constitue I’attribution premiere, celle qui 
promulgue Me chien faire miaou, le chat faire oua-oua’, par quoi I’enfant d ’un seul 
coup, en deconnectant la chose de son cri, eleve le signe a la fonction du signifiant, 
et la realite a la sophistique de la signification, et, par le mepris de la 
vraisemblance, ouvre la diversite des objectivations a verifier, de la meme chose.

(E 805)

This ‘mepris de la vraisemblance’ recalls the attitude o f  Stendhal and Baudelaire tow ard 

realist representation. For Lacan, as for Stendhal and Baudelaire, it is necessary to split 

from the usual relation to reality in order to  glimpse the m etaphorical dimension o f  that 

reality.

Anamorphosis provides a model o f  this split from the literal to the allegorical. For 

example, an anamorphic w ork involving a crucifixion by Rubens dem onstrates, for Lacan, 

that ‘ce que nous cherchons dans I’illusion est quelque chose oil I’illusion elle-meme se 

transcende en quelque sorte, se detruit, en m ontrant qu’elle n ’est la qu ’en tant que 

signifiante’ (SVII 163). The recognition o f  inconsistency in Lacan’s text perm its the reader 

to distance herself from it. The subject separates from the imaginary relation at the 

moment that inadequacy is recognized where adequacy had been presum ed to  exist.

Such recognitions, dram atized in the trom pe-l’oeil or anam orphic work, are a 

constant in human existence. They obey the temporality o f ‘la surprise’ (SXI 33).

However, in order to experience recognition, it is necessary first to fall prey to 

misrecognition. Such a stance o f  attachm ent-detachm ent in relation to Lacan’s work 

would be the kind adopted by the hysteric. In 1975, Lacan com pares authentic scientific 

endeavour with the hysteric’s discourse, in that, like true scientists, the hysteric finds the 

lack in the discourse o f  the master; she seeks out impossibilities, because ‘the truth o f  the

Lacan refers to Stendhal’s Lucien Leuwen  (and Hamlet) in the context o f the unveiling of this 
symbolic dimension of discourse in E 167 (Bowie discusses this passage in 1987 139-43). Lacan attacks 
realism's pretension to truth: i a  verite ne s ’evoque que dans cette dimension d ’alibi par oil tout 

realisme " dans la creation prend sa vertu de la metonymie' (E 517-18). Lacan accuses the literalism of  
the police force in Poe's Purloined Letter. "C’est I’imbecillite realiste qui ne s'arrete pas a se dire que 
rien. si loin qu'une main vienne a I'enfoncer dans les entrailles du monde. n'y sera jamais cache, 
puisqu'une autre main peut Ty rejoindre. et que ce qui est cache n’est jamais que ce qui m anque a sa 
p lace ' (E 25). Ragland (1995a 93) points out that, for Lacan, the 'seeming sufficiency of language to 
thought and of jou issance  to being, blocks any person's vision of the permanent flaw in everv human's 
engagement with the cultural order: the impossibility of representing oneself adequately in language.'
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hysteric 's  discourse, its hidden m otor force, is the real’ (Fink 1995a 134). To adopt the 

stance o f  a hysteric or a physicist in relation to a text is to allow  oneself ‘to be duped, to 

work as som ething other than the know ing subject’ (Fink 1995a 141).

Lacan, like Stendhal and Baudelaire, held intellectual com placency in contem pt 

(although not intellectual work itself): ‘Le plus corrupteur des conforts est le confort 

intellectuel, com m e la pire corruption est celle du m eilleur’ (E 403). Lacan has no desire 

for his discourse to be reducible to a set o f  ‘ism s’ or to ‘servir a quiconque de gri-gri 

in tellectuel’ (SVII 294). It can be argued then that the text on the gaze perform s an ethical 

function, at least according to G allop’s description o f  Lacanian ethics: ‘Lacan’s writing 

contains an implicit ethical im perative to break the m irror, an im perative to disrupt the 

imaginar\- in order to reach “the sym bolic’” (1985 59). The ethical im perative for the 

reader o f the sem inar is the recognition that Lacan does not possess the phallus, and the 

glim psing o f  the death head in the place where she had been held fascinated.

1 LA C A N ’S UNVEILING OF BLINDNESS
1

1

; Lacan claims in his sem inars on the gaze that it is no coincidence that the science

o f  optics em erged during the same epoch as D escartes’ m editation. Both placed the 

subject at the centre o f  the world, where G od’s eye had been previously central. Lacan’s 

theory o f  the subject, based as it is on the Cartesian m odel, subverts that m odel from 

w ith in ."^  In the sem inars on the gaze, this subversion seem s to follow  the m odel o f 

pictorial anam orphosis, the latter being described by Lacan as a revelation o f  the 

lim itations o f  the cogito: ‘au coeur m em e de I’epoque ou se dessine le sujet et ou se

Lacan claims to model his own version o f  the subject on that o f  Descartes (S X l, 142-43): ‘dans le 
terme de sujet [ . . . ] nous ne designons pas le substrat vivant qu’il faut au phenom ene subjectif, ni aucune 
sorte de substance, ni aucun etre de la connaissance dans sa pathie, seconde ou primitive, ni meme le logos 
qui s ’incamerait quelque part, mais le sujet cartesien, qui apparait au moment oil le doute se reconnait 
com m e certitude -  a ceci pres que, par notre abord, les assises de ce sujet se revelent bien plus
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cherche I’optique geometrale, Holbein nous rend ici visible quelque chose qui n’est rien 

d’autre que le sujet comme neantise’ (SXI 102). In Livre //, Lacan states that 

anamorphosis provides a paradigm of the ethics o f psychoanalysis (SVII 170). The various 

fluctuations and ambiguities surrounding the gaze in ‘Du Regard comme objet petit a' can 

be resolved only if the text is read as an enactment or performance rather than as a literal 

representation.

If the turning-point o f Holbein’s painting is the recognition o f its status as a 

gesture o f address rather than as simple representation, then Lacan’s discourse hinges on a 

similar recognition. According to Angelina Harari and Bernardino Horne, ‘La 

psychanalyse a toujours vise I’eveil’ (1992 139). If the seminar on the gaze begins with a 

father waking up from a dream in which he is addressed by his burning son, the seminar 

itself is a virtual wake-up call. Indeed, Lacan states at the outset that he will occupy the 

place o f the son. The reader might therefore be urged, indirectly, to wake up from being 

under Lacan’s gaze, just as the viewer o f Holbein’s Ambassadors, if she happens to cast a 

glance backwards at it, recognizes that she was under the gaze o f a death head.

Bowie otTers a memorable description o f the unveiling o f the imaginary in the 

conclusion to Lacan, gazing down a wooded valley sweeping down to the Pacific, ‘you 

reflect for a moment upon your rapture’, and notice that something deathly is in the air 

(1991 191). Zizek, similarly, describes the opening sequence o f David Lynch’s Blue 

Velvet, in which ‘the camera approaches the grass surface and depicts the bursting life, the 

crawling o f insects and beetles, their rattling and devouring o f grass’ (1995 206). The 

crucial feature’ o f this scene, according to Zizek, is ‘the uncanny noise that emerges when 

we approach the real’ (1995 207). These descriptions are reminiscent o f the beginning of 

l.e Rouge et le Noir, where the corruption underlying picturesque facades is unveiled, and 

the din o f a nail factory drowns out the peacefulness o f the scene.

larges, mais du ineme coup bien plus serves, quant a la certitude qu'il rate. C ’est la ce q u ’est 
I'inconscient.'

It is interesting to note that Louis A lthusser chooses to defend L acan's statem ent that the 
unconscious is structured like a language by turning to Le R ouge e t le  N oir. W hile he upholds the 
traditional interpretation o f  Stendhal's novel, it may w ell be that A lthusser’s own unconscious is speaking  
through his choice (see Althusser 1993 156-59).
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To apply a Lacanian strategy of interpretation to literary texts would be to allow

oneself to become fixated on areas of opacity, details that jar, what Zizek calls ‘phallic’
121elements. A similar strategy is adopted by the Lacanian psychoanalyst in relation to the 

‘parole pleine’ of the analysand. Where the latter does not intend to conceal a message in 

the discourse she ostensibly addresses to the psychoanalyst, however, the psychoanalyst 

does intend to conceal such a message in the discourse he aims at the (unconscious of the) 

analysand. For Lyotard, it is the analysand’s discourse that is anamorphic rather than that 

of the analyst (1985 17, 379-85). The oblique message in which we are interested, 

however, is necessarily intended by the conscious subject. We argue that it is precisely 

because the Lacanian analyst consciously intends to convey an oblique message that his 

discourse is anamorphic; and that nowhere is this more true of Lacan’s own discourse 

than in the seminar in which he thematizes anamorphosis.

Zizek defines ‘the “phallic” spot’ as ‘the point from which the picture itself looks back at us’ (1991 
91). He also says that ‘the “phallic” element of a picture is a meaningless stain that “denatures” it, rendering 
all its constituents “suspicious”, and thus opens up the abyss of the search for a meaning -  nothing is what it 
seems to be, everything is to be interpreted, everything is supposed to possess some supplementary 
meaning. The ground of the established, familiar signification opens up; we fmd ourselves in a realm of 
total ambiguity, but this very lack propels us to produce ever new “hidden meanings”: it is a driving force of 
endless compulsion’ (Zizek 1991 91).
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IV DERRIDA AND THE ABYSS

‘Derrida never quite says so, hut he irresistibly implies it: life itself, m  its materiality, 
even as it was lived, is writing. '

Sean Burke, The Death and Return o f  the Author

W RITING THE ABYSS

La Verite enpeinture  begins with a meditation on Cezanne’s written promise to 

Emile Bernard: ‘Je vous dois la verite en peinture, et je vous la dirai’ (cited in 1978a 6). 

Derrida claims that this statement poses problems for interpretation because o f the 

difficulty o f knowing whether Cezanne intends to offer ‘la verite’ pictorially or verbally to 

offer i a  verite en peinture’. Furthermore, Derrida claims that it is problematic because if 

Cezanne understands ‘truth’ as revelation (‘aletheia’), then it is difficult to see how he can 

render the truth either in painting or o f painting, because for classical philosophy painting 

is always an imitation or veil over the truth. Thus, Cezanne would be revealing a veil On 

the other hand, if the artist means that his painting will offer an adequate imitation o f its 

model (‘adaequatio’), the statement is problematized by the fact that the model here 

seems to be truth itself, and by the uncertainty as to whether this truth-model will be 

truth-as-revelation or truth-as-adequation.

Thus, for Derrida, ‘le trait de Cezanne ouvre I’abime’; it both joins and holds 

apart the two sides o f an irreducible gulf internal to the philosophical notion o f truth 

(1978a 10) ' While exposing this split, the painter’s promise also illustrates that the split 

is not total, and that the two parts can never be separated from each other -  the

In La Dissemination. Derrida writes (1972a 218): “'Verite” a toujours voulu dire deux choses, 
I'histoire de I’essence de la vente, la verite de la verite. n ’etant que I’ecart et I’articulation entre ces deux 
interpretations ou ces deux proces. En simplifiant les analyses heideggeriennes mais sans y mettre 
necessairement I'ordre de succession que semble y reconnaitre Heidegger, on pourrait retenir que le 
proces de verite est d ’une part devoilement de ce qui se tient cache dans I’oubli {aletheia), voile souleve, 
releve, de la chose ineme, de ce qui est en tant qu’il est, se presente, se produit, etant eventuellement 
coinme trou detenninable de I’etre; d ’autre part (mais cet autre proces est inscrit dans le premier, dans 
I'ambiguite ou la duplicite de la presence du present, de son apparence -  ce qui apparait et son apparaitre 

dans le pli du participe present), la verite est accord (homoiosis ou adaequatio), rapport de 
ressemblance ou d ’egalite entre une re-presentation et une chose (present devoile), eventuelleinent dans 
I’enonce d un jugeinent.’
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truth can only ever be revealed by way o f imitation, and truthful imitation always 

presupposes that truth resides in the place o f the model. Derrida argues, therefore, that 

the truth is always necessarily abyssal in structure (1978a 9-10). The relationship between 

the two kinds o f truth is one o f mutual dependence and irreducible difference:

A entendre le mot de Cezanne, la verite (presentation ou representation, 
devoilement ou adequation) doit etre rendue ‘en peinture’, soit par presentation, 
soit par representation, selon les deux modeles de la verite. La verite, le modele 
du peintre, doit etre rendue en peinture selon les deux modeles de la verite. Des 
lors, I’expression abyssale ‘verite de la verite’, celle qui aura fait dire que la verite 
est la non-verite, peut se croiser avec elle-meme selon toutes sortes de chiasmes, 
selon qu’on determinera le modele comme presentation ou comme representation.

(1978a 10)

In the text entitled La Verite en peinture, Derrida is concerned with the problem of 

verbally rendering the truth o f painting. He argues that each time philosophical discourse 

attempts to give the truth o f painting, ‘[la] verite de la verite’, it is forced to confront an 

abyss (1978a 10).

Philosophical discourse cannot convey the truth o f painting, because any 

discursive revelation o f that truth is always already compromised by the structures of 

discursive representation, for example the opposition between inside and outside:

Les discours sur la peinture se destinent peut-etre a reproduire la limite qui les 
constitue, et quoi qu’ils fassent et quoi qu’ils disent: il y a pour eux un dedans et 
un dehors de I’oeuvre des lors qu’il y a de I’oeuvre. (1978a 16)

The visual, for Derrida, is therefore, radically heterogeneous to discourse.  ̂However, 

instead o f concluding that any discourse about the essence or truth o f art is doomed to 

pure self-reference, Derrida suggests that visual art, as the other o f discourse, determines 

discourse even as discourse determines it.^ This mutual determination is not

In his essay on the drawings of Valerio Adami, Derrida writes (1978a 175, 177-78): ‘Quant a la 
peinture. sur elle, a cote d’elle ou par-dessus, le discours me parait toujours niais. a la fois enseignant et 
incantatoire. programme, agi par la compulsion magistrale, poetique ou philosophique. toujours, et plus 
encore quand il est pertinent, en situation de bavardage, inegal et improductif au regard de ce qui, d’un 
irait. (se) passe (de) ce langage, lui demeurant heterogene ou lui interdisant tout surplomb. ’
 ̂ The relationship might be described as one of ‘heterotautologie’. The word ‘heterotautologie’ is

used m La Carte postale. where it appears in connection with Hegel’s view of speculative discourse 
(1980 322. 323).
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circular or reciprocal in any Hegelian way, that is, it does not tend towards synthesis. 

Rather, the relation between the visual and the verbal resembles Derrida’s interpretation 

o f the circular relationship between artist and work o f art, as articulated in Heidegger’s 

Origin o f  the Work o f Art. ‘Ce cercle hermeneutique n’a que I’apparence logique, 

formelle et derive d ’un cercle vicieux. II ne s’agit pas d ’y echapper mais au contraire de 

s’y engager et de le parcourir’ (1978a 38). As Derrida’s essay on Kant’s Critique o f  

Aesthetic Judgement suggests, the relation between painting and discourse is 

‘parergonal’, each framing the other without end (see 1978a 57).

Discourse is suspicious o f the visual precisely because the visual marks its limit- 

point, the place where it necessarily falls silent. However, the confrontation with the 

visual also marks a resurgence o f loquacity. In his essay on Adami, Derrida figures visual 

art as a trap for his discourse, making it speak o f something about which it knows 

nothing:

J’ai done cede, avant meme de le savoir, comme si j ’etais lu d ’avance, ecrit avant 
d ’ecrire, prescrit, saisi, piege, peche. Et puis <?a me regardait. Me faisant parler, 9 a 
me mettait dans mon tort mais il etait trop tard et 9 a m ’aura appris. (1978a 178)

‘Cartouches’, Derrida’s essay on the ‘Pocket Size Tlingit Coffin’ by Gerard Titus-Carmel, 

continues the theme o f discourse’s death and ensnarement by the visual. Discourse is 

shown to be fiercely jealous o f the visual, the other which eludes it: ‘Domaine reserve, a 

rendre fou de jalousie le voyeur assistant’ (1978a 225).'*

For Derrida, a confrontation with painting, in its difference from discourse, is a 

confrontation with the ‘abime’ (1978 330, 331). However, according to a logic o f ‘double 

bande’, this delivery to the abyss is also a rescue from the abyss.^ By transgressing the 

law, the law is restored: ‘Pourquoi dire toujours de la peinture qu’elle rend? qu’elle 

restitue'’’ (1978a 295). The return depends upon an initial departure, and it brings with it 

a gift or compensation. This compensation takes the form o f a renewal o f discourse, that

' Derrida e.xplains that beauty provokes jealousy because of ‘cette sorte d ’independance quasi
narcissique du ceci beau (ceci plutot qu’objet) qui ne renvoie a rien d ’autre qu'a lui-meme, qui ne fait 
signe vers rien de detenninable, pas ineme vers vous qui devez y renoncer’ (1978a 106). He also 
describes, in the same passage, the position o f the human subject in relation to beauty as one o f  
\oyeunsm . thus playing on the double meaning of ‘jalousie’. On the theme o f jealousy in Derrida’s 
writing, see Kamuf 1991 .Kxi-.xlii.
 ̂ Christopher Johnson writes that ‘The logic of the double bind is the paradoxical conjunction of

both stnicture (binding, restriction) and the transgression of structure (expenditure, dissipation) in a 
given system' ( 1993 131).
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is, o f metaphor (including the metaphor o f the abyss): dotme dans I’abime, 9a donne

-  I’abime.’ ( 1978a 333).® This gift is a ‘supplement’: it is both a substitute for what 

representation lacks and an addition to representation/

In ‘Restitutions de la verite en pointure’, Derrida restitutes a debate around the 

disagreement between Heidegger and Meyer Schapiro as to the owner o f the shoes in a 

painting by Van Gogh * He shows that Heidegger’s view o f painting centres on ‘aletheia’, 

or ‘la verite de presence devoilee’, and Schapiro’s on ‘la verite comme adequation’ 

(1978a 364; see also 1978a 419). Despite this divergence in their notion o f the truth o f  

painting, Derrida shows that each writer considers it crucial to tie the shoes to an owner 

In the process, each becomes entangled in the painting’s snare, symbolized for Derrida by 

the shoe-laces it depicts (1978a 312, 314-15, 358, 391). Each betrays his own ideology 

by the owner he ‘projects’ onto the shoes.^ Heidegger assigns them to Van Gogh himself 

a city-dweller at the time o f their painting, and Schapiro ties them to a peasant (1978a 

320). Heidegger and Schapiro inevitably fill the painting out with meaning, thus enacting 

the logic o f supplementarity or the gift (1978a 312).

Both thinkers assume the shoes to be a pair, an assumption which Derrida deems 

to be symptomatic o f  their desire to eliminate an uncertainty he associates with ‘le 

diabolique’ (1978a 302, 314, 381).'° Because the shoes cannot with any certainty be

Baudelaire's notion of the artist’s self-delivery to the devil, and his earning of grace in the form 
of the work of art. might usefully be read in this light. So also might the earthworm metaphor of poetic 
activity , which we argue is obliquely present in 'Le Soleil’, be read along with Derrida’s metaphor of the 
hedgehog (1990b 10): 'Le don du poeme ne cite rien, il n ’a aucun titre. il n ’histrionne plus, il survient 
sans que tu t ’y attendes, coupant le souffle, coupant avec la poesie discursive, et surtout litteraire. Dans 
les cendres niemes de cette genealogie. Pas le phenix, pas I’aigle. le herisson. tres bas. tout bas. pres de la 
terre. Ni sublime, ni incorporel, angelique peut-etre, et pour un temps. ’

Derrida defines the supplement as follows: 'Le supplement, ce qui semble s’ajouter comme un 
plein a un plein, est aussi ce qui supplee. "Suppleer: L Ajouter ce qui manque, fournir ce qu’il faut de 
surplus” dit Littre, respectant comme un somnambule I’etrange logique de ce mot.’ (1967a 314. see also 
1967b 208). Derrida also writes (1967b 429): 'Le supplement vient a la place d ’une defaillance. d ’un 
non-signifie ou d ’un non-represente, d ’une non-presence. II n ’y a aucun present avant lui, il n ’est done 
precede que par lui-meme, c ’est-a-dire par un autre supplement.’
* Lacan also briefly discusses Van Gogh’s painting(s) of shoes in SVII 343-44.

Derrida is wary, however, of the idea of ‘projection’, as discussed by Schapiro, because it 
suggests that projection is surmountable (1978a 419). He asks: ‘Qu’est-ce qu’une expenence sans 
projection? Ce concept de projection n ’appartient-il pas a un objectivisme ou du moins a un systeme des 
rapports sujet-objet ou de la verite (comme adequation ou comme devoilement, comme presence dans la 
representation ou dans la presentation) qui ne peut plus se mesurer aux effets de I’inconscient, tels qu’un 
certain etat de la theorie psychanalytique les a determines, ni surtout a la structure restante des marques 
dont la graphique nous interesse ici?’

We have argued that a similar fear dictates M athilde’s suppression by Julien and by the reader of 
l.e Rouge et le Noir. She too disturbs the pair-ness (the reunion between Julien and Mine de Renal) of 
the novel’s ending. Both Stendhal and Baudelaire write of modern beauty as diabolical, and complain of 
their contemporaries’ suppression of the diabolical.
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defined as ‘une paire’, and because their owner is unlcnown, the viewer’s sense of 

propriety is called upon to restore the shoes to pair-ness and property. However, because 

this attribution is always a ‘pari impossible’, ‘la possibilite du depareillage’ is opened up, 

and with it ‘le fort: da de la pointure, le jeu du dis/paraitre’ (1978a 430). According to 

Derrida, the word ‘le disparat\ which connotes all o f the above meanings, describes the 

painting’s haunting by its model (and consequent lack o f separation from or pair-ness 

with it) as well as by ‘le spectre de I’impair’ (the possibility that the shoes do not form a 

pair) (1978a 43 1). It is the very irresolution o f the painting which provokes discourse to 

resolve it, thereby escaping its tyranny and its fascination by exercising a certain 

discursive tyranny over it. In the process, the subject o f discourse betrays something 

about himself ‘Le piege, c’est la fatalite du pari. La logique du dispara f (1978a 435). 

The waitmg shoes thus invite the viewer to jog his mind, to put his foot in it: ‘La 

precipitation du pas, voila peut-etre ce qu’on n’aura jamais su eviter devant la 

provocation de ce “celebre tableau’” (1978a 299). Derrida plays here on the double- 

meaning o f ‘pas’: the spectator’s haste to make meaning is also an attempt to negate the 

painting’s excess over meaning.

As the spectral logic o f the ‘disparat’ suggests, this excess is never definitively 

negated by discourse. Painting constitutes an inexhaustible ‘reste’ or remainder for verbal 

representation, always remaining to be recuperated by it (1978a 297). O f the shoes, 

Derrida writes: ‘Elies sont Id, faites pour attendre. Pour faire marcher. L ’ironie de leur 

patience est infinie, on peut la tenir pour nulle’ (1978a 321). Painting is thus associated by 

Derrida with i a  pointure’ or pure referentiality, always leading discourse astray in its 

attempts to attach it to a fixed referent (1978a 305, 313). There is no possible solution to 

the question of the ownership o f the shoes in Van Gogh’s painting, because painting un

fixes ownership: ‘De toute fa^on, d ’ou qu’elles viennent ou reviennent, ces chaussures ne 

reviendront pas a bon port’ (1978a 321). Therefore, according to Derrida (or at least to 

the different strands o f the text that we might be tempted to imagine as a dialogue 

between a pair  o f speakers), painting invites the viewer to a pathetic ‘hallucination’ which 

is also an ‘evasion’ o f the sensible visible (1978a 367). A certain lack or ‘hors-d’usage 

detache’ in the painting provides not only ‘des conditions d ’une fetichisation’, but also
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gives rise to 'une sorte de plus-value abyssale’, an endless discursive investment (1978a 

394),“

Derrida does not claim to understand the mechanism o f this 'projection’ or 

'hallucination’, and refuses to account for it in psychoanalytic terms, because this would 

be to attribute the projection to the viewer as surely as Schapiro and Heidegger return the 

shoes to an owner. Derrida does not rule out the possibility that the hallucination 

suggested by a painting comes from the painting itself rather than -  or as well as -  the 

mind o f the viewer.'^ He notes, for example, that Heidegger’s precritical attribution of 

the shoes to a peasant is not incompatible with Van Gogh’s own romanticization o f the 

rural (1978a 420-21).

There is a suggestion in the text that Derrida too falls into the snare presented by 

Van Gogh’s painting. At one point, referring to ‘I’etrange scene de restitution a trois, 

tous trois grands universitaires europeens’, he seems to include him self along with 

Heidegger and Schapiro as having made a ‘faux-pas’ (1978a 319-29). At the end o f the 

text he implies that he too has gambled on an interpretation, even if  it is on the fact o f  a 

gamble that he has gambled (1978a 436). Derrida, or one o f the nameless voices in the 

text, summarizes the interpretations offered by Schapiro and Heidegger before stating his 

own belief that the shoes resemble ‘des rats’( 1978a 295), a phrase which might be 

understood as a version o f Derrida’s own signature as well as an allusion to the parasitic 

practice o f deconstruction.

However, to observe that Derrida falls into the same trap as Heidegger and 

Schapiro is to accept the existence o f a trap; and it is precisely the fact o f the trap’s 

existence that constitutes Derrida’s projection in the first place. If Derrida hallucinates 

‘des pieges a lacets’ in the place o f the shoes, then the charge o f hallucination would 

seem to prove the truth o f the hallucination. Instead o f closing off or suppressing the 

uncertainty that attaches to the painting, as the interpretations o f Heidegger and Schapiro

The fetichization o f  Stendhal by readers was associated in Chapter I o f  this thesis with the aspects 
o f his texts that refuse to settle into univocal sense. Fetichization was also associated by this thesis with the 
fascination exerted by Lacan’s object a. Derrida seems obliquely to refer to the latter by alluding, in 
■Restitutions de la verite en pointure’, to Lacan’s seminar on the Purloined Letter (see for example 1978a 
415).

W'hen one ‘interlocutor’ tells the other/another that the shoes ‘restent la’ in order that 
‘I’inconscient de chacun y mette du sien, les chausse a sa pointure’, the reply is: ‘Non, a la pointure du 
fantome, de I’inconscient de I’autre. C’est fait pour 9a. Telle est la facture qu’ils presentent, tout compte 
fait’( 1978a 412). As with Lacan, then, for Derrida the unconscious is on the side o f  the Other.
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might be understood to do, Derrida’s ‘projection’ opens up uncertainty. His projection 

calls itself into doubt while also resisting refutation.

For Derrida, Van Gogh’s painting o f shoes presents a mise-en-abyme o f painting 

in general (1978a 391) He agrees with Lacan, therefore, in associating painting with the 

function of entrapment. By arguing that painting is resistant to discursive appropriation, 

and simultaneously calling that assertion into doubt, Derrida might be seen to preserve the 

truth o f painting, its elusiveness to discourse. By arguing for the inevitability of 

discourse’s projection ‘en abyme’ o f its own logic onto painting, something o f painting’s 

abyss (that is, the problem it poses for discourse) is p re se rv e d ,A s  Jay argues o f La  

Verite en peinture, ‘Derrida’s deconstruction o f painting’s claim to truth leaves a faint 

residue o f the visual, even as it relentlessly debunks its claim to univocal meaning’, 

proving that ‘deconstruction refiases to break entirely with the seen for the written’

(1978a 518).

What the essay on Van Gogh and La Verite en peinture seem to suggest is that 

discourse and writing are somehow brought into existence by the gap (between ‘aletheia’ 

and "adaequatio’) with which painting confronts them. It is not just discourse about 

painting or the visual that confronts the abyssal nature o f truth, however, according to 

Derrida. Speculative discourse also confronts the other o f knowledge. In ‘Speculer -  sur 

“Freud” ’ (1980 275-437), he again turns to the logic o f the abyss. The essay begins with 

the claim that, far from adopting a position or thesis, it will be concerned with ‘la ruine’ 

o f positional logic, that ruin being manifested, for Derrida, in Freud’s Beyond the 

Pleasure Principle (1980 278, 279). As in the essay on Kant, Derrida repeats the logic of 

Freud’s text. The latter describes the game o f fort/da performed by Ernst, Freud’s 

grandson, who repeatedly and playfully throws and retrieves a bobbin. Derrida argues that 

Freud repeats the logic o f this game in his speculation on it. In repeating Freud’s logic, 

Derrida does the same. What is repeated in Ernst’s game, as well as in the two theoretical 

texts, is repetition itself This repetition is vertical, because if the bobbin ‘repeats’ or 

substitutes for Ernst’s mother, then Freud’s text repeats Ernst’s game and Derrida’s text 

repeats Freud’s text. It is also horizontal, in the sense that the activity o f all three is self-

Stendhal too seems to have believed that discourse about painting adopts an abyssal or self
mirroring structure: dans les autres, nous ne pouvons estimer que nous-memes [.. .].  Desormais les 
jugements des artistes sur les ouvrages de leurs rivaux ne seront pour moi que des commentaires de leur 
propre stvlc' (HPl i 328).
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repeating. Derrida interprets Freud’s text as suggesting that repetition constitutes a 

structural necessity which governs the pleasure principle, a necessity which Derrida, 

like Freud, cannot comprehend; ‘nous aurons du mal a la nom m er’ (1980 323).

If, in La Verite en peinture, Derrida associated Me fort/da de la pointure’ (1978a 

430; see also 1978a 408) in painting with the diabolical, he also associates the fort/da 

game itself with the diabolical, and points out that Freud frequently mentions the 

demonic in Beyond the Pleasure Principle  (1980 287). Like Schapiro and Heidegger, 

Freud works at eliminating the threateningly undecidable aspect o f  the scene by 

imposing an interpretation on it. In the case o f  Van G ogh’s painting as in that o f  the 

fort/da game, a teleology is imposed. Where the shoes were returned to an imagined 

owner, Freud focuses on the moment at which the bobbin returns to the infant rather 

than on the reason for his repeated parting with it.''^ However, it is precisely because of 

the gam e’s resistance to interpretation that Freud is fascinated by it, according to 

Derrida. In fact, that undecidability carries over into Freud’s text, such that it, in turn, 

in its unreadable ‘restance’ (1980 324), becomes fascinating for interpreters. In La 

Verite en peinture, similarly, Derrida referred to the ‘restance’ o f  Van G ogh’s painting 

(1978a 313). and associated it with the same kind o f  effects.

The resistance o f  Freud’s work is related by Derrida to its inscription o f  a mise- 

en-abyme. He argues that Beyond the P leasure Principle  contains a ‘double fo rt/d a ' 

(1980 323), that is, a simultaneous thematization and enactment o f  the fort/da, such 

that the text becomes a mise-en-abyme o f  its own writing (1980 417-18). Derrida also 

proposes that it is this concealed abyssal structure and the fascination it inspires that 

make it a founding text o f  the psychoanalytic movement (1980 324-25):

Cette apparence [de mise ‘en abym e’] n ’est pas immediatement apparente, mais
elle a dii jouer un role plus ou moins secret dans la fascination exercee sur le

While Freud assigns a te leo log ica l  purpose to his grandson’s gam e (the bobbin substitutes for 
Ernst’s mother) Derrida insists that this interpretation does  not explain w h y  the infant repeatedly parts 
with the bobbin, nor why Freud h im se l f  is so  taken with the game. Derrida insists on the challenge  that 
the gam e poses  for reason (1 9 8 0  332):  ‘Le “ jeu” consiste  [ . . . ]  a ne pas Jouer avec  se s  jouets  mais a les  
rendre utiles a une autre fonction. a s'avoir etre-au-loin . Tel serait le detournement ou la finalite  
te leo log ique  de ce  jeu. Mais te leo log ie ,  finalite d ’e lo ignem ent,  en vue de quoi, de qui? A  quoi ?a sert, et 
qui ?a sert, cette utilisation de ce  qui se  donne habituellement c o m m e  gratuit ou inutile, a savoir  le jeu? 
Q u ’est-ce  que ?a rapporte, cette non-gratuite? Et a qui? Peut-etre pas a un seul benefice ,  ni m em e un 
benefice ,  et peut-etre pas a une seule instance speculatrice.  II y  a la t e leo lo g ie  de I’operation interpretee 
et il y  a la te leo log ie  de 1’ interpretation. Et les interpretes sont plus d ’u n .’

See also 1980 338 ,  345.
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lecteur par cette petite histoire de bobine, par cette anecdote qu’on aurait pu tenir 
pour banale, pauvre, tronquee, racontee au passage et sans la moindre portee, a en 
croire le rapporteur lui-meme, pour le debat en cours. (1980 325)'^

Freud’s text, because o f  its unintended but embedded mise-en-abyme, becomes ‘illisible’

(1980 374), tlierefore setting up the conditions for a fascination, and thus for the repeated

return o f  his text in the ftiture. Similarly, it might be argued that it is a concealed mise-en-

abvme or self-framing in Le Rouge et le Noir and Baudelaire’s Le Spleen de Paris  that

gives these (arguably otherwise uninteresting) texts their ability to fascinate. For Derrida,

however, all texts worthy o f  the name are constructed ‘en abyme’, and are fascinating for

that very reason. Like Lacan’s notion o f ‘la parole pleine’, they say more than they seem 
16to say.

Prior to this statement. D errida writes (1978a 324): Je n ’ai jam ais voulu abuser de I'abim e. ni 
surtout de la mise "en abyme” . Je n 'y  crois pas tres fort, je  me mefie de la confiance qu 'au  fond elle 
inspire, je  la crois trop representative pour aller assez loin, pour ne pas eviter cela meme vers quoi elle 
pretend precipiter.' It may be asked if D errida is here attem pting to conceal the mise-en-abyme in his te.xt 
on Freud.

In an interview with Jean-Louis Houdebine and Guy Scarpetta in 1971. published in Positions. 
D errida discusscs the relationship between his work and that of Lacan. Despite the fact that D errida 
insists on their differences, pointing for e.xample to L acan’s interest in i a  parole p leine’ and i a  V erite '. 
his phenom enological and Saussurian inheritance, and his disregard for literature, he acknowledges a 
pro.\imir> between their thought. He suggests that his difficulty with Lacan is not ideological so much as 
strategic. For e.xample. far from considering L acan’s phenom enological borrow ings to be a regression en 
s o i \  D errida is concerned by i ’absence de toute e.xplication theorique et system atique quant au statut de 
ces im portations' (1972c 114). He claim s that L acan 's elliptical style, his 'a r t de I’esquive’ (1972c 115). 
leaves his work open to recuperation by classical philosophy (1972c 117).

D errida’s 'Le Facteur de la verite’ (1980), an essay on L acan’s sem inar on Poe's Purloined  
Letter, seems to illustrate his objection against the psychoanalyst's elliptical st>le precisely by ironically 
m isinterpreting him. By swiping L acan’s message from under his nose, he seems to place the 
psychoanalyst in the place of Poe’s Queen, because if one of the main m essages o f L acan’s sem inar is 
that messages always arrive at their destination (the unconscious), then the latter would be unable to 
accuse Derrida of m isinterpretation. B. Johnson suggests, indeed, that D errida is fram ing Lacan for an 
interpretative malpractice of which he h im self is. at least in part, the au tho r’ and wonders i f  Lacan can 
be shown to be opposed to the same kind o f logocentric error that D errida is opposed to. does that mean 
that they are both really saying the same th ing?’ (1978 159).

Derrida him self declares that his work is perhaps closer to that o f Lacan than to that of any other 
contemporarv thinker (1972c 117). In Pour I’am our de L acan’. D errida confirm s that his reading of the 
Poe sem inar was a reading 'en  abym e’. and com plains o f this strategy having been read as a critique 
(1996c 82) (In our own reading, for e.xainple, we have come across a defence by Fink of Lacan against 
D errida's attack' (1995a 98). and H artm an 's  apparent siding ’w ith ’ D errida against Lacan (1982 110)).

D errida’s D ’un ton apocalyptique' can also be read as a veiled coinm ent on the dangers of 
L acan’s mystify ing te.xtual practice, containing as it does various allusions to the sem inar on the 
Purloined Letter. The crucial difference between the two seems to be one o f style: Lacan describes as i a  
parole pleine' those stum blings and hiccups in representational discourse w hich D errida refers to in 
tem is of differance' or aporia. W hat each seems prim arily to be concerned w ith is preventing a 
flattening out o f discourse, such that it would become nothing more than la m onnaie a la frappe usee 
dont parle M allarme. qu ’on se passe de m ain a main "en silence’”  (Lacan E 801; see also E 251).
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In Derrida’s essay on Valery, he writes that the latter was interested in the ways in 

which a text could ensure its own ‘pouvoir de regenerescence’ (1 9 7 2 b ) .D e rr id a  makes 

the following comment, suggestive for the argument o f this thesis:

Je dis cela se calcule. une telle ruse ne peut se machiner dans le cerveau d ’un 
auteur, tout simplement, sauf a le situer comme une araignee un peu perdue dans 
un coin de sa toile, a I’ecart. [ ...]  Dans le calcul de cette economic, pour que cela 
‘marche’, c’est le mot de Valery, le prix a payer se negocie avec la mort: avec ce 
qui coupe l’‘cBuvre’ de sa source ( ‘il n’y a done point d ’auteur’) et lui imprime des 
lors une duree de survie necessairement discrete et discontinue.

(1972b 567-68)

While the thrust o f Derrida’s argument here is that the ‘piege textuel’ constituted by 

writing happens whether such a trap is calculated by the author or not, he also seems to 

say that the fascination can be planned if, on the one hand, the author places himself at an 

angle to his text-web, and if, on the other, he splits from himself, bringing death into his 

life,‘**

For Derrida, it seems that this angling and this self-splitting occurs even when, as 

is usually the case, the abyss is not planned in advance. A writer -  in Derrida’s sense o f 

writing as inaugural, as occurring at the limit (between ‘aletheia’ and ‘adaequatio’) -  is 

always positioned at an angle to his text, and is always necessarily split from himself A 

text occurs almost o f its own accord, without the writer being flilly in control o f it:

Si I’angoisse de I’ecriture n’est pas, ne doit pas etre un pathos determine, c ’est 
qu’elle n’est pas essentiellement une modification ou un affect empiriques de 
I’ecrivain, mais la responsabilite de cette angiistia, de ce passage necessairement 
resserre de la parole contre lequel se poussent et s’entr’empechent les 
significations possibles. S’entr’empechent mais s’appellent, se provoquent aussi, 
imprevisiblement et comme malgre moi, en une sorte de sur-compossibilite

Stendhal’s text was. for Valery, an exemplary one in this respect: 'On n’en finirait plus avec 
Stendhal. Je ne vois pas de plus grande louange’ (1957 582).

On the text as a web or a weave, see D em da 1972a 48, 71-73, 242. See also the discussion of the 
spider passage at the end of the fifth ‘Chant’ in M allantie’s Chants de M aldoror. 1972a 49-50 Walter 
Brogan points out that 'one of Derrida’s favourite "metaphors” for deconstruction is w eaving’ (1989 12).

On a writer’s posthumous, textual life, see L 'Oreille de I'autre: 'Etre mort signifie au moins ceci 
qu 'aucun benefice ou malefice, calcule ou non, ne revient plus  au porteur du nom mais seulement au 
nom. en quoi le nom, qui n ’est pas le porteur, est toujours et a priori un nom de mort. Ce qui revient au 
nom ne revient jamais a du vivant, rien ne revient a du vivant.' (1982 18; see also 1982 21, 33)

On the opposite experience, that o f death in life, see for example 'As i f  I were Dead: An 
Interview with Jacques Derrida', where he discusses the strangeness o f attending a conference about 
him self (1996a 215-17).
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autonome des significations, puissance d ’equivocite pure, au regard de laquelle la 
creativite du Dieu classique parait encore trop pauvre. (1967a 18)‘̂

The act of writing is thus, for Derrida, a ‘passional’ experience (C. Johnson 1993 23).

The writer must split from himself, relinquishing his control, in order to produce a text. It 

is for this reason that texts are always self-reflective: the loss o f presence that their 

writing entails is compensated by a representation ‘en abyme’ o f that lost presence. Just 

as Ernst’s separation from the bobbin is a necessary condition o f the pleasure he derives 

from its return, a writer’s self-expropriation via the act o f  inscription is a prerequisite of 

his textual self-appropriation. The abyssal or self-reflective structure o f writing -  and this 

applies to what he calls ‘archi-ecriture’ as well as to writing per se^“ -  is not an accident, 

therefore, but an effect o f representation: ‘La representation en ahyme de la presence 

n est pas un accident de la presence; le desir de la presence nait au contraire de I’abime de 

la representation, de la representation de la representation, etc.’ (1967b 233). Derrida 

suggests that the performance o f this angled or abyssal representation may be precisely 

what dictates the value o f a work (1980 343).

For Derrida, ‘Tout grapheme est d ’essence testamentaire’ (1967b 100). Writing 

takes place on the limit o f life and death, a limit described by him as ‘/a  vie la m orf (1980 

280) It bears witness to life even in its renunciation. All texts are therefore governed by a 

structure testamentaire’ (1982 72): they bear witness to the presence o f their author. 

According to Derrida, texts ‘encrypt’ their authors, preserving them in a state between 

life and d e a t h . T h e  scene o f writing is thus described by Derrida as ‘auto-bio-thanato- 

hetero— graphique’ (1980 357; see also 1982 17). He claims that ‘La parole et I’ecriture 

funeraires ne viendraient pas apres la mort, elles travaillent la vie dans ce qu’on appelle 

autobiographie’ (1988 44). Derrida states o f his own text that ‘Tout ce que j ’ecris est 

terriblement autobiographique’, and that autobiography is linked to the experience o f the

It is important to note that the angustia’ o f writing ‘n’est pas essentiellement une modification 
ou un ;iffect empiriques de I’ecrivain' (1967a 18).

Derrida's notion of archi-ecriture’ (see 1967b 83), might be compared to Lacan’s usage of 
aphanesis": both describe a splitting that inaugurates presence retroactively by enabling its 

representation.
Derrida's use of the metaphor of "encryptage’ is indebted to the psychoanalytic theory of the 

cry pt, worked out by Nicolas Abraham and Maria Torok. It differs from the Freudian theory of mourning 
because it suggests a failure of mourning, a certain refusal to internalize or digest the other, that is, 
completely to accept the other's death (1982 80): n’etant pas repris au-dedans de soi. digere, assimile. 
comme dans tout travail du deuil "normal”, le mort reste comme un mort vivant enkyste dans un lieu 
precis du moi. II a sa place comme une crypte dans un cimetiere ou dans un temple, il a une place, il a un 
lieu, entoure de murs. etc.’
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impossible, ‘une chose terrible’ (1982 99).^^ According to  Derrida, M’impossible c ’est 

I’atTaire de la deconstruction’ (1996c 66).

If the structure o f  texts is always testamental, Derrida also insists on the 

specificity o f  what they testify to, that is, on the differences rather than the similarities 

between writers (see W olfreys 1998a 8-9). A writer, for Derrida, signs his text by his 

style or idiom. Derrida is not interested in style to the extent that it signifies a conscious 

application or imitation o f  an existing model, but rather in so far as it is involuntary or 

unconscious (see Royle 1995 47). His definition o f ‘signature’ includes all that bears 

witness, in a given text, to the presence o f  the author at the act o f  inscription.^'^ Implicitly 

referring to Barthes’ ‘death o f  the au thor’, Derrida states that the fact that the w riter (and 

by extension the artist) is ‘toujours en train de signer, done de dater’, is not 

‘contradictoire avec cette m ort ou omission de I’auteur dont on fait, c ’est le cas de dire, 

trop grand cas’ (1984 23). It is the pointers tow ards the event o f  a tex t’s inscription that 

interest Derrida. The scene o f  writing is always placed, according to him, ‘en abym e’ in a 

given text, but tends to be ignored by literary criticism. He writes the following, for 

example, o fPonge:

depuis le bord ou elle a lieu, sa signature aura dejoue ces machines trop laches 
ou grossieres que sont aussi bien la critique (ou la litterature) biographique ou 
psychologiste, quels q u ’en soient les raffinements ou la m odernisation, que la 
critique (ou la litterature) formaliste ou structuraliste qui trop vite s ’enferme dans 
ce qu’elle croit etre le dedans du texte, laissant la signature dehors, a I’abri de sa 
mise en scene, e n jeu  ou en abyme. (1984 23)

This signing ‘en abyme’ is usually accidental or unconscious on the part o f  the writer. O f 

Freud, for example, Derrida writes: ‘Com m e tous ceux qui savent ecrire, il a laisse la 

scene [de I’ecriture] se dedoubler, se repeter et se denoncer elle-meme dans la scene’ 

(1967a 338).

The self-referential aspect o f  writing means that a text m ust always point in two 

directions:

See Stendhal 's use of the adjective terrible’ to describe the modern ideal o f beauty and of love. 
Signeponge explores the dissemination o f the author’s signature in the work o f  Francis Ponge. 

In this work. Derrida isolates trois modalites de la signature’ (1984 53): i a  signature au sens propre’ 
(1984 53), i e  stvle. I’idiome inimitable d ’un ecrivain, d ’un sculpteur, d ’un peintre ou d ’un orateur’
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Telle ecriture qui ne renvoie qu’a elle-meme nous reporte a la fois, indefiniment et 
systematiquement, a une autre ecriture. A la fois: c’est ce dont il faut rendre 
compte. Une ecriture qui ne renvoie qu’a elle-meme et une ecriture qui renvoie 
indefmiment a une autre ecriture, cela peut paraitre non-contradictoire: I’ecran 
reflechissant ne capte jamais que de I’ecriture, sans arret, indefiniment, et le renvoi 
nous confine dans I’element du renvoi. Certes. Mais la difficulte tient au rapport 
entre le medium de I’ecriture et la determination de chaque unite textuelle. II faut 
que chaque fois renvoyant a un autre texte, a un autre systeme determine, chaque 
organisme ne renvoie qu’a lui-meme comme structure determinee: a la fo is  
ouverte et fermee. (1972a 229-30)

It is this inevitably split status o f writing, the fact that it is both self-directed and other- 

directed, that destabilizes the meanings o f texts. It may also be what lends them their 

longevity.

Just as the fort-da game shows that self-denial is a precondition o f  pleasure, the 

risk o f self-loss entailed by writing produces its own compensation. The writer may seem 

more present in his text than he ever did in person. This is the diabolical, unsettling power 

o f writing.

READING THE ABYSS

The fact that deconstruction itself as a practice, exerts such a powerRil 

fascination over some and is so powerfully rejected by others as amoral might recall what 

Derrida says about the ‘diabolical’ aspect o f mise-en-abyme. In fact, deconstruction not 

only locates folds in the texts it reads; it inscribes similar folds.

In reading Kant’s third Critique in La Verite enpeinture, Derrida repeats its logic 

by taking the text as an example o f the beautiful object it analyses. For example, just as 

Kant theorizes the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic beauty in his discourse on the 

parergon, Derrida attempts to distinguish the essential from the marginal in Kant’s own 

work; and just as Kant theorizes reflective or aesthetic judgement as proceeding from the 

particular example to the general concept, Derrida concentrates on specific examples

(1984 55), i e  pli de la inise en abyine quand. a Tinstar de la signature au sens courant. Fecriture se 
designe. decrit et inscrit elle-meme comme acte’ (1984 55).

In Biodegradables, Derrida discusses the resistance of texts to erosion in tenns of their 
impropnet>' (discussed in Royle 1995 53-54).
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from K ant’s text.^^ Derrida’s text also repeats aspects o f  the argument, vocabulary, 

structure, and tone o f Kant’s work. The procedure here recalls the structure o f  mise-en- 

abyme.

Derrida’s doubling strategy is vertiginous or abyssal, however, and therefore close 

to the original sense o f  the term ‘m ise-en-abym e’ .̂ ® It fijnctions to reveal the gaps and 

contradictions in the target text precisely by reading that tex t according to its own logic. 

The folding o f  a text back upon itself is not, for Derrida, an activity that produces closure, 

but rather one that opens an abyss. I f  the ordinary mise-en-abyme can be figured as a 

smaller circle within a larger circle, the Derridean type is different: ‘Pour qu ’elle soit 

abyssale, le plus petit cercle doit inscrire en lui la figure du plus g rand’ (1978a 32).

The deconstructive reader thus reflects a given text back at itself, using the ideas 

that text represents in order to read its representation o f  them In D errida’s reading o f  the 

third Critique, this reflection is doubled because K ant’s theory o f  aesthetic judgem ent 

itself thematizes reflection, described by Derrida as ‘une certaine dislocation repetee, une 

deterioration reglee, irrepressible, qui fait craquer le cadre en general’ (1978a 85-86). 

D errida’s essay would thus reflect reflection and dislocate dislocation: ‘j ’insiste ici sur le 

retors reflechissant’ (1978a 109). The text on Kant might therefore be read as a ‘satire de 

I’abim e’ (1978a 21).^^ In a sense, ‘Parergon’ deconstructs deconstruction.

A deconstructive reading, like K ant’s aesthetic judgem ent, hinges on a reflection 

rather than on a determinant ju d g e m e n t.L ik e  K ant’s reflective judgem ent, it arrives 

‘apres-coup’. Deconstruction happens on the border betw een the reading text and the text

A good essay on D errida’s strategy in the piece on Kant is Derrida, Kant, and the Performance 
o f Parergonality’ by Irene E. Harvey.

The term m ise en abyme' com es from the heraldic practice o f  placing a sh ield  em blem  on the 
surface o f  a shield or a sm aller escutcheon w ithin a larger one. It was adopted by Gide for use in a literarv 
or artistic context. The word abym e’, as an antiquated fonn  o f  abim e’. suggests the vertigo that this 
mternal repetition or reflection might produce in a view er or reader.
■ One parodic aspect o f  the m ise-en-abym e enacted by 'Parergon' is the fact that it is interrupted
at intervals by large typographical frames or parerga’.
■* Derrida writes (1978 102) o f  K ant’s notion o f  reflective judgem ent that ‘dans la predication de 
beaute, un non-savoir intervient de fa(;on decisive, concise, incisive, en un lieu et a un instant determine, 
precisement a la fin, plus precisem ent quant a la fin. Car le non-savoir quant a la fin n ’intervient pas a la 
fin. justement. mais quelque part dans le m ilieu, partageant le cham p dont la fm alite se prete au savoir 
mais dont la fin s ’y derobe. Ce point de viie du non-savoir organise le cham p de la beaute.’

GeofTrey Bennington argues for the interest and importance o f  'elaborating a K antian-critical 
framework for deconstruction', particularly in view  o f the fact that Derrida is often inscribed in a 
supposedly phenom enological or henneneutical “tradition” usually associated w ith Hegel. Husserl and 
Heidegger’ (1992 100).
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being read. This border might be compared to tliat limit-point that Derrida associates 

with fascination and the anival o f ‘le trait’“ :̂

[Le trait] se situe. II situe entre la bordure visible et le fantome central depuis 
lequel nous fascinons. Je propose d ’user ce mot intransitivement, comme on 
dirait ‘nous hallucinons’.... (1978a 16)

By insisting on an intransitive usage o f the verb ‘fasciner’, Derrida implies that 

fascination lacks an object and, possibly by extension, a subject. This lack occurs at the 

outer limit of representation, where reason is confounded and fascination takes over: ‘sur 

ce sans qui n’est pas un manque, la science n ’a rien a dire’ (1978a 101). At this sublime 

limit, there is no desire; the Kantian moment o f disinterestedness, which characterizes 

the experience o f beauty, is a desireless state o f orientation toward an unknown end or 

purpose (1978a 99).^° Because it is characterized by an absence o f  desire, the experience 

o f fascination/beauty is linked, by Derrida as by Lacan, to death. In a sense, the 

deconstructive reader, like any viewer o f a work o f art, submits to a kind o f death by 

fascination.

Deconstruction, in its openness to fascination and in the fascination it exerts, 

would seem then to have much to do with beauty.^' Derrida’s awareness o f the link 

between deconstruction and beauty is indicated by the fact that he defines the beauty o f 

Kant’s tulip, cut off from the cycle o f fecundation and therefore from its purpose, in 

terms o f  the key deconstructive figure o f ‘dissemination’; ‘Ce qui est beau, c ’est la 

dissemination, la coupure pure sans negativite, un sans sans negativite et sans 

signification’ (1978a 108).^^ The telos o f deconstruction seems as elusive as that o f the

The ‘trait’ might be associated with Baudelaire’s reference to ‘I’image ecrite’ left by external 
reality in the artist’s mind (OC ii 698).

Derrida shows how, in Kant’s discourse, the experience o f  beauty is inseparable from the abyssal 
experience o f  the sublime. Both are undetermined by discourse, and yet both are somehow framed by 
discourse: Me beau semble [...] presenter un concept indetermine de I’entendement, le sublime un concept 
indetermine de la raison’ (1978a 145-46). Kant’s sublime, however, unlike beauty, exerts a certain violence 
on the imagination.

\n La Verite en peinture, Derrida writes that, while beautiful works can signify, represent, and 
show, 'eiles ne sont des beautes librement errantes qu’a ne pas le faire: en tant que quelque part elles 
s ’emploient ou se plient a ne plus le faire’ (1978a 110).

We have already discussed, in the chapter on Baudelaire, the parallel between the incompleteness 
associated with flowers and the poet’s insistence on Les Fleurs du mal as elusive to reason. Derrida’s 
discussion o f  the Critique o f  Aesthetic Judgement also discusses the incompleteness o f  flowers, which he 
follows Kant in linking to beauty: ‘dans mon experience de la tulipe accomplie, de la plenitude de son 
systeme, mon savoir manque de quelque chose et il le faut pour que je trouve cette totalite belle. Ce 
quelque chose n'est pas quelque chose, ce n’est pas une chose, encore moins une partie
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tulip. What Derrida writes o f  Freud’s Beyond the Pleasure Principle  could just as easily 

apply to his own writing, and more particularly to ‘Specular -  sur “Freud”’ where a 

limited number o f  points are made repeatedly and in different ways: ‘Ce qui compte, c ’est 

moins le lelos que le rythme de la differance et Failure du pas’ (1980 384; see also 1980 

433).

For Derrida, texts impose an obligation on their readers. He plays on the French 

phrase ‘il faut’ to show that this obligation arises out o f  a lack internal to textuality.^^ This 

lack, which is a lack only from the point o f  view o f  representation, invites 

supplementation by representation, in the same manner as Van G ogh’s shoes (and Ernst’s 

game). Derrida thus describes reading, and more particularly his own practice o f  

deconstruction, as the fulfilment o f  an obligation to the text and its author, where the 

other’s tnith must be maintained while also being supplemented (1996a 220). Reading is, 

like writing, a form o f bearing witness to the event o f  inscription. It listens to the beyond 

o f  the text, the thing to which the text points.^'* Flugh J. Silverman writes that ‘to put it in 

a nutshell, deconstruction is the reading o f  texts in terms o f  their marks, traces, or 

indecidable features, in terms o f  their margins, limits, or frameworks, and in terms o f  their 

self-circumscriptions or self-delimitations as texts’ (1989 4). For J. Hillis Miller,

de la chose, un inorceau de la tulipe, un bout du s>steme. Et c ’est pourtant la fin du s>steme. Le s>steme 
est entier et pourtant il manque a nies yeux de son bout, d ’un bout qui n ’est done pas un inorceau coinme 
un autre, qui ne se totalise pas avec les autres. ne se soustrait pas davantage au systeme qu’il ne s'y ajoute 
et qui peut seul en tous cas, par sa simple absence ou plutot par la trace de son absence (la trace elle- 
menie hors de chose, absente, de 1‘absence de rien) me donner ce qu'on devrait hesiter a appeler encore 
['experience du beau. La seule absence du but ne me la donnerait pas, ni sa presence. Mais la trace de son 
absence (de rien), en tant qu’elle forme son trait dans la totalite sous I’espece du sans, du sans-fin. la 
trace du sans qui ne se donne a aucune perception et dent I’invisibilite marque pourtant une totalite 
pleine a laquelle elle n'appartient pas et qui n ’en a que faire en tant que totalite, la trace du sans est 
I'origine de la beaute. Seule elle peut etre dite belle a partir de ce trait. De ce point de vaie la beaute n ’est 
jam ais viie, ni dans la totalite ni hors d ’elle: le sans n ’est pas visible, sensible, perceptible, il n ’existe pas. 
Et pourtant i ly  en a et c’est beau. Ca donne-le beau.’ (1978a 102-103)

Stendhal and Baudelaire would certainly agree with Derrida as to the non-empirical, invisible 
quality of beauty , as with his statement that ‘un signifiant, meine un signifiant sans signifie, peut tout 
sauf etre beau’ (1978a 109). Lacan too would agree, given that he insisted on the difference between the 
signifier and the (often fascinating) image.

Derrida writes extensively about the obligation imposed by 'la  chose’ in Signeponge. see 
especially 1984 57 On the double meaning of il faut’, see 1992b 315.

Derrida writes (1982 71): 'C ’est du cote des destinataires en quelque sorte, du ou de la 
destinataire, qui aura I’oreille assez fine pour entendre mon nom, par exemple, pour entendre ma 
signature, ce avec quoi je signe, que la signature aura lieu. [. . .] Autrement dit c ’est I’oreille de I’autre qui 
signe, si je veux abreger tres lapidairement mon propos.’ He also writes (1990b 11-12): 'Un poeme je ne 
le signe jamais. L ’autre signe. Le je  n ’est qu’a la venue de ce desir: apprendre par coeur.' Julian Wolfreys 
w rites: Any act of reading, which is also, always, a response to the textual other, must aim to respect and 
respond to that singularity and difference. This is to respond ethically to a text, not imposing upon it 
some ready-made identity, some family likeness, which domesticates and calms down its play’ (1998a 9).
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deconstruction ‘is nothing m ore or less than good reading as such’, a definition which 

Wolfreys elaborates as follows; ‘good reading may be said to be that which never avoids 

its responsibility, and which never falls into reading by num bers’ (W olfreys 1998a 9, 15- 

16).

The reader, like the writer, then, putjherself to  death in a certain way in order to 

hear the o ther’s message. She opens herself to  ‘la blessure aphone’ o f  the text, to  the gift 

from the other (1990b 9). I f  Derrida claims that ‘on ecrit pour des m orts’ (1982 74), it is 

because reading, for him, like writing, partakes o f  a certain experience o f  death in life, or 

‘la vie la m ort’^^ In reading, Derrida claims to  listen for the lack in the text, and for the 

obligation it imposes on him. He states that if  an author ‘encrypts’ him self by writing a 

text, he is afterwards produced as ‘un fantom e’ in the reader’s unconscious (1982 82). 

Citing de Man, then, Derrida writes that texts always fijnction as prosopopeias o f  their 

authors (see 1988 47-49).

Like Stendhal, Baudelaire, and Lacan, therefore, Derrida believes that every piece 

o f  writing might be read for what it explicitly represents as well as for the phantom  it 

points to. A text is constitutively non-totalizable, because it always points back to the 

writer and act o f  writing as well as signifying something. In a sense, then, texts are always 

inhabited by an allegorical dimension. Derrida cites de M an’s notion o f  allegory as ‘the 

defective cornerstone o f  the entire system ’ o f  representation, comm enting that allegory 

both supports and potentially destroys representation; he claims that it operates 

‘lateralement, dans son co in ’ (1988 83). Derrida goes on: ‘C ’est le pouvoir de I’allegorie, 

sa force d ’ironie aussi, que de dire vraiment autre chose et le contraire de ce qu ’a travers 

elle on semble vouloir d ire’ (1988 84). However, even w here neither an ironic allegory 

(an anamorphosis?), nor an allegory is intended by the writer, a gap always exists between 

the allegorical or perform ative dimension o f  a text and its apparent or constative meaning. 

The wider the gap, the m ore ripe a text would seem to be for deconstruction.

If the task o f  a deconstructive reading is to find the relationship betw een the 

constative and the perform ative dimensions o f  a text, this would suggest that 

deconstruction is also interested in the gap between what an author means to  say and

Dem da suggests that ‘peut-etre dans tout texte y a-t-il a chercher le mort ou la morte, la figure 
singuliere de la mort a laquelle un texte est destine, et qui signe’ (1982 75). This recalls Baudelaire’s 
statement, in tlie preface to Les Paradis artificiels'. ‘volontiers je n ’ecrirais que pour les morts’ (OC ii 
400).
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what he actually says. Indeed, de Man raises precisely this point in his discussion of 

Derrida's essay on Rousseau (see 1983 102-41). In De la grammatologie, Derrida 

points out that a deconstructive reading is not concerned with reproducing the 

conscious intention of the author of a text, ‘par le redoublement efface et respectueux 

du commentaire’; however, he continues:

Sans doute ce moment du commentaire redoublant doit-il avoir sa place dans la 
lecture critique. Faute de la reconnaitre et de respecter tous les instruments de la 
critique traditionnelle, la production critique risquerait de se faire dans 
n’importe quel sens et s ’autoriser a dire a peu pres n ’importe quoi. Mais cet 
indispensable garde-fou n ’a jamais fait que proteger, il n ’a jamais ouvert une 
lecture. (1967b 227)

Deconstruction does not therefore license any disregard for the author’s intention, even 

if this intention is not its primary concern.

Richard Rand claims that deconstruction proposes ‘a new “science” of reading’ 

(1984 ix). It is neither a critique (1988 92) nor a simple repetition o f  the target text 

(1978a 403). While it may well be too programmatic to say that deconstructive reading 

folds a writer’s theory (or constative message) back against his practice (or 

performance), this loose definition has the merit of illustrating the ‘double bande’ 

involved in any deconstructive reading, and arguably in any reading: it can only begin 

after it is already over. The way in which a text is deconstructed is dictated by what it 

actually says (see Royle 1995 161-62). The text must be read before the deconstructive 

reader can find out how to read it. Derrida claims that a deconstructive reading (like 

any reading) is not a method in any ordinary sense (see Royle 1995 46, Wolfreys

Hartman’s claim that, in G las ,  Derrida Ms formulating a herm eneutics  o f  indeterm inacy’ (1 9 8 2  
106),  is rejected by Derrida: ‘1 do not be l ieve  1 have ever  spoken o f  “ indeterm inacy”, whether in regard 
to “ m eaning” or anything e l s e . .. “ deconstruction” should never lead either to relativism or to any sort o f  
indeterm inism ’ (from Limited, Inc.,  c ited in R oyle  1995 46) .  He also states: ‘1 never spoke o f  “c om plete  
freeplay or undecidability” ...  Greatly  overestim ated in my texts in the United  States,  this notion o f  
“freeplay” is an inadequate translation o f  the lexical network connected  to the word /ew ’ (from Limited,  
Inc.,  cited in W olfreys 1998a 63).

David W ood writes ( 1 9 9 2  2) that 'Derrida’s readers are free to read him as they will,  but they  
may mistakenly be lieve  that Derrida actually  l icenses such disregarding o f  an author’s intentions. I f  this 
were  true it would  o f  course be irrelevant, because such readers should , to be consistent,  care nothing for 
what Derrida l icenses or does  not l icense. But the b e l ie f  that Derrida has no concern with authorial  
intentions is i tse lf  a misreading o f  his typical concern to play o f f  such intentions against structural 
constraints that both limit and subvert authorial m ea n ing .’

Burke too argues that intentions are not rejected out o f  hand by Derrida. S ee  ‘Misread  
Intentions’, in 1992 116-53, w h ich  cla im s that Derrida com bines  intentionalist and anti-intentionalist  
view s.
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1998 50);^^ It follow s no pre-determined plan; it listens to the logic o f  the text under 

consideration before chiasmically applying that logic to the text. Each deconstructive 

reading (like any good reading) is a singular event, determined by an encounter between  

the text under consideration and the text doing the reading. It does not produce or 

reproduce an authoritative interpretation, and does not reduce the undecidability o f  a 

tex t’s meaning. Despite the fact that it does not transgress the law dictated by the text, 

deconstruction’s repetition o f  the text under study is transformative and transgressive:

'La lecture est transformatrice. [ . . . ]  Mais cette transformation ne s ’opere pas n’importe 

com ment. Elle exige des protocoles de lecture’ (1972c 86).^*

W olfreys writes that, ‘For Derrida, deconstruction can only be defined as a chance 

occurrence’ (1998a 55). H ow ever, this is not to say that there is anything lazy or 

haphazard about it:

II faudrait done, d ’un seul geste, mais dedouble, lire et ecrire. Et celui-la n’aurait 
rien compris au jeu qui se sentirait du coup autorise a en rajouter, c ’est-a-dire a 
ajouter n’importe quoi. II n’ajouterait rien, la couture ne tiendrait pas. 
Reciproquement ne lirait meme pas celui que la ‘prudence m ethodologique’, les 
normes de I’objectivite’ et les garde-fous du savoir retiendraient d ’y mettre du 

sien. Meme niaiserie, meme sterilite du ‘pas serieux’ et du ‘serieux’. Le 
supplement de lecture ou d ’ecriture doit etre rigoureusement present mais par la 
necessite d ’un Jeti, signe auquel il faut accorder le system e de tous ses pouvoirs.

(Derrida 1972a 72)

Although deconstruction appears playful, therefore, it obeys rigorous r u l e s . T h e

Nevertheless. Derrida also speaks in an interv iew from 1971 of the necessity o f elaborating une 
strategic generale. theorique et systematique, de la deconstruction philosophique’ (1972c 93). See 
Wolfreys 1998a 1-59. for an extended discussion as to whether deconstruction e.xists, w hether i t’ is a 
methodology, and whether it’ can or should be identified with D errida h im self

In La Verite en peinture. D errida writes (1978a 403): T en se r  autrem ent n ’im plique pas qu 'on  
pense sans rapport ou dans un sim ple rapport de transform ation alterante a la pensee courante ou 
philosophique. mais encore selon un autre rapport d ’entrelacem ent qui n ’est ni de reproduction ni de 
production transform atrice d une m atiere donnee.'

As Nicholas Royle puts it (1995 20). "A reading (D errida’s o f Rousseau's) will inevitably be a 
m atter o f tracing and  adding to w hat has been written. Reading is snail-like and supplem entary, we could 
say. but it is not simply a question o f repeating w hat Rousseau (or Derrida) has sa id .’

VVolfreys describes deconstructive reading as 'a  fonn of perfonnative and transform ative, radical 
ekphrasis' (1998a 122).

Richard Rorty ’s argum ent in 'Is  D errida a Transcendental Philosopher?’ that D errida’s writing 
is playful rather than rigorous misses the point made in ‘Sp& uler -  sur “Freud” ’, namely that the 
pleasure of play depends upon a certain  rigorous deferral o f pleasure. Interestingly, in his essay on the 
Freudian fort-da. Derrida states that Lacan was unusual am ong psychoanalysts in the extent to which he 
took Freud 's fort-da or repetition com pulsion au serieux’. Both Lacan and D errida take play seriously. 
L iterar\ playfulness cannot be separated, for them, from philosophical argum entation in any absolute way
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deconstaictive reader always takes a ‘risque abyssal’ (Derrida 1988 135), a gamble on the 

fact o f  a fold, because she cannot know in advance the rules o f a given text’s abyss or 

allegorical disjunction. However, she must attempt to adhere very closely to those rules, 

despite not knowing them.

The deconstructive reader mimics the logic o f the text being read according to a 

logic of'econom im esis’, that is, a simultaneous identification and differentiation, 

swallowing and vomiting. Commentators often point to the difficulty o f discerning 

Derrida’s voice from that o f the author o f the text being engaged with. Jay describes 

Derrida’s deconstructive strategy as a ‘double reading’ (1993 496). C. Johnson traces a 

‘torsional movement’ in his writing: ‘not only is Derrida articulating a particular 

description or interpretation o f a specific object, but his own description or interpretation 

also becomes an example o f that object’ (1993 110),"''’ Burke writes that ‘There is [ ... ] a 

very definite sense in which deconstruction is in complicity with the texts it deconstructs’ 

(1992 132) and that ‘deconstruction, as criticism, never speaks in propria persona, but 

only with a voice borrowed from the author’ (1992 151-52). Royle associates Derrida’s 

strategy with a logic o f contamination, o f repetition and difference’ (1995 170). He 

claims that it is because deconstruction listens so closely to the text being studied that it is 

often described as ‘a kind o f parasite or parasitism’ (Royle 1995 144), Bennington writes 

that 'the more applied Derrida is, the more he applies himself to his reading, the more he 

disperses into the texts o f the tradition, then the more and the less he signs what he 

writes’ (1996 19). It is easy to see then how deconstruction upsets the opposition 

between theoria and praxis in philosophical discourse (see 1972a 10). It is difficult, if not 

impossible, to differentiate Derrida’s ‘theory’ from that o f the author under consideration.

For Derrida, parasitism involves a transgression o f the boundary between inside 

and outside (1972a 147). The deconstructive reader, in imitating the logic o f the text,

(just as, for Stendhal, there was a certain logic involved in accidents, and for Baudelaire the essential 
philosophy of a poem was involuntary). In Positions, for example, Derrida evokes "un certain travail 
textuel qui donne un grand plaisir’ (1972c 15). and defines differance’ as i e  jeu systeinatique des 
differences' (1972c 38). In La D issem ination  (1972a 62). he writes that ‘L ’exces aventureux d'une 
ecriture qui n est plus dirigte par un savoir ne s'abandonne pas a 1’improvisation. Le hasard ou le coup 
de des qui "ouvrent" un tel texte ne contredisent pas la necessite rigoureuse de son agencement fonnel.
Le jeu est ici I'unite du hasard et de la regie, du programme et de son reste ou de son surplus.'

As Christopher Norris puts it, then. What Derrida gives us to read is not philosophy’s undoing 
at the hands of literature but a literature that meets the challenge of philosophy in every aspect of its 
argument, form and st\ le' (1992 191).

C. Johnson claims that it is particularly in Derrida's later texts, that is, since La D issemination  
(1972), that self-referential discourse can be traced (1993 110).
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enters the text and is entered by it. Derrida describes this identificatory reading in terms of 

telepathy, jealousy, and love:

J’aime beaucoup tout ce que je deconstruis a ma maniere, les textes que j ’ai envie 
de lire de ce point de vue deconstructeur sont des textes que j ’aime, avec ce 
mouvement d’identification qui est indispensable pour lire, et ce sont des textes 
dont je pense que I’avenir est loin d ’etre epuise. [.. ] je suis dans un rapport de 
jalousie amoureuse a I’egard de ces textes-la et pas du tout d ’acharnement 
nihiliste (on ne peut rien lire dans ces dernieres conditions).. (1982 119)

Despite his reputation for linguistic nihilism, therefore, Derrida’s work ciaicially depends 

upon a kind o f naivety: the desire for an impossible communication with the o t h e r . F o r  

example, in ‘Telepathy’, Derrida writes that the deconstructive reader must identify with 

the text so strongly that she loses her head (see Royle 1995 68). The phrase recalls our 

argument concerning the kind o f identificatory imitation practised by Mathilde de la Mole 

and, by extension (we argue), offered by Stendhal as a model o f reading. Like the latter’s 

writing practice (allegorized by Mathilde), Derrida’s quotation o f other texts is generative 

and transformative rather than obedient: ‘une certaine pratique de la citation, de 

I’iteration aussi . travaille, altere toujours, aussitot, aussi sec, ce qu’elle parait 

reproduire.. L’iteration altere, quelque chose de nouveau a lieu’ {LimitedInc., cited in 

C. Johnson 1993 184). Royle states that ‘Derrida’s texts evince an almost constant 

pleasure in quotation and in the employment o f quotation marks’ (1995 169).“*̂

In an early essay, ‘Force et Signification’, Derrida calls for a new kind o f reading 

which would have little to do with classical literary criticism, o f which he takes Rousset’s 

structuralist literary criticism as an example: ‘la critique litteraire est structuraliste a tout

Derrida himself rejects the twin charges of nihilism and linguisticism. and claims that 
■ Deconstruction is not ;m enclosure in nothingness, but an openness towards the other’ (cited in Miller 
1996 155). Royle (1995 146) writes about the still prevalent misconception o f Derrida's work as 
constituting a kind of linguisticism (the misreading and misrepresentation, for example, o f his aphoristic 
proposition that "there is nothing outside the text”, the mistaken belief that this means that everything is 
m books, all experience is linguistic, and so forth)’. Derrida suggests instead that 'the opposite is the 
case: there is a certain foreign body which works over our language, over what we say and read and 
write, and which corresponds perhaps more closely to a notion of what Derrida refers to as "the «other of 
language»”, the other "which is beyond language and which summons language”, or what he talks about 
as "force" when he proposes that "Force is the other of language without which language would not be 
what it is”.’

If Mathilde de la Mole is charged with inauthenticity because of her imitative praxis, 
deconstniction is accused on similar grounds. John D. Caputo. for e.xample. claims that. Because it is not 
a substantive position on its own but rather a parasitic practice, deconstruction has no ontologic<il 
commitments' (1989 24).
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age, par essence et destinee’ (1967a 11). Literary criticism, according to Derrida, is 

concerned with form rather than force, with a w ork as finished product rather than with a 

work as process. Derrida effectively argues in this essay that a text cannot be cut o ff from 

the scene o f its writing and reading. He argues against literary criticism ’s freezing o f  texts 

into sim ultaneous totalities, and argues instead for a valorization o f  their ‘force’, their 

internal dynamic: ‘La force est I’autre du langage sans lequel celui-ci ne serait pas ce q u ’il 

est’ (1967a 45).'*^ Derrida describes this force as ‘I’espacem ent’, by which he means ‘le 

devenir-espace du temps et le devenir-tem ps de I’espace’, and which he claims is 

‘toujours le non-per^u, le non-present et le non-conscient’ (1967b 99). Derrida insists that 

literary criticism should renounce the ‘privilege du regard’ (1967a 47), seeking out 

instead what is invisible in a text:

Pour ressaisir au plus proche I’operation de im a g in a tio n  creatrice, il faut done se
tourner vers I’invisible dedans de la liberte poetique. II faut se separer pour
rejoindre en sa nuit I’origine aveugle de I’oeuvre. (1967a 17)

The ‘operation strategique’ (1967a 47) which Derrida recom m ends that literary critics 

adopt in preference to formalism is a kind o f  pathos that goes beyond the visible 

evidence.^"* Criticism must find the place where the w ork resists, where it slips from the 

grasp o f  understanding, because it is this slipping-point that points to what the text cannot 

say but which precipitated its writing.

Derrida’s criticism in ‘Force et Signification’ o f  the flattening impulse o f 

conventional literary criticism recalls the contem pt o f  Stendhal and Baudelaire for the 

flatness o f  realist styles in art and literature. D errida’s invocation o f ‘la fo rce’ seems close 

to Stendhal’s cult o f  passion. Furtherm ore, Derrida could easily be paraphrasing either 

Stendhal or Baudelaire by claiming that ‘Le realisme ou le sensualisme, r “empirisme”, 

sont des modifications du logocentrism e (j’ai beaucoup insiste sur le fait que l’“ecriture”

As Jay points out (1993 502-3). Derrida’s invocation o f Dionysus in preference to 
stnicturalism's Apollo does not oppose force to form: ‘Careful to warn against the simple replacement of 
form by force, w hich would repeat the binary logic of structuralism itself, he argued for an intenninable 
interaction of the two. [ . . . | Dionysus’s contradictory relation to blindness and vision is thus the eternal 
difference that pits force against form.’ C. Johnson says something similar: ‘force and form must be 
thought together in an "economy” which escapes the meaningless or fixed formulation of either e.xtreme' 
(1993 43).

Derrida notes that, for Rousseau. ‘I’imitation et la pitie ont le meme fondement: une sorte 
d'extase metaphorique"; this ecstasy comes from a paradoxical "alteration de I’identite’ arising from 
i ‘identification a I'autre' (1967b 293). See our discussion of Baudelaire’s ‘Le Masque’.
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ou le “texte” ne se reduisaient pas non plus  a la presence sensible ou visible du graphique 

ou du “litteral”) ’ (1972c 87-88).

What always eludes traditional literary criticism, according to Derrida, is writing’s 

abyssal structure, its gap between representation and performance:

Or -  la pratique de I’ecriture en abime, n’est-ce pas ce dont la critique 
thematique -  et sans doute la critique -  en tant que telle -  ne pourra jamais rendre 
a la lettre compte"  ̂ L’abime n’aura jamais I’eclat du phenomene parce qu’il devient 
noir. Ou blanc. L’un est/ou I’autre au carre de I’ecriture. (1972a 297)

What Derrida proposes is a way o f  reading that remains attentive to what is invisible 

about a text .'*̂  For example, nuances o f  tone and irony are important for him.'*'̂

In D ’un ton apocalyptique adopte naguere en philosophie’, Derrida discusses the role o f  

tone in discourse, stating that the tone o f  a message may contradict its content (1981a 

468). He gives the example o f  the word ‘Viens’, whose meaning is a function o f  its tone: 

‘C’est le geste dans la parole, ce geste qui ne se laisse pas reprendre par I’analyse -  

linguistique, semantique ou rhetorique -  d’une parole’ (1981a 477).''^ As Gandelman 

argues, 'especially haptic qualities are demanded o f  the deconstructionist performer, 

spectator and reader, not to follow optically the “line o f  ideas” in a text or in a picture and

D errida points to the fact that Freud, when w riting about P lato’s Banquet in B eyond the 
Pleasure Principle, omits the perform ative aspect o f A ristophanes’s discourse, treating it as a self- 
contained representation rather than as an irrem ediably incom plete interweaving o f narratives, nous 
appelant a la plus grande circonspection dans I'ecoute des guillem ets invisibles' (1980 396). M ichel 
D espland com ments that D em da broke with a long line of philosophers who found Phaedrus badly 
organized by exam ining attentively the way the dialogue was composed; not surprisingly, he was led to 
subtler thoughts than those com monly discerned by com m entators who had concluded that Plato was not 
in good form when he wrote this piece’ (1992 143).

D errida writes: ‘L ’attention au ton. qui n ’est pas seulem ent le style, me parait assez rare. O n a 
peu etudie le ton pour lui-meme. a supposer que ce soit possible et q u ’on I’ait jam ais fait. Les signes 
distinctifs d ’un ton sont difficiles a isoler, si meme ils existent en toute purete, ce dont je  doute. surtout 
dans un discours ecrit. A quoi se m arque un ton. un changem ent ou une rupture de ton? Com ment 
reconnaitre une difference tonale a I’in terieur d ’un meme corpus? A quels traits se fier pour I’analyser, a 
quelle signalisation qui ne soit ni stylistique, ni rhetorique, ni evidem m ent them atique ou sem im tique?’
( 1981a 448). In a discussion following the presentation of this paper, in response to a questioner who 
proposes that there was un pressentim ent de la question du ton’ in some o f D errida’s prior books, the 
latter states: ‘Oui, la question du ton m ’avait deja interesse. des De la gram m atologie. Rousseau 
protestait contre la perte du ton dans I’ecriture et contre la difficulte a  noter les variations tonales dans 
notre systeme graphique (exemple de I’ironie: il nous manque, dit-il, un point d 'iron ie. notre ponctuation 
est pauvre). [... ] La difference tonale est comme du geste dans la parole, une trace differentielle de 
I’ecriture au sens tres general que je propose de donner a ce m ot' (1981a 482).

Signeponge begins by stating the decisive but extrinsic role o f tone in discourse: ‘Un ton decide. 
O r qui decidera s 'il appartient ou non au discours?’ (1984 3).
■' Royle is thus justified in insisting on the attention that D errida’s own work has consistently
given to the im portance o f voice' (1995 47), despite the la tter's  em phasis on w riting over speech.
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see only the representation proper, the surface, but to probe with the eyes the pictorial 

texture and even to enter the texture and probe below the texture’ (1991 MO)/*** Derrida 

writes:

Un texte n’est un texte que s’il cache au premier regard, au premier venu, 
la loi de sa composition et la regie de son jeu. Un texte reste d ’ailleurs toujours 
imperceptible. La loi et la regie ne s’abritent pas dans I’inaccessible d ’un secret, 
simplement elles ne se livrent jamais, au present, a rien qu’on puisse 
rigoureusement nommer une perception.

Au risque toujours et par essence de se perdre ainsi definitivement. Qui 
saura jamais telle disparition'^

La dissimulation de la texture peut en tout cas mettre des siecles a defaire 
sa toile. La toile enveloppant la toile. Des siecles a defaire la toile. La 
reconstituant aussi comme un organisme. Regenerant indefiniment son propre 
tissu derriere la trace coupante, la decision de chaque lecture. Reservant toujours 
une surprise a I’anatomie ou a la physiologic d ’une critique qui croirait en 
maitriser le jeu, en surveiller a la fois tous les fils. (1972a 71)

If what Derrida says here about the hidden parts o f a text is true, then anamorphic texts 

(if they exist), because they hide a second level o f meaning from the gaze, must be 

exemplary o f all texts.

However, unlike other texts, anamorphic ones would be impossible to 

deconstruct Indeed, they would effectively deconstruct the deconstructing text, by 

revealing its proximity to a kind o f naive literary criticism that places authorial intention at 

its centre. If deconstruction, as a practice o f reading, listens for the gaps and 

contradictions in a target text so as to show that it says something above and beyond 

what it means to say, then a text which means to say something above and beyond what it 

seems to say would be impossible for deconstruction. In other words, if the recognition of 

anamorphosis requires a transformative reading, and if deconstruction is a practice of 

transformative reading, then the deconstruction o f an anamorphic text would simply find 

out what the author consciously intended to say. If Derrida were to read an anamorphic

Jay comments of this statement by Gandelman that 'Such surface/depth metaphors are. howe\ er, 
generally alien to deconstruction' (1993 512). Nevertheless, the following comment (cited by Jay 1993 
519) from Derrida s essay on Marie-Frangoise Plissart's photographic mise-en-abyme images suggests a 
similar activity and a similar distinction: ‘Precisely, this abyssal inclusion of photographs within 
photographs t;ikes something away from looking, it calls for discourse, demands a reading. These 
lableau.x. scenes or stills provoke a deciphering beyond any simple perception. Instead o f a spectacle they 
institute a reader, of either gender, and instead of voyeurism, exegesis.’

Furthermore, in Force et Signification’, the surface-depth distinction is central, as the passage 
quoted from it above suggests (see also 1967a 42, 34).
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text in the way in whicli lie habitually reads texts, then it might be surmised that he would 

be placed in a rather awkward position.

In D oum r le temps: I. La Faiisse Monnaie, Derrida discusses one o f Baudelaire’s 

prose poems from Le Spleen de Paris. ‘La Fausse Monnaie’ (OC i 323-24) centres on the 

donation by the narrator’s friend o f a false coin to a beggar. The narrator finds various 

ways o f rationalizing his friend’s gift, until the latter tells him that he gave the false coin in 

order to have the pleasure o f surprising someone ‘en lui donnant plus qu’il n’espere’ (OC 

i 324) The shocked narrator concludes that the friend gave the coin purely in order to 

seem charitable. If the reading strategy we have adopted in reading Baudelaire’s prose 

poems were to be applied here, the accused friend rather than the narrator would be the 

poet’s alter ego in the text: Baudelaire would, like the friend, be donating a false coin (the 

text itself), and enjoying the pleasure o f giving more than the donee expects.

Derrida seems to arrive at a markedly similar conclusion. Unfortunately, we can 

only summarize those points o f his analysis that are most relevant to our argument. 

Derrida reads the poem as an illustration o f the problematic o f the gift: in order for a gift 

truly to be a gift, it must not become part o f a transaction involving debt and repayment.

It must be ‘aneconomique’ (1991 19). A gift is not, according to Derrida, reducible to 

reason: ‘Le don serait ce qui n’obeit pas au principe de raison: il est, il doit etre, il se doit 

d ’etre sans raison, sans pourquoi et sans fondement’ (1991 197). The counterfeit coin 

evoked in ‘La Fausse Monnaie’ is a true gift, according to Derrida. It is ‘la chance du don 

lui-meme’, ‘la chance de I’evenement’ (1991 200). He shows that in Baudelaire’s text it is 

precisely the irrationality o f his friend’s gift that the narrator accuses.

A true gift must surprise the donee; it must produce a ‘vertige chrematistique’ 

(1991 201); however, it can only produce this ‘vertige’ if the donee knows that that gift 

was intended (1991 157-58).^” Derrida shows that the gift o f a false coin was intended by 

the narrator’s friend (who places the false coin in one o f his pockets at the outset o f their 

walk) Then, pointing to the surprising coincidence between the thematic and structural

Traditional interpretations o f  the text identify the narrator with Baudelaire, seem ingly w ith good  
reason: in L 'E cole paienne’ Baudelaire speaks harshly about a man who received a false coin  and kept it 
to g ive to a poor person: 'Le miserable prenait un infernal plaisir a voler le pauvre et a jouir en m em e 
tem ps des benefices d ’une reputation de charite’ (OC ii 49). A crucial difference between Baudelaire’s 
account and the event related in the prose poem, however, is that the narrator in the latter is quite happy 
at the thought that the beggar might be com prom ised or im prisoned as a result o f  receiving the gift o f  the 
false coin.

This phrase recalls Baudelaire’s notion o f  the grotesque, or absolute com edy, as vertiginous.
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levels o f the text, he proposes that Baudelaire’s gift was also intended (1991 169-70). He 

suggests that Baudelaire’s prose poem is itself a counterfeit coin, that is, that the content 

o f the work might present a mise-en-abyme o f its structure^’:

Cette histoire (ce contenu narre) raconte done, du meme coup, mais par figure et 
obliquement, en tant qu’histoire de fausse monnaie, de fiction ou de simulacre, et 
le recit (narrant) et la narration (narree). L’histoire fait partie d ’elle-meme, elle est 
partie, une partie d ’elle-meme, elle incorpore ou interiorise cela meme dont elle 
est une partie, le texte intitule La fausse monnaie. Encadre, enchasse, horde, 
deborde, le plus petit devient, metonymiquement, plus grand que le plus grand -  
qui le borde et le cadre. ■ (1991 123)

‘La Fausse Monnaie’ would thus be Baudelaire’s counterfeit gift to the reader, mirroring 

the narrator’s friend’s offering o f a counterfeit coin to a beggar.

In ‘deconstructing’ Baudelaire’s text to show that the false gift it describes is 

actually a true gift, and in applying the deconstructive logic o f reading the text as an 

example o f what it describes, Derrida proposes that this reading, in fact, is the one the 

poet intended The only evidence he has that this is the case, however, is the 

extraordinary internal parallel he notes, at various different levels, between the attitude of 

the narrator’s friend and the construction o f Baudelaire’s text.

Derrida also queries the authenticity o f Baudelaire’s apparent ‘dedicace’ to 

Houssaye, in the process suggesting that his proposal concerning ‘La Fausse Monnaie’ as 

a counterfeit gift might apply to other texts in Le Spleen de Paris also:

Que fait-on quand on dedie un serpent -  tout entier ou en morceaux"^ On 
pourrait derouler plus d ’un corpus, a commencer par d ’autres textes de 
Baudelaire, pour polyloguer une immense reponse a cette question et pour la faire 
chanter Laissons-la en Fair, cette question du serpent a faire chanter. (1991 116)

This point is made in itially  in ‘TITLE (to be specified )’ (1981b  9), w hich also discusses 
B audelaire's La Fausse M onnaie’. The essay is, at least in part, about the urge to im pose legibility in 
order to dominate the discom fort caused by illegibility. Derrida claim s that the equivocation surrounding 
the referent o f the title 'La Fausse M onnaie’ renders the text illegible: 'D espite its brevity, it defies everv 
kind o f  resume' ( 1981b 9). He states that this first fo ld ’, concerning the illegib ility  o f  the title, o f  La 
Fausse M onnaie' has further im plicafions w hich he cannot pursue at this point: there w ould be many 
more [folds] and more com plex at that, but for lack o f  tim e I shall stick to this one' (1981b 9). There is 
also an oblique suggestion that a certain deception on the part o f  Baudelaire is at stake, at least to the 
extent that the title refers to the text rather than its content: 'in order that the currency can be false 
money, it is essential to the structure o f  its guise as counterfeit not to be presented as is. but as coin  
passing for real m oney’ (1981b 10).
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That Derrida suspects an intrigue spanning the entire collection o f prose poems is 

suggested further by the fact that he writes o f ‘La Fausse Monnaie’ that ‘Ce qu’on dit du 

titre de ce bref recit peut aussi se dire du titre du livre bien qu’il n’en intitule qu’une part, 

une petite piece’ (1991 112).

Without engaging in an intentionalist argument, however, Derrida goes on to 

write that the intentions o f the narrator and friend o f ‘La Fausse Monnaie’, assuming that 

they are aware o f them, are impossible to know. Similarly, he argues, there can be no 

certainty about Baudelaire’s intention in the text. This is precisely what makes it a text in 

Derrida’s sense: it is in its illegibility that its ability to interest, its power o f fascination, 

lies. Moreover, it is implied that it is precisely because the intention o f the author cannot 

be known for certain that the text is a true gift, in Derrida’s sense. With ordinary gifts, the 

sense o f ‘vertige’ or surprise lasts only for a moment, before the gift is reinscribed in a 

logic o f  debt and exchange:

Pour n’avoir pas de prise sur I’autre, la surprise du don pur devrait avoir la 
generosite de ne rien donner qui surprenne et apparaisse comme don, rien qui se 
presente comme presente, rien qui soit, elle devrait done etre assez surprenante et 
faite, de part en part, d ’une surprise dont il n’est meme pas question de revenir, 
done d ’une surprise assez surprenante pour se laisser oublier sans retard.

(1991 187)

Baudelaire’s gift to the reader would be a true gift because there would be no way o f 

repaying it, on the one hand, and because there would be no concrete evidence that it has 

been given, on the other.

Derrida goes on to meditate on the structure o f the secret in literature:

II n’est absolument garde, indescellable, inviolable, que dans la mesure ou il est 
forme par une structure non psychologique. Cette structure n’est pas subjective 
ou subjectivable, bien qu’elle soit responsable des effets les plus radicaux de 
subjectivite ou de subjectivation. Elle est superficielle, sans substance, infmiment 
privee parce que publique de part en part. Elle s’etale a la surface de la page, aussi 
obvie qu’une lettre volee, une carte postale, un billet de banque... (1991 215)

Derrida everywhere implies that Baudelaire’s text displays, in a non-psychological, 

superficial form, the secret intention o f the author. However, he also states that, to the

Derrida repeatedly links 'La Fausse M onnaie’ to Poe's The P u rlo in ed  L etter, w hich was 
translated by Baudelaire. He argues for a parallel between the two texts. Derrida claim s that D upin's love
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extent that the literary institution recognizes the possibility o f a secret in a text, that secret 

‘perd toute interiorite, toute epaisseur, toute profondeur’ (1991 215). Unsurprisingly, 

then, Derrida declares neither the fact o f a hidden intention, nor which aspect o f  the text 

would be false, if the text were to have been intended as the gift o f a false coin. He does 

suggest that the counterfeit status o f the text is related to ‘la fiction d ’une naturalisation 

de la litterature’, and the inscription o f that naturalization ‘dans une institution nommee la 

litterature’ (1991 214). However, Derrida himself states that if he were to attribute a 

definite intention to Baudelaire, he would repeat the gesture o f the narrator o f the text 

(1991 113-14, 124-25). He reftises, in other words, ‘la logique de I’echange ou la 

symbolique de la restitution', leaving his own text, like that o f Baudelaire, ‘a donner au- 

dela de I’appel, au-dela du simple m ot’ (1991 90, 85).

A gift, for Derrida, has no positive existence or truth: 'La verite du don equivaut 

au non-don ou a la non-verite du don’ (1991 42). It takes place in time without existing in 

time. For Derrida, a gift lies not in what is given but rather in M’acte de I’adresse a 

I’intention de I’autre, par exemple I’cBuvre comme performance textuelle et poetique’ 

(1991 79). The secret is always improbable, and there is no third party to bear witness to 

it Its ‘inviolabilite’ derives from the possibility o f falseness or ‘leurre’ that permeates any 

dialogue between two people. In order to deduce the intention o f one’s interlocutor, et 

on rie pent q m  le supposer’ (1991 193), one must make ‘I’acte de foi, de credit, de 

creance, voire de credulite qui s’inscrit dans I’intuition la plus immediate du regard croise’ 

(1991 207). Derrida’s argument concerning ‘La Fausse Mormaie’, therefore, centres on 

an act o f faith in the authorial intention: ‘pour qu’il y ait de la fausse monnaie, il faut que 

la fausse monnaie ne se donne pas surement comme de la fausse monnaie; et ce pent-etre 

est aussi la dimension intentionnelle, a savoir le crM it, I’acte de foi qui structure toute la 

monnaie, toute experience ou toute conscience de monnaie, vraie ou fausse’ (1991 124). 

What Derrida’s analysis o f Baudelaire’s text shows, then, is that deconstruction is very

of books serves as 'la mise en abyme de toute ladite narration generale’ (1991 137. n .l). He also argues 
that both texts play on a dual structure incarnated by a male partnership (in Poe's case that of the 
narrator and Dupin). that both texts thematize smoking, described by Derrida as a burning which arises 
from and leaves an invisible reste' or remainder to the logic of exchange, and that both play on the 
thematic of the fortuitous meeting (see 1991. 111. 134. 136-38. 139, 160-61. 191-93). Derrida claims, in 
fact, that i a  fausse monnaie est la lettre volee’ (1991 191). and even that Baudelaire took Poe's story as a 
modele' for La Fausse Monnaie’ (1991 135). We will discuss what The Purloined Letter has to say 

about the secret in the conclusion of this thesis.
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close indeed to a practice that might seem  to be farthest from it; a reading o f literature 

that centres on meeting the author’s gaze in the text:

C ’est au moment de regarder I’ami dans les yeux, dans le blanc des yeux, que le 
narrateur voit, croit voir la verite de ce que I’autre ‘avait voulu faire’. Mais ce 
moment marque peut-etre I’aveuglement meme dont procede le discours 
speculatif du narrateur. (1991206)

By extending the analogy that Derrida has already established between the context o f 

Baudelaire’s text and its structure, this passage seems to imply that the prosaic naturalism 

and immediacy o f Baudelaire’s first-person narration is a lie that blinds us to the artistry 

o f the text. ‘La Fausse M onnaie’, to the extent that it shows the centrality o f the question 

o f authorial intention to the deconstructive approach, might be understood to deconstruct 

deconstruction, revealing its limit in conventional psychological criticism.

Indeed, it may be that the intentions o f an author need to be clearly defined if any 

deconstruction o f a text -  and o f those intentions -  is to take place. Furthermore, it may 

be precisely because o f the difficulty o f locating Derrida’s intention in his texts that the 

latter are so resistant to deconstruction. They advertise and multiply their ironies, such 

that it would seem to be impossible to show that Derrida’s texts says something other 

than what they mean to say. They are not usually anamorphic, therefore. For a text to 

switch its gaze, as in Baudelaire’s ‘La Fausse Monnaie’, first it must appear to have a 

gaze; Derrida’s text usually cloaks his. However, we argue that Derrida has. in fact, 

constructed an anamorphic text, that is, one that intends to say something over and above 

what it seems to say. We argue that this text blinds the reader while seeming to look her 

straight in the eye. The text in question is Memoires d ’aveugle.

MEMOIRES D ’AVEUGLE

From 26 October 1990 to 21 January 1991 a remarkable exhibition o f graphic art 

was presented in the Louvre. Eni\X\Qd M emoires d ’avengle: I'Autoportrait et aiitres 

mines, it inaugurated Farti Pris, a series o f exhibitions instituted by the museum’s 

Department o f Graphic Arts. The latter defined the series as follows:
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La regie du jeu est assez simple: confier le choix d ’un propos et des dessins qui le 
justifient. pris pour I’essentiel dans les collections du Louvre, a une personnalite 
notoire pour son aptitude au discours critique, si divers en soient les modes.

(1990a 7)

Derrida was free, therefore, to turn once again to the abyssal encounter between visual art 

and philosophical writing. M emoires d'aveugle is ostensibly about drawing. La 

Verite en pem tnre  has shown us that, for Derrida, any discourse about art is also a 

discourse about the viewer o f art.

From the beginning, the representative o f the reader (in the text which 

accompanied the exhibition) is indirectly warned o f the necessity o f scepticism. Reading 

never proceeds, according to the author-interlocutor (the word ‘author’ being framed by 

invisible inverted commas), except by the postponement o f precipitation towards a 

conclusion. We are told that the reader, like the author, must remain between two 

‘hypotheses’, irreducible the one to the other, and permitting no certainty (1990 9).̂ "̂  

These hypotheses are designed to guide, therefore, both the author’s speculation or 

reflection on drawing and the reader’s approach to the text. The first part o f this 

discussion will focus on how they are applied to Derrida’s discussion o f drawing. The 

second part will consider how they might be applied to the text by the sceptical reader.

M emoires d'avengle: Blindness in drawing and vision

The first hypothesis which guides the text’s progress is that drawing is blind in its 

very structure. The second is that the graphic thematization o f blindness repeats its 

structural blindness. Derrida names these ‘deux paradoxes, deux grandes “logiques” de 

I’invisible a I’origine du dessin’ the ‘transcendantal’ and the ‘sacrificiel’:

Le premier serait I’invisible condition de possibilite du dessin, le dessiner meme, le 
dessin du dessin. II ne serait jamais thematique. II ne pourrait pas se poser ou se

 ̂ In Speculer -  sur "Freud”’. Derrida makes the point that B eyond the Pleasure Principle
progresses by hypotheses rather than theses, and takes the hy pothesis as the model o f speculative thinking 
(1980 395): ’S’il n ’y a pas de these dans ce lure, c ’est parce que son objet propre ne peut faire I'objet 
d'aucune these. On aura remarque que le concept d'hypothese  est la categoric "methodologique” la plus 
generale du livre: toutes les demarches “methodologiques” reviennent a des hypotheses.’
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prendre comme Vohjet representable d ’un dessin. A devenir le them e du premier, 
le second, a savoir I’evenem ent sacrificiel, ce qui arrive aux yeux, le recit, le 
spectacle ou la representation des aveugles, disons qu ’ii reflechirait cette 
impossibilite. II representerait cet irrepresentable. (1990a 46)

The first hypothesis concerns therefore the unrepresentable abyss at the origin o f 

representation (un dessin c/’aveugle), and the second refers to the strategy o f  mise-en- 

abyme by which representation saves itself from this abyss by repeating it (un dessin 

d ’aveug/e) {[990a  10).

Representation constitutes, according to  these hypotheses, a gift, a supplement, or 

a rew ard for the draughtsman who confronts the ‘abim e’ "̂*:

II y a en ce don comme un re-trait, a la fois 1’interposition d ’un miroir, la 
reappropriation ou le deuil impossibles, [’intervention d ’un Narcisse paradoxal, 
parfois perdu en abyme, b ref un repli speculaire -  et un trait supplementaire.

(1990a 10)

As the reference to Narcissus suggests, the draughtsm an’s confrontation o f  the abyss is 

related to  fascination. His fascination with the figure o f  the blind man is related to a 

projection or hallucination, by which the artist represents h im se lf‘en abym e’:

Chaque fois qu ’un dessinateur se laisse fasciner par I’aveugle, chaque fois qu ’il 
fait de I’aveugle un them e de son dessin, il projette, reve ou hallucine une figure 
de dessinateur [. . .]. II com m ence a representer  une puissance dessinatrice a 
I’oeuvre, I’acte meme du dessin. II invente le dessin. (1990a 10; see also 1990a 50)

The draughtsman is fascinated by blind men, therefore, because they figure his own 

blindness: ‘II appartient a leur societe, prenant tour a tour les figures de I’aveugle voyant, 

de I’aveugle visionnaire, du guerisseur ou du sacrificateur, je  veux dire de celui qui prive 

de la vue pour donner enfin a voir et tem oigner de la lumiere’ (1990a 25). This logic o f  

‘repli’, formulated in the second hypothesis, depends intrinsically on the first hypothesis, 

because the 'dessin d ’aveugle' which presents itself to  our eyes can repeat its origin as a 

‘dessin c /’aveugle’ only if one believes the first hypothesis, that is, that ‘{’operation du 

dessin aurait quelque chose a voir avec I’aveuglem ent’ (1990a 10). Conversely, the first 

proposition depends on the second, as without the assum ption o f  self-representation, the

’’ On Derrida's description of the loss o f vision as an abime’. see 1990a 39, 46. 50, 69. On the
abyss between a model and its representation, see 1990a 50.
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belief in the blind origin o f drawing would have no basis: ‘Comment demontrer que le 

dessinateur est aveugle ou plutot qu’a dessiner il ne voit pas'^’ (1990a 47). The two 

hypotheses might therefore be seen to share the same (abyssal) relationship as that 

between ‘aletheia’ and ‘adaequatio’, the two different but mutually dependent versions of 

taith, as discussed in La Verite en peintiire.

The book’s argument is centred on the supposition that a specular or analogical 

relation exists between the stmcture and the theme o f a drawing. The structural logic of 

drawing, ‘le transcendantar ( ‘aletheia’), will be verified only by appealing to its themes, 

Me sacrificier ( ‘adaequatio’), and vice versa (1990a 46): ‘Ce qui importe, c’est 

I’hesitation e?itre les deux, meme si elle parait surmontee dans la decision incisive, celle 

qui fait des deux pensees le supplement ou le vicaire de I’autre. Car il n’y a ni 

transcendantalite pure ni sacrifice pur’ (1990a 96).

Drawing is blind in three ways, according to Derrida:

(i) Amnesia / Anamnesis

Firstly, drawing is blind in its very act. In the movement o f tracing the trait, both 

draughtsman and trait are necessarily blind, ‘meme si le dessin est mimetique’, because 

‘I’heterogeneite reste abyssale entre la chose dessinee et le trait dessinant’ (1990 50).”  

The blindness that inhabits the graphic act is related by Derrida firstly to anamnesis and 

then to amnesia.

On the one hand, the draughtsman must blind himself to the model in order to re

present it on the page. Derrida cites Baudelaire who, in the section from ‘Le Peintre de la 

vie moderne’ entitled ‘L ’Art mnemonique’, describes the art o f Guys as a murder and 

resurrection o f what is presently visible. A similar substitution o f perception by memory is 

effected by Butades, to whom a long iconographic tradition attributes the origin of 

drawing. In order to trace the silhouette o f her lover on a wall, the young Corinthian is 

obliged to turn her back on the man himself

■' Follow ing the E nghsh translation o f  M em oires  d 'aveugle ,  this thesis has opted to keep the 
French word trait’ rather than attempt to translate it. The word hesitates between an action and an 
object, and has many meanings. The most pertinent o f these in the conte.xt o f  the te.xt are the trait as the 
act or result o f  drawing a line, as a revealing act or object, as an aggressive act o f  throw ing or the thing
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This reversal o f the natural order, or the placement ‘en abyme’ o f  perception by 

representation, is linked to the thematization o f  filial legacy in Derrida’s text and the 

accompanying drawings. Plato writes that the sensible sun resembles the intelligible sun as 

the son resembles his father (1990a 22).^® Sons, in Derrida’s text, always seem to guide 

their fathers, thus taking the place o f  their fathers, 'comme en ahyme' (1990a 27), just as 

interior vision bears a relation ‘en abyme’ to bodily vision (1990a 45).”  This reversal 

between culture and nature, believing and seeing, is also suggested by the various 

allusions in the book and its drawings to the substitution o f  the younger brother for the 

elder.

The substitution o f  representation for perception is not the only way in which the 

draughtsman’s act is blind. Here Derrida draws on the work o f  Merleau-Ponty in arguing 

that the draughtsman is blind because he delivers himself to M’autre du visible’, that is, to 

a radical invisibility which haunts the visible (1990a 56). This sacrifice implies an 

amnesiac loss o f  consciousness, a mute fascination. The draughtsman is no longer 

properly a subject o f  vision, instead approximating a Narcissus in love with his own image 

and therefore blind because incapable o f  grasping that image as a distinct object (1990a

thrown, as the act of traction, as a characteristic or family feature. It also suggests the notion of reference, 
as in the construction 'a \o ir  trait a ‘.

In La Dissemination  (1972a 92-95), D errida discusses in greater depth P lato’s analogy', in the 
Republic  (V ll). between the intelligible and sensible sun. as well as its connection to the father-son 
relation. The father or the intelligible sun stands for the origin which cannot be apprehended w ithout the 
m ediation of the son or the sensible sun. because any direct apprehension would lead to a blinding. 
D errida goes on to develop this double analogy in an analysis o f the legend o f Am on (the sun god) and 
his son Thoth (the god of the moon, w riting, magic, and death), to w hich Plato refers in the Phaedrus.
See also 1972a. 164-179. 189-194.

On the theme of filiation and filial legacy in the te.xt and drawings, see 1990a 18-19. 27-35, 100- 
lO.'i D errida also refers to his own sons (1990a 23). father (1990a 30), grandfather (1990a 43). The 
them e of blindness bears strong links, in the text (as elsewhere), to a fear o f castration. See for e.xample 
the discussion of Sam son's blinding/castration (1990 106-110).

See the discussion of the substitution between Jacob and Esaii (1990a 28-30, 100-102). and 
between Ephraim  and M anasse (1990a 102-3). D errida also refers to N ietzche’s description in The Birth 
o f  Tragedy of a duel between Dionysus and Apollo, the latter being associated w ith the faculty of vision, a 
■fraternal alliance' between the two being possible only after their struggle (1990a 124). The reversal 
between brothers is not a sim ple one. As D errida says in an interview on the subject of the relationship 
between w riting and speech. T1 ne s ’agit pas de rendre ses droits, son e.xcellence ou sa dignite a I’& ritu re 
dont Platon disait qu elle etait un orphelin ou un batard. par opposition a la parole, fils legitim e et bien 
ne du "pere du logos” . Au moment oil Ton essaie d ’interroger cette scene de fam ille et de mettre en cause 
les iinestissem ents. ethiques et autres. de toute cette histoire, rien ne serait plus derisoirem ent 
mystificateur qu 'un  tel renversement ethique ou axiologique. rendant une prerogaUve ou quelque droit 
d 'ainesse a I'ecritu re’ (1972c 22). However, reversal is an im portant deconstructive mom ent for Derrida: 
■J'insiste beaucoup et sans cesse sur la necessite de cette phase de renversem ent qu 'o n  a peut-etre trop 
\ ite cherche a discrediter. Faire droit a cette necessite. c 'est reconnaitre que. dans une opposition 
philosophique classique, nous n 'avons pas ciffaire a la coexistence pacifique d ’un vis-a-vis, mais a une 
hierarchic violente' (1972c 56-57).
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56-57), The experience o f  narcissistic reification is w itnessed by the hypnotized (and 

hypnotizing) eyes o f  Henri Fantin-Latour in his self-portraits.

According to Derrida, amnesia is internal to anamnesis. The artist’s self- 

representation for an implied other saves him from the fate o f  Narcissus. An exchange or 

substitution takes place therefore between blind, narcissistic fascination and that other 

blindness which involves a suppression and a re-presentation.^’’ The graphic trait bears 

witness to this (sacrificial) substitution betw een tw o forms o f  blindness.

(ii) The ecliptic trait

The second ‘aspect’ o f  blindness which haunts drawing relates to the finished 

work.*"” The trait, once traced, is always in ‘retrait’, that is, in withdrawal or in the 

process o f  being re-drawn.^' As this ambiguity in the meaning o f ‘retrait’ might suggest, 

the graphic trait always points elsewhere, it is neither absolutely sensible nor absolutely 

intelligible. It is between the tw o, dividing them and itself endlessly. The trait is reference 

itself, that indelible link between the absent model and its present image which gives the 

self-portrait its spectral and ruinous character.®^ The trait gives rise to objects o f  vision

'  As this m etaphor of two blindnesses suggests, no passage takes place, for Derrida, between pure
presence and representation: la representation ne survient pas a la presence; elle I'habite comme la 
condition meme de son experience, du desir et de la jou issance’ (1967b 439). For Derrida, la perception 
pure n'e.xiste pas’ (1967b 335).

The word 'aspect' suggests, for Derrida, both the gaze and the spectacle (see 1990a 48).
.As Wolfreys points out. the word 're tra it’ or re-trait' also suggests the return of the trait, 

therebv m arking the withdraw al o f withdrawal, the veiling and unveiling o f the tra it' (1998b 23).
Derrida writes (1990a 72): 'D e meme que la memoire ne restaure pas ici un present passe, de 

meme la m ine du visage -  et du visage devisage dans le dessin -  ne signifie pas le vieillissem ent. I'usure. 
la decomposition anticipee ou cette m orsure du temps dont un portrait souvent trahit I'apprehension. La 
m ine ne surv ient pas comme un accident a un m onum ent hier intact. Au com m encem ent il y a la mine. 
Ruine est ce qui arrive ici a I’image des le prem ier regard, Ruine est I'autoportrait, ce visage devisage 
comme memoire de soi. ce qui reste ou revient comme un spectre des q u 'au  prem ier regard sur soi une 
figuration s ’eclipse. La figure alors voit sa visibilite entamee, elle perd son integrite sans se desintegrer. 
Car I'incom pletude du m onum ent visible tient a la stm cture ecliptique du trait, seulem ent remarquee, 
im puissante a se refiechir dans I’ombre de 1’autoportrait. A utant de propositions reversibles. On peut 
aussi bien lire les tableaux de m ines comme les figures d 'u n  portrait, voire d ’un autoportrait.'

This reversibility between the self-portrait and the m in  is suggested by the sub-title 
7  'Autoportrait e t autres ruines' as well as by D errida’s juxtaposition of a picture o f a m in and a 
Narcissus study (1990a 70-71).

In By Force of M ourning’. Derrida states that the painted portrait can be distinguished from 
other paintings because 'like the photographic portrait, its relation to the referent appears (and it is this 
appearance that counts even if one must not tm st it) irreducible’ (1996b 184). In De la gram m atologie. 
Derrida argues that what is problem atic about representation is its irreducible referentiality'. because this 
referentiality allows it to become invested with the presence of its model, and thus allows it to usurp the
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without itself being an object o f  v is io n .B e c a u se  o f  its ‘inapparence differentielle’

(1990a 58), its ‘rythme ecliptique’, the ellipsis o f  the trait is ‘une jalousie {blind) de traits 

cisaillant I’horizon et a travers lesquels, entre lesqueis vous observez sans etre vxi’ (1990a 

59).

On a sacrificial or thematic level, this self-eclipsing and blinding motion o f  the trait 

seems to be figured in the text by a drawing by Gavarni o f  what seems to be two voyeurs 

peering through the hole in a door (1990a 73). The link is suggested by the relationship 

between the trait and the ‘jalousie’ or blind The ecliptic movement o f  the trait seems also 

to be given thematic expression by way o f  the ruin, which evokes a presence rather than 

being entirely present in its own right: ‘La ruine n’est pas devant nous, ce n’est ni un 

spectacle ni un objet d’amour’ (1990a 72). The eye o f  the Cyclops and the Medusa’s gaze 

might also be taken to be figures, in the text, o f  the trait, as neither can be confronted 

directly. Both are indirectly associated in the text with the maternal genitalia.®'* For 

psychoanalysis, the infant’s traumatic (or blinding) recognition o f  the mother’s lack is a 

precondition o f  its successful accession to subjectivity.®^ To associate the trait, however 

indirectly, with the CEdipal moment, is to connect it with the precondition o f

pnority  of its model: Ce qui est insupportable et fascinant. c ’est bien cette intim ite enchevetrant l image 
a la chose, la graphie a la phonie [. .|. La representation s ’enlace a ce qu 'e lle  represente, au point que 
I on parle coinme on & rit, on pense com me si le represente n etait que I’om bre ou le reflet du 
representant. Promiscuite dangereuse. nefaste com plicite entre le reflet et le reflete qui se laisse 
narcissiquem ent seduire. Dans ce jeu de la representation, le point d 'o rig ine devienl insaisissable.'
(1967b 54-55)

To the e.xtent that the trait can be identified with the graphic line, it m ight be objected that this 
is not so true of abstract art, where the line becomes an object o f vision.

Derrida descnbes the Cyclops as follows (1990a 94): ‘Un osil. I’osil-un, le monocle, n ’est jam ais 
un objet. Parfois il parait ouvert a  la m aniere d ’une plaie dont les levres cham ues saignent encore: 
obscenite d 'une cicatrice, suture impossible de la fente. genitalite frontale.’ D errida also rem arks in 
M em oires d ’cn’eugle that the Cyclopses were m etal workers, w hile in De la granim atologie  he draws on 
Rousseau to associate metallurgy, blindness, the origin o f civil society, and the m aternal: ’Le m ineral se 
distingue du vegetal en ce q u ’il est nature morte et utile, serv'ile a F industrie de I'hom m e. Lorsque celui- 
ci a perdu le sens et le gout des vraies richesses naturelles -  les vegetales -  il fouille les entrailles de sa 
mere et il y nsque la sante (. . . |. L ’hom m e s 'e s t [ . . . | creve les yeux, il s ’est aveugle par desir de fouiller 
ces entrailles. | ... | Et n 'oublions pas que la violence qui nous porte vers les entrailles de la terre. le 
moment de I’aveuglement minier. c ’est-a-dire de la metallurgie. est I’origine de la societe [.. .j.
L 'a \ euglement produit done ce qui nait en meme temps que la societe: les langues. la substitution reglee 
des signes au.x choses, I’ordre du supplement. On va de I'aveuglem ent au supplem ent.' (1967b 213)

On the subject o f the Medusa. D errida quotes Freud’s linking of the M edusa’s head and 
castration ( 1990a 84).

At various points in the text. D errida suggests that the m other plays a  founding role in 
representations of blindness, despite the fact that there are very few representations o f blind women. See 
1990 15, n. 1. See also the relationship between women and tears (1990a 34) and the fact that tears are 
described in the te.xt as the liquid source and origin of vision (1990a 128).

A footnote analysis o f Freud’s D as M edusenhaupt in La D issem ination, 1972a 47-48, shows 
how the horror o f castration is inseparable from the restoration o f the phallus.
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representation. The linking o f castration with the origin o f representation is further 

suggested by the fact that the draughtsman is described as confronting the Cyclops’s eye 

or Gorgon (1990a 61, 74). In this way, the kind of blindness associated with the viewing 

of a drawing is related to the first kind o f blindness, namely the one that marks the activity 

o f drawing.

(iii) The rhetoric o f the trait

Thirdly, drawing is blind to the extent that it is traversed by language, that is, by 

the invisible. The drawing oC^y men, according to Derrida, cannot escape 'la rhetonque 

dn tra if (1990a 60). Drawing calls upon discursive supplementation. In this way, ‘un 

duel interne s’engage au coeur du dessin’ (1990a 61). Space becomes temporal, the icon 

becomes symbolic. For example, Derrida argues that the graphic images o f the angel 

Raphael, reproduced in the text, incarnate the various orders given by God: ‘Le dessin 

vient a la place du nom qui vient a la place du dessin’ (1990a 60).®®

Furthermore, it is because o f its own signifying capacity, its mediation by 

metaphor, that drawing can represent its own genealogy, for example by way o f the 

drawings o f Butades and the origin o f drawing, or by way o f images o f ruins and blind 

men.

This capacity for mise-en-abyme also gives drawing a treacherous dimension, as 

Jean-Marie Faverjon’s Autoportrait en trompe I'ceil demonstrates: ‘Le visage presume de 

I’auteur sort du cadre, mais a I’interieur du cadre. II deborde le portrait pour vous voir 

regarder ce qu’il feint de vous montrer’ (1990a 94-96).

While the rhetorical function o f drawing enables the artist to trick the other, it also 

implies love for the other. The drawing is produced out o f deference to the other, a desire 

to allow the other to see. Thus, this third aspect o f drawing’s structural blindness might 

be understood by the reader to be thematized in the book’s images o f Jesus curing the 

blind, and in comparisons o f the draughtsman to a surgeon. It might be deduced.

On the relationship o f suppleinentarity which Derrida posits between writing and painting, see 
1972a 214-15. and on that between writing and perception, see the statement: ‘L'ecriture supplee la 
perception avant meme qua celle-ci ne s ’apparaisse a elle-m em e’ (1967b 332).
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therefore, that the ruse o f figuration,'^^ with its replacement o f natural vision by cultural 

representation, performs an ethical ftinction even while it opens up the possibility o f 

deceit.

Blindness in writing and reading  Memoires d ’aveugle

A very obvious but half-hidden analogy links drawing and writing (in its graphic, 

alphabetical, but nonetheless inaugural sense) \n Memoires d ’aveiigle. This analogy is 

suggested by the fact that drawing is frequently referred to in terms which draw attention 

to the common graphic basis o f drawing and writing. Derrida refers, for example, to both 

drawing and writing implements as ‘la pointe graphique’ and as scalpels (1990a 35), and 

to the product o f both as the ‘graphein’ and the ‘trait’ (1990a 36). Derrida uses linguistic 

or writerly terms to describe drawing, referring for example to Butades’ drawing as 

‘[une] ecriture de I’ombre’ (1990a 54), to ‘la rhetorique du trait' (1990a 60), and to 

M’autographe du dessin (1990a 84).

In addition, if the draughtsman is blind, Derrida repeatedly figures himself as 

blind. When his interlocutor accuses him o f presenting an exhibition o f himself rather than 

o f graphic art, the author replies as follows: ‘Non, je serais plutot tente par 1’autoportrait 

d ’un aveugle. Legende: “Ceci est un dessin de moi’” (1990a 37). This textual self-portrait 

o f the author as blind man recalls his argument that drawings o f blind men constitute self- 

portraits on the part o f the draughtsman and the drawing.

The author maintains that the trait o f the draughtsman is fascinated by the 

genealogy o f drawing; however, a writer’s gesture would seem to be similarly obsessed: 

‘Le langage se parle, cela veut dire de I'aveuglement. II nous parle toujours de 

I'aveuglement qui le constitue’ (1990a 11). As the repetition and italicization suggests, as 

well as the fact that it directly follows the positing o f the two hypotheses which play on 

the two meanings o f the genitive in ‘un dessin d ’aveugle’, language speaks out o f and 

about blindness, and when it speaks about blindness it is thematizing its structural 

blindness: the title ‘Memoires A'aveugle' can also be read as ‘Memoires J ’aveugle’

See 1967b 293, where Derrida refers to ’les ruses de la metaphore’
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To underline to the point o f absurdity the analogy between the draughtsman and 

the writer, Derrida declares that his idea for the exhibition was conceived, as if by 

accident, during a viral facial paralysis; his description of his own ‘ceil gauche fixe et 

terrible a voir dans un miroir’ o f which ‘la paupiere ne se ferme plus normalement’ (1990a 

38) anticipates his words on the subject o f Fantin-Latour’s self-portraits and the self- 

portrait in general:

Les traits d ’un autoportrait sont aussi les traits d’un chasseur fascine. L ’oeil fixe 
ressemble toujours a un oeil d ’aveugle, parfois a I’oeil du mort, a ce moment precis 
ou le deuil commence: il est encore ouvert, une main pieuse devrait bientot le 
termer, il rappellerait un portrait d ’agonisant. A se regarder voir, il se voit aussi 
bien disparaitre au moment ou le dessin tente desesperement de le ressaisir. Car 
cet oeil de cyclope ne voit rien, rien qu’un ceil qu’il prive ainsi de voir quoi que ce 
soit. (1990a 61)

If the face o f Fantin-Latour here evokes that o f a hunted hunter, a skull, and a cyclops, it 

also resembles, for Derrida, a surgeon who ‘fait observer qu’il se regarde voir le modele 

qu’il est aussi dans un miroir dont il nous donne a voir I’image’ (1990a 61). If the logic of 

the analogy between the author and Fantin-Latour is to be pursued, then Derrida too 

would thus lead us to observe a game o f mirrors.

Could Mcmoires d ’avengle then be a mediated self-portrait or death mask on the 

part o f the author‘d’ Certainly, the text’s direct address to a reader, its strong 

autobiographical flavour, and its digressive narrative structure all convey a sense of 

immediate dialogue analogous with the sense o f meeting Fantin-Latour’s gaze in the 

latter’s self-portrait.®^ The fiction o f immediacy is reinforced by the fact that the fictional 

reader’s questions to the author are answered by him.''®

However, the terms in which the text describes Fantin-Latour’s self-portrait 

suggest, by the logic o f analogy, that any meeting we might have with the author across 

the mirror o f the text would be a confrontation with the abyss rather than a transparent 

communication: in order to glimpse that abyss we would have to let ourselves become

Burke writes that (1992 130): one thing we quickly learn from reading D em da is that nothing 
is a simple digression, undertaken for no apparent reason. Rather such moments, like fault-lines in the 
te.xt, will appear marginal and extrinsic, but to rigorous investigation in fact reveal an economy, or 
strategic wager, vital to the entire system.’
® In La Dissemination, Derrida writes o f how. for Socrates, both painting and writing are dead 
imitations of the living, as demonstrated by the fact that paintings do not speak back when they are asked 
a question (1972a 156; see also 1967b 413).
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fascinated by the gaps in the text, by the ecliptic movement o f its traits, just as Fantin- 

Latour and his Derridean viewer let themselves be hypnotized by the gulf in vision

The abyssal structure o^M emoires d ’aveugle is fijrther suggested by the fact that 

the author’s evocation, immediately after his description o f his own ocular affliction, o f 

‘la grande filiation de nuit qui ensevelit Homere et Joyce, Milton et Borges’ (1990a 38) 

includes a description o f that same evocation on the part o f Borges, which Derrida 

describes as follows: ‘Pour evoquer la grande tradition des ecrivains aveugles, Borges 

tourne autour d ’un miroir invisible’ (1990a 39). It seems then not only that the figure of 

the blind draughtsman presents a reflection within the text o f  the text’s author, but that 

this comparison results in a very flattering image o f the latter, in so far as it inscribes him 

in a very venerable tradition o f blind-writing. This apparent narcissism, however, may 

serve only as an ironic echo o f the fascination o f the draughtsman before his mirror.

Derrida’s mirror suggests its cracks at several points in the text The analogy 

between writing and drawing may not hold. If Derrida is blind by the same rights as the 

draughtsman, this implies that he, like the draughtsman, might be allegorized by L 'Erreur, 

the blindfolded man whose self-imposed blindness transgresses natural laws. The analogy 

itself would therefore suggest a flaw in the analogy:

Est-ce que je me trompe a mon tour‘d Suis-je victime d ’une hallucination lorsque 
je  crois voir, a travers cette Erreiir de Coypel, la figure d ’un dessinateur au 
travail‘d (1990a 21)

The abyss at the origin o f the analogy between drawing and writing reveals itself very 

rapidly as soon as the ‘trois especes d ’impouvoir’ at the origin o f drawing are applied to 

the writing o f the book. This triple folding o f the theory o f drawing back over the 

formulation o f that theory, despite being invited by the text at every juncture, 

demonstrates that the analogical relation or mise-en-abyme between the theme and its 

structure, that is, between the (theorized) drawing and the (theorizing) writing, is founded 

on a radical incompatibility. This incompatibility involves a violent and crafty suppression 

o f drawing by writing on the structural (transcendental) level o f the text, a suppression 

which is furthermore theorized ‘en abyme’ on its thematic (sacrificial) level.
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(i) Fraternal war

Like drawing, the act o f  writing is frequently described in the text as an operation 

o f  blindness. A love letter which Diderot wrote in the dark is cited once as the epigraph to 

the book and once in the main body o f  the text. The voluntary blindness o f  the amorous 

author is related to that o f  the lover who invented drawing.™ Derrida claims that he 

himself has sometimes written during the night, without being able to see the characters 

he was tracing; and sometimes during the day, while driving his car for example, he 

scribbles ‘des notations pour memoire’ (1990a 11). What is more, this writing is 

anamnesiac in that it succeeds dreams or thoughts which it attempts to record or archive, 

thus substituting itself for those dreams or thoughts.^’ Derrida waking up from his 

nightmare is ‘attentif a ne pas chasser un reve interrompu’ (1990a 23). Similarly, the 

draughtsman in the passage cited by Derrida from Baudelaire’s ‘L ’Art mnemonique’ is 

afraid o f  letting escape ‘le fantome avant que la synthese n ’en soit extraite et saisie’

( 1990a 53). That Derrida, like Fantin-Latour, is amnesiac at the moment just prior to 

inscription is suggested by the following phrase: ‘Par accident, et parfois au bord de 

I'accident, il m ’arrive d ’ecrire sans voir’ (1990a 11).

Like drawing, therefore, writing involves a blindness to the model at the moment 

o f  representation. This implies, however, that when it is drawing that is the model o f  

representation, it too will be suppressed or blanked out by the representation.

Derrida claims that the Louvre’s invitation to curate an exhibition o f  visual art had 

intimidated him, ‘gravement inquiete mem e’, and that it continues to do so ‘au-dela du 

raisonnable’, to the point o f ‘angoisse’ mixed with ‘jubilation’ (1990a 41-43). His 

emotion has biographical origins, according to the text. The young Jacques Derrida, we 

learn, had felt a terrible jealousy towards his elder brother, admired by all at the time for

On the relation between love and drawing. Derrida cites Rousseau's Essai sur I 'origine des 
langiies: ■ L'amour, dit-on. fut I'inventeur du dessin; il put aussi inventer la parole, inais moins 
heureuseinent. Peu content d'elle. il la dedaigne: il a des manieres plus vives de s'exprimer. Que celle qui 
tragait avec tant de plaisir I’ombre de son amant Im disait des clioses! Quels sons eut-elle employes pour 
rcndre ce mouvement de baguette?’” (1967b 333. also cited in 1990a 56)
' On the mnemonic or testamental function of writing, see 1990a 9, 11. 38. 39. On the necessary 

substitution of perception by narrative, see 1990a 106. In De la gram m atologie, Derrida describes writing 
as moyen mnemotechnique, suppleant la bonne memoire. la memoire spontanee’ (1967b 55). For a 
discussion of memory's dependence on writing, see La Phannacie de Platon', in La Dissemination. 
especially 1972a 123-127. Derrida also wntes that "Tout dans le langage est substitut, et ce concept de 
substitut precede I'opposition de la nature et de la culture’ (1967b 335).
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his talent as a draughtsman. The description o f the younger brother’s ‘desir fratricide’ is 

accompanied by a drawing by Bartolomeo Passarotti which shows Cain after his murder 

and burial of his brother Abel, and the eye o f the latter which seems to grow out o f the 

ground in which he has been buried (1990a 43). The young Jacques, like Cain, set himself 

the task o f burying drawing (and with it the prestige o f his elder brother) by his verbal 

skill. He took the side o f words. The ‘obscur chatiment’ which he felt his ‘infirmite 

honteuse’ before the visible to be was therefore compensated by verbal mastery (1990a 

43). The substitution of writing for drawing which marked the beginning, it would seem, 

of the author oiMemoires d ’aveugle, has never ceased to be repeated, because Me dessin 

revient toujours’, exactly like Abel’s eye in Passarotti’s drawing. The murder o f the image 

is therefore part o f the transcendental or structural logic o f the text, an aspect o f the 

blindness at its origm:

Je m ’etais envoye a moi-meme, qui n’existais pas encore, le message 
indechiffrable d ’une convocation. Comme si, a la place du dessin, auquel I’aveugle 
en moi renon?a pour la vie, j ’etais appele par un autre trait, cette graphie de mots 
invisibles, cet accord du temps et de la voix qu’on appelle verbe -  ou ecriture. 
Substitution, done, echange clandestin, un trait pour I’autre, trait pour trait. Je 
parle d’un calcul autant que d ’une vocation, et le stratageme fut presque delibere. 
Stratageme, strategie, temps de guerre. Mot d ’ordre fratricide: economie du 
dessin. Du dessin visible, du dessin en tant que tel, comme si je m’etais dit: moi, 
j ’ecrirai, je me vouerai aux mots qui m’appellent. Et ici meme, vous voyez bien 
que je les prefere encore, je tire autour du dessin des filets de langue, je tisse 
plutot, a I’aide de traits, batons et lettres, une tunique d’ecriture ou capturer le 
corps du dessin, a sa naissance meme, engage que je suis a le comprendre sans 
artifice... (1990a 43-44)

Crucially, the above passage, with its spider’s web metaphor, suggests not a clean cut 

between life and death, but an encryptment. Writing never finishes its internalization or 

mourning o f drawing.

In By Force o f Mourning’. Derrida claims that, for Marin, an image is "the phantom that 
returns', which always remains to be mourned (1996b 182). This essay explores the theme of mourning 
in terms of work, e.xperience. and reading, and of an engagement with ‘force’. Derrida aligns force with 
the image, and defines work as the process of mourning or renouncing the image or force: ‘For the 
powers of the image lead back perhaps in the last resort to this power, to the force o f an image that must 
be protected from every ontology. It would have to be protected from such ontologies because it itself, in 
truth, protects itself from them; it begins, and this is precisely the force o f its force, by tearing itself away 
from an ontological tradition o f the question “what is?’” (1996b 174-75). Derrida describes this work of 
mourning what can never submit to an onto-logic’ as a denial’ and as a most veiled and clandestine 
war' (1996b 175).
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The thematization o f duels, mourning, and fraternal substitutions in the course of 

Memoires d'aveugle testifies to the fact that the battle waged by writing against drawing 

is at its own centre, even (and possibly especially) when it seems that the writer conceals 

that aggression, wishing only to understand drawing^^ For example, in the middle o f his 

analysis o f the Baudelairean description o f the exchange effected by the draughtsman 

between ‘la perception presente’ and ‘I’ordre de la memoire’, Derrida evokes ‘les figures 

qui substituent un art a I’autre, la rhetorique analogique ou economique (c’est-a-dire 

familiale) dont nous parlions a I’instant’ (1990a 53). Here, the text refers explicitly back 

to the description o f Derrida’s early violence against drawing, and implies that Baudelaire 

substitutes (consciously or otherwise) writing for art in his art criticism, including the 

passage cited in the text, where it is the substitution o f perception by representation 

(rather than a substitution between the arts) which is explicitly at stake (1990a 53).

Such a suggestion renders very problematic, o f course, the good faith o f 

Baudelaire’s passage: it is possible that Guys’ violent suppression o f present chaos 

amounts only to Baudelaire’s violent projection o f a scriptural logic on the draughtsman’s 

procedure. As if to emphasize the possibility o f writing’s retroactive cancellation of 

drawing, a self-portrait in ink by Baudelaire, placed in front o f the text but not 

commented on by Derrida, shows the face o f the poet covered in hatching and surrounded 

by self-critical notes, such as ‘Tout le bas du visage, mauvais’, ‘pas assez d ’ampleur’,

‘trop de hachures’ (1990a 52). The chronological and natural priority o f  the image is 

violently reversed by the symbol’s ruse.

Faced with the visible, writing seems always, in this text, to demand precedence. 

Derrida denies the priority o f the exhibition o f drawings over the text he writes to 

accompany it: ‘Ceci ne doit pas se lire, je vous I’ai dit, comme le journal d ’une exposition. 

J ’en retiens seulement la chance ou le lieu d ’une question pensive: que pourrait etre un 

journal d ’aveugle [ . . .]?’ (1990a 38). Only those aspects o f drawing that resemble writing 

are deemed by the author to be relevant for discussion. For example, the text discounts

For Derrida, the image, whether visual or acoustic, is precisely that which escapes perception 
(1967b 95): "L'image graphique n ’est pas vue; et I’image acoustique n’est pas entendue. La difference 
entre les unites pleines de la voix reste inouie. Invisible aussi la difference dans le corps de I’inscription.’

 ̂ On writing as an originary violence, see for example 'La Violence de la lettre: de Levi-Strauss a 
Rousseau', 1967b 149-202, or 'Violence et metaphysique: Essai sur la pensee d ’Emmanuel Levinas'
1967a 117-228. The notion of differance’ implies a certain violence. For Derrida’s definition of 
differance'. see Positions, where he e.xplains how the replacement of the ‘e ’ by an ‘a ’ suggests a certain 

violent but mute intervention on the part o f the written sign (1972c 16-18).
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the role o f colour in drawing because Me plein d ’une couleur’ is purely \sem ih le \ unlike 

the (intelligible) trait (1990a 59). The only painting included (that o f  Provost) is permitted 

because it presents ‘I’allegorie d ’une “origine du dessin’” (1990a 59), an allegory being an 

idealization o f the sensible. The analogy between the operation o f drawing and that o f 

writing always depends, therefore, on a violent suppression o f drawing’s difference. This 

suppression is never total, however, as testified for example by the striking difference 

between the colour reproductions and the text that they accompany.

(ii) Eclipse

The text o f Memoires d ’aveugle seems to share the same self-eclipsing logic o f 

‘retrait’ which it attributes to drawing. Like the graphic trait which never presents itself 

but which, by its power o f reference, haunts the drawing as its condition o f possibility, 

Derrida’s text is allusive and elliptical throughout. While the reader is informed that the 

themes o f the drawings will mirror drawing’s structure, as outlined in the text, the links 

between the images that accompany the text and the text itself are often not spelled out, 

and often a passage in the text will seem to evoke a drawing that is separated from it by 

many pages.

The text is also highly intra-textual. Certain themes and motifs reappear 

frequently, for example those o f the Cyclops’s eye, filiation, and the shroud. The 

recurrence o f these motifs in different contexts, sometimes referring to the structure o f 

drawing and sometimes to its themes, would suggest that the text is governed by a lateral 

logic, by a framework that can make it yield to the simultaneous gaze. However, the 

various referential threads o f the text seem to this reader to refuse to be tied down and 

to ta liz e d .T h e  text remains plural and unstable, despite our best efforts to analyse it. C. 

Johnson points out that Derrida’s notion o f dissemination upsets the conventional

Royle writes about the extremely referential quality o f Derrida’s writing (1995 22): ‘Language. 
te.\t and writing are consitituted by supplementarity. by a netw ork o f traces and referrals, references to 
other references, a generalised referribility without simple origin, presence or destination. It is because 
Derrida is concerned with how this logic o f intenninable. ghostly referribility at once situates and 
dislocates every te.xt. every speech act. and indeed experience in general, that he is able to claim, as he 
does in "Deconstruction in America”, that what he is doing in his own writings is “more referential than 
most discourses that |he| calls[s| into question” .’



philosophical metaphorics o f teleological composition (1993 159-60, 179); similarly, his 

application o f that notion in Memoires d'aveugle upsets the teleological composition of 

the philosophical text

The fact that the text advertises the fact that it refers both to drawing and writing 

is the most obvious aspect of the text’s heterogeneity. Every aspect of it must be given a 

double reading. This is illustrated in an emblematic way by the fact that, as the fictional 

reader pomts out, the name ‘Jacques’ is present in disseminated form in the twice- 

recounted story o f  Jacob and Isaac (1990a 100).^^ The reader can never be sure if the 

argument can be taken at face value or if it is intended as an oblique self-portrait. The text 

resembles a ruin o f  the act of its inscription and o f its author. As the following statement 

referring to Provost’s AUegorie sacree suggests, self-reference does not unify or close a 

work; rather, it splits it open:

Pas plus qu’elle ne le fait jamais, cette mise en ceuvre de 1’auto-presentation ne 
suspend la reference au dehors, comme on le croit si souvent et si naivement Le 
desir d ’auto-presentation ne se rejoint jamais, et c’est pourquoi le simulacre a lieu 
Jamais I’oeil de I’Autre ne le rappelle plus souverainement au dehors et a la 
difference, a la loi de disproportion, de dissymetrie et d ’expropriation

(1990a 121)

Self-reference, therefore, in seeming to reinforce symmetries, nevertheless brings 

difference to bear on a text. The reader who follows the interlinking threads o f the text, 

including the self-referential logic which its discourse on drawing seems everywhere to 

point to, finds herself trapped in a spider’s web which obscures the apparent transparency 

of the message. The text blinds her by opening its Cyclops eye, by turning its M edusa’s 

gaze. It would seem that the reader is punished for straying from the straight line o f the 

tex t’s argument.

However, to follow the analogical or transcendental logic o f the text, it may be 

precisely by letting oneself be fascinated by the lures and pitfalls o f the text that the reader 

escapes them. Like the draughtsman and the writer as they are described in the text, she

Derrida also states, in the context o f a discussion o f the prophet Eli, that one of his own names is 
Eliahou’ (1990a 28). On his ideas about the dissemination o f an author’s proper name in his writmg, see 

1982 104-106. For Derrida, the proper name is always a thing. Much as a subject cannot hear the tniibre 
of its own voice, the proper name resists and compels the subject. It thus haimts. m disseminated or 
encrypted fonn, the productions of the latter. While Derrida intentionally strews his own texts with such 
signature effects, he claims that such effects or remains of the author are usually unconscious.
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may be rewarded for having taken the risk o f letting herself be blinded. Conversely, the 

reader who suppresses all that threatens to lead her astray is deceived precisely to the 

extent that she remains blind to the multiple levels o f the text. This latter reader places his 

or her trust in the possibility o f an adequate mimetic representation, a possibility which 

Derrida associates with Platonism, and which he contrasts explicitly with his own 

insistence on ‘I’inapparence differentielle du trait’ in the art o f drawing (1990a 58):

La lucidite de ladite speleologie porte en elle un autre aveugle, non pas le 
caverneux mais celui qui ferme les yeux sur cet aveuglement —  ci. (1990a 59)

The italicization o f ‘cet’ and ‘ci’, as well as the transformation o f the hyphen (‘trait 

d ’union’) into a ‘tiret’ (a ‘trait’ which separates), puts the emphasis not only on (Plato’s 

blindness to) reference, but also on (a blindness to) the text’s self-reference.^^ It suggests 

that the reader who approaches the text as a transparent representation will be blinded by 

it Reading the text as a game o f mirrors, by contrast, involves a different kind of 

blinding, one modelled on ‘le rythme ecliptique du trait’, endlessly pointing the reader- 

voyeur elsewhere.^* By analogy with drawing’s trait, the text functions as a ‘jalousie 

{hlincf) de traits cisaillant I’horizon’, an appropriate analogy, given its jealous 

appropriation o f drawing (1990a 59).

(iii) Apocalvpse

If drawing is shown, m M emoires <J’aveugle, to be mediated by language, then 

writing is also shown, in the text, to depend upon drawing. We read, for example, that the

In an interv iew with Henri Ronse, Derrida says the following o f his own books: ‘11 s ’agit 
seulement. sous ces litres, d une “operation” textuelle, si Ton peut dire, unique et differenciee. dont le 
niouvement inacheve ne s ’assigne aucun commencement absolu. et qui, entierement consumee dans la 
lecture d ’autres te.xtes, ne renvoie pourtant. d ’une certaine fagon. qu’a sa propre ecriture. II faut 
s'arranger pour penser ensemble ces deux motifs contradictoires. On ne saurait donner de I’organisation 
interne de ces ouvrages une representation lineaire, deductive, repondant a quelque “ordre des raisons’” 
(1972c 11-12).
' In La Dissemination. Derrida writes that la dissemination deplace aussi toute une onto- 

speleologie, autre nom de la mimetologie: non pas la mimesis, enigme d’une puissance redoutable, mais 
une interpretation de la mimesis qui meconnait la logique du double et de tout ce qui flit intitule ailleurs 
supplement d ’origine. repetition inderivable. duplicite sans veille, etc.’ (1972a 48).

See Baudrillard 1979 117-121 on the centrality of "la forme ecliptique de I’apparaitre/ 
disparaitre’ (1979 118) to the game o f seduction.



substitution is reciprocal, drawing and writing each coming in the place o f the other,

‘pour s’entendre appeler, [. . .], I’autre ou par 1’autre’ (1990a 60-61).

If the text insists on writing’s analogy with drawing, this very insistence highlights 

writing’s dependency on the visible, graphic trait. A memory, after all, cannot lend itself 

to being read if it is not rendered visible in scriptural form, for example in the form o f 

memoirs. Indeed, the title o f the book, by pluralizing ‘memoires’ and avoiding the definite 

article, plays on the double (or triple) possibility o f ‘la memoire’ and ‘le memoire’ .̂  ̂

Furthermore, although Derrida’s text works to deny its debt to graphic art, it is the 

Department o f Graphic Arts which commissioned both the exhibition and the book o f the 

same title, {f drawing, therefore, in order to represent itself, cannot dispense with 

symbolic or linguistic structures, the textual self-portrait that is the text is, in its turn, 

facilitated and legitimated by drawing.

However, if (as the order given by the Louvre indicates) Derrida’s argument must 

be supported by his choice o f drawings, then the reader encounters a problem. How can 

drawings o f the blind justify the two hypotheses o f the author, namely that blindness 

inhabits drawing structurally and that the drawings which thematize blindness represent 

this structural or transcendental blindness'^’ The paradox is aggravated when this 

thematization is indirect or metaphorical, because then it extends to scenes o f ruins, o f 

artists at work, and o f people who wear eye-glasses, for example. No legitimation is 

possible on the part o f drawings, because the whole theoretical edifice depends on a 

linguistic tour de force. As Derrida himself leads us to observe;

Si ce qu’on appelle autoportrait depend de ce fait qu’on I’appelle ‘autoportrait’, 
un acte de nomination devrait me permettre, a juste  litre, d ’appeler autoportrait 
n’importe quoi, non seulement n ’importe quel dessin ( ‘portrait’ ou non) mais tout 
ce qui m’arrive et dont je peux m’afifecter ou me laisser affecter. Comme 
Personne, dira Ulysse au moment d ’aveugler Polypheme. (1990a 68)

The reference to Ulysses’s famous ruse strongly suggests that Derrida’s text has the 

power to blind us. This power on the part o f the text arises from its abyssal logic: it 

repeats, in its structure, its own argument, just as Freud’s Beyond the Pleasure Principle 

bears a relation oVm im esis structurelle’ to the fort/da game it describes (1980 325).

This double meaning is discussed and e.xplored in M emoires: Pour Paul de Man (1988 9, 26).
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Perseus’ specular ruse before the Medusa and Ulysses’ equivocation before the 

Cyclops might represent, according to the specular and equivocal logic o f the mise-en- 

abyme, the ludic strategy o f the author o f Memoires d ’aveugle before drawing and before 

the reader:

Apres avoir tranche la tete de Meduse, apres avoir cache dans sa besace cette 
puissance de mort qui fascine, redouble et perd le regard de I’autre, Persee 
echappe aux autres Gorgones grace au casque d ’invisibilite.

C’est chaque fois la ruse d ’un regard oblique ou indirect. Elle consiste a 
esquiver plutot qu’a affronter la mort qui vient par les yeux. La mort menace 
tantot selon le croisement speculaire des regards (Persee joue alors un miroir 
contre 1’autre, il regarde Meduse dans un miroir pour ne pas croiser son regard), 
tantot selon I’unicite de I’oeil fixe, la vigilance sans som m eil...

(1990a 88)

The above passage might also figure a strategy that the reader can adopt in relation to the 

text: that o f ‘un regard oblique ou indirect’. Perhaps it is with the fictional reader, who 

repeatedly calls the bluff o f the author, that we must side, rather than passively accept the 

latter’s hypotheses.

The fictional reader accuses the author o f cunningly constructing an argument in 

order to ennoble and transcendentalize his failure as a draughtsman (1990a 60); o f going 

against common sense by arguing that the draughstman is blind (1990a 48); and o f 

referring to him self and his family history via the scenarios he constructs (1990a 100). As 

regards the first charge, the author acknowledges the plausibility o f the reproach, but 

claims that even if it is true, it does not discount his hypothesis (1990a 60). It will be 

shown that this impossibility o f discounting or disproving Derrida’s hypotheses in the 

text is, in fact, the crux o f the abyss he constructs in Memoires d ’aveugle.

The author him self seems to warn us against accepting his hypotheses as truth: 

‘rappelez-vous que nous sommes toujours dans la logique de I’hypothese’ (1990a 50). He 

also begins the text by warning the reader to be sceptical, and writes that he does not wish 

to convince so much as tell a story: ‘Sans trop chercher a verifier en vue d ’emporter votre 

conviction, je vous raconterai plutot une histoire et vous decrirai un point de vue’ (1990a 

10). Derrida is thus both inside the text and outside it, both telling the story and 

preser\'ing a sceptical distance from it. He resembles Faverjon, therefore, in the latter’s 

Autoportrait en trompe I ’ceil, like the artist, he seems to speak across the text as well as
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within it, all the time reading us while we read what he pretends to show us.*’’ Like 

Faverjon, Derrida points to a theatre curtain: he presents a theoi'y while preserving a 

distance from or an angle to it.^’ Even in the course o f his commentary on this trompe- 

I’ceil, he seems to try to deceive the eye o f  the reader by his description o f  Faverjon’s 

picture within a picture:

.. un troisieme ceil ouvert dont la paupiere est soulevee comme un rideau de 
theatre sur une scene qui a son tour deborde I’oeil, dans I’epanchement indefini du 
fantasme entoptique ou de I’hallucination fascinee qu’on peut toujours interpreter 
—  ou preter a I’auteur. (1990a 96)

In fact, the picture ‘en abyme’ shows, at a push, a ‘rideau de theatre’ which bears a slight 

resemblance to an eyelid. This example illustrates the way in which the text never ceases 

to exercise its authority over a visual art which should, however, according to the natural 

laws o f  succession, legitimate the text. The younger brother substitutes himself for the 

elder brother, thus affirming the hegemony o f  culture over nature, and o f  Cain over Abel 

What the text demonstrates is that ‘voir’ is always "croire voir' (1990a 9, 10).^^

O f Philippe Sollers's Les Nonibres, D errida refers to a sim ilar textual overspilling o f the frame 
(1972a 397-98): L 'epaisseur du texte s 'ouvre ainsi sur I'au-dela d 'u n  tout, le rien ou I'absolu dehors. Par 
quoi sa profondeur est a la fois nulle et infmie. Infinie parce que chaque couche en abrite une autre. La 
lecture ressemble alors a ces radiographies qui decouvrent. sous I'epiderm e de la derniere peinture. un 
autre tableau cache [...]. Et sous cette autre, etc. Com pte tenu de ce q u ’a gratter cette m atiere textuelle. 
qui semble faite ici de mots, paries ou ecrits, vous reconnaissez souvent la description d un tableau sorti 
de son cadre, autrem ent cadre, repris. apres effraction, dans un quadrilatere a son tour, sur un  de ses 
cotes, fracture.

Tout le tissu verbal y est pris. et vous avec. Vous peignez, vous ecrivez en lisant, vous etes dans 
le tableau. [ .. ] Grace au mouvement incessant de cette substitution des contenus, il apparait que la 
bordure du tableau n est pas ce a travers quoi quelque chose aura ete donne a voir, represente, decrit. 
montre. Un cadre etait. qui se monte et se dem onte, voila tout. Sans meme se m ontrer. tel q u ’il est. dans 
la consequence des substitutions, il se fonne et se transforme. Et cette operation qui vous rappelle. au 
plus-que-present, qu ’il y avait un cadre a  ce double fond, qu ’il s ’ouvrait, c ’est-a-dire se ferm ait sur un 
miroir. voila ce a quoi vous serez im placablem ent tenus en eveil.’

Derrida writes in La Dissemination  that 'La dissemination, sollicitant la physis  com m e mimesis. 
remet la philosophie en scene et son livre en je u ' (1972a 61). Wood proposes that ‘D errida is engaged in 
a theatrical re-anim ation of the textual space o f philosophy’s passion’ (1992 3). Brogan w rites that 
D errida's sty le o f writing in his P hannakon essay is performative rather than inform ative. It doesn’t so 

much inform us about what Plato says as actively repeat the activity of w riting the text by incisively 
cutting into the Platonic text at a point w here the text is open to a m om ent o f alterity and from w hich 
divergent paths through the texts can be pursued’ (1989 11).

The intrication of ‘croire’ and ‘vo ir’ is an explicit theme in the text (1990a 64): ‘En general on 
dissocie conjecture et perception. On oppose meme I'hypothese a I'in tu ition , c ’est-a-dire ti I’im n iM ate te  
du "je N'ois" (video, intueor). “je  regarde” {aspicio). \Q “mire” , je  m 'etonne de voir, j 'ad m ire  (miror. 
admiror). Dans ces deux derniers cas en effet (autoportrait du dessinateur en train  de dessiner et vu de 
face), c ’est seuleinent par hypothese que nous I’im aginions en train de se dessiner lui-m em e en face d ’un 
miroir. et done en train de faire I’autoportrait du dessinateur en train de faire 1’autoportrait du 
dessinateur. M ais ce n 'est qu 'une conjecture.'
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Despite the surreptitious invitations o f the text therefore, the three kinds o f 

blindness which inhabit drawing cannot be applied to the writing o f Derrida’s book 

without blinding the reader at each turn. In each case, a certain violence is inflicted on the 

reader who listens to what the analogical or self-referential level o f the text seems to be 

saying. In Memoires d'aveugle, not only does the analogy between drawing and writing 

show itself to be illogical, the logic o f the text is spoiled by its analogical dimension. In 

brief, the crossing between the linear and the analogical logic meets, throughout, an 

irreducible aporia. Derrida’s declaration at the beginning o f the book might therefore be 

read aslant, to suggest just this ‘pas de vue’: ‘Le point de vue sera mon theme’ (1990a 

1 0 ) .

Is this it, however'^ Is the ‘secret’ o f the text the fact that it imposes a violence on 

the reader and on drawing? The analogical logic o f the text would suggest otherwise. The 

latter part o f the text explores three categories into which representation o f violent 

blindings seem to fall: ‘la meprise (ruse ou tromperie), le chdtiment et la conversion'

( 1990a 96) We have encountered, in our reading, what would seem to be the author’s 

ruse, as well as his seeming punishment for the analogical reader; but wherein lies the 

conversion'’

What happens in the kind o f conversions that are thematized by the text is that the 

victim o f the blinding receives, like St. Paul, a divine commandment and becomes a 

witness to the faith. The role o f the victim o f this ‘apocalypse’ is to point to the invisible 

beyond the visible, the allegorical beyond the literal (1990a 113-23). Paul’s apparent 

madness seems to be related to the reading o f books, and more particularly to the reading 

o f Derrida’s book:

Aveuglement de tournesol, conversion qui tord la lumiere et la fait tourner 
sur elle-meme jusqu’au vertige, evanouissement de I’ebloui qui se voit passer de la 
clarte a plus de clarte, peut-etre a trop de soleil. Cette clairvoyance du trop 
evident, c’est la folie de Paul. Et on en accuse les livres, autrement dit la visibilite 
de la parole invisible: ‘Tu es fou, Paul! Les livres te rendent fou!’ lui crie Festus. 
La confession de Paul, I’autoportrait de cette lumiere folle, gageons qu’elle aura 
represente le modele de 1’auto portrait, de celui qui nous occupe ici dans sa ruine 
meme ..

-D uvo tre '^  (1990a 118-19)
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The irony is palpable here, on the side of both author and fictional reader. However, there 

seems to be a certain naivety in play too.

The ending o f the book turns to Provost’s . 4 sacree, which thematizes 

apocalypse and, for Derrida, the revelation o f the origin o f drawing. It would also seem, 

following the analogical thread o f the text, to represent Derrida’s own text:

En priant au bord des larmes, I’allegorie sacree fa i t  quelque chose. Elle fait 
arriver, elle fait venir aux yeux en produisant un evenement; elle est performative, 
ce dont serait incapable la seule vision si elle ne donnait lieu qu’au constat 
representatif, a la perspicacite, a la theorie ou au theatre, si elle n’etait pas deja en 
puissance d ’apocalypse. (1990a 123)

Derrida’s text too is performative rather than theoretical only. The spectator blinded 

before Provost’s work would seem to allegorize the reader who encounters the 

vertiginous abyss or ‘apocalypse’ at the core o f Derrida’s book (1990a 123). The viewer- 

reader’s role is not simply passive, however:

En s’aveuglant a la vision, en se voilant la vue, par exemple en implorant, on fait 
peut-etre quelque chose de ses yeux. On se fait quelque chose aux yeux.

(1990a 123)

Derrida evokes the tears o f Saint Augustine and Nietzche in their respective memoirs, 

suggesting that tears reveal ‘une essence de I’ceir which transcends vision (1990a 125). 

Tears are distinctively human: ‘I’homme seul sait aller au-dela du voir et du savoir, car 

seul il sait pleurer’ (1990a 128). Besides, the blindness produced by the action o f crying is 

qualitatively different from the blindness that afflicts animals. The essential difference, 

according to Derrida, citing Andrew Marvell, is that ‘les larmes voient’ (1990a 129). Far 

from obscuring, they illuminate: ‘L’aveuglement revdateur, I’aveuglement apocalyptique.

Dalia Jiidovitz (1989 49-50) writes about the madness of Derrida's textual practice: "Derrida's 
concept of reason is not a virtual category that can e.xclude from itself madness as its other, rather for him 
reason carries within itself, within its language and multiple meanings, determinations that speak 
othenvise. that double and endlessly divide its unity, so that its speech can also say its own 
contradictions. [...) It is within the language of the baroque, obsessed with deception and trompe-l 'ail. 
that the maddening character of madness can be perceiv ed as already speaking its history, its destiny of 
unreason.'
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celui qui revele la verite meme des yeux, ce serait le regard voile de larmes’ ( 1990a 

128) . ’*'*

Blindness is associated in the text with love and faith, with an inability to reduce 

the other to an object o f vision and knowledge.**^ M emoires d ’avengle ends with the 

question ‘Des larmes qui voient... Vous croyez'i’’ and the reply 'Je ne sais pas, il faut 

croire. (.. .) ’ (1990a 130, 9). The text whose opening line was ‘Vous croyez'^’ thus comes 

ftill circle Elsewhere in the text Derrida associates ‘literal’ vision with blindness and lack 

o f faith: by analogy with the draughtsman who shuts his eye to present vision and with the 

Biblical witness to divine light, the reader must turn a blind eye to the literal meaning of 

the text in'order to avoid being blinded by it.^* Faith and love are, for Derrida, the 

conditions o f possibility o f a deconstructive reading. The deconstructive reader remains 

open to the text, does not programme her reading in advance, and attempts to follow the 

abyssal logic o f the text: ‘la voix de I’autre commande, elle fait retentir le portrait, elle 

I’appelle sans symetrie ni consonnance’ ( 1990a 68).

I )ernda 's oblique offering

Memoires d'aveugle seems to be constructed in order to be deconstructed Its 

deconstruction or allegorical conversion exposes the fact that its centre -  the hypothesis 

o f a mise-en-abyme or analogy between the transcendental origin o f drawing (‘aletheia’) 

and drawing’s themes (‘adaequatio’) -  seems not to hold. This is because a second 

analogy constructed by the text, that between writing and drawing, suggests firstly that 

writing imposes its own logic on drawing, secondly that the text is unreadable and self

veiling, and thirdly that the text is a ruse. However, it is impossible to disprove the 

existence of a mise-en-abyme internal to drawing by using this argument, because it is on

Tears, vaguely associated in the text with femininity (1990a 128). might also be understood as a 
metaphor for dissemination, or an alternative way o f writing and reading which subverts the 
phallologocentric' order o f language (see 1972a 300).

On the importance of love in Derrida's writing, see Woifreys 1996 85-91.
Derrida writes o f the Biblical association of blindness with literal rather than interior vision. He 

argues that an excessive dependence on carnal vision is associated in the Bible with literal-mindedness, 
over-valuation of evidence, insufficient faith (1990a 24-25). he also claims that the draughtsman who is 
afraid to suspend his immediate vision is blind (1990a 51).
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the basis o f an identical mise-en-abyme that the argument has been constructed in the first 

place: the writing-drawing analogy assumes the same analogy between the transcendental 

and the sacrificial levels o f the text that the text posits within drawing.

Between the two abysses or mises-en-abyme that structure d'aveugle,

therefore, there is a logical abyss, an abyss for logic: ‘line oeuvre est a la fois I’ordre et sa 

ruine Qui se pleurent. Deploration et imploration voilent un regard au moment meme de 

le devoiler’ (1990a 123). The deconstruction o f Derrida’s text leads to a kind o f 

‘apocalypse’. At its centre is the confrontation o f the abyss internal to the logic o f mise- 

en-abyme:

On transporte la chose dans son double (c’est-a-dire deja dans une idealite) pour 
un autre et la representation parfaite est toujours deja autre que ce qu ’elle double 
et re-presente. L’allegorie commence la. La peinture “directe” est deja allegorique 
et passionnee. C’est pourquoi il n’y a pas d ’ecriture vraie. [ .. .] II n ’y a jamais de 
peinture de la chose meme et d ’abord parce qu’il n’y a pas de chose meme.

(1967b 412)

It is the belief in the logic o f mise-en-abyme, or o f the irreducible obliquity o f 

representation, that governs Derrida’s entire deconstructive enterprise. The indirect 

reflection o f the transcendental logic o f drawing by its sacrificial logic, and vice versa, 

reflects that o f the two tangentially related but inextricably interconnected dimensions of 

truth, as discussed in La Verite en peinture. It is the dazzling meeting with the non

meeting between ‘adaequatio’ and ‘aletheia’ that, for Derrida, inaugurates wr i t i ng . Th i s  

meeting with the apocalypse o f knowledge is allegorized in M emoires d'avengle.

If all texts are, for Derrida, inevitably epitaphic, then his text about drawing is 

self-consciously so; its address to the reader is a ‘preposthumous’ one, to cite Hartman’s 

coinage.** It seems to come from the grave. Derrida’s M emoires d'aveugle, like 

Stendhal’s Le Rouge et le Noir, might be understood to give the lie to Julien Sorel’s 

common-sense belief in the impossibility o f saying ‘J ’ai ete guillotine’ .*̂  Derrida meets the

See Stendhal’s description o f the limit o f his ability to represent his passion as a 'dazling' (01 ii 
544). Derrida writes about the dazzling' experience o f reading his recently deceased friend Louis 
Marin’s writing about bedazzlement’, and associates this dazzling with the abyssal thought of 
inheritance’ or the confrontation with death (1996b 191).

O f Glas. Hartman writes: 'Flower, flight, and tissue metaphors converge as Derrida manifests 
his (or Genet’s or Hegel’s, any intense thinker’s) compulsion to write for the dead, that is, to achieve a 
grand, detached, preposthumous style, whatever the apparent subject’ (1982 87).

O f his experience o f reading Marin’s D es pouvoirs de I 'image after its author’s death. Derrida 
writes: The fliture anterior is still a simplistic modalization o f a fundamental present or representation;
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reader’s gaze according to the same logic o f impossibility as that o f Fantin-Latour’s 

meeting with the gaze o f his self-portrait’s viewer: ‘Dans cet autoportrait d ’autoportrait, 

la figure de Fantin-Latour devrait nous regarder le regarder selon la loi d ’une impossible 

et aveuglante reflexivite’ (1990a 65). The text is a self-portrait and ruin according to 

Derrida's own definition o f self-portrait and ruin:

La ruine n’est pas devant nous, ce n’est ni un spectacle ni un objet d ’amour. Elle 
est rexperience meme: ni le fragment abandonne mais encore monumental d ’une 
totalite, ni seulement, comma le pensait Benjamin, un theme de la culture baroque. 
Ce n’est pas un theme, justement, cela ruine le theme, la position, la presentation 
ou la representation de quoi que ce soit. Ruine: plutot cette memoire ouverte 
comme un ceil ou la trouee d ’une orbite osseuse qui vous laisse voir sans rien vous 
montrer du tout. Pour ne rien vous montrer du tout. “Pour” ne rien montrer du 
tout, c’est-a-dire a la fois parce que la ruine ne montre rien du tout, et en vue de 
ne rien montrer du tout. Rien de la totalite qui ne s’ouvre, se perce ou se trouve 
aussitot. Masque de cet autoportrait impossible dont le signataire se voit 
disparaissant a ses propres yeux a mesure qu’il tente desesperement de s’y 
ressaisir Memoire pensive et ruine de ce qui d’avance est passe, deuil et 
melancolie, spectre de I’instant (stigme) et du style dont la pointe meme voudrait 
toucher le point aveugle d ’un regard qui se regarde dans les yeux et n’est pas loin 
de s'y enfoncer jusqu’a perdre la vue par exces de lucidite. (1990a 72, 74)

If Derrida’s text, as a self-portrait, is also a ruin, then the reference to ‘un ceil ou la trouee 

d ’une orbite osseuse qui vous laisse voir sans rien vous montrer du tout' suggests that this 

the author is watching us, obliquely, from beyond the grave (and also suggests a reference 

to the most famous anamorphic painting o f them all). The reference to Benjamin’s Origin 

o f  German Baroque Drama recalls the context of the latter’s statement, as alluded to in 

the above passage: ‘Allegories are, in the realm o f thoughts, what ruins are in the realm of 

things. This explains the baroque cult o f the ruin’ (1977 178). The reader who treats the 

text as an allegory also treats it as a kind o f ruin, as pointing outside itself, presumably to

sim plistic because still too sim ple to be able to translate the strange tem porality that here g ives its force to 
the mourning affect o f  w hich vve are speaking. It would likew ise be too sim ple, though true in an oblique 
w ay. to say that Louis Marin, citing Alberti and speaking o f  the portrait o f  others, o f  death and o f  
friendship, painted h im self in advance, painting at the sam e tim e his grieving friends, pointing us out to 
ourselves in advance with a finger, and sign ing the extraordinary utterance, w hich  he com m ents upon 
elsewhere, that allow s one to say "I died” (this incredible grammar, this im possible tim e or tense that he 
analyzes in La I b ix  excom m uniee).

To say died”. "I am dead”, is not sim ply a future antenor. It is the strange tim e o f  his writing, 
the strange time o f  reading that looks at and regards us in advance this evening, that w ill have regarded 
us. that w ill regard us long after us. The "I died” is not a phenom enologico-gram m atical monstrosity, a 
scandal o f  com m on sense or an im possible sentence with no meaning. It is the tim e or the tense, the 
grapho-logical time, the im plicit tempo o f  all writing, all painting, o f  every trace, and even o f  the 
presumed present o f even, cog ito  ergo  sum ' (1996  186).
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the author; ‘Comment aimer autre chose que la possibilite de la ruine'i’ Que la totalite 

impossible?’ (1990a 72).

In Memoires d'aveiigle, Derrida seems to present a kind o f ironic allegory (or 

anamorphosis) o f deconstruction (a practice o f oblique reading). He builds an abyss or 

trom pe-l’oeil into his text, for the reader to find. Its existence may escape the classical 

reader, who does not let herself be seduced by the superfluous intrigue o f the analogical 

level o f the text (even though the logic o f the text is founded precisely on the logic o f an 

analogy between the transcendental and sacrificial aspects o f drawing). However, the 

deconstructive, sceptical reader will find it out because, for her, texts are always ruins and 

self-portraits:

A I’origine arrive la ruine, elle est ce qui lui arrive d ’abord, a I’origine. Sans 
promesse de restauration. Cette dimension de simulacre ruineux n’a jamais 
menace, au contraire, le surgissement d ’une oeuvre. Simplement il faut savoir, 
done iI faut hien voir 9a, que la fiction performative qui engage le spectateur dans 
la signature de I’cEuvre ne donne a voir qu’au trovers de I’aveuglement qu’elle 
produit comme sa verite. Comme entrevue d ’une jalousie. (1990a 69)

As Royle points out, ‘Derrida’s work suggests that remains, like ruins, are not negative: 

the cryptic structure they (impossibly) figure is, for him, linked to the most affirmative, 

even the only affirmative kind o f thinking, affirmation itself (1995 62). Royle connects 

this affirmation in Derrida’s writing with ‘a certain force o f laughter, telepathic laughter, 

the call and the ruins o f a laughter beyond being’ (1995 140).'’“

The transformative reading o f Derrida’s text would be an ordinary deconstruction 

were it not for the fact that this transformation seems intentionally to be invited by the 

author. The certainty o f authorial intention is, in texts, far more nebulous than in painting. 

Derrida, indeed, describes the successfial arrival o f a message in terms o f a failure (1996c 

60). By a certain negative logic, evoked by Stendhal and Baudelaire before Derrida, by 

saying less it may be possible to say more.'^' As Morag Patrick puts it, ‘if it is to retain a

Nancy also writes about the transcendental laughter’ in Derrida’s text. He dissociates it from 
Baudelaire's 'com iquessignificants  [sic]’, that is, from a comedy which would laugh at something or 
w hich would signify something, and claims that it goes beyond all opposition of serious and non-serious. 
of pain and pleasure' (1992 41). The laughter o f the Derridean text would seem, therefore, to be related 
to the Baudelairean grotesque.

Derrida writes of the Kantian sublime: 'Une presentation inadequate de I’infmi presente sa 
propre inadequation. une inadequation se presente comme telle en sa propre beance. elle se determine en 
son contour, se taille et s ’entaille comme incommensurable au sans-taille’ (1978a 151). Baudelaire writes 
something similar on the subject o f the sonnet (BC i 676).
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dimension o f  alterity, o f  singularity as a call to responsibility, the call o f  the other must 

resist absolute conceptualisation, appropriation and assimilation’ (1996 142).

Dtxx'xdd.''s M em oires d 'aveugle , with its inbuilt stumbling-blocks for reason, seems 

to have been constructed as a ruin, to lure fijture readers into fascination with it. As with 

Van G ogh’s painting o f  shoes, the reader can never finish with it, always finding new
• 1 • • 92ways ot gettmg caught m its weave.

In Passions: “An Oblique Offering’” , Derrida writes that it is precisely the 

resistance o f  a text to knowledge that provokes passion in its readers (1992c 24). He 

associates this resistance with the seduction o f  the secret (1992c 22-23), and then goes on 

to state that the secret may serve as a ruse by which it is possible to answer while 

avoiding answering, thereby eluding accountability. This recalls Stendhal’s description 

o f  the cunning diplomat who says something else entirely between the lines o f  what he 

seems to say. Derrida, like Stendhal, is interested in a kind o f  apophatic discourse, that is, 

one that speaks without speaking.

Derrida writes in ‘Scribble (pouvoir/ecrire)’ about how language originated 

historically in a politically motivated desire for concealment. For Derrida, humans are 

distinguished from animals by their ability to keep secrets (1992a 87). However, 

deconstructive readings tend to seek out the secrets concealed by texts. They do this 

precisely in order to fulfil their obligation to be truthfijl to texts. There is thus a strange 

instability in Derrida’s apparent desire at once to preserve the dignity o f  the secret and to 

unmask the s e c r e t .H o w e v e r ,  in ‘Passions’ he argues that it is the fact o f  a secret that 

deconstruction wishes to reveal, and that the secret itself cannot be revealed, because it is 

bound up with the impossibility o f  knowing (1992c 21).

Of the abyssal logic in Freud’s Beyond the Pleasure Principle. Derrida writes (1980 342): 'Le 
filet est en place, on ne tire sur un fil qu'en s'y prenant la main, ou le pied ou le reste. C'est un lasso ou 
un lacet. Freud ne I’a pas dispose. Disons qu'il a su s ’y prendre. Mais on n'a encore rien dit. on ne salt 
rien de ce savoir. car il a ete lui-meme d’avance surpris par la prise. II n ’a pu [’avoir ou prevoir tout 
entiere. telle fut la condition du rapporte."

That Derrida is referring to Baudelaire’s strategy o f equivocation in Le Spleen de Paris is 
obliquely suggested by his insertion o f a mid-sentence footnote reference to La Fausse Monnaie directly 
after the words the final intentions o f an author whose person is no more represented than non
represented by a character or a narrator’ (1992c 23-24).

Contrasting D em da with Lacan. Zizek writes that Deconstructionisni [sic] is a modernist 
procedure par excellence: it presents perhaps the most radical version o f the logic o f "unmasking” 
w hereby the very unity of the experience of meaning is conceived as the effect o f signify ing mechanisms, 
an effect that can take place only insofar as it ignores the textual movement that produced it’ (1991 142). 
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak claims, in the introduction to her translation of De la gram m atologie. that a 
deconstnictive reading allow s one to 'see the text come undone as a structure of concealment, revealing 
I t s  self-transgression, its undecidability ' (1976 l.vw).
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In ‘Passions’, Derrida writes that he belongs to a ‘tradition o f  the oblique’ ( 1992c 

11). This chapter has argued no more and no less.
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CONCLUSION

I^e non-savoir est le point de vue doiH I ’irreductihilite donne lieu an beau, a ce qu ’uti 
appelle le beau.

Derrida, La Verite en peintiire

This thesis has read perplexing texts by Stendhal and Baudelaire in the light of 

their writings about vision and the visual arts, has interpreted the difficulties in Lacan’s 

seminar about the visual using the logic adopted in that seminar, and has discovered a 

heuristic kind of difficulty in Derrida’s writing about art by applying the logic o f his 

argument to his text. In each case, seeming anomalies within the target text were read 

with a view to the author’s theorization o f vision’s internal resistance or blindness. 

Moreover, this thesis has argued that its four key texts contain the conditions for a 

deception modelled on anamorphosis, a pictorial lure designed to highlight the 

blindness internal to vision

That the texts o f Stendhal and Baudelaire should enact a critical, deconstructive 

moment suggests that the two are more ‘avant-garde’ than is commonly assumed. That 

the texts o f Lacan and Derrida may contain a similarly organized critique may seem 

less surprising. However, it is one thing for literary discourse to employ textual 

deceptions, and quite another for theoretical discourse to do so. The discourse of 

knowledge, after all, is required to exclude the lures o f the aesthetic: ‘Le figural est au 

textuel comme le leurre au savoir’ (Lyotard 1985 282; see also 1985 167, 200-201).^

It would seem then that the tradition of Romantic irony has much in common 

with poststructuralist writing. The parallel is suggested, indirectly, by Marc Guillaume 

in Figures de I'alterite, where he characterizes postmodern modes o f being and 

communication as ‘spectral’ in both the phantasmal and the prismatic sense, and cites 

Stendhal’s passion for pseudonyms as an early literary example o f this spectralization 

o f identity (1994 23). According to Guillaume, electronic messaging permits, ‘par le 

jeu de I’anonymat et de la pseudonymie’, ‘une sorte de travestissement textueV in

' Lyotard implies, in his introduction to Discours, Figure, that the work o f Derrida flattens the
otherness of the figure by reducing it to discourse (1985 14), and makes a similar argument regarding 
Lacan's interpretation of Freud's theory of the dream work (1985 251-60). This thesis has argued the 
opposite regarding Lacan and Derrida. Indeed. Jay notes that, had Lyotard had access to Lacan’s 
seminar on the gaze, his position would have been problematized (1993 567-68).
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which the elision o f  identity facilitates more intimate relations than w ould be possible in 

ordinary communications (1994 32).

Each chapter o f this thesis has constructed a plausible hypothesis as to why the 

author in question may have been attracted by the idea o f  producing an anamorphic 

text. Stendhal longed for posthum ous recognition and was obsessed by the notion o f 

encoded seductions which were displayed before all but comprehensible only to their 

target. Baudelaire, disgusted by the blindness o f his contem poraries to the beauty o f  his 

poetry, produced a collection o f  satirical texts designed to  satisfy their taste for cheap 

pathos while also giving vent to the au thor’s ‘Spleen de Paris’. In L acan’s case, a 

desire to deceive his audience may have stemmed either from his belief in the 

importance o f confronting the ignorance at the heart o f  knowledge or from  his 

awareness o f the transferential effects provoked by impenetrability. Derrida may have 

wished to  write a book that would both pre-empt and welcome its future 

deconstructors.

The four writers studied share a world-view that would have made the idea o f  

textual distortion attractive to them. Three out o f  the four are strongly associated with 

the figure o f  the dandy, while the fourth, Derrida, is as subversive o f  bourgeois culture 

as any dandy could be.^ All four are intolerant o f  the passive reception and re

transmission o f knowledge, and advocate instead a sceptical, questioning attitude. All 

prom ote a ludic, risk-taking approach to  life in opposition to what they see as the 

deadening tendency o f  repetition and imitation. All four insist on the inadequacy o f  

representation; but, unlike Plato, they emphasize the hope offered by this inadequacy.

In the w ork o f  all four, a tacit synonymy seems to establish itself between 

ethical and artistic practice. Handw erk argues that both Romantic irony and 

psychoanalysis propose an ethics o f  intersubjective, dialogic transform ation which has 

its origins in Socrates (1985 3).^ Emmanuel Levinas, by whom both Lacan and Derrida 

were influenced, subscribes to a similar view o f ethical behaviour, in arguing for the 

self-altering potential o f  sociality as opposed to the stagnation carried by knowledge:

‘II y a dans la connaissance, en fin de compte, une impossibilite de sortir de soi’ (1982

■ See Baudrillard 1994 on the dandy, or what Kojeve called the ‘snob’. Baudrillard associates
the dandy w ith the revelation o f  the illusoriness o f  sincerity and authenticity and w ith the cultivation  
o f affectation and secrecy by a play on signs and an em bracing o f  the Active.
’ Bowie also suggests that psychoanalysis has links w ith Rom antic irony (1993 111).
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52). This self-transformation is effected in the production and reception o f art as much 

as in intersubjective relations. As A. Benjamin reminds us, ‘The question o f the relation 

pertains equally to the ethical as well as the aesthetic realm’ (1991 57).

If all four authors are devoted to unmasking received truths as illusions, they 

also insist that the only truth available to us is that o f illusion. They take the part of 

artifice rather than authenticity, o f surfaces over depth, o f language over meaning; but 

they do so not because they refuse the possibility o f authenticity, depth, and meaning, 

but rather because they consider these qualities to be effects o f illusion (or 

representation) rather than its absolute opposite. As A. Benjamin puts it, representation 

■gives presence to what had hitherto not been presented’ (1991 61).

The stance o f these four writers is thus resolutely ironic, in de M an’s sense: 

[irony] can know [. . ] inauthenticity but can never overcome it. It can only restate and 

repeat it on an increasingly conscious level, but it remains endlessly caught in the 

impossibility o f making this knowledge applicable to the empirical w orld’ (1983 222). 

Handwerk describes this concentration on blockage as ‘ethical irony’:

For ethical irony, an incompatibility in discourse suspends the question o f 
identity by frustrating any immediate coherence o f the subject. Such 
suspension, of course, requires that there be a certain undecidability between 
alternatives rather than an easy either-or choice. This is fostered in that the 
implied alternative is unstated and the degree o f assent to the proffered 
alternative remains unclear; judgment hovers between the two. (1985 2)

The ironic text places the reader in the same position o f hovering, in so far as she can 

never be sure if irony was intended or not. A conflict arises between the reader’s 

rational deduction o f irony and the manifest meaning o f the text. The pleasure or pain 

produced by this discordance between the intelligible and the sensible might be 

associated with Kant’s analysis o f the sublime in the Critique o f  Judgem ent*

The fact that all four writers discussed in this thesis are interested in 

Shakespeare’s Hamlet may owe something to the various echoes between that play and 

their own concerns.^ In Shakespeare’s play, there is the thematization o f a posthumous

See Ferrv 's sunim,ar> of Kant’s argument regarding the sublime, 1990 135-45.
See for example Stendhal 01 ii 115; Baudelaire OC 1 117; Lacan’s Le Seminaire, L ivre VI 

(195H-59): le D esir et sun enterpretation. Ornicar?, 1959, 24-27; Derrida’s Spectres de M arx: I 'Elat 
de la dette, le travail du deuil et la nouvelle  (Paris: Galilee. 1993).
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com m unication whose authenticity cannot be proven. There is also the thematization 

o f  the consequences o f  that impossibility. There is the revelation o f  the cracks in the 

facade o f  worldly grandeur. The play’s debt to the vanitas genre is suggested by the 

graveyard scene and the constant references to death against a backdrop o f  luxury.^ 

There is Ham let’s employment o f  a theatrical mise-en-abyme, entitled The M ousetrap, 

wherein a ‘m irror’ is held up to the King in order to force him to betray himself. As 

Royle points out, words in H am let ‘produce violent, “material” effects’ (1995 103); 

words are similarly performative in the texts under consideration in this thesis. There 

is Horatio’s insistence on repeating the story o f  the play, such that it will never be 

forgotten.

The repeated insistence on -  and on the part o f  -  something inassimilable to 

understanding in the course o f  Ham let begins with the appearance o f  the father's 

ghost. Zizek, referring to Lacan’s treatment o f  Shakespeare’s play in Livre VI, claims 

that ‘The return o f  the dead is a sign o f  a disturbance in the symbolic rite, in the 

process o f  symbolization; the dead return as collectors o f  some unpaid symbolic debt’ 

(1991 23). Royle argues that the writing o f  H am let was motivated by Shakespeare’s 

desire for his name to be remembered. It might be deduced, then, that the symbolic 

disturbance thematized in the play is also built into its very structure; its enigmatic 

aspects plunge its audience into an uncertainty analogous to that o f  Hamlet before his 

father’s ghost. This thesis has argued that its four writers ensure, precisely by 

disturbing the certainty o f  the reader, that their work will enjoy a similar posthumous 

return.

Barthes writes about ‘cette enigme d ’Ham let’, which, he argues, stems from 

the desire to know why Shakespeare's hero does not commit the crime that is 

anticipated throughout the play; the element o f ‘suspense’, according to Barthes,

Lacan claims that the objects offered in the wager in Hamlet  (V.ii .)  assume ‘the character o f  
what is called a vanitas in the religious tradition’ {The Seminar, Book VI, cited in Royle 1995 115). 
Royle connects this observation with Lacan’s analysis o f  Holbein’s The Ambassadors,  and gestures 
towards a possible parallel between the painting’s abyssal signature {hohl bein.  hollow bone) and 
Shakespeare’s signature effects in Hamlet { \9 9 5  121-22). Buci-Glucksmann proposes that the structure 
o f  Hamlet  is anamorphic (1988 36-37). Baltrusaitis suggests that the description o f  anamorphosis in 
Richard II refers to the anamorphic portrait o f  Edward VI which hung in the palace where the theatrical 
company to which Shakespeare belonged occasionally played (1969 23). The passage itself  suggests a 
stronger connection with Holbein’s painting, however. It may be that Shakespeare had heard o f  or seen 
a sketch o f  Holbein’s work, which was in France at the time o f  Hamlet’s writing in 1603-1605.
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appeals to ‘cette part capitale de nous-memes, qui est la part collective, la part 

humaine’ (1993 233). Hamlet holds our interest because it withholds something from 

us. As with the characters o f the play, the impossibility o f dissolving the enigma o f 

Hamlet may provoke different reactions in its audience. Broadly speaking, the choice is 

between its suppression (Hamlet/Julien Sorel), a continued fascination (Ophelia/Mme 

de Renal), or its ritualization (Horatio/Mathilde de la Mole).

Anamorphosis ritualizes the secret. It marks the irreducibility o f ignorance. The 

revelation offered by anamorphosis puts an end not to the secret but (temporarily) to 

the illusion o f knowledge. It reveals what Baudrillard calls ‘ce secret du secret’ (1979 

109). The notion that there is something that must remain a secret challenges the 

unmasking impulse that characterizes modernism^:

The language of Lacan and Derrida is shaped by a Heideggerian detour Both 
writers see Western philosophy as reflecting through its grammar, its 
categories, and its now inbuilt manner o f discourse a desire for reality-mastery 
as aggressive and fatal as Freud’s death instinct. (Hartman 1981 96)

According to Anne-Marie Christin, it is upon the assumption that ‘any gaze is 

uncertain -  namely, that it neither ever affirms nor denies -  that the silent 

communication essential to Chinese philosophy is based’ (1996 147). Against the 

teleological certainties o f the modernist project, our four authors champion the gamble. 

They advocate a loss of mastery, a confrontation o f the unknowable and 

unrepresentable, because only the repeated risking o f representation can ensure 

freedom from the repetitions o f representation.

The mode o f representation our four writers adopt is ironic and liberating 

rather than sincere and reifying. The scepticism that characterizes their work is 

indivisible from naivety; because only after falling prey to a mimetic illusion can it be 

recognized as an illusion. Unlike Plato and Descartes, therefore, they celebrate the 

potential o f mimetic resemblance or analogy to subvert the fixed borders o f mimetic 

representation. The four writers, by adopting what might be called a naive or

The modernism that unmasks can be distinguished from the avant-garde modernism that Jay 
associates with experiments in antimimetic muhiperspectivalism. anamorphosis, self-reflecting mise 
en ahyme, discourse/figure chiasmus, and concrete poetics’ (1993 180). This thesis treats this latter as 
a disruptive strand within the more generalized project of modernism, a strand that can be understood 
as the precondition of modernism and that Lyotard describes as the postmodern (see for example 1986 
,iO-34).
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rom antic’ form o f  irony, evade being circumscribed by mimesis (as Julien Sore! is) at 

the same time as they resist the fall into radical uncertainty (to which M me de Renal

succumbs).**

All four w riters targeted by this thesis take the Ml fau t’ within representation, in 

the sense both o f  obligation and lack, as the point o f  departure for their writing. They 

problem atize the pragm atic view o f  representation, or what Prendergast describes as 

the ‘contractual’ model o f  mimesis (1986 51), which reduces com m unication to  the 

simple exchange o f  messages. All four writers point to a recalcitrant dimension within 

representation: its latent heterogeneity cannot be eliminated. Serres’s notion o f  Me 

parasite’ encapsulates that hermetic dimension o f  discourse that interferes, at least 

potentially, with the simple, quasi-m onetary exchange o f  communications.

Summarizing Serres’s argument, Josue Harari and David F Bell write: ‘Herm es is the 

father o f  eloquence, patron o f  orations, musician, m aster o f w ords, noise, and wind. 

W hat does a parasite do'i’ He takes and gives nothing in exchange, or rather, gives 

words, noise, w ind’ (1982 xxxv).^ Stendhal, Baudelaire, Lacan, and Derrida could all 

be understood to  exploit the parasitic or hermetic dimension o f  discourse. In the work 

o f all, the exploitation o f  language’s capacity to transgress against its own pragm atism  

is associated with love and with art. It is by the confrontation o f  the place where 

language fails, a place exemplified in this thesis by the visible, that language can 

recognize its own limits as well as the fact o f  a beyond still to  be represented. It may be 

that language can suggest that outside-representation most strikingly by way o f  

anamorphosis, described by Baltrusaitis as ‘un art d ’evocation’ (1969 114).

Anamorphic texts require, in an exemplary way, the kind o f  reading that all 

literary w orks invite, at least according to the four authors discussed here. This reading 

would wait for the text under consideration to reveal its w orkings, rather than 

assuming m astery over it. No program m e can be w orked out in advance o f  such a 

reading, unless uncertainty and the suspension o f  judgem ent can be described as a 

programme. The event can never be predicted: ‘I’evenement com m e trouble est

* This is the alternative posited by Prendergast, and to which he seeks an alternative along the
lines of Paul Ricoeur's reading of Aristotle, which treats iniinesis as ■dynamic praxis' rather than as 
copying (see Prendergast 1986 212-53).
 ̂ See also C. Johnson's discussion, with reference to Derrida, o f the role o f 'noise' ;uid the

■parasite’in Dernda's theory (1993 148. 176-78). Umberto Eco’s L ’(Euvre ouverte also draws on 
information theory in its argument that aesthetic discourse foregrounds a dimension that surpasses 
signification, and which he names 'infonnation’.
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toujours ce qui defie le savoir’ (Lyotard 1985 22). Felman, for example, claims that the 

kind o f discursive analysis theorized by Lacan is a function o f ‘the singularity o f the 

text’, such that the knowledge o f the analyst -  literary or psychoanalytic -  is ‘that 

peculiarly specific knowledge which, unlike any commodity, is subsumed by its use 

value, having no exchange value whatsoever’ (1982 3 1-32). This textual intuition is 

incompatible with that pragmatic attitude to representation which Stendhal and 

Baudelaire both lamented in their contemporaries, and which theorists such as Derrida 

and Lacan challenge. Where the former two seem to appeal directly for an engagement 

with their text that goes beyond its literal level, the latter two theorize the necessity of 

such a style o f reading This kind o f reading might be described as a loving one, to the 

extent that love implies a refusal o f closure and a faith that there is something more to 

the object o f love than is immediately apparent.

In ‘Le Troisieme Sens’. Barthes describes that dimension o f  a photograph that 

makes it a work of art -  rather than a simple message or concentration o f symbolic 

meaning -  as ‘le sens obtus’ or ‘signifiance’. This dimension is precisely what makes a 

work fascinating In a similar vein, Lyotard argues that it is the oblique dimension of 

a discourse that is responsible for its aesthetic appeal:

L’art est pose dans I’alterite en tant que plasticite et desir, etendue courbe, face
a I’invariabilite et a la raison, espace diacritique L ’art veut la figure, la ‘beaute’
est figurale, non-liee, rythmique. (1985 13)

Christin writes about the W est’s ‘blind-spot’ to the image (1995 122), claiming that 

while Western culture privileges the recognition o f objects, the Chinese values the gaps 

between objects. While the West privileges reason and representation, China privileges 

‘the intuitive wisdom of seeing’ (1995 125). For Christin, ‘looking does not just mean 

identifying objects or eliminating “the other”, but understanding voids, which in turn 

means inventing’ (1995 129). Christin evokes Manet and Mallarme as proponents, in 

art and literature respectively, o f the ‘void’."  Baudrillard, in a book whose title {De la 

seduction) harks back to Stendhal’s De I'amour, opposes ‘la question du vide’ to the 

positivism o f the discourse o f power (1979 74). He defines seduction as the

See A. Benjamin’s summary' o f Barthes’s argument (1991 144-46).
'' Christin objects to the negative connotations of the notion o f ia c k ’ (1995 122). She adopts 
the term void’ in its place, because of the Chinese belief in the 'vibrancy' o f appearances (1995 125).
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disturbance o f  meaning introduced by the surfaces o f  a discourse, and opposes it to the 

notion o f  interpreting a latent discourse beneath the patent one; for Baudriilard, 

seduction defies interpretation (1979 77-78).'^ His argument is perfectly germane to 

our own, even if it seems that the postmodernist theorist is interested only in ‘la 

brillante surface du non-sens et [. . .] tous lesjeux qu’elle rend possibles’ (1979 79), 

thereby seeming to refijse the possibility o f  a coherent surface discourse. For 

Baudrillard, the seduction exercised by signs can be calculated, as in Kierkegaard’s Le 

Journal du seducteur (1979 135-63). Baudrillard writes that ‘La seduction n’est jamais 

lineaire, elle ne porte pas non plus de masque (celle-ci est la seduction vulgaire) -  elle 

est oblique' (1979 146).''^

In Poe’s The Purloined Letter (1978 III 972-997), the diagonal view is 

thematized in the figure o f Auguste Dupin. The tale, by an author often associated with 

Romantic irony, inspired written responses from three out o f  the four authors o f  this 

thesis (Stendhal died in 1842, Poe’s story was written in 1844). Baudelaire translated it 

into French, Lacan discussed it in the introduction to Ecrits, and Derrida wrote a 

response to Lacan’s analysis o f  it. Furthermore, there are suggestions within Poe’s tale 

that it constitutes a response to Le Rouge et le Noir. '■* Like Stendhal’s novel, it is set

O n seduction 's excess over the economy of contract and exchange, see B audrillard 1979
114.
' ’ Baudrillard. like Stendhal, links seduction to the secret (1979 109-117). He also makes the 
suggestive, unelaborated claim  that certains, avant de disparaitre, ont eu le tem ps, en anticipant sur 
leur fin. d 'exercer une seduction que les autres ne connaitront ja m a is’ (1979 116), He follows this 
statem ent w ith a chapter entitled 'L ’Effigie de la seductrice' (1979 117-21), the first part o f which 
might be read as an im plied analysis o f M athilde de la M ole’s character. Later in the same chapter he 
quotes the passage from B audelaire’s Eloge du M aquillage which we have argued contains an oblique 
reference to the irony of Le Rouge et le N oir  (see 'Baudelaire and S tendhal’ in the second chapter of 
this thesis). A nother highly suggestive passage in B audrillard’s te.xt, although it explicitly refers to the 
Journal du seducteur, is the following:

i l  faut que tout se reponde par allusion subtile, et que tous les signes so ient p ris  au piege. 
Ainsi les artifices du seducteur sont le reflet de I’essence seductrice de la jeune fille. et celle-ci est 
comme dem ultipliee dans une mise en scene ironique. un leurre exact de sa propre nature, auquel elle 
\ lendra se prendre sans effort.

11 ne s 'ag it done pas d ’une attaque frontale. mais d ’une seduction d iagonale qui passe comme 
un trait (quoi de plus seduisant que le trait d ’esprit?)... ’ (1979 140-41)

Certainly, the fact that S tendhal’s De I ’amour provides an im plied intertext for D e la 
seduction -  and that the photograph on the cover o f B audrillard’s w ork shows the blue face of a 
woman reflected in a m irror -  gives pause for thought.
‘ ' W hile my superficial scan o f Poe's writing and biography has not tu rned up any obvious 
references to Stendhal, the likelihood of his having read the la tte r's  work seem s high. The American 
writer read widely, was an excellent student o f French, and set some o f his most famous stories in the 
France of his day. Funherm ore. he was. like Stendhal. ver>' interested in cryptography, even going so 
far as to w nte  an essay on Secret W riting’. In that essay, he prints an encoded letter allegedly
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in Restoration France. At its denouement, a gun-siiot is fired in order to distract the 

minister and to allow for a secret transaction to take place. Julien’s shooting o f N4me 

de Renal at the denouement of Le Rouge et le Noir might also be regarded as a 

distraction from the real business o f the novel, namely the subversive commentary that 

this thesis argues runs through it. According to our argument, the superimposed 

discourse in Stendhal’s novel is displayed as boldly as the letter in the minister’s oft'ice, 

and yet goes unnoticed. The search for an explanation to the novel’s ending has been 

conducted as thoroughly as the police force’s search for the purloined letter; and yet, it 

is possible that its ‘key’ is right there before us, in the figure o f Mathilde. Lacan’s 

comparison o f the purloined letter to ‘un immense corps de femme’ (E 36) is highly 

suggestive, in this context, as it implies a suppression, by bourgeois culture, o f a 

disruptive femininity He associates the blindness of the police force with ‘I’imbecillite 

realiste’ (E 25). Furthermore, Lacan describes Dupin’s analysis o f the ‘jeu de pair ou 

impair’ as ‘un attrape-nigaud’ (SII 228), claiming that Poe was far too subtle a thinker 

not to see the lack o f logic in the argument that one could beat one’s opponent at the 

game simply by identifying with him. Lacan’s accusation o f Poe’s illogic seems itself 

disingenuous, and possibly even acts as ‘un attrape-nigaud’, in its refijsal to 

contemplate the possibility that a player may have sufficient mental agility to identify 

with and then separate from an other. If the argument o f this thesis is subscribed to, 

Stendhal’s novel could be described as a game o f odds and evens, and as ‘un attrape- 

nigaud’; Mathilde would be the odd one out who is suppressed by the reader, as by 

Julien, in order to preserve the comforting symmetry o f the novel’s ending.'^

It is striking that in both versions o f the seminar on La Lettre volee, Lacan 

mentions the colours of the seals on the letter: red on the inside, and black on the 

outside (SII 233, E 35); in the Ecrits version, he even describes the seal as ‘passant du 

rouge de la passion au noir de ses miroirs’. Lacan’s insistence on the relevance o f the 

structure o f ‘le pari’ to Poe’s tale is interesting, given the gambling connotations o f the 

colours red and black In what may be a veiled reference to Le Rouge et le Noir, Lacan 

describes the minister’s purloined letter as ‘une sorte de lettre d ’amour qu’il s’envoie a

recencd from one S.D .L ' (1984  1284-86). Poe writes about a nightm arish anam orphic tapestry in 
Ligeia . a story about the bizarre resuscitation o f  a dead wom an (Poe 1978 II 305-34).
'  ̂ See Derrida's discussion in La Verite en pe in tu re  o f the reactions provoked by I’impair' and 
le disparat'.
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lui-iTieme’, and emphasizes the simulated feminine handwriting on its exposed part (SII 

234) He also draws attention to the minister’s narcissism, and describes him as ‘un 

personnage essentiellement romantique’ (SII 235). These descriptions could easily be 

applied to Stendhal. While Lacan initially compares the character to Chateaubriand 

(SII 235), he also includes an interestingly phrased reference to Stendhal:

Le ministre demontre une belle indolence -  laquelle ne trompe pas I’habile 
homme, qui sait qu’il y a en dessous I’extreme vigilance, I’audace terrible du 
personnage romantique capable de tout, pour lequel le terme de sang-froid, 
voyez 9a chez Stendhal, semble avoir ete invente. Et le voila allonge, qui 
s’ennuie, qui reve -  Rien ne suffit dans une epoqiie decadente d occuper les 
pensees d 'lm  grand esprit. One faire quand tout s 'en va d vau-l 'eau?

(SII 237)

To whom does ‘le voila’ refer to, the minister or Stendhal"^ The question is left 

tantalizingly open Furthermore, Lacan’s aside strikes a strange note because, while the 

argument o f this thesis concerning Le Rouge et le Noir would demand a considerable 

degree o f ‘sang-froid’ on the part o f Stendhal, in this century he is far more frequently 

associated with impetuosity. The minister is described in Poe’s tale as both a poet and 

a mathematician, this thesis has argued that Stendhal was both.

If the minister can be identified with Stendhal, then Poe might occupy the 

position of Dupin, a fellow poet-logician. In swapping a bogus letter for the original, 

Dupin repeats the minister’s gesture. Similarly, in writing a text that keeps its secret 

hidden on its surface (the red and black o f the purloined letter, referring to Le Rouge et 

!e Noir), Poe might repeat Stendhal’s gesture. According to this hypothesis, then, what 

Dupin writes on the blank sheet o f paper he puts in the place o f the letter applies as 

easily to Poe’s repetition as to that o f Dupin:

So baneful a plot, if not worthy o f Atreus, is worthy o f Thyestes.

The repetition is not an exact one. Dupin’s ruse goes unremarked by its victim, 

whereas the queen was at least aware o f the fact o f a robbery and o f  the identity o f its 

perpetrator It could be argued that the same difference characterizes the relationship 

between Poe’s narrative and that o f Stendhal, because Le Rouge et le Noir has always 

been suspected of containing a secret, while Poe’s tale has not.
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The behaviour that this thesis has argued characterizes its four main texts can 

be understood in term s o f  the ‘strange loop’, a term  adopted by Douglas H ofstadter to 

define recursive structures in music and art. Steve W inspur argues that some o f  the 

poems o f  Paul Eluard are strange loops because ‘at one m om ent or another their 

readers understand that they are not only decoding signs o f  literary meaning but also 

signs o f  their ow n activity’ (1996 171), The reader, in other words, finds the processes 

o f reading a text represented in that text. The poem that incorporates a strange loop is 

ethical, according to  W inspur, because ‘the sort o f  doing to  which the poem ’s loop 

leads us is not the dutifijl adherence to a course o f  action expected by others but rather 

a recreation for ourselves o f  the particular formal necessity inscribed within the poem 

and the drawing it accom panies’; the kind o f  thinking triggered by such a poem  is not 

goal-oriented but ‘joy-creating’ and transform ative (1996 182-83). W inspur thus takes 

the strange loop as a paradigm o f  surrealist ethics. Surrealism, which also embraces 

anamorphosis, might thus provide a bridge between the writing o f  Stendhal and 

Baudelaire, on the one hand, and that o f  Derrida and Lacan, on the other.

The subversive edge o f  the texts studied in this thesis lies in the possibility that 

they otTer them selves to be read on two levels, one straightforw ard and one ironic. In 

order to perceive the ironic level o f  the discourse (if it exists), it is necessary only to 

reflect the argum ent o f  the text back at itself, in the case o f  Lacan and Derrida, or else 

to reflect the 'read e rs’ represented in the text back upon our own reading processes, in 

the case o f  Stendhal and Baudelaire. In both instances, what is required is a reflection 

that leads to a displacem ent o f  the reader’s established identifications. Reflection is 

thus no longer the responsibility solely o f  the author. W hat Lyotard says o f  the 

reception o f  painting might just as easily be applied to the reading o f  a text:

C ette lenteur requise par le figural vient de ce q u ’il oblige la pensee a 
abandonner son element, qui est le discours de signification, ou le trace n’est 
pas accueilli pour lui-meme (pas plus que le son dans la parole) parce qu ’il 
n ’est qu ’un elem ent distinctif ou significatif dans le tableau des significations. II 
lui faut sortir de la transparence communicable; la fafon  dont le sens est present 
dans la ligne (dans tout constituant de la figure) est ressentie com m e opacite 
par I’esprit habitue au langage. Un effort presque sans fin est exige pour que 
I’oeil se laisse capter par la forme, se laisse com m uniquer I’energie qu ’elle 
detient. II y a ici un travail a faire pour tenir a I’ecart les presupposes, les 
interpretations, les habitudes de lecture, que nous contractons avec I’usage 
predominant du discours. Cette permeabilite a la presence flottante de la ligne
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(de la valeur, de la couleur) est justement une aptitude dont I’education et 
I’enseignement discursifs nous ont prives. (1985 218)

The recognition o f  the figural dimension o f  a verbal text might require an analogous 

reflection on its floating parts, its opacity. The figural would be a function o f  the 

analogies and echoes internal to the representation. Lyotard describes ‘la puissance 

figurale de la ligne’ as exploding ‘comme un scandale’ (1985 218). The same might be 

said o f  the figural’s irruption into discourse, at least in the case o f  textual 

anamorphosis.

If Kristeva’s definition o f  ethics as ‘la negativation du narcissisme dans une 

pratique’ (1974 203) is adhered to, then the practice o f  textual anamorphosis is 

inherently ethical. Any academic argument for the existence o f  textual anamorphosis 

can be ethical, however, only to the extent that it admits its own intrinsic 

inconclusiveness and, ultimately, its own madness. The revelation o f  the irreducibility 

o f  uncertainty that is enacted by pictorial anamorphosis is doubly powerful in the case 

o f  written texts, because even after the recognition o f  the fact o f  a secret, the reader 

can have no tangible evidence o f  its existence: only her laughter.
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